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Establishment
The Centre for Advanced Engineering was founded in
May 1987 to mark the centenary of the School of Engineering at the University of Canterbury. It was established by means of an appeal fund launched in conjunction with the centennial celebrations. To date approximately $2 million has been raised, contributed by 150
corporate donors and 750 individual donors. The earnings from this capital sum assist in funding the activities
of the Centre.

Objective
The objective of the Centre is to enhance engineering
knowledge within New Zealand in identified areas judged
to be of national importance and to engage in technology
transfer of the latest research information available from
overseas. The Centre is not concerned with basic engineering research but with the application of research
findings to engineering problems.
The objective is achieved for each major project undertaken by bringing together a selected group of practising
and research engineers and experts in the particular field
from both New Zealand and overseas to:

Steering Committee appoints Task Group Leaders and a
Project Manager.
Detailed work on the project is carried out on a voluntary
basis by the members appointed to each Task Group.
The Centre arranges to bring to New Zealand, at the
appropriate time, several Visiting Fellows to work with
members of the Task Groups, bringing to the project the
latest available information from overseas.
The Centre also undertakes a variety of smaller projects
and produces publications on engineering subjects of
current concern, and arranges lectures and seminars on
appropriate topics as the occasion arises.

Contact:
Centre for Advanced Engineering
University of Canterbury
Private Bag 4800
Christchurch
New Zealand
Street Address:

•

consolidate existing knowledge;

•

study advanced techniques;

•

develop approaches to particular problems in engineering and technology;

•

promote excellence in engineering; and

Telephone:
Fax:
e-mail:

•

disseminate findings through documentation and
public seminars.

Executive Director:
Projects Director:

39 Creyke Road
Christchurch 4
+64-3-364-2478
+64-3-364-2069
j.blakeley@cae.canterbury.ac.nz

A unique forum for co-operation among industry, the
engineering profession and university research engineers is thus provided.

Function
The Centre is managed by a Board of Directors comprising representatives from industry, the engineering profession and the University of Canterbury. Chairman of
the Board is Mr Gavin Cormack of Auckland. The Board
selects the title for each project undertaken by the Centre
and approves the level of funding. A Steering Committee
is then appointed, initially to carry out detailed planning
for the project and then to provide overall direction. The
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Glossary of Terms
AC

Alternating current

Adt

Air dried tonne

AEPB

Auckland Electric Power Board

AHP

Absorption heat pump

AHT

Absorption heat transformer

ARFA

Air Radio Frequency Assisted (heating)

Benchmark

Average or median SE figure determined through sector studies and adopted as a minimum
performance standard for an industry or process

Black Liquor

Pulping chemicals plus lignin and other dissolved wood materials

BLOX

Black Liquor Oxidation

CADDET

Centre for the Analysis and Dissemination of Demonstrated Energy Technologies (Inter
national Energy Agency)

CAE

Centre for Advanced Engineering

CFC

Chlorofluorocarbon

CHP

Combined Heat and Power, a form of cogeneration

CO

Carbon monoxide

CO2

Carbon dioxide

COP

Coefficient of Performance. The ratio of useful energy output to the energy input for
energy conversion devices such as heat pumps

CTMP

Chemical-thermomechanical pulp(ing)

CUSUM

Cumulative Sum of deviations - method for statistical analysis of process energy use

DC

Direct Current

DRI

Dairy Research Institute (NZ)

ECNZ

Electricity Corporation of New Zealand

EECA

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority

EPRI

Electric Power Research Institute

EUI

Energy Utilisation Index = SE

FCCC

Framework Convention on Climate Change (international treaty)

FLOX

Flameless oxidation of fuel

FGR

Flue Gas Recirculation

FTRC

Food Technology Research Centre (Massey University)

GATT

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (international treaty)

GANZ

Gas Association of New Zealand
v
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GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GHP

Natural gas engine heat pump

GPS

Global Positioning System

GST

Goods and Services Tax

GW

Groundwood (pulping process)

GWP

Groundwood pulp(ing)

GWP

Global warming potential

HCFC

Hydrochlorofluorocarbon

HFC

Hydrofluorocarbon

HM

Hot Metal

Hog

Bark and wood residues used as fuel

Housekeeping

Plant maintenance, minor upgrades and operating procedures

HP

Horsepower

H/P ratio

Heat to power ratio - cogeneration design factor

HVAC

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning system

Hz

Hertz - unit of frequency equal to one cycle per second

IBB

Integral bed burner (regenerative burner)

IGCC

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

IR

Infrared electromagnetic radiation

IRR

Internal Rate of Return in economic analysis

J

Joule - measure of energy

K

Degrees Kelvin, measure of temperature above absolute zero

LIRA

Logging Industry Research Association (NZ)

LPG

Liquid Petroleum Gas. A propane/butane mixture

LQ

Linear quadratic process controller

LQS

B controller
Linear quadratic servo process

Lux

Measure of visible light intensity

MAF

Ministry of Agriculture (NZ)

MC

Medium Consistency (pulp)

MDF

Medium density fibreboard

MF

Microfiltration

MHF

Multi-Heath Furnaces (ironmaking)

MIRINZ

Meat Industry Research Institute of New Zealand

MST

Membrane Separation Technologies

MVR

Mechanical vapour recompression
vi
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M&T

Monitoring and Targeting - systems for energy management

NOx

A family of gases formed by the oxidation of nitrogen

Ns

Specific speed - index of the geometry and performance of a pump

NZERDC

New Zealand Energy Research and Development Committee

NZFRI

New Zealand Forest Research Institute

NZS

New Zealand Standard

OM

Organic Matter

ONP

Old newspapers/newsprint

Pa

Pascal, a measure of pressure

PAPRO

Pulp and Paper Research Organisation (NZ)

PGW

Pressurised groundwood (pulping process)

pH

Measure of acidity - value of 7 for neutral solutions, with higher values for alkaline solutions
and lower values for acid solutions

PID

Proportional, integral and derivative process controllers

Pinch

In Pinch Technology - the closest point between the hot and cold composite curves for a
process

Pinch Technology

Process integration. Method for analysing heat flows to optimise process design, plant
selection and energy use

PLC

Programmable logic controller

psi

Imperial pressure measurement - pounds per square inch

PTO

Power Take Off

QLL

Quartz Linear Lamp

R22

HCFC-22

RAC

Run-around coil heat exchanger or coil energy recovery loop

RAPS

Remote Area Power Systems

RCB

Regenerative ceramic burner

RMA

Resource Management Act

RMP

Refiner mechanical pulp(ing)

RO

Reverse Osmosis

SE

Specific energy consumption, or energy per unit of output, for a process or production stage

SFC

Specific fuel consumption (=SE)

SRB

Self recuperating burner

SWEAT

Salt Water Energy Accumulation and Transformation system

t

tonne

T1

Short term energy efficiency target achievable through better housekeeping

T2

Long term energy efficiency target achievable through improved plant and processes
vii
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T3

New technology, or state of the art energy efficiency target

T0

Base energy efficiency target reflecting current energy use

Tall oil

Resinous liquid - mixture of rosin acids and fatty acids produced as a by-product in the
treatment of pine pulp

TMP

Thermomechanical pulp(ing)

TQM

Total Quality Management

TVR

Thermal vapour recompression

UF

Ultrafiltration

Utility

In Pinch Technology - source or sink for heat

UV

Ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation

VSD

Variable speed drive - AC induction motor and controller

Watt(W)

Measure of power (one joule per second)
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General Introduction and Overview • 3

General Introduction and Overview
Objectives
The arguments in favour of using energy more efficiently are compelling. Such programmes increase
efficiency, reduce energy costs, improve air quality and conserve natural resources and allow longer lead
times for the development of new electricity generating facilities. Despite this, the uptake of energy efficient
technologies has been slow in this country, especially compared with Europe and North America.
There are a number of reasons for this, and the temperate climate and the lower price of energy in New Zealand,
particularly for electricity and gas, are often cited as major factors. However, there is also considered to be
a general lack of understanding of the many developments in energy efficient technologies that have occurred
in recent years. Without this knowledge and an appreciation of the long-term savings and life-cycle benefits
that can be derived, consumers are less likely to take energy efficiency into consideration when purchasing
a product. This argument applies whether or not the product is a domestic appliance, a house or an industrial
process. Energy prices may rise in the future, but, on its own, without providing information on possible
energy efficient options, this is likely to have only a limited impact.
Having identified energy efficiency as a matter of national concern, the Centre for Advanced Engineering at
the University of Canterbury, decided to adopt this as the topic of its fourth major project.
For the purposes of the project, energy efficiency was defined as the provision of energy services at lower total
economic, environmental and social costs. The focus of this project was on energy efficient technologies that
are available but not widely used in New Zealand, and also on emerging technologies that are considered likely
to prove practical for use in New Zealand over the next decade. Technology in this sense was taken to include
changes in management practices and planning, as well as improvements in structures, plant, controls and
infrastructure.
Although the emphasis is on New Zealand experience, the technologies discussed have world-wide
application.

Structure of the Project
A steering committee comprising a number of leading people involved in energy efficiency from a range of
sectors was established by the Centre for Advanced Engineering in May 1992. The following seven task
groups were subsequently formed, representing the major sectors of the New Zealand economy:
•

Domestic Buildings;

•

Commercial and Institutional Buildings;

•

Transport;

•

Primary Production;

•

Forestry Processing;

•

Food Processing; and

•

Manufacturing and Minerals.

During 1993, the task groups prepared reports for discussion at a project workshop, which was held in
February 1994. Five international experts in different fields of energy efficiency relevant to the task group
work were appointed to the project as Visiting Fellows and each participated in the workshop, which proved
to be a highlight of the project and provided a forum for a very active interchange of ideas and opinions.
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The following chart illustrates the organisation of the project.

Centre for Advanced Engineering
Executive Director: John Blakeley
Projects Director: John Lumsden

Project Steering Committee
Chair: Mike Underhill

Visiting Fellows
Adam Brown
Ian Fells
Stephen Selkowitz
Daniel Sperling
Martin Thomas

Project Manager
Chris Collins

Domestic Buildings
Task Group

Transport Task Group
Leader: Ian Bone

Leader: Mark Bassett

Commercial Buildings
Task Group
Leader: Bill Brander

Primary Production
Task Group
Leader: Ralph Sims

Industry
Task Groups
Co-ordinator: Bob Hill

Food Processing

Forestry Processing

Leader: Dick Earle

Leader: Andrew Peacock

Manufacturing
and Minerals
Leader: Alan Smith
Following the project workshop, the discussion documents were edited and amended to include the latest
available technologies, and the work is presented in two volumes:
•

Volume 1 “Buildings and Transportation” covers the work of the first three task groups in the above list.

•

Volume 2 “Industry and Primary Production” cover the work of the remaining four task groups.

Summaries of the highlights from each of the task group reports are included in this General Introduction
together with an overview of energy efficiency in New Zealand.
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Project Steering Committee
Mr Michael Underhill, Energy Direct
(Chairman)

Dr Garth Harris, Garth Harris Energy Consultant
Mr Bob Hill, Carter Holt Harvey Limited

Mr John Allard, Wellington Regional Council
Dr George Baird, Victoria University
Mr John Blakeley, Centre for Advanced
Engineering

Mr John Lumsden, Centre for Advanced
Engineering
Ms Molly Melhuish, Power for Our Future
Dr Eric Palmer, Gas Association of New Zealand

Mr Christophor Collins, Eden Resources

Mr Frank Pool, EECA

Mr Stephen Drew, ECNZ Marketing

Dr Wayne Sharman, BRANZ

Mr Murray Ellis, Dialogue Consultants
Limited

Mr Peter Sutton, Consumers Institute

Ms Ros Gibson, Design Power NZ Limited

Dr Rob Whitney, Coal Research Association
of New Zealand

Visiting Fellows
Dr Adam Brown
Adam Brown is Manager of Renewable Energy at the
Energy Technology and Support Unit, Harwell, UK. He is
responsible for the management of the Renewable Energy
Programme, which is funded by the UK Department of
Trade and Industry.
Dr Brown has wide experience working with industry and
government to develop programmes that lead to the most
effective use of energy resources. He has managed UK
programmes concerned with energy derived from waste,
biofuels and solar energy and the Energy Efficiency Demonstration Projects Scheme.

Professor Ian Fells
Ian Fells is Professor of Energy Conversion at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK. He is well known in
Britain for his work on energy and the environment and has
made over 400 radio and television programmes. He is a
science advisor to the World Energy Council and has been
a special advisor to the House of Lords and House of
Commons select committees on energy and environment.
In 1979, he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Academy of
Engineering.
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Mr Stephen Selkowitz
Stephen Selkowitz is Program Leader of the Building
Technologies Program in the Center for Building Science
at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (University of California). He is responsible for the Center’s Lighting Research,
Simulation Research and Windows and Daylighting groups.
Mr Selkowitz is a member of the editorial board of Energy
and Buildings, an international journal of energy research
in the built environment. He has received several awards
and honours for his work on energy efficiency in buildings.

Professor Daniel Sperling
Daniel Sperling is Professor of Environmental Studies and
Civil Engineering and founding Director of the Institute of
Transportation Studies at the University of California,
Davis.
In 1990, he was named technical manager of the “Assessment of Electric and Natural Gas Vehicles” programme, a
three-year programme funded by California industry and
government. He is also co-director of a three-year study of
“The Future of Motor Vehicles in an Environmentallyconstrained World”, which is funded by international
automotive and oil companies and the US Department of
Transportation. He is co-manager of the “Neighborhood
Electric Vehicles” programme for CALSTART, a California-based consortium.

Mr Martin Thomas
Martin Thomas is Principal of Sinclair Knight Merz,
Consulting Engineers, which specialises in power generation, power transmission and energy utilisation projects.
He is a specialist on energy management in industry and
has worked on energy-related projects in many countries.
He is the founding and present Chairman of the Australian
energy sector exporters group, Austenergy, and is involved in exporting Australian expertise in energy technology and industrial energy management, particularly to
Southeast Asia.
Mr Thomas has lectured widely on power generation and
industrial energy utilisation and is a past president of the
Institution of Engineers, Australia.
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Energy Efficiency in New Zealand
A common misconception amongst New Zealanders is that hydroelectricity provides most of the nation’s
energy supply. Not only is this incorrect, but this notion has implications for the promotion of energy
efficiency. Hydro provides just over 70% of the electricity supply but only comprises 14% of the primary
energy supply, that is the production of raw energy before conversion and losses. Hydro resources make up
19% of the final end-use or consumer energy supplies. Except during infrequent prolonged dry periods when
shortages have occurred, many people generally view electricity as plentiful, derived from clean sources and
possibly even running to waste if not used. The truth is that a significant proportion of electricity generation
is derived from thermal stations using fossil fuels, mostly natural gas, and in a normal year electricity
consumption would have to be reduced by 20% before significant spilling from hydro lakes occurred.
Another important point that is not widely appreciated is the importance of energy resources used in
transportation. Table 1 provides a simplified summary of New Zealand’s energy supplies. Liquid fuels make
up 43% of consumer energy. Around 80% of liquid fuels are used for transport with the balance consumed
in primary industries or as a heating fuel.
Table 1 also shows that natural gas is the most important primary energy resource to New Zealand. Only a
fraction of the supply, about 20%, is used directly as a reticulated gas supply to homes, offices and industry.
The balance is used in energy transformations. In round terms, about 70 PJ is used to produce electricity and,
until around 1993, 60 PJ was used to produce synthetic petrol. Now, production of synthetic petrol has largely
ceased in favour of producing more profitable chemical grade methanol. Natural gas used as petrochemical
feedstock, about 30 PJ, is not shown in Table 1. New Zealand exports liquid fuels such as fuel oil and often
the bulk of its synfuels production. So, in one sense, the primary energy figure for natural gas may overstate
the actual local consumption of this energy resource.
Energy Source

Primary Energy

%

Consumer Energy

%

Natural Gas

180 PJ

30%

40 PJ

10%

Liquid Fuels

165 PJ

28%

170 PJ

43%

Geothermal

90 PJ

15%

20 PJ

5%

Hydro Power

80 PJ

14%

75 PJ

19%

Other Electric

NA

-

25 PJ

6%

Coal - Bit/Lig.

50 PJ

8%

45 PJ

11%

Wood/Pulp Waste

25 PJ

4%

25 PJ

6%

TOTALS

590 PJ

99%

400 PJ

100%

Note: Geothermal energy is used to produce approximately 7 PJ of electricity and 13 PJ of heat.

Table 1: Indicative New Zealand energy supply, 1990-95 (Collins, 1995)

After natural gas, liquid fuels are the next most important primary energy source and they represent the main
form of consumer energy. New Zealand produces some of its own liquid fuel requirements from the Maui
and Waihapa natural gas and condensate fields in Taranaki, and from synthetic petrol produced from Maui
and Kapuni gas. As a result of a recent upgrade, the Synfuels plant is able to produce both synthetic petrol
and chemical grade methanol, with the production mix being determined by world prices for these
commodities. When production is geared towards synthetic petrol, New Zealand is capable of producing 50%
of its liquid fuel needs from indigenous sources. The conversion of natural gas to synthetic petrol is one of
the reasons for the liquid fuels consumer energy figure being greater than the primary energy figure.
The amount of geothermal energy tapped as a primary energy source gives a misleading picture of its
importance. The conversion of geothermal energy to consumer energy, especially the transformation to
electricity, is very inefficient. Added together, the heat and power derived from geothermal energy makes
up about 5% of the consumer energy total.
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The overall picture is one of heavy reliance on non-renewable fossil fuel energy resources, and the Maui
natural gas and condensate field in particular. This field is expected to come to the end of its economic life
around the year 2010, but more recent examination of the field’s estimated reserves suggest that supplies from
this source may be exhausted by 2005/6. It will still contain gas at that time and improved technologies may
make further extraction feasible. Other gas fields have been discovered, such as the Kupe field, which is only
10% of the size of Maui, and there is some uncertainty about the economics of developing all the finds.
Nevertheless, there is some confidence that known fields and new discoveries will be sufficient to provide for
the growing demand for reticulated gas supply and a limited amount of further power generation.
Natural gas is a valuable energy resource. It is relatively clean burning and readily controlled. It can be
efficiently used for space, water and industrial process heating. It creates the least amount of greenhouse gas
emissions of all fossil fuels. The efficient use of natural gas and the electricity and synthetic petrol derived
from it is strategically important. Careful use of electricity from hydro resources also reduces the need for
natural gas thermal generation. The large consumer demand for liquid transport fuels and the externalities
of their use means that this energy source warrants close attention as well.
Energy efficiency can help to conserve and make best use of valuable gas and condensate resources, defer the
need for new investment in power generation, reduce the environmental impacts of energy use and provide
a range of other national, business and private benefits.
Table 1 also shows the large losses incurred in transforming primary energy to consumer energy, although
the ratio is skewed by the inefficient conversion of geothermal energy. If this source is set aside, then the
overall ratio of energy conversion and transport/transmission to consumer energy is 75%. The major sources
of losses are in thermal electricity generation and synthetic petrol production, where the ratios are less than
50%. While beyond the scope of this publication, means to improve the efficiency of energy conversion
should not be overlooked.

Future Energy Trends
Approximately every two years, the Ministry of Commerce publishes energy supply and demand scenarios.
These scenarios are based on forecasts of future energy prices, the country’s economic performance and the
effects of government policies. Some of the key features of the scenarios published in July 1994 are noted
below (Commerce, 1994).
Total primary energy demand is expected to increase by over 50% from 1990 to the year 2020, although the
relative contribution from different energy sources changes. Liquid fuel increases its share from 29% to 38%,
coal doubles its share to 17%, the natural gas component is reduced by two-thirds, and the renewable
component increases slightly.
From the 1990 demand base, liquid fuel use is predicted to experience the greatest primary energy growth at
over 100% by the year 2020 (Commerce, 1994). Liquid fuel consumer energy will grow by 73% over the same
time period. The different changes for primary and consumer energy reflect a shift in the relative proportions
of crude oil processed in New Zealand (higher) versus refined products imported into the country (increase,
but at a lower rate). The rises are expected to occur in spite of a real price rise of 25% forecast for the period
1990 to 2010 (IEA, 1993). Authoritative price forecasts out to 2020 are not available.
While in recent years New Zealand has been up to 50% self-sufficient in liquid fuels (depending on production
of synthetic petrol), by the year 2000 this degree of self-sufficiency is expected to drop to less than 25%. Small
changes will also occur in the overall distribution of liquid fuels across the land, air and sea transport sectors.
The proportion of diesel oil in the on- and off-road transport fuel mix, for example, will rise, largely due to
predicted growth in the forestry sector.
Local coal demand is expected to grow strongly from the year 2000 onwards due to increasing use in power
generation as the Maui gas supply decreases. It is assumed that sufficient gas will continue to be available
for peak power generation, but that a significant proportion of the increased base load demand will have to
be met from coal-fired power stations unless large-scale development of alternative energy technologies
occurs. A small amount of coal is currently used at the Huntly Power Station to check that the back up coal
facilities are working properly.
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Coal use in metals manufacturing and the other industrial sectors, and also the commercial sector, is expected
to grow at a moderate rate, around 1% per year. The net effect is a local coal demand 300% greater by the
year 2020 than in 1990. Coal exports are also expected to grow so that they represent a similar tonnage to local
demand from the year 2005 onwards. While New Zealand’s “measured recoverable” coal reserves are vast
(an estimated 9300 PJ), it may not be possible to increase production fast enough to satisfy both local and
export demand. It is possible that significant growth in North Island demand, in particular, would be
increasingly met by imports. Coal prices are expected to remain relatively constant out to 2020.
Natural gas use for energy purposes is expected to peak at 190 PJ by the year 2000 and decline thereafter. It
is expected that new gas discoveries will allow the continued supply of natural gas for reticulated uses and
peak power generation. Reticulated gas use will grow to around 56 PJ by the year 2000. Gas use in electricity
generation is predicted to decline to around 33 PJ by the year 2010 and stay at this level thereafter.
Notwithstanding new discoveries, the price of gas is expected to rise from 2000 onwards. The wholesale price
may increase by over 80%, but the effect will probably be slightly countered by a fall in the transmission and
distribution charges. The overall result will be a 12% increase in delivered prices by the year 2020. Rising
prices may mean that it will no longer be viable to maintain the existing petrochemical plants (Synfuels,
methanol and ammonia/urea plants). The rise in gas price will also mean that coal will replace natural gas for
baseload power generation.
After liquid fuels, electricity generation is the energy supply likely to experience the fastest growth. Power
demand is expected to grow from around 30,000 GWh (108 PJ) at present to around 45,000 GWh (162 PJ)
or more by 2020, an annual rate of increase of 1.6%. The extra load will be met by constructing a variety of
new power stations — hydro, geothermal, windfarms, natural gas combined cycle, cogeneration plants and
coal-fired plant.
By the year 2010, an extra 1500 MW may need to be built and by the year 2020, an extra 2300 MW of capacity
may be needed. At a cost of around $1500/kW the capital requirements over the next ten years or so could
exceed 2 billion dollars. Furthermore, the image of New Zealand as a country deriving its electricity from
renewable sources will not be improved:
•

hydro-based share falls from 70% in the 1990s to around 55%, despite the construction of new hydro
stations;

•

geothermal’s capacity increases from 5% to 11% by 2020, but not enough to compensate for the reduced
hydro share;

•

wind farming becomes established, but by the year 2020 still only contributes 2%; and

•

the share of coal rises from almost nil in 2000 to 18% by the year 2020.

The need to build extra power stations will eventually cause an increase in the price of electricity. This is
expected to be particularly noticeable from the year 2003 onwards. Wholesale prices are expected to increase
from around 5 c/kWh to over 9 c/kWh by 2020. Prices for residential consumers in the year 2020 could exceed
12 c/kWh as a result (a 30% increase over current levels). Industrial and commercial consumers may
experience a small drop in prices over the next 10 years due to retail competition, removal of cross-subsidies,
etc. By 2020, however, prices will probably be 10% higher in real terms than at present.
Although renewable energy sources (such as hydro, geothermal and biomass) as a proportion of total primary
energy may grow slightly from 1990 to 2020, their share of consumer energy is expected to drop from 30%
to 23%. This is due to the fact that while geothermal primary energy use doubles, its poor conversion
efficiency means it has little impact on consumer energy supplies. Lack of substitution of renewable resources
for fossil fuel resources, and increasing use of the latter, mean that carbon dioxide emissions, a global warming
concern, rise markedly.
Energy sector carbon dioxide emissions in 1990 were 7 Mt of carbon (25.6 Mt of CO2). This figure includes
the emissions as a result of supplying international transport, such as bunker oil for ships. Emissions are
expected to rise from the present level to 11.3 Mt of carbon (41.5 Mt of CO2) by 2020. This represents a rise
of over 60%. The Framework Convention on Climate Change calls for emissions to be stabilised at 1990 levels
by the year 2000. With an expected rise in emissions of around 15% by the year 2000, achieving this goal
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would be impossible for New Zealand unless a net approach to emissions is adopted and the carbon uptake
by forests is counted towards meeting convention obligations.
The above scenario is not necessarily an inevitable picture of the future. Greater awareness and commitment
to energy efficiency and the advent of new technologies could lead to a more sustainable and prosperous
future. An important issue, covered below, is how energy efficient is New Zealand at present, and what is the
potential for improvement?

Energy Intensity
Energy efficiency relates to the amount of energy used to provide a service or physical output, such as effective
lighting of an office space or the production of a tonne of paper. Due to the enormous diversity of goods and
services produced using energy, a single national measure of energy efficiency is impractical.
At a national level, it is possible to measure total energy use and consequently per capita energy consumption.
New Zealand’s per capita energy use is below the average for OECD countries and almost half that for North
America.
Comparisons on an energy per capita basis are really only valid between countries with similar climates,
economies and energy resources. The only areas with circumstances remotely similar to those in New Zealand
are south-eastern Australia and possibly Chile. Per capita energy use in Australia is slightly higher than in New
Zealand, while the Chilean figure is lower. This information is not enough, however, to draw any conclusions
on how efficiently New Zealand uses energy.
The aggregate economic value of goods and services, namely GDP, can be determined and used to create an
energy performance index. The amount of primary energy used per unit of economic output is called energy
intensity. This index has been put forward as a basis for comparing New Zealand’s energy use with that of
other nations.
From 1960 to 1975, New Zealand’s energy intensity was slowly rising. As shown in Figure 1, it was alternately
slightly less or slightly more than the OECD average. (The unit “toe” used in Figure 1, stands for tonnes of
oil equivalent and is often used in international statistics. It represents a compromise between SI units and
US measures. One toe = 41.8 GJ. The monetary values used to calculate energy intensity are United States
dollars corrected for inflation to a 1985 base. Shifting exchange rates can affect comparisons of energy
intensity between countries.) After 1975, New Zealand’s energy intensity continued to increase while the
figure for most OECD countries decreased. Between 1979 and 1990 New Zealand’s energy intensity
increased by 38%. Several factors appear to have contributed to the divergence between the New Zealand and
OECD average energy intensity and these were identified in a 1993 report (EECA, 1993).
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Figure 1: Energy intensity trends (EECA, 1994a)

Most of the OECD nations had largely completed their industrialisation by 1970. They then experienced high
economic growth with facilities running close to full capacity, usually their most energy efficient mode.
Furthermore, many of the OECD economies became more service industry oriented. This increased the low
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energy input per economic output component of their economies. Finally, in response to oil shocks and other
influences, many OECD nations improved energy efficiency across a range of sectors.
Opposite factors contributed to New Zealand’s rise in energy intensity. The development of the major
petrochemical projects (synfuels, methanol, ammonia-urea) alone led to a 20% increase in New Zealand’s
energy intensity from 1979 to 1990. Increased production from energy intensive aluminium, iron and steel
plants caused a further 4% increase over this period. Other changes affecting the balance of high and low
energy intensive industries took place during the 1980s. Pulp and paper manufacturing, for example,
increased its production by around 46% over the 1978-1990 period.
These structural changes in the economy are represented as the sectoral mix effect in Figure 2. This effect
is the major cause of the rise in energy intensity (it contributes 27% out of the total change of 38%). During
the period 1975-1990, New Zealand’s energy input mix changed with fossil fuels, especially natural gas and
liquid fuels, forming a greater share of the input per unit of GDP than hydro-generated electricity. Oil, natural
gas and coal cannot be converted to useful heat and power as efficiently as hydroelectricity and consequently
the total energy input per GDP increased. Overall, though, the change in energy mix is considered a relatively
small factor, accounting for 3% of the 38% rise.
Energy intensity can be affected by using energy to substitute for other factors in production such as labour.
This factor substitution is additional to any changes as a consequence of changes in the sectoral mix. There
appears to have been a strong energy-for-labour substitution trend over the 1971-1984 period, but by 1990
this had been replaced by efforts to improve both energy efficiency and labour use in most sectors.
Consequently, the factor substitution effect has made a negligible overall contribution to the changes in New
Zealand’s energy intensity.
40
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Figure 2: Components of change in New Zealand’s energy intensity, 1979-1990 (EECA, 1994a)

There are residual elements that cannot be accounted for by either structural change, substitution factors or
shifts in the energy input mix. The household residual is the contribution to the shift in national energy
intensity due to changes in the relative level of household energy consumption. An increase in household
energy use from 1979 to 1990 is thought to have contributed around 1% of the 38% rise in energy intensity.
The second residual, the technical change residual, is the change in energy intensity that cannot be explained
by changes in the sectoral mix, the energy input mix, factor substitution or household energy use. This residual
accounts for around 7% of the 38% rise in energy intensity.
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The technical change residual invites interpretation as a deterioration in energy efficiency, but this may not
be justified. The increase in energy intensity associated with this residual is considered to be due to changes
in the services sector. A breakdown of the overall residual shows that the residuals for the other sectors were
negative, that is they tended to reduce energy intensity. It appears that more energy has been used in the service
sector to improve the level of energy services, such as space conditioning and lighting, but this improvement
has not created a commensurate increase in the dollar value of outputs. In effect, the service sector has
redefined the levels of amenity it expects from energy use. Consequently, it is not possible to interpret the
technical residual as a drop in energy efficiency.
Recent data indicates that the upward trend has ceased and consumer energy intensity is declining. It has fallen
by around 3% per annum in each of the last two years to 1995. In the year to 31 March 1995, GDP growth
was just over 6%, reflecting a sudden increase in economic activity, while consumer energy increased by only
2.6%. Liquid fuel demand growth matched GDP while the demand for other fuels either fell or rose less than
GDP. Analysis of the energy intensity change indicates that the effect of greater production in energy intensive
sectors was outweighed by a decline in the household residual, a substitution of capital and labour for energy,
and specific energy efficiency improvements. Declining residential energy use per capita was thought to be
due to a combination of greater energy efficiency and conservation, and the northward population drift.
There is confusion in many public commentaries on energy matters between “energy efficiency” and “energy
intensity”. Energy efficiency is only one of the factors affecting energy intensity. Conversely, changes in
energy intensity may not be indicative of shifts in energy efficiency. Analysis of energy intensity trends can
provide an indication of changes in energy efficiency, but the present relatively high level of energy intensity
in New Zealand does not mean that the country is markedly less efficient in its use of energy than many other
countries.

Energy Efficiency Potential
Energy efficiency means using less energy to get the same result, or getting more results from a given amount
of energy. This publication looks at energy efficiency measures that have potential to lower the economic,
environmental and social costs of energy use per unit of output — manufactured products, transport services,
home comfort, etc.
The question of the potential for energy efficiency in New Zealand can be addressed via an industry-byindustry approach that develops best-practice benchmarks. Alternatively, a sector and technology approach
might be useful. Both of these techniques can be worked into computer modelling exercises.
Benchmarks are specific energy figures, such as the amount of consumer energy to produce a tonne of steel.
Overseas experience can be used in benchmarking, but it is also important to take into account local conditions
(energy prices and other resource realities) by examining the top performing plants in New Zealand. This
publication, Volume 2 in particular, provides information on benchmarking methodologies.
With a sector- and technology-based approach, cost-effective technologies and management systems
applicable to a sector are identified. The opportunities for implementing these technologies across the sector
and the degree to which these have already been adopted are assessed. This approach provides an indication
of the amount of energy efficiency improvements that remain under present economic conditions.
Efficiency gains might come about through better use of a single energy source, electricity say, or through fuel
switching. Fuel switching can work two ways. Replacing electric resistance loads with natural gas use can
improve efficiency. Replacing natural gas, coal and oil plant with electro-technologies (using mechanical
vapour recompression to dry timber, for example) can also improve energy efficiency. As noted earlier,
efficiency improvements can also be made on the supply side, such as through better conversion of primary
energy . The following outlines recent estimates of the energy efficiency potential that is likely to be available
in New Zealand.
In 1992, ECNZ released a report entitled “The Developing Market for Energy Efficiency in New Zealand”.
This paper developed and analysed a number of scenarios, each with different assumptions about the
introduction of energy efficiency technologies between 1990 and 2005. This work provides an idea of the
maximum energy efficiency potential and the implications of trying to achieve this.
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The modelling exercise was used to examine two scenarios, the standard and efficiency scenarios. A bottomup approach, tracing the changes likely in the development paths of 31 different sectors of the New Zealand
economy, was used to examine likely outcomes. A mix of data from benchmarking and sector and technology
methods underpinned the approach.
The standard scenario represents a business-as-usual approach to energy efficiency and energy use. Energy
efficiency is taken as a low business priority. The scenario uses existing rates of turnover for equipment and
building stock. Existing technology is assumed to be replaced in most sectors by the currently best available
technology within 15 years. The currently best available technology means equipment and practices that are
both commercially viable and considered the most efficient means of providing the energy service in question.
The efficiency scenario uses accelerated rates of equipment turnover and assumes that state-of-the-art
technology would progressively replace existing technology in most sectors within 15 years. State-of-theart technologies are the most efficient means of providing an energy service using current knowledge.
Compared with the best available technology, they use less energy and provide lower operating costs, but are
usually more expensive to install and have longer pay back periods. The key points of comparison between
the two scenarios are presented in Table 2.
Technology improvements and increased use of cogeneration under the efficiency scenario help to break the
GDP-energy use relationships experienced up to 1990. Consequently, there is a 47% increase in GDP with
an 8% reduction in consumer energy. The standard scenario has a 45% growth in GDP, but a 13% rise in
consumer energy.
The extra investment required for the efficiency scenario pays off well in the medium and long term. Using
state-of-the-art technology does not hinder economic growth. Instead, it lowers energy costs and provides
significant environmental returns. It would neutralise electricity load growth until at least 2005 (the end of
the scenario analysis period) so that no new power stations would be needed in the interim. The resultant
improvement in all forms of energy use translates into a 4% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions from 1990
levels by 2005.
Parameter 1990-2005

Standard

Efficiency

Primary Energy

plus 14%

fall 2%

Consumer Energy

plus 13%

fall 8%

GDP Growth

plus 45%

plus 47%

plus 500 MW

Nil

Carbon Dioxide Emissions

plus 36%

fall 4%

Primary Conversion Eff.

down 1%

gain 3%

Consumer Conversion Eff.

gain 1%

gain 11%

Additional Generation

Table 2: Energy efficiency scenarios — key results (ECNZ, 1992)

The efficiency scenario involved investments that some businesses may not be able or willing to make at
present. The standard scenario involved many lost opportunities in that not all businesses were assumed to
invest in energy efficiency even though this would be profitable. The true potential for cost-effective energy
efficiency in New Zealand probably lies between the two scenarios.
A 1993 report to government officials provided a conservative estimate of actual energy efficiency potential
(Harris, 1993). The report did not take a best case approach, that is, it did not assume that all cost-effective
opportunities would be taken up. Instead, an attempt was made to identify realistic penetration rates for each
technology given a concerted government funded programme. The programme proposed consisted of an
expanded role for the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA), the adoption of minimum
energy performance standards, the development of a market for energy service companies and the implementation of a comprehensive communication strategy to reduce domestic energy use.
Ministry of Commerce 1992 forecasts were used to produce a baseline energy use pattern for the year 2005
and energy efficiency opportunities were measured against this baseline. Energy use in the domestic sector
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had the potential to be 11% lower than the baseline in 2005. For this sector, energy use could in fact fall by
almost 5% between 1990 and 2005. Energy use in other sectors would rise even with a concerted effort, but
considerable savings were possible compared with the business-as-usual baseline case.
The commercial sector (retailing, services, institutions, etc.) had the potential for a 8.5% savings through
energy efficiency, compared to the business-as-usual case, by 2005. It was assumed that energy efficiency
investments in the major energy using industries — aluminium, iron, steel, forestry and petrochemicals —
would take place without a special programme and would therefore form part of the baseline forecasts. A
potential saving of 8% from investment in other industries was identified. The potential in the transport sector
was thought to be 3%. The transport savings would largely occur as a result of commercial competition and
through vehicle manufacturer initiatives.
A study undertaken for EECA in 1994 indicated that the sum of all cost-effective opportunities could be more
than twice the estimates provided in the Ministry of Commerce Report (EECA, 1994b). The challenge is to
find ways to motivate people to explore their energy efficient options and act on them. An important point
is that once all the current cost-effective opportunities are taken up, that is not the end of the matter. Rising
energy prices and/or innovation in efficiency technologies that lower costs or increase service open up a new
range of opportunities.

Rationale for Energy Efficiency
Some of the advantages of energy efficiency have been alluded to above. This section provides examples of
some of the commercial, national, environmental and private benefits.

Commercial Benefits
Initiatives to improve energy efficiency can provide excellent returns on investment. In some cases all that
is required is management attention and changes to operations, such as better housekeeping. Where capital
investment is required, most businesses will find they have some potential projects with payback periods of
just two to three years. Attention to energy efficiency also pays off in terms of hedging against energy price
rises, facilitating product quality, developing a dynamic corporate culture and providing a marketing edge.
Energy costs constitute a significant part of the overall cost of running some businesses. Nonetheless, in the
past, management of most companies has often taken energy costs as given and focused attention on reducing
or containing other costs such as raw materials, plant, accommodation and labour. Paying attention to energy
costs will become increasingly important in the future.
Even where energy costs are a minor factor in the total cost of operating a business, it may still be worth
considering energy efficiency as synergies are often found between energy efficiency and product quality,
working conditions and occupational safety. These factors all help to maintain the product and cost advantage
of a business in a competitive environment.
Placing an emphasis on energy efficiency can also be a good strategy for a business that works to establish
a dynamic and innovative corporate culture. Allowing management and staff to participate in energy
management is consistent with a corporate culture that devolves authority and responsibility.
In a world where consumers are being increasingly motivated by green issues, a business committed to energy
efficiency can sell itself as a good corporate citizen. Product labelling schemes, such as “Environmental
Choice New Zealand”, are being developed to assist consumers to bring environmental impacts into
purchasing decisions. Energy inputs into manufacturing and product distribution are considerations for such
labelling schemes.

National Benefits
For an efficient economy, energy services should be available at the lowest overall cost to society. In many
instances, energy efficiency investment is a more economic strategy than further development of energy
resources. Energy efficiency reduces the need for investment in transmission and distribution systems and
energy losses in these systems.
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New Zealand is currently experiencing strong economic growth but at a time when it has limited capacity to
increase energy supply without new investment in this sector. It would be unfortunate if investment that could
have been used to maintain business growth was unnecessarily diverted into new energy supply projects.
Attention to energy efficiency in government policy and in business and private planning is a key step towards
an economically optimal energy supply system.
Over 45% of New Zealand’s total primary energy supply comes from natural gas and associated condensates.
While new gas field discoveries are likely, the amount of natural gas that can be extracted at affordable prices
will be limited. Energy efficiency in gas-fired power generation and in direct gas uses will help to extend the
life of the country’s reserves thus mitigating against fuel price rises and enabling the country to get the
maximum environmental advantage out of using natural gas compared with other fossil fuels.
A sustainable energy future is one where the energy systems are reliable and efficient, and create no significant
irreversible adverse environmental effects. Greater use of renewable energy resources and energy efficiency
are needed to move towards this ideal state. Furthermore, New Zealand is a signatory to the Framework
Convention on Climate Change, which deals with management of greenhouse gas emissions and sinks. New
Zealand, along with other developed nations, is obliged to reduce its emissions of greenhouse gases and energy
efficiency is a major means to this end. Knowledge about how the country is dealing with reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, improving energy efficiency, etc. could enhance New Zealand’s “clean green” image and
benefit tourism and exports.

Environmental Benefits
Fossil fuel energy systems create emissions of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous
oxide. Improved efficiency in the use of energy reduces these emissions. Burning fossil fuels and renewable
fuels such as wood can also cause local air pollution and carbon monoxide from car exhausts can present a
health hazard in congested cities. Aside from emissions, energy resource developments can have adverse
impacts on habitats and human communities. Even development of renewable energy resources can cause
this problem. In New Zealand, there has been controversy over modifications to rivers and lakes from
hydroelectric development. Recent proposals for wind farms have evoked landscape preservation issues.
Sustainable methods of producing energy are necessary but are not, on their own, a substitute for energy
efficiency.

Personal Benefits
Just as energy efficiency can be a good business investment, it can also payoff at the household level. There
is a growing awareness that the majority of New Zealand homes are neither adequately heated and ventilated
nor kept dry enough for health and comfort, especially of young children. An attempt could be made to rectify
these problems by using more space heating, but only at great expense to the household. Alternatively, a
combination of energy efficiency initiatives and better controlled heating and ventilation could achieve this
goal more effectively. Such measures as installing house insulation and the use of fluorescent light fittings
provide a good return on investment or save money for little effort. Even where investment has to be financed,
the cost of capital can be covered by the lower energy bills, thereby releasing funds for other priorities.
The environmental maxim is to think globally and act locally. Home life is an important part of the learning
experiences for the next generation and energy efficiency lessons learnt at a young age can carry over into adult
life.

Delivering Energy Efficiency
The uptake of energy efficiency improvements in New Zealand has not been high, notwithstanding the
incentives provided by the benefits outlined above. This suggests a degree of failure of government policy
and market performance in the past. Energy markets in New Zealand have been reformed and a major issue
is whether they will do a better job of promoting energy efficiency than the previous arrangements.
In the electricity sector, for example, power generation, distribution and energy supply have been unbundled
and are now operated as distinct businesses. Power companies now operate a line business that takes care of
the local supply network and an energy supply business that focuses on selling electricity. Power companies
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can send electricity to customers using another company’s distribution network, thus creating competition.
The old exclusive franchise areas no longer apply. Similar reforms are underway in the natural gas industry.
Cross-subsidies between classes of consumer (e.g. private or commercial) have been largely removed from
both the line and energy sales sides of electricity supply. Taxpayer subsidies to power generation were
removed with the establishment of ECNZ as a State Owned Enterprise (SOE) operating on commercial
principles. Such subsidies carry a risk of distorting investment decisions. It can be argued that one of the
reasons energy efficiency did not receive sufficient attention in the past was because consumers did not pay
the true cost of electricity supply and, therefore, could not realise the true benefits of improving their energy
use.
Several contentious issues remain, however. To facilitate competition in power generation, ECNZ has been
split creating a second SOE known as Contact Energy. Competition is expected to result in energy pricing
based on the true marginal cost of supply. The true cost, however, should also include social and
environmental costs. This also applies to the cost of road transport, the activity that uses the most consumer
energy. For example, environmental advocates have argued a case for a carbon tax to reflect the global
warming effects of fossil fuel energy use. Without price adjustments to reflect such externalities, energy
efficiency investments and new energy supply projects cannot be properly compared by the marketplace.
Another issue that needs to be resolved is the question of whether or not line or network charges need to be
increased to recover the cost of electricity or natural gas distribution. Distribution companies are natural
monopolies and there is concern, based on the wide variation in network charges, that some companies are
either making extraordinary profits or are still cross-subsidising their energy sales business from network
charges. Furthermore, high network charges recovered as fixed or largely fixed charges reduce the incentive
to make energy efficiency investments.
Even where the pricing signals are adequate and there is fair and open competition amongst energy suppliers,
a medium-term problem can exist if there are not enough players of sufficient quality in the energy services
industry, such as energy efficiency advisors, equipment suppliers, etc.
It is clear that energy pricing, on its own, will not significantly increase the uptake of energy efficient
technologies and that there needs to be an overall change in people’s attitude towards energy efficiency.
Incentives are necessary, even in a well functioning market, but equally important is a supply of good
information. This publication is intended to provide such information and, hopefully, encourage people to
act on it. At the present time, the country has some way to go before there is widespread awareness of energy
efficiency and the presence of a dynamic energy services industry able to provide the technical and financial
services required.
In the electricity sector, some power companies do play a major role in providing energy efficiency advice.
These companies recognise that the provision of such advice can give a marketing edge by helping to retain
customer loyalty and by creating brand or service differentiation, etc. In other cases, such as when the
distribution network is near capacity, the line side of the business may see energy efficiency as beneficial
because it reduces peak loads.
There is, nevertheless, a concern that many power companies do not have a strong enough incentive to promote
energy efficiency to all their customers. Whether or not these companies will be able to remain competitive
in the longer term and avoid takeovers or amalgamations is questionable. Even if they disappear, their
successors may still experience the same lack of incentives.
There is clearly a role for public policy to facilitate energy efficiency in a market environment.
Other countries that have deregulated their energy markets have created national energy efficiency programmes funded by energy sales levies or required the line businesses to spend minimum amounts on energy
efficiency initiatives. They have also tended to take a more measured approach to the rate of deregulation,
in contrast to the rapid change that has occurred in New Zealand. Furthermore, some countries have retained
a degree of regulatory oversight of the market. The effectiveness of these measures has been variable. In New
Zealand, light-handed regulation amounting to little more than a loose information disclosure regime is in
place.
The government has, however, recognised the importance of energy efficiency and has in place several
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programmes that will help with its delivery. Some of these programmes, such as voluntary agreements on CO2
reductions, are linked to FCCC obligations as well as energy directly. The government has funded EECA,
which in turn runs a variety of programmes to facilitate energy efficiency, such as the Energy-Wise Companies
campaign and the Crown Loans schemes. The problems of promoting energy efficiency to households in a
newly developing free market recently gained recognition with the establishment of the Energy Saver Fund.
This fund will be disbursed on a competitive basis to projects that aim to overcome barriers to household
energy efficiency and to develop an energy services industry for residential energy use.
It is important that these types of initiatives work well. Market failure should not be compounded by
government failure. To avoid this situation, the performance of the new energy markets and the uptake of
energy efficiency in New Zealand should be closely monitored. The current information disclosure regime
may not be adequate in this regard. Notwithstanding initiatives such as the Energy Saver Fund, barriers in
some parts of the market may not be surmountable. For example, there is a case for minimum performances
for some appliances. The level of information required for proper decision making in some parts of the
marketplace is inadequate and may need to be dealt with by way of mandatory provision. Fuel efficiency
disclosure for new cars may be a case in point. This report contains a range of public policy suggestions aimed
at improving the delivery of energy efficiency.
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Volume 2: Summary

Part 4: Primary Production
The focus in this part of the report is the activities of the farmers, fishers and foresters. The off-site processing
of farm, horticultural, forest products and fish is covered by the Food Processing and Forestry Processing parts
of Volume 2. Mining, sometimes considered as primary production, is covered in the Manufacturing and
Minerals part of this volume.
Most of New Zealand’s primary production is not energy intensive, and where it is (such as dairying) it
generally compares favourably with overseas countries. There is however a trend towards intensification of
production on suitable land and it is vital that this go hand in hand with good energy management. The primary
production sector’s total energy demand is a small fraction of the national total, around 4 to 5%, but energy
efficiency in the sector is important to the maintenance of competitive advantage and the clean green image
of New Zealand’s exports.
The total liquid fuel consumption for primary production and related transport is 430 million litres or
approximately 16,000 TJ/year. This is fairly evenly divided between petrol and diesel. One half of the diesel
is used for off-farm transport, with the balance used by tractors and implements. About 90% of the petrol is
used for off-farm transport. Fishing is a major diesel user with an annual demand of around 3000 TJ. The
logging industry consumes over 60 million litres annually (approximately 2000 TJ), mainly for harvesting
(30%) and transport (70%). A small amount of petrol is used in chainsaws.
Farming (which includes horticulture) is the main user of electricity, just over 2000 TJ/year. The main end
uses for electricity are pumping, water heating and refrigeration.
This part of Volume 2 is organised into 11 chapters. The first two provide an overview of the sector, its current
energy demand and a range of technical, management, landuse and consumer trends likely to affect future
energy use. A trend towards more energy-intensive production systems is identified.
The next eight chapters cover the different primary production sub-sectors and identify the technologies that
could improve energy efficiency. Case studies are distributed throughout these chapters. Chapter 9 deals with
on-farm energy production from remote area power systems through to biofuel production. The last two
chapters discuss energy efficiency policies for the primary industry sector. They also summarise the main
conclusions of Part 4 and provide a list of future strategies.

Dairy Production
The energy efficiency focus for dairying is the milking shed. The shed needs heat to produce hot water,
refrigeration to chill milk and motive power to drive pumps and other machinery. In many ways the principles
and technologies applicable to processing or manufacture, even pinch technology, have application in the
milking shed.
Efficient water heating and milk chilling technologies can be used and integrated. The condensers on the
chiller unit, for example, can be used to heat water. Attention to basics, such as effective insulation on hot
water cylinders and milk vats will pay dividends. Refinements are being made to vacuum milking systems
to improve efficiency. The idea of reducing milk transport costs and energy demand through on-farm milk
concentration is under investigation. There are opportunities for on-farm energy production using biogas
from effluent treatment.
There is some potential for energy efficiency improvements in stock and pasture management. The techniques
applicable will be similar to those that can save energy in pastoral and arable farming. Careful pump and motor
drive selection (using variable speed drives for example) for irrigation and stock water supplies can improve
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efficiency. Correct tractor set up (as outlined in the arable farming chapter) when renovating pastures can lead
to significant diesel savings.

Livestock and Poultry Farming
Sheep and beef farming in New Zealand is generally not an energy intensive operation and the potential for
energy savings is limited. Some energy could be saved through sound design of stock water supply systems.
More intensive lowland beef and sheep farms grow and conserve forage crops and this activity is the major
on-farm energy consumer. Consequently, attention to correct tractor set up is important. Intensive beef
production through feedlots has only recently been introduced to New Zealand and this form of production
is not explicitly covered in this report. Nonetheless, efficient gain production through the technologies
applicable to arable farming would contribute to lower energy inputs for feedlots.
Poultry and pigs are often raised in intensive conditions under shelter. Over 30 million birds are processed
for meat each year, several million layers are kept for egg production and there are 60,000 breeding sows in
New Zealand. Housed animals need efficient heating, lighting and ventilation systems. New lighting and
infrared heating technologies are available that can provide controllable and efficient heat and light. These
are described in Chapter 4. Applying modern technologies can result in thousands of dollars of energy savings
each year, as well as less animal mortality and better production.

Arable Farming
Most of the energy demand on an arable farm, perhaps 70% to 80%, is for tillage and seeding, with the former
being the dominant energy demand in crop establishment. The remaining 20% to 30% of energy used on an
arable farm is for harvesting, grain and fertilizer carting and grain drying. Technologies exist to reduce energy
use in all the main activities in arable farming.
The chapter on arable farming lists the areas of potential energy efficiency improvements, and covers the issue
of tractor design, selection and operation for energy efficiency. It reports on a “Tractor Facts” pack which
explains how to correctly set up a tractor for efficient implement work. Correct tractor set up not only saves
energy, but also time and wear and tear on the machine. The other major way to save energy in crop
establishment is through the practice of conservation tillage, minimum tillage or similar methods that reduce
the need for cultivation. As well as reducing energy demand, these methods also save time and reduce soil
structure damage and erosion.
If crops are irrigated then there are many potential energy efficiency options. These are listed in the chapter
and range from monitoring soil moisture in order to schedule irrigation, through to using low-head distribution
systems and sprinklers. Another potential means to improve the efficiency of arable farming is integrated pest
management, which could reduce chemical applications and increase production. The potential for whole
crop harvesting and subsequent use of straw as a fuel also warrants consideration.
Where crops are chilled or dried on-farm after harvest, the use of natural gas or LPG, and electric heat pump
technologies and efficient fan systems should be considered.

Horticulture and Controlled Plant Environments
Most energy inputs occur in the orchard as fuel for tractors, mainly during spraying operations. In spraying,
most of the tractor power is consumed in driving the spray fan. Research is examining ways to improve the
accuracy of spraying and this may have a beneficial energy efficiency spin-off. Reducing the number of spray
applications per year is likely to have a greater effect, however. A reduction could be achieved by using
integrated pest management techniques that, among other things, ensure spray is only applied when pests are
present rather than according to a calendar.
Energy efficiency in horticulture relies on applying similar principles and technologies to arable farming.
Mowing and inter-row cultivation can be major energy uses. Good tractor selection and operation could save
some energy in this respect. Good irrigation design and operation may also lead to greater energy efficiency.
A wide range of efficient crop cooling technologies are available.
There are some energy efficiency parallels between producing plants under cover, in a greenhouse for
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example, and intensive pig and poultry production. A major concern is that while most New Zealand
greenhouses are less than 10 years old, only slightly more than 10% are of an energy efficient double-skinned
design. Only about a third of the balance have some inner plastic liner to help reduce heat loss.
The use of air circulation devices, such as ceiling fans, is recommended to avoid temperature gradients.
Efficient generation of heat, using technologies such as heat pumps, could reduce energy demand. Heat pumps
also allow summer cooling of a greenhouse, which can be an advantage over air venting where carbon dioxide
enrichment is used. Whatever the heat source, good controls over timing and temperature are important.
The use of artificial light and other means to increase production per square metre of covered space can reduce
total energy use per unit of production in controlled plant environments.

Forestry and Fishing
Exotic forest establishment on once pastoral land is booming in New Zealand. Contrary to popular opinion,
the establishment and harvest of exotic forests is more energy intensive (when energy demands over a rotation
are averaged) than pastoral farming. It could become more intensive in future as harvesting becomes further
mechanised. On the other hand, machines that enable whole tree harvesting could facilitate increased yield
of useful products including waste wood energy sources. There is potential to reduce the energy use by log
trucks. Information on relevant technologies is provided in the Transport part of Volume 1.
There are opportunities to reduce the energy use in fishing. The vessel and its propulsion systems can be
improved, and on-board ancillary equipment such as refrigeration can be made more efficient. Radical
propulsion systems using wind or wave energy are being trialed. Techniques such as navigation, fish finding
and net monitoring that help vessel masters to catch their quota with the least amount of steaming also help
reduce energy use. The energy sapping drag on trawl nets or other types of gear can also be reduced.

On-farm Energy Production
People living in rural areas may be faced with the opportunity and the incentive to produce some of their own
energy needs. For example, the cost of installing or maintaining a supply line to a farm site from the local
distribution network could be too expensive. A range of technologies are available for remote area power
supply schemes (RAPS) to service homesteads, or to provide electricity for specific remote tasks (e.g. electric
fencing). Modern RAPS systems often integrate several energy sources, such as photovoltaic panels, wind
and diesel generators, into an effective system.
Innovative farmers have contributed to the design of suitable energy plant. An example is provided of a
pontoon-mounted water turbine designed for use in rivers. It can provide electrical power or pump water.
Technologies are also available to enable the production of biofuels from farm wastes or from special crops.
In some cases, biofuel production can be linked to the need for effective waste management, such as the
disposal of dairy shed effluent.

Policies and Strategies
The last two chapters cover policy areas that warrant investigation, and future strategies to improve primary
industry energy efficiency. The policy areas include: the role of total quality management in primary
production, the relationships between electricity and fuel suppliers and their rural customers; the monitoring
of energy use; education, training and technology transfer; research and demonstration; and the development
of technical tools to help farmers use energy more efficiently.
A list of future strategies to improve energy use is presented. This list has been drawn together from specific
actions suggested throughout the earlier chapters of Part 5.

Part 5: Food Processing
The total energy use in the New Zealand food system is made up of production (28%), processing (32%),
distribution (18%) and preparation (22%). The 32% used in food processing is the focus of Part 5 of Volume
2. Food processing uses over 31,000 TJ annually, or approximately 10% of the national consumer energy
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requirements. Producing heat is the main energy use in the food processing industry. The dominant use of
heat is for drying. Oil was once the main source of this heat, but has been replaced by natural gas.
The predominant energy consumers in the food sector are the dairy and meat industries. Together they account
for around 70% of the total sector energy demand and consequently receive the most attention in the material
presented in this part of the report.
Part 5, Food Processing, is organised into four chapters. The first provides an introduction to energy use by
the sector and identifies dairy and meat processing as the main energy users. It also sets a number of general
methodologies for improving energy use in the New Zealand food processing industry: matching the
fundamental technical requirements of processes to efficient energy supply; recovering and reusing heat
through various methods; optimising the use of insulation; and exploring new technologies to replace
conventional heating and drying methods.
The second chapter examines data on energy use in food processing. It looks at sources of energy statistics,
the types of energy used and historic trends. A future outlook is provided. The chapter ends with a discussion
of energy policy in the context of the food processing industry and some general observations on energy
efficiency opportunities.
The third chapter examines the main food processing sectors, particularly the dairy and meat sectors in some
detail. Historic energy use is examined and the main energy consuming processes are identified. The key
energy efficiency technologies for dairy and meat sectors are briefly described. The distribution of energy
use across the other food processing industry groups is also noted and the technologies that may be applicable
to different groups outlined.
The fourth chapter provides a number of case studies illustrating how technologies have been used to improve
energy efficiency. The final chapter discusses future strategies for improving energy efficiency in the sector.

Energy Use in Food Processing
This chapter starts by reviewing the source of energy use data for the food processing sector. It notes that the
sector uses two types of energy — fossil fuels (for heat energy) and electricity (for refrigeration and material
conveyance). Drying, particularly spray drying of milk, is the main energy end use. Coal and natural gas are
the main energy sources and they contribute approximately an equal amount to the total energy consumption
(between 10,000 and 12,000 TJ each). Electricity use is about half that of either coal or gas.
Over the period 1986 to 1991 energy consumption by the dairy sector increase by over 35% while that of the
meat sector fell slightly. Over the same period energy use by the other industry groups rose, in some cases
by 50% or more. The outlook is for dairying, fruit and vegetable production, and fish processing to increase
in volume and energy usage is likely to increase accordingly. Expansion, however, presents opportunities for
plant upgrades using modern efficient equipment and processes and this factor could mitigate rises in energy
demand.
Government policies such as the removal of subsidies have had a marked effect on some food processing
sectors, especially the meat industry. These policies may have impacted on total sector energy use and also
energy efficiency. In the meat industry, for example, there has been a trend away from large plants to small,
specialised ones. Public policies of direct concern to food processing industries are those relating to the
separation of line and energy charges for electricity and the avoidance of anti-competitive behaviour with
respect to energy supply. It is not yet clear whether efficiency initiatives such as cogeneration will be helped
or hindered by the recent changes to energy markets.

Food Processing Energy Sectors
This chapter starts by reviewing the energy data sources and energy management initiatives of the dairy
industry. Historic trends in energy use are interpreted. The key energy efficiency technologies for the dairy
industry are briefly described: the use of pinch technology as an analytical tool; multiple effects evaporation
and mechanical vapour recompression as a means of recovering and reusing heat; and various membrane
separation technologies as substitutes for evaporation or centrifuge use. A number of other useful
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technologies are noted, namely, cogeneration, direct firing of driers using natural gas, and using pressurised
hot water systems for heating rather than steam.
Background is provided on the energy studies and energy management initiatives of the meat industry. The
results of surveys of energy use in the meat industry are presented. Analysis of the data provides some insights
into why the trend towards smaller plants may be lowering energy usage. Larger plants, for example, have
large baseloads but tend to use less variable energy per unit of production than smaller plants due to economies
of scale. The use of multishift operations in small plants, however, spreads their energy baseloads across
enough production to counter the loss of economies of scale. This example illustrates that industry structural
trends can be as important as equipment retrofits in changing energy efficiency.
The key energy efficiency technologies for the meat industry are briefly described: better heat recovery from
refrigeration plant through, for example, the use of supercritical refrigerants, such as CO2; the use of variable
speed electric motors to drive plant, such as fans; and management practices, for example better scheduling
of refrigeration compressors. Other useful technologies include methods to reduce cold air loss through cold
store doors, improved hot water management and cogeneration.
A number of technologies that may be applicable to other food processing industry groups are outlined in this
chapter. These include low temperature heat pump drying, freeze concentration, the use of air knives or
vacuums for surface drying, ozone and ultraviolet treatments to extend product life or to sterilize water
supplies, ohmic heating of food, and air radio frequency heating combined with conventional hot air drying.

Case Studies
This chapter provides case studies covering a range of technologies. The first deals with fans which can
account for 20% to 30%, or more, of the load in a meat chiller. Air velocity determines the rate of heat removal,
but this needs to be adjusted as freezing progresses. The use of variable speed drives (VSD) to modulate fan
output is more effective than having many fans and progressively switching these off to achieve the desired
airflow. Another meat industry example examines how increasing hot water storage can lead to efficiency
gains. Having adequate storage to accommodate demand fluctuations enables the water to be supplied from
boilers running continuously near peak capacity and at maximum efficiency.
Two other case studies refer to drying in the dairy industry using multiple effects evaporators and mechanical
vapour recompression. Both these technologies enable the latent heat of evaporation to be recovered and
reused.
Excess water on vegetables to be frozen, such as peas, creates major problems such as product clumping. One
case study outlines the investigations by Watties Frozen Foods into means to effectively dewater such
vegetables prior to freezing. Air knives and vacuums were considered and the latter was successfully adopted.
Since less water is now frozen, energy has been saved while product quality is improved.
Other case studies deal with air curtains on chillers to reduce cold air loss and peak load reduction and timing
changes to obtain tariff benefits.

Future Strategies for Energy Efficiency
Part 5 ends with a short chapter discussing future strategies aimed at the food processing sector. Two areas
of activity are identified, gaining attention of the industry to energy efficiency and adjusting the commercial
and policy environment. Management focus in food processing is on product quality rather than energy use.
This can be turned to advantage if management can be encouraged to critically review the technical processes
and control systems they use and involve their staff in this exercise. A number of steps for such a review are
set out in the chapter.
Energy requirements are a relatively small cost item for the food processing sector and consequently it often
does not receive management attention. Encouraging process reviews will often, albeit coincidentally, lead
to improved energy use. For management to focus more directly on energy use, as may be desired by some
public policy concerns such as the issue of environmental sustainability, there appears to be a need to alter
the commercial environment. This point is elaborated in the final chapter.
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Part 6: Forestry Processing
The New Zealand log harvest is slightly less than 16 million m3 per year. Approximately a third of the wood
volume goes into pulp and paper manufacture, and log and chip exports account for another third. The next
major use of wood is for sawn timber (about 2.5 million m3). Plywood and reconstituted panel board
manufacture make up the balance.
The log harvest over the next two decades is forecast to increase dramatically and this could have major
implications for sector energy use. The predicted harvest for the period 2001 to 2005, for example, is 22
million m3 per year — an increase of 50% over present levels. Reducing the proportion of log and chip exports
by further processing in New Zealand could also dramatically increase the energy demand by this sector.
The forest processing industry is already a major energy user consuming over 50 PJ. The largest source of
this energy is pulp residue and waste wood (about 23 PJ). Approximately 25% of the consumer energy demand
is for electricity (approximately 12 PJ). Cogeneration provides about one-tenth of the electricity demand.
Natural gas and geothermal energy are the next major energy sources. Forest processing uses almost 10% of
New Zealand’s total power generation, which makes this sector the second largest industrial electricity user
after aluminium production. Pulp and paper manufacture uses over 80% of the electricity and a similar
proportion of the heat consumed in forest processing.
Part 6, Forestry Processing, is organised into four chapters. The first provides an overview of forest processing
energy use and trends in New Zealand. It describes the pulp and paper making process to provide background
to an understanding of the opportunities for improved energy efficiency in this industry. Overseas energy
efficiency developments are reviewed and compared with the New Zealand situation. The chapter ends with
a discussion of the energy related public policy issues for the production and processing of forest products.
The second chapter outlines the current situation for the various forestry processing sectors in New Zealand.
The sectors covered are solid wood processing (sawmilling and timber drying), the production of panel
products, pulp and paper manufacture, and paper recycling. An overview is provided of the timber resource
usage, the technologies installed and levels of energy consumption.
The third chapter describes the energy efficient technologies that may be applicable to the New Zealand
forestry processing industry. It concentrates on the processes considered most important in terms of overall
potential for energy efficiencies and likelihood for future investment to realise these. The final chapter
provides a number of case studies covering solid wood processing and pulp and paper manufacture.

Forest Processing Overview
Pulp and paper manufacture is identified as the major energy user in the forest processing sector. New Zealand
produces roughly equal amounts of pulp each year by the mechanical and the chemical, or kraft, processes.
It also produces a relatively small amount of pulp from post-consumer recycled paper.
The kraft process is heat intensive, but obtains much of its requirements from burning pulping residues.
Mechanical pulping is electricity intensive and there are commercial limits to the generation of this electricity
on-site from cogeneration using wood waste (e.g. bark and contaminated chips). Paper recycling can be less
energy intensive than producing pulp from virgin fibre but care is needed with generalisations. Modern kraft
mills may use less fossil fuel than recycling plants. Wastepaper collection may involve significant transport
which adds to the energy associated with recycling.
It is difficult to fairly compare the performance of forestry processing in one country with that in another.
Available data does, however, suggest that one New Zealand integrated mechanical pulp and paper mill
performs well compared with modern overseas mills. The other mechanical pulp mills appear to require more
energy to produce the same product than overseas mills. New Zealand kraft mills compare favourably with
overseas mills of the same generation, but are less energy efficient than modern Scandinavian mills.
There is a trend overseas for increased energy use in paper manufacture due to faster production rates and
higher product quality. In a modern mill this can be countered by energy efficiency initiatives. Modern
Swedish and Finnish mills, for example, require less total energy than older mills, are more than 100% self
sufficient in heat (they can export heat) and 80% self sufficient in electricity. The technologies that have made
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this possible include extended delignification, increased tree utilization for fuel, reduced process evaporation,
the use of biomass in the lime kiln and greater cogeneration.
The main energy related public policy issues for forest processing are the implications for the industry of the
energy sector reforms, which are almost complete, and the debate over climate change responses. The former
could lead to greater use of cogeneration at processing sites including export of power off-site. The latter, if
a carbon tax or equivalent is adopted, could mean higher energy charges, and hence a greater incentive for
energy efficiency and self-sufficiency. It could also lead to increased incentives for afforestation, which, in
turn, could increase future sector energy demand and/or provide a renewable energy source.

Current New Zealand Situation
Sawmilling operations consist of green sawmilling, kiln drying, recutting timber and timber treatment. At
present, around 52% of the “under bark” timber volume is converted to rough sawn timber and the rest ends
up as mill ends slab and sawdust. These residues are used as a source of energy or fibre, or are dumped.
Sawmilling consumes around 15% of the total wood flow volume in New Zealand. Over 50% of the total sawn
timber production is dried before sale. Over 80% of the total energy used in the sector is thermal, reflecting
the high level of kiln drying. The main source of thermal energy is wood residues (over half) followed by
natural gas and coal.
There are four main categories of panel products produced in New Zealand; plywood/veneer, particle board,
medium density fibreboard and wet-process fibre board. Heat for veneer drying is the main energy
requirement for plywood manufacture. Similarly, heat for wood flake drying dominates the energy use in
particle board manufacture. MDF manufacture is similar to mechanical pulping and paper making.
Consequently electricity is a significant energy requirement, but heat is still the main need. The source of heat
for panel board manufacture varies from site to site. It is typically derived from oil or gas or wood residues
generated on-site or imported.
The New Zealand pulp and paper industry produces over 700,000 tonnes of paper and paper board and about
650,000 tonnes of market kraft each year. The country has eight pulp and/or paper making sites: there are two
stand alone mechanical pulp mills (Carter Oji, Napier and Winstone, Ohakune), one mechanical pulp and
paper mill (Caxton, Kawerau), one paper recycling mill (Penrose), and another mill using waste paper and
brought-in pulp (Mataura), two large pulp and paper complexes using both mechanical and kraft pulping
methods (Kinleith and Tasman), and one paperboard mill (Whakatane).
Several processes are used in mechanical pulping : semi-chemical, chemi-thermomechanical, thermomechanical
refiner or groundwood. Most of the paper mills use recycled wastepaper to a degree. The pulp and paper
making technology installed in New Zealand ranges from moderately old equipment, albeit with some
modernisation, to fairly new equipment.

Specific Areas and Technologies
Energy efficiency in sawmilling can be improved via better saw design and operation to increase timber yield.
Kiln drying of timber is a growing energy intensive activity. The use of low temperature heat pump drying,
mechanical vapour recompression and better fan systems, could mitigate this trend.
It may be possible to improve plywood energy efficiency by using closed thermal fluid (hot oil) heating
systems rather than steam with its attendant losses. The manufacture of medium density fibreboard is like
mechanical pulping in that it uses refiners to grind the wood. There appears to be opportunity for heat recovery
from refiners that is not being realised.
Retrofit technologies that could improve energy use in New Zealand kraft mills include batch digester energy
recovery, commissioning new continuous digesters, using higher consistency (less water) pulp handling, low
odour conversion of recovery boilers, cogeneration and other efficient plant, such as mechanical vapour
recompression and infrared drying.
Mechanical refiner mills should be largely self sufficient in heat via energy recovery from refiner flash steam.
Even with the old groundwood process, up to 30% of the input electricity can be recovered as heat. With
possibly one exception, New Zealand mills do not take full advantage of the technical potential for refiner
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energy recovery. Finally, a variety of technologies are under development to reduce the electrical input to the
refiner pulping process.

Case Studies
A range of case studies covering solid wood processing and pulp and paper manufacture are presented. One
case study shows the energy and wood yield benefits of improvements to sawmilling technologies. Another
demonstrates the potential of dehumidifier heat pumps for kiln drying. Fans are used in kilns to circulate and
vent air. In a case where reversible fans are used, careful attention to fan design (hub and blade) was able to
save energy and improve performance.
The installation of a low odour boiler at Kinlieth has improved the concentration of black liquor, increased
economizer heat recovery capacity and removed the need for black liquor oxidation units. These changes,
together with improved boiler controls, have improved energy efficiency and plant performance. A pinch
study on flash dryer efficiency has been undertaken at the Winstone mill near Ohakune. This showed
opportunities for significant energy savings through minor changes to the configuration and operation of the
heat exchanger and the elimination of steam leaks.
The use of computer modelling is the subject of a paper manufacture case study. Paper machines are often
operated at significantly greater speed than they were originally designed for in order to increase production.
A computer simulation, developed in New Zealand, analyses paper drying heat transfer and condensate flows,
in order to identify how machines can be operated at higher speeds with improved energy utilisation and
minimal plant changes.

Part 7: Manufacturing and Minerals
This sector uses around 20% of New Zealand’s total consumer energy. It divides naturally into a relatively
low energy using manufacturing group and the high energy minerals group comprising a few metal refining,
cement production, clay and glass industries.
Aluminium and steel refining, and other members of the minerals group, account for nearly 60% of the total
energy use by the manufacturing and minerals sector. Steel and cement use almost all of the sector’s coal
supply and about 40% of the total fuel supply. Aluminium smelting accounts for two-thirds of the sector’s
electricity demand.
Heat is the main energy need for the manufacturing group and natural gas is the dominant fuel source. Most
of the energy consumed in the chemical industries and in metal fabrication is used to produce high grade heat
(in kilns for example). The textile and leather industries mainly use fuels for intermediate grade heat (e.g.
steam from boilers). Electricity use makes up about 25% of the manufacturing group’s energy supply and
nearly all of this is used for motors driving pumps, fans and other machinery.
Specific technologies applicable to the Manufacturing and Minerals sector, and other sectors as well, are
outlined in Part 8 of Volume 2. Part 7 concentrates on a number of general principles relating to targeting and
monitoring and good housekeeping. The reason for this is that for many industries, from small to large,
significant energy efficiency gains can be made for little investment by paying attention to how energy is
presently used and lost.
The chapter also provides some case studies showing how members of the energy intensive minerals group
are examining their energy use and investigating options for new plant and process changes to improve energy
efficiency.

Energy Efficiency Targets
The need to set targets is emphasised. The starting point is to establish the current energy use or T0 target.
The next step is to set T1, the target that can be achieved from quickly implemented measures such as good
housekeeping. A regression analysis of historic energy use data for an industrial site is suggested as the means
to identify these targets.
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The next target is T2, which represents the long term savings from investment in new technology. The key
issues here are the size of the target and whether it is worth achieving in economic terms. Benchmarking based
on sector studies is suggested as one of the inputs to identifying this target. Another input is an energy audit
of the site in question.
Finally, there is a target T3, represented by state-of-the-art plant and processes that can be adopted by a site
while still remaining commercially viable. A special set of circumstances may be needed for a positive
decision to move towards T3. These circumstances may include a belief that energy costs are likely to be
higher, or that pollution regulation may be more stringent in future (modern plant tends to provide a better
product and use less energy while generating fewer or smaller discharges).

Sector Studies
Sector studies play an important role in target setting. They involve gathering a wide range of data on energy
performance, the technologies used and economics of an industrial sector. The analysis of this data enables
benchmarking and comparison of the performance of a particular site or item of plant against the industry norm
and best achievers. Sector studies also provide a guide to the means to improve the energy performance of
under-achieving plants.
The chapter on sector studies identifies the objectives and scope for a sector study. It uses a case study to
illustrate the benefits of sector studies.

Monitoring and Targeting
The establishment of an energy monitoring and targeting (M&T) programme as part of an integrated approach
to target setting and achievement is discussed in this chapter. Staff involvement and the need to assign
responsibility, ideally by appointing an energy manager, are emphasised. The use of computers can
significantly improve monitoring and analysis of energy use data.
The benefits of a M&T system are significant. A survey of 700 UK sites with M&T systems showed that they
are cheap to install and operate; provide average energy savings of around 8%; save utilities (e.g. water use);
increase productivity and reveal subsequent ways to save further energy and provide additional benefits.
Payback periods were less than two years.

Good Housekeeeping Practice
Paying attention to good housekeeping can lead to quick, often relatively cheap, yet sustainable improvements
in energy efficiency. The basic principles of good housekeeping are to ensure that the appropriate form of
energy gets to where it is needed in the right amount, at the right time and with minimum loss. Good plant
maintenance, correction of leaks (e.g. compressed air lines), adequate insulation and lagging, turning plant
off when not needed, all contribute to good housekeeping.
The chapter on good housekeeping lists a number of basic principles that can be applied to existing plant, its
operation and maintenance, in order to improve energy efficiency. The chapter then shows how these
principles can be applied using compressed air systems as an example. Compressed air is a major utility for
industry, yet its energy efficient management is often overlooked.
The basic components and operation of a compressed air system are described and a comprehensive
compressed air energy efficiency checklist is presented. The key points are to make sure tools and other uses
do not receive a supply at a higher pressure than needed; to ensure air does not leak from supply lines; to unload
compressors progressively as load falls and to turn them off when work stops; and to frequently clean all filters
and traps. A range of other housekeeping and equipment replacement recommendations are also made.
Another major industrial utility is steam. The main components of a boiler and steam supply system are
described and, again, a checklist for efficient operation is presented. The emphasis is on making sure that
system demands are valid, in that steam is really required for the task, and that the delivery is at the correct
pressure. Data is provided on the energy and financial costs of steam leaks. Effective lagging of all pipework
and valves is important. As for compressed air, the correct use and maintenance of filters and traps is vital.
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Case Studies in Large-scale Operations
The aluminium, steel and cement industries are major users of energy. The New Zealand Steel Glenbrook
plant is the largest coal consumer in New Zealand (770,000 t/annum) and is a major consumer of electricity
(140 MW peak demand). The production of aluminium at New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Tiwai Point
plant continuously requires around 500 MW of power, equivalent to approximately 15 PJ of electrical energy
per year.
The cement industry as a whole uses approximately 5 PJ of energy each year (116 GWh of electricity and 4.2
PJ of coal). This chapter describes energy efficiency initiatives in these three major industries.
An overview is provided of the ironmaking process and the energy flows at the Glenbrook mill. A notable
feature of the process is the large amount of energy leaving the reactors in gas streams — 41% of the total input
energy exits as offgas chemical energy and 18% as sensible energy. One of the main energy management goals
for the plant is to minimize net energy consumption per tonne of hot metal by maximizing energy recovery
through cogeneration. The Glenbrook mill has a cogeneration plant that uses the offgas from the multi-hearth
furnaces to produce almost half the normal electricity requirements of the mill.
Another of the energy management goals for the mill is to obtain the optimum ratio of the principal energy
sources, electricity and coal, in order to minimize the cost of iron production. The cogeneration output at the
mill could be almost doubled by using kiln offgas as well as hearth offgas. A new cogeneration plant to use
the kiln offgases commenced construction in 1996.
New Zealand Steel has developed a technico-economic model of ironmaking at its mill and is using this to
regularly evaluate the economics of different energy management options.
The second case study is provided by Golden Bay Cement Ltd which has a cement plant at Portland near
Whangarei. The case study is prefaced by a brief overview of the New Zealand cement industry and the
different processes used to manufacture cement.
Over the years the Golden Bay company has taken a positive attitude towards energy management and
invested heavily in capital projects to minimize energy consumption. In 1982 a conversion of the plant from
the wet process to the more energy efficient dry process was completed. The improved thermal energy
performance of the dry process results from the effective use of surplus heat to dry and preheat the kiln raw
materials, and from the use of high temperature air as combustion air.
The Golden Bay Cement management treats energy efficiency as an integral part of its commitment to total
quality management. In 1986 an additional grinding mill was installed. As well as increasing plant output,
the new mill provided grinding savings of up to 5 kWh/tonne. The use of alternative fuels to pulverized coal
has been examined along with cogeneration options. The alternatives and options are not quite economic yet,
but are frequently reviewed.
The final case study looks at aluminium refining. It reports on the distribution of energy use in the refining
process. Similar amounts of electrical energy are needed for the hydrolysis reaction (6.5 kWh/kg) to reduce
alumina and for heat input to each reduction cell to keep the electrolyte molten (8.5 kWh/kg).
The historic specific energy requirement of the smelter (AC kWh/kg Al) and the future targets are set out.
The main area for improvement is in the cell heat losses. The international benchmark for this loss is 6.5 kWh/
kg but this is achieved through technology that cannot be retrofitted to the cells at Tiwai Point. Nonetheless
through a number of refinements it is considered feasible to bring the existing losses down by 0.5 kWh/kg.
This will result in an annual saving of just over 500 TJ of power by the year 2000.

Part 8: General Energy Efficiency Technologies
Part 8 is not linked to any specific economic sector. Instead, it covers a range of energy efficiency technologies
that find application in buildings, transportation, primary and secondary industries.
Part 8 starts by emphasising efficient generation, use and reuse of heat. There are chapters covering heat
recovery technologies, furnaces, kilns and boilers, heat pumps and heat transformers, and cogeneration. A
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chapter on pinch technology provides a methodology for the correct design of heat utilities and for recognizing
opportunities for heat recovery. Precise automatic control of utilities plays a vital role in both quality control
and energy efficiency and consequently this subject is covered at the end of the chapters on heat related topics.
Electricity can be used directly as a heat source, but arguably it provides best value when used in lighting and
motors and in electrotechnologies. Technologies for general illumination are well covered in the two building
parts in Volume 1 and are not repeated here. Efficient motor technologies are elaborated. In many applications
an efficient electric motor will pay for itself in a few years.
The characteristics of pumps, fans and compressors and associated utilities (e.g. water supply) are discussed
and the implications for electric motor selection are identified. The key to efficiency is maintaining a good
match between the motor, the machinery it is driving and the utility needs, at all times. Variable speed drives
can achieve this and are recommended wherever system needs fluctuate.
The final chapters in Part 8 cover a range of electrotechnologies that have the potential to replace conventional
heating technologies. Often steam or hot air is used to cure or bake items and the kilns or ovens have to be
heated along with the item being processed. In some cases not the whole item, but only a component requires
heat treatment. Electrotechnologies enable heat to be precisely directed to where it is needed with minimum
spill-over to the rest of an item or its surroundings. In fact the availability of electrotechnologies questions
the need to use heat at all and opens the possibility of changing processes (for example, using ultraviolet paint
curing instead of baking).
The electrotechnologies covered are: dielectric heating; induction heating and melting; infrared heating and
ultraviolet curing.

Heat Recovery Technologies
Heat recovery involves the use of waste heat from one process for another useful purpose. Many operations
generate significant amounts of waste heat while at the same time another part of the plant or process requires
heat (sometimes the economics of heat recovery can be improved if heat can be stored for later use to smooth
out mismatches between supply and demand). Managers often overlook the opportunities to link potential
heat supply and demand. After good house keeping, heat recovery is often the next most cost-effective energy
efficiency measure. Before investing in heat recovery, however, it is important to investigate whether waste
heat generation can be reduced in the first place.
The chapter provides an overview of direct heat exchange involving plant that does not alter the characteristics
of the waste heat stream and uses straightforward heat exchange between different materials. Systems that
use phase change behaviour to upgrade heat, such as vapour compression heat pumps, are covered in Chapter
3 of Part 8.
A range of different types of heat exchange technology are outlined — simple warm air recycle, plate and
tubular recuperators, run around coils, regenerators, heat wheels and heat pipes. The last technology uses
phase change as part of the heat exchange mechanism and crosses the boundary between direct heat exchange
and heat pump mechanisms.
Most heat exchangers have negligible built in heat storage, but regenerators provide the exception. These
operate on a cyclic manner and capture waste heat, store it and release it for use at a later time. They typically
operate in pairs to enable a continuous draw-off of recovered heat — one regenerator would be charged while
the other was being drawn down. Another approach is to take recovered heat from any form of heat exchanger
and store it for an extended period in a separate piece of plant — a well insulated hot water tank, for example.
While the benefits of this are mentioned, the range of possible storage media and plant are not covered in this
chapter. The last section of Chapter 3 discusses some innovative heat storage options.
The chapter ends with some advice on how to conduct a waste heat survey of a site to identify opportunities
for heat recovery, to provide some idea of suitable plant and to indicate the need for energy storage. The issue
of heat exchanger plant selection is covered at a general level. The key issues are the heat source and recovered
heat use, the transfer mediums (e.g. gas to liquid), and several critical factors, such as temperatures, fouling
risk and costs.
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Kilns, Furnaces and Boilers
The focus in this chapter is on steam generation and the production of high temperature heat. Low temperature
ovens, or kilns used to dry materials, such as wood, are covered in the Forestry Processing and Food Processing
parts of Volume 2.
The chapter provides an overview of the different types of conventional combustion systems to fire furnaces,
kilns and boilers. Electric heating technologies, namely resistance, induction, infrared and electric arc
heating, are also outlined. General energy efficiency principles relating to furnaces and kilns are identified.
Various designs for fired boilers and electric boilers are described. An energy efficiency retrofit technique
for small- to medium-sized fired boilers is outlined. Finally, two unconventional combustion systems are
reported — the flameless oxidation of fuel, and catalytic conversion.
Combustion of fuel is the most common way of obtaining steam or high temperature heat. Three combustion
methods are outlined. Fuel stokers burn solid fuels, such as coal and wood, on a stoker or grate. The key
efficiency issues are good air supply management, keeping clinker formation within design parameters and
effective ash and clinker removal.
Fluidised bed combustors can burn a variety of fuels efficiently. In the combustion zone, fuel, often combined
with inert mineral particles, is kept in suspension by the pressure of the combustion air supply. The key energy
efficiency issues for this plant are effective mixing of fuel in the bed and minimum emission of unburnt fuel.
Burners are used to obtain heat from gaseous, liquid or powdered fuels such as pulverised coal. The key feature
of a burner, and an energy efficient prerequisite, is the production of a stable flame. Each fuel type evokes
its own set of energy efficiency considerations. For oil they include using the correct grade of oil, achieving
uniform atomization, minimizing thermal cracking of oil molecules, avoiding flame chilling due to
impingement on cold surfaces or an excess of cold secondary air, and minimising the amount of excess
combustion air.
A perfect furnace is a heat source in a box made from a material with zero thermal conductivity. In the real
world the furnace box will have conductivity and heat will be lost from the structure. There is the problem of
getting heat into the box and of removing the exhaust gases when a fuel is used. Placing the furnace charge
and removing it after processing involves heat losses. The combustion system and furnace opening systems
may allow the ingress of unwanted cold air. Such energy efficiency issues for furnace and kiln design and
operation are explored in this chapter.
The energy efficient design of water tube and fire tube fired boilers and electrical boilers is outlined. A vital
issue for fired boilers is effective heat exchange, and maximum heat recovery by matching the heating
potential at various points in the boiler and associated flue, with the temperature of the working fluid as it is
being heated. Another important issue is using heat exchange to preheat combustion air. The use of flue gas
recirculation can also improve the efficiency of fired boilers, and New Zealand examples are reported. Four
types of electric boiler are covered in this chapter — transformer steam generators, resistance element boilers,
electrode boilers, and jet spray boilers.
Flameless oxidation represents a way of achieving flue gas recirculation or combustion air preheat while
mitigating associated problems with NOx formation. The requirement for this type of combustion is very
thorough mixing of combustion air and recirculated flue gas.
Catalytic conversion of fuel is not new but novel ways to use this technology are under development.
Examples include plate reactors which intimately link heat sources and process reactions, facilitating very
effective heat transfer.

Heat Pumps and Related Plant
This chapter provides an overview of several heat recovery systems that are based on phase-change working
fluids or the application of heat pump principles to the waste heat stream. The technologies discussed are
vapour compression heat pumps, mechanical vapour recompression, absorption heat pumps and transformers,
and a range of other systems.
The most common applications for vapour compression heat pumps are refrigeration and airconditioning
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where they shift heat from the material to be cooled, upgrade the heat and then release it. These heat pumps
can, however, be used to supply useful heat from low grade sources such as waste process heat or even ambient
air or water. New technologies are increasingly making it feasible to use heat pumps to provide high
temperature heat from low grade sources. The operating principles, applications, energy efficiency
considerations and special issues, such as ozone depletion by certain refrigerants, are discussed in this chapter.
Mechanical vapour recompression (MVR) is an example of an open cycle heat pump. This technology is
usually applied to drying tasks where the volatile material being removed (such as water vapour) is used as
a refrigerant prior to being discharged from the system. The key energy efficiency benefit is that much of the
latent heat of evaporation can be recovered from the volatile material. This is achieved by compressing the
vapour, thereby raising its temperature, and then condensing it to recover the heat.
Absorption heat pumps (AHP) and transformers (AHT) use a working fluid consisting of a volatile liquid (a
refrigerant) and a non volatile material (an absorbent) which they separate and recombine effecting a heat
transfer in the process. An absorption heat pump requires a source of high grade heat, which it uses to upgrade
a source of low grade heat to an intermediate, but useful level. The benefit is a potential doubling of the amount
of useful heat. Like vapour compression heat pumps, AHPs can also be used to provide cooling. A heat
transformer is able to upgrade a quantum of intermediate grade heat to a high grade state, but loses
approximately half the energy input in the process. AHTs are useful where there is plenty of intermediate
grade and a need for a lesser amount of high grade heat. Current applications and future developments of these
technologies are discussed in the chapter.
The chapter reports on energy storage systems that use heat pump principles or are designed to be operated
in conjunction with heat pumps. One system described is a batch AHP in which one component is alternatively
a generator and an absorber of heat.

Cogeneration
This chapter deals with the simultaneous generation of electricity, or motive power, and usable heat from an
integrated plant. The electricity requirements of industry, or commercial buildings is usually provided from
off-site power stations, while the heat loads are met by on-site boilers and furnaces. Cogeneration, also known
as combined heat and power (CHP) is a very energy efficient alternative.
The chapter describes the main types of cogeneration plant, namely bottoming cycle, topping cycle and
combined cycle systems. The bottoming cycle involves using waste heat from a process (e.g. kiln) to raise
steam which is used to generate power. The topping cycle generates power first and then recovers heat for
process use. An example is provided by a diesel engine with heat recovery from the exhaust and cooling jacket.
Combined cycle involves using the recovered heat to raise steam and hence to further generate power. Where
waste from a process or the exhaust of an engine is used directly or to raise steam, the heat availability can
be increased by supplementary firing of a fuel.
Various types of cogeneration have different strengths, weaknesses and applications and these are outlined.
The energy efficiency, environmental and economic advantages of different cogeneration systems are
discussed. The combined average energy efficiency of a conventional system, that is a thermal power station
and an on-site boiler, may be 50%, whereas that for a cogeneration facility may be 78% or higher. One of the
major environmental advantages is a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions compared with the conventional
system. A range of economic advantages are available, the most common being a reduction in the need to
purchase power while still obtaining heat at a similar cost to that from a stand alone boiler.
The design process for cogeneration is briefly covered. The starting point for design is an energy audit of the
site and subsequent improvements in the current efficiency of heat and power use. Generally a major design
goal is to then match the site base load heat and power ratio to the output of one of the various types of
cogeneration plant. If a natural match does not exist then there are various strategies to adjust the cogeneration
output, or to change the energy demand. These are outlined in the chapter. The strategies include
supplementary firing where more heat is needed, steam injection of gas turbines where less heat and more
power is sought, selling surplus heat off-site, and using excess heat for absorption chillers where there is a
refrigeration need.
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The chapter ends with a number of New Zealand case studies ranging from small accommodation buildings
to large-scale industrial applications.

Pinch Technology and Process Control
Process integration, or pinch technology, is a method for looking systematically at all the heat flows within
an industrial site in order to optimise process design, plant selection and energy use. Pinch technology
facilitates recognition of opportunities for cooling from one unit to service the heating requirements of
another. It can also be used to identify the minimum practical energy requirements for a process. The
methodology assists with the choice of energy sources and cooling methods and also helps to identify potential
process modifications that would reduce energy use.
Pinch technology has wider application than industrial process. It can be applied to any situation where there
are heat sources and demands, as in a farm dairy shed for example. The starting point for pinch technology
is the recognition that technical processes can be broken into four components. First there are hot utilities,
or sources of energy and secondly there are cold utilities or product or wastes that require final cooling.
Between the hot and cold utilities there two process streams, one that needs to be heated and one that needs
to be cooled.
Pinch technology can be applied by graphical means such as portraying the hot and cold process streams as
temperature-heat quantity curves. The point where these curves come close together is described as the pinch
and is the reference point for the analysis. The general aim is to adjust the process and the use of hot and cold
utilities so that the temperature difference at the pinch corresponds to the minimum approach temperature for
economic heat exchange. In making adjustments to plant and processes a few rules apply, such as not placing
hot utilities below the pinch (because there is already a surplus of heat in that zone of the process). The chapter
on pinch technology describes these rules and explains their background. The chapter also explains how pinch
technology, using grand composite curves, assists the selection and placement of heat utilities, such as
cogeneration plant, within the process. It also looks at the selection of different types of heat pumps and heat
transformers to provide heat for a process.
Process integration is a very powerful tool for achieving energy efficiency in industrial processes. Over 300
pinch studies have been conducted worldwide leading to opportunities for energy savings of between 20%
and 40% for each site or process.
The results of pinch technology and the wise choice of utilities such as cogeneration or heat pumps, and the
widespread use of heat exchange, may not on their own lead to the optimum use of energy. Maintaining tight
control over a process can be essential for both quality control and energy efficiency. Part 8 provides a chapter
that introduces the subject of automatic process control. A range of advanced control technologies are outlined
and their applications are discussed.

Motors, Pumps, Compressors and Fans
This chapter focuses on electric motors and pumps, compressors and fans, but the general principles identified
applies to many other prime mover-plant combinations. The most efficient system is obtained by working
back from system needs to the characteristics of the driven plant and to the motor and then doing at least one
iteration. Firstly, valid system requirements should be established after carefully examining end uses and
opportunities for minor investments and better housekeeping. Then the driven plant should be sized so it is
operating as close to its point of maximum efficiency as possible. The electric motor should then be matched
to the system load and its variability. The latter factor may warrant the use of variable speed drives or another
strategy.
Electric motor drives are discussed and, in particular, the need to minimize oversizing is emphasised. The
lifecycle benefits of efficient motors over their cheaper counterparts are outlined. Some guidelines are given
for motor selection. Options for motor control are outlined and the applications and benefits of variable speed
drives (VSDs) are covered. Alternative drive technologies, such as switched reluctance drives and linear
induction motors are described. The use of steam and natural gas turbines, and other heat engines as prime
movers is mentioned.
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A case study into the use of VSDs on fans versus using dampers for flow control shows a reduction in energy
demand of 37% and a payback period of less than a year.
Pumps are major energy consumers on farms and in industry. Savings can be achieved by better system design,
correct pump selection and operation, suitable controls and timely maintenance. The material on pumps in
this chapter deals mainly with selection of the most commonly used pump, the centrifugal type, and control.
The relationship between pump geometry and performance is discussed. Centrifugal pumps can be described
in terms of their specific speed. The most efficient pumps fall within a narrow band of specific speed. Pumps
should be selected with a specific speed within, or as close to that band, as possible. For a fixed output one
large pump with the requisite specific speed will be more efficient than several smaller pumps in parallel.
Pump throttling to match output to system needs should be avoided. More efficient options, such as using two
or more pumps in series or parallel, as required, or using VSDs are available. The importance of ensuring
satisfactory inlet conditions and correct maintenance of pumps is emphasized.
Compressors, fans and blowers are all designed to pressurize gases and the difference between these types of
plant lies in the delivery pressure. Fans and blowers provide low pressures, suitable for uses such as air
conditioning, whereas compressors provide high pressures used, for example, to drive compressed air motors.
The different types of compressor and the general principles for their efficient operation are covered.
Important issues to consider are the use of multistages with intercooling, heat recovery and reuse, effective
controls, adequate compressed air or gas storage and the use of VSDs or reciprocating compressors when loads
are variable.
The main types of fans and blowers and their operating characteristics are described. Examples are provided
of the energy efficiency advantages of using VSDs with fans. The issue of fan scheduling is also mentioned.
The coupling between a fan and its motor can be an energy efficiency weakness. Loose belts, poorly aligned
transmissions, and poor balance, for example, can lead to excessive wear and loss of energy. Good
maintenance of fan-driver systems can improve efficiency by 10% to 15% and be cost effective.

Electrotechnologies
The last four chapters of Part 8 cover a number of electrotechnologies that can be used in place of conventional
heating or drying methods.
Dielectric heating covers two types of heating, namely microwave and radio frequency heating. Microwave
heating uses electromagnetic waves in the range 200 GHz to 300 GHz, while radio frequency heating uses
lower frequencies, between 1 MHz and 100 MHz.
The electromagnetic waves change their energy content and amplitude as they pass through a material. They
cause sinusoidally varying forces on ions, atoms and molecules of the material, which is converted to heat.
Consequently heating does not rely on radiation or convection from an outside heat source and subsequent
conduction through the material. Instead the heat is generated in the material.
In many circumstances, such as the evaporation of tightly bound water from items to be dried, dielectric
heating can be more energy efficient than using hot air. The technical features and differences between
microwave and radio frequency heating are discussed in this chapter. The general advantages of dielectric
heating are outlined. Advice is provided on the choice between these types of heating. A microwave case
study is presented.
Induction heating involves producing an alternating magnetic field within a metal coil that surrounds a
conductive workpiece such as metal ingots that are to be melted. The magnetic field produces an induced
current flow in the workpiece and flow resistance generates heat. The induction coil is usually constructed
of copper and is normally water cooled. Induction heating is used to melt metals, to heat items prior to forging
or welding, and to solder and braze metal parts together.
Induction heating can be directed at just the part of the workpiece that requires heat treatment and can be well
controlled for energy intensity and duration. Heating is rapid and energy losses are low. The overall energy
transfer for induction heating is typically 66% to 77% compared with efficiencies of 30% to 45% for burner
or furnace based heat sources designed to do the same task. While only electrically conductive materials can
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be heated directly by induction, techniques exist for indirect heating of non-conductive materials, such as
glass, or gases. The most common approach is to use a graphite susceptor which in turn heats the workpiece
materials. The chapter on induction heating lists the benefits of this technology and provides a number of case
studies.
Infrared radiation is used in many heating, drying and curing processes ranging from heating poultry sheds
to glass annealing. Electric infrared heating is finding more acceptance for some processes that have been
dominated by gas convective heating. Infrared heat can also be generated from special natural gas-ceramic
burners and this technology is used in the pulp and paper industry to finish off the paper drying process.
The chapter on infrared heating identifies the categories and corresponding characteristics of infrared
radiation (short, medium and long) that are used in industry, and also describes the types of equipment used
to generate the different wavelengths of radiation. The efficiency with which a workpiece absorbs infrared
energy depends on the wavelength of the radiation. The wavelength also determines the maximum
temperature required at the source. Matching the source to the workpiece characteristics and the nature of the
task is therefore important. The chapter on infrared heating lists a wide range of applications for this
technology. Significant energy savings, 70% in the case of curing with infrared instead of a convective oven,
can result from infrared applications.
Ultraviolet (UV) curing involves the use of radiation at the other end of the visible light spectrum to the
infrared band. Applications for UV include special lighting effects with fluorescent paints and inks, curing
coatings or adhering materials together, and sterilizing water supplies and products.
Conventional curing involves heating a workpiece with hot air to evaporate a solvent. This can be time
consuming and means heating components other than the coating, and creating a solvent discharge. With UV
curing polymerisation of specially formulated inks, coatings, paints or glues occurs in the presence of the light
energy. UV curing is clean, rapid and 60% to 80% more energy efficient than conventional curing. The
chapter on UV curing describes the types of polymerisation reactions, the commercial sources and
characteristics of UV radiation, and the occupational health and safety issues of this technology. Its strengths
and weaknesses are discussed and a case study is provided.
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Volume 1: Highlights

Part 1: Domestic Buildings
The domestic sector currently consumes mainly electricity (71%) for its energy use, although wood (14%),
coal (7%) and gas (7%) are also used. The main uses of this energy are for space heating and hot water heating,
which together account for approximately 75% of the total energy use in an average house. Forecasts suggest
that the electricity and gas shares of residential energy use will continue to rise, while coal’s share will
decrease.
There are three major factors that affect the energy efficiency of a house: the design, the heating and other
appliances within the house and how the homeowner uses the house. For New Zealand homes to become more
energy efficient, all three factors will have to be considered at a national level. Efficiency gains from changing
house design will slowly occur as the housing stock is renewed, whereas gains from changed behaviour can
be realised quickly. However, little is known about how much a change in behavioural habits will decrease
the amount of energy used in a household. Better access to information about energy efficiency for all New
Zealanders is required before behavioural changes can be made as people are often unaware of what can be
done in their home to save energy.

House Design
Nearly all homes receive some space heating from the sun, but the problem is how to convert the sunlight into
useful energy. The key factors involved in this are house location and design, solar system configuration,
collector types, window design and thermal mass. Solar house design should be seen in the context of overall
energy efficient practice. As well as maximising the use of the sun, a home should be well-insulated,
draughtproof, yet properly ventilated.
Hour-by-hour variations in outdoor temperature and in the solar intensity incident upon a building mean that
it will experience swings in its internal temperature. The addition of significant quantities of material with high
thermal storage capacity (e.g. concrete or water) within the building will reduce such temperature swings by
absorbing excesses of energy when internal temperatures are high and releasing absorbed energy back into
the internal space when the space temperature falls. The benefits of having adequate “thermal mass” in a home
needs to be more widely appreciated.
Insulating the exterior surface of a house helps to make the building more energy efficient and healthy, with
the energy-saving objective being to reduce heat loss. Only about one-third of New Zealand homes have been
built to satisfy current insulation standards. A fraction of the balance may have had a degree of insulation
retrofitted. The priority in a relatively draughtproof home where ventilation can be managed is insulation of
the ceiling, followed by walls, windows and then the floor.
In energy efficiency terms, windows are becoming the weakest link in the thermal insulation of a modern
building as developments lag behind those in other areas. Some 24% of the heat loss of an uninsulated house
is through the windows. However, this figure increases significantly once all or part of the roof, floors and
walls are insulated, and it is not unusual for half of the conduction losses to be through single-glazed windows
(the thickness of which makes no real difference to the thermal insulation of the building). Double glazing
is an effective alternative, not only providing energy efficiency, but also reducing noise, increasing security
and avoiding condensation problems.
Homes need adequate ventilation to control moisture and mitigate the buildup of indoor air pollutants.
However, ventilation means heat loss from the house on cold days, which makes home energy efficiency
measures such as solar heating and insulation doubly important. Background air infiltration provides a useful
level of ventilation in most existing houses, but the trend in new houses is towards more airtight construction.
This has led to air infiltration alone not providing the necessary background ventilation that was present in
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older homes and has created a need for a way of adding ventilation that is consistent with home security,
weather tightness and draught control. Technologies are being developed to meet this need.

Heating, Lighting and Appliances
New Zealand homes are generally underheated, resulting in damp living conditions. Increasing comfort levels
will require action to efficiently raise heat input and reduce losses. Solar gain, insulation and careful
management of ventilation are important. Careful heater selection, installation and the use of controls will
help to minimise the heat input needed to gain a given level of comfort. The energy efficiency of different
types of heaters in terms of converting primary energy into a health and comfort service varies. In addition,
a basically efficient heater can be applied to a task or operated in a manner that makes it inefficient. New
Zealander’s have historically tended to favour using a number of small- to medium-sized heaters (some or all
of them portable) over central heating systems. Even with built-in thermostats and timers, these appliances
are not the most energy efficient approach to electric space heating and are not likely to provide a high standard
of indoor temperature control.
At present, solid fuels (coal and wood) provide between a third and a half of the total energy used for space
heating and approximately 5% of the total energy used for water heating. There are over 352,000 enclosed
fires and 322,000 open fires installed in New Zealand’s 1.1 million homes, which consume approximately
100,000 tonnes of coal (including lignite) and more than 300,000 tonnes of wood each year. Open fires are
not energy efficient, since only a fraction of the heat content of the fuel, perhaps 15%, gets into the room. Freestanding stoves are a better alternative. Older pot belly type stoves have efficiencies of around 30% to 50%,
while some modern free-standing “double burning” stoves have efficiencies of around 70%.
After solid fuels, electricity is the main energy source for space heating in homes. Resistance heating in the
form of a fan heater, infrared radiator, night store or oil-filled heater, is the most common way electricity is
converted to space heat. Far more efficient heat pump technology is available for home heating and
airconditioning, and greater use should be made of this form of energy conversion.
On a total energy basis, direct use of natural gas is more energy efficient than conventional electric resistance
heating supplied from thermal power stations since the generation and transmission losses of the latter are
avoided. Natural gas appliances can be portable or fixed, radiant or convective (air heaters), room based or
part of a central heating unit. Unflued heaters are very efficient in that all the heat of combustion is placed
into the room. However, the flue gases add to indoor pollution and extra room ventilation is required so unflued
appliance efficiency is usually quoted as 90%. Flued gas-fired appliances roughly split into three efficiency
categories according to the amount of energy they lose in their flue gas emissions — conventional appliances
(in-use efficiency around 50%), “nearly condensing” appliances (in-use efficiency of around 70%), and fully
condensing appliances (annual in-use efficiencies of 85% or more).
There are around 1.5 million water heating systems in New Zealand of which about 1.2 million are in houses.
The balance are residential-scale (less than 500 litres) units in commercial and industrial installations.
Approximately 14% of the country’s total energy use and 35% of electricity use occurs in homes, with some
40% of this being used for water heating. Residential water heating systems in New Zealand are generally
not energy efficient. The dominant form of water heating is the conventional cylinder and electric resistance
elements where up to 30% of the energy input escapes as standing losses. Only 5% of existing electric water
storage heaters meet the WaterMark “A” grade insulation standard. Over 750,000 residential units do not even
meet the “B” grade insulation standard, so there is clearly room for substantial improvement. It has been
estimated that doubling the number of “A” grade water cylinders to 10% of the total would reduce water
heating energy demand by 300 GWh per year. Significant gains can also be made from using cylinder wraps
on old units.
Heat pumps provide an efficient electrical alternative to the conventional hot water cylinder. Efficient natural
gas storage and instantaneous heaters are also available. New, solid fuel hot water technologies have been
developed to overcome the limitations of the conventional wetback system. Whatever heating method is used,
it is important that attention be given to the design of the water supply system, with particular regard to the
water temperature and the overflow or pressure relief components.
Solar water heating is considered environmentally benign as they use a renewable energy source, thereby
conserving fossil fuel energy resources and avoiding greenhouse gas emissions. For economic reasons, a
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domestic solar system is usually designed to supply 50% to 75% of the energy required by the hot water
systems. The balance comes from a backup system (electric, natural gas or solid fuel wetback). The main
disadvantage of solar water heating is that it requires a significant capital outlay, although this is recouped in
the form of electricity or gas cost savings. Economic analysis shows, however, that solar water heating is often
competitive with all gas or electric systems and that the payback periods correspond to attractive rates of return
on investment.
The incandescent gas-filled tungsten filament bulb is almost the universal light technology in New Zealand
homes at present. The most promising technology for the improvement of domestic lighting efficiency is the
replacement of the incandescent bulb with fluorescent light sources, which are about five times more efficient
and can last up to eight times as long. There is a realistic potential energy saving of 60% by using fluorescent
lights in the main living areas of New Zealand homes. Paybacks of 2.5 to five years seem typical where retrofit
lamps are feasible, but can be as low as 1.6 years when comparing the initial purchase of incandescent versus
fluorescent lamps and luminaries, as would be the case in a new house or major renovation project. However,
the greatest barrier to the uptake of more efficient fluorescent lighting technology is the lack of householder
knowledge on the potential savings from various lighting options.
Of all household appliances (excluding space and water heating appliances), the most important in energy
terms are refrigerators and freezers, washing machines, dryers and stoves. Other appliances with the potential
to materially impact on energy use, such as dehumidifiers and airconditioners, are now becoming more widely
used. The energy consumption of appliances in the home is not well known; however, refrigeration is thought
to account for 6% to 10% of total home demand, with cooking accounting for a further 6% to 8% and other
uses 7% to 11%. There is quite reasonable data in New Zealand on new appliance energy consumption when
measured against standardised tests. Other information on the number of new versus old appliances, the way
appliances are used in the home, the amount of household energy they consume, etc., is poor to non-existent.
This lack of information is a serious limitation when designing measures to promote the use of energy efficient
appliances and monitoring the results.

Domestic Energy Efficiency: Economics and Barriers
Conventional wisdom has it that energy efficiency in the home is not very economical in New Zealand because
energy prices are low, energy efficiency costs are high and the climate is mild enough that energy saving
measures are not really justified. All these assumptions are questionable. Many people do not appear to know
how to apply economics to household energy efficiency decisions and the problem is compounded by the
assumption or advice put about that householders are, or should be, looking for short payback periods, possibly
as low as two years.
The use of the internal rate of return (IRR) to calculate the actual value of energy saving investments is
recommended. A range of case studies illustrates the point that investments that may seem unattractive on
the basis of their payback period can, in fact, represent excellent value for money. It is also noteworthy that
household energy efficiency investments such as insulation, double glazing and lighting provide increased
health, comfort and safety, as well as energy savings. They also add to the capital value of a home.
Householders are focused on the services energy provides, rather than on energy efficiency itself. This focus
need not be a problem, however, if a strong connection is made between priorities for home features and
functions and energy efficiency. More information is needed linking factors such as comfort, health and safety
with energy efficiency. Our collective attitudes to household energy efficiency contain a mix of strengths and
weaknesses. The design of steps to increase the uptake of energy efficiency will need to bear in mind the
complex interplay of forces that shape behaviour.

Part 2: Commercial and Institutional Buildings
The operation of commercial and institutional buildings accounts for the direct use of about 18% of New
Zealand’s electricity and just over 5% of its fossil fuels. In 1990, the sector contained over 42,000 buildings
totalling some 40 million square metres of floor space. However, the commercial sector’s floor area and
energy use is concentrated in the larger buildings; just 345 buildings over 10,000 m2 in the health, education
and office subsectors account for 24% of the sector floor area and probably about 30% of electricity use.
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Lighting and airconditioning (including heating, cooling and distribution equipment) are the major end uses
in offices. Heating water, a major energy use in homes, is only a significant factor in hospitals and residential
institutions, and even in these buildings it is well behind space heating as an energy load.
Energy efficiency in buildings can be increased by attention to building design (including construction and
commissioning), use of new technologies and the practice of sound management techniques. Sound
management alone can reduce energy demand by up to 20% in some cases. In the short term, refurbishments,
retrofits and improved management of existing buildings will offer the greatest opportunity for increasing
energy efficiency in the sector. In the longer term, energy efficient design will become increasingly important.
The use of energy efficiency design assistance prior to construction can yield savings of up to 75%.
Where retrofits are primarily driven by the desire to improve energy efficiency and reduce costs, energy
savings by end use of 15% to 25% for heating and 25% to 40% for lighting are possible for existing buildings.
Where energy efficiency measures are incorporated into a major retrofit or a refurbishment that is being
carried out for other reasons, the potential for cost-effective energy savings can approach that for new
buildings.

Building Design, Lighting, HVAC and Office Equipment
With careful design, it is possible to provide buildings that are both pleasant to work in and energy efficient.
The building form that helps to achieve this result can be described as climate adapting, as opposed to the
climate rejecting design of most modern buildings. Climate adapting buildings tend to have an increased
surface area with atria or lightwells, use thermal mass to stabilise temperatures or create passive ventilation,
and provide as much individual control for occupants as possible. Such a work-with-nature approach, rather
than complete reliance on superimposed HVAC systems, could save substantial amounts of energy.
Lighting is arguably one of the most important energy aspects of modern buildings. Artificial lighting
invariably uses electricity, an expensive form of energy, and the heat from inefficient lighting adds
considerably to HVAC loads. A range of energy efficient technologies are available that combine efficient
fluorescent tubes and reflectors with electronic ballasts and controls. A modern, energy efficient lighting
retrofit can perform so well that in many cases it is commercially viable to scrap existing lighting systems,
even if they still have some useful life remaining.
In considering HVAC systems, the emphasis is on the reduction of heat gain, the use of cool outside air when
possible, the installation of efficient plant and maximising opportunities for passive cooling and ventilation.
Gain avoidance techniques include good selection of building orientation and shape at the design stage, the
use of roof wetting, installation of advanced glazings, efficient lighting and office equipment. Passive cooling
and ventilation techniques include earth berming, the use of shading and thermal mass.
On the question of plant selection, no single technology stands out in the HVAC area. Substantial gains can
be made by a combination of equipment and practices such as increasing the size of heat exchangers, lowering
condenser head pressures, correct maintenance, good choice of motors and fans, effective duct sealing, use
of computer controls, etc. Using a combination of gain avoidance, more efficient cooling systems and
improved controls, energy savings of 50% to 90% can be made. Such savings can be made utilising off-theshelf components and proven technologies applicable to both retrofit situations and new buildings.
The use of office equipment is becoming a major energy efficiency issue because as well as consuming
electricity, office equipment — like lighting — also contributes to the heat load. A wide range of energy
efficient office equipment technologies are available or under development. Cold fusion printing, for
example, is under development. Proven technologies include inkjet printing and “Energy Star” computer
features that automatically put the equipment into a low power state when unattended. If such features are
not present or activated, office workers can play a useful role by simply turning off their PCs when they leave
their workstations. Laptop computers, often present on office desks, are usually more efficient than PCs.

Management Techniques
The operation of a building can impact on energy use considerably, with well-operated buildings using
significantly less energy than those that are poorly operated. In fact, the response of people to their
environments is an important consideration as “hardware” approaches to energy management problems are
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often defeated by building occupants. Tight seals around doors and windows are useless if doors and windows
are kept open. Building occupants have no choice but to turn on all the lights if there is only one lighting zone
and no individual controls.
A key step in implementing energy efficiency measures in commercial buildings is to develop an energy
management programme. Such a programme should develop commitment to making improvements, assign
responsibilities and identify energy use targets against which actual progress should be measured. Even
without bringing in major new equipment or sophisticated computer controls, simple technology and
management changes can improve energy use (for example, making schedules for turning off lights, using
automatic timing controls for heating and lighting, regular equipment maintenance and the scheduling of
building usage to concentrate activities).

Part 3: Transport
New Zealand’s geography and history has shaped the development of its settlements and transportation
systems and this, in turn, has contributed towards the pattern of energy use. As an island nation, New Zealand
has no external land borders and all overseas transport is dependent on sea and air.
Internal transport consumes about 40% of consumer energy in New Zealand (around 140 PJ in 1993), a
proportion higher than in most European countries and on a par with Australia and the USA. If international
transport that is refuelled in New Zealand is also included (an additional 32 PJ in 1993), then transport in total
makes up over 43% of the consumer energy demand in New Zealand.
Road transport is the predominant user of energy within New Zealand, accounting for 90% of total transport
energy demand. Just over half this demand is created by motor cars with a small amount used for buses and
taxis and the balance for goods transport. The next largest user is domestic air transport (7%), with rail and
coastal shipping accounting for the remaining 3% of use.
On a per capita basis, New Zealanders use about 42 GJ/head/year for passenger and freight transport
(approximately three times the energy demand for a typical home). On average, each New Zealander uses just
over half this total, perhaps 25 GJ for personal mobility, estimated to be around 11,000 km per person per year.
Car travel accounts for 80% to 85% of individual passenger-km.

Improving Energy Efficiency in Transport
Sources of improved energy efficiency or ways in which energy efficiency in the transport system can be
improved include: vehicle technology advances; improved load factors; the substitution of one vehicle type
or mode with another; modification of the demand for transport; and driver education.
These fuel efficiency measures are generally listed in order of increasing impact or degree of change from the
status quo. The greater the change required, whether in technology, the built environment or in human
behaviour patterns, the harder this is to achieve and the longer it takes. It is generally recognised that achieving
more energy efficient transport, especially for personal mobility, will be difficult given the reliance on and
attachment to car use in New Zealand.

Motor Vehicles and Fuels
There are a variety of emerging technologies that will make motor cars inherently more efficient in the future.
These include improvements to engine and transmission systems, the use of lightweight materials, better
aerodynamics, development of low loss tyres, reductions in accessory loads and the use of energy “recycling”
techniques. Many of these basic principles and technologies are also relevant to other motor vehicles, such
as light vans, buses and trucks.
In the area of alternative fuels and engine systems, the most likely overseas development over the next ten
years is the use of optimised four-stroke CNG and LPG engines. The current decline in the use of CNG in
New Zealand and the likely consequent loss of supply infrastructure, may mean that this country will not be
well placed to take advantage of optimised CNG engines. Electric vehicles using mains-charged batteries are
likely to only play a minor and transitional role to lighter and more flexible electric-hybrid systems. The
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development of alcohol fuels from biomass presents a great opportunity for New Zealand with its significant
forest resource and potential to grow energy crops. Alcohols can be used in a wide range of engines, from
internal combustion through to fuel cells. They are also easily stored and have a reasonably high energy
density (similar to LPG). While hydrogen has many environmental advantages and can be manufactured from
renewably sourced electric energy such as windpower or renewable biomass, its low energy density will
probably limit its use in transport for some time to come.

Infrastructure and Driver Performance
Both the road system and driver performance can also have an impact on energy efficiency. There is often
potential for improving the road network to increase energy efficiency with new motorways, bypass roads,
perimeter roads, etc., but this could be counterproductive in some cases. In the absence of travel consumption
dampening measures such as road pricing or parking restrictions, major network improvements could
facilitate even greater road use.
To varying degrees, drivers are also responsible for the maintenance and setup of their vehicles. Drivers can
ensure correct tyre pressures and avoid unnecessary dead weight (such as unused tool boxes) and drag-causing
equipment (such as roof racks). Vehicle engines should be properly tuned with lubricants and filters changed
regularly. Such measures improve vehicle energy efficiency.
Better driver performance has the potential for quick and significant energy efficiency gains, together with
other benefits such as improved road safety. The main changes required are smoother vehicle operation,
particularly less sharp braking and acceleration, through better anticipation of surrounding traffic conditions,
and correct gear choices.

Public Transport and Other Strategies
There are a range of practical alternative transport modes to the conventional private motor car, particularly
in urban areas. In assessing the effectiveness of these alternatives, the strengths and weaknesses of each
situation needs to be considered.
Public transport is usually held to be far more energy efficient than cars, but this is not universally true when
load factors, circuitous routes and other issues are considered. During off-peak periods, minivans, taxi vans
and various forms of paratransit are likely to be more energy efficient than a poorly-loaded 40-seater bus.
Paratransit is a modern update and major improvement over older dial-a-ride concepts and airport shuttle bus
services.
Light rail has a number of advantages that make it an attractive transport option. It has the potential to be
energy efficient and, importantly, to achieve satisfactory patronage levels and run economically in Auckland,
possibly Wellington and perhaps one or two other main centres. In terms of national energy use, light rail will
make only a small difference, but it could confer important local environmental benefits, especially reduced
congestion, and improved energy efficiency for cities that find it a suitable option.
Cycling is another very efficient transport mode. While not all New Zealand cities are well suited to cycling,
there is little doubt more could be done to encourage this mode of transport. Christchurch, for example, by
virtue of its large area of flat land, has a relatively high number of commuter trips made on cycle (10%) but
few by public transport (5%).

Freight Transport
Data on the energy consumption and energy efficiency of air freight services is not readily available. The
energy demand of freight services are difficult to separate out from passenger services. Nonetheless, it is clear
that air freight is markedly more energy intensive than the other modes but often satisfies special needs, such
as speed of delivery, and this makes comparisons with the other modes inappropriate. There is considerable
overlap between the energy efficiencies of road, rail and sea modes and none can be said to be universally
superior to any other.
Road freight efficiency can be improved by increasing load factors, increasing the ratio of payload to gross
vehicle weight and reducing vehicle losses, especially aerodynamic drag by streamlining of truck and trailer
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units. The benefits of the latter are well documented, but may need to be better disseminated within the
trucking industry.
There have been significant improvements in the energy efficiency of rail freight since 1985. The outlook,
however, for the 10 years to 2005 is for little further change. This is because the closure of small branch lines
is complete, the benefits of electrifying the main trunk line have been realised and the existing fleet of DX
diesel electric locomotives is likely to remain in service. Furthermore, the difficult New Zealand terrain
precludes major changes to maximum train size and track alignment.
Total energy use by coastal shipping appears to have fallen since 1990, but a reliable trend in energy efficiency
is not available. It is difficult to predict future trends as vessel or engine replacement occurs infrequently and
fuel efficiency is only one of several criteria for such investment decisions. Meanwhile, the efficiency of the
vessels in service could be influenced by improving load factors and attention to hull and propeller
maintenance. In the longer term, the results of research and development into new propulsion may be
available. One prototype system converts wave energy into forward movement, reducing power needs by up
to 30%.
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Chapter 1
Sector Overview

1.1 Introduction
New Zealand’s agriculture, horticulture, forest production and fishing industries are not intensive users of
energy. While this sector’s total energy demand is a small fraction of the national total, at around 4% to 5%,
energy supply issues are very important as the New Zealand economy is largely based on primary production.
The primary production sector, in this context, is taken as those activities inside the farm, orchard or forest
gate. The off-site processing of farm, horticulture and forest products is covered in other parts of this report
(Part 5, “Food Processing”, and Part 6, “Forestry Processing”). Energy efficiency in transport is, for the most
part, covered in Part 3, “Transport”, although some mention is made here of on-farm transport and the
movement of products to market or processing facilities.
As in other sectors, the challenge is to meet increased energy demands in an energy efficient manner as fishing,
farming and forestry grow and primary production increases or shifts to more intensive techniques. This
challenge can be met by adopting energy efficiency technologies and practices that reduce energy intensity
and fossil fuel dependence. There may also be a role for the development of renewable energy sources onfarm (at a small- to medium-scale).
Efficient energy use technologies and new energy sources can only be developed following considerable
research investment combined with practical input from primary producers. Such investment will be
necessary to achieve both an economic and environmentally sustainable farming system.
Energy costs are a significant part of the budget for some forms of primary production. Even where they are
not large, they still represent a manageable cost input. In a competitive world, primary producers need to seize
on all opportunities to reduce costs and strengthen their financial base. These opportunities include energy
efficiency, which can be linked to wider commercial benefits. Furthermore, there may be environmental and
related strategic reasons for primary producers to pay greater attention to energy use issues than in the past.

Central Role of Energy
Spedding (1992), an international authority on agricultural systems, has expounded the view that energy is
the only important natural resource, since all other natural resources can be generated and waste streams can
be neutralised if sufficient energy is available. Even soil is a dispensable resource as crops can be grown
hydroponically in nutrient solutions. Energy is not, however, freely available and any method of reducing its
input using current technologies must be considered.

Sustainable Production Issues
The present dependence of food and fibre production on a substantial input of direct and indirect energy is nonsustainable in the long term. Most of the production increases in industrialised agriculture in the recent past
have been largely due to increased inputs of external fossil fuels, either directly as energy to replace human
or animal power sources, or embodied in the fertilisers, biocides and other materials used in production.
The ratio of the fossil energy input to calorific value of the primary products produced is a measure of the
energy efficiency of our farming, forestry and fishing systems. For high input farming systems, this ratio may
only be 2.0 (the gain, namely one unit of energy for each unit of input, coming from sunlight energy). Low
intensity systems may have an input:output ratio of 10 or more. (Pimental et al., 1990). However, it should
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be noted that such energy balance calculations require many arbitrary imputed values for inputs such as
imported feed, plant breeding, related infrastructure, etc., and they can only be used as indicators.
There is growing concern over local and global environmental issues. At the present time, the secondary
industries groups in New Zealand are being asked to enter into voluntary agreements to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. The primary production sector is a major source of such emissions. It also creates other water
and air emissions that may be of environmental concern. There is an opportunity for the rural sector to seize
the initiative and address these concerns, which would minimise the need for public policy intrusions into
primary production operations. Energy efficiency and renewable energy production technologies provide
some of the tools needed to take this initiative.

Energy Efficiency Strategies
Energy savings and the consequent economic and environmental benefits could be gained by the use of
appropriate technologies, design and planning techniques. Wyld and Godfrey (1993) suggested that for any
given application:
•

external energy requirements should be reduced to a minimum;

•

the most appropriate energy source should be chosen and used as efficiently as possible;

•

the energy should be supplied efficiently; and

•

end-use costs and output of emissions should be minimised.

These points are discussed below.

External Energy Requirements
In primary production, external energy requirements could be minimised by, for example:
•

applying irrigation water only when determined by the moisture content of the soil;

•

selecting a fertiliser of the desired nutrient value following soil or leaf analysis;

•

designing greenhouses to minimise heating and cooling requirements;

•

installing fuel efficient diesel engines in forest harvesting equipment; and

•

planning a harvesting operation to minimise travel distance.

Appropriate Energy Source
What constitutes an appropriate energy source is subject to debate. For example, when drying grain, is it
preferable to burn natural gas directly or to use electricity produced from that same gas? As a general rule,
it is best to minimise energy transformations before end-use, which would suggest that natural gas is more
appropriate if heat is the desired end-use. However, several other factors need to be considered. The end use
may lend itself to a particularly efficient electricity application, such as the use of heat pumps for heating and
dehumidification. Solar drying may also be an option.
Regardless of the energy source chosen, its conversion into heat (light, transport, etc.) should be done as
efficiently as possible.

Efficient Energy Supply
Supplying energy efficiently to the farm or forest (e.g. by minimising losses in transmission lines) is outside
the scope of this publication. Because rural operations, dwellings and communities are often considerable
distances from high voltage electricity distribution lines, natural gas pipelines and diesel fuel depots,
alternative sources of energy may become economically feasible in the future. Such sources include remote
power supply systems, biogas production from farm wastes or on-farm production of tractor fuel, such as
rapeseed oil esters (Part 3, “Transport”, provides information on the production of alternative fuels from
crops).
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Energy Use Costs and Emissions
Concerns over global warming have increased society’s interest in reducing emissions from energy use.
Primary producers should also have an interest in reducing energy costs. However, energy purchase is not
usually a major cost for most agricultural or forest production enterprises. While energy savings would result
in improved profit margins, it is fair to say that many farmers focus their management efforts on reducing other
inputs, such as time, or increasing productivity.
The good news is that there is potential for coupling energy efficiency with the other concerns of primary
producers. There are opportunities available that improve the efficiency of energy use and also increase
productivity, improve quality, reduce losses, decrease time inputs and save wear and tear on plant. This is not
always the case and it is important that the implications of any potential energy efficiency changes to the
overall system are fully explored.
When energy efficiency is seen as part of a total quality management package for primary producers, the
commercial and social advantages of reduced energy use are more likely to be realised.

Prerequisites for Change
More efficient energy use in primary production will require:
•

research into more efficient conversion technologies and renewable energy systems and their demonstration;

•

provision of information on available technologies;

•

education of farmers, growers and foresters on the economic and environmental benefits of energy saving
systems; and

•

investment in new energy use technologies.

The information that follows has been compiled to play an information dissemination and education role. It
is also hoped that it will encourage research organisations, businesses and primary producers to be innovative
and develop new technologies.

1.2 International Comparisons
The New Zealand climate is conducive to pastoral farming and crop production. In most regions, cattle and
sheep graze outside all year round and the amount of feed that needs to be conserved or purchased is
minimised. Growing legumes, such as clover, has traditionally removed the need to apply large volumes of
manufactured nitrogenous fertilisers. However, in recent years the availability of urea from the ammonia urea
plant in Taranaki has enabled pastoral farmers to apply nitrogen as a management tool to boost grass
production at strategic times.
Arable crops are not subjected to the same intensity of operations as those grown in Europe and North
America, where chemical and fertiliser applications may be undertaken over ten times during a crop’s life.
Many horticultural crops are grown intensively in New Zealand, but they make up a small proportion of the
land area devoted to the primary production sector. Protected crops, e.g. in greenhouses, are small in total area
and are often grown in unheated houses.
Forestry in New Zealand is now almost entirely based on exotic plantations rather than the harvest of native
forests. Energy is needed to establish these forests at the beginning of each rotation (land preparation, planting,
fertiliser and herbicide) and, consequently, forestry in New Zealand may be slightly more energy intensive
than in countries that are still harvesting natural forests.
There is nothing to suggest that New Zealand fish harvesting is more energy intensive than similar operations
overseas. The large size of our Exclusive Economic Zone implies large steaming distances, but fishing ports
and processing plants are well distributed along New Zealand’s 15,000 km of coastline. Furthermore, the
quota management system is intended to conserve fish stocks which in turn should maintain catch-effort
relationships.
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In general, most New Zealand primary production operations, even the fairly energy intensive sectors (e.g.
dairying), use less energy than in other industrialised economies. For example, a comparison of electricity
usage on New Zealand farms (based on an ECNZ survey of farms in the Manawatu, Horowhenua and Tararua
areas during 1990-91), with similar farms in Australia (Victoria), the UK (Coventry) and the USA
(Wisconsin) showed that New Zealand farms consume significantly less energy (Table 1.1). The dairy farm
industry is one of the more energy intensive primary production sectors within New Zealand. The relatively
low power demand in the dairy industry exemplifies the fact that New Zealand primary production is not,
overall, energy intensive.

New Zealand

Australia

UK

USA

Average herd size

150

108

71

47

Average kWh/cow

112

175

313

718

Average milk production/cow (L)

3176

3519

5115

3356

Average kWh/1000 L milk

35.3

43.7

59.5

102.3

Electrical demand (%)
Vacuum pumping

19.4

19

30.0

28.0

Milk cooling

19.2

30

30.2

21.0

Water heating

32.3

41

37.2

25.0

Water pumping

17.5

0

0

9.1

Lighting/effluent (pumping/stock
watering/compressor etc)

11.6

10

2.6

16.9

Table 1.1: A comparison of electrical power usage on dairy farms in four countries
(ECNZ, 1992)

The relatively low energy intensity of New Zealand agriculture creates a challenge in that people may not think
it worthwhile to focus management attention on energy efficiency. Furthermore, the relatively low price of
energy in New Zealand, especially electricity and, to an lesser extent, natural gas (where it is available), means
that the range of cost-effective energy efficiency possibilities may not be as great as in other countries.
The reality, though, is that virtually all primary production enterprises will have some economic energy
efficiency investment options open to them. As mentioned earlier, there are sound commercial, environmental
and strategic reasons for identifying and taking up these options.

1.3 The Role of Public Policy
Deregulation of the Electricity Supply Industry
The deregulation of the electricity supply industry has resulted in a move towards a more user-pays approach,
which implies that tariffs to groups of consumers will more truly reflect the costs of supplying electricity to
that group. Most farming consumers have a relatively high cost of supply because of the low density of
consumers in rural areas and the high infrastructure costs (lines, poles, etc.) required per consumer. Previous
forms of assistance, such as the Rural Reticulation Grants, have been abolished.
However, there is an obligation for supply companies to maintain existing lines for at least 20 years and serious
increases in line costs for existing users are not anticipated in the interim. Nevertheless, the prospects of higher
costs for mains connected electricity supply and the high costs for new supplies have renewed interest in small
remote area power supply systems (RAPS) such as wind power, micro-hydro and photovoltaic cells (see
Chapter 9). Coupled with energy efficiency, the use of these systems is likely to grow in the future as they
prove to be increasingly cost-effective and reliable.
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Restructuring of Agricultural Advisor Services
Recent restructuring has resulted in the demise of the advisory/consulting role of the Ministries of Agriculture
and Forestry. For example, within the previous structure of the Ministry of Agriculture there was an
Agricultural Engineering group that had representatives located throughout the country. Part of their role was
to undertake extension activities that included on-farm energy use (though only to a limited degree). In
addition, specific enquiries too detailed for the field consultants were referred to MAF specialists in areas such
as greenhouse production.
Information was provided to farmers in a series of “Aglink” leaflets, which included some relating to energy
use (e.g. tractor operation for fuel savings, biogas production and micro-hydro power system design). Thus,
at least some information on energy use was available to the agricultural community.
All that now remains of the formerly-sizeable, Wellington-based Ministry of Agriculture is a small policy unit
with a range of functions, mainly nontechnical, but representing the bottom-line requirements for the
operation of the largely export-based industry. This policy group now contracts approximately 20 experienced
farm consultants on a part-time basis to link with producers, local authorities, etc. and to act as a liaison
between MAF Policy and the industry. They do not provide advice on technical issues such as energy use.

Responsibility for Promoting Energy Efficiency
The restructuring of MAF raises the question as to who will provide independent information on energy
efficiency to farmers and growers now that the previous structure for influencing farm management decisions
no longer exists. Commercial information is often distorted and farmers do not always trust sales representatives. The agricultural press no longer carries out such an effective education/technology transfer role as it did
in the past. Private farm consultants interact effectively with their clients, but energy use is not usually a high
enough priority to feature on the agenda, especially since their time is paid for by the hour.
Some power supply authorities have taken a leading role on energy advice in recent decades. For example,
the Egmont Electric Power Board (now Egmont Electricity Limited) was the first to analyse electricity use
in the dairy shed and to advise their rural customers on its efficient use. Ashburton and Central Canterbury
Electric Power Boards (now Electricity Ashburton Limited and Southpower Limited respectively) have
evaluated electricity demand for irrigation as a service for their customers. In addition, the Electricity Supply
Association has been involved in promoting the Farm Electric Awards since their instigation in 1991. These
are awards for energy efficiency and productivity in farming.
New Zealand farmers and growers are internationally recognised for their innovative practices. However, with many commodity prices currently depressed, all farmers and growers
need to continually examine ways of increasing productivity, improving product quality and
reducing input costs. Attention by farmers and growers to the efficient use of energy will often
result in lower costs and other benefits.
M M Sweetman, President, Electricity Supply Association of
New Zealand, 1991 in the inaugural Farm Electric Awards booklet

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority
Although the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is not neglecting the agricultural
community, additional resources would, undoubtedly, enable a greater impact to be made. For example,
EECA was responsible for an eight-page pull-out, “Energy efficiency guide ... how to make money”, which
appeared in Rural News (5 July, 1993), a farming paper delivered to all rural box holders each month. A range
of practical energy savings topics was covered. However, the response of the farming community in taking
up such ideas gleaned from the farming press is questionable and the effectiveness of the feature is hard to
assess.
Whether EECA should take on the role of advising on primary production energy efficiency itself is debatable,
as it has no links with the rural sector. Perhaps it could assist the energy companies to promote energy
efficiency to their farmer clients, with whom they constantly interact. It remains to be seen whether these
companies will take on the responsibility for all local primary producers, or whether, under the newly
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deregulated environment, certain energy companies will specialise in servicing particular agricultural
consumers irrespective of their location (e.g. dairy farmers, irrigators and greenhouse growers).
Under deregulation, there is the danger that the supply industry could decide that supplying farms is generally
unprofitable and, therefore, not competitive. Hence, farmers will not receive the service-related benefits that
should be a part of competitive supply. If this indeed proves to be the case, then EECA may need to work
through organisations such as Federated Farmers and the Rural Electricity Reticulation Council (while it
remains in existence). A number of suggestions are made in Chapter 10, “Future Strategies and Public Policy”,
for the promotion of energy efficiency. These include the creation of a Sustainable Energy Information Centre
and a Forum for Energy Efficiency in Primary Production. These and other institutional arrangements warrant
careful examination.
Suggested Strategy: EECA should evaluate the most appropriate means, including the need for special forums
or information centres to advise the rural sector on energy issues and encouraging the uptake of energy saving
measures.

Taxation Incentives
It is difficult to discern the overall impact changes to the taxation system over recent years have had on energy
efficiency in primary production. Working through the tax system is an option for creating incentives for
uptake of energy efficiency technologies.
There are no longer large investment allowances on the purchase of new machinery and plant. Only modest
depreciation allowances are currently in place. This has probably tended to reduce the rate of turnover of
equipment, although it is difficult to distinguish whether it is this or the downturn in the industry that began
in the late 1980s that is responsible for reduced machinery sales.
Assuming new equipment is designed to be more energy efficient, less frequent replacement will result in
energy efficient technology being more slowly introduced. However, there is no clear evidence available to
suggest that new designs of farm equipment are in fact more energy efficient than equipment available during
the previous 10 to 20 years.
Conversely, there is less incentive (because of economic pressures) for farmers to buy larger and more
expensive equipment mainly as status symbols, which results in wasted energy. Thus it is doubtful the
reimposition of taxation investment allowances would result in any significant saving in energy, nor would
they have the support of Federated Farmers.
It is possible that road taxes for diesel-powered vehicles may increase when the results of the government’s
land transport study become available in the near future. An increase to reflect the value of investment in roads
and a return on capital may be warranted. Any increase will have little effect on off-road use of tractors, trucks,
etc. The possible introduction of carbon taxes to mitigate greenhouse gas production could prove to be an
incentive to reduce petrol and diesel fuel use both on- and off-farm, depending on the level of the tax to be
imposed (if any).

Standards
The New Zealand Standards Association exchanges information with other international standards organisations. Some standards that apply to energy use in the primary production sector include:
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NZS 4604 Dairy-type thermal storage electric water heaters;

•

NZS 4605 Code of Practice for installation of dairy-type thermal storage electric water heaters;

•

IEC 50 International electrotechnical vocabulary;

•

NZS 1900 Model building by law for farm buildings;

•

NZS 7401 Specifications for solid fuel burning appliances;

•

NZS 7403 Flue gas emissions;
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•

NZS 5228 Biogas — production and utilisation;

•

NZS 5103 Code of Practice for design, installation and operation of sprinkler irrigation systems;

•

NZS 5235 Code of Practice for safety in refrigeration;

•

NZS 4613 Domestic solar water heaters;

•

NZS 4220 Code of Practice for energy conservation in nonresidential buildings;

•

NZS 6205 Energy labelling of appliances;

•

NZS 2210 Battery-operated electric fence controller; and

•

NZS 1000 Heat engines in general.

Energy Labelling
There is no reason why farm equipment such as dairy shed appliances, refrigeration units, water heaters, etc.
could not be labelled to indicate their comparative energy consumption. This is done overseas with domestic
appliances, and a voluntary domestic labelling scheme operates in New Zealand. In Chapter 5, “Arable
Farming”, a case is made for providing information on tractor performance, namely maximum power and
specific fuel consumption at full and 80% power levels.
In the future, it could be possible to indicate on an item of food, clothing, hardware, etc., the energy inherent
or embodied in its production. As it passes through the process chain before it reaches the consumer, energy
inputs could be accumulated in a manner similar to GST. Thus it would be possible for an environmentallymotivated consumer to compare the energy needed to manufacture and distribute, for example, a can of
tomatoes grown and processed in Gisborne with one imported from Australia. This concept would be very
difficult to achieve in practice and may be detrimental for the marketing of some New Zealand produce as
transport distances can be great. Nonetheless, it is difficult to foresee the type of information consumers will
demand in the future. While not covered in this publication to any extent, the issue of embodied energy could
grow in importance.
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Chapter 2
Current Energy Demand and Trends

2.1 Current Energy Demand
From 1981 to 1992, electricity demand on farms increased by almost 50%, from 451 to 660 GWh. March 1993
figures from ECNZ are 713 GWh for agriculture and hunting. The increase in demand is thought to come
mainly from increased dairy farm production levels, more use of irrigation, a larger number of coolstores and
packing sheds (particularly for apples and kiwifruit) and an increase in greenhouse area.
A summary of the annual demand for diesel, petrol and electricity in agriculture, fishing, and forestry and
logging is shown in Figure 2.1. The totals shown include personnel transport and movement of products to
processing factories, coolstores and other facilities.
12 000

TJ/a

10 000
8000

Agriculture

6000

Fishing

4000

Forestry and Logging

2000
0

Diesel

Electricity

Petrol

Figure 2.1: Annual energy demand in the agriculture, fishing and forestry production/logging
sectors (Energy End-use Database, Massey University 1993)

Fuel Types and End Uses
Total liquid fuel consumption by primary production, including related transport, is around 430 million litres,
or approximately 16,000 TJ/year. A bit less than half the diesel consumed is for off-farm transport, and most
of the balance is used by tractors and implements. A small amount is used for stationary engines (for irrigation
and drying fans (185 TJ/year)) and furnaces and kilns (740 TJ/year). Fuel oil is also used for on-farm heating
(72 TJ/year) and as a fuel for fishing vessels (508 TJ/year). In forestry, diesel is used for hauling and loading
logs. The exact amount is unclear, but is of the order of 500 to 600 TJ/year.
Forestry and fishing are only minor electricity consumes, around 17 GWh or 61 TJ/year (March 1993). Gas
and electricity use in agriculture is about 2400 TJ/year. The total on-farm, at-sea and in-forest energy use plus
related transport consumption amounts to only 4% to 5% of the national energy demand, although primary
production accounts, directly or indirectly, for over 60% of New Zealand’s annual export earnings. The major
electricity requirements are for pumping (1196 TJ/year), water heating (587 TJ/year), refrigeration (320 TJ/
year), lighting (176 TJ/year) and electric motors (134 TJ/year). In the fishing sector, electricity is used for
refrigeration (90 TJ/year), lighting (14 TJ/year) and electric motors and electronics (10 TJ/year).
Almost all petrol consumed in agriculture is used for transport. An exact breakdown is difficult to determine,
but probably about 7700 TJ is for off-farm travel and cartage. A significantly smaller amount (386 TJ/year)
is used in the forest (for chainsaws and personnel transport).
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Agriculture
An assessment of the energy requirements in agriculture was made in a 1983 NZERDC report (Sims et al.).
Since no subsequent analyses have been undertaken, summaries of the energy demands from that report are
shown in Figures 2.2 to 2.4. Although changes to the industry have occurred during the last decade (see Section
2.2), the 1983 energy demand analysis remains indicative of energy use in this sector.

DIESEL
210 million litres

USER CATEGORY

CARTAGE
CONTRACTORS
70

FARMERS
115
3
80

CONVERTER

TRACTORS
AND VARIANTS
94
69

14

APPLICATION

5

15

70

12

SELF-PROPELLED
HARVESTERS
7

1

ON FARM
71

cereals
†
hay and silage
fruit and vegetables
†

includes cartage to stack, barn or pit

3

FURNACES, BOILERS,
KILNS, ETC.
15

STATIONARY
ENGINES
3

15

TRANSPORT
99
5
15
1

5

89

2

HARVESTING
21

cultivation
32
land development
10
topdressing
6
weed and pest control
5
general farm maintenance 15
drainage
3

2

TRUCKS, BUSES,
RAILWAYS
91

7

10

OTHER
CONTRACTORS
25

15

3

HEATING/DRYING
15

Heavy goods
• milk
• stock
• fertiliser/lime
• other

80
15
25
18
22

Light goods and personnel
• school bus
• feeding out
• other on and off farm

19
5
10
4

glasshouse heat
tobacco curing
grain drying
broiler houses
frost pots

STATIONARY POWER
APPLICATIONS 4
6
3
4
2

electricity generation
irrigation
materials handling

Figure 2.2: Diesel requirements in agriculture (Sims et al., 1983)

PETROL
220 million litres

USER CATEGORY
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3
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48
7
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FUEL
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TRUCKS
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2

TRANSPORT
200
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}155
on and off farm light goods
off-farm heavy goods
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TRACTORS
18
8

6

HARVESTERS
1

4

HARVESTING
7
hay and silage
cereal crops
fruit and vegeatbles

BIKES
6
6

1

OTHER
13
5

farm maintenance
• shelter belts
• building
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spraying
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Figure 2.3: Petrol requirements in agriculture (Sims et al., 1983)
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ELECTRICITY
457 x 106 kWh

ENERGY
CONVERTER

INDUCTION MOTORS
309

OTHER
33
33

60

REFRIGERATION/
COOLING
60

PUMPING
224
irrigation
stock water
milk
effluent/other fluid

HEATING ELEMENTS
115
115

224
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25

69
100*
25
30

milk chilling
air conditioning
meat chillers, etc.

HEATING
115
40
15
5*

water
air

*broad estimates only

OTHER
58*
110
5*

lights
shearing machines
electric fence units
material handling
conveyors
greenhouses
workshop

Figure 2.4: Electricity requirements in agriculture (Sims et al., 1983)

The logging industry consumes over 60 million litres of diesel fuel annually, mainly for harvesting and
transport. Approximately 15 million litres is consumed in the forest, and a small volume of petrol is consumed
by chainsaws.
Energy use in New Zealand forest harvesting and processing was first examined in a study commissioned by
the Forestry Council in 1979 (Forestry Council, 1979). In 1980 the New Zealand Logging Industry Research
Association produced the results of a study into the distribution of energy use in harvesting, transport and
unloading (LIRA, 1980). These studies showed that nearly 70% of the energy used in these activities is for
transporting logs to mills. Felling trees, hauling logs in the forest and loading and unloading trucks made up
the balance. Another study, which was commissioned by the NZERDC in 1980, looked at energy in farming
based on long-rotation radiata plantations (FRI, 1980). The study provided information on the energy required
for forest management (e.g. forest establishment and silviculture up to the time of harvest). This study
indicated that forest management accounted for about one-third of the total energy required to grow and
harvest a forest and get the resulting timber onto a truck for transport.

2.2 Trends Affecting Energy Demand
The main trends occurring in the primary production sector that could have a bearing on future energy use fall
into several overlapping categories, which are outlined in Table 2.1. These trends and their energy use
implications as they relate to specific areas of the primary production sector are discussed in Chapters 3 to 9
of this part.

Land Use Changes
Conversion of Farm Enterprises
The relatively high price maintained for dairy products has provided an incentive for some sheep farmers to
convert their properties to dairy farms. The high milkfat prices (compared with current meat and wool prices)
provide a good return on capital investment. Since dairy farming is more energy intensive than traditional
sheep and beef enterprises, the agriculture industry’s total energy demand is expected to increase. Whether
this is a short- or long-term trend remains to be seen.
In addition, some small arable farms in Canterbury have been planted in fruit trees. Orchard enterprises can
be relatively more energy demanding than arable farming, so an increase in total energy use per hectare
(mainly as diesel fuel) can be anticipated. The major land use change that is occurring is the conversion of
pastoral land to forestry.
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Land use changes

Conversion of farm enterprises
Forestry expansion
Land clearance
Lifestyle block subdivision

Commercial issues

Farmer attitudes
Technology led or market driven?
Machinery replaced by labour
World food surpluses

Industry changes

Corporate farming
Dairy industry changes
Tourism on farms
Total quality management

Environmental issues

Environmental protection
Sustainable agriculture
Waste disposal
Emission control

Consumer and ethical
issues

Organic production
Animal welfare

Table 2.1: Trends that could affect energy demand in the primary production sector

Forestry Expansion
New forest plantings amounted to 17,000 ha in 1989. The recent increase in sawlog prices (driven by export
demands) caused a rapid increase to over 60,000 ha in 1993, with an estimated 100,000 ha in 1994 (replanting
of forest cut-over is not included in these figures). In addition, recent taxation allowances on new plantings
encouraged investment in forest ventures, which are likely to continue since they are often coupled with
superannuation investments.
It has been estimated that 97% of this new planting is Pinus radiata and that 95% of the land is existing
pastureland, mainly in private ownership. The recent downturn in the meat and wool markets has made hill
country pastoral farming less viable in some regions and forestry appears to be a better investment.
The recent purchases of state forests by forest companies reduces investment for new plantings and most of
the increased area is planted by small companies and syndicates.
The current concern over the high proportion of whole logs being exported has led to debate over the national
benefit of processing them onshore (although this could lead to increased import tariffs for the processed
product). An interventionist policy to reduce whole-log exports is unlikely to occur under current government
policy. Processing more saw logs in New Zealand will require plant construction and will increase
employment opportunities in the wood processing industry. Energy demand will also increase significantly.

Land Clearance
Land clearing and development of marginal land for pastoral production is not occurring to the extent it was
during the early 1980s, when it was encouraged by subsidies in the form of the Land Development Loans
Scheme. Indeed, some areas of marginal pastoral land are reverting to scrub.
The Resource Management Act (1991) can restrict land clearance where “scrub” such as kanuka and manuka
is actually the native vegetation. For example, on Great Barrier Island, the Auckland City Council is
endeavouring to impose stringent conditions on the cutting of kanuka and manuka, either for fuel wood or for
further pasture establishment. The result of the removal of subsidies and application of the Resource
Management Act is that less fuel is being consumed for land clearance for pastoral production.
As discussed above, the area of plantation forest being established annually is increasing rapidly. In regions
such as the Wairarapa, Central Hawkes Bay and the East Cape, significant areas of hill country have already
been planted. On poorer land, this can involve crushing strips of scrub so that trees can be planted in the strips
free of competition. The area of such scrub crushing is not known. Overall, it is difficult to assess whether there
will be a trend toward increasing scrub clearance.
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Lifestyle Block Subdivision
There is a continuing trend towards the subdivision of peri-urban and some rural farms into lifestyle blocks.
How this will affect energy input on a per hectare basis is not clearly understood, but it will probably increase
overall since:
•

these blocks tend to be farmed more intensively with a greater investment in fencing and water reticulation;

•

there are reduced economies of scale;

•

less efficient second-hand equipment is often used; and

•

the landowner and family may need to commute to city jobs.

Offsetting this increased energy demand are the non-commuting alternative lifestylers who farm high labour/
low energy systems. In addition, a small proportion of lifestyle block owners are wealthy enough to use new
energy-saving technologies. It would be difficult to quantify energy use changes from subdivision of farms.

Commercial Issues
Farmer Attitudes
Energy costs are a minor portion of total costs for a large proportion of the primary sector. Unless energy
savings can be linked with other benefits, substantial price increases for fuel and power will be required to
change attitudes and thereby save energy.
Due to the agricultural economic downturn since the mid-1980s, it could be argued that, by necessity, farmers
have become more business-like. Survival for many became dependent on their drive for increased profit, and
environmental issues were deemed of little consequence in comparison. This change in attitude has continued
for many in that any decision to change farming practices is based primarily on economic analysis. Hence,
the opportunity to use new technology to improve a current production method would only be taken up if an
increase in profit could also be expected.
Hopefully, environmental awareness and stewardship for future generations will regain a higher priority in
the minds of many farmers, growers and foresters. But, even then, energy efficiency on the farm or in the forest
will only become an acceptable practice if some degree of satisfaction, coupled perhaps with modest cost
savings, can be shown.
However, the wide socioeconomic range of farmers, growers and foresters makes the issue more complex.
The more wealthy farmers probably have little interest in modest fuel savings, but can afford to invest in the
latest energy-saving technology (e.g. on-board computers to monitor tractor performance). Any savings,
however, could be offset if oversized equipment was purchased, mainly for its prestige value. This is less likely
as prices have dropped recently.
Poorer farmers cannot afford to invest in new equipment with inherent fuel-saving designs, but are concerned
enough at maintaining profit margins to be receptive to simple fuel-saving techniques when operating
equipment. Farmer attitudes are closely linked with the economic state of their industry sector:
•

when buoyant, investment in new technology occurs, usually more energy-efficient than that replaced; and

•

when depressed, inputs such as fertiliser are reduced (giving direct and indirect energy savings).

Energy efficiency techniques have the greatest benefits to offer farmers in terms of critical cost savings during
periods when product prices and, hence, profits are low. However, farmers tend to show a real interest in
energy management only when the industry is buoyant and they have few other factors to worry about.
Although few farmers concentrate on energy efficiency per se, most do not intentionally waste energy. Most
will try to achieve some efficiency savings if they can be “tagged” to other aspects of farm management or
investment decisions. For instance, the Ministry of Agriculture ran an irrigation scheduling service for
Canterbury farmers that gave specific weekly information on the moisture status of their paddocks, when to
irrigate them and for how long. This service proved successful because it was all about improving the “quality”
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of the farmers’ products and using a limited resource (water) as efficiently as possible. The efficient use of
water also had a positive spin-off for energy use — if water was not wasted, the pump hours were reduced.
There needs to be such an emphasis on energy efficiency as part of the “total package”. The energy efficient
way is often the best way for other reasons as well.
Energy management techniques will only be easily accepted by many farmers where a significant increase
in profit results. This is in spite of all the goodwill being expressed towards sustainable agricultural systems,
global environmental problems and maintaining New Zealand’s clean, green image overseas. For example,
if a method to reduce the fuel consumption of a tractor working in the field results in extra time being taken
to complete the task, it will not be an acceptable option (e.g. using a narrower cultivator at a faster forward
speed still results in less hectares per hour).
Energy efficiency has to be made easy since energy bills are low compared with fertiliser, feed, machinery
and labour bills, and energy consumption is unlikely to be a major concern. For example, an arable farmer
might have little problem in justifying the purchase of a larger model of combine harvester if it provides extra
insurance that the crop will be harvested at the optimum time. If, however, the motivation to purchase was
based purely on the potential to obtain a reduction in diesel fuel consumption per hectare, then the purchase
would probably not be made as the energy saved would be small.
An opposing hypothesis is that the profit motive of farmers is less a driving force than good guardianship of
the land. As part of its activities, the “Farmer First” research programme at Massey University has been
monitoring the goals of two groups of sheep and beef farmers (McRae, 1994; McRae et al., 1993). In essence,
the project has shown to date that farmers have a range of goals dependent on the stage of their family and
business cycles. They tend to be commercially orientated in that they recognise that saving money or making
more money is a goal, but for the majority, “family protection” (to satisfy the family’s anticipated
requirements) overrides all else. After separating out this priority, their remaining goals rate as follows:
•

increasing profit was the goal of 20% to 30%;

•

personal satisfaction concerning how the farm looked and functioned was the prime goal of 40% to 50%,
who would only accept an idea to make or save money if it also fitted with this goal; and

•

farm succession in passing assets to the next generation was the main goal of the remaining 20% to 30%.

Corporate farms are, of course, much more profit orientated.
For family farms, there is, as expected, a complex picture of goals and objectives. Energy efficiency, if
promoted correctly, could appeal to both the profit-motivated group and the group showing pride in their farm
husbandry methods.
It has been shown that temporary national shortages of energy supplies (e.g. diesel rationing in 1979, power
cuts in 1992) affect farmers’ attitudes to energy use and that savings can be achieved when deemed essential.
Therefore, on-farm energy savings will only occur when real cost savings are evident, when other benefits can
also be shown or when a “state of emergency” exists.

Technology Led or Market Driven?
Traditionally, it could be argued that farmers were more content with their lifestyle than their profit margin,
as return on overall investment was very low (but see “Farmer Attitudes” above). A poor return on a new
investment was, therefore, acceptable.
However, as margins diminished, the rural sector became more profit-motivated, and new technologies must
now be shown to be economic and not simply more convenient or prestigious. So the attitudes concerning what
is deemed to be an acceptable payback period on investment have changed.
For example, ice bank refrigeration of milk (see “Milk Precooling and Ice Banks” in Section 3.1) is a new
technology that could meet more stringent cooling regulations should they be imposed in the future. It can also
utilise off-peak power. Currently, the payback period based on energy savings is seven years. So what would
encourage its acceptance? Certainly not just the potential to save energy, unless it can be coupled with
increased returns for higher quality milk.
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Is the trend towards using advanced technology inevitable or would many farmers be better off both
financially and in energy-cost terms using simpler equipment? New Zealand is a small buyer of agricultural
technology on a global basis, and so we are subjected to the technological drive demanded by more
intensively-farmed nations. For example, the latest models of agricultural tractors have a wide range of
features only really used and understood by specialist operators with a good knowledge of the theory behind
them. The more typical New Zealand farmer/operator who uses a tractor only for general-purpose work might
be better advised to purchase a cheaper, less complex machine and perhaps use the money saved for other
investments (e.g. to upgrade farm tracks to enable more efficient transport speeds to be used). Tractor
manufacturers are beginning to realise this market segment exists and are developing their product range
accordingly:

Back-to-basics move marks
new utility tractor design
JOHN Deere launched its new 5000
series at the National Fieldays,
Mystery Creek, in June — a model
that claims to be back-to-basics with
no frills or fancy transmissions.
Deere’s territory manager, Palmerston North, John Woolford, says the
response to the utility-type tractors

has been encouraging.
The 5000 series has a nine-speed
synchromesh transmission and shuttle shift between forward and reverse.
The models range from 46hp to 68hp.
Prices range from $32,325 plus GST
for the 5200 2WD up to $40,188 plus
GST for the 5400 4WD.

Source: Farm Equipment News, July 1993

Machinery Replaced by Labour
It is unlikely that labour will replace existing machines just to save energy. Dairy farmers will not go back to
hand milking and wool growers will not resort to hand shearing just to save power.
The replacement of labour by machinery has been a long-term trend in agriculture and forestry operations.
Whether this trend will continue is debatable, and it could be argued that the Employment Contracts Act
(1992) has effectively reduced the cost of labour. If so, there will be less incentive to replace cheaper labour
with expensive machinery. In addition, Department of Labour-administered schemes, such as Task Force
Green, encourage employment opportunities on farms and in forests. Thus, it is less likely that, for example,
the manual motor harvesting of forests will rapidly change to fully-mechanised systems if based purely on
economic incentives.
The Health and Safety Act (1993) may, however, have an effect on reducing labour demand in the longer term
in that dangerous activities, such as manual tree felling, may be discouraged because the liability for accidents
is now placed on the employer. The associated risks may result in decisions to utilise mechanised harvesting
systems, even if the costs are greater than for the conventional systems.
Overall, it is likely that the existing trend towards increased mechanisation will continue as it has done for
several decades despite current concerns at the high unemployment rate. Energy inputs (other than human
energy) may, therefore, be increased unless they can be offset by using more energy efficient technologies
(e.g. microprocessors) to provide information relevant to, say, fuel saving by the tractor operator.

World Food Surpluses
In the subsidised western world of Europe and North America and some developing countries, such as
Thailand and India, food surpluses are exported where possible. If not, they are stored or disposed of to waste.
The surpluses have led to lower international prices for many of the commodities New Zealand exports. To
continue to compete with such surpluses, New Zealand must produce the same or better quality food and fibre
using less raw materials. On sheep farms, this has resulted in lower production output levels, which was
exacerbated by the loss of the guaranteed minimum price subsidies in 1986 and by restricted access to
developed markets.
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Industry Changes
Corporate Farming
Offshore investors continue to invest in the New Zealand farm and forest industries. This often brings in
capital that could enable larger-scale new technologies to be adopted sooner than might otherwise occur.
Whether this would result in lower energy demands per unit produced is, however, debatable.
However, some larger farming systems, such as grain-fed beeflots, would be more energy intensive than
traditional grazed animals. Taste tests conducted by the Food Technology Research Centre at Massey
University showed a preference for grain-fed beef, which is also the case in Asian markets. Should these
markets develop, energy requirements will increase.

Dairy Industry Changes
Changes to the dairy industry that could affect energy demand include the deregulation of town milk and the
practise of paying for milk on the basis of protein content rather than fat content.
Milk produced in one region is already being sold in other regions in competition with the local product. While
this may benefit the consumer, there will be increased energy inputs to transport milk from, say, Taranaki to
Manawatu or from Southland to the North Island. In addition, new products may increase the output of
seasonal domestic demand, which could lead to increased energy inputs (although the domestic milk demand
is currently static or even declining, in spite of the introduction of flavoured milk a few years ago). Thus,
deregulation of the milk industry may well result in greater efficiency in domestic supply, but at the expense
of higher energy inputs in transport and distribution.
Payment on a protein basis (rather than purely on milkfat) has resulted in attempts to raise milk protein levels.
Since the poor quality of forage intake was limiting protein performance, Larsen (1993) recommended
increased use of forage crops or nitrogenous fertilisers. These have a high cost and will increase energy
consumption if his advice is taken up.

Tourism on Farms
It is very likely that farms will benefit from the expected increase in tourism in New Zealand. A number of
farmers and their families already offer a range of accommodation and farm activities in their endeavours to
diversify.
It is not possible to quantify the anticipated rise in farm tourism, but some observations can be made on the
likely effect any increase would have on energy usage on those farms.
The types of tourist activity encountered on farms include:
•

farm hosting, bed and breakfast;

•

farm hotels, lodges and motels;

•

caravan parks;

•

adventure tourism (horse-trekking, canoeing, white-water rafting, hunting and fishing); and

•

“agricultural experience” operations (sheep-shearing, model dairy factories, cottage industries and
associated souvenir shops).

Involvement in any of the above activities will generally result in an increase in on-farm energy consumption
for the following reasons.
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•

More guests will require more hot water, heating, lighting and cooking.

•

The type of people accommodated will have special demands, i.e. a tourist will often require “better”
central heating, more hot water (spa bath or heated swimming pool), meals that require extra cooking
(more courses and options), courtesy lights and air-conditioning.
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•

Increased fuel will be required to transport tourists to and from the farm, for sightseeing on the farm and
for recreational activities.

•

Additional energy inputs may be required for special demonstrations not normally undertaken in the
normal course of the farm’s calendar of operations.

•

Paying guests are less likely to conserve energy by turning lights off, using less hot water, etc. Sensory
occupation lights could save energy consumption in such conditions.

On the positive side, tourist activities will generate extra income that will allow the farmer to invest in
alternative energy sources or energy-saving devices that will be more environmentally acceptable to the rural
tourist.

Total Quality Management (TQM)
Primary product processing companies hoping to gain and maintain accreditation under ISO 9000 will need
to ensure food and fibre are produced to a high quality standard. Therefore, the uptake of quality production
systems by producers seems inevitable and is being actively encouraged by the Ministry of Agriculture and
other sectors of the industry. More energy may well be required to achieve higher quality standards.
Using energy efficiently should be promoted as a component of TQM, but it is not clear who would champion
the cause. Since there is a significant electricity component, local power companies could become involved
to secure customers in a manner similar to the Vegetable Growers’ Federation, which encourages growers to
reduce their chemical use. The real driving force is that certain supermarket chains are becoming less likely
to purchase heavily-sprayed products in order to satisfy customers’ demands.
TQM could affect current standard practices such as milk cooling. To avoid high bacterial counts, milk needs
to be cooled to less than 7˚C within three hours. If the price paid for milk is partly dependent on the quality,
a farmer incentive will result. Since dairy companies are cooperatives, all parties would benefit, but the overall
energy input will be greater to gain the improved quality. Management of a cool store could work in a similar
way to maintain the quality of fruit and vegetables after harvest. In a similar manner, grain may need drying
to a predetermined moisture content soon after harvest, and then maintenance to reduce mycotoxin levels. At
sale, the price would be paid according to moisture content and mycotoxin levels. Once again, more energy
would be necessary.

Environmental Issues
Environmental Protection
Environmental factors will inevitably be given greater importance in farm and forest enterprises. Retirement
of erosion-prone land and reduced chemical application may reduce energy demand. Protection of the
environment through such activities as land disposal of organic wastes and the banning of straw burning in
the field may require additional energy.
Environmental concerns resulting from intensive production systems developed over recent decades are now
receiving attention in Europe and North America. Issues include soil quality and degradation, groundwater
pollution by nitrates and residual chemicals, and sustainable development. One goal is to eliminate leachate
emissions from intensive horticultural production systems such as greenhouses and market gardens. This has
led to the trend towards nutrient-film techniques and away from soil-based production. Nutrients are
recirculated, but the solution still requires periodic disposal (see “Hydroponic Production” in Section 3.10).

Sustainable Agriculture
An increasing awareness that current farming practices are not sustainable is leading to research and debate
into alternative farming systems. These include not only the reduced use of herbicides, insecticides and
bagged fertilisers, but also moves towards lower stocking rates, reforesting of hill country to reduce soil
erosion, composting of wastes, returning nutrients to the land, more integrated farming systems and tree
production for shelter, stock feed and fuel wood.
There is some evidence that farmers are moving towards lower input production methods, albeit slowly, as
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public demands for animal welfare, organically-grown food and environmental issues increase. However, it
is unlikely the majority of farmers will move towards less intensive farming methods unless price signals
change. For example, increased profit for quality products will need to replace income from high productivity.
At this stage, on-farm energy conservation and efficiency measures are receiving scant attention. However,
any future trend towards less intensive farming methods, in terms of reduced production output per hectare,
is likely to reduce energy demand. In terms of energy inputs per tonne produced, there may be little change
from the present. Indeed, should sustainable farming systems result in an inferior quality product, more energy
inputs may be necessary at the processing stage.
Suggested Strategy: A feasibility study and cost-benefit analysis should be undertaken by an appropriate body
to assess the potential impact on energy demand of a move towards sustainable farming systems.

Waste Disposal
Agricultural wastes are often disposed of in the cheapest and most trouble-free manner, which in an extreme
situation could mean disposal either directly or indirectly into the nearest water course. The Resource
Management Act (1991) should provide regional authorities with greater powers to prevent this from
continuing, and fines of $3000 have already been imposed on noncomplying dairy farmers. Even the common
anaerobic/aerobic lagoon system is proving unsatisfactory, particularly where poor operation and maintenance is apparent.
Improving the treatment of animal wastes involves a range of processes, such as land disposal by spray
irrigation or by using tractor-powered field tankers and soil injectors. Inevitably, such systems require more
energy than present methods. In addition, the control of odours by more vigorous aerating techniques from
pig farms may require more energy. Brown water disposal from vegetable and fruit washing will require more
energy to cart it from the packing sheds for disposal onto land.

Emission Control
Air quality guidelines and regional air management plans issued under the Resource Management Act are
likely to be more stringent in the future.
Coal is only consumed in relatively small quantities by primary industries, and greenhouse heating is a major
user. Whether the burning of coal will become a more restricted activity in future due to more stringent
emission controls is difficult to predict. However, it is possible that in certain areas, such as Christchurch, fuel
switching will be encouraged.

Consumer and Ethical Issues
Organic Production
Healthy food consumption is a developing worldwide trend, but “organic”, “chemical free”, or “biodynamic”
crops are produced by only a minority of growers for local and export markets. However, companies such as
Watties have recently been processing and exporting some organically-grown crops to Japan and the USA.
The company states that there appears to be “unlimited room for new growers”.
Demand for organically-grown produce has increased since 1991. MAF Policy’s 1993 national farm
monitoring report (MAF, 1993) states that strong demand from Japan for fresh and processed organic
vegetables such as peas, squash, beans, carrots and sweetcorn could support a tenfold increase in New
Zealand’s production.
These are currently niche markets, but there are signs of increasing public pressure to reduce the industry’s
dependence on agrichemicals and manufactured fertilisers. For example, some orchardists are now tending
to apply sprays only when required rather than as part of a routine spray programme. This results in a reduced
number of spray operations with consequent diesel fuel conservation. The extent to which reduced spraying
practices are implemented is not known.
Weed control by cultivation, flame weeding or steam weeding are alternatives to using herbicide chemical
sprays, but they consume additional energy. For example, flame weeding consumes approximately 10 l of
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LPG per hectare and may require three to four passes per year. A tractor is also required. It is not clear what
area of chemical-free crops will be cultivated in the future, nor the increased total energy inputs that may be
necessary versus the direct and indirect energy savings from reduced chemical use.
A comparison between conventional farming methods and organic/biodynamic systems showed that the
organic/biodynamic system required less energy, but produced 70% to 80% less yield than the conventional
system (Nguyen and Haynes 1994). The nitrogen fertiliser applied on the conventional farms accounted for
23% to 63% of the total energy inputs and was the major reason for the differences monitored. The energy
output/input ratio for cereal production was higher for the organic systems on two of the pairs of farms, but
slightly lower on a third, where crop yields were 40% less than the conventional system.
Another key characteristic of organic farming is the recycling of plant and animal residues to maintain soil
organic matter and nutrient levels within a closed system. This requires extra transport fuel to deliver the
residues/wastes to the field and fuel to incorporate them.

Animal Welfare
Intensively-housed animals such as pigs and poultry tend to be high energy consumers in terms of MJ/m2 floor
area, MJ/kg meat or MJ/egg produced. In Europe and America, intensive livestock farming is under public
scrutiny due to the perceived stress on the animals. The trend is towards fewer chickens per cage and free
ranging systems for pigs as well as poultry.
In New Zealand, intensive animal farming is only practised to a small degree (primarily poultry), although
there is increasing interest in beef feedlots, as set up in Ashburton to supply the Japanese market. Nevertheless,
if similar trends towards improved animal welfare develop in New Zealand, as anticipated, the energy inputs
necessary for lighting, heating, ventilation and building construction will be significantly reduced, especially
in the extreme case of banning intensive farming systems. It is more likely that codes of practice for beef
feedlots, pig farming and broiler houses will be developed to ensure that intensive animal farming is carried
out in a responsible and humane manner.

2.3 Summary
The primary production sector is subject to rapidly changing fortunes determined by world commodity prices.
Marked fluctuations in recent times have led farmers and growers to be more cautious in their investment and
management decisions, and energy is not a high priority in these decisions.
The current trend towards more energy-intensive production systems will continue. Only where reduced
energy inputs can be coupled with other benefits will a market for energy efficiency exist.
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Chapter 3
Dairy Production

3.1 Introduction
The dairy industry is one of New Zealand’s major export earners. It has grown in the last ten years, with cow
numbers up from 2.05 to 2.45 million in 1992. The average herd size is 160, but the trend is towards larger
herds, with a significant number above 1000 cows. Electricity is the main form of energy used on dairy farms,
and in total, approximately 250 GWh of electricity is consumed by dairy farms each year. Figure 3.1 shows
direct energy flows for a dairy farm enterprise (Sims, 1983).
A regular “On-farm Dairy Energy Survey” undertaken by ECNZ has shown that over 3500 litres of milk are
produced annually per cow, which requires 116 kWh of electricity. On average, almost 40% of this power is
used to heat water, 20% to chill milk, 20% to power vacuum pump/milking systems and over 10% to pump
water. The remainder is used for lighting, effluent pumping and miscellaneous operations (Figure 3.2). The
average hot water capacity in dairy sheds is 180 litres and over 80% of farms use refrigerated vats. Over onethird of the farms surveyed are comparatively inefficient; their energy use per unit of production is markedly
higher than the average (Figure 3.3).
Following the initial survey, a database of milk production, temperature and energy information was
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Figure 3.1: Direct energy flows in a dairy farm enterprise (Sims, 1983)
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Figure 3.2: Electricity usage and costs in the dairy industry (a) relative energy consumption and (b)
energy cost (ECNZ, 1992)

established to assist in the development and application of electrotechnologies that can improve productivity
and reduce costs. An outline of possible energy integration and optimisation strategies is provided in Figure
3.4. Most of the energy flows centre on dairy shed management, including effluent disposal. Another
significant area of energy use is stock and pasture management, irrigation and stockwater supply. The
transport of milk from farm to factories is a significant energy user and technologies have been proposed to
reduce this by using on-farm concentration. Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 discuss dairy shed management, milk
transport, and stock and pasture management respectively.

3.2 Dairy Shed Management
Introduction
A large variety of activities take place in and around the dairy shed. The two most energy-consuming tasks
are chilling milk and heating water. In theory, at least, it should be possible to use heat exchange to drastically
reduce the energy demands of these tasks. Figure 3.5 shows this potential. Milk arrives at 32˚C and has to be
chilled, while washing water comes into the shed at 10˚C, more or less, and has to be heated. Energy efficient
approaches aim to transfer as much of the heat in the incoming milk to the hot water supply as practicalities
and economics allow.
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Figure 3.3: Electricity usage versus (a) milk production and (b) herd size (ECNZ, 1992)
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Figure 3.4: On-farm dairy energy integration and optimisation strategies
(source: ECNZ, 1992)

A brief description of the heat pump principle is provided in Section 7.2 “Greenhouse Enterprises”. A
schematic of a typical unit is provided in Figure 3.5 and is discussed under the heading “Dehumidifiers” in
Section 5.3. The benefits of a heat pump come at the price of expensive capital investment. At the other end
of the scale is a simple counter-flow heat exchange to cool the milk (see Figure 3.6), combined with storage
and subsequent further heating of the warmed water, and refrigeration to finally chill the milk. There are
numerous in-between options that represent the best balance of energy efficiency and investment for particular
sheds.
In the management of the dairy shed, it is also important to recognise the energy input to the milking plant
itself, the vacuum pumps, milk pumps and lines. Shed lighting and other electrical demands may also be worth
investigating. ECNZ has recently undertaken a review of the current and potential technologies available for
dairy farms. The latest designs of pumps and motors, milk cooling systems, ice banks and heat recovery units
all have the potential to reduce electricity demand in the milking shed. It would be helpful if an advisory service
was developed to inform farmers what equipment is available, whether it would suit their specific conditions
and how long it would take to pay back the original investment. This service could be provided by power
companies, and it may be a profitable venture in its own right.
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Figure 3.5: Heat pump potential. In a dairy, the heat from warm milk can be used to produce hot
water while at the same time cooling the milk to the required temperature
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Figure 3.6: Plate cooler principle (Farm Electric Centre, UK, 1987)

The ECNZ studies suggest that there are many simple ways of conserving energy that could readily be
implemented on many farms. These include:
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•

insulating hot water cylinders and pipes, which could save 400 to 1200 kWh/year;

•

insulating milk vats and pipes, which could save 300 to 700 kWh/year;

•

repairing dripping water taps, which could save up to 500 kWh/year;

•

using plate coolers to precool milk before it enters the vat;

•

using condensers or desuperheaters on the chiller unit to heat water, which could save 1150 to 3000 kWh/
year;

•

ensuring the cooling fans are clean and that adequate ventilation is provided;

•

cleaning and repairing the fins on the chilling system, which will result in more efficient operation;

•

reducing the hot water heater thermostat temperature as much as possible while still achieving adequate
sanitation;

•

selecting correctly-sized motors appropriate to the application;

•

building yards on a slope so that backing gates move by gravity rather than by electric motor drive;
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•

placing lights to provide maximum illumination where needed and using natural light wherever possible;

•

using fluorescent or sodium vapour lamps instead of incandescent; and

•

washing with cold rather than hot water at least once a day.

Water Heating
Water heating is the largest single consumer of power in the dairy shed and considerable cost savings are
possible. Examples of heating water (other than by standard electric elements) include:
•

use of desuperheaters and water-cooled condensers in the refrigeration system to preheat water for
cleaning or to fill the hot water cylinder (desuperheaters can save 25% to 30% of the energy consumed
and water-cooled condensers can save 50% to 80% of the energy consumed);

•

insulation of hot water cylinders and pipework may save as much as 50% of the energy consumed by the
hot water cylinder;

•

recovery of heat from the exhaust of the vacuum pump may amount to 50% of the energy consumed by
the vacuum pump;

•

using heat pumps that upgrade either ambient energy sources or the energy in the incoming warm milk
stream;

•

recovering, storing and reusing heat from the used hot wash water; and

•

correctly sizing hot water cylinders and reducing standing losses by only heating water when necessary.

Not all of the above measures will be economic for each dairy shed. The nature of the existing plant set up
will be an important factor. Recovering heat from the vacuum pump using a heat exchange water jacket
generally gives a poor return on investment, particularly when retrofitted. Trying to heat hot water to its final
temperature with a heat exchange coil in the hot water tank coupled with the refrigerant circuit of the milk vat
usually proves uneconomic.
One of the major problems with trying to fully heat the hot water from the energy in the milk stream (a desirable
goal) using heat pumps is the size of heat exchange equipment needed to do the job in the required time.
Preheating water using the milk refrigeration system and finishing the job off with other heat sources may be
economic. Heat pumps that use ambient energy sources also have a place in the dairy shed.
What is economic or not in a particular situation may depend on whether farmers are able to do the retrofit
or manufacturing themselves and whether they have equipment sitting idle that can be adapted for the purpose.
Case Study 1 involves heat recovery from used hot water and is a good example of the do-it-yourself approach.
Heating hot water is an expensive component of a dairy farm operation. Heating 360 litres of water from 19˚C
to 60˚C using a 4 kW electrical element takes almost five hours. For a coefficient of performance of 0.85 (i.e.
85%) and at a price of 7.0 c/kWh, it would cost almost $1.40 to heat the water.
A new design of hot water unit incorporates a heat exchange system to take heat from the air and transfer it
to the water cylinder. This heat pump principle uses a 1500 W rotary compressor and the evaporator panels
are located outside, on a roof. The captured heat is carried by the refrigerant to the helical condenser coil
banded to the outside of the cylinder, which is insulated to transfer most heat to the water. An energy saving
of 65% compared with a standard hot water system is possible. The coefficient of performance varies from
around 2 on a cold night to 5 on a warm sunny day.
The heat pump takes 3.2 hours to heat the water in a 360 litre tank by 41˚C (from 19˚C to 60˚C), which at 7
c/kWh and a coefficient of performance of over 3.5 in a sunny district, would cost 33.7c to heat one tankful.
Based on an estimated system life of 20 years, a return on investment of 26% was shown. For an installation
cost of $4000, the payback period was under four years.
Correctly sizing the hot water system is important to reduce standing losses (particularly with low-loaded
systems). For a 180-litre cylinder, these losses have been measured at 1.4 kWh/day. Standing losses can also
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be reduced by only heating water when necessary and accepting some temperature fall in the stored hot water.
Moving to night rate tariffs can accentuate the financial savings. Case Study 2 provides two examples where
farmers have better managed the timing of water heating.
Standing losses from hot water cylinders can also be reduced by providing extra insulation, as Case Study 3
illustrates. Other strategies to reduce energy loss include siting cylinders away from the prevailing winds and
putting them on the sunny side of sheds.

Case Study 1
A Rotorua farmer milking 250 cows washed down his vacuum milking system with hot water, which is
wasteful of heat. Now the heat is partially recovered and his electricity bill is reduced.
Doing much of the work himself, he installed a holding tank to collect the waste water and feed it through
a heat exchanger. Cold water (10˚C) is simultaneously fed through the secondary side of the heat
exchanger. Heat transfer raises the temperature of this water to 40˚C, then fills a 300-litre cylinder, which
uses off-peak electricity to raise the temperature to the required 87˚C.
Recovering heat from the waste hot water has led to a reduction of around 35% in both the energy use and
the running costs of the milking system. These savings can be boosted by fitting an insulating jacket to the
cylinder to reduce standing heat loss.

Case Study 2
A Hawera farmer found that when he switched off his electric water heater at the morning milking, the hot
water present was sufficient to carry out shed cleaning for both the morning and evening milkings.
Realising that he had been heating water unnecessarily for 12 hours every day, he installed a relatively
inexpensive 24-hour timer switch to turn the water heater on at 1 am and then off at 8 am.
He was able to reduce electricity consumption by 42%, and the cost saving meant that the payback period
on the timer was less than six months. Once the controller was set, it could be left, saving time and money.
On a Stratford dairy farm, calculations indicated that the dairy shed hot water requirements could be
provided by utilising night rate electricity only. The result has been an ample hot water supply for normal
shed usage and calf rearing and a reduction in standing heat losses. This has reduced the kilowatt hours
consumed by 23% and produced a cost saving of 45%. No investment was required.

Case Study 3
To flush out milk vats after collection, Bay of Plenty dairy farmers used to heat the water to 50˚C in a 200litre plastic cylinder, usually located outside the milking shed. Realising the considerable loss of heat
through the plastic walls, the local power company designed a prototype thermal blanket to wrap around
the cylinder. Tests showed it reduced the heat loss by close to 90%. So for a $220 investment, around $200
of electricity can be saved in one season. A technical appraisal of the thermal blanket has been published
(Energy Management, 1992).

Milk Cooling and Refrigeration
Milk needs to be cooled quickly and then held in a chilled condition until it is picked up. Refrigeration is
usually used to bring milk to the desired temperature and keep it cold while in storage vats. There are a number
of energy efficient options for cooling and storing milk. These include:
•

milk precooling using plate heat exchangers and a cold water supply; and

•

conserving energy by better insulation of milk vats.

Furthermore, an emerging technology warrants attention to see if it is energy efficient as well as cost effective.
For example, the use of ice banks or chilled water, obtained from off-peak power, to cool and store milk.
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Three-quarters of dairy farms use a bank of plates to precool milk (Figure 3.6). With a water/milk flow ratio
of 2.5 to 1, the milk should cool to within 2˚C of the source water temperature.
A plate heat exchanger removes as much as 60% to 80% of the available heat from the milk before entering
the vat. The water in the secondary circuit often runs to waste or into a trough for later washing down. If water
is scarce, a closed system and cooling tower could be employed. It is usually not economic to attempt to reuse
the heat, although this should be an objective for technological innovation.
A more effective arrangement than a plate heat exchanger is to build up an ice bank. Off-peak electricity is
used to chill stored water or create ice, which can later be used to quickly cool the milk and, hence, maintain
better milk quality during on-farm storage. One of the other advantages of ice systems is their use of smaller,
less expensive cooling plant compared with conventional vat coolers. This is possible because the ice store
can be built up over many hours before being used to rapidly cool the incoming milk.
Whether ice banks are actually energy efficient will depend on a range of factors, including the nature of the
electricity supply system (e.g. whether hydro or wind power is under-utilised off-peak). Generally, a greater
electricity demand is required, which can be offset by the use of off-peak tariffs.
At present, only 4% of dairy farms use ice bank systems and only two (in Northland) are known to use the latest
designs, which are used extensively throughout Australia. Case Study 4 describes an Australian development
of the ice bank system.

Case Study 4
A new Australian milk cooling system claims to cut power bills by more than 60%. The Diary-Kold thermal
storage system uses off-peak electricity to create ice in a Storage Tank with a series of decks and multicircuit evaporators. This provides a large surface area for ice formation. Water is circulated through ducts
in the ice storage bank, is chilled and then used to cool milk to 4˚C or lower via a secondary plate exchanger.
Dairy-Kold maintains the milk in storage vats at 4˚C until it is ready for pick-up, and is suitable for “skipa-day” collection. Diary-Kold includes a waste heat recovery system to generate hot water for washing and
cleaning up after milking. Because Dairy-Kold chills milk instantly, bacterial growth is reduced, butterfat
is retained in the milk and the product’s shelf life is extended.
Diary-Kold uses existing milk vats, needs less floor space than conventional ice banks and can meet milk
production capacities from 2000 litres a day to 60,000 litres a day. Payback time is estimated at five to
seven years.

The report “Ice bank technology for on-farm milk cooling” was commissioned by ECNZ in 1994 to provide
an initial assessment of ice bank technologies and their application. A database was compiled that outlined
what is available in New Zealand and defined what conditions support ice bank utilisation.
A computer application, “McIce”, was developed in conjunction with the ECNZ report to predict the milk
cooling and energy use performance of a conventionally-refrigerated farm milk vat and compare it with an
alternative ice bank. An economic comparison of ice bank systems and conventional vat systems was
conducted. McIce can also evaluate the amount of hot water recovery possible using desuperheaters on the
refrigeration units that serve either the conventional vats or the ice bank.
Suggested Strategy: Farmers who do not use ice banks or heat exchangers to precool milk should do so to save
energy inputs to the refrigeration unit. Ice banks should be evaluated to assess their power demand/energy
efficiency implications and effectiveness under local conditions and, where appropriate, their use should be
encouraged.
Whatever method is used to keep milk cool, there are likely to be opportunities to provide better insulation
for the milk vat. Case Study 5 outlines trials with a milk vat insulation blanket.

Case Study 5
Keeping milk cool in vats ready for collection requires substantial electricity. Two Hawera companies
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developed an external closed cell, foam blanket insulation system and tested it on three farms, each with
a herd of around 150 cows. The tests showed 20% to 30% energy savings were possible, which equated
to around $300 per annum for each farm. The overall reduction in electricity consumption in the three dairy
sheds from insulating the vats alone was 7% to 12%.

Pinch Technology
The efficiency of water heating and milk chilling can be improved through heat exchange, energy
conservation via insulation of milk vats and hot water cylinders, and energy storage (including the use of ice
banks). It is useful to look at a dairy shed in an integrated manner and identify all sources of heat and cold and
all the demands for these energy services. The technique of matching sources and demands to minimise the
use of external energy is called pinch technology. This is used in industry and is described in Chapter 5 of
Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”, but the basic principles also apply to a dairy shed. An ECNZ
dairy shed integration and optimisation programme that provides a service similar to a pinch analysis of a dairy
shed is discussed later in this section.

Milking Systems and Vacuum Pumps
Energy consumption by vacuum pumps and milk pumps can be minimised by regular maintenance checks,
repairing leaks, selecting correctly-sized motors and ensuring correct drive belt tension. Loose belts can
reduce efficiency by up to 20%.
Vacuum pumps were recently investigated at Cornell University. The design of controls was modified in an
attempt to reduce the energy inputs and, hence, allow operation at a lower electrical demand. Normally, the
pump output capacity always exceeds that needed and pumps run at full speed and load regardless of actual
demand. Researchers found that regulating the pump speed according to air (vacuum) demand reduced
electricity demand. A high vacuum reserve and dual vacuum controller (for high and low vacuum changes)
between the pump and milk pipeline gave the desired vacuum stability, and the pump motor was controlled
by an adjustable speed drive. As a result of these modifications, energy consumption was reduced by over
50%, giving a five-year payback. The Cornell dual vacuum system is shown in Figure 3.7.
Suggested Strategy: The Cornell vacuum control system should be evaluated for New Zealand dairy farm
conditions.

Waste Disposal Technology
Waste water from the shed and associated yards enters an anaerobic/aerobic lagoon system of waste treatment
in two-thirds of dairy farms. In most instances, no agitation, recycling or aeration is applied.
Improvements to this system are being sought in light of the Resource Management Act (1991). The Act will
influence the uptake of technology in the dairy shed, particularly as it relates to water use, effluent and odour
emissions. The Aercon VO2 venturi aeration system (Figure 3.8) developed at the British Electricity Council
Research Centre is an example of the type of technology that can help farms to satisfy demands for more
effective, energy efficient effluent treatment.
Effluent is pumped in through a narrow venturi nozzle and mixed with air, which is sucked in from a side vent.
This relatively cheap and reliable system mixes enough oxygen with the effluent to maintain the microorganisms that produce an environmentally-acceptable waste.
A compressor in the air supply could be added to enhance the action, although tests have shown that without
a compressor, up to 50% of the oxygen content of the air can be dissolved into the effluent. Subsequent heating
by bacterial action raises temperatures to over 60˚C. The heat generated serves to eliminate pathogens and
viruses and the system could be beneficial for sewage treatment. Odours are eliminated as a result of the
treatment. However, additional electricity inputs are required to pump the effluent through the venturi to
produce an acceptable liquid for disposal. ECNZ intend to assist with introducing the system to New Zealand.
Most farms that do not have treatment ponds spray irrigate nearby pasture directly with effluent. This practice
is also subject to Resource Management Act control, as surface run-off to waterways can easily occur.
Spraying on to short rotation trees is an alternative option being evaluated. The biomass produced could
conceivably be used as a solid fuel to heat the hot water for the dairy shed.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of the Cornell dual vacuum system (Cornell University, 1992)

Another approach to effluent treatment is anaerobic digestion. The byproducts of this process are a relatively
stable sludge, which can be air dried and used as a fertiliser and soil conditioner, and several gases. The gas
mixture is largely methane and can be readily used as a fuel. This opens up another possibility of turning shed
effluent into a fuel to heat water, and possibly to provide household energy and a proven alternative fuel for
farm vehicles and tractors.
At present, it is generally thought that conventional methane production using reinforced concrete digestors
is uneconomical for dairy farms. In the United States, waste disposal requirements for large beef feedlots have
led to the development of an economical system of flexible covers placed over effluent lagoons constructed
with earth-moving plant. The plastic covers trap the gas, which is drawn off for use. In some systems, only
that part of the lagoon with a high gas flux, usually around the inlet where solids accumulate, is covered. The
Entrained air

Nozzle

Pumped liquor
(liquid effluent)

Barrel

Intimately mixed air
and liquor

Figure 3.8: Section through a venturi aerator (Electricity Association Technology, UK, 1991)
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rest of the lagoon acts as a near-aerobic system. The lagoon is periodically drained and the accumulated sludge
is removed with earthmoving equipment.
United States lagoon systems have investment payback periods of less than three years (USEPA, 1993) based
on the energy value of the gas recovered (the gas is usually converted to electricity via a gas engine). This
general approach may have promise for New Zealand dairy farms, particularly as herd sizes increase and
economies of scale improve.

Dairy Shed Energy Integration and Optimisation Software
ECNZ has developed a computer model to promote the efficient use of electricity in the dairy shed. This model
can be used on the farm to investigate the consumption of energy in a particular dairy shed and allows the
farmer to evaluate the energy consumption for alternative shed configurations. The model is divided into two
sections: energy consumption and dairy shed optimisation.
•

Energy consumption — the farmer is asked for input information on farm size and electrical energy
consumption. This data is compared with the average energy consumption data compiled from the ECNZ
On-farm Dairy Survey.

•

Dairy shed optimisation — the dairy shed components are reviewed by discussing ways of optimising
plant performance. The farmer may select the various options and view the resultant changes in mass and
energy flows (Figure 3.9).

Milk from
cows

Milking
machine

Water

Milk chilling
and storage

Milk from
collection

Water usage and
shed cleaning

Effluent
disposal

Figure 3.9: The dairy shed programme overview

The dairy shed has been divided into four areas, and each is reviewed by discussing how the various options
may improve shed performance. The farmer is initially asked for information about the existing dairy shed
equipment. S/he can then step through each of the four areas, with the assistance of information screens, to
modify the existing dairy shed configuration by incorporating the various options.
A summary at the end of the program shows how the modified dairy shed compares to the existing one. For
instance, the program will identify the energy savings that could be made by installing a desuperheater. An
example of the information available is shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. ECNZ is currently putting all
initiatives together into a “Dairy Energy Program” that will be made available to farmers through power
companies that participate in the scheme.
Suggested Strategy: A demonstration dairy shed should be established using pinch technology to show
efficient energy use should be established.

3.3 On-farm Milk Concentration
A considerable amount of energy is used to transport milk from farms to dairy processing plants. Quite often,
one of the major tasks in dairy processing is product concentration — the removal of water. If some of the
concentration could be done economically on the farm, there would be savings in transport costs.
Transport costs per 1000 l of milk have been calculated by Evan March, a New Plymouth consultant (Figure
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Figure 3.10: An example of a modified energy consumption comparison performed using Dairy
Shed Energy Integration and Optimisation Software (source: ECNZ, 1994)

Figure 3.11: An example of a modified energy consumption and costs after implementing new
technology on the case study farm (ECNZ, 1994)

3.12). All costs, including diesel, would be halved per kilogram of milkfat if 50% of the water was first
removed. Overall costs of milk collection have been estimated to be more than $70 million per year, so
significant savings would be possible.
Transport costs are particularly high for distant farms. Because the industry is a cooperative, the costs of
processing and transport are generally shared among all participants. In the future, the industry may introduce
a differential transport charge so that the further a producer is from the processing plant, the lower the payout.
On-farm milk concentration is currently a low priority, which could change if such a charge were introduced.
A small-scale mechanical vapour recompression evaporator has been developed by Milcon Development
(NZ) Limited for on-farm milk concentration. This energy-efficient heat exchange system can reduce the
water content of milk by up to 50%. The evaporator could also be used for juice concentration and desalination,
as well as for extracting heavy metals and toxic contaminants from waste water and recycling sewage and
laundry water. It is sufficiently low-powered to be driven by solar or wind power.
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Figure 3.12: Transport cost estimations (Dairy Exporter, August 1992)

On a typical dairy farm, the Milcon unit would take 20 hours to double the milkfat concentration of a 4000litre vat, thereby halving the milk transport costs to the factory. Collection every second, or even third, day
could be possible.
A Milcon unit has been successfully evaluated on a Waikato dairy farm and has not shown any bacteriological
contamination problems. The milk is heated to 60˚C, beyond which there is potential for milkfat damage. The
electric power required to concentrate 4000 l to 2000 l of milk and 2000 l of clean water is around 4.8 kW for
the evaporation and cleaning cycles. This energy input is partly offset by the reduced volume of milk that
requires cooling and storage in the refrigeration unit. The cost per unit of around $50,000 is too high for dairy
farmers to contemplate ownership, and it is more likely the dairy company would own them and place them
in areas of maximum benefit to reduce transport costs. In addition to transport savings, investment costs would
be offset by increased throughput or reduced capital investment in milk drying plant at the dairy factory. An
acceptable return on investment has been shown (Dairy Exporter, August 1992, pp 80-81) and a five-year
payback is claimed (“Milking the Milcon machine”, Marketing Matters, April 1993, pp 21-23). The New
Zealand Dairy Research Institute has successfully evaluated the suitability of using a blend of concentrated
product and whole milk for processing by any dairy processing company considering using the system.
The Milcon unit uses a technology known as mechanical vapour recompression. This technology is described
in Chapter 3 of Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”. Chapter 3 also provides a schematic of the
Milcon unit. Figure 3.13 shows how the unit is integrated with the milking shed. The Milcon system pumps
milk from the farm vat through a regenerative heat exchanger where it is warmed by both the outgoing
concentrated milk and the clean water discharge. The warm milk is fed into the evaporator, where it is boiled
under vacuum. The steam released is drawn into the compressor, pressurised and passed back to the condenser.
The latent heat is reclaimed and recycled through heat transfer plates to boil the milk, and the clean, mineralfree water condensate is recovered for use in the milking shed.

3.4 Stock and Pasture Management
Quite a few dairy farms use irrigation to maintain pasture growth during the middle of summer in order to
maintain an adequate food supply for stock (see Chapter 5 for more information on irrigation). Pumping water
for the dairy shed or stockwater supplies is a significant energy user on dairy farms. Chapter 7 of Part 8
“General Energy Efficiency Technologies” provides information on electric motor and pump selection for
energy efficient operation.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of the Milcon on-farm concentrator (Milcon Developments (NZ) Ltd, 1993)

Forage Conservation
Forage conservation in New Zealand consumes over 20 million litres of diesel fuel per year. Dairy farms
require an average of 7 l diesel per cow each year, of which 2 l is for conservation, 1 l for contractors, 1.7 l
for feeding out and the remainder for pasture renovation and miscellaneous farm operations. Strategic siting
of hay sheds and silage stacks near where fodder is harvested and later fed out reduces cartage distance. Baled
silage enables this to be achieved very efficiently as small amounts can be made and stored independently.
Balage also requires less energy than grass cut by forage harvesters as it is not chopped so finely or blown into
the wagons, both of which consume energy. The energy saving from balage is partly offset by the indirect
energy embodied in the plastic wrapping, and disposal of the plastic can be a problem as it is resistant to
ultraviolet light. Reduced silage effluent, compared with that which occurs from stacks, is a bonus (see Case
Study 6).

Case Study 6
A Taranaki contractor reported a steady increase in demand for baled silage after it was introduced to New
Zealand in 1983. He baled 200 bales in 1988 and 4500 in 1993. This increase has been mainly at the
expense of stacked silage. Baled silage appeals to his customers because of its quality, handling
convenience and lack of effluent. Similar trends towards bagged/wrapped silage are occurring in other
dairying regions. Wrapping the bales in a continuous tube is also showing promise as less plastic is used.

There is evidence to show that baled silage can produce better quality feed than other forms of conservation,
but there is no information to directly compare energy inputs between baled silage and hay production.
McChesney (1985) showed that a typical haymaking system consumed around 23 to 26 litres of fuel/ha
(around 5.5 l/t), whereas silage required 38 l/ha (2.8 l/t). Assuming hay has a moisture content of 15% (wet
basis) and silage 45%, then on a per dry tonne basis, hay consumed 6.5 l/t and silage 5 l/t. It is likely baled
silage will be even more fuel efficient.
Recent farm management trends that may affect total energy consumed in feed conservation include:
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use of urea to give pasture boosts as required;

•

better grazing management;

•

more feeding in winter to maintain stock condition (encouraged by animal welfare campaigners);

•

longer milking periods to keep dairy factories working longer;
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•

South Island dairy farm increases (where three to four times the conserved feed supply is required on a
town milk farm and one to two times for a factory supply farm compared with the North Island); and

•

less forage crops grown (e.g. maize, chicory).

Pasture Renovation
Pasture renovation uses approximately 0.7 l diesel per cow per year (McChesney, 1985). In the last decade,
a range of suitable seed drills has become available, and pasture renovation has, thereby, increased.
Oversowing has tended to replace full cultivation before resowing and, therefore, conserves around 15 to 30
litres of diesel per hectare. Pasture quality has improved as new varieties have been incorporated into existing
pasture by overdrilling techniques. Consequently, there is less need for forage crops, which were often grown
immediately before re-establishing new pasture, and the fuel that would have been consumed for establishment of forage crops has been saved.

Cultivation
At around 40 l/ha, cultivation is a relatively heavy fuel user, but it is not as common a practice on dairy farms
as in arable or market gardening enterprises (see “Cultivation Techniques” in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5). It
consumes on average around 0.2 l diesel/cow (McChesney, 1985) and significant national savings are
unlikely, even by converting to extreme fuel-saving options such as direct drilling techniques, which consume
only 10 to 14 l/ha.

Fertiliser and Lime Application
Annual application volumes fluctuate widely in tune with the economic state of the industry. The national
fertiliser bill reached around $45 million in 1992 (MAF Policy Report, 1992), representing only about 50%
to 60% of the volumes applied in the 1970s.
There is a trend towards replacing bulk fertilisers, such as super phosphate, with high analysis NPK fertilisers,
which will certainly reduce the fuel used in refilling spreaders, application and transport (high analysis
fertilisers are more concentrated and have less mass per nutrient content than bulk fertilisers). However, this
energy saving may be offset by the additional energy consumed in the manufacture of high analysis fertilisers.
Fertiliser manufacture is a high energy process. At the Taranaki plant, around 14,500 m3/hr of natural gas is
required to produce 40 tonnes of urea. Only 5.8 l/t of diesel is consumed in transport but, in total, 370 l of diesel
equivalent are consumed by the time one tonne of urea is delivered to the farm.
If applied at 50 kg/ha, then approximately 18.5 l/t is the embodied (indirect) energy input, compared with only
around 1.5 l/ha to spread it. It is, therefore, more important to apply fertiliser accurately to reduce wastage (and
also to limit the build up of groundwater nitrates) than it is to try and save tractor fuel.
While ground-spreading of fertiliser or lime consumes around 1.5 to 1.8 l/ha, aerial topdressing consumes two
to five times this amount of fuel (although due to the time saved it is often no more expensive per hectare).
Unlike tractor application, the energy required for aerial topdressing can constitute a significant fraction
(30%) of the total fertiliser energy input. From a direct energy input viewpoint, ground-spreading of high
analysis fertilisers should be encouraged where practical.
Trends that may affect energy use for fertiliser application in the future include:
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•

on-farm spreading by farmers, which has replaced employing contractors to some degree;

•

strategic applications of smaller amounts, which will require more frequent applications and, therefore,
consume more fuel;

•

aerial spreaders designed to carry higher payloads;

•

reduced topdressing of hill country, which had become a rare practice due to recent economic constraints,
but is now slowly reviving;

•

increasing interest in liquid fertiliser applications using existing spray equipment, particularly for organic
fertilisers;
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•

use of satellite navigation systems to increase accuracy of application and, possibly, save fuel.

Field Drainage
The trend towards sub-soiling of pastures (to relieve compaction and encourage root growth, surface drainage
and soil aeration) will result in increased energy inputs. The operation consumes around 8 to 10 litres of diesel
fuel per hectare. Correct tractor operation can reduce fuel consumption (see the “Tractor Operation” section
in Chapter 5 and Appendix 1).
Field drainage is becoming less common and mole channels are re-run less regularly, which requires less
energy but may result in poorer plant growth on certain soils, particularly those with higher clay contents.

Agrichemical Application
In dairy farming, chemicals are used to control ragwort, thistles and blackberry weeds and when renovating
pastures. Spot spraying from a four-wheel farm bike when collecting the cows for milking is a useful energysaving technique often employed. This, together with dosing cows individually for bloat rather than pasture
spraying of oil, has probably reduced total fuel use from the 1.7 l per cow estimated in 1979 (McChesney,
1985). The cost of the chemicals far exceeds the cost of diesel and there should be a greater incentive to apply
chemicals accurately rather than to try and save fuel (although accurate application will save energy). This
will be assisted by the Agrichemical Trust, which was set up to improve spray operator techniques through
their “Growsafe” programme. Aerial spreading of possum and rabbit poison baits, principally to control TB
(a regular operation in many farming systems), consumes considerable energy.

Computer Mapping
The last point above, in particular, warrants elaboration. It is now possible to record crop yields, weeds and/
or soil nutrient status within a paddock and to produce a “contour” map that shows variations in yields, weed
density or nutrients. The Ag-Chem Equipment Company of the USA markets a “Soilection” system, which
uses a grid plot of soil sample analyses and soil type maps to generate a three-dimensional nutrient map for
each element. An application machine has been developed that can vary both the rate and blend of applied
products to meet the needs of soil and crop yield targets. The system can identify five different levels, which
are shown in the form of coloured contour areas on the digitised map held in the on-board computer of the
tractor and shown on the operator’s display screen.
A precision application machine for fertiliser, micronutrients or agrichemicals can then be used to apply the
desired amounts to the areas of common requirement interpreted from the map, the data from which has been
fed into a control disc. A global positioning system (GPS) is used to locate the application vehicle and to
indicate travel progress across the area by a moving cursor and line to give a permanent record of the
application.
The application machine can blend different products on the move to give varying rates in accordance with
the levels required. When the machine travels over an area that already has sufficient amounts of a given
element, it will close off this particular product. A similar system can also be used to apply slurry in accordance
with soil fertility levels, which will also avoid contamination from excessive application. The reduction in
total volumes applied by eliminating waste from overdosing will also reduce the energy inputs.

Personnel Transport
The four-wheel farm bike (or quad) has replaced the tractor as the most common personnel vehicle. It
consumes less fuel than a tractor and travels at far higher speeds.
Several attempts to produce locally-manufactured vehicles to compete with imported quads from Japan have
proved unsuccessful. This is in spite of the common knowledge that quads do not withstand New Zealand farm
conditions particularly well and require regular replacement. There could be a place in the future for a low
energy-consuming lightweight personnel carrier manufactured to suit the local conditions.
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Chapter 4
Livestock and Poultry Production

4.1 Introduction
Livestock and poultry production includes sheep and beef farming, intensive pig and poultry production and,
to a limited extent, horse breeding. Intensive beef production through feedlots has only recently been
introduced to New Zealand and technologies for improved feedlot energy efficiency are not covered in this
report. The information on effluent disposal in Chapter 3 is directly relevant to feedlots, however. The major
energy input to feedlot systems is that embodied in the feed supply, usually grains, and Chapter 5, “Arable
Farming”, is also relevant.
Sheep and beef farming involve forage conservation, pasture maintenance and renovation, and the relevant
sections of Chapter 3 will also apply here. Some farms operate a mixed system of livestock production and
arable farming to produce crops for sale. Crops are also grown for animal use on some sheep and beef farms,
and some sheep and beef farms have irrigated pastures. Either way, the information in Chapter 5 “Arable
Farming” will be relevant to sheep and cattle farming.
Deer and goat enterprises are similar, in energy terms, to sheep and beef farming. One obvious difference is
the 2-metre high fencing needed for deer and the level of supplementary feed usually given to deer and goats.
These materials represent an additional input of embodied energy to the farming operation.
Many properties that produce sheep, beef, deer and goats are located in rural back country areas and,
sometimes, on offshore islands. They may be a considerable distance from the national grid transmission
system. Consideration of remote area power systems may be worthwhile, either now, or when any existing
local distribution line is due for renewal. Chapter 9 provides information on such systems.

4.2 Sheep and Beef Farms
Many sheep and beef farms tend to be on hill country, with occasional cropping and year-round grazing
supplemented by a little conserved feed. Direct energy flows in sheep and beef enterprises are shown in Figure
4.1 (Sims, 1983).
Machinery use is limited, buildings consist of simple shearing sheds and hay barns, and the farming system
is not particularly intensive. Consequently, the energy demand tends to be low. More intensive lowland sheep
and beef farms may grow some forage crops and conserve more feed, but the additional energy inputs for these
activities will be offset by shorter transport distances to the markets.
Electricity consumption (excluding domestic use) ranges from around 3000 to 7000 kWh/annum (between
1.0 and 1.5 kWh/stock unit). Fuel consumption varies from 4000 to 14,000 l/year (or approximately 2 l/stock
unit), of which over 50% is for off-farm transport. The remainder is used for on-farm transport (25%), fertiliser
application (11%), pasture renovation (5%), cultivation (6%) and forage conservation (3%). The last time they
were studied in detail, total energy costs amounted to only 5% of gross farm income (Sims, 1983), which is
unlikely to have changed much over time.

Stock and Fodder Management
On beef cattle and sheep farms that are run efficiently, most of the on-farm energy consumption occurs in the
production and conservation of fodder and this is, therefore, where the greatest savings can be made. Section
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Figure 4.1: Direct energy flows in sheep and beef enterprises (Sims, 1983)

3.3, “Stock and Pasture Management”, and Chapter 5, “Arable Farming”, contain information on reducing
the energy input to these activities.
Reduced prices for meat and wool in recent years have resulted in reduced stocking densities and a lower
intensity of feed crop, hay and silage production. It is likely that this has reduced farm energy demand per stock
unit.
The area of summer and winter feed crops planted and hay and silage produced in 1991 compared with 1981
and 1971 is an indication of less intensive production. As Table 4.1 shows, 1981 was a particularly low year
in terms of crop production, possibly due to the world climate. Summer and winter feed and hay and silage
production have increased slightly since then. A contributing factor to this rise may have been farmers
applying more fertiliser around 1990 to compensate for reduced applications over the previous few years.
Nonetheless, the intensity of production remained lower than in 1971, at least for land classes 3 to 8.
It should also be noted that the high energy inputs to conserve feed would be reduced if stocking rates were
managed (in terms of culling, timing of sheep and cattle breeding, etc.) so that food demand better matched
the pasture supply. The management of fodder is, of course, a complex issue that involves many trade-offs,
such as stock sale price variations, management of parasite cycles, weed control and the need for irrigation
and water supply.
Inclement weather or difficult ground conditions may require the use of a tractor or four-wheel-drive utility
for light duties, such as stock supervision and movement, when a farm bike or ATV would otherwise do.
Subject to reasonable comfort and safety, bikes and ATVs should be used as much as possible. Not only will
they save fuel, but also wear and tear on more expensive machinery. Some farmers are rediscovering the
energy efficient (in fossil fuel terms) horse as a viable option for stock supervision.

Shearing Plant
An estimated 2 GWh electricity is consumed nationally during shearing and this equates to only 0.02 kWh
per sheep shorn. There do not appear to be any significant opportunities to improve energy efficiency other
than ensuring that electric motors are efficient and correctly sized (see Chapter 7, “Motors, Pumps,
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Summer & Winter feed crops
Land
Class

1971

1981

1991

Hay & Silage production
1971

(ha/1000 stock units)

1981

1991

(ha/1000 stock units)

1

2.5

1.3

1.9

3.4

2.9

5.1

2

3.5

3.4

4.6

4.9

3.9

5.3

3

0.8

0.3

0.0

0.7

0.7

0.6

4

0.7

0.5

0.7

2.1

1.5

1.3

5

2.7

1.6

2.3

4.7

3.6

3.9

6

12.7

7.7

7.9

8.6

6.1

8.2

7

4.8

3.2

2.5

5.4

4.4

4.7

8

17

15

18

8.5

3.2

4.5

Average

5.9

4.1

4.7

4.8

3.3

4.2

Table 4.1: Area of summer and winter feed crops and hay and silage production per 1000 stock
units on sheep and beef farms (McChesney (1985) and Meat and Wool Board (1991))

Compressors and Fans” in Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”). Maximum use should be made
of shed daylighting using clerestory windows, which avoid excessive heat gain. Otherwise, shed design and
other factors, such as the Occupational Health and Safety Act and the Employment Contracts Act, are unlikely
to have any significant effect on energy demand in shearing sheds.

Stockwater Supply
Many farms rely on natural watering points. The benefits of stockwater systems in terms of improved animal
health and security of supply have been recognised and many farms have individual systems or are part of
community schemes. Stockwater schemes also mitigate pollution of water courses by stock effluent and this
is an important issue under the Resource Management Act. There appears to be little technical information
available that specifically addresses how to improve the energy efficiency of stockwater systems, but several
common sense points can be identified:
•

use gravity supply as much as possible;

•

correctly size pipes, making them large enough to provide an adequate flow with minimal friction losses;

•

use efficient electric motors and pumps and replace impellers with more efficient units when undertaking
maintenance;

•

filter sediment from water to reduce pump wear, pipe obstructions, etc.; and

•

do not pump water unnecessarily — use monitoring systems to shut off pumps when storage and header
tanks are full.

See Chapter 7, “Motors, Pumps, Compressors and Fans” in part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”
for information on electric motors and pumps.
Traditionally, windmills have been used to pump water in remote locations away from power supplies.
Alternatively, diesel engines are used. In some cases, it may be economic to extend an electricity line and use
electric motors, especially if the diesel engine needs a major overhaul or replacement. With modern, efficient
power generation, the result is likely to be a reduction in primary energy use, especially when the potential
for better pump control via electric systems is considered.
In New Zealand, photovoltaic systems have been developed to power remote electric fence units. They are
also available for moderate pumping duties and could be very helpful where water sources are located away
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from good wind sites. The relatively low power output of such systems makes it all the more important to
ensure that the rest of the stock water system is energy efficient.

Fencing and Estate Maintenance
Electric fencing has become popular on sheep and beef properties as it requires only three wires and posts at
5 m intervals rather than the seven or eight wires with posts at 5 m and four to five battens in between required
by traditional fencing (see Case Study 7). The savings in energy consumed during the manufacture and
transport of the wire and posts is probably greater than the power consumed by a mains electric fence unit over
its lifetime, but there do not appear to have been any studies of the energy requirements of different fencing
systems. The energy input when erecting either a conventional or electric fence seems to come more from
human effort than from the fuel for running post-hole borers, rammers and transport of materials.

Case Study 7
Electric fencing using mains power has proved to be a quick, low-cost method of subdivision for a Hawkes
Bay farmer. The farmer increased the number of paddocks from 50 (averaging 6.5 hectares) to 82
(averaging 4 hectares), which allowed him to manage his sheep and cattle to give improved pasture quality
and increased output per hectare. Less productive areas were fenced off and exotic hardwood trees
planted to prevent erosion and provide a future return. Overall gross farm income increased by 38%.

Tasks such as pasture topping, fencing, repairing tracks, hedge trimming and drain cleaning consume an
estimated 21 million litres of fuel annually (McChesney 1985). There do not appear to be opportunities for
significant energy savings in these activities. Any use of tractors and diesel-engine plant will be more efficient
if the engine is well matched to the work requirement, correct gears are selected and tyre pressures and ballast
are set to achieve optimal wheel slip and PTO output (see “Tractor Operation” in Section 5.2).

Horse Breeding/Training
Breeding horses for racing and recreation is not an energy-intensive enterprise. Pasture production is similar
to cattle farming, but additional protein feed (e.g. dried lucerne) is often brought in. The fitness and condition
of the stock is all-important and requires both the labour-intensive operation of exercising and the energyintensive operation of transporting horses to race tracks. There is little room for energy saving in transport
other than carrying as many horses as possible in one horse float or transporter and using an efficient vehicle.
A trend may develop towards greater use of mechanised aids in exercising to reduce labour costs (see Case
Study 8), in which case attention should be paid to using efficient motors and drives.

Case Study 8
An Auckland horse breeder with around 600 horses installed an hydraulic treadmill indoors driven by a
three-phase motor. He claimed that three minutes exercise on the padded platform was equivalent to 20
minutes outdoors. Because the treadmill is sited alongside the stables, labour and transport costs were
reduced. The breeder claimed that animal strength, condition and appearance improved, which should
result in greater profits and a one-year payback period.

4.3 Intensive Pig and Poultry Production
Energy Use Patterns
Over 30 million birds are processed for meat each year. All require housing, as do several million layers and
around 60,000 breeding sows. Full details of pig and poultry production energy requirements were described
in NZERDC Report No. 98 (Sims et. al., 1983).
Pigs and poultry are often housed in environmentally-controlled buildings, whereas cattle and sheep are
usually kept outdoors, or, in the case of beef feedlots, in outdoor yards (which may be partially covered).
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Consequently, the main energy requirements for intensive pig and poultry farming are for heating (especially
for chicken brooding), lighting and ventilation. As Figure 4.2 shows, energy is also used for cleaning, waste
removal, etc. Energy efficiency can be significantly improved by proper attention to building design and
careful selection and operation of lighting, heating and ventilation equipment.
Direct Energy Source

Electricity

Energy Converters

Energy Consuming
Functions

Energy “By-products”

Refrigerators †

Cooling †

Waste Heat

Incubators

Incubating

Motors

Food Handling

Brooders

Heating

Lights

Lighting

Fans

Ventilation

High Pressure Pumps

Cleaning

Exhaust Heat

† Denotes egg only
‡ Denotes broiler only

Gas

Bird Handling
Liquid Fuels

Tractors

Others

Waste Removal

Manure

Moving Litter ‡

Litter (Low Quality) ‡

Transport

Figure 4.2: Direct energy flows in a broiler chicken and egg laying enterprise (Sims, 1983)

Concern over animal welfare may see a return to less intensive production methods, such as free range egg
laying systems, which are not necessarily less energy-demanding than intensive systems. Animals will need
periodic or continuous opportunities for both open and protected living environments. For example, heating
buildings with access openings can be inefficient if poor equipment choices are made.

Building Design
Building design can be used to minimise the need for artificial heating, cooling and lighting by making good
use of sunlight, passive solar space conditioning, and shelter from cool winds, frost hollows, etc. Correct
building orientation, window placement, landscaping and insulation reduce the costs of running a building
and, except for insulation, need not increase the initial cost. Adjustable shutters can be used to assist with
ventilation, and clerestory windows can be used to let light in without overheating the building in summer.
At times, buildings will need to be warmer than ambient conditions, while at other times it may be necessary
to avoid solar heating gain and even to provide artificial cooling. Consequently, the building should be well
insulated, with no gaps in the walls and roof. Furthermore, consideration should be given to installing an
aluminium foil lining to further conserve heat in winter and help keep out solar heat in summer. At the very
least, aluminium foil should be used if budgets do not stretch to allow full insulation.
Correct placement of trees and shrubs around buildings can assist in maintaining the environment required
inside by controlling sun and shade and deflecting winds. They also help to landscape the site and add to its
amenity as a working area.

Lighting
Artificial lighting cycles are often used to optimise production for poultry. The lighting intensity requirements
vary for each class of bird and generally are the greatest for young chickens, less for laying hens and lowest
for broilers. Piggeries also require adequate lighting, both for animal health and also for the occupational
health and safety of workers.
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Lighting should be used to provide the desired light levels at the right time. This can be achieved firstly with
the right number, size and spacing of light sources. Secondly, time switches to turn all, or some, lights on and
off and light-sensitive switches to adjust for variable outside light sources can help save power. Finally, as
a rule, the most efficient form of economical lighting should be used. Case Study 9 illustrates the advantages
of moving from incandescent to efficient fluorescent lights. Reflectors help make the best use of light output
from both incandescent and fluorescent sources. Incandescent lights can double as a heating source for
brooders, but at the expense of some loss of either heating or lighting control.

Case Study 9
A poultry shed in Southland that holds 13,000 layers was lit by 50 incandescent bulbs. Due to the dusty
conditions, two to three lamps needed replacing each week. Replacing the bulbs with 37 x 20 W compact
fluorescents gave a 43% reduction in electricity consumption, thereby saving over $3000 a year. In
addition, there was less heat build up in summer and the birds appeared to be less stressed. The glare
was also reduced, which gave fewer shadows and made it easier to identify cracked eggs.

Heating
Heating is particularly important for brooding. Day-old chicks require quite high temperatures, around 35˚C
initially, with subsequent reductions of about 3˚C per week down to ambient at the end of the brooding period.
Chicks should have access to cooler areas adjacent to the brooder to enable them to become gradually
accustomed to their future productive environment. Batch brooders, where chicks are confined to an insulated,
heated and ventilated compartment with access to an open cage, can be reasonably energy efficient if heated
with direct-fired burners. Broiler sheds can also be heated by direct-fired burners, but this and any other system
based on heating air will only be efficient if the building is well insulated and draughtproof.
A more efficient approach is to use radiant panels, infrared lamps or quartz linear lamps, which directly heat
the chicks rather than the surrounding air. This form of heating is also suitable for layers, broilers, piggeries
and heating personnel working in open implement sheds, dairy sheds, etc.
A simple and low capital-cost form of heating is provided by a single 250 W infrared heat lamp with a builtin reflector. These provide a mix of light and heat. Three of these lamps can brood around 300 chicks (2.5 W/
chick). The lamps are suspended some 450 mm above the litter and raised 50 mm every four to five days until
the end of brooding.
A canopy brooder, shown in Figure 4.3, has an insulated hood, flexible bottom skirting to reduce drafts, a
radiant heat source and a ventilation system, which may include a fan. Such brooders typically accommodate
150 to 350 chicks. An electric radiant element of 750 W may suffice for 250 chicks (2.15 W/chick). These
types of brooders can be suitable for use in a shed that is draughtproof but not well insulated.

Fan

Figure 4.3: Canopy chicken brooder with radiant heating

A horizontal 250 W quartz linear overhead heater with a reflector, as shown in Figure 4.4, is an alternative
to radiant panel heating and infrared lamps. A single unit is suitable for batches of around 250 chicks (1 W/
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chick) and can be placed above the litter in a draughtproof shed. Chicks can find a cooler environment outside
the cover of the heater.

Figure 4.4: Quartz linear lamp and reflector unit

Like infrared lamps and radiant heaters, the beam from a quartz linear lamp (QLL) warms the surface it shines
on rather than the air through which it passes. Therefore, QLLs can be used satisfactorily in large, open, and
even draughty situations without wasting much energy.
The lamps are made from quartz glass with a tungsten element and are filled with gas. They operate at 2200˚C,
giving out short wavelength (1.2 µm) infrared heat and white light. Ruby filters can be added to reduce the
white light emitted and increase the infrared component. Figure 4.5 compares the performance of QLLs with
infrared and radiant heaters and shows the application of QLLs.
(c)

(b)

(a)

QLL Heater

Energy
(arbitrary units)

2200˚C Quartz lamp heater

900˚C Infrared heater
300˚C Radiant panel

0
Visible

5

10µm

Wavelength (µm)
Most benefit when warmed from both sides

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: The application of quartz linear lamps. (a) Spectral energy distribution for radiant
heaters. QLLs can cover whole buildings (b) or just provide spot heating (c)
(Farm Electric Centre, UK, 1993)

The short wavelength radiant energy is absorbed by the skin of the animals to give a pleasant warmth. One
of the advantages of QLLs is the ability to control the heat intensity or area covered by choosing different
reflector designs. If the reflector is parabolic and smooth, a narrow beam of light results, whereas dimpled
reflectors produce a more divergent beam that can be used for frost protection in, say, milking sheds and for
heating at close range (see Figure 4.6).
Underfloor heating of brooder houses is another alternative and is generally a safe option. Underfloor heating
is also suitable for broiler production. The system uses a heat storage material, such as concrete or sand
(protected by a wire mesh screen), heated by electric resistance elements, which could use off-peak power.
The floor should be insulated underneath and on the sides. Heating cables should be controlled by thermostats,
timing devices, etc.
A disadvantage, though, of heating floors with considerable thermal storage arises when a cold spring or
autumn morning is followed by a warm afternoon. This sequence can be difficult to predict and overheating
could be a problem on such days. One of the advantages of QLLs and infrared systems is their fast thermal
response. Heat generation ceases as soon as the lamps are turned off.

Ventilation
The correct level of air movement is necessary for healthy animals and to reduce stress. Higher levels of
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ventilation are essential in summer to remove the heat produced by the animals. For piglets, ventilation is more
important than heating as they have a high metabolic rate but are unable to sweat.
From energy efficiency, production and animal welfare viewpoints, ventilation should be controlled and
properly managed. Proper building design, including correct siting and sizing of fans, blinds and shutters, is
required to avoid unintentional ventilation losses and draughts. Case Study 10 illustrates the benefits of proper
design and energy control in a piggery. Even controlled ventilation means loss of warm air. Energy losses can
be reduced by using a heat exchanger to transfer heat from the outgoing to the incoming air.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: The effect of reflector design on heat output. A smooth parabolic reflector produces a
parallel beam (a), whereas a dimpled reflector produces a divergent beam (b)
(Farm Electric Centre, UK, 1993)

Case Study 10
Maintaining the body temperature of pigs is critical to their growth and to their ability to maximise weight
gain for a given amount of feed. In a 1900-unit South Island pig farm, energy requirements were reduced
by insulating existing buildings and using polystyrene panels in new buildings. In addition, thermostaticallycontrolled blinds and shutters were installed to maintain temperatures at the optimum for pig growth and
comfort. As a result, growth rates improved 20%, despite a 25% reduction in feed per pig. Electricity costs
increased by 30%, but the output of baconers had doubled such that the energy required per pig was
reduced.

It might be conceivable to combine animal housing with greenhouse production, using a heat exchanger to
cool the animal house and warm the greenhouse.

Waste Utilisation
Waste removal and its treatment and disposal is an important part of intensively-housed animals. Much of the
waste is recycled by applying to nearby crops as organic-based fertiliser. An alternative is to anaerobically
digest the waste, but this tends to be a costly process. Waste digestion may be suitable for large piggeries where
the methane produced could be used as a fuel for heating in winter (refer to “Waste Disposal” in Section 3.2).
In the UK, the waste from a number of large poultry houses is collected and combusted for fuel in a 10 MW
power station connected to the grid, but the New Zealand industry is not large enough to warrant this.
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Chapter 5
Arable Farming

5.1 Introduction
The main activities in a cropping operation are those involved in establishing, maintaining and harvesting the
crop. There are opportunities for energy efficiency in all these activities. Some arable farms are operated as
mixed sheep, beef and cropping systems. The largest proportion of regularly irrigated land in New Zealand
is for pasture and crops, and information on irrigation technologies is also included in this chapter.

Energy Use Patterns
Cereal crop commodity prices have fallen in recent years and cheap wheat has been imported from Australia.
The current area being cropped in wheat, barley, oats, peas and maize is approximately 175,000 ha, compared
to the 230,000 ha cropped in 1979. Energy use in this sector has probably declined accordingly. Direct energy
flows in cropping enterprises are shown in Figure 5.1.
Direct Energy Source

Liquid Fuels

Energy Converters

Energy Consuming
Functions

Energy “By-products”

Sprayers

Pest Control

Stubble, Straw, Stover, etc.

Harvesters

Harvesting

Tractors

Cultivating and Crop Establishment
Fertiliser Spreading

Other
Gas

Transport
Drainage

Solar
Dryers

Drying

Exhaust Heat

Wood
Coal

Figure 5.1: Direct energy flows in a cropping enterprise (Sims, 1983)

The seasonal demand for fuel on a cropping farm peaks in spring and autumn (Figure 5.2), which differs from
other farming enterprises, such as dairy farming, where fuel demand peaks in the summer. Dairy farms are
cutting hay and silage in summer, whereas the peak fuel use on arable farms corresponds to spring tillage and
seeding and autumn harvest.
Most of the fuel used on an arable farm, perhaps 70% to 80%, is for tillage and seeding . Tillage is the dominant
energy demand, with the final seeding operation only using about one-fifth of the total crop establishment
energy consumption. The rest of the fuel used on an arable farm is for harvesting, grain and fertiliser carting,
and grain drying.

Potential for Energy Efficiency
On a typical arable farm, the cost of fuels can make up 10% or more of the total farm expenses. This cost could
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(b) Mixed cropping farm

Litres/month

(a) Factory supply dairy farm

July

June

July

(a) Factory supply dairy farm

June

(b) Mixed cropping farm

Figure 5.2: Seasonal patterns of diesel use (after Sims et al., 1983)

be reduced by a quarter or more by adopting practices that are energy efficient. These practices can also save
wear and tear on machinery, save operator time and assist with various aspects of soil conservation. They
include:
•

careful tractor selection and operation;

•

maintenance of machinery;

•

avoiding excessive working of the soil;

•

using integrated pest management to reduce pesticide use;

•

adopting efficient irrigation practices (see Section 5.3);

•

selection and use of low draft implements;

•

use of fallow systems that do not rely on tillage; and

•

applying fertiliser at seeding instead of separately.

The application of the last three practices will depend on the soil type, the crop and management system chosen
and the trade-off between energy efficiency and other factors. The other practices will apply and will be
beneficial to virtually all arable farms.

5.2 Tillage, Seeding and Harvesting
The tractor is the key to energy efficient farm operations. Tractors should be selected so that their power output
and other characteristics are suited to the tasks they must perform. The tractor should be well maintained and
properly set up for each specific task. Finally, use of the tractor should be minimised, which is consistent with
overall management requirements. Each of these factors is discussed below.

Tractor Design
Diesel engines are likely to power tractors well into the twenty-first century, but no significant increases in
efficiency due to refined engine designs are expected. However, fuel efficiency may improve slightly as
engine manufacturers fine-tune their designs. Turbo-charging to give a wider power output range from the
same manufactured engine block will become more popular, but again, this has little effect on thermal
efficiency. Energy conversion efficiencies of three types of tractor are shown in Figure 5.3.
Several manufacturers have recently developed tractors on rubber tracks that have an optimum slip of only
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Figure 5.3: Changes in energy conversion efficiency of agricultural prime movers during this
century, showing maximum, minimum and average efficiencies from power output measured at the
power take off or belt

around 4%. They have the potential to reduce fuel use by 20% to 30% compared with conventional wheeled
tractors, but are at present only available on large-powered models. Road speeds of 40 or more km an hour
are possible. Case Study 11 illustrates the benefits of rubber-tracked machines. This development represents
the most significant improvement in tractor efficiency since the widespread adoption of diesel engines. Once
lower-powered tractors on rubber tracks become available, there will be potential to significantly reduce the
energy requirements for cultivation and land operations.

Case Study 11
Lochinvar Station purchased a Caterpillar Challenger 75 (260 kW brake power) with rubber tracks in 1989.
It can pull a set of 6.5 m wide giant discs at 12 to 13 km/h, which equates to over 7 ha/hour. An on-board
computer controls fuel metering and reduces the power output for low-power demanding equipment, and
only 7 l/ha diesel is consumed (around 10 l/ha might be expected using a conventional tractor). After 5000
hours, the tracks were swapped and rotated to extend their life. A claimed tractor life of 10,000 hours would
be an improvement on a wheeled tractor working under comparable conditions.

Performance monitors that incorporate fuel flow meters are now standard on several tractor models. The
information provided to the operator includes percent wheel slip, hectares per hour, fuel consumption and
number of hectares completed. This should allow the operator to adjust the machine to suit prevailing
conditions and, hence, minimise time and/or fuel use. However, a brief survey of operators who use such
technology showed that many of them did not have sufficient knowledge to gain maximum benefit from the
data received.

Tractor Selection
Almost 100,000 tractors are operated on farms in New Zealand, and around 2000 new machines are sold
annually. The number of new tractors registered varies with farm disposable income and virtually all are
powered by diesel fuel. There is no independent organisation that advises farmers on performance or selection,
and comparative information, including specific fuel consumption levels of different makes and models, is
difficult to obtain.
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The selection of the size of tractor to suit an enterprise depends on the implement type and size. A diesel engine
will give the best fuel economy when working at a high load. From a practical point of view, tractors that
consistently use more than 80% of full power are found to suffer breakdown levels that may be unacceptable.
The 80% level may represent a compromise between energy efficiency and reliability. Having an overpowered machine (only operating at 50% of fuel power, say) for a light task is not fuel efficient. Having an
underpowered tractor may not be fuel efficient either, although part of the reason for this could be excessive
wheel slip due to inadequate weight on the driving wheels. When disc ploughing, a 90 kW tractor may require
around 11 to 12 l/ha, whereas an underpowered 60 kW machine may require over 16 l/ha.
The consequence of selecting a tractor to best match the heaviest task on a farm is that it will be overpowered
for many of the lighter tasks, although there are steps the operator can take to reduce the fuel use of an
overpowered tractor (see “Tractor Operation” below). It is appreciated that a model may be purchased that
is larger than is ideal to give greater insurance of completing a task while the weather holds (i.e. more hectares
per hour). In some cases, however, the larger model is purchased simply for the prestige value.
During an investigation of fuel use by tractors conducted from 1985 to 1987 and funded by NZERDC (and
later by the Ministry of Energy) it became evident that there was considerable confusion on the part of farm
tractor operators and dealers concerning the real power output of their machines. Hence, selection of the
correct size to match existing implements and obtain fuel efficiency benefits was difficult to achieve.
Suggested Strategy: Power rating (maximum kW output at the power-take-off) and specific fuel consumption
at 100% and 80% maximum power (kWh/l) should be clearly stated by the importer and labelled on all tractors
sold in New Zealand.
A result of the tractor fuel use investigation, just mentioned, was the prodution of a “Tractor Facts” education
package. Aimed at assisting tractor drivers to save fuel and time, it consists of a manual, a field pocket book
and a video, and was the recipient of several international awards for farm extension aids. A major section of
the manual consists of advice on tractor selection (see the outline of the “Tractor Facts” pack in Appendix 1).

Tractor Operation
Good maintenance of both the tractor and its implements is essential to efficient tractor operation. The key
elements are:
•

set up for optimum wheel slip, ideally by using the hydraulic system to transfer weight as necessary from
the implement to the tractor wheels;

•

proper use of the hydraulics, especially relating to draft control and position control; and

•

operation at the lowest permissible engine speed able to provide the power needed through proper throttle
and gear selection.

The “Tractor Facts” pack, which includes more detail on each of these items, is outlined in Appendix 1.
The “Tractor Facts” pack was prepared after the authors ran a series of field days for tractor operators (Young
et al., 1987; Sims et al., 1988). Following the theory and demonstration sessions held in the morning, the
operators brought their own tractors to a clinic where they were power tested, weighed and tyre pressures
checked. Advice was then offered on settings and performance.
After evaluating over 150 tractors, this approach identified specific areas that were poorly understood by
operators. The knowledge and experience gained from this programme became the basis for the “Tractor
Facts” extension programme. The emphasis was on operating techniques that save fuel and time and included
using wheel slip as a performance indicator, operating in a higher gear at lower engine speed to give the same
forward speed, tyre selection and pressures, correct use of hydraulic systems as installed by the manufacturer
and thorough maintenance of the tractor and implements.
The improvements in performance on the farmers’ tractors used during the field days and the results from a
follow-up survey of those who had attended one of these field days suggested that the potential benefits
included a 20% reduction in fuel consumption and a 16% increase in work rate. Even then, and with the
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information packaged in farmer-friendly terms, it was difficult to generate any real interest in its uptake by
the industry. It was thought that tractor operators often consider themselves “experts” and did not wish to be
proven wrong. Thus resistance to further education by many operators was found to be a major barrier to
uptake.
Attempts were made to educate the salespeople and dealers of the larger tractor retail networks in the hope
that the advice would be passed on to their farmer clients. Some signs of improvement were evident, but the
overall success of this venture was also questionable. At the time the “Tractor Facts” pack was introduced,
farmers were still experiencing the rural downturn that resulted after government embarked on economic
reform. Farmers and rural businesses may have been focused on immediate survival to the point where new
information could not be assimilated. Now that profitability has returned to most primary production sectors,
a relaunch of the package could be successful.
Another approach to educating drivers was the Ammo-phos Tractor Pulling competitions instigated 20 years
ago at the National Fieldays (and now also in regions). These competitions reinforce the fuel efficiency
messages by encouraging operators to consider ballast levels, hitch points, etc. The intent is that both
competitors and spectators learn from these events. This has proved quite successful and winning speeds
(which represent hectares per hour) have certainly improved over the years. It is not possible, however, to
quantify the fuel savings that may have resulted.
Suggested Strategy: “Tractor Facts” is the basis for tractor operator education. It is an appropriate time to
reactivate this programme to inform operators about fuel and time efficiency.

Cultivation Techniques
The total area of land cultivated each year may increase again over the next decade due to expanding niche
markets in seed production, oil crops and organic crops. Cultivation uses up to 70% of the total diesel fuel input
to crop production and harvest. Traditional mouldboard plough/disc/harrow systems or rotary cultivating
systems can consume over 50 l/ha (2000 MJ/ha).
Conservation tillage techniques have the potential to dramatically reduce the cultivation fuel demand while
at the same time helping with soil conservation. Conservation tillage (really no-till) involves leaving or
spreading harvest residues over the soil surface, eliminating all primary and secondary tillage, using
herbicides in place of some tillage operations and planting (and possibly fertilising) with a heavy seed drill
that can penetrate the residues and the untilled soil. Even allowing for the embodied energy in the chemical
herbicides used with conservation tillage, the energy required to prepare the ground for drilling may only be
380 MJ/ha (10 litres of diesel equivalent).
There are a range of tillage options — minimum tillage methods — between the extremes of full cultivation
and conservation tillage that can conserve fuel, save time and reduce soil damage without major detrimental
effects on yield. These include fallowing, reducing the number of passes, accepting a coarser seedbed
(depending on the crop to be sown) and cultivating at shallower depths. The latter two factors may become
increasingly important as concerns over the sustainability of traditional cultivation methods grows. At
present, however, cultivation of land for arable and market garden crops is being carried out as vigorously as
ever using more powerful and heavier equipment than before.
Another sustainability issue being debated overseas concerns the amount of carbon originally locked up in
the organic matter (OM) but released to the atmosphere following cultivation. New Zealand soils tend to be
high in OM, but intensive cultivation reduces it. If it can be shown that minimum tillage techniques reduce
OM loss and could even add carbon to the soil by incorporation of plant material, the techniques should be
encouraged to help mitigate global warming.
In NZERDC Report 98 (Sims et. al., 1983), conservation tillage was identified as a technique that could save
fuel. In the succeeding decade, it is of interest to note that the potential for arable farming systems has not been
realised in spite of considerable promotion and significant investment in research. Farmers will not take up
minimum tillage methods simply to save diesel, especially at its current low price. Other factors will affect
the decision, including time saving, extension of grazing period between crops, improved timeliness of seed
sowing, increased crop yields, better traction conditions and reduced soil erosion and structure damage.
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Integrated Pest Management
Integrated pest management has several meanings. It can refer to a regionally-based cooperative effort on pest
management that can reduce the use of pesticides, and save diesel and aircraft fuels. It can also refer to a mix
of biological controls (such as using pest parasites) and judicious chemical spraying on a single farm. More
efficient, less frequent spraying can result from monitoring pest and disease populations (with pheromone and
bait traps) and weather data and then spraying only when threshold conditions are exceeded.
A regionally-based approach can reduce problems of pesticide resistance and recolonisation of sprayed fields
from neighbouring properties. Participants spray according to agreed protocols that involve monitoring
thresholds and, in some cases, simultaneous action. The main motivation is not energy efficiency, but lower
costs, better yields, less use of chemicals (which satisfies concerned consumers and reduces occupation health
risks) and avoiding long-term problems. The same factors motivate the use of biological controls based on
monitoring and threshold approaches.

Crop Harvesting
The harvesting of cereal crops consumes over 5 million litres of diesel annually. There is little opportunity
for operators to save fuel other than by regular engine maintenance. Some consideration of field patterns and
the method of transferring grain from the harvester to a bin or truck could result in a small reduction.
Harvester manufacturers are continually improving designs, which will give higher capacities with some
resultant fuel savings per tonne of harvested crop. For example, the latest grain strippers minimise straw
throughput and have higher work rates (hectares per hour). However, since the threshing mechanism remains
the major power consumer, further savings could result in the future.
A system is under development that monitors yield data from harvesters using satellite positioning to identify
lower yield areas, which can then be given additional fertiliser during the next season. If this system can be
commercialised, indirect energy savings could result. Lengthening the harvesting period will be an important
goal in the future, as harvesters are very expensive and the more a harvester can handle each season, the lower
the fixed costs per unit. Additional drying of the grain harvested at either end of the season will require more
energy.
The technique of whole crop harvesting has been closely evaluated (Clark, 1983), but has not received any
commercial interest in New Zealand. The grain is separated from the husks, which can be used for stock feed,
and the straw can also be utilised as feed or for energy.
Cereal straw is usually disposed of by burning the windrows left in the field after the combine harvester passes.
This practice has recently been banned in Europe due to the resulting air pollution. If this practice is also
banned in New Zealand, more energy will be required to chop the straw and incorporate it into the soil. The
straw itself has an energy value and is used extensively as a heating fuel in some countries. In Denmark, for
example, around 15% of the total straw production is used as a fuel. It is mainly burned on-farm to provide
space heating for homes and livestock sheds. A wide range of makes and models of straw burners, most fully
automated, are commercially available, but this mature technology is not used in New Zealand. In this country,
the demand for space heating is lower than in Denmark, but straw may still be useful for drying grain or as
a fuel for process heat at a malting plant, brewery or bakery.

5.3 Grain Drying and Conditioning
Grain must be stored at a low moisture content to keep it in good condition (or chilled, which is covered later).
Using natural drying is obviously the least expensive option, but leaving ripe crops standing to dry has to be
weighed against the risk of damage and loss from adverse weather. Approximately one-third of cereals
harvested are dried by forced ventilation alone. On-farm drying with air heated by LPG, oil, electricity, wood
or coal is feasible, but most grain is delivered to large central processing installations for drying (often farm
cooperatives). Drying requires 1000 to 2500 MJ heat per tonne when dropping the moisture to 12% to 14%
(depending on the initial moisture content). Thermal efficiencies of the dryers range from 35% to 70%, so there
is room for improvement.
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A wide range of dryer types are commercially available. Generally, using direct-fired gas or LPG heaters will
be more energy efficient than using electric resistance elements supplied with power from thermal power
stations. The special requirements of some seeds and grains may make the use of gas difficult (see Case Study
12). The selection of the dryers and determining how these should be integrated into a drying system will
depend on the requirements of the material to be dried. Case Study 13 shows how a system had to be altered
to meet the needs of a new crop. The need for change heating arrangements presents an opportunity to install
an energy efficient as well as a commercially-viable system.

Case Study 12
A Wairau farmer established a new enterprise growing pumpkins for their edible seeds with potential as
an export crop. Seeds could be dried using natural gas or LPG, but installations proved difficult because
the seed membranes could easily catch fire as they settled on the drying beds. An electrical drying system
was installed that was also claimed to have half the running costs of natural gas and better temperature
control. The system proved so successful that its capacity was doubled a year after installation. This small
capital outlay resulted in a 240% increase in production using a 24-hour operation. To extend the
installation’s utilisation beyond the three-month season for pumpkin seeds, other crops such as beans, fruit
and garlic are to be dried in the future.

Case Study 13
An Ashburton grain grower used a batch-drying silo for his cereals, but on diversifying to the higher value
crops borage and evening primrose, it proved too slow to dry these crops sufficiently in the desired time
span. A drying shed was built with a drying floor capable of holding 200 tonnes of cereals and 40 tonnes
of seed. A centrifugal fan driven by a 30 kW motor was installed, along with a 140 kW heater bank. The
system requires less labour than batch drying and, because the optimum storage moisture content is
reached more rapidly, both sprouting and fungal attack have been eliminated. Profitability has increased
greatly as a result.

Very efficient electrical drying is possible by using dehumidification arrangements that involve heat pumps.
This approach is discussed below. Whatever system is used, it needs to be operated efficiently. Getting the
highest efficiency out of most systems depends on the operator having a good understanding of the drying
process. For example, specialist seeds require careful drying and storage to maintain a high germination rate.

Dehumidifiers
Heaters are commonly used to raise the air temperature by, say, 5˚C to give greater drying capacity to the air
as a result of its reduced relative humidity. Alternatively, a dehumidifier could be used, which is a more
efficient method of increasing the drying effect of the air than simply using heat (Figure 5.4).
Condenser
(hot coil)

Fan

Evaporator
(cold coil)
Air flow

Compressor
Refrigerant line
Expansion valve

Water tray

Figure 5.4: The operating principles of a dehumidifier (Farm Electric Centre, 1990a)
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Figure 5.4 shows the key component, namely the heat pump unit with its condenser and evaporator. Warm,
moist air passes over the evaporator and moisture is removed. The latent heat gained by the evaporator is
returned to the air stream at the condenser, so that warm, dry air is available for the next pass through the
material being dried. The most energy efficient approach is to build dehumidification units into a closed circuit
system, such as shown in Figure 5.5 (note that a variety of drying temperatures and humidity levels can be
achieved). Information on how a closed-cycle system can be configured to give very precise control of the
drying temperatures, rates and moisture content of moderate volumes of material is provided in.

Auxiliary heaters
(if required)

Hot, dry air
50˚ 26% RH*
Condenser

Expansion
valve

Evaporator

Product being dried

Air 45˚
50% RH*

Warm, moist air
Fan

Refrigerant
compressor

Condensed
water

Insulated, vapour-tight
drying chamber

RH*: Relative humidity
Note: Temperatures are for illustration only
and vary with different systems and products

Figure 5.5: Closed dehumidifier drying system

When dealing with large volumes of material, overdrying of part of the material could be a problem and open
systems may be more suitable. For example, to prevent overdrying of the bottom layers in a grain stack, the
dry air from a dehumidifier bank can be mixed with varying amounts of more humid outside air. Figure 5.6
shows a range of options with different levels and means of air control.
Closed systems can reduce the energy needs by 66% over conventional hot air drying systems. The savings
with open systems depends on the amount of bypass air and the rate of drying and can vary from 10% to 50%.

Solar Drying
Solar drying techniques for warming the air before it passes to the dryer could be used to dry slightly wetter
grain and are under investigation. To date, however, the capital investment for the benefit gained during the
short harvesting period has not been warranted. Research should continue as solar drying could reduce fossil
fuel requirements, although sunshine hours in the crop growing areas of New Zealand are such that total
dependence on solar drying is unlikely.

Crop Cooling
Grain stacks accumulate considerable amounts of heat during drying and this heat needs to be removed quickly
once drying is complete. Natural cooling takes too long and exposes the stored grain to a variety of risks, such
as elevated pest levels.
Bulk drying systems often use the main drying fan to remove heat from the grain after drying. This is inefficient
as the airflows needed for drying are higher than normally recommended for cooling. Hence, the electricity
consumption is unnecessarily high and furthermore the cooling air is partly heated when passing through the
fan.
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(a)
Drying air to
grain store

Dehumidifier

(b)
Main drying fan
Drying air to
grain store

Fan housing

Main drying fan

Bank of small
dehumidifiers

By-pass

Fan housing
By-pass

(c)
Drying air to
grain store

Dehumidifier fan
Dehumidifier

Main drying fan

Fan housing
By-pass

Figure 5.6: Open dehumidifying systems for grain drying (a) variable bypass, (b) multi-staging, (c)
internal fan control, (Farm Electric Centre, 1990b)

Low-volume ventilation is a recommended alternative whereby a small secondary or parasite fan is used to
provide air at around 8 m3/tonne/hour (Figure 5.7). Existing drying ducting can be used. Thermostats to
monitor the grain temperature and the ambient temperature can be used to control the fan so it only runs when
the ambient air temperature is sufficiently low.
Parasite fan

Air control doors

Main drying fan

Main air duct

Figure 5.7: The smaller “parasite” fan for chilling (Farm Electric Centre, 1990b)

Crop Chilling
Grain chilling to reduce the temperature of stored grain rather than to reduce the moisture content has been
promulgated for some years. McBea Mobile Grain Coolers, which claim to consume only 5 kWh of electrical
energy per tonne of grain chilled, have recently been manufactured in Australia.
The final temperature required depends on the grain moisture content, but is around 13˚C to 14˚C in summer
at a grain moisture content of 13% to 15%. Whether there are significant energy savings over drying or simple
air fan cooling is not clear. An additional major benefit that may be implemented anyway is that chemical
treatment to protect dried grain from pest attack when in storage can be reduced if the grain is chilled rather
than dried, thereby reducing the level of chemical residues found in grain products.
Chilling can also be used as an alternative to ambient air cooling to lower grain temperatures after drying. Case
Study 14 indicates that this may have pest control benefits, but it is not yet clear whether energy savings are
possible. The embodied energy in the grain saved from being spoiled or lost would need to come into the
calculation when making energy comparisons. Sometimes the scale of operation can have a marked effect on
energy efficiency (see Case Study 15).
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Case Study 14
A Palmerston North health food company has recently installed a grain chiller to replace air fan cooling of
its grain. The old system used cool night air to bring down the field temperature of the grain and daytime
air was also used if a cold southerly front came through. Using the chiller, the company was able to bring
the temperature of grain in 800-tonne silos down to 10˚C in only 13 days. The insect population in the stored
grain plummeted to virtually zero as a result, which has avoided the need for chemical control. The
additional energy required to reduce the temperature more rapidly has not been monitored, however.

Case Study 15
An Invercargill potato grower markets clean, washed, top quality potatoes for the domestic market. To
lengthen the harvesting season and harvest the potatoes at the optimum time, he developed a washing
process that then led to the installation of drying and storage systems. An electric heater warms the air to
dry the potatoes, which are then chilled and stored at 7˚C. Infection is eliminated.
Using off-peak electricity for drying reduced the cost per tonne by 41%. Doubling the production enabled
energy consumption per tonne to be reduced by 19% due to economies of scale.

Grain Handling
Regardless of any heating or cooling source, electricity is required for driving conveyors, augers, throwers
and blowers. Power requirements vary with length conveyed, throughput rate, moisture content of the crop
and angle of elevation. Motors may give the appearance of being oversized, but this is often done to avoid
operating in overload conditions (e.g. with wet grain at steep elevations). Nonetheless, existing motor size
should never be taken for granted and, at replacement, the option of a smaller motor should be examined.

5.4 Irrigation
Applying water to pastures and crops consumes up to 160 GWh of electricity in a dry year being 25% of total
arable on-farm electricity consumption. Some diesel is used for smaller systems. A range of initiatives are
available to improve the efficiency of irrigation, and include:
•

using gravity supply where possible;

•

using efficient motors and pumps;

•

correctly matching pumps to their duty;

•

using low-head distribution and sprinkler systems;

•

monitoring soil moisture to guide water application;

•

using weather forecasts when on a roster system;

•

applying the minimum amount of water to achieve targets;

•

varying irrigation across a paddock to match soil conditions;

•

conserving applied water, through mulch, shelter belts, etc.; and

•

maintaining all equipment and water sources in good condition.

Saving energy may not be a major motivator in many cases, but there is potential for synergies between energy
efficiency and a range of other pressing needs. Correct sizing of equipment can save scarce investment capital.
Reducing water use can avoid resource use conflict, particularly during periods of low river flows. In some
cases, however, a compromise may need to be struck between minimising capital costs, water use and energy
inputs.
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Average annual use of a typical irrigation system is only 100 to 500 hr/year, reaching perhaps 1500 hours in
Canterbury in a dry year. Therefore, payback periods based on energy cost savings tend to be long.
The use of irrigation is gradually expanding as more farmers appreciate its benefits in terms of increased
production or insurance against dry periods (it may be essential for some crops). The corresponding rise in
energy demand can be minimised by careful attention to the points listed above. Case Study 16 illustrates a
reasonably efficient system installed on a dairy farm.

Case Study 16
A Taranaki farmer milking 200 cows on 55 hectares boosted milkfat from 22,000 kg to 33,000 kg per year
after installing irrigation. The system consumed 2200 kWh/ha/year and the payback period (capital/extra
income minus power charges) was approximately three years.
If similar returns could be achieved in other regions, more dairy farmers might install irrigation systems in
the future, which will significantly increase the total on-farm power demand.
The system installed was based on a Tasmanian design of an underground mains network with long,
flexible laterals on the surface. At 350 to 400 kPa, it is a low pressure system compared with a travelling
irrigator (600 to 900 kPa). Therefore, energy input is comparatively low and it can use off-peak power.
The sprinklers, individually fixed on sledges, require regular moving, which can be quickly achieved by one
man on a motor bike dragging the sledge with his foot. The design is for an eight to 10 day rotation. Three
pumps are used and the main pump has two boosters for when higher heads are required.

System Design and Operation
Systems should be designed to match well characteristics, such as water levels and flow rates. Even so,
problems can develop. Due to increased irrigation demands in a region such as Canterbury, well levels can
drop more than expected and the pumps no longer work at their optimum efficiency. Properly designed
systems require good maintenance. Pump and well tests, for example, should be conducted periodically to
encourage good maintenance and management. Problems such as a well screen blockage can reduce water
intake, which would waste energy unless the problem was identified.
The water distribution system selected by the farmer determines the energy requirement. Border dyke systems
use gravity to distribute water across the land. This is energy efficient, but can lead to excessive use of water,
although good control systems that use water sensors mitigate this problem. Big rain guns usually use more
energy per hectare than travelling low-head overhead sprinkler machines. For horticultural applications,
trickle irrigation emitters are very efficient and place the water only where it is needed. The system choice
is a complex matter and depends on the crop, water supply, cost, pressure requirements and distribution
pattern. Case Study 17 is an example of good design combined with water conservation measures.

Case Study 17
An outdoor lettuce and cucumber grower expanded his enterprise only to find the existing pump and bore
could not cope with the extra load required to irrigate using traditional overhead sprinklers. A trickle
irrigation system was installed and straw mulch was placed between plastic covered beds over all the
outdoor area. This avoided the capital cost of digging a new well, buying a bigger pump and expanding
the sprinkler system. Water savings of 70% per hectare resulted and electricity savings of a similar level
were also achieved. In addition, yields rose considerably since water and nutrients were placed near the
root zone, chemicals were not washed off before they took effect and water gained solar energy while
passing through the exposed black alkathene pipes, which warmed the soil.

Computer design systems such as IRRICAD can minimise water demand and, therefore, reduce pumping
requirements, which will save energy. An unpublished report from the (then) Ministry of Energy showed how
careful sprinkler selection could produce the same water application rate with less energy. In practice, no
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farmer would change sprinklers just to save energy, but the report should be published so new systems could
be designed to take energy efficiency into account.
Suggested Strategy: EECA should review and, if necessary, revise the Ministry of Energy report and make
it available to growers and agricultural advisors who might benefit from the recommendations.

Irrigation Scheduling
The amount of water applied should be determined by the crop’s needs, climatic conditions, growth stage, soil
type and quality of irrigation water. It is not known how much overwatering occurs in New Zealand nor how
much energy could be saved by avoiding it, but at face value there is likely to be potential for improvement.
Management techniques that monitor soil water and apply water only when there is a moisture deficit have
the potential to reduce water use, save energy and improve crop quality. This is a classic example of where
energy savings could be achieved in practice as other benefits are also apparent.
In the greenhouse industry, semiautomatic or automatic watering systems are common. Use of preset time
switches is acceptable if the crop’s moisture requirement is known. However, using electronic soil moisture
indicator probes connected to an electronic controller is usually the preferred option. The probes, placed 400
mm apart in the soil, act as electrodes and measure the electrical resistance of the soil, which corresponds to
the moisture content. The electronic controller responds to the signal at a predetermined level and causes a
solenoid valve to operate, which controls the water supply to this area.
Suggested Strategy: The benefits of energy savings to be had from irrigation scheduling based on soil
moisture monitoring should be evaluated and, if appropriate, this technique should be promoted.

Grower Incentives
It is generally recognised that many growers are not highly motivated by energy efficiency or the cost savings
to be gained, possibly because they have other priorities. It has also been recognised that electricity pricing
signals and promotions can provide a further disincentive to efficient use of energy. For example, Electricity
Ashburton offered the following incentives to farmer customers for the 1991/92 season:
Annual capacity charge/kW of connected load

$29.80/kW/year

Energy rate for first 500 kWh/kW

9.48 c/kWh

Energy rate for next 500-1500 kWh/kW

3.75 c/kWh

Energy rate for the balance

3.39 c/kWh

In a brochure prepared by MAFTech Lincoln for Electricity Ashburton, it was clearly acknowledged that “the
low electricity cost on the second step is a positive encouragement to irrigate fully throughout the season”.
Such a tariff base would actively discourage any efforts to reduce energy consumption. As a further incentive
to use more power, it was shown that a well-matched system will reach the 500 kWh/kW level in 22 days for
a travelling irrigator working 22 to 23 hours per day (i.e. 500 hours). It was further stated that to reach the
second step would take longer if the “operating hours per day are low”. Whether or not the crop required water
appeared irrelevant.
Suggested Strategy: The Electricity Supply Association and EECA should produce guidelines for energy
companies to set tariffs that encourage saving of both power and water for their customers’ irrigation schemes.
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Chapter 6
Horticulture

6.1 Introduction
This chapter covers the production of fruit, vegetables, flowers and other similar crops outdoors rather than
in greenhouses or other controlled environments. Fruit trees and some vegetable and flower seedlings are
raised in nurseries, and propagation and initial development may take place under cover before the plants are
moved outdoors. The management of nurseries is covered in Chapter 7, “Controlled Plant Environments”.
Orchards and market gardens are often irrigated, and the general energy efficiency principles set out in
Section 5.4 apply equally well to horticulture as they do to arable farming.
Many horticultural products need to be cooled to maintain quality and extend their life. Section 6.4 discusses
crop cooling, and the information in that section will also apply to produce from greenhouses. A wider variety
of cooling techniques are relevant to horticultural products than those applied to grains and other arable crops,
which are described in Section 5.3.
Horticulture production is more energy intensive than arable farming. Market garden inputs can range from
being similar to arable farming to over twice as energy intensive per hectare. Energy inputs to fruit production
can be up to four times higher per hectare than conventional arable farming.
The basic energy efficiency principles that apply to arable farming also apply here. For fruit production, the
main focus needs to be on minimising spray applications. For instance, spraying should be carried out only
when necessary, and the efficiency of spraying should be improved (i.e. getting the right amount of spray
where it is needed and nowhere else). Needless to say, this approach will confer a wide range of benefits other
than energy efficiency.
For market gardens, soil tillage is a major energy user and the basic principles of minimising soil working
and having an efficient tractor, implements and operations apply here.

6.2 Fruit Production
Energy Use Patterns
The increase in fruit production from approximately 21,000 hectares in 1979 to almost 50,000 hectares in
1992 (Department of Statistics, 1992) will have resulted in an increase in energy demand by this sector for
a range of activities. Figure 6.1 shows the energy consuming activities carried out in an orchard.
Most energy inputs occur in the orchard as fuel for tractors (mainly to drive spraying equipment), hydraladders and forklifts. McChesney (1985) identified the liquid fuel demand by activity (Table 6.1). Setting
aside off-farm transport, either of product or personnel, the largest energy use is for spraying operations.
Other significant energy-demanding activities are mowing and harvesting. For some types of orchards,
apples for example, trimming and pruning are also significant. The potential to improve energy efficiency
in these activities is discussed below. Frost protection, while not a large energy user, is a vital activity for some
orchards and is also covered below.
Energy is generally a low cost budget item for most horticultural operations and this may present a barrier
to the uptake of energy efficiency techniques. In an apple or peach orchard, fuel costs, for example, are only
around 3.5% of total costs, whereas labour costs are closer to 50% (Sims et al., 1983). In a kiwifruit block,
slightly less labour is required, but fuel costs remain at the 3.5% level. In a vineyard, which tends to be more
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Figure 6.1: Direct energy flows in an orchard enterprise

Activity

Kiwifruit
(Bay of Plenty — 6 ha)

Grapes
(Large-scale vineyard
attached to winery — 200 ha)
( l/ha)

Vine/tree spraying

Inter-row cultivation

13 sprays at 9 l/ha

120

—

Apples
(Nelson — 14 ha)

( l/ha)

10 sprays at 3.5 l/ha

35

2 hoeings at 8 l/ha

16

2 mechanical trims,
disposal/mulching of
trimmings and prunings

20

( l/ha)

15 sprays: self-propelled
petrol sprayer and diesel
tractor
(15 l/ha)

225*

—
Hydraulic ladder: 8 hours
at 5 l/hr, disposal of
prunings (mulching)

60*

10 mowings at 6.5 l/ha

65

Trimming/pruning

4 tractor hours at 5 l/hr

20

Mowing

11 full mowings

80*

Weed spray

3 applications at 5 l/ha

15

Spot spraying 2-3 times

11

Minimal

5

Topdressing

3 applications at 5 l/ha

10

1 application

3

2 applications at 5 l/ha

10

Shelter
maintenance

10 tractor hours at 3.5 l/hr

35

Minimal

2

Minimal

10

Harvest

(2 tractors:
transport/stacking)
12 tractor hours at 3.5 l/hr

40

Mechanical harvester
(5.5t/hr)

20

Hydraulic ladder

50*

plus 4 tractor hours
at 6 l/hr

24

plus 15 tractor hours
at 3.5 l/hr

50

Materials handling

Forklift 5 hours at 4 l/hr

20

Front-end loader 2 hours
at 4 l/hr

8

Forklift 8 hours at 4.5 l/hr

35*

Product transport

24 Tonnes to coolstore
(25 km trip)

60

12 Tonnes to winery
(15 km trip)

18

55 Tonnes to packhouse
(30 km trip)

130

Overheads

On farm (tractor use, etc.)

25

On farm (tractors, etc.)

18

On farm (tractors, etc.)

30

25

Trucks

10

Trucks

Light transport vehicles

35*

Light transport vehicles

Miscellaneous transport
Motorcar (2000 litres total)
Total

340*
790

—

220

20
160*
850

* predominantly petrol, otherwise predominantly diesel

Table 6.1: Fuel use budgets for kiwifruit, grapes and apples when mature and in full production
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mechanised, fuel costs and labour costs are very similar and fuel costs can be as high as 14% of the total annual
costs. As in other areas of agriculture, energy efficiency may be linked to time savings and improved
production and quality. In such cases, there is a good chance energy efficiency will improve.

Low Input Systems
In some areas, growers have realised that they are beyond the point of diminishing returns in terms of
management inputs and returns on crops. Consequently, they are looking at ways to restore the balance and
this may lead to lower energy demand per property. Whether this could mean less energy input per unit of
production is unclear. A similar situation exists with moves towards organic or environmentally friendly
production.
For example, with the current decline of the kiwifruit market, growers have been evaluating ways of reducing
costs. The recent downturn of the industry has resulted in some vines being pulled out and other growers
considering lower input systems. Both strategies could result in less energy demand by the industry, although
any future savings may be offset by the development of new products from kiwifruit and the planting of new
varieties to once again give a market lead. Lower input systems have more potential to reduce labour input
costs than energy input costs, but reducing the number of mowings, for example, could have an effect on fuel
demand.

Ground Cover Crops
Grass is usually sown beneath the rows of trees or canes to enable vehicle access when wet and to reduce the
chances of frost. It must be mown regularly and herbicides are applied directly under the trees. Alternatively,
the ground can be regularly cultivated, which is the preferred option in vineyards as the juice produced is
higher quality. Both mowing and cultivation operations are relatively high fuel consumers. An alternative
measure would be to plant low-growing cover crops. Research continues to identify suitable crops that will
smother weeds but not compete with the growth and production of the fruit. If successful, some fuel savings
should result.

Spray Application
Of all orchard operations, spraying is the largest consumer of fuel. Air blast sprayers in which the air acts as
the carrier of spray droplets are commonly used. Most tractor power is consumed by the fan. This method is
well established in spite of its low efficiency — only 20% to 30% of the chemical reaches the target. Research
developments have concentrated on more accurate application methods rather than reducing energy inputs per
se, and new sprayer designs tend to be more complex, require more maintenance and are less reliable. Grower
uptake of these new designs is, therefore, slow.
Using more concentrated sprays may reduce energy demand and time spent returning to refill the tank because
of lower volume application rates. However, reducing the number of applications in a season would have a
greater effect. This could be achieved by using integrated pest management techniques that involve only
spraying when required rather than at fixed intervals (refer to Section 5.2 for more information on integrated
pest management). Tank mixing of approved chemicals , and the consequent application of several types of
spray at once, could also help to reduce the number of passes.

Frost Protection
Frost pots that burn oil have been virtually phased out due to the resulting air pollution. Sprinkler irrigation
systems can be used to wet the buds and foliage and create a protective ice layer to protect the delicate young
tissue from below zero temperatures. Compared with alternatives, this is a low energy input system, but can
result in waterlogged soils in some regions.
Where the water is supplied by an electric pump, a suitably-sited air thermostat could be used to operate a relay
to start/stop the pump when the air temperature falls/rises beyond the desired temperature range. For mains
water, the thermostat could open and close a solenoid valve as required.
Efficient trickle and micro-sprinkler irrigation systems are not useful for frost protection. Consequently, wind
machines powered by large, stationary engines have been installed on some orchard properties to mix the
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layers of air to avoid frost conditions developing, but have met with limited success. Some larger properties
now hire helicopters capable of covering up to ten hectares each. Air movement is not restricted by shelter
belts or wind breaks, as is the case with fixed wind machines. Fuel inputs are high, but the overall cost is
warranted if a crop can be saved from frost damage. It is unlikely growers will install overhead sprinklers for
frost protection simply to save energy unless the operational costs for helicopters and wind machines rise
significantly.

Other Orchard Operations
Tractors have been partly replaced by four-wheel bikes for transporting small loads in some orchards. Small
electric vehicles could prove suitable alternatives on flat orchards, particularly for crops where relatively
small volumes are involved, such as berry fruits.
Hydra ladders (operated by a small petrol engine driving a hydraulic pump and motors/rams) are commonly
used when pruning, thinning and picking fruit. Electrically-powered units could reduce the energy required,
particularly if lowering the boom could be used to partly recharge the batteries. The reduction of noise output
would be a large bonus for staff working in the orchard. Some fuel could be saved by careful planning of the
harvest operation and by only using the hydra ladder when necessary (workers may currently use the hydra
ladder when ground access is possible).
Energy is required to power the graders, coolstore refrigerators (see Section 6.4) and lights. Most fruit growers
supply large cooperative packhouses that overall would consume less energy per tonne than would a series
of sheds and coolstores on individual properties.

6.3 Market Gardens and Amenity Areas
Energy Use Patterns
Vegetable production, including production of field crops such as beans and sweetcorn, increased from around
33,200 hectares in 1979 to over 40,000 hectares in 1992 (Department of Statistics, 1992). Energy flows in a
market gardening enterprise are outlined in Figure 6.2. Most fresh market vegetables are grown on properties
of less than 10 hectares. Processed crops, onions, potatoes and carrots are generally grown on a larger scale
and are more akin to arable crops (see Chapter 5). Typical operational sequences and their liquid fuel
requirements for frozen peas, maincrop potatoes and carrots were outlined by McChesney (1985) and are
shown in Table 6.2. Overall fuel use for peas (53 l/t) was approximately 8% of the total revenue from the crop.
For potatoes (30 t/ha at 16 l/t) and carrots (30 t/ha at 13 l/t), overall fuel use was 6% and 5.5% of total revenue
respectively.

Scope for Energy Efficiency
The major potential for improving energy efficiency in market gardening probably lies in reduced and more
efficient use of tractors for tillage. The material on tractor selection and operation in Section 5.2 is relevant
to market gardening. A major difference with market garden crops compared with arable farming is in the
more prevalent use of rotary cultivators. These machines consume less energy in preparing a seedbed than
when using a plough/disc/harrow system, but over three to four seasons, they can cause soil structure damage
as a result of excess cultivation, which reduces organic matter.
This, in turn, can increase fuel demand as more intensive cultivation is required to produce a desirable seedbed
free of clods etc. The incorporation of green crops and the proper adjustment of the rotary cultivator (rarely
achieved in practice) would serve both to reduce the energy inputs and produce a better seedbed.
Energy efficiency improvements may also be possible in fertiliser application and spraying operations (refer
to “Integrated Pest Management” in Section 5.2 and “Fertiliser and Lime Application” in Section 3.4).
Produce graders, coolers, refrigerators and water pumps require energy. The general principles of having wellmaintained equipment and using efficient, properly-sized replacement electric motors and pump impellers
apply. Section 6.4, “Crop Cooling”, discusses alternatives to conventional refrigeration.
Mobile packing sheds, where the packers are taken to the crop rather than vice versa, are becoming common
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in Europe. Should such a trend occur in New Zealand, a resulting reduction in energy inputs for transport is
possible. Waste material is left in the field and the total volume carted to and from the storage area is reduced.
Direct Energy Source

Energy Converters

Energy Consuming
Functions

Energy “By-products”

Graders

Grading

Reject Products

Refrigerators

Cooling

Waste Heat

“Processors”

Processing

Water Pumps

Irrigation

Tractors

Cultivating and Crop Establishment

Forklifts

Pest Control

Sprayers

Fertiliser Spreading

Electricity

Liquid Fuels

Drainage
Harvesters

Harvesting

Other

Transport

Reject Products

Figure 6.2: Direct energy flows in a market gardening enterprise

Amenity Horticulture, Parks and Sportsfields
Activities such as tree transplanting, maintenance of flower gardens, and shredding and composting of
residues tend to be labour intensive and require only limited energy inputs. Sportsfield maintenance, with
operations such as mowing, coring, aerating, grass reseeding, fertilising and spraying, is fuel-intensive. The
volume of fuel used by golf and bowling clubs, local authorities and sports organisations is not known. The
most likely area for meaningful reductions is mowing given the number of times this operation is performed
on grass areas.
Section 5.2, which covers tractor operation, is relevant for the larger areas where equipment such as gang
mowers are used. The manufacturers’ claims for the fuel saving potential of electrically-powered reel mowers
have not been substantiated and most designs are now hydraulically powered. Trialled versions are still used,
but give a poorer quality finish and require more tractor drawbar power.
Mowing domestic lawns in New Zealand involves an annual fuel consumption of 5 to 10 million litres/year.
Some fuel savings from simple maintenance procedures such as cleaning the air filter or sharpening the blades
should be possible, but domestic equipment tends to be poorly maintained and fuel savings would be small.

6.4 Crop Cooling
Growers will need to consider installing cooling systems, if they are not already in place, if they wish to
improve the quality of fruit and vegetables for both the domestic and export markets. This will increase power
demand in the horticulture sector. This increase can be minimised if energy efficient systems are adopted.
Careful attention should be paid to coolstore design and the selection of a cooling system well-suited to the
crop characteristics. The British Farm Electric Centre has evaluated several such systems, which are discussed
below.
Looking at the total food processing and distribution system, it would make sense, in terms of energy use and
food quality, to keep food cool and avoid a series of warming and cooling sequences.
“Cool chain” is the concept of maintaining crop cooling from the field to the retail shelf. It is being actively
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Table 6.2: Typical operational sequences and fuel requirements for freezer peas, maincrop potatoes and carrots
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pursued in Europe to improve quality and shelf life. It involves the removal of field heat, followed by cool
storage on-farm, refrigerated transport to the wholesale store and transport to the chilled supermarket shelf.
Suggested Strategy: The overall energy inputs into initiating the cool chain concept in New Zealand and its
likely uptake should be evaluated.

Cool Store Design
Fruit (including imported bananas) and vegetables are often stored in refrigerated stores. Many of these are
large and owned by grower cooperatives, such as the New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board. The
design principles that reduce energy consumption in large coolstores may also apply in smaller on-farm stores.
One feature, for example, that was often overlooked in earlier coolstore design was floor insulation. It has the
potential to save considerable energy for large-and small-scale installations. Amos et al. (1993) modelled an
apple cool store for almost 4000 t of fruit at around 0˚C in a floor area of 60 m x 60 m. For a total heat load
of around 600 kW (approximately 200 kW electric at a COP of 3), about 4% to 8% was lost through the
uninsulated floor.

Ambient Cooling
Vegetable crop storage can be improved by ambient air cooling. Ambient air cooling uses cold outside air to
ventilate the stored crop. Axial flow fans are usually used in association with ducting. During warm weather,
crop picking at night when temperatures may be as much as 10˚C cooler may be a useful strategy. While
lighting will be needed, worker comfort may be improved and the crop can be harvested in a quality state with
minimum potential for damage. Subsequent cooling loads will also be reduced. For sensitive crops, ambient
cooling alone will rarely be relied upon. Refrigeration cooling will usually be available to ensure that the
correct storage temperature can be reached without worrying about ambient conditions. This can be achieved
using conventional refrigeration or ice bank cooling.

Refrigeration
Ammonia is generally the refrigerant used in larger stores. It requires special safety precautions and trained
operators. On a smaller scale, R22 is used in on-farm stores and R12 in domestic refrigerators. When the R22
on-farm store refrigerant is changed to reduce the use of CFCs over the next five years, a less efficient
refrigeration system may result. Unless better replacements for R22 are developed, the resulting drop in
compressor efficiency and coefficient of performance may lead to more energy being required to achieve the
same cooling effect. The efficiency of conventional refrigeration units can be improved by ensuring the
condenser is kept clean, has an unobstructed air flow and, if possible, is placed in a cool zone, in the shade,
for example.

Ice Banks and Hydro Cooling
Ice banks use basic refrigeration components, but instead of the evaporator cooling the air directly, it is
immersed in water (Figure 6.3a). The cold water produced cascades through a cooling tower up which air is
passed. The air is chilled to near freezing, but it maintains its humidity to almost saturation levels. This gives
crop cooling with minimal dehydration and, hence, avoids crop weight loss. Icebank cooling also has benefits
when field heat needs to be removed rapidly to prevent deterioration (e.g. asparagus). High cooling capacities
using high airflows are possible.
Hydro-cooling is a system that removes field heat by immersing the crop in a cold water bath or drenching
it in a cold shower (Figure 6.3b). Refrigeration equipment keeps the water cool (or the cold water could be
continually replaced if available in sufficient quantities), and washing can be carried out simultaneously. The
capital cost is, again, high and hydro-cooling is normally incorporated into the grading and packing line of
a grower cooperative.

Vacuum Cooling
Vacuum cooling is also rapid, but is a more even method of heat removal (Figure 6.3c). A batch of the packaged
crop is placed in a sealed container from which air is evacuated and the pressure is lowered. At low pressure,
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the surface moisture evaporates (as it is above its boiling point), which quickly and evenly cools the crop.
Refrigeration evaporator coils are installed to condense this moisture from the air in the cooler. This cooling
method is particularly suitable for less dense, leafy crops such as lettuce.
The high cost of plant necessitates large throughputs, long seasons and 24-hour shifts, which are only feasible
for large farm cooperatives and not for individual growers.
(a) Ice bank cooling with positive ventilation

(b) Vacuum cooling
Condenser coil
and compressor

Condenser coil
and compressor
Vacuum vessel containing
crop on pallets

Ice builder

Cooling tower sprinkles ice cold
water through air stream

Evaporator coils

Vacuum pump

Condenser coil
and compressor

Water chiller
(evaporator)

Crop drawn through
cold water bath

(c) Hydro cooling
Figure 6.3: Techniques for cooling fresh horticultural products (Farm Electric Centre, 1990c)

Assessment of Strategies
The UK Farm Electric Centre (1990c) summarised the above cooling options in Vegetable Storage, a brochure
produced in 1990 (the Centre has also produced Technical Information Leaflets relating to conditioning and
storage of specific crops). Of these cooling systems:
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Ambient air cooling is the cheapest to run and has the lowest power requirement, but it gives slower cooling
and there is a limit to the length of storage time, depending on ambient conditions.

•

Direct refrigeration cooling has a low capital cost, medium power requirement and requires skilful
operation to avoid freezing the produce.

•

Ice bank cooling is a good system with medium power requirements that can be supplied off-peak. The
capital cost is acceptable, but it is difficult to use for packaged produce, especially if mixed carton sizes
are handled.

•

Vacuum cooling is fast and easy to operate, but it is a batch process that requires holding storage, and both
power inputs and capital costs are high.

•

Hydro-cooling is fast and continuous but the product is wet, which can spread disease. In addition, the
effluent requires disposal, containers need to be waterproof and capital costs are high.
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When considering what type of cooling to use, the requirements of the crop are crucial. Specific vegetables
are more suited to one cooling system than another. For example, lettuce is best vacuum-cooled, or possibly
ice-bank cooled, but hydro-cooling should certainly be avoided.
Heat removal rate can also be important to maintain crop quality. If carried out too fast in older design
refrigerators, compressor losses could result and a higher power rating may be required. For some products,
such as apples, the heat removal rate can be affected by the package design. Modelling the cool storage of
apples can demonstrate the effect of packaging.
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Chapter 7
Controlled Plant Environments

7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses horticulture operations inside structures, which could include glasshouses, shadehouses,
plastic-covered greenhouses and cloches, that allow a degree of control over the environment. The main
feature of these plant environments is the potential to control the temperatures experienced by plants. Covered
structures also provide shelter from adverse weather conditions such as high winds, heavy rain and hail (to
a point) and allow for the control of humidity and light levels.
The distinction between plants grown in the open and inside structures is becoming blurred. Many orchards
have windbreak structures and some, such as orange groves, have overhead nets to provide hail protection.
In the future, large, moveable screens may be installed over some orchards to provide protection from the
elements when required. Underground heating elements may even be used for some forms of uncovered
horticulture. Whatever approaches are adopted, there will be some common energy efficiency strategies:
•

source any heating and cooling requirements as efficiently as possible and apply heat or cooling only when
and where it is needed;

•

minimise losses and recycle or reuse heating and cooling utilities as much as possible;

•

increase production per unit of controlled area, or more precisely, per unit of total energy input; and

•

use construction materials that have low embodied energy while giving the performance desired, or that
lead to the lowest sum of embodied and operational energy demands over the structure’s life.

At the moment, acting on the last point will be difficult due to a lack of information.

7.2 Greenhouse Enterprises
Energy Use Patterns
This section considers horticulture under glass or clear plastic for protection from the elements. The protective
structures are loosely referred to in New Zealand as greenhouses, although they could be inflated cloches with
little or no frame.
Depending on the crop type, location and target markets, heating may or may not be warranted. Fullycontrolled environments are technically possible, but often are not economically viable. Direct energy flows
for a greenhouse enterprise are shown in Figure 7.1.
The total area of greenhouse crops grown is currently around 270 ha, with about 50 ha in the South Island,
55 ha in the southern North Island and 165 ha in the northern North Island (Figure 7.2). A wide range of crops
can be grown in greenhouses. Tomatoes are the single largest crop, with approximately 90 ha grown (Figure
7.3). This area has remained fairly static over the last ten years, although overall production is probably
increasing. Over the last ten years, cut flower production has increased dramatically, to about 95 ha. Main
crops include orchids (30 ha), carnations (15 ha) and roses (7 ha). Production of nursery crops has remained
constant, at around 45 ha of the area in greenhouses. Other fruit and vegetable crops account for the balance.
Total energy consumption is estimated at 500 to 800 GJ per annum, most of which is for heating. Probably
60% to 70% of this is used in the South Island. This is a relatively small amount overall, but a high use per
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Figure 7.1: Direct energy flows in a greenhouse enterprise

hectare, which means that fuel savings from energy conservation technologies can be significant for
individual growers. According to a 1993 survey of growers conducted by ECNZ (ECNZ, 1993), only about
40% of New Zealand greenhouses are heated. Fuels used include electricity (32%), coal (27%), diesel (21%),
natural gas (12%), and LPG, kerosene and alternative fuels (8%).

Opportunities for Energy Efficiency
Approximately one-third of greenhouses in New Zealand are less than five years old, one-third are between
five and 10 years old, and the remaining third are over 10 years old. Despite the increasing percentage of new
buildings, energy conservation measures are still not widely used.

Northland (10.3%)

Nelson-Marlborough (7.9%)
West Coast (0.2%)
Canterbury (11.4%)

Otago (4.4%)
Southland (1.4%)

Auckland (35.4%)

Wellington (2.6%)
Manawatu-Wanganui (4.4%)
Taranaki (3.2%)
Hawkes Bay (4.8%)
Bay of Plenty (7.8%)
Waikato (5.7%)

Gisborne (0.4%)

Figure 7.2: Distribution of greenhouse area by Regional Council (Department of Statistics, 1992)
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Figure 7.3: Area of New Zealand greenhouse crops (Department of Statistics, 1992)

Nearly 90% of greenhouses are single-skinned (43% single glass, 32% single plastic and 12% mainly singlelayer rigid plastic). Only 13% are double-skinned plastic. Of the growers surveyed, 47% said that they have
windbreaks to reduce heat loss, 32% used some form of inner plastic liner, 15% have insulated end walls, 11%
used lower night time temperatures, 9% have lagged heating pipes, 9% have installed thermal screens and 9%
use root zone heating (ECNZ, 1993).
Permanent double-skinned greenhouses are expensive, but cost-effective alternative conservation measures,
such as thermal screens, appear to be under-utilised. Section 7.3 outlines underfloor heating techniques that
can reduce the need to heat greenhouse air and save energy overall. For many greenhouses, there is also scope
to improve the efficiency of space heat sources by using heat pumps or direct-fired natural gas or LPG burners
(which can also provide CO2 enrichment). Actions that can increase the productivity of greenhouses on a per
unit area basis also have the potential to reduce energy use per unit of production. There is a range of
technologies that can produce faster growth, more output per plant, greater numbers of plants per square metre,
etc. In addition to carbon dioxide enrichment, light manipulation and hydroponics offer potential. The main
techniques to efficiently produce and conserve heat and to improve production (other than via plant genetics)
are discussed below.

Greenhouse Design and Operation
Energy efficiency starts with a well-designed greenhouse and then depends on efficient operation. Greenhouse cladding options, the use of environmental controls and circulation fans are discussed below.
Low emissivity glass is now available as a greenhouse cladding, but is expensive in New Zealand. Plastic
cladding is only a quarter of the price of glass and, therefore, is commonly used. Double skins provide better
insulation than single skins, but lower light levels. However, this is compensated in part by a reduction in the
supporting framework required compared to glass, and about 10% more light can enter.
All these factors affect the heating levels required. For example, double-skinned inflated roofs can reduce fuel
demand by up to 40%, and only a 250 to 350 W fan is needed to provide a positive internal pressure to support
the shell.
Solar heated greenhouses rely on storing the excess heat received during the day for later use. Possible energy
storage mediums include the soil under the greenhouse, rock beds, water or a phase-change material (PCM).
These materials have either relatively low heat storage densities, thus requiring considerable quantities of the
material, or are very expensive. In addition, the excess heat from the greenhouse air space must be moved to
and from storage. When air is used as the transport medium, low heat transfer coefficients hinder heat
exchange, and parasitic energy costs to move the air using fans are high. While using water as a transfer
medium overcomes some of these problems, it introduces another step (air to water) in the exchange process
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with associated inefficiencies. Bellamy (1991) reported that energy savings from solar collection systems
could be between 31% and 38%, but that parasitic energy costs to circulate the air could negate 25% to 40%
of this saving. In most climates, there will still be a need for conventional heating systems to meet the heating
load in winter when there is insufficient excess storable solar energy available. Commercially-viable, selfsufficient solar greenhouses are not deemed likely under New Zealand climatic conditions due to their high
capital cost and, in some designs, the loss of valuable floor area to heat storage systems.
Most New Zealand greenhouse growers (80%) appear to use some form of heating control, mainly thermostats
(64%), but some use control computers (16%) (ECNZ, 1993). The potential for avoiding energy wastage from
uncontrolled heating systems (usually installed for frost protection in smaller greenhouses) is, therefore,
assumed to be small. Case Study 18 shows the benefits of good greenhouse design combined with effective
environmental controls.

Case Study 18
An old glasshouse growing roses in Warkworth had no heating or ventilation. Consequently, the extreme
temperatures in summer and winter prevented plant growth for all but two short seasons. Rather than install
a heating system, the old house was demolished and a wooden-framed twin-skin plastic house was built
in its place. The heating requirement for this new house was estimated to be 40% less than it would have
been for glass, thereby saving around $20,000 per annum in heating fuel. In addition, a computercontrolled electric heating system that monitors natural light levels and temperature was installed to
provide the most economic operation of the electric heating. The controls enable accurate records to be
kept to further refine growing conditions and reduce electricity demand.

Only 30% of greenhouse growers surveyed in 1993 (ECNZ, 1993) were using any form of air circulation. The
widespread use of air destratification devices could lead to greater energy efficiency and higher yields through
more uniform environments and a reduction in the disease problems associated with high humidity in the crop
zone. Case Study 19 illustrates some of these benefits, and Case Study 20 is a local example of using
circulation fans and effective heating controls.

Case Study 19
A British greenhouse company found the vertical temperature gradients within their greenhouses were as
high as 4˚C. The higher temperatures in the roof apex gave high heat losses and, hence, higher fuel costs.
Air circulation fans were installed in the roof, which overcame the air temperature stratification and resulted
in a 10% drop in heating oil consumption. The payback period was calculated to be 4.6 months. In addition,
CO2 utilisation was improved and condensation was reduced.

Case Study 20
An electrically-heated greenhouse growing tomatoes and cucumbers in Pukekohe was consuming
excessive quantities of electricity when controlled by inaccurate mechanical thermostats. It was upgraded
by installing electronic thermostats that avoided overheating, saving around $70 per night on electricity.
Ceiling fans were installed to distribute warm air evenly and drive the hot air from the heaters in the ceiling
down to ground level. This reduced the heater running time by 20%. These efficiency gains have allowed
the growing temperatures to be raised by 8˚C, which will improve crop yield and plant health. Using simple
and proven low-cost technology has led to increased profitability.

Suggested Strategy: The use of air circulation devices, such as ceiling fans, to avoid temperature gradients
within greenhouses and, thereby, make better use of heating inputs should be encouraged.
While the emphasis is often on effective air heating and circulation, the option of heating the soil should not
be overlooked. Case study 21 illustrates these advantages. Where hydroponics is practised there is also the
option of only heating the nutrient solution. This is adopted in case study 22.
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Finally, it should be noted that the return on investment in both the greenhouse and its operation will be
maximised if all the floor area is used to grow plants. Tiered benches are one way to achieve this, although
they are expensive. Lighting management, discussed below, may be a more cost effective way to increase unit
area production.

Case Study 21
Growing tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers in Ashburton out of season is limited by the cold winters. Soil
temperatures remained too low for healthy growth, even with oil-burning heaters in greenhouses to provide
frost protection.
A grower installed three low-voltage soil heating units. The units use off-peak electricity and produce
almost 80% of the total heating requirements. Portable fan heaters were used to protect against extreme
frosts and compact fluorescent lamps were used to promote strong growth and to harden off the plants.
Overall energy use was reduced by 70%. Plants appeared healthier and it is now possible to capture outof-season markets as production continues throughout the year. Staff can now be employed all year and
better financial planning has resulted.

Case Study 22
To produce strawberries under glass, out of season, an Auckland grower developed a completely new
system within his existing 400 m2 greenhouse. The previous system had over 1000 plants growing on the
floor and produced 35 trays of fruit per week.
The new system raised the plants off the floor onto three tiered racks, enabling over 13,000 plants to be
accommodated when grown hydroponically. The nutrient solution was maintained at 22˚C by being run
through pipes inside a heat pump and was then pumped to flow through the troughs at a constant rate. This
heat radiates into the air immediately surrounding the plants so that no extra heating is required to keep
the house above the minimum temperature of 14˚C. The increased output of 90 trays per week consumed
only one eighth of the energy per tray compared with the original production system.

An analysis of the energy demand of hydroponic crop production versus conventional crops (including
indirect energy inputs into manufacture of the equipment) is necessary to fully understand the energy
implications.
Suggested Strategy: If the trend towards hydroponics continues in New Zealand, a minor study of the
comparative energy inputs should be undertaken to ascertain the overall changes in terms of MJ/kg product.

Lighting
Daylight is the major limiting factor to out-of-season crop production. Poor natural light will reduce plant
growth, increase growth periods and waste heating fuel. At present, supplementary lighting is rarely utilised
for tomatoes and cucumbers (4% of growers), but could become more commonly used in the future. Valuable
crops such as cut flowers grown under plastic may also benefit from manipulation of the photoperiod to control
flowering dates (see Case Study 23). To be commercially viable, the increased production and reduced unit
heating bills would need to offset the capital and operating costs for lighting.
It should also be noted that for some species grown outside, outdoor lighting systems have been shown to
increase their growth and maturity by manipulation of photoperiod, and this lighting could become a major
energy consumer in the future.
Photosynthesis occurs between the range 1000 to 120,000 lux (i.e. from very dull to bright clear light
conditions). Artificial light recommendations range from 10,000 lux for African violets to 80,000 lux for
roses. Plants respond to both day length and temperature, but the length of the dark period is the critical factor
to induce flowering. Therefore, considerable duration of artificial lighting is required to get a long-day plant
to flower out-of-season:
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DAYLENGTH

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

DARK PERIOD

However, a long-day effect can be simulated by a short period of artificial light, thus saving electricity inputs,
but it must occur at the correct time within the dark period. For example, fuschia flowering can be brought
forward by a two-hour night-break:

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT
DAYLENGTH

DARK

DARK

Some crops, such as gladioli, can be planted at higher densities if artificial light is provided. If light levels are
increased where carbon dioxide enrichment is practised, more CO2 can be utilised to give increased plant
growth.
The main considerations in the design of the lighting system are the crop requirements, capital and operational
costs of different systems and the degree of shading created by luminaires during natural daylight.
According to the ECNZ survey (ECNZ, 1993), 12% of growers are using photoperiod lighting systems.
Incandescent lighting is preferred, possibly because it is a better source of red light (660 to 730 µm) to which
plants are sensitive. Growers should check this preference against the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of
alternatives. General lighting service (GLS) lamps of 60 to 150 W are normally used, but could be replaced
by fluorescent and high-pressure mercury lamps. While the latter cost more to install, they are more efficient
and the energy savings mean they are also more cost-effective. A comparison of GLS and fluorescent lamps
is given in Table 7.1 (Hesse, 1993). It should be noted that the batten holder is cheaper for an incandescent
bulb than the luminaire for a fluorescent bulb (this issue is not covered in Table 7.1). In addition, turning
fluorescent lamps on and off on a regular basis can shorten their life. Electronic dimming ballasts can,
however, be used to increase the life of a fluorescent bulb by 50%.
Sodium and mercury vapour lamps are also more energy efficient than incandescent lamps. Tungsten filament
(GLS) lamps convert 90% of the energy into heat and only 10% to light. Vapour lamps produce light by
exciting gases held under pressure inside the glass envelope rather than heating a metal filament. Sodium
vapour lamps are around twice as efficient as mercury vapour lamps. Low-pressure sodium lamps are the most
energy efficient lamps, but they have a narrow spectral output and are unsuitable as the sole light source for
plant production. However, they are satisfactory if used for supplementary daylight. Unfortunately, the need

GLS incandescent lamp

Fluorescent tube

75 W

18 W

900 lumen

1450 lumen

20

13

18000 lumen

18850 lumen

Estimated life

1000 hours

8000 hours

Power consumption for 1000 hours

1500 kWh

234 kWh

$225.00

$35.10

Capital cost per lamp

$1.82

$8.20

Total lamp cost for 1000 hours use

$36.40

$13.32

Total cost for 1000 hours of light

$261.40

$48.42

Wattage
Luminous flux
Number of lamps required
Total light (equivalent)

Cost @ 15c/kWh

Table 7.1: Energy savings from use of fluorescent lamps (Hesse,1993)
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to use large-area external reflectors tends to shade out a proportion of incoming natural light. High pressure
sodium lamps have a wider spectral range and are more compact, requiring smaller reflectors, but are not quite
as efficient (the difference is about 20% less light per watt of power). However, they are the most cost effective
option overall for horticultural applications.
Cyclic lighting can save a significant amount of electricity. A cycling switch enables different beds to be lit
in succession from the same source, but is only suitable for some crops, such as chrysanthemums. High
pressure mercury lamps cannot be used for cyclic lighting.
Finally, plant environment manipulation can extend to artificial cooling to bring forward the flowering period
as shown in Case Study 23.

Case Study 23
A bulb and flower enterprise set up three 50 m2 cool stores with full environmental control to condition the
bulbs to flower out-of-season. By extending the flowering season, production increased fourfold and the
energy consumption per box of bulbs was reduced by almost a quarter.

Thermal Screens
As mentioned earlier, about one-third of greenhouses have an inner, clear plastic liner that is relatively
transparent to i nfrared radiation. The liner will reduce convection losses between the warm inside air, the outer
surface of the greenhouse and the outside air. At night, and especially with clear skies, heat loss via direct
thermal radiation can be the most important factor however, particularly with plastic outer covers, and clear
plastic liners do little to address this problem. Furthermore, they slightly reduce the penetration of natural light
during the day unless they are set up to be removed each morning. Moveable thermal screens represent a more
comprehensive approach to heat conservation in a greenhouse.
Moveable thermal screens act primarily as a barrier to the loss of thermal radiation from the crop and floor
to the colder greenhouse cover and directly to the sky in the case of infrared-transparent outer cover materials
(most plastics). They reduce the rate of air infiltration between the crop air space and the outside air and reduce
the rate of convective heat loss through the cover by creating a cool, quiescent air space between the screen
cover (similar to double glazing). A screen also reduces the volume of air around the crop that must be heated
at night.
There are also potential disadvantages. Since the temperature of the screen will be higher than the cover, there
is usually no condensation on the underside of the screen, which, when combined with lower ventilation rates,
may result in higher humidity and associated disease problems. This can be countered by using a permeable
screen material, not sealing the screen tightly or using active dehumidification (which will reduce the energy
savings from the screen). During the day, screens will reduce light levels in the greenhouse unless they are
properly parked so as to not cause shading. Opening screens in the morning will cause cold air to fall and stress
the crop, but this can be avoided by delaying screen opening until the air space above the screen becomes
heated and then opening the screen slowly.
Thermal screens are now used widely in greenhouses in Northern Europe, North America and Japan. Only
9% of New Zealand greenhouse growers surveyed in 1993 had installed thermal screens. Heat energy savings
of up to 80% are possible with thermal screens, although the usual range is between 30% and 50%. Savings
will depend on many factors, primarily screen type and age, greenhouse type and age, and windspeed.
Materials commonly used for thermal screens include clear and black polyethylene films, ethylenevinylacetate films, film and woven polyesters and aluminised polyethylene and polyester films. Ludvig
Svensson, a Swedish manufacturer, has developed a thermal screen constructed from variable ratios of narrow
parallel strips of clear and aluminised polyester, with or without air gaps. This provides a variety of radiative
properties and permeabilities to suit different requirements. Selection of a suitable material is governed by its
radiative properties (reflectivity, absorptivity and transmissivity to thermal radiation), strength and resistance
to abrasion and permeability to air and water vapour.
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While the materials used for the screens vary considerably, the methods of installation and towing the screens
are very similar. Most systems have either the main screen drawn horizontally across the greenhouse from
gutter to gutter or along the greenhouse from truss to truss, depending on the clearance of supporting columns.
In these systems, the screen is usually supported on horizontal wires or cables (static lines), although some
systems use tracks. The fixed edge of the screen is attached to the greenhouse structure, while the travelling
edge is attached to both ends of pulling cords. The pulling cords pass several times around a rotating torque
tube on the other side of the greenhouse and back to the travelling edge via pulleys attached to the structure
near the fixed edge. Thus, when the torque tube is rotated, the screen can be drawn or retracted. This process
can be automated using a reversible electric motor and gearbox connected to the torque tube with a timer or
control computer. Extra insulation can be provided by having vertical screen curtains drawn along the side
and end walls. In plastic tunnel greenhouses, screens are usually supported on static lines just under the plastic
and drawn from end-to-end.
An analysis of the potential fuel savings of thermal screens under New Zealand conditions was carried out
at Massey University (Newman, 1991). The radiative properties and permeability of 13 commerciallyavailable screen materials were measured in laboratory tests. This information was used in a computer model
to calculate the annual energy costs in four types of screened and unscreened greenhouses (300 m2 and 1000
m2 glasshouses, a 1000 m2 single-skin plastic greenhouse and a 1000 m2 double-skin plastic greenhouse) in
both Auckland and Christchurch with two different heating setpoints (15˚C and 20˚C) and four different fuel
types (electricity, coal, diesel and natural gas for Auckland, and LPG rather than natural gas for Christchurch).
An economic analysis of each option was performed taking into account the installed cost of the screen and
towing gear (between $8/m2 and $15/m2), the economic life of the screen (between three and seven years) and
the cost of the fuel.
The report showed the following overall results:
•

In all cases, the greatest fuel saving was obtained in the single-skin plastic greenhouses and the least saving
in the double-skin plastic greenhouses.

•

The internal rate of return on investment was consistently greater in the 1000 m2 greenhouse than the 300
m2 greenhouse.

•

As expected, better internal rates of return (IRR) were obtained in Christchurch compared to Auckland
(due to climate differences) at the higher heating setpoint compared to the lower and when using a more
expensive fuel such as diesel or LPG.

•

In Auckland, it was found that the investment in any thermal screen was not worthwhile (IRR less than
20%) at the low heating setpoint, but would be worthwhile at the high heating set point.

•

In Christchurch, all screen types were worthwhile investments (IRR greater than 20%) at the higher
setpoint, but the more expensive aluminised polyester screens were only worthwhile when using a more
expensive fuel (diesel or LPG) or in a larger single-skin glass or plastic greenhouse.

•

In all cases, it was found that a black polyethylene screen gave the best return on investment. The IRR was
better than 39% in all but the Auckland greenhouses with the lower setpoint. The next best screen types
were an infrared-treated polyethylene (IRR better than 31%), an infrared-treated ethylene-vinylacetate
copolymer (IRR better than 26%), conventional clear polyethylene (IRR better than 25%) and conventional ethylene-vinylacetate copolymers (IRR better than 20%).

•

Most greenhouse growers in Christchurch with a heating set above 15˚C could expect to at least halve their
heating bill with a thermal screen, except when using electricity, where the saving would only be about
one-third. In many situations, the IRR would be greater than 100% and the fuel savings would pay for the
cost of the screen in one year.

•

Installation of thermal screens in Auckland greenhouses is only justified when using a high heating
setpoint or an expensive fuel.

Suggested Strategy: The installation of moveable thermal screens to reduce energy inputs should be
encouraged, particularly in the South Island.
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Heat Pumps
Recent improvements in technology and reduced prices have given heat pumps new potential. Groundwaterto-air designs can be used for greenhouse heating. Heat pumps can also be used as dehumidifiers and for
greenhouse cooling in summer. It is estimated that only 3% of New Zealand greenhouse growers use heat
pumps.
A heat pump upgrades the heat between the input and the output. A typical heat pump cycle is shown in Figure
7.4. This is the same vapour compression cycle as a refrigerator, but it extracts heat from a low-temperature
source and delivers it at a higher temperature to the output air (or water). The compressor raises the pressure
and, hence, the temperature of the working vapour. The compressed vapour is condensed in the condenser (a
heat exchanger), which gives up its latent heat to the air. The condensed fluid is then expanded through an
expansion valve to reach a lower pressure and temperature. Then, at the evaporator, it takes in heat from the
low temperature air (or water) to evaporate it before entering the compressor again.
Heat out Qt
High
pressure
Condenser
Compressor
Win
Low
pressure

Vapour
phase

Liquid
phase

Expansion
valve

Evaporator

Heat in Qo

Figure 7.4: A heat pump cycle (Farm Electric Centre, UK)

Thus, the total heat supplied comes from both the work done by the compressor and the heat removed from
the cool medium. The coefficient of performance (energy out/energy in) is dependent on the temperature
difference between the input and output heat exchangers. This is usually around 40˚C, which gives a COP of
3. Thus for each kW of electricity supplied to the compressor drive motor, 3 kW of heat are available at the
output. More information on heat pumps is available in sections 3.2 and 5.3 of this part of the report and also
Chapter 3 of Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.
For greenhouse heating, it would be feasible to extract heat from groundwater in shallow wells at around 8˚C
to give an air temperature of more than 18˚C within the greenhouse. Alternatively, alkathene pipe could be
buried to extract heat from the groundwater and soil. The advantage of using heat from groundwater or soil
as a source is that its temperature does not fluctuate as much as that of outside air and it is often warmer than
the outside air when heating is needed. These factors tend to produce a higher COP than if ambient air is used
as a heat source.
Heat pumps can be reversed to efficiently cool a greenhouse in summer. Heat pumps used for cooling
eliminate the need for ventilation, which is an advantage with carbon dioxide enrichment systems. Heat pumps
could become competitive with other heating sources if carefully designed to meet both heating and cooling
loads.
Massey University is currently developing a computer model of the greenhouse environment to evaluate the
performance of heat pumps for heating and cooling a closed system in conjunction with carbon dioxide
enrichment for cucumber production. Preliminary results suggest that a conventional heat pump system
designed to meet the peak cooling load and allow continuous carbon dioxide enrichment would be marginally
economic due to its high capital cost. However, carbon dioxide enrichment is very worthwhile, particularly
in cooler climates.
The next phase of this project will be to evaluate heat pump systems designed to meet the peak heating load
only (and, hence, only about half the peak cooling load). This will still allow carbon dioxide enrichment at
levels many times greater than in traditionally-ventilated greenhouses.
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Diaphragm pumps

A

Power

B

pH control
CF control
Temperature control

pH

CH
Electric cable

Air pump
Plastic pipe
Sample pot
Tap

To heater
Acid/alkaline

Figure 7.5: Bio-plus hydro minder. A = nutrient stock solution A in plastic drum, B = nutrient stock
solution B in plastic drum CF= Conductivity Factor - the CF sensor controls the mix of solution A
and solution B to give the desired conductivity value

Carbon Dioxide Enrichment
Plants produce CO2 at night but consume it during the day when photosynthesising. Adding CO2 during the
day increases the photosynthetic rate and, hence, plant growth. CO2 enrichment systems can produce similar
crop yield gains to heating the greenhouse and, therefore, may have the potential to reduce heat energy inputs.
Only 11% of greenhouse growers surveyed in 1993 used carbon dioxide enrichment. Forty per cent of the
carbon dioxide used came from pure liquid sources, 40% from pure gas sources and 20% from burning
hydrocarbon fuels.
Recent studies at Massey University suggest that carbon dioxide enrichment, especially where ventilation can
be minimised (in cold climates and/or via use of heat pumps), is the most likely mechanism for significantly
increasing greenhouse productivity while not increasing current energy demands (see Case Study 22).

Case Study 24
A tomato grower used a 60 kW electric heater to feed warm air (>12˚C) to the plants in the greenhouse,
which increased crop production by 235%. A CO2 enrichment unit with accurate controls resulted in even
greater yields. The 720 m2 house has an inflated twin-skin plastic roof and a vertical ridge vent that can
be closed as required.
Electricity costs are now only around 5 cents per kilogramme of tomatoes produced.

Suggested Strategy: Carbon dioxide enrichment can increase crop yields, thereby giving better use of energy
in greenhouse production. Its use should be encouraged, particularly in association with heat pumps, to meet
part of the cooling load (instead of summer ventilation) and, thus, increase carbon dioxide utilisation.

Hydroponic Production
There has been a recent trend towards growing crops such as lettuce, cucumber, tomatoes and cut flowers in
soil free growing media and nutrient film solutions (see Figure 7.5)
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When growing greenhouse crops in nutrient solution rather than soil, the energy used for both soil cultivation
and steam or chemical sterilisation of the soil is avoided. However, some energy is needed for circulating the
nutrient solution and sterilisation by ultraviolet light, pasteurisation and ozonation. Warming the nutrient
solution coupled with accepting a lower air temperature could reduce heating requirements (see Case Study
22).

7.3 Nursery Crops
Commercial nursery operations are becoming more energy intensive, and the latest propagation techniques
utilise climate control rooms to obtain a high level of success. Once plants are propagated, they can then be
grown outside, in the open, under plastic covers or inside greenhouses, depending on the type of plant and the
management system in use. Soil warming systems have been found to be very helpful for propagation and they
can be more energy efficient than heating a whole greenhouse or propagation shed.

Soil Warming
Propagation of a wide range of species from seeds or cuttings can be improved by warming the soil. Soil
warming can also be used for growing on plants in unheated greenhouses. Case Study 25 illustrates the
usefulness of soil warming in a greenhouse. Electrical resistance cables or heating mats buried in a sand layer
with potted plants above is the standard system for a propagation bench (Figure 7.6). Typical bed loading is
around 60 to 150 W/m2, depending on whether the beds are installed in heated or unheated houses. In colder
areas, they would be turned on for up to 14 hours a day to provide a bed temperature of over 21˚C. Soil warming
beds can be used instead of benches for propagation and growing plants on inside greenhouses or under plastic
sheets. Figure 7.7 shows a typical arrangement. The seed germination and root zone temperatures vary from
7˚C to 15˚C for hot bed salad crops to around 25˚C for bedding plants, melon, pansy, lobelia, peppers, tomatoes
and chrysanthemums.
Power consumption is typically 1 to 1.5 kWh/m2/day for soil-warmed hot beds, 1.3 to 2 kWh/m2/day for
propagation beds and benches, and 1.7 to 2.5 kWh/m2/day for most propagation beds. Because energy
consumption is already low, it is difficult to implement energy efficiency measures. The major advantage of
soil warming is that it can be cheaper than heating the entire greenhouse.
Pots and pans packed around with peat

1/2 sharp sand 1/2 peat

50mm
50mm
50mm

Thermostat
Fine builders sand

Soil-warming
cable or mat

25-50mm insulation

Figure 7.6: A heated propagation bench (Farm Electric Centre, 1989)

Case Study 25
A British propagator of nursery stock of rhododendrons, azaleas and camellias has been using electric soil
warming beds of 25 m2 area each covered by polythene tents within an unheated greenhouse.
Cuttings are taken in the autumn and pushed into pure moss peat in the beds. After 100 days or so (during
winter), and with eight hours soil warming per night, the rooted cuttings are removed and potted up. The
soil warming beds increase successful takes of cuttings from 55% to 70% and have, therefore, proved to
be a good investment.
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The capital cost per bed for cable, thermostat, wiring and labour was around $550. Running costs including
depreciation, interest on capital, maintenance and electricity (at 8 c/kWh night tariff) were almost $240/
year. The additional return at $0.75/cutting less the extra handling and operating costs gave a one year
simple payback period.

Polythene
tent
130mm

Moss
peat
100mm

Sand with
soilwarming
cable
midway

100mm

Empty glass bottles providing insulation

Soil-warming cable

Soil-warming cable — 175 kW per bed, giving an electrical loading of 72W/m2

Figure 7.7: Sectional view of electrically-warmed bed (Farm Electric Centre, 1984)

Electric resistance cables are not the only way to warm soil. Case Study 26 is an example of how the use of
hot water was found to be better than the existing arrangement. An effective electric cable-based system can
usually be designed, however, to avoid the problems noted.

Case Study 26
Propagation beds in an olive orchard were initially heated by plug-in electric pads. However, this resulted
in uneven temperatures of the growing media and the pads were unreliable. A hot water based heating
system was installed instead, the water being circulated in a closed-loop system. Sensors maintain the
temperature to that desired. This new system gave a 66% saving of energy and a simple payback period
of only 18 months.

Suggested Strategy: A study of soil warming benefits under New Zealand conditions should be made to
ascertain if greenhouse heating inputs could be reduced using a heated bed system.

7.4 Mushroom Growing
Production of mushrooms in a controlled environment is an energy-intensive operation and the competing
commercial companies involved are already energy conscious. They use high insulation levels in buildings
and efficient air-to-air heat pumps to maintain the optimum air temperature, as Case Study 27 shows. The
strong commercial pressures from producing crops for either export or domestic consumption have provided
incentives to reduce energy costs. There is little opportunity to make further improvements for most growers.

Case Study 27
Upgrading the equipment to provide ideal growing conditions gave a 12% increase in productivity and 26%
reduction in electricity use for an Auckland mushroom grower. Water-cooled refrigeration compressors
now provide a chilled water supply and the heat recovered from the compressors provides hot water.
Humidity is controlled automatically in the 12 growth rooms and the hot and cold water storage tanks used
to maintain the optimum ambient temperature are insulated. The overall cost of the environmental control
equipment should give a three-year payback period.
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Chapter 8
Forestry and Fishing

8.1 Introduction
Since the mid-1980s, both forestry and fishing have experienced rapid growth and are becoming increasingly
important to the New Zealand economy. Although their energy use patterns and technologies are not related,
they are covered in this chapter.
Exotic plantation forestry, including farm forestry, woodlots, etc., is the main focus of this chapter. Production
from native forests will be quite small in the future due to the limited area of native forest outside the
conservation estate (e.g. national parks) and the need to manage such areas on a sustainable basis. Harvesting
of native forests is not, therefore, covered in this publication.
Average annual new exotic forest plantings have varied greatly since the 1970s. Plantings increased after a
hiatus in the late-1980s to over 60,000 ha in 1993 and may have approached 100,000 ha in 1994. Providing
overseas markets stay firm and industry confidence remains high, establishment of over 50,000 ha of new
forest per annum appears feasible.
New plantings are being established on a variety of land types, mostly pastoral farms, but in some cases on
native scrublands and gorse-covered country. Contrary to popular belief, forestry is a more energy intensive
activity than extensive pastoral farming. The energy inputs to forestry vary and peak during harvest. On an
annual average basis, they are higher than pastoral farming, less than arable farming and considerably lower
than most forms of horticulture. The shift from pastoral farming to forestry will add to New Zealand’s energy
demand, but there may be ways to mitigate this increase.
This report has not been able to look closely at the fishing industry. Section 8.3 provides some general
information on energy efficiency measures and technologies and may provide a pointer for future study.

8.2 Exotic Forestry
Energy Use Patterns
The energy input to forest establishment, maintenance and harvest has been examined in the past as part of
NZERDC studies into the feasibility of using radiata pine as an energy crop. Table 8.1 summarises the results
for two radiata management regimes (FRI, 1980). The shorter rotation was found to be less energy efficient
(with radiata), which is due to the need to remove more trees for a given total tonnage and for more fertiliser
as the nutrient-rich branches, removed from the forest, make up a greater proportion of small trees.
Harvesting, on-site chipping and transport are the major energy-using activities. Energy needed to replace
nutrients (aviation fuel and embodied energy) could be significant with short rotations. The level of fertiliser
application may be higher than normal for a sawlog or pulp regime because most of the tree is chipped on site
and removed. On the other hand, there is a move towards whole tree harvesting in Scandinavia (to provide
additional renewable energy for pulp mills) and this may become part of sawlog and pulp production in New
Zealand.
Forest management in Table 8.1 includes forest establishment and silviculture. On some sites, herbicide
application can constitute a significant component of the forest management energy input.
Data on the energy inputs to plantation forestry for pulp and timber production were recently collated and
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Inputs
Forest management
Nutrient replacement
Harvesting
Chipping
Transport (20 km)
Total input

18-year rotation
88
112
302
187
183
872

30-year rotation
82
47
144
146
157
576

19,000

19,000

1:22

1:33

Output
Gross energy content of chips
Inputs:Outputs
Assumptions

1. The initial stocking for both regimes is 1500 stems/ha. The
18-year rotation is untended, the 30-year rotation thinned to
370 stems/ha at height 12 m.
2. For the 30-year rotation, recovery of stemwood only, by
motor-manual methods, is assumed; for the 18-year rotation,
recovery of stemwood plus 60% needles and branches by a
mechanised system is assumed.
3. Energy used in machine manufacture and for direct inputs in
forest operations has been taken into account.

Table 8.1: Comparison of energy inputs and output for radiata pine (in MJ/OD tonne of harvested
biomass) (FRI,1980)

examined as part of a comparative study of papermaking using virgin and recycled fibre (Collins, 1992). Table
8.2 summarises the results.
While many forests now being planted are expected to yield 20 to 24 m3/ha/year, the data in the table applies
to lower yields, typically 15 to 18 m3/ha/year, or around 350 m3 per hectare at the end of a 20 to 25 year rotation.
The final column in Table 8.2 expresses the average annual energy inputs in litres of diesel per hectare
equivalents. The in-forest total (i.e. excluding off-site transport) is around 35 to 70 l/ha, which can be
compared with a figure of 100 l/ha for arable farming and perhaps 200l/ha or more for most forms of
horticulture. Pastoral farming needs around 2 l/stock unit. At a stocking rate of six to 10 sheep, this equates
to 12 to 20 l/ha per annum. Even allowing for a greater level of embodied energy in pastoral farming and the
possiblity of hidden energy inputs (e.g. relating to community infrastructure), it would appear that plantation
forestry is the more energy intensive land use.

Forest Establishment and Silviculture
Forests need to be established and then managed up to harvest. Establishment may require land clearance with
heavy equipment or scrubcutting gangs. Even on grasslands, spot spraying with herbicides is common
practice.
Planting is a mainly manual operation. Improved genetic stock has resulted in planting density now being
lowered to 600 to 800 trees/ha, with thinning down to 250 to 350/ha. There may be some minor energy savings
from this modern regime due to reduced pruning and thinning operations. Pruning and thinning are, however,
labour intensive and involve transport of staff as the major energy input. Chainsaw fuel and chain oil are only
Activity

Rotation Demand

Per Hectare/Year

Litre Equiv.

Silviculture

60 MJ/m3

850 MJ/ha/yr

22 l/ha/yr

Harvesting

40-125 MJ/m3

560-1750 MJ/ha/yr

15-45 l/ha/yr

—

—

37-67 l/ha/yr

av. 150 MJ/m3

2100 MJ/ha/yr

55 l/ha/yr

Subtotal Litres
Transport

Table 8.2: Average energy inputs to production forests (after Collins, 1992)
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small inputs and any saving from such factors as more frequent cleaning of air filters or blade sharpening
would be negligible (these factors are important for machine reliability and occupational safety, however).
In New Zealand, effectively 20% of the exotic estate receives fertiliser (some blocks receive double
applications). Three-quarters of this area receives boron, while one-fifth receives phosphate. About 10% of
the estate is sprayed 3.5 times on average for Dothistroma control. Approximately 75% of new forest land and
most of the cutover forest receives herbicide applications (Collins, 1992). Technologies have already been
developed to improve the efficacy of aerial application, such as use of navigation aids to ensure pilots correctly
apply chemicals when working on flat, featureless terrain.

Forest Harvesting
Harvesting is already an energy intensive operation. It is likely to become more mechanised in the future:
•

to improve safety in a particularly hazardous environment;

•

because new technology is available to reduce the manual component; and

•

because higher log prices can justify the capital investment required.

Fuel consumption in harvesting activities depends on the rate of work, engine maintenance, operating
conditions, terrain, etc., and this makes it difficult to present meaningful fuel use estimates. The average
proportion of fuel consumed in logging operations is shown in Figure 8.1. While the data is now over 10 years
old, it is unlikely that the average proportions would have changed markedly yet.

Diesel

Unloading (1%)

Transport (68%)

Loading (9%)

Pe

Felling (5%)

tro

l

Extraction (17%)

Figure 8.1: Distribution of fuel usage in the New Zealand logging industry (LIRA, 1980)

Nearly all the fuel used in harvesting is diesel, with only a small amount of petrol used for chainsaws.
Unloading and most transport occurs outside the forest as such. Log extraction is probably the major energy
user among the steps involved in getting logs to the forest boundary. For forests being harvested for the first
time, access tracks for log trucks may need to be constructed and this activity could be a major energy user.
It is not clear that this factor is built into Figure 8.1; on average, the energy input to track construction may
be low, but it could be significant at some sites.

Log Hauling and Loading
Fuel consumption of extraction equipment for a given engine power of, say, 150 kW varies with machine type.
Crawler tractors consume 25 to 30 l/ha, wheeled skidders 15 l/ha, and cable haulers 10 l/ha. Once again, the
production rates of each machine need to be considered to give a useful comparison. The Logging Industry
Research Association conducted in-forest studies of fuel use in 1980 (LIRA,1980 ), and the results are
summarised in Table 8.3. The table shows wheeled skidders are the most fuel efficient form of extraction
equipment, but they can only work on relatively flat terrain.
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Machine type

Engine size

Fuel use

Log production
rate

Fuel use per
tonne log

Normal
terrain

Crawler tractor

110-150 kW

24 L/h

40 t/h

0.6 L/t

Rolling

Wheeled skidder

110-150 kW

15 L/h

40 t/h

0.4 L/t

Flat

Cable hauler

185-225 kW

20 L/h

20 t/h

1.0 L/t

Steep

225-335 kW

39 L/h

27 t/h

1.4 L/t

Steep

Table 8.3. Comparative fuel use per tonne of wood produced when extracting radiata pine logs
(LIRA, 1980)

Loading logs on to trucks by rubber-tyred front loaders or rope-crane type loaders consumed similar fuel for
the same engine power output. Measured consumption rates varied from 10 to 20 l/ha, and only a small
proportion of the engine running time was spent under heavy load conditions.
The effect of forest operations on the environment may be subject to scrutiny under the Resource Management
Act, particularly where cable haulers and skidders have a major impact on the land. This may lead to the use
of less damaging but more energy intensive extraction systems. Helicopters have already been used to extract
not only valuable indigenous timber from native forests but also radiata logs from difficult logging terrain.
A Hughes 500 machine with a 700 kg lift capacity was able to extract prepared log sections approximately
1 km from a steep valley to a landing at the rate of approximately 30 t (45 logs) per hour for a fuel consumption
of 112 l/h. Hence at over 3 l/t, the fuel consumption was over double that of a large cable hauler (Table 8.3).
There may be scope for developing more energy efficient aerial log extraction systems. The use of blimps,
as used in Canada for example, has been proposed from time to time.
Suggested Strategy: Further studies of fuel consumption in the forest should be undertaken to identify areas
of energy savings potential. Particular emphasis should be given to whole tree harvesting systems that have
the additional potential benefit of supplying fuelwood at the landing from the arisings.

Road Transport
Logging trucks show an inexplicably wide variation in fuel consumption for a range of truck and engine sizes.
Smaller trucks of 35 to 45 t gross weight, with engines of 150 to 250 kW, consumed 50 to 80 l/ha. Large trucks
of 80 to 120 t gross weight with engines of 250 to 280 kW consumed around 100 to 130 l/ha. Indicative results
showed the larger trucks to be more fuel-efficient per tonne payload, but further research is required. Transport
of logs to ports and mills consumes over 40 million litres of diesel annually, but will not be covered further
in this chapter. Part 3 provides some information that is relevant to improved efficiency of log transport by
road.

Future Trends
Short rotation (12 year) hardwood forests have been planted in Southland to supply the Asian hardwood chip
markets. Planting in other areas such as Northland or East Cape is also underway or planned. Stumpage for
pulping is around $10/m3, which provides a 7% real rate of return. This is acceptable for eucalyptus, which
can otherwise take 40 years to produce a sawlog. For radiata, however, letting trees grow for only a few years
longer (e.g. from age 15 to 25 years) increases their value as they move from pulpwood to timber. Therefore,
radiata is unlikely to be planted on a short-rotation pulpwood regime.
There is potential to utilise new designs of small-scale pulp plants, and this could encourage the planting of
more hardwood tree crops. A new German bleaching process using alkaline sulphite, anthraquinone and
methanol (ASAM) is non-polluting and involves a closed-water cycle and no chlorine emissions. It is suitable
for smaller-scale plants (e.g. 100 t/day) and would be ideal for processing smaller, fast-growing, short-rotation
trees such as eucalyptus and not just mature radiata, beech or tawa.
Small-scale plants that use closed systems may gradually replace the older, larger kraft mills if environmental
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concerns with the latter are not resolved. In addition, the high capital, large-scale 700 t/day plants necessitate
long transport distances to supply sufficient feedstock.
The overseas trend to whole tree harvesting was mentioned earlier. In an indirect way, this represents a means
for forest management to contribute to the energy needs of the total forest product life cycle. While not an
energy efficiency initiative, whole tree harvesting is linked to energy efficiency moves elsewhere and satisfies
the need to reduce fossil fuel emissions. This can be illustrated by looking at the examples being set in Sweden
and Finland.
A few kraft mills in Sweden expect to be self-sufficient in heat energy sources and will only require a very
small amount of imported electricity in the near future. In fact, some mills may be able to produce a surplus
fuel, powdered lignin. This can be achieved by firstly undertaking energy efficiency in the mill to reduce heat
and power demands. The next step is to use woodchips derived from tree branches (usually left behind) to
bridge the gap between heat needs and the supply from black liquor (a traditional biomass fuel in kraft mills).

On-farm Processing
As planting of smaller farm-scale forestry blocks increases, it is likely on-farm processing will follow.
Portable peelers (for posts) and sawmills driven by petrol or electric motors are already used, although they
are expensive, have low throughput and result in more waste product than a large-scale computerised system.
However, the transport energy costs are greatly reduced. At present, portable sawmills are owned and operated
by specialists on a contractual basis.
The Forest Research Institute Limited is currently investigating a small-scale treatment plant for posts, which
could be used by small forest owners, although chemical waste disposal could be a problem.
Wood processing residues generated from farm-scale systems could provide a useful heat or power source for
rural dwellings. Gasification of these residues to generate electricity is possible with current New Zealand
technology, but due to the inconvenience is unlikely to become popular in the foreseeable future, except in
remote areas if diesel generation becomes too expensive.

Energy Efficiency and New Technologies
Future technologies that could effect energy inputs into forestry production include:
•

improved helicopter designs capable of lifting heavier loads;

•

mechanised walking tractors for harvesting whole trees on steep terrain;

•

genetic engineering of nursery stock to give herbicide resistance and nitrogen-fixing capabilities;

•

pipelines for transporting pulp fibre and/or chips from the forest to the mill;

•

central tyre inflation of logging trucks to change pressures on the move to suit the ground conditions;

•

increased truck loads to reduce the number of trips; and

•

moves to whole tree harvesting, where extra energy demands could be offset by the renewable energy
source exploited.

8.3 Fishing Industry
Energy Use Patterns
Fishing is a very diverse sector as it includes offshore and inshore trawling, long-lining, crayfishing and paua
gathering, fisheries enhancement and various forms of aquaculture, such as salmon and shellfish farming. The
major energy inputs are:
•
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•

electricity for cool stores, refrigeration, food preparation (for fish farms), and water aeration and pumping.

Energy efficient technologies relevant to fish processing can be found in other parts of this report (e.g. Part
5, “Food Processing”, and Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”). The efficiency of electricity
use for pumps and aerators, food grinders and blenders used in fish farming can be improved by proper sizing
of motors, reducing the need for pumping by using gravity and installing efficient equipment. An example of
an efficient aerator has been given in Section 3.2. Case Study 28 illustrates how even simple technologies can
lead to better energy efficiency. In this case, the energy savings alone probably justified the change made,
although with a gravity supply, the hatchery would have also been less vulnerable to pump failure.

Case Study 28
A major salmon producer exports over $25 million worth of salmon each year. One of the hatcheries
produces 330,000 salmon smolt annually, which are later transferred to sea cages where they mature into
8 kg adults.
Rather than pump fresh water continually into the hatchery, a gravity feed intake was installed in the nearby
creek. This enabled a smaller pump to be installed to just circulate the water and this resulted in a 40%
energy saving.

Another noteworthy example of the efficient use of energy in aquaculture is provided by a prawn farm at
Wairakei. This farm uses waste heat from the nearby geothermal power station to heat the prawn ponds.
Previously, the waste heat was discharged to the Waikato River.
Opportunities for efficiency in the fishing industries will probably stand a greater chance of being adopted
when they are part of a package that improves quality, increases production and reduces time inputs or
management risks. How this synergy can be achieved in the harvesting of wild fish stocks is discussed below.

Fish Harvesting
Harvesting wild fish stocks involves locating the target fish, making the catch, possibly some processing at
sea, and then returning the catch to shore. There are a number of avenues for improved energy efficiency in
these activities:
•

find the target quickly with minimum steaming;

•

improve the energy efficiency of the vessel and its propulsion systems;

•

reduce energy requirements when actually fishing;

•

catch as many fish as possible with each pass;

•

improve the efficiency of on-board processing plant and any other ancillary equipment; and

•

for small vessels, transfer catches at sea to factory ships or a larger holding vessel to reduce trips to port.

The fishing industry is well-focused on catch-effort (tonnes/nautical mile) as a measure of economic
efficiency and this is a good proxy for energy efficiency as well. Vessels represent a substantial investment
and they are expensive to run in terms of capital, labour and fuel costs per hour, whether catching fish or not.
Efficiency in the use of all inputs is improved if more fish are caught in shorter time.
It can be argued that the most important way to improve energy efficiency in fishing is to maintain fish stocks
in a healthy state so that catch-effort does not fall over time as stocks are depleted. New Zealand operates an
individual transferable quota (ITQ) system that has the objective of maintaining stocks at sustainable levels.
Given the ITQ system, attention can turn to the issue of how the quota associated with a vessel can be caught
as efficiently as possible.
Various techniques are available or being developed to aid the search for fish. Once at close quarters, sonar
is an obvious tool, but to get there spotter planes and reports from other vessels have been used. The experience
of skippers is, of course, crucial in finding fish. The development of satellite imaging techniques offers
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promise for deep water fishing. Sites of ocean current upwelling are transient, but can be detected by remote
sensing of ocean temperature. These sites can be productive for some fish species.
Once a vessel is constructed, its basic hull form plays a major factor in its fuel demands while steaming to the
fishing grounds. Energy efficiency can be affected to a significant degree, however, by the choice and match
of engine size, propeller and hull. Even when these are settled upon, there are still opportunities to improve
efficiency through retrofits. Case Study 29 describes the use of a propellor boss that can improve propulsion
efficiency (CADDET, 1991).

Case Study 29
A propeller boss cap with fins eliminates the hub vortex when fitted to a standard propeller, thereby
reducing energy loss. Tests on 11 ships by the Japanese Mitsui OSK shipping line have shown the boss
enabled the propeller to rotate faster, indicating an increase in available torque. Typical fuel savings of 3%
to 5% were evident, giving a two-year payback.

Another area that may be worth exploring to improve engine efficiency is the use of diesel fuel treatments.
Marine fuel supplies and engines are subject to water contamination, sludge formation and algae growth that
can affect performance and economy. Efficiency improvements of up to 10% are claimed for some proprietary
products.
Hull fouling will increase propulsion energy use as will excessive abrasion or even slight damage of the
propellor. Good hull and propeller maintenance is essential.
The use of sails to reduce fuel consumption on modern fishing vessels has been tried. They can add power on
downwind trawling runs and may be useful on broad-reach steaming courses. With current fuel prices,
however, auxiliary sail power is not generally considered worth the investment and trouble. An interesting
development is the use of wave power to provide forward propulsion for a vessel. This is described in Section
7.4 of Chapter 7 in Part 3, “Transport”.
Trawlers require large amounts of power when engaged in fishing, when vessel speed is usually only a fraction
of normal steaming speed. This means it is difficult to have an engine and propellor combination that is equally
efficient when trawling and steaming. One area where efficiency gains are possible is reducing underwater
drag by using finer net materials, knotless nets and improving the hydrodynamics (lift drag ratio) of the Trawl
doors (Otter boards). Power is required by the Travel doors to keep the net open when trawling. Pair-trawling
can be more energy efficient since it reduces the need for Travel doors Less net drag could be used to increase
trawl speeds and reduce fish escapes and this may also improve energy efficiency (the issue of bycatch would
need to be considered).
Once the net is set, the objective is to catch fish. Various net monitoring systems are available and can be linked
to the vessel’s sonar, GPS, computers, etc. By providing accurate information on net parameters (location,
speed, opening, etc.) they improve the efficiency of fish harvesting. They also enable the net to be steered,
for example, over pinnacles to catch fish shoaling nearby, and make an otherwise difficult catch possible. It
is claimed that some systems reduce time at sea to fill the vessel’s hold or the available quota by as much as
50%.
Larger vessels undertake a degree of processing at sea. A modest amount of electricity from the ship’s
generator system would be needed for below-deck lighting, motors and pumps, etc. Refrigeration is a major
energy demand. Information on heat pump technologies, motors and lighting elsewhere in this publication
(see Part 2 “Commercial in Buildings” and Part 8 ”General Energy Efficiency Technology”) may apply to onboard processing.
Smaller vessels carry their catch in holding tanks. The level of refrigeration will depend on the size of the
vessel and the time at sea. Moderate-sized vessels could increase their time in the fishing grounds and reduce
return journeys to port if their catch is transferred to larger vessels for processing and storage.
As mentioned above, with an ITQ fishing system the incentives are to catch the quota as economically as
possible. Time at sea is a indicator of costs and this is also related to energy consumption.
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Chapter 9
On-farm Energy Production

9.1 Introduction
People living in rural areas may be faced with both the opportunity and the incentive to produce some of their
own energy. In the future, farmers may even be encouraged to take part in production systems, via biofuel
crops (or even windfarms), that yield energy for export off-farm. Energy could be produced from local
renewable resources, such as wind, sunlight, hydro power and biomass, or from diesel generator sets and the
like, or a combination of sources. On-farm energy production can be classified into three broad classes of
activity:
•

remote area power schemes (RAPS) to provide electricity and possibly heat for general purposes on farms
that are some distance from a utility network;

•

isolated electricity generation to power specific tasks located some distance from the main farm buildings
and power supply; and

•

production of biofuels on-farm from farming residues and wastes or from purpose-grown crops.

In New Zealand, most RAPS consist of diesel-powered generation, but there is considerable potential for
hybrid schemes that combine a renewable energy source with a diesel or petrol generator set.
The technologies used for RAPS can also be used to provide power for specific farm functions some distance
from the main power supply. Quite often, a single renewable energy source will suffice for these duties. In
New Zealand, for example, photovoltaic panels are used to power electric fences located well away from a
main electricity supply. Increasingly, new reliable, renewable technologies will be used as part of hybrid
RAPS or as stand-alone supplies for specific tasks.

9.2 Remote Area Power Schemes
Incentives
Most New Zealand farmers, fruit and vegetable growers, and foresters are able to receive cheap, convenient,
reliable, high quality power from the national grid. However, it can be uneconomic for very remote farms,
including those located on islands, to connect to the grid. Great Barrier Island, for example, has a population
of over 1000, many of whom are farmers, but no power distribution network exists.
Other potential RAPS users might include isolated telecommunications systems, remote holiday homes,
alternative lifestylers (often enthusiasts), isolated tourist lodges/huts and rural communities (often coupled
with small primary production process loads) that require a small stand-alone local grid.
Even in areas generally covered by the distribution network, the cost of constructing lines over several
kilometres to make a new connection may be high. Current quotes to install new lines range from $15,000 to
$25,000/km. So for a user some distance from a mains 11 kV line, a RAPS system could be an option worth
considering. Case Study 30 reports on a situation where a dairy farmer found this to be the case.

Case Study 30
A dairy farmer taking over a new block had his house and shed located 2.4 km from an 11 kV line.
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Connection costs were quoted at $48,000 and power charges were estimated at around 10 c/kWh,
including both energy and line maintenance charges.
A natural water supply on the farm was measured and gave a flow of 150 l/s. The head was over 30 m.
The cost of a micro-hydro scheme was quoted as follows:
Turbine/generator set (30 kW)
Governor
Reticulation
Penstock and intake
Installation

$12,000
$6000
$9600
$16,000
$6000
$49,600

The initial capital investment for both options was similar. The difference was in the annual costs. For the
mains supply, these are embodied in the power charge of 10 c/kWh, assuming this provides for
maintenance of the line in perpetuity. The annual maintenance cost of the micro hydro scheme was taken
to be $300 per year. If a ten-year life is taken for the scheme, then a sinking fund of the order of $2700 per
year would need to be established. This indicates that power from the micro-hydro scheme would cost
around 11 c/kWh net of capital. By the time tax depreciation is built in, and the likelihood is acknowledged
that a properly maintained RAPS scheme will not need a full replacement at the end of ten years, the microhydro option yields cheaper power.
The final decision came to a choice between the potential cost savings against the reliability and
convenience of the mains power. Many consumers would be willing to pay more for the greater
convenience of mains power. Others prefer to be independent from the national grid, perhaps mindful of
the need in the past for power cuts when hydro lake levels were low.
Of all the renewable energy sources, micro-hydro is probably the most reliable, assuming it is properly
designed and installed. In this case, the dairy farmer opted to install his own micro-hydro scheme.

Eventually, people currently connected to a utility network who live in remote areas may need to consider the
RAPS option. Under the current process of electricity reform, it seems likely that remote users will eventually
have to meet the full cost of the investment in and maintenance of power lines. The Rural Electrical
Reticulation Council (RERC) confirmed that the Electricity Act (1992) makes it obligatory for supply
companies to maintain all existing lines for at least 20 years. This period was set to give rural consumers time
to adjust to the economic reality of distribution costs.
Some power boards, such as Marlborough Electric, have made a commitment to upgrade all lines so they will
be acceptable for the next 30 years. On the other hand, another power company director was quoted recently
as saying it would make commercial sense to cut out the lines to remote areas and sell them for scrap!
Some power boards are taking a creative approach to line costs and RAPS. For example, Southpower faces
the prospect of upgrading some lines to cope with growing demand. An economic alternative is to contain
demand growth through a combination of energy efficiency initiatives, encouraging the use of alternative
fuels such as LPG and installing RAPS. Southpower is facilitating these steps, and several other power
companies are also assisting remote users within their areas to evaluate RAPS options.

Technology Trends and Costs
Most RAPS systems use established technology in the form of diesel motors and electric generators. The use
of renewable energy sources is increasingly being seen as a full or partial replacement for diesel sets. The
capital cost of the renewable energy plant is offset by savings in diesel and engine maintenance. In some
instances, the true cost of diesel, which includes difficulties of supplying it to the remote location, have
increased or are now recognised. This can make renewable energy options more attractive.
Many successful examples of wind, photovoltaic and micro-hydro power systems exist, some having been
installed many years ago. The technology is continually being improved such that nowadays high quality
power can be supplied on a reliable basis. Case Study 31 provides an example of where diesel generation was
eventually completely replaced by renewable energy sources.
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Case Study 31
A rural trust in Canterbury was quoted $30,000 by Southpower to reticulate power 1.5 km to their building
complex. Additional costs were considered to be switchboards, electrician’s labour, energy charges and
interest lost on investment capital.
Consequently, the following system was installed over a three year period:
6 x 60 W photovoltaic panels

$4500

Inverter

$3000

Regulator

$500

Batteries 24 V, 187 Ah

$1500

Diesel generator set (backup)

$5000

Subsequently, the generator set was replaced by a 300 W Soma wind turbine and four extra PV panels
were added. In addition, a water wheel was installed to replace an electric water pump to provide water
for irrigation. The cost was:
4 x 40 W photovoltaic panels

$3000

Wind generator

$2000

Thus the total investment was around $14,500, half of the grid connection quote. The labour for installation
was not costed and 90% of the wiring, splitter boxes, etc. were recycled.
The system provides for lighting, TV, radio, iron, washing machine and power tools in the small house. A
fridge/freezer is used intermittently when excess power exists, which is “sufficiently often to be useful”.
The regulator can accommodate another six power panels, which may be added in future “when we feel
the need to”. The battery bank will then need increasing from the current three days storage of conservative
power use. The waterwheel may eventually power a small alternator as well as the water pump.
The system is not perfect and would only suit this form of “sustainable lifestyle” where power is “conserved
and cherished”. It is low maintenance and has not developed any major problems to date. It is “cost
effective” in this situation.

For many consumers, a very high reliability of supply would be expected. In that case, diesel or petrol
generators are often advisable as part of the system to provide backup power when the renewable source is
deficient or fails. Case Study 32 outlines a very successful micro-hydro development that provides all power
needed nearly all the time, but the old diesel generator was retained as a backup.

Case Study 32
The owners of a tourist lodge in the Marlborough Sounds investigated alternatives to a 15 kW diesel
generator. It was expensive to run, inconvenient, noisy and had insufficient capacity to enable expansion
and improvements of the guest facilities.
In 1985, the option to extend the 11 kV network a distance of 20 km to supply five permanent residents,
including the lodge, and 31 bach owners, was quoted at $716,000. Hence the area remains unreticulated.
The lodge required a reliable power supply, so a micro-hydro scheme based on a nearby stream was
evaluated (Figure 9.1). Water flows of 20 l/s with a head of 56 m were deemed suitable to sustain a 5.8
kW plant without affecting the local environment. Water was diverted into an artificial storage dam to avoid
problems of stream fluctuations.
The overall cost of installing the automatic plant was $39,000. The cost of energy produced was only 17.7
c/kWh for the almost 32,000 kWh generated each year, compared with 57.0 c/kWh for the old diesel
generator.
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70m
Dam

Storage
(8 hours at
full load)
Penstock
150mm PVC pipe
Length: 410 metres

Power station
Turbine
Capacity: 5.8kW
Type: Pelton Wheel
Head: 56 metres
Full Load Flow: 15 litres/second
Generator
230V, single-phase 50Hz

70m

Figure 9.1: Micro-hydro scheme installed in the Marlborough Sounds (EECA,1991)

The diesel generator remains as a backup, but is rarely used. If the area had been reticulated in 1987, the
lodge’s share would have been $170,000, and annual power charges at $2700 would have given an
average charge of 48.9 c/kWh. Hence, the payback of three to four years for the RAPS was quite
satisfactory.
The Ecowatt AC4/38 turbine installed was a Pelton wheel design with up to six nozzles and a full load flow
of 16 l/s. The plant provides electricity for lighting, fridge, freezers and kitchen appliances. Unused power
is used to heat water or air. Cooking is by LPG and wood is used for space heating.
The project has been monitored under the Energy Management Demonstration Programme and could be
replicated by farms or small communities in isolated areas with a similar watercourse. Full details are
provided in Remote Area Power System: Micro-hydro, Project Summary Report 2 (April 1991). For all
RAPS systems, battery storage is essential (see the next subsection) but with an inverter high voltage (230
V) appliances can be operated (as well as low (12 to 24 V) voltage equipment, or lighting, if desired).

A potential RAPS user should first substitute other forms of energy for electricity wherever possible (e.g.
wood for space heating, gas for cooking, solar for water heating). This substitution has been facilitated in
recent years by the development of efficient wood burning stoves, solar water heaters and the ready
availability of LPG. Appliances should be selected for energy efficiency and operated accordingly. Specially
designed super-efficient refrigerators, for example, are available in New Zealand for use in RAPS. The extra
capital cost of these appliances is more than offset by the savings in generation capacity or storage
requirements of the RAPS.
A potential future energy supply option for rural communities faced with rising network connection charges
is the use of low capacity lines to bring in power to trickle-fed individual or shared battery storage. Peak power
demands could be drawn from the storage via an inverter. A small amount of local generation via a RAPS could
be used to augment the network supply. Storage and own generation would save costs by avoiding the need
to size the network connection lines to take peak demand. If the savings were greater than the cost of batteries,
inverters and other RAPS components, then the overall approach would be attractive.
RAPS systems are not cheap and typically cost between $2000/kW and $5000/kW. To provide mains quality,
reliable power, available 24 hours a day at 230 V AC works out at around 20 to 60 c/kWh at present component
prices. The lower figures are for micro-hydro systems. The cost of power from diesel generator sets varies with
load factor and engine size. It can vary from around 30 c/kWh for large systems suited to small communities
to as high as 60 c/kWh for farm-scale generation. The cost of power from photovoltaics is expensive, possibly
45 c/kWh to more than 60 c/kWh (Eden Resources, 1993), but is falling rapidly due to technological
innovation. Wind power is cheaper than photovoltaic energy, but can be more expensive than micro-hydro
if a convenient water resource is available.
For any given energy source, cheaper systems are possible if the user is prepared to compromise on quality
and convenience. Attempts to cut costs, however, often result in long-term problems that make the system
ultimately more expensive in terms of additional maintenance costs and intermittent supply.
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Hybrid RAPS Technologies
A range of hybrid RAPS systems of varying energy efficiency and cost are available. Figure 9.2 shows the
arrangement of a series hybrid with a battery bank interposed between all energy sources and the load. While
this is the simplest system, it can result in inefficient diesel operation or wasted capital investment.
Diesel engine

Alternator

Battery charger

Battery bank

Inverter

Load

Renewable
energy source
• Large capacity battery bank
• Inverter needs to be rated for peak load demand
• Not optimum overall efficiency

Figure 9.2: General layout of series hybrid RAPS (Carr, 1993)

Diesel generator output is limited to the peak capacity of the battery charging operation. Large battery banks
may be needed to have the diesel operating near full load. Attempts to operate the diesel engine efficiently
will be frustrated by the tendency of the load to fall as charging progresses. With a large battery bank, the diesel
may only be used for a fraction of the time, resulting in under-utilisation of capital investment. During periods
of peak end-use demand, the capacity of the inverter could be a limitation. Again, this can be dealt with, but
at the expense of investment in a larger unit.
At the other end of the scale is the parallel unit shown in Figure 9.3. During periods of low to medium loads,
the system relies on the inverter only. If the load exceeds the inverter capacity (or the battery bank is low),
then the diesel alternator is started and its alternator is operated synchronously with the inverter. The system
is arranged so that the diesel operates at or close to full load when it is running. For a large capacity system
with variable load, two diesel engines might be used. Any surplus power from the alternator can be fed back
through the bidirectional inverter to the battery bank. An alternative system would have the diesel engine
connected to a DC generator as well as an alternator to allow battery charging.

Diesel engine

Alternator

Battery

Inverter

Load

Renewable
source

• Diesel operation dependent on renewable availability
• Small capacity battery bank
• Efficient use of diesel generation
Figure 9.3: General layout of parallel hybrid RAPS (Carr, 1993)

The parallel configuration has the advantage of allowing smaller diesel engines, a smaller inverter and smaller
battery banks than may have otherwise been chosen. To get the best out of the system, a good control system
is needed to monitor loads and switch plant. Figure 9.4 shows schematically the layout of a parallel hybrid
system using two different renewable power sources (one AC and one DC) and a diesel generator.
Suggested Strategy: Australia has a RAPS demonstration and assistance programmes. EECA should review
the current level of RAPS facilitation by Energy Companies in New Zealand to see if a similar programme
is warranted here.
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AC power
Wind generator

AC power
Rectifiers
AC
power

Diesel generator
DC power
Charge
control
Photovoltaic array

System
control

Load sensing

Battery
state
sensing

AC
DC
Inverter

Battery energy storage

Figure 9.4: Schematic of multi-source parallel RAPS (Williams, 1993)

New Zealand Technology
New Zealanders have played a role in developing RAPS components and, given the incentives for RAPS
mentioned earlier, the benefits of further research and development could be substantial. For example, a
recently established Oamaru company has developed an efficient cross-flow turbine suitable for RAPS and
partial grid power displacement. Several years ago one of the company directors noted the potential for microhydro while on a field trip to Fiordland. Diesel generators were being widely used in spite of an abundance
of water.
The company provides a turnkey service and employs nearly 10 full-time staff equivalents building and
installing units. The company makes the micro-hydro turbines and uses imported generators. The usual size
is 10 to 15 kW, but units of up to 60 kW have been installed. Enquiries for the service are coming in from local
prospects and overseas, including Africa and the Pacific. The units are ideal for RAPS, but the cost is also
competitive with grid generation, especially as line charges are being brought up to true cost.

Isolated Power Plant
Windmills, photovoltaic panels, and petrol and diesel engines are the most common source of energy for an
on-farm task well away from the main farm centre. These sources are used to pump water for stock and
irrigation, power electric fences and perhaps provide power for little-used remote station huts. Quite often,
the tasks can cope with intermittent energy supply (perhaps buffered, such as with large water storage tanks,
in the case of stock water) or the need for energy is so infrequent that some inconvenience can be tolerated.
As a result, isolated systems are usually based on a single energy source rather than a hybrid system.
The installation and operation of these systems is often a testament to the ingenuity of rural people. Rather
than catalogue the various types of technologies that could be used for an isolated power supply, an example
will be given of one recent technological development by an Australian farmer. This may further encourage
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people on the land to consider whether they can come up with ingenious solutions to their own on-farm energy
needs.
An Australian farmer was faced with the need to pump water from a river for irrigation. The result was the
development of a new device, the Tyson Turbine, named after its inventor. The pontoon-mounted water
turbine uses the natural flow of a river to pump water or generate electricity. The turbine is a cone shape with
blades on its perimeter. It is constructed of one piece of moulded polyethylene and is available in 1.5 m and
2.0 m diameters to suit different conditions. The turbine is suspended below two pontoons. The flow of river
water turns the turbine, which is attached to a right-angle gearbox. Power from the gear box drives a pump
or a generator (or both simultaneously) on the pontoon.
Figure 9.5 shows the basic configuration of the Tyson Turbine (CADDET, 1994). A minimum river flow rate
of 0.75 m/s is required for effective operation. Indicative pump outputs are 400 kl per day at low head with
the small unit to 100 kl per day at a head of 100 m over a distance of 800 m for the larger unit. Power output
varies from 1.5 to 3 kW depending on the size of unit and river flow. By matching the river flow, pump barrel
size, turbine size and pumping duty, high performance output can be achieved.

Displacement pump
and electrical
generation equipment

Pontoon

Pontoon
Waterline

Gearbox

Turbine

Figure 9.5: Tyson Turbine schematic (CADDET, 1994)

The Tyson Turbine is under investigation for harnessing tidal energy in remote areas of Australia. It is also
being tried out in such remote places as the Himalayas, where there are fast flowing rivers. With its abundance
of swift rivers, New Zealand may also have situations where this unit would provide a cost-effective power
or pump energy source.

9.3 On-farm Biofuel Production
As a response to the energy crisis in the 1970s and early 1980s, the Liquid Fuels Trust Board and NZERDC
commissioned a variety of studies into large-scale biomass energy production and conversion based on arable
crops (such as beets) and exotic forestry. This work is discussed in the context of alternative fuels in Part 3,
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“Transport”. There have been several developments since then that makes small-scale, on-farm biofuel
production worth looking at.
The main factor is a steady increase in environmental standards, especially since the passing of the Resource
Management Act in 1991. This increase can be expected to impact on waste discharge requirements and costs
over the next ten years. Anaerobic digestion of livestock wastes was discussed in Chapter 3 and the possibility
of burning chicken waste as a fuel was noted in Chapter 4. Air pollution controls may, in future, make the
collection and incineration of straw (with energy recovery as a possibility) likely, as discussed in Chapter 5.
Another interesting synergy between pollution control and forestry is emerging. Field trials and full-size
projects are underway to use normal plantation forests and short-rotation tree crops to deal with waste from
factories and townships.
Recently, a government-appointed planning commission recommended that trees be planted to offset the
carbon dioxide emissions from a proposed power station at Stratford. The government has largely accepted
this recommendation but the wording of the discussion by the Minister for the Environment suggests that
forests that would have been planted anyway could count towards the required offset. In future special
plantings for carbon dioxide offset purposes may be required. In that case, landowners may be approached
by power generators to establish woodlots. These woodlots could be left alone once established (e.g. native
trees for conservation benefits) or harvested for timber (exotic species). In some cases, the best balance of costs
and environmental and commercial benefits could lie with short-rotation fuelwood lots.
Finally, concern may grow in the future over the contribution farming operations make to greenhouse gas
emissions. The emissions include methane from ruminant digestion and animal wastes, nitrous oxide from
urine and nitrogen fertilisers, and carbon dioxide from fossil fuels such as diesel. Farmers could move towards
more sustainable management by using renewable on-farm energy sources and creating a degree of offset
forestry on their properties. For this reason, on-farm methane use and fuelwood forestry may become more
widespread in future.

Biogas Production
Biogas production from the anaerobic decomposition of manure slurry is a well-established technology.
Simple systems such as the one shown in Figure 9.6 are in widespread use, especially in third world countries.
India has a few hundred thousand such units, while about 7 million operate in China (Electricity Commission,
1991). Even developed nations such as Switzerland have many farm-sized biogas units and support an active
research and development programme to improve the technology. New Zealand has built up a good degree
of expertise with anaerobic digestion at the municipal and factory waste treatment scale.

Manure/waste
Biogas

Gas
collection
Moisture
removal

Inlet

Fermentation
tank

Figure 9.6: Schematic of a floating bell biogas unit (Electricity Commission, 1991)

Biogas generated from anaerobic digesters consists primarily of methane (40% to 70%) and carbon dioxide
(30% to 60%). If the gas contains 60% methane, then its calorific value will be about 70% that of natural gas.
Using digestion tanks of 6 to 25 m3, small- and medium-sized farms can generate their own energy for cooking,
some appliances and a portion of tractor or generator use. Using the manure from four head of cattle (or 10
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pigs), for example, a farm can produce approximately 2 m3 of gas a day. This amount of gas is sufficient to
cook three meals a day for five or six adults, or run a refrigerator and small freezer all day, or run a 3 kW
generator for an hour each day.
Recent developments with large-scale anaerobic digestion units for treating large amounts of livestock waste
were outlined in Chapter 3. The main technological advance with small-scale digestors is the development
of automatic feed and sludge removal systems and the application of digesters to relatively dry solid wastes.
The Swiss have developed a pilot plant unit that comprises an unstirred solids digester with a volume of just
under 10 m3 (CADDET, 1994). It works on a dry continuous digestion system and has an automatic pistondrive feed mechanism and screw solids removal system (see Figure 9.7). The plant provides reliable, troublefree operation. Solid material digestion provides a greater gas yield per unit volume than slurry units.
4
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Figure 9.7: Continuous solids digestion pilot plant (CADDET, 1994)

The Swiss plant was set up to use dry cattle dung and straw but could be tuned for other materials. In Chapter
4, using poultry litter (70% dry) and excreta (100% dry) as a fuel in power stations and smaller cogeneration
units was discussed. Economies of scale may limit this approach in New Zealand. The development of smallscale solid material digesters offers an new energy generation option for primary producers with access to dry
wastes.

Fuelwood Production
Massey University has pioneered field trials in New Zealand on short-rotation energy crops. Earlier work
commissioned by the NZERDC showed that large-scale, long-rotation radiata forests have a very good energy
output to input ratio (over 20:1) based on the gross calorific value of the dry wood. If plantations are established
on grasslands, then they also add to terrestrial carbon storage, an important benefit in terms of mitigating
emissions of greenhouse gases.
Short-rotation coppice tree crops appear to have a lower energy output to input ratio (perhaps 10:1 or less) and
less average carbon storage, but they also appear to be more economical as a source of energy. Growing shortrotation tree crops for energy as part of a farming enterprise is standard practice in some countries (e.g.
Denmark). Equipment to convert the harvested trees into chips, or chunks, and automatically feed boilers or
cogeneration systems is well established.
Energy costs from short-rotation coppice fuelwood lots in New Zealand are expected to lie between $2 and
$4 per gigajoule within a decade (Sims, 1993) and is competitive with natural gas sources. This equates to an
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electricity price of 9 to 13 c/kWh once conversion costs are considered. In some instances, it may be possible
to combine land-based waste disposal and tree cropping. The waste might come from a dairy, piggery, beef
feedlot, food processing factory or municipality. The potential synergies are likely to lead to a cheap fuel
source and a low-cost waste treatment.
Current New Zealand field trials will help to identify optimum plant densities, silviculture practices, rotation
length, etc. for short-rotation systems. However, work is required into species selection, genetic improvement
and hydraulic loading rates for land-based waste disposal.
Suggested Strategy: Research should be undertaken to fill knowledge gaps in farm-scale, short-rotation
fuelwood production technology.
At present, the main way to use wood fuels is simple burning to produce heat. Research is underway at Massey
University, and other places, into gasification of wood, which can yield a more flexible fuel. Trials in Brazil
have shown that a gasification-gas turbine arrangement is feasible using fuelwood. In the future, gasified
wood may also be suitable for fuel cell use. A future scenario can be envisaged where a dairy farm, for example,
meets all its on-farm energy needs from a combination of fuelwood lots and biogas units and even exports
electricity to a utility network.
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Chapter 10
Policies for Improving Energy Efficiency

10.1 Introduction
The key to improving energy efficiency in the primary production sector is to increase the energy focus and
efficiency motivation of primary producers and to make information available on technology options. Making
primary producers more aware of energy efficiency will not be an easy task as most forms of primary
production in New Zealand are not energy intensive and energy costs only make up a small proportion of input
costs. There needs to be an overall plan that works through the following steps:
•

link energy efficiency to Total Quality Management;

•

ensure correct energy pricing signals;

•

provide means to monitor energy use;

•

improve producer education and technology transfer;

•

involve energy suppliers;

•

increase research and development;

•

create demonstration projects;

•

make technical tools available to farmers; and

•

increase the energy component of professional training.

This chapter looks at a number of areas that may warrant policy attention by government, corporates or
produce organisations.

10.2 Total Quality Management
Changing farmers’ attitudes to energy efficiency will be difficult. In order to be effective, energy efficiency
measures must:
•

save farmers sufficient money to make the trouble and effort worthwhile; or

•

enable an activity to be completed that may not otherwise be achieved if energy was in short supply; or

•

have proven beneficial impacts on the environment and thus be encouraged by regulation or conscience;
or

•

be part of a package that delivers other goals such as time and labour saving or improving product quality
or value.

A wide range of marketing techniques could be used to motivate primary producers to be more energy
efficient. These could range from media advertising underpinned with motivational psychology techniques
(not likely to be effective) to linking energy efficiency with special promotions (more promising). An example
of the latter that is gaining momentum is the Ammo-phos Tractor Pulling Competitions. These subtly educate
the competitors and spectators in the optimum methods of setting up and operating their machines, thereby
improving fuel efficiency.
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In the long term, it might prove possible to develop a societal perception of energy inputs as a measure of
performance rather than simply dollar inputs, as at present, or to better align the true cost of using energy and
the price of supply (see Section 10.3, “Energy Pricing Signals”). This would require major economic and
educational changes and would, therefore, take time to be accepted.
Meanwhile, the best approach is to sell energy efficiency as part of the modern farming practice because it
helps to deliver total quality management. Total quality management coincides with the farmer interests listed
above, namely to:
•

reduce input costs, including time;

•

increase product quality and value;

•

reduce risks and uncertainties; and

•

satisfy regulations and consumer needs.

10.3 Energy Pricing Signals
Chapter 5 referred to an instance where irrigators were not encouraged by the tariffs they faced to be
economical in the use of electricity. As competition in the retail supply of electricity develops, it is important
that primary producers are faced with prices that are sustainable, as opposed to those geared to gain market
share or to obtain profits through volume sales, etc.
It may prove necessary to counter the present commercial inducements for pressures on farmers to “use more
energy” by linking energy use with the environmental consequences. Establishing a carbon tax and using the
revenues gained to reduce GST, for example, may be an appropriate measure, but the full implications on the
national economy and exports should first be analysed.
Power supply authorities and fuel companies have a role to play in supporting their rural customers. Many
have realised that energy efficiency will reduce their sales of electricity or diesel. A positive response to this
threat is for energy suppliers to sell the energy efficiency products themselves rather than trying to frustrate
sales of these products with unsustainable energy pricing policies. Supply companies could even go further
and fund the initial investment (e.g. hot water cylinder wraps for dairy sheds) and recover this from the
farmer’s power bills over the next one or two years.
Charges for connection to the supply network need to be set with great care to represent true and equitable
costs. Where it is economically logical, network charges should signal the benefits of moving on to a RAPS
scheme. There is concern, however, that some consumers may face network charges, not high enough to
trigger investment in RAPS, but high enough to frustrate investment in energy efficiency initiatives. This
could occur where the network charges represent a large proportion of the total power bill. The rural
community needs a watchdog organisation with some meaningful function on network charges. Even a simple
monitoring and disputes resolution function would be helpful. For example, the Rural Reticulation Council
or some other body should be empowered to monitor and resolve disputes over line charges for rural power
consumers.

10.4 Energy Use Monitoring
Historically, little information on energy use has been provided to farmers . Most farmers would have no idea
how their energy inputs are proportioned between activities (e.g. how much power is consumed by domestic
use in the house and how much by water pumps, or how much by the poultry shed and how much by the grain
dryer, or how much diesel is consumed by the tractor and how much by the irrigation plant or the combine
harvester).
Keeping records of energy use is not a common practice for most people, not only primary producers. For
example, how many car drivers keep a log of petrol purchases and mileage? Certainly few farmers would keep
records of their fuel or power consumption other than the invoices from the suppliers. Nonetheless, having
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some idea of how energy use is apportioned across different activities can be helpful in identifying areas for
efficiency improvements. For primary producers with energy bills approaching 10% of their total costs, a
serious attempt at an energy audit of farm operations could pay dividends. Even producers with lower energy
bills may be able to identify a few areas for substantial improvement if total electricity and diesel use can be
even roughly broken down.
A breakdown can be done in two ways. The first is through metering and recording of power use at major points
of consumption. This may already be occurring if an item of plant draws power from the network at a separate
location to the main supply. The cost of metering equipment is falling dramatically and power companies are
increasingly providing greater variation in tariffs according to time of day. It may be more practical in future
to separately meter major items of plant, even if they are connected to a single supply point.
The other way power and diesel use can be apportioned is via an estimate based on time of operation and
nameplate details. A simple log of tractor hours or irrigation pump operation could be kept next to the machine.
In Chapter 5, it was recommended that tractors be sold with details of their fuel consumption at 100% and 80%
load. This information could be used to estimate how much of a farm’s diesel bill is for the tractor as opposed
to other equipment (such as a RAPS or the farm 4WDs, etc.).
Even basic information feedback from energy suppliers would help producers to think about their energy use.
For example, the format of a power bill could be set out to compare how much electricity had been consumed
one year against the same period the previous year.

10.5 Education and Technology Transfer
Information access is one of the keys to energy efficiency uptake in primary production. The lack of access
to the latest information and technology for the majority of farmers, growers, foresters and fishermen is,
therefore, a barrier. For example, the restructuring of MAF has meant that access to government-funded farm
advisors is no longer effectively available (see Chapter 2). An important issue is, who do primary producers
get information from? There are still several important sources, such as:
•

neighbouring primary producers;

•

partners, children and friends;

•

primary producer organisations;

•

grower cooperatives (e.g. dairy companies);

•

fishing, farming and forestry newspapers;

•

service industry representatives;

•

equipment dealers and service people;

•

bankers and financiers;

•

private farm advisors; and

•

field days, training days, etc.

A strategy needs to be developed that overcomes the weaknesses in this network and reinforces the strengths.
Possible weaknesses include service industry representatives, equipment dealers and maintenance people, as
distributors of fertilisers, chemicals, equipment, fuel, etc. often lack technical qualifications and training.
While they may perform admirably in terms of their core function, they are generally unfamiliar with the
energy demand aspects of their products. If this target group received energy efficiency education, the people
involved could pass the knowledge on to their clients.
Much of the equipment used on farms and within forests is poorly maintained and, therefore, energy wasteful.
The dealers and/or service people are among the small group of advisors a farmer comes into contact with and
who could advise on maintenance matters. However, few are sufficiently skilled and knowledgeable to
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understand all the operating principles and intricacies of the machines they service. By targeting service
industry personnel about issues concerning energy efficiency, the message may eventually reach the users.
The service industry would benefit from more business and farmers would not only save fuel, but also time
through having more reliable, better functioning equipment.
Bankers and financiers represent a perhaps unexpected opportunity to sell energy efficiency. They are
commercially orientated and accessible for in-service training. They could play a valuable role by ensuring
that efficiency issues have received attention when primary producers present plans for new development and
expansion.
Another potential energy efficiency ally is the electricity supply industry. Power company personnel
undertake a range of in-service courses, which enables them to pass information to their domestic and urban
customers. At present, though, there are few specialists in the rural sector who could assist the farmer with
technical enquiries. A good starting point may be a source of authoritative advice on farm electricity matters
such as is available in other countries and discussed below.

10.6 Involvement of Energy Suppliers
The Farm Electric Centre at Stoneleigh, UK, was established to provide technical information to farmers and
growers, assist with training in demand-side management, and evaluate and, where appropriate, promote new
electro-technologies. It is funded from a levy on the British power companies, which are all members.
The Centre has a number of proactive field staff who meet with the practitioners. When difficult enquiries
arise, they feed them back to specialists. The Centre also conducts research, evaluates new products, publishes
a range of literature and in general has proved successful in raising the awareness level of electricity use on
the farm. Is a similar organisation warranted in New Zealand? Should it cover fuels other than electricity? If
so, who would fund it? Perhaps EECA should liaise with Federated Farmers, the Logging Industry Research
Association and other similar organisations to develop an energy centre that specialises in the primary
production sector.
Other models of energy education centres exist, such as the Cornell Agricultural Energy Program at Cornell
University. This programme:
•

collects and disseminates technical information for farmers in New York State;

•

undertakes farm energy audits;

•

runs training workshops for utility personnel and commercial representatives;

•

develops demonstration farm projects from which it monitors, analyses and promotes the data from energy
efficiency measures;

•

organises an annual conference on demand-side energy management in agriculture;

•

consults on specific problems;

•

produces a quarterly newsletter; and

•

undertakes contract research on energy-related projects.

It is funded by the local power companies, who pay $NZ10 to NZ$25 per farmer customer annually, depending
on what level of participation and support they require. There are eight utilities involved whose farmer
customers number from 1000 to 6000 each. One full-time programme co-ordinator and six half-time staff are
supported by the programme, which is based at Cornell University.
Farming activities in both New York State and Britain are more energy intensive than in New Zealand.
Nevertheless, if saving energy is going to be achieved by New Zealand primary industries, an on-going
educational process will need to be established. It would be useful if local power companies, ECNZ and other
power generators, oil companies, Coalcorp and gas companies were to consider jointly establishing an energy
efficiency information centre to undertake a programme of advice, energy auditing, information dissemina-
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tion, research and demonstration of the electro-technologies and fuel-saving techniques outlined in this report.
Clearly, EECA should have major role in the establishment of such a centre.

10.7 Research, Development and Demonstration
New Zealand already supports a substantial research and development effort into primary production, but the
amount of effort that is going into on-farm energy issues is meagre. Except for dairy farms, most information
on on-farm energy use dates back to work by the NZERDC. If this work was updated, it would provide
valuable marketing information for energy supply companies and enable opportunities to integrate new
technologies.
It is a mistake to think that overseas research can simply be adopted here with, at most, a few slight
modifications. In the area of renewable biomass research, for example, crop types need to be selected and then
improved for New Zealand soil and climate. At any rate, a positive approach to local research is warranted.
With this country’s primary production background and history of innovation, applied research into new
energy efficiency technologies is likely to be fruitful and lead to export opportunities.
It is relatively easy to gather data from local research and to glean information from overseas work, where this
is relevant. It is far more difficult to encourage the industry to take up new concepts and to reap the benefits.
Primary producers need to see first hand how things work and hear the benefits from those with money at stake.
This is illustrated by New Zealand experience with information dissemination. Around 1983, for example,
a series of seminars relating to energy efficiency measures were held for greenhouse consultants and service
industry representatives to provide them with information to pass on to their grower clients. A real interest
in energy saving was expressed at these seminars, but only a small proportion of growers (usually from the
larger enterprises) installed thermal screens, etc. as a result.
There were probably many reasons for this lack of response by growers. Perhaps smaller growers could not
afford sufficient capital to invest in a properly-designed, energy efficient system. Improvements to an existing
greenhouse system are often made on an ad hoc basis and, at the time, energy efficiency is often not a priority.
It is also possible that growers themselves should have been included in the seminar target audience.
It is quite likely that energy efficient techniques will only be widely implemented by primary producers after
they have seen real-life demonstrations and talked with their peers about the merits of changing methods and
technologies. Certainly Bruere (1993) recommended that demonstration projects be established, but these
have not been implemented to date. If an energy efficiency information centre was formed with a primary
industries focus, as suggested in Section 10.6, then it could develop a variety of demonstration farm projects
(one of the recommendations in Chapter 9 is that a RAPS demonstration programme should be established).
It should also be noted that many farmers and foresters are often shareholders and some are directors of
processing companies and representatives on producer boards. If these industry leaders could be encouraged
to accept energy efficiency incentives on their farms and act as role models, then there could be downstream
benefits for energy management initiatives in the food and timber processing industries.

10.8 Technical Tools for Farmers
The Dairy Shed Energy Integration and Optimisation Programme mentioned in Chapter 3 is an excellent
example of how farmers can be provided with energy information and, consequently, encouraged to consider
energy options. This computer programme can model a specific dairy farm and can show, for example, what
would be the energy savings resulting from installing an icebank to cool the milk. It can also calculate the
payback period for investments and, hence, provide farmers with data on which to base an informed decision
as to whether or not to proceed.
The “Tractor Facts” pack (discussed in Chapter 5 and outlined in Appendix 1) is an example of a simple onestep tool that can be applied by farmers to improve tractor performance and save time and fuel. Similar packs
could be developed for stationary plant, energy audit kits could be produced for greenhouse growers and so
on. Such technical tools provide a valuable backup for primary producers who have been motivated by
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demonstration projects, field days, etc. to do something about energy efficiency (directly or as part of steps
to improve total quality management).
Suggested Strategy: Similar technical tools should be developed to assist farmers, growers and foresters when
making investment decisions involving energy use and new technologies.

10.9 Secondary Education and Professional Training
Education on global energy and environment issues in schools is beneficial, but the curriculum does not get
down to the level of energy use in primary production. At tertiary level, the importance of energy and its
efficient use has barely been covered in agriculture, horticulture and forestry courses until recently. At Massey
University, for example, an optional paper on energy systems is offered in the new Bachelor of Applied
Science degree. Energy use is also covered in other papers. It has not previously been a core component of
an agricultural/horticultural degree or diploma course.
Engineers are usually trained in energy use but are, arguably, weak in identifying total system energy
implications of component decisions and in linking their energy knowledge to natural systems management.
“Natural resource engineers” should be trained to deal with complex biological systems and manipulate them
using clean production, energy efficient technology. This would open the way for a greater role for engineers
in primary production research, development and advice services.
Suggested Strategy: The energy components of curricula taught at schools and tertiary institutions should be
evaluated and, if appropriate, teaching resources on energy efficiency for use in primary production should
be developed and distributed.

10.10 Energy Efficiency Forum
Suggested Strategy: An energy efficiency information centre in Primary Production should be established
to identify the best means of encouraging the use of cost effective energy efficient practices and technologies.
It should work closely with the suggested sustainable energy efficiency information centre and:
•

prioritise opportunities (perhaps based on the recommendations provided herein);

•

promote the most important energy efficient technologies and methods;

•

set realistic goals and energy-saving targets;

•

develop the methods to achieve these goals;

•

identify who could do the work;

•

assess the cost and likely return on investments;

•

develop techniques to market the energy efficiency concept; and

•

establish a means of measurement of the energy savings achieved.

For example, the dairy farm industry currently consumes 260 GWh/year of electricity in the dairy shed.
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•

A target of 5% saving (say 10 GWh/year) could be set.

•

The Dairy Shed Optimisation Programme should be made available from ECNZ.

•

Dairy Board consultants leading farm discussion groups could be encouraged to advise farmers in
association with Federated Farmers and/or milk processing companies.

•

The cost might be $20,000 for access to the computer programme and a $20 subsidy per farmer from the
Dairy Board to utilise it (with the farmer paying, say, $50 for a farm visit).
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A national net saving of around $1 million would result and milk quality could well be improved as an
additional benefit due to more rapid cooling and better control of refrigeration temperatures.

10.11 Marketing
Marketing of energy efficiency will best be achieved by an organisation such as EECA appointing a specialist
“Primary Industries Energy Advisor” to work with and get to understand the industry. If closely associated
with organisations that primary producers relate to (e.g. Federated Farmers, Pork Industry Council, New
Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board, Logging Industry Research Association, Fishing Industry Board)
this would help to establish his/her credibility. Only then could the attitudes of practitioners towards energy
use be influenced.
A series of well-publicised seminars to promote energy efficient technologies or concepts to specific industry
groups would be a suitable mechanism to create an awareness of the issue within the industry. A model worth
evaluating in this regard is the British “Farm Electric Centre”. A “Sustainable Energy Information Centre”
for the primary industries could be considered for New Zealand.
Energy efficiency demonstration projects also have a place, but they need to clearly promote additional
benefits such as improved quality or time savings. A degree of novelty is necessary to generate interest and
lead to replication. There is a need to demonstrate relevant overseas information on energy efficiency practices
for the primary production sector under New Zealand conditions (e.g. an American dairy shed vacuum control
system and a British venturi aerator for effluent treatment).
Education methods and resources relating to energy efficiency should be reviewed and developed or upgraded
as appropriate. The energy components of curricula in schools and tertiary institutions should be evaluated.
Where appropriate, teaching resources could be developed and distributed. EECA recently released a
teaching resource “Precious Joules - Being Energy Smart”, an Energy Efficiency Curricula Kit for Secondary
Schools. The focus of this resource is mainly home and building (e.g. school) energy use, but the principles
conveyed have wider application.
The agri-chemical users education programme recently instigated by the AgriChem Trust is an extension
model from which lessons could be learnt for energy efficiency education. Its success is due to its endorsement
by farming organisations and by food retailers who only purchase from registered growers. It appeals to
growers by adding to the international marketability of their products and the clean/green image of New
Zealand. Energy management training and promotion programmes could be conducted along similar lines.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions and Future Strategies

11.1 Industry Features
Energy Use Patterns
Although energy consumption by the primary production sector (agriculture, horticulture, forestry and
fishing) amounts to only 4% to 5% of the national total energy demand, over 200 million litres of diesel, 200
million litres of petrol and 500 GWh of electricity are consumed annually. These figures include off-farm
personnel transport and the movement of primary products to freezing works, timber mills, coolstores, etc.,
but not the subsequent processing. Over 80% of the energy used in primary production is for agriculture and
horticulture. Fishing uses about 12% of the total, mostly in the form of diesel or fuel oil. Forestry operations
account for the balance.
Most of the petrol use in agriculture and horticulture is for off-farm personnel transport. Almost half the diesel
use is for off-farm freight (fertiliser, stock movement, etc.). The major electricity use is for electric motors
to drive pumps for stock water supplies, irrigation, milking and effluent disposal. Water heating is another
major electricity end use.
Compared with many other OECD countries, energy demand per unit of product by New Zealand’s primary
industries is low because:
•

relatively little nitrogen fertiliser is applied;

•

animals graze outdoors (for the most part);

•

the area in horticulture and intensive cropping is small;

•

most cultivated land is used for low intensity pastoral farming; and

•

fishing and forestry production are relatively low energy users.

The primary industry is diverse and a wide range of energy technologies are employed. Hence, a single
initiative to significantly improve energy use is difficult to define. Instead, a broad-ranging strategy is needed
to promote awareness of energy efficiency opportunities.
Notwithstanding the relatively low overall energy intensity of New Zealand primary production, there are
means to improve efficiency, especially in the dairy, arable farming, intensive livestock and poultry
production, and greenhouse industries. Quantification of the potential to save energy is, however, difficult to
achieve with any degree of accuracy.

Future Energy Trends
There are many trends affecting primary production in New Zealand that could impact on future energy use.
There are changes in the ownership and organisation of primary production units and the type of uses to which
the land is being put. Forestry, and now fishing operations, are largely controlled by large corporations,
although many new forest plantings are being carried out by small private companies, and quite a few small
fishing businesses remain in operation. Corporate farming ventures are also becoming more common.
However, most farms remain privately owned and are run as family businesses.
There is a general trend towards more intensive land use, which could increase the total energy requirements
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of the primary production sector. The main trend is the conversion of beef fattening or lamb producing land
to dairying and marginal pastoral farms to forestry. Forest establishment and silviculture are less energy
intensive then pastoral farming, but when the energy demands of tree harvesting are considered, forestry
requires more energy per hectare per year on average. Another noteworthy trend is conversion of farmland
to small holdings and it is thought that this will also increase energy use per hectare. In the fishing industry,
stock enhancement and aquaculture can be expected to increase as biological understanding of species lifecycle requirements improves.
Any tendency of these trends to increase the total energy requirements of primary industry could, however,
be countered by adopting more energy efficient technologies as land conversion and development takes place.
The growing awareness of the advantages of remote area power schemes (RAPS) in certain circumstances
could reduce the amount of energy imported onto farms or into rural communities. Current reform of the
energy supply system means that people are taking a hard look at the cost of maintaining a power supply from
the national grid to remote sites when cost-effective RAPS alternatives exist. Most existing RAPS are powered
by diesel generators, but the trend is towards hybrid schemes with a significant renewable energy component
(wind, micro-hydro or photovoltaic). Another future possibility is greater use of on-farm energy sources, such
as fuelwood crops or biogas from wastes.
There is little doubt that the use of fossil fuels underpins the present high levels of production per hectare and
per primary production worker. In the longer term, a trend towards sustainable agriculture, driven by both
market demand (for organic, low energy or ethically derived products) and regulatory requirements (e.g.
aimed to reduce pollution) could reduce energy consumption or increase on-farm energy production.
Sustainable agriculture does not automatically mean going back to low input, low output systems. Production
levels and quality can probably be maintained by integrating a variety of techniques, such as integrated pest
management, conservation tillage and cool chain produce movement — techniques which happen to save
energy.

Energy Use Attitudes
Modern primary production could not operate without the input of energy obtained from off-farm sources. For
most agriculture, horticulture and forestry enterprises, the purchase of energy is not, however, a major budget
item. It generally constitutes only 5% to 10% of the total input costs. The exceptions are:
•

heated greenhouse production, where fuel costs can be as high as 30% of the total costs;

•

vineyards, where most operations are mechanised, and labour costs are low; and

•

agricultural contracting businesses, which consume large volumes of diesel fuel daily.

Direct cost savings from energy efficiency should appeal to managers of these enterprises, but most other
primary producers may feel this alone is not enough to warrant their attention. A key issue is how to raise the
profile of energy efficiency among primary producers.
Family enterprises are still the main organisational unit for agriculture and horticulture, which make up the
bulk of energy use in the primary sector. Understanding farmer motivation is an important step in appreciating
how to market energy efficiency. A recent survey of a small number of sheep and beef farmers indicates that
such family enterprises are not solely motivated by profit. Other major factors include:
•

satisfying the family’s various anticipated needs;

•

gaining personal satisfaction from farming the land according to good husbandry principles; and

•

ensuring the business is a feasible proposition for the next generation.

For most farmers, growers, foresters and fishers, energy efficiency will be of interest only if it is linked to a
parcel of other benefits that are perceived to be important. These benefits fall under the umbrella of total
quality management. They include increasing yields, reducing production costs, saving the time to complete
a job, improving the quality of the product, satisfying regulatory requirements (health, safety and environment) and enhancing work pride.
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Primary producers have a lot to consider and it is unrealistic to expect energy efficiency to be constantly to
the fore. The best opportunity to raise it as an issue is when change occurs, e.g. when replacing obsolete
equipment or when new regulations result in new management procedures being necessary. Concerted effort
on energy efficiency concepts would be best timed for when such opportunities occur. For example, new
tractors could come with energy consumption data and a “Tractor Facts” pack to provide information on
efficient operation.
At the same time, however, there needs to be a range of ongoing energy efficiency services available to primary
producers, partly to raise general awareness and partly because not all changes in circumstances can be
targeted.

11.2 Key Energy Efficiency Technologies
Dairy Farming
Energy use on a dairy farm is fairly evenly spread between water heating, milk refrigeration, water pumping
and milking plant. These activities represent a number of opportunities for energy recovery and reuse. The
Dairy Shed Integration and Optimisation Programme developed by ECNZ should be promoted and used as
a decision support tool for farmers intending to make investments involving changes to energy use or
technologies.
Electricity demand in dairy sheds can be reduced by using pinch technology (for herds of 300 or more cows)
to identify opportunities for heat exchange and simple optimisation techniques (for smaller herds). The use
of heat exchangers to precool milk before refrigeration should be encouraged. Ice banks have been evaluated
to assess their power demand and effectiveness under New Zealand conditions, but further assessment is
required.
A watching brief should be maintained on on-farm milk concentration technology as it develops. The overall
energy and product quality implications balance will need to be carefully evaluated.

Livestock and Poultry
No single technology stands out to improve the energy efficiency of extensive sheep and beef farming. Modest
improvements could be made in some on-farm activities, such as stock water supplies. For some of the more
remote farms, the main energy focus in the future is likely to be on cost-effective RAPS.
Intensive livestock and poultry production provides considerable scope for improved efficiency. Basic
attention to building energy efficiency, such as sound design, adequate insulation and controlled ventilation,
should pay dividends. New quartz linear lamps provide a new and efficient approach to heating brooding sheds
and piggeries.

Arable Farming
Diesel for tractors and implements is the main energy requirement for cropping. Most of the energy goes into
tillage operations and the first energy efficiency question is whether this can be reduced by moving towards
conservation tillage techniques.
Tractors need to be correctly sized for the tasks they have to perform and then operated and maintained
correctly. A “Tractor Facts” pack has been prepared that provides step-by-step instructions on how to set up
and operate a tractor and implement combination to operate efficiently. The spin-off of correct operation is
not only fuel savings, but also reduced tractor hours and less wear and tear.
Crop drying (and subsequent cooling) can account for a considerable proportion of energy demands for some
arable farmers. The use of heat pump dehumidifiers offers an energy efficient alternative to direct-fired gas
or electric resistance heating. In the future, crop chilling rather than moisture reduction to retain quality may
be the most efficient approach.
Irrigation can be another major energy use for arable farmers. Installing efficient pumps and motors is
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important, but opportunities to reduce water requirements should also be examined. The latter can provide a
spin-off of reduced conflict with other water users and environmental goals.

Horticulture and Greenhouse Crops
Most fruit growing requires a significant amount of light tractor work for cultivation and mowing between
rows and spraying operations and these activities constitute the major on-farm energy demand. It may be
possible to reduce the need to spray, and hence diesel and petrol use, through integrated pest management.
Improving the efficiency of spraying, that is getting as much of the active material where it is really useful,
will also increase energy efficiency. Correctly setting up and operating tractors in accordance with the
“Tractor Facts” procedures will reduce fuel use and may save time in the orchard.
The installation of moveable thermal screens should be promoted to managers of heated greenhouses,
particularly those in the South Island, as they can save a lot of energy. Carbon dioxide enrichment of
greenhouse crops should be promoted as it increases the production per square metre of greenhouse.
Combined with the use of a heat pump to meet part of the summer cooling load, CO2 enrichment could be an
energy efficient technology. The use of artificial lighting, photoperiod lighting systems, etc. also appear to
increase production per unit of energy input and, therefore, are energy efficient technologies.
Hydroponic production is another technique that may increase production per floor area, but its energy
implications are not yet clear. A study of the energy inputs into hydroponic production methods should be
undertaken to compare them with traditional greenhouse production in terms of MJ input/kg of product.
Using air circulation devices to avoid temperature gradients in heated greenhouses is a simple approach that
should be promoted to give better use of heating inputs.
The cool chain concept of maintaining fresh fruit and vegetable crop cooling from the field to the retail shelf
has the potential to save energy. A New Zealand study is needed to confirm this and assess its likely uptake
by New Zealand growers.

Forestry and Fishing
Most of the in-forest energy demand for forestry occurs during log harvest. Diesel use by log haulers and
loaders is the main item of energy consumption. Since diesel engines work best close to full load, correct sizing
of plant, minimising idle time and shortening return journeys to pick up logs should save fuel. Wheeled
skidders are more energy efficient than crawler tractor and cable haulers and, from an energy viewpoint,
should be used wherever the terrain allows.
The main energy use in harvesting wild fish stocks is diesel and fuel oil for vessel propulsion and powering
accessory equipment. Good engine, hull and propeller maintenance will help to reduce fuel demand. Low drag
nets are available, which can reduce power demands when trawling. Almost any technology that helps the
skipper catch fish with less days at sea will improve energy efficiency. Net monitoring gear falls into this
category.

On-farm Energy Production
Reform of the energy supply industries, especially of power companies, has provided some primary producers
with an incentive to look into remote area power schemes (RAPS). Most existing RAPS are based on diesel
generator sets, but technologies are now available that make hybrid RAPS more viable than in the past. These
hybrids use a renewable source such as wind, micro-hydro or photovoltaics with a diesel backup.
A range of emerging environmental issues may create incentives in the future for farmers to develop on-farm
fuel sources. These issues range from farm waste disposal concerns, the possible need for tree planting to offset
power station carbon dioxide emissions and the potential for on-farm energy cropping to produce biofuels for
off-farm uses. In the future, farmers may increasingly produce biogas from animal wastes, take part in
fuelwood systems or provide sites for combined land-based waste disposal and energy cropping.
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11.3 Future Strategies
This section brings together all the specific recommendations made at different points in the report.

Primary/Chp 11

•

EECA should evaluate the most appropriate means, including the need for special forums or information
centres to advise the rural sector on energy issues and encourage the uptake of energy savings measures
(Chapter 1).

•

A feasibility study and cost benefit analysis should be undertaken to assess the potential impact on energy
demand of a move towards sustainable farming systems (Chapter 2). A model worth evaluating in this
regard is the British “Farm Electric Centre”.

•

Ice banks should be evaluated to assess their power demand, energy efficiency implications and
effectiveness under local conditions and, where appropriate, their use should be encouraged (Chapter 3).

•

The Cornell vacuum control system should be evaluated for use in New Zealand dairy farm conditions
(Chapter 3).

•

A demonstration dairy shed should be established and, using pinch technology, to show efficient energy
use. (Chapter 3).

•

All tractors sold in New Zealand should have their power rating (maximum kW output at the power-takeoff) and specific fuel consumption at 100% and 80% maximum power (kWh/L) clearly stated by the
importer and labelled on the tractor (Chapter 5).

•

“Tractor Facts” is the basis for tractor operator education. It could be the opportune time to reactivate this
programme to inform operators about fuel and time efficiency (Chapter 5).

•

An unpublished report on energy efficiency in irrigation, prepared by the then Ministry of Energy, should
be reviewed and, if necessary, revised and made available to growers who might benefit from the
recommendations (Chapter 5).

•

The Electricity Supply Association and EECA should produce guidelines for energy companies to set
tariffs that encourage saving of both power and water for their customers’ irrigation schemes (Chapter 5).

•

The benefits of energy savings to be had from irrigation scheduling based on soil moisture monitoring
should be evaluated and, if appropriate, the promotion of this technique should be undertaken (Chapter
5).

•

The overall energy inputs into initiating the cool chain concept in New Zealand and its likely uptake should
be evaluated (Chapter 6).

•

A study of soil warming benefits under New Zealand conditions should be made to ascertain if greenhouse
heating inputs can be reduced by using a heated bed system (Chapter 7).

•

The installation of moveable thermal screens to reduce energy inputs in greenhouses should be
encouraged, particularly in the South Island (Chapter 7).

•

Carbon dioxide enrichment can increase crop yields, thereby making better use of energy in greenhouse
production. Its use should be encouraged, particularly in association with using a heat pump to meet part
of the cooling load (instead of summer ventilation) and, thus, increase carbon dioxide utilisation (Chapter
7).

•

The use of air circulation devices, such as ceiling fans to avoid temperature gradients within the
greenhouse and hence give a better use of heating inputs, should be encouraged (Chapter 7).

•

Further studies of fuel consumption in the forest should be undertaken to identify areas of energy savings
potential. Particular emphasis should be given to whole-tree harvesting systems, which have the additional
potential benefit of supplying fuelwood at the landing from the arisings (Chapter 8).
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•

Australia has a RAPS demonstration and assistance programmes. EECA should review the current level
of RAPS facilitation by energy companies in New Zealand to see if a similar programme is warranted here
(Chapter 9).

•

Research should be undertaken to fill knowledge gaps in farm-scale, short-rotation fuelwood production
technology (Chapter 9).

•

The Rural Reticulation Council or some other body should be empowered to monitor and resolve disputes
over line charges for rural power consumers (Chapter 10).

•

EECA should liaise with a range of energy supply organisations to ascertain whether there would be
national benefit in establishing an energy efficiency information centre for the primary industries
(Chapter 10).

•

Technical tools similar to the ECNZ Dairy Industry Optimisation Programme and the Massey University
“Tractor Facts” pack should be developed to assist farmers, growers and foresters when making
investment decisions that involve energy use and new technologies (Chapter 10).

•

The energy components of curricula taught at schools and tertiary institutions should be evaluated and,
if appropriate, teaching resources on energy efficiency for use in primary production should be developed
and distributed (Chapter 10).

•

A forum for energy efficiency in primary production should be established to identify the best means of
encouraging the use of cost-effective energy efficient practices and technologies (Chapter 10).
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Appendix 1
Tractor Facts Pack
The Tractor Facts Pack was written to provide farmers with information on how efficient tractor operation can
increase the profitability of a farming venture. Fuel consumption can be reduced by as much as 30% by simply
ensuring that the tractor is driven with maximum efficiency.
In order to drive a tractor with maximum efficiency, the tractor and implements must be correctly matched
and set up, and good driving practices must be followed. Driving a tractor with maximum efficiency will cut
fuel costs, reduce repairs and maintenance, and ensure that the capital invested earns the best possible return.
The Tractor Facts Pack describes techniques that optimise tractor operation.
The Tractor Facts Pack consists of:
•

Tractor Facts Manual

•

Tractor Facts Field Pocketbook

•

Tractor Facts Wheel-slip Calculator

The manual explains the basic elements of efficient tractor operation and supplements information contained
in the Field Pocketbook. The manual is divided into two sections and includes an appendix on two independent
tractor tests, the Nebraska and OECD tractor tests. The first section, “Principles of Efficient Tractor
Operation”, describes the principles behind the techniques outlined in the Field Pocketbook. The second
section, “Tractor Selection”, outlines the factors to consider when changing tractors, accessories or
implements. New Zealand examples are used to demonstrate the principles outlined.
The Field Pocketbook is a reference that describes how to drive a tractor skilfully and efficiently, but does not
describe the theory behind the techniques (this is described in the manual). The Field Pocketbook was written
with the assumption that the driver has a given size of tractor and implement and has little opportunity for
changing them.
The Wheel-slip Calculator aids in calculating wheel-slip and contains information on tyre pressures and loads.
Together, the Field Pocketbook and Wheel-slip Calculator make up the Field Kit. The Tractor Facts Pack
recommends one field kit for each driver or tractor.
The information contained in the Tractor Facts Manual is outlined below.

Section 1: Principles of Efficient Tractor Operation
Tractive Efficiency and Wheel-slip
A good understanding of drawbar pull and drawbar power are essential to running a tractor efficiently.
Drawbar pull is the force a tractor exerts at the drawbar. It is only a measure of the load the tractor is pulling
and does not take into account how fast it is pulling the load. Drawbar power is the speed at which the tractor
can do the job, and primarily determines work rate.
There are always losses in converting engine power to axle power. There are further losses in converting axle
power to drawbar power, such as those from rolling resistance and wheel-slip. Tractive efficiency is the
measure of the losses incurred when converting axle power to drawbar power.
Tractive efficiency varies according to the surface being driven on and will be reduced if the tractor is not set
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up or driven properly. Fuel consumption, tyre wear and operating costs can be reduced by improving tractive
efficiency.
Wheel-slip is the key indicator of tractive efficiency. Some wheel-slip is necessary if a tractor is to operate
at maximum tractive efficiency. But there is a point where wheel-slip becomes too high and this wastes fuel,
lowers the work rate, wears out tyres and can cause soil compaction and smearing. Too much wheel-slip
indicates that either the weight on the wheels is too little, or the pull on the drawbar is too high for the size
of the tractor. Conversely, too little wheel-slip indicates that the weight on the wheels is too great or the pull
on the drawbar too low. Fuel is wasted in overcoming unnecessary rolling resistance and tyres are likely to
be damaged because they carry too much weight.
Wheel-slip cannot be judged by eye — it must be measured. The Tractor Facts Manual describes three
techniques for measuring wheel-slip. They are:
•

distance measurement method;

•

wheel revolution counting method; and

•

timing method.

The first two techniques require two people — the driver and an observer. The timing method only requires
one person.
Wheel-slip can be altered by changing the pull on the drawbar exerted by the implement and the weight on
the driving wheels.
Weight transfer is the best technique for changing wheel-slip. The hydraulic system can be used to transfer
weight from the implement to the tractor wheels. This is the best way of adding weight because it is instantly
controllable and the extra weight is applied only when it is needed. Using weight transfer saves fuel, reduces
tyre wear, limits stress on transmissions and axles, and lessens soil compaction on headlands. Forward speed
also changes the weight required on the drive axle to ensure that engine power is used most efficiently.
Ballasting can be used if weight transfer alone does not result in optimum wheel-slip.

Hydraulics
If the tractor’s hydraulic system is not operated correctly, a substantial proportion of the tractor’s work
capacity is wasted. A wide range of hydraulic systems is available, and the tractor’s manual is the best source
of information on how to operate the hydraulic system most efficiently. Hydraulic systems include:
•

Draft Control — All tractors have draft control, which is not always used to its full potential. The draft
control system maintains the pull imposed on the tractor by the soil-engaging mechanism at a constant
level by varying the working depth of the implement according to changes in soil condition. When used
correctly, draft control adds greatly to the efficiency with which the tractor/implement combination is
used.

•

Position Control — Position control allows the driver to vary the height of mounted implements between
the fully-raised and fully-lowered positions. All tractors have position control. The main benefits of
position control are faster working and more consistent height or depth setting.

•

Pressure Control — Some tractors have pressure control, which can transfer weight from the implement
to the rear wheels of the tractor.

•

Load Monitor Control — Load monitor control senses the pull on the tractor through the tractor drive
system, and can be used with external hydraulic systems to maintain constant implement load on the
tractor.

Engine Speed/Power Output/Fuel Efficiency
Fuel efficiency is determined by the quantity of fuel used over time and the power produced. Both the design
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of the engine and the way it is run affect fuel efficiency. The best way to run an engine is to select an engine
speed no higher than that necessary to generate the power required.
The manual describes the “change up/throttle back” technique, which will ensure that the engine is run
efficiently.
High torque rise engines should never be operated above the speed where maximum power is produced as
work rate will decline and fuel consumption will increase. Engines should not be left idling for more than 15
seconds as after that more fuel is used idling than in restarting.

Maintenance
The better a tractor is maintained, the more efficient its fuel use will be. Dynamometer testing and regular
servicing of all components should form the basis of the tractor maintenance programme.
•

A dynamometer test will give an accurate appraisal of power output and will identify deterioration of
engine components. The dynamometer test is the best basis for deciding if and when fuel injectors and
pumps should be serviced.

•

Proper maintenance of air filters is essential to keeping an engine in top tune. Poor air flow to an engine
can cause significant deterioration in efficiency.

•

Engine operating temperature is an important indicator of engine condition, and for most tractors is
between 80˚C and 90˚C.

Turbochargers
Fitting turbochargers to existing tractor engines is a common practice, and fuel savings and power increases
after fitting a turbocharger are often claimed. However, simply fitting a turbocharger is unlikely to result in
any significant increase in power and the efficiency of fuel consumption, and a tractor should be tested on a
dynamometer and serviced before a turbocharger is fitted. The servicing itself may increase power and fuel
consumption efficiency.
If a turbocharger is fitted, any extra power it gives should be used to pull existing implements faster rather than
increasing ballast and pulling wider implements. This will minimise the possibility of transmission failure.

Tyres
Correct tyre pressure is one of the key components of efficient tractor operation. Tyres are built to withstand
high stresses, but over and under inflation will reduce the ability of the tyres to do so. The optimum tyre
pressure varies with the type of soils being worked. Permissible inflation pressures and loads for common tyre
sizes are shown on the Tractor Facts Wheel-slip Calculator.
Frequently altering tyre pressures is not practical on most farms, and good practice is to alter them twice a year.
For example, tyres can be run at a higher pressure during the summer when the ground is harder.

Records
Accurate records are essential for monitoring tractor performance and efficiency. An accurate daily record
of fuel consumption, oil consumption and tractor hours allows trends to be monitored and highlights possible
problems.
Regular monitoring of fuel use shows what methods of cultivation are more fuel-efficient, gives warning of
possible fuel leaks and shows when injectors are ready for servicing. Records of tractor hours also provide
a basis for regular servicing and a measure of field efficiency. Records of areas worked and types of work,
when combined with tractor and fuel use information, provide a basis for monitoring how efficiently a tractor
is used, and provide a good basis for future management decisions.
The Tractor Facts Manual provides an example of the way a standard vehicle log book can be used for tractor
records.
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Section 2: Tractor Selection
Buying the right tractor and correctly matched implements can make a significant difference to farm profit.
Section 2 of the Tractor Facts Manual outlines the factors to consider when purchasing a new tractor,
accessories or implements.
Farm machinery costs consist of fixed costs and running costs. Fixed costs are those associated with owning
and running a tractor, regardless of how often it is used. Fixed costs include interest on capital, depreciation
and insurance. Running costs are those incurred only when the tractor is put to work, and include labour, fuel,
repairs and maintenance.

Tractor and Implement Sizing and Matching
The best approach to choosing a new tractor is to base the choice on the heaviest work the tractor will be
expected to perform and the amount of time available to do that work.
Factors to consider include the speed of operation and the types of implements to be used. The implements
chosen should be those that allow the tractor to work at the highest speed practicable. The manual outlines
the factors to consider in choosing the best implements.
Field efficiency is the amount of work actually done in proportion to the tractor’s theoretical maximum
capacity if worked continuously with no time lost from stoppages, turning or dead running. Field efficiency
can be improved by:
•

adopting a farm layout that ensures that transport distances are kept to a minimum;

•

creating larger paddocks so that less time is spent turning;

•

using the best implement for the task; and

•

doing regular maintenance, which will minimise downtime in the field.

Selecting a Tractor
Power is the main consideration when buying a tractor. The first guide to power is the manufacturer’s figures,
and the Tractor Facts Manual outlines a standard basis of comparison of power ratings.
The manual also gives detailed information on what factors should be considered when selecting a tractor.
These factors include:
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•

PTO power;

•

torque rise;

•

fuel consumption;

•

turbocharging;

•

transmissions;

•

hydraulics;

•

2WD or 4WD;

•

weight;

•

tyres;

•

instruments; and

•

comfort.
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Assessing Tractor Performance in the Field
Once selected, a tractor must be assessed on the farm. Different tractors should be compared under similar
conditions. It is important to check wheel-slip, work rate and fuel consumption.

Nebraska and OECD Tractor Test Reports
The Tractor Facts Manual describes how the two main types of independent tractor test can be used as a basis
for comparing tractor models, although care should be taken since a New Zealand tractor model can differ
considerably from the same tractor tested overseas. The two types are:
•

the Nebraska tractor test carried out by the Department of Agricultural Engineering at the University of
Nebraska; and

•

the OECD tractor test carried out by various OECD testing stations around the world.

The Nebraska test provides data on power at the drawbar and the PTO fitted, the fuel and oil consumption,
noise and tractor weights. It also includes an outline of the tractor specification.
The OECD test covers the same information at the Nebraska report, but also includes more detailed tractor
specification data. Optional tests cover brakes, lights, steering, centre of gravity, noise and a complete map
of engine performance measured at the flywheel.

The Tractor Facts Pack is available from:
Department of Natural Resources Engineering
P O Box 84
Lincoln University
Canterbury
Phone (03) 325 2021
Fax (03) 325 3725
OR
Department of Agricultural Engineering
Massey University
Private Bag
Palmerston North
Phone (06) 350 5268
Fax (06) 350 5640
A Tractor Facts video is also available.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
If the whole food system industry is considered from the farm or sea to the consumer’s plate — the production,
processing, distribution and preparation of foods — then about 30% of New Zealand’s primary energy use
goes into supplying food. This is a higher percentage than in comparable countries (see Table 1.1).
% of total food industry energy usage required for:
Country

Production

Processing

Distribution

Preparation

% of National
Primary Energy
Requirements

United States

17.6

29.1

15.8

37.5

17.0

Australia

28.9

25.9

10.4

34.7

18.9

New Zealand

27.8

31.6

17.9

22.7

30.0

Sweden

26.5

33.3

10.2

29.9

12.2

United Kingdom

21.5

31.2

12.2

35.0

21.5

Table 1.1: Energy use in the food industry in five countries (after Patterson, 1984)

This does not arise from inefficiencies; indeed, available data suggest that many parts of the New Zealand food
industry are often technically advanced and large in scale, so leading to the efficient use of energy. The
difference arises from the very large contribution that the food industry makes to the total economy including,
in particular, the export industry, which itself is very large on a per capita basis. This also accounts for the
low fraction of the energy used for food preparation as so much of the preparation is carried out overseas, and
contributes to the relatively high fractions used for distribution and production despite low intensity farming
systems.
The important point is that in New Zealand, energy efficiency improvements in the food industry will have
a greater impact on the national energy picture than similar changes in comparable overseas economies.
The total energy use in the New Zealand food system is made up of production (28%), processing (32%),
distribution (18%) and preparation (23%). In this report, only the 32% used in processing (approximately
9.6% of the national primary energy requirements) will be discussed. Energy use in the production of food
is covered in Part 4, “Primary Production”, the distribution of food is covered under general freight movement
in Part 3, “Transport”, while food preparation, largely a household activity, is the domain of Part 1, “Domestic
Buildings”. General energy data used in this report are from the Patterson Energy End Use Database (1993).
In 1986/1987, the total energy delivered to the food processing industry was 26,000 TJ, which rose to 31,400
TJ in 1991/1992. This corresponds to an equivalent rate of continuous consumption of nearly 1 GW — of
course, the actual load pattern is far from 1 GW at a 100% load factor.
Producing heat is the main energy use in the New Zealand food industry. Of all heating operations, drying
consumes the most energy. Oil was once the primary source of this heat, but has been replaced by gas, which
may present a problem for the future if new gas resources are not found to replace the Maui field. Past history
and all available predictions suggest that the food sector will maintain its growth and, therefore, importance
as an energy consumer.
The dominant energy consumers in the food sector are the meat and dairy industries. Together, they accounted
for nearly 75% of the total input energy in 1986/1987, and 70% in 1991/1992 (see Figure 1.1). Consequently,
while Part 5 covers all food industries, it focuses on the dairy and meat industries.
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Figure 1.1: Energy use in the food processing industry

There are a number of methodologies and technologies available for improving the use of energy in the New
Zealand food processing industry. They include:
•

taking into account the fundamental technological requirements of processes and matching these to the
energy supply, such as in the example of fans in the meat freezing process (see Section 4.1);

•

re-use, such as mechanical recompression in evaporators, direct firing of driers, recovery of energy from
flash at times of pressure reduction and from hot exhausts;

•

optimisation of insulation in both hot and cold applications, which are well understood concepts of
conservation and efficiency, but can easily be neglected or overlooked; and

•

exploring new technologies, such as using superheated steam, infrared or microwave radiation for drying,
or resistance heating for liquid processing.

Technologies that can lead to more efficient use of energy in the food processing sector are discussed in the
remainder of this part. In essence, energy efficiency will need active technology at the plant level and account
taken of interactions between the product and the process engineering. Better energy management has the
potential for major reductions in energy demand and costs in the New Zealand food industry.
The food industry is thus in a position to contribute positively to conserving the country’s energy resources.
Energy efficiency initiatives, together with load shifting, peak saving, etc., can reduce or defer the need for
new power generation. In addition, the industry could achieve a degree of self-sufficiency in power demand
through cogeneration and biogas production and use, and, in some cases, could export power to other users.
Past history and all available predictions suggest that the food sector will maintain its growth and importance
as a consumer of energy.
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Chapter 2
Energy Use in Food Processing

2.1 Energy Use Information
A major goal of research and survey work undertaken in the food processing industries has been the
determination of specific energy consumption in a particular industry (or sector of it), factory or product line.
Such information is sought because it is useful for costing, process control, troubleshooting, energy
conservation, and as baseline data. Over many years, data has been accumulated, especially by research
institutes.
For many years, information on energy usage was openly exchanged on the basis that while divulging
information involved some competitive sacrifice, it was greatly outweighed by the information gained in
return. It is hoped that the current tendency towards keeping such information confidential is considered
carefully and seen to be disadvantageous to not only the nation, but also to the firm itself.
Major energy surveys and comparisons have been carried out, but the size and expense of such studies has
generally been a deterrent. For example, a major survey of a freezing work’s steam usage carried out many
years ago required lengthy planning, procurement of equipment from all over the country, around 200 hours
of measurements and the subsequent analysis and presentation of the data (Earle, 1965). This data provided
a broad baseline, which led to many changes, improvements and energy savings. Measurements on separate
items and lines have been carried out since, but such a comprehensive set of measurements will probably never
be made again.
A similar survey was carried out on the total refrigeration plant in a freezing works (Fleming, 1975). Again,
this has served as a source of basic information that has been used extensively in many advantageous ways.
Such an extensive survey will probably never be repeated either.
Extensive surveys have also been carried out in the meat industry (Pearson and Pilling, 1975) and the dairy
industry (Vickers and Millar, 1983). Nationwide surveys of energy usage in the dairy industry have been
carried out since the mid-1950s, and there have been more intensive surveys of particular plants, but the data
is not widely available.
In the late 1970s, Cleland and Earle (1980) conducted extensive surveys of energy consumption in the food
processing industries (excluding meat and dairy processing). Although details will have changed since the
time of the survey, the data is probably the best available and provides a reasonable indication of present
practices. In addition, there have been detailed examinations of individual plants and items since, although
these are not generally available and their extent is unknown.
Some nation- and industry-wide organisations have been active in energy conservation. For example, the New
Zealand Energy Research and Development Committee (NZERDC) gained an excellent research record
during its existence. The dairy and meat industries have research organisations, the New Zealand Dairy
Research Institute and the Meat Industry Research Institute respectively, that consider energy usage as part
of their activities. The energy related activities of these institutes are outlined in Chapter 3, “Major Food
Processing Sectors”. Some energy providers are active in promoting better use of their product, which could
be interpreted as enlightened self-interest, especially in the longer run.

2.2 Energy Sources and Trends
The food processing industry uses two main types of energy — fossil fuels (for heat energy) and electricity
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(for refrigeration and moving materials in the factory). The largest heat energy use is for drying, particularly
for spray drying of milk.
In 1991/92, energy sources included coal (11,740 TJ), gas (10,250 TJ) and electricity (5170 TJ). Perhaps the
most notable change in energy sources between 1986/87 and 1991/1992 was the sharp rise in the use of gas.
This trend has continued as gas reticulation has been extended, and industries have been able to write off
existing plant and convert to a source that is cheaper, cleaner and more convenient than the oil it has largely
displaced.
From 1986/87 to 1991/92, coal usage increased by about 20%, which reflects price, improvements in
equipment and handling, and growth in the dairy industry. The use of petrol and diesel also increased, from
2600 TJ to 3581 TJ over this period. The increase in electricity use kept pace with overall growth. The use
of electrically-based control equipment has increased substantially, but it is not a heavy energy user and this
increase is not apparent in the demand statistics.
The replacement of people by machines has been a factor in the increase in electricity consumption in the food
processing industry. At $10 an hour, labour costs around $100 per kWh, which contrasts markedly with the
cost of energy, which is, say, $0.1 per kWh, although this is, obviously, only one consideration.
However, the availability of new technology has also had an effect. For example, the use of refrigeration and
air conditioning has increased, and thermal recompression is being replaced with mechanical/electrical steam
recompression.
Although some large meat freezing plants have closed, there has been an increase in chilling and freezing in
other industries, such as fishing.
Details of the types of energy used in the various food industries are shown in Appendix 1.

2.3 Individual Energy Trends
Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of energy use across the industries that make up the food processing sector
for the periods 1986/87 and 1991/92. As mentioned earlier, the dominant consumers are the meat and dairy
industries, which account for nearly 70% of the total energy use in 1991/92.
From 1986/87 to 1991/92, energy usage in the dairy industry increased from 10,900 TJ to 15,100 TJ. Other
notable increases within the food sector were:
•

bakery products (other category) — 885 TJ to 1400 TJ;

•

miscellaneous food products (other category) — 880 TJ to 1290 TJ; and

•

processing of fruit and vegetables — 1550 TJ to 2230 TJ.

Only energy usage in the meat industry decreased, from 8540 TJ in 1986/87 to 6960 TJ in 1991/92, which is
due to a decrease in production and energy savings in both specific fuel production and specific electricity
consumption.

2.4 Future Energy Outlook
Dairying, fruit and vegetable production, and fish processing are predicted to increase (Tradenz, 1993), and
energy usage is likely to increase accordingly. Current Ministry of Agriculture forecasts to the year 2000
indicate a further decline in total livestock numbers and a possible shift towards more cattle and less sheep.
The change in livestock composition would be due to expansion of dairying into lamb production areas, and
the loss of pastoral land, mostly marginal hill country, to forestry. Forecasts are tentative and with the relative
success of the Uruguay Round of the GATT and the possibility of more trade opportunities and better prices,
stock numbers could build up fairly quickly in the future.
Even before the changes of the last decade to make the New Zealand economy more competitive, open, and
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Figure 2.1: Trends in energy usage in various food-related industries

relatively free of government involvement, the food processing industry had undertaken industry rationalisation with implications for energy use. Economies of scale forced plant closures and amalgamations in the
dairy industry. Amalgamated plants can be an order of magnitude larger than some of their predecessors.
Capital costs are inversely related to throughput, so that a 30-fold increase in plant size can reduce capital
charged per unit of output by 70 percent. This can have a significant beneficial impact on energy efficiency
options, which usually require capital investment.
In the meat industry, however, there is a trend away from large centralised plants towards smaller, more
specialised ones. This is independent of the labour component of unit costs, which tends to be proportional
to plant size and may be a strategy to gain flexibility in the face of an uncertain future. The result, as elaborated
in Section 3.2, appears to be a drop in energy use due to lower baseload energy requirements. A potential
disadvantage of small units, namely lack of technical depth and management specialisation in energy usage,
is not evident, or has been compensated for by other factors.
Historically, the food industry has had a conservative attitude to risk and uncertainty. Operating costs are
preferred to capital expenses on account of the flexibility afforded by the former. However, capital
expenditure on plant, such as heat exchangers, is often needed if energy efficiency is to improve.
Historic conservation combined with the current emphasis on market forces appears to have led to increased
reluctance to take even slight risks with new technologies. A good example in the context of the food industry
at present is the replacement of refrigerants because of concerns about damage to the ozone layer and the
greenhouse effect. The only long-term available refrigerants known to be ozone-safe are ammonia, carbon
dioxide, hydrocarbons and water. Yet all present evidence suggests that current thinking will lead us to ever
more expensive and complex chemicals, such as multifluoroethanes (e.g. R134A or tetrafluoroethane), whose
operational advantage is that they represent a minimal extension of conventional refrigeration technology.
The long-term implications of these compounds, assuming hundreds of thousands of tonnes are produced, are
unknown. Alternatives, such as the use of carbon dioxide or propane, mean that potentially efficient
technologies are unlikely to become much more than curiosities.
A major energy source issue for the food industry is the future of natural gas availability and its price. The
current Maui gas contract expires in 2009, and there is concern that comparable new fields will not be
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discovered in the meantime. Despite this, the food industry is becoming more and more committed to this fuel.
Gas accounted for 33% of the food industry’s primary energy supply in 1991 (equal to more than twice
electricity use and roughly similar to coal). Ministry of Commerce energy forecasting is based on sufficient
new gas field developments in the future to supply the reticulated market, but not power generation and the
petrochemical industries. Gas is likely to be available for the food industry well into next century, but at higher
prices than currently enjoyed. Clearly, the industry should start to take this into account when faced with the
real possibility (some would say high probability) of there being less gas at much higher prices available after
2006.
According to the data from the Energy End Use Database (see Appendix 1), total growth in the food industry
has been around 20% in the last five years, or 4% per year, for both electrical and total energy. This bears out
a much earlier study (Earle, 1969) that showed electricity usage in food processing increased by about 5% p.a.
for some years, and was predicted to continue. Economic growth has been low in recent years, but is now
picking up. At present, a return to growth of something of the order of 5% annually seems a likely and
reasonable prediction. In a recent publication, Tradenz (1993) has suggested that dairying, fruit and vegetable
production and fish processing will continue to grow, with a 30% increase in volume of exports by 2002.
Energy usage is likely to grow accordingly. The food sector will continue to contribute about one-half of
foreign exchange earnings and will rise from about 12% to 15% of gross domestic product. In 2002, the food
industry is expected to invest $2 to 3 billion annually, and this will have substantial energy implications. It
is therefore likely that the recent growth in energy demand by the food industry, 5% per annum, will be
maintained for the rest of this decade.
The meat processing industry is undergoing rapid rationalization with the closure of some plants, usually the
older, larger and often less energy efficient plants. At the same time, there are proposals to establish new, small
plants. The likely trend will be towards further improvements in the overall energy efficiency of the meat
industry. The dairy industry is expanding, and this presents opportunities for plant upgrades using modern
efficient equipment and processes.
The shift towards natural gas use may continue, although uncertainty over the long-term security of supplies
or prices could see a return to oil or coal use, or greater use of membrane separation and electro-technologies
such as mechanical vapour recompression or closed-cycle heat pumps for concentrating, heating and drying
tasks.

2.5 Energy Policy
There appear to be no direct government policies on energy use in the food processing industries. General
energy policies supporting energy efficiency and the use of renewables exist and EECA is funded to service
these. Arguably, general government economic policy has had a greater impact, to date, on energy use in the
food industries than has energy policy. The removal of government subsidies, for example, has had a marked
effect on some elements of food production in New Zealand, especially the meat industry. Total government
assistance to agriculture fell from 30% of production value in 1984 to 3% in 1990. This, combined with a
decline in livestock commodity prices worldwide, meant that in 1990 sheep numbers were at their lowest level
for over a decade. As outlined above, energy use in the meat industry decreased significantly from 1986 to
1992.
While agricultural policies have had a flow-on effect to food processing, it is hard to discern any other recent
government policies that have had a direct effect on energy use in the food processing sector. Free market
monetary policies, which expose New Zealand to international interest rates, have affected investment
decisions, but in an unpredictable way and may have increased the conservatism, mentioned earlier.
High interest rates undoubtedly have a restraining influence on capital expenditure on energy saving
equipment, because they intensify high discount rates and short payback periods. In an industry that has
always been reluctant to commit capital (with the exception of the dairy industry), despite the attractions of
investment in inflationary times, it is easier to continue with ad hoc additions to existing plant. Piecemeal
additions were often made to accommodate growth, which seldom led to experimentation or adventurous new
concepts in energy use.
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A policy issue that is seen as important to the food industry is energy pricing. One example is the relative
costing of line and energy charges, which substantially affects the economics of cogeneration. Since a major
move towards cogeneration could reduce total energy consumption, this pricing issue should, arguably, be a
matter of public policy.
Another concern is the potential for anti-competitive energy pricing when a company tries to modify its load
to take advantage of better tariffs. An example is provided by the case of a food processing factory that
accounted for a major portion of its energy demand on a small electricity supply company. Factory
management identified ways to move and smooth demand peaks that had the potential for large savings. The
supply authority reacted by threatening to modify the tariffs so as to maintain the percentage of its income
expected from the factory. As a result, the potential energy management changes were not made. The recent
changes to energy markets, namely the removal of franchise areas, the moves to introduce wholesale
competition, etc., may alleviate such problems.

2.6 Energy Efficiency Opportunities
Some energy efficiency opportunities derive from the second law of thermodynamics as applied in the food
industry. Thermodynamic potential, entropy and energy changes, and the interactions between temperature
levels and energy transfer, are considerations.
Strategies can include making use of the potential of burning fuels to produce high temperatures and pressures
that can be reduced to process working levels through work-producing machinery, such as turbines and gas
engines. Opportunities can be revealed through careful scrutiny of working temperature drops in equipment,
noting the irreversible elements in these and reducing them by matching them better and more systematically
(as exemplified by pinch technology), and by analysis of entropy changes in refrigeration heat recovery. In
food processing, energy efficiency initiatives often increase the capital component of costs and, therefore,
have to be balanced against energy costs. The balance may change with time as primary energy costs shift.
Whether management can justify the time needed to identify opportunities will depend on the potential
benefits and competing claims for management attention, such as a greater need to reduce other input costs.
In the food industry, energy accounts for between 5% and 15% of factory costs and therefore is a significant,
but not a major, component. The possibilities for saving energy vary widely.
Individuals in all parts of the industry have shown that there is considerable scope for improvement in
conventional plants and designs. In many operations (individual process units or whole integrated factories),
there are often substantial opportunities for improvement at the design and construction stages. Subsequently,
there are few cost-effective opportunities for additional improvements unless major technological developments occur. In an industry with a long history, these do not occur often and, even when they do, it takes time
to implement them because of the considerable capital invested in existing practices. The greatest opportunities come with growth and dramatic change. For example, amalgamation in the dairy industry has led to new
and much larger plants.
The driving force for better technology is usually cost benefit improvements through better process control,
a more uniform and higher product quality and improved productivity rather than energy efficiency. Better
technology, more often than not, does lead to energy savings.
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Chapter 3
Food Processing Industry Sectors

3.1 The Dairy Industry
The dairy industry is the largest energy consumer within the food sector. For over 60 years, the New Zealand
Dairy Research Institute (DRI) has serviced the industry’s research and development needs. For about 40
years, there has been an engineering presence in the DRI for whom energy has been a major concern. The DRI
has:
•

conducted energy surveys;

•

followed energy use trends and made predictions;

•

studied individual plant items; and

•

conducted energy measurement and commissioning studies, of equipment.

Much of this work has been published. In recent years, however, some of the above activities have passed to
company units, which, because of amalgamations, have become much larger and more technically able to
conduct their own energy work. Therefore, there has been less data available in recent years, even though the
work continues.
One of the major objectives has always been to relate energy demands to production. It is useful to follow
trends, but changes in the production mix make long-term trends more difficult to follow.
Energy usage data for the dairy industry from 1985 to 1991 is shown in Table 3.1. It is possible to make a good
estimate of specific energy consumption over the seven year period, but the data shows little in the way of
trends. One way of interpreting this data is that it shows a stable and technically-sophisticated industry.
Strictly speaking, this is not correct. The dairy industry has undergone considerable change and some
important technological developments have significantly affected the energy scene.
Earlier reports tend to give more detail and show something of the changes and advances made. For example,
while the average specific fuel consumption for each different milk-based product dropped steadily from 1969
to 1980, the average consumption per unit of whole milk processed failed to show a corresponding decrease.
This was attributed to increases in efficiency, in particular products that were counterbalanced by a large
increase in the production of energy-intensive products such as dried products (Lovell-Smith and Baldwin,
1988).

Data Available
Data available include:
•

specific energy consumption in various product categories; and

•

variation in energy consumption between factories.

For example, the mean specific energy usage in the spray-dried milk industry for the 1984/85 season was 16.94
MJ/t, with a maximum of 37.77 MJ/t and a minimum of 12.34 MJ/t. For the whey powders industry, mean,
maximum and minimum usages were 51.41, 123.11 and 12.61 MJ/t respectively (Lovell-Smith and Baldwin,
1988). Figures 3.1 to 3.3 show similar data for cheese factories and town milk production.
Such data show the very wide range of energy requirements. By no means do the data necessarily reflect
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Electricity
Season

Milk Processed

Electricity

Specific

(litres)

(kWh)

Electricity

'000,000

'000,000

Consumption
kWh/m3

MJ/m3

85/86

7177

318.1

44

160

86/87

6087

347.4

57

205

87/88

6776

354.8

52

189

88/89

6178

347.5

56

202

89/90

6574

368.1

56

202

90/91

7040

393.1

56

201

91/92

7240

417.2

58

207

Steam
Season

Milk Processed

Steam

Specific Steam

(litres)

(tonnes)

'000,000

'000

Consumption
(t steam/m3 milk)

85/86

7177

2853

0.398

86/87

6087

*2710

0.445

87/88

6776

2812

0.415

88/89

6359

2660

0.418

89/90

6628

2648

0.400

90/91

7100

2661

0.375

91/92

6419

2375

0.370

* There is conflicting data indicating that this figure could be 2710 or 2603.

Gas
Season

Milk Processed

Gas

Specific Gas

(litres)

(GJ)

'000,000

'000

Consumption
(GJ/m3 milk)

85/86

7177

4326

0.60

86/87

6087

3653

0.60

87/88

6776

3777

0.56

88/89

6178

4113

0.67

89/90

6574

4028

0.61

90/91

7040

4254

0.60

91/92

7240

4242

0.59

Table 3.1: Energy usage in the dairy industry 1985-1991 (from Baldwin, 1993)

Notes:

1. This data was gathered in order to calculate the cost of producing a steam resource, and the figures do not
necessarily account for the total energy used by the industry.
2. Steam is produced from coal and gas. Data on tonnes of coal and GJ of gas used to produce steam is
unavailable. However, on a cost basis, gas accounts for 45%-50% and coal for 50%-55% of the steam
produced.
3. The figures shown are for gas used for air heating and steam production, and are probably close to the total
quantity of gas used by the dairy industry.
4. Differences in throughputs between the categories in some years result from slight differences in the
reporting bases.
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Figure 3.1: Specific fuel energy used to produce one tonne of product at each cheese manufacturing plant in New Zealand during the 1984/85 season. Factories that use steam as a heat transfer
medium are marked S; those that use hot water are marked H (after Lovell-Smith & Baldwin, 1988)
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Figure 3.2: Specific fuel energy used to produce 1 m3 of milk at each town milk plant in New Zealand during the 1984/85 season. Factories that use steam as a heat transfer medium are marked S,
and those that use hot water are marked H (after Lovell-Smith and Baldwin, 1988)
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Figure 3.3: Energy use index showing efficiency of electrical energy use at New Zealand town milk
plants in the 1984/85 season. Numbers indicate rank in thermal energy use (after Lovell-Smith and
Baldwin, 1988)
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managerial or technical competence, but rather they suggest the influence of plant obsolescence, plant size,
new technology, load factors and economic factors. They also indicate the very limited value of overall
specific energy figures for technical purposes (as opposed to accounting purposes) and something of the
variability of energy use in industry. One interesting point is that a regression analysis performed to
differentiate the influence of operational factors revealed no statistically significant relationships.
Over the standard product range, the specific energy requirements are greatest for casein, followed by spraydried milk powder, cheese and butter, and town milk. From 1954 to 1985, fuel use steadily declined, whereas
electricity use steadily increased. Obviously, where fuel and electricity are easily interchangeable, such data
would directly reflect cost, but in fact the cost and time of changeover, the greater flexibility of electricity,
and company policies also play a role.
Even in technically straightforward product lines there are major energy disparities, which may be reflected
to a much greater extent by technical sophistication and company attitudes. Figure 3.2 shows the range of
specific fuel energies in MJ/m3 for town milk production. In town milk production the only process is,
essentially, pasteurisation, a heating, holding and cooling operation in which the liquid nature of the product
makes extensive heat recovery possible. The mid-ranked group of plants use about twice the minimum
observed specific energy, and about one-third of the maximum energy requirement. The dominance of hot
water use among those plants ranked in the more efficient 50% of the total suggests that this may be a better
strategy than steam use. A hot water-based system often has wider heat recovery opportunities, experiences
lower heat losses and can provide a better supply and demand match.
Figure 3.3 shows the specific electrical energy use at town milk plants. There is a wide range of electricity
use across the 35 plants represented. On one hand, one plant ranked low on thermal energy use, number 32,
is a heavy electricity user. On the other hand, the highest thermal energy user has the second lowest electricity
consumption. Careful examination of the data in Figure 3.3 does not show, however, a trade-off between heat
and electricity use. Plant number 26 is efficient and is a relatively low user of heat and power. Figure 3.3
emphasises the difficulty of correlating the various factors that can affect energy use.

Energy Efficient Technologies
Major shifts in technology have occurred in the dairy industry, some of which have considerable potential to
change energy demands. Some of these new technologies are discussed below.

Pinch Technology
Pinch technology is a systematic technique of heat exchanger network design that is based on heat and power
thermodynamics. Its key strategy is to set targets that identify opportunities on a site-wide basis by analysis
of the overall situation prior to design.
Heat flows are related to temperatures. The point of minimum temperature approach, the pinch, can be
identified, and targets can be set for the minimum heating and cooling needed on the whole site. In the dairy
industry, thermal aspects of different processes on a site have been integrated to bring them together on a plant
basis. In the meat industry, refrigeration, heat rejection and process heat requirements can be looked at from
an overall point of view. In both industries, applications of this methodology have resulted in worthwhile
savings.
For more information on pinch technology, refer to Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.

Multiple Effect Evaporation
Materials can be progressively concentrated in a cascade of units. The vapour created from one stage of the
evaporator is introduced to the next stage, in which the temperature is lower than the previous one, but still
sufficient to create evaporation at the stage’s operating pressure (it might be under vacuum). The plant design
can achieve a fairly constant temperature difference between the vapour heat source and the material being
evaporated and, hence, achieve efficient heat exchange.
A heat source is needed to initiate evaporation in the first stage and to augment the energy supply to the
subsequent stages. Process steam, the usual heat source, can be passed sequentially through each unit,
gradually giving up its energy.
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The energy efficiency of evaporation increases in proportion to the number of stages, or effects. The energy
and cost savings come at the expense of greater capital investment in plant. The balance of costs and benefits
is favouring the employment of more evaporator effects. For example, three-effect evaporators are now being
replaced by up to seven-effect evaporators. In simple terms, this represents an energy reduction of 3/7, or 43%
(this does not take into account steam recycling, which is almost universally used).

Thermal Vapour Recompression
The water vapour that is driven off during evaporation contains latent heat, but the potential to recover this
energy for the evaporation process is usually limited because the vapour temperature is too low for efficient
heat exchange. The vapour could be upgraded, i.e. have its temperature elevated, by being compressed. This
compression could be achieved by using a heat energy source, in which case it is referred to as thermal vapour
recompression (TVR). One approach is to use a steam jet ejector. This ejector consists of a high velocity steam
jet across a suction chamber that is connected to the vapour stream to be compressed. The steam jet mixes with
the vapour stream and passes into a venturi-shaped diffuser which converts the velocity energy into pressure.
Such an ejector enables recovery of more energy, through subsequent heat exchange, than is required to
generate the steam for the ejection.
TVR might convert a three-effect evaporator in standard configuration to the thermal equivalent of a foureffect one. On a seven-effect evaporator, TVR could be used on the first three effects, which would make it
equivalent to a ten-effect evaporator. The energy reduction would be around 6/10 or 60% for a given
throughput.

Mechanical Vapour Recompression
Mechanical vapour recompression (MVR) is taking over from TVR. It is, in effect, a heat pump that uses the
evaporated vapour as the heat source and water as the working fluid. MVR uses high capacity fans driven by
electric motors (or cogeneration sets) to compress the steam for reuse in heating. Once a MVR unit is in steady
state, evaporation (or drying) can be achieved without any heat source at all. An initial heat source is needed
to generate the first round of steam, which is compressed, used to evaporate more vapour and then discharged
after condensation (heat recovery from the condensate for some other purpose may be feasible). Figure 3.4
shows a flow chart for a MVR unit.
Drain
High pressure/high
temperature steam
Condenser
Process
fluid

Compressor
Evaporator

Process steam
(low pressure)
Condensate

Figure 3.4: MVR evaporator operating principle

Nearly all the latent heat of evaporation can be recovered and reused, and so the compressor motors only need
to supply a small system loss, perhaps a twentieth or less of the energy needed for a single-effect conventional
evaporation/drying system. MVR can be combined with multiple effects systems to produce highly energy
efficient product concentration or drying.
Figure 3.5 shows the flow chart for a quadruple-effect MVR evaporator used to concentrate whey (CADDET,
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Result No. 97, 1994). The shaded streams represent the vapour path. Moisture is removed from the system
via the steam line, the vacuum pump and the pre-heater drain. The system is started by introducing steam to
the evaporators. Vapour is upgraded from effect number three, returned to number one and then cascaded.
Notice that the milk supply undergoes a number of preheat steps before entering the first effect stage. The
evaporator in Figure 3.5 used approximately one tenth the total energy of the quadruple effect TVR unit it
replaced. It replaced heat with more expensive electricity, but nonetheless reduced energy costs by 75% (this
was in Japan).

Figure 3.5: Flow chart of MVR evaporator system (CADDET, Result No. 97, 1994)

MVR has been the subject of a number of other IEA/OECD project reports covering the dairy industry in
countries such as Norway (CADDET, Result No. 10, 1994) and the Netherlands (CADDET Result No 1,
1994).
Instead of recompressing the vapour to effect heat recovery, a heat pump using a separate cycle and operating
fluid (e.g. HCFC) can use the vapour’s latent heat as an energy source. The heat pump can then deliver the
recovered heat through its condenser. This approach lends itself to low temperature drying and is described
in Section 3.3 below.
More information on MVR and other heat pump technologies and applications is available in Chapter 3 “Heat
Pumps and Related Plant” in Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.

Membrane Separation
Food processing often involves separating and/or concentrating materials. Over the last 15 to 20 years, the use
of fine membranes to filter materials has, in many instances, replaced conventional separation techniques (e.g.
evaporation and centrifuge) and, in some cases, led to the development of new products. By avoiding the use
of heat, membrane separation can improve product quality. Processes that use membranes vary from the
separation of fats with microfiltration, proteins with ultrafiltration, lactose and other milk components with
nanofiltration and even smaller components with reverse osmosis.
The most common form of membrane separation technologies (MST) use a pressure differential as the driving
force. With reverse osmosis (RO), a very fine semipermeable membrane allows water and other hydrogen
bonding solvents to pass but acts as a barrier to dissolved salts, ions and other organic compounds. To
overcome the tendency for the pure water to migrate back to the concentrate (osmosis) pressure, up to 7,000
kPa must be applied to the concentrate to drive water across the membrane. Usually, the focus is on reducing
the water content of the concentrate so that useful products can be recovered. In some cases, however, it is
the permeate, water in this case, that is the valued product. The use of RO to produce potable water from sea
water is a case in point.
With ultrafiltration (UF), the membrane passes hydrogen bonding solvent molecules between 10 angstroms
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and 0.1 micron and most salts, but retains compounds with a molecular weight greater than approximately
500, such as colloids, viruses and cells (bacteria). The transmembrane pressure required for UF, up to 1,000
kPa, is much less than that required for RO. Diafiltration is a variation on UF where the concentrate is
repeatedly diluted with water and subject to filtration to increase its final purity by removing the water soluble
components. Nanofiltration, also referred to as loose reverse osmosis, is a description of a membrane process
with pore diameters intermediate between RO and UF.
Microfiltration uses membranes with larger pore diameters than UF and requires even lower operating
pressures, typically up to 100 kPa. MF membranes retain suspended particles, bacteria and some emulsions.
In simple terms, permeate with RO is water, with UF it is water and salts, and with MF it is water, salts and
selected macromolecules. In practice, there is an overlap between these types of membrane technology. Table
3.2 shows the applications and energy requirements for each type of pressure-driven MST. Further
information on technical considerations for MST, such as membrane equipment, maintenance and life, is
readily available (ECNZ, 1995) (EPRI, 1988).
Species
Size (micron)

Ionic

Molecular

Examples

0.1

0.001 0.01
salts

Macromolecular

bacteria

Typical
energy
(kWh m-3
permeate)

Reverse
osmosis

4

beach
sand
algae

Microfiltration

Ultrafiltration

10

Macroparticle

>100
yeast
cells

proteins

sugars

Membrane
process

1.0

viruses

metal
ions

Microparticle

1

Particle filtration

0.2

Table 3.2: Pressure-driven membrane separation technologies. (ECNZ, 1995)

For example, whey, the by-product of cheese production, is commonly concentrated and then dried. The
conventional approach is to take the 5% solids feedstock and evaporate it to, say, 50% solids and spray dry
it. As indicated above, the use of TVR is more energy efficient than simple evaporation. An alternative that
is becoming increasingly common is to use reverse osmosis for the first stage of concentration to achieve, say,
25% solids. Reverse osmosis plus evaporation may only require a fraction of the energy input of six- to sevenstage TVR evaporation. Like MVR, reverse osmosis replaces heat with expensive power, but nonetheless total
energy costs can be reduced by 60% (de Vries, 1992). While membrane techniques provide energy efficiency
benefits, they do require considerable capital outlay and they change the energy mix requirements of
processing plants.
Membrane technology replaces heat with power, usually electricity. The liquids to be concentrated must be
supplied to the membrane units under high pressure. The pump energy input is rarely recoverable. With
conventional evaporation, and evaporation using vapour recompression, there are opportunities for waste heat
recovery. Consequently, the energy advantages of membrane technology may not be as great in a well energyintegrated factory as a single plant item comparison (as above) might indicate. However, the increased use
of electrical power may provide opportunities for cogeneration and associated energy efficiencies.
There are other membrane separation technologies that use either concentration differences, such as direct
osmosis, or electric potential differences, for example electrodialysis, as the driving force. In the dairy
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industry, electrodialysis is used for desalting of whey. Pervaporation, a form of concentration driven
separation that involves a phase change, is used to dehydrate ethanol (ECNZ, 1995).

Other Technologies
•

Cogeneration using high pressure boilers — The economics of cogeneration are dependent on complex
interrelationships between the capital requirements for stronger boilers, turbine and generation plant, and
the value of the electricity produced. Cogeneration is common in the dairy industry and has been practised
for many years. Different combinations are possible, e.g. the shaft energy from the turbines might be used
directly in centrifugal steam compressors or refrigeration compressors.

•

Direct firing of driers — Direct firing of driers is more thermally efficient than the indirect heating of air
that is in turn injected into the spray driers. However, direct firing introduces the problem of possible
contaminants in the products of combustion. Gas firing, in particular, is possible in some drying
operations, but is being progressively replaced by modern indirect-fired units, which are more versatile.

•

Pressurised hot water for process heating — Changing, in appropriate cases, from steam to pressurised hot
water for process heating can reduce energy requirements. For example, in six town milk plants that
converted from steam to hot water, hot water use averaged 0.72 GJ/m3 of milk processed, in contrast to
the 1.05 GJ/m3 used by steam-heated plants, a saving of around 30%. In a cheese plant, the saving from
such a change was even greater.

3.2 The Meat Industry
The meat industry is the second largest energy consumer in the food processing sector. In 1989/90, the total
energy cost was around $63 million, and typical energy costs were around $1 per lamb unit.
Apart from individual initiatives, the systematic industry-wide investigation of energy utilisation started with
the establishment of the Meat Industry Research Institute of New Zealand (MIRINZ) in 1956. Early on, energy
was seen as an important cost component and as part of the engineering domain that, if systematically and
scientifically handled, could contribute substantially to the smooth operation of plants and the consistent high
quality of products.
Surveys, investigations and proposals have emerged over the years, many of which are generally available.
Some of the surveys have been extensive and provide a basis from which departmental and plant consumptions
can be seen in perspective and subsequently investigated for improvement, where appropriate. For example,
a recent extensive survey of plant utilities, including energy, gave details of ideas for improvements and
included sections on product and process changes, integration and pinch technology, and primary energy
supply (Cleland and Jones, 1993).
As in the dairy industry, specific energy usage in the meat industry has been related to throughput in MJ per
tonne of product. Difficulties have arise from product differences in that sheep, cattle, pigs, calves and deer
are, to some extent, processed differently. Nonetheless in the past these products and their energy inputs could
be related to each other to a reasonable degree. Increasing diversity in the meat industry, with some plants
no longer processing by-products, has meant that comparisons on the basis of dressed carcass weight, even
adjusted for animal species, may no longer be valid. Total production can be “fuel adjusted”, which involves
making an allowance for the presence of by-product processing by weighting total production tonnage
according to the energy requirements of the by-product lines.
The fuel adjusted production can then be related to gross plant primary energy inputs of fuel and electricity.
Again, some adjustment is needed for the different fuel mix of plants and the relative conversion efficiencies
of oil, coal, gas and electricity. Adjusted specific fuel consumption (SFC) can then be compared with fuel
adjusted production, and this is shown for 31 meat plants in Figure 3.6.
There does not appear to be any significant relationship between production and SFC. A slight tendency for
SFC to increase with plant capacity is evident and this is discussed below. Some plants have SFC up to five
times higher than the lowest comparable plants. Plants with rendering systems tended to have higher SFC than
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those not processing by-products (not withstanding an attempt to adjust for this factor). The reasons for this
appear to be:
rendering systems use steam, whereas plants that do not process by-products tend to use only hot water;

•

rendering plants often obtain their hot water from “surplus” steam, an inefficient practice;

•

non-rendering plants have boilers operating continuously — an efficient mode — compared with
fluctuating steam loads in other plants; and

•

plants that do not process by-products tend to be newer and smaller, with less space heating needs and
fewer losses from extensive pipe systems.
Adjusted Specific Fuel Consumption (GJ/t)

•

8
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Figure 3.6: Changes in energy use in the meat industry from four surveys of 31 plants
(after Fleming and Kemp, 1992)

Some of the large variation in energy use between plants can be explained by separating energy use into
baseload and variable components. The baseload energy component increases with plant capacity (Figure
3.7a). This probably reflects the general tendency for large plants to be older, but is also a product of their size
and the extensive nature of boiler plant and reticulation systems.
The variable component is kill-dependent and comprises the extra energy required for each unit of production.
The larger plants tend to use less amounts of variable energy per unit of production than smaller plants (Figure
3.7b) due to economies of scale. For large plants, however, baseload becomes the largest component (refer
to Figure 3.8). The net effect of the two factors is for SFC to increase with plant capacity. This emphasises
the need for large plants, in particular, to pay close attention to good housekeeping to reduce baseload
requirements.
Increasing the number of shifts per day increases plant utilisation, and the trend towards multi-shift operations
will reduce SFC. New, smaller plants with shift operations may be able to match the capacity of traditional
large plants, but without the accompanying high baseload energy use. Another factor in plant utilisation is the
variability due to lack of control of stock inputs.
To help focus these issues, MIRINZ have prepared a computer model that incorporates the results of energy
surveys (Lovatt, 1992). This model allows individual plants to use their own data to examine trends and
compare themselves with industry norms obtained from other plants and from the industry as a whole. This
should facilitate energy management and encourage managers to look more intensely at energy use in their
plants.
Data on the SFC for 22 meat plants comparing 1985/86 with 1989/90 is summarised in Figure 3.9. The SFC
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decreased for just over half the plants. A few plants experienced little change, while the balance increased their
SFC. The increases were mainly the result of lower utilisation of equipment through reduced kill numbers (and
hence a high baseload penalty). Decreases in SFC resulted from improved utilisation of hot water, increased
waste heat recovery in rendering plants, better load matching for boilers, improved insulation, higher kill
numbers and better housekeeping.
8
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Figure 3.7: Baseload (a) and variable fuel (b) relationships with production
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Figure 3.8: Proportion of variable and baseload components of total fuel used, based on regression
analyses in Figure 3.7

A more detailed knowledge of the circumstances of individual plants shows the problems that can arise in
comparing plants. One plant that showed a dramatically lower SFC had shifted its rendering operation offsite, and so a major energy drain was no longer present, even though the tonnage throughput of meat was
unaffected. Nonetheless, providing care is exercised in interpreting the results, surveys and benchmarking
energy use are valuable management tools.
Comparisons between plants have been carried out extensively for many years. These enable present
consumptions to be related to the historical record and to the results obtained by others, essentially carrying
out the same task though under different circumstances. They provide a useful incentive, and a stimulus, to
technologists and management.

Energy Efficient Technologies
Recovery of Energy in Refrigeration
Refrigeration equipment is, essentially, a heat pump, and careful analysis and understanding of fundamental
principles can lead to exciting possibilities. For example, the possible use of the special character of
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supercritical fluids to recover heat energy at a higher temperature makes it immediately useful in food
processing.

40

Change in SFC (%)
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Figure 3.9: Change in specific fuel consumption (SFC) between 1985/86 and 1989/90 for 22 meat
plants (after Fleming and Kemp, 1992)

In almost every instance, the food industry requires large quantities of hot water. The requirement for and
means of generating hot water need to be carefully examined. Conventional ammonia compression systems
have some high temperature heat energy available, but most heat is rejected at modest and not immediately
useful temperatures in condensers. However, the use of a supercritical refrigerant, such as carbon dioxide,
offers the possibility of a gliding temperature in a condenser. Therefore, heat can be transferred at a small and
constant temperature difference across a range of temperatures. Thermodynamically efficient heat exchange
is possible. By using suitably regulated flows, some of the heat can be rejected at temperatures approaching
90˚C, or even 100˚C. Supercritical refrigerants are applicable to the meat industry with its chiller loads and
hot water needs, as well as to the tasks in the dairy industry (e.g. town milk pasteurisation). This concept was
put forth by Lorentzen (1993) and is illustrated in Figure 3.10. It is both theoretically elegant and practically
possible, as an operating plant delivering 88˚C water in his laboratory, demonstrates.
Opportunities exist for hot water generation from plant compressors, even with more conventional refrigeration technologies, using replacements for CFCs, such as HFC 134a.

Better Scheduling of Refrigeration Compressors
Plants, particularly older plants, have a diversity of compressors, often with very different operating
characteristics. In recent times, a large proportion of the load has been taken by screw compressors and these,
despite their low capital cost and low-load capabilities, are notoriously inefficient at partial loads (Fleming,
1975). Since the total electrical load of compressors in a large plant can be of the order of a megawatt, low
efficiencies are expensive. Systematic consideration of efficiencies when scheduling plant, that is trying to
use the most efficient compressors first, has made substantial energy savings possible. More information on
compressors is available in Chapter 7 of Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.

Increased Heat Recovery
Evaporation and drying are also steam generation processes, and the maximum recovery and re-use of this
steam, together with heat exchangers to recover heat preferably rejected to the environment, can be well
worthwhile. Even taking into account the costs of heat transfer surfaces and pressure drops, there have been
many worthwhile introductions of heat recovery systems, and there are, undoubtedly, more to be incorporated
by keen and perceptive technologists.
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Variable Speed Fans
In freezing and chilling, variable speed fans can be used where air is the heat transfer medium. In some
freezers, fan energy is of the same order as the product load and so is a major cost component. It also has to
be paid for twice — in fan energy and in extracting the heat energy input to the air flow from the fans. The
nature of the refrigeration demand as a function of time during freezing makes reductions of air velocities later
in the cycle quite appropriate for efficient freezing. Therefore, as the fan power needed is proportional to the
cube of the air speed, there is considerable potential for saving energy if fans can be slowed down.
Modern speed controllers for AC motors, coupled with integrated control strategies and computer programmes, can effectively and inexpensively control fan speed. Substantial energy reductions can also be
achieved by better design of air flow systems. There is increased interest in plate freezers in which there is
no forced air circulation, and higher suction pressures can result in energy savings of around 50%, despite the
high capital costs.
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Figure 3.10: Sample system diagram and temperature-entropy chart for a trans-critical CO2 process, simultaneously producing refrigeration and hot tap water (Lorentzen, 1993)

Variable Speed Drives
For many years, some use has been made of appropriate motors (over-excited synchronous) for power factor
correction. Now, however, the possibility of speed variation offers compressor capacity variation, which can
be matched to loads while still maintaining high efficiencies, especially with reciprocating compressors.
Variable speed motors are still expensive, and mechanical compressor unloading may be the preferred
alternative for some time to come. More information on variable speed motors and equipment such as fans,
can be found in Chapter 7 of Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.
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Controlled Door Opening in Cold Stores
Open cold store doors can present refrigeration loads that are far greater than store temperature maintenance
loads. A large, open cold store door that can admit forklift trucks can easily take in heat at a rate of 400 kW.
Strategies to minimise door opening are, therefore, important. When doors are open devices such as air
curtains can be used to reduce the loss of cold air (see the case study in Section 4.6).

Load and System Management
Load and system management can reduce peaks and improve overall load factors. Electric power tariffs are
increasingly time related, so that quite elaborate programmes of time management could be well worthwhile,
even though they may be neutral or even negative from a strict energy consumption point of view. One of the
long-term problems in a national system that is increasingly total-energy rather than peak-limited, is that
internal tariff relativities may shift with time or even with industry trends. For example, there has been a recent
tendency towards much higher fixed supply charges. However, under present regimes, the peak penalties are
often very high indeed, and so it is prudent to look very carefully at these and their incidence. Load shedding
strategies have been in place for many years in some plants, but any impact on product quality must be
carefully monitored.

Improved Hot Water Management
One of the major energy wastes in the meat industry is the indiscriminate use of hot water at 82˚C. A major
reason for this is the abundance of so called “free hot water” provided by on-site rendering plants.
Kallu (1993) identified hand tool sterilisers and eviscerate tables as major users of production time hot water
while wasteful chemical practices also accounted for large wastage. Further work is continuing to provide
the industry with a range of good-practice flow-rates for water use devices, and a water flow rate per unit area
for clean up purposes.
A recent trend towards off-site rendering is offering an opportunity to shift attitudes on “free hot water”.
ECNZ is leading investigators into the use of MVR to return waste energy back to the rendering (where it
belongs), while the use of an integrated system of HEN (Heat Exchanger Networks) and heat pumps will
provide hot water requirements for the meat processing plant.
In another project led by ECNZ, a medium-sized meat processor is moving towards a mixture of heat recovery
and thermal storage combined with off-peak electrical heating to provide all site hot water requirements
(payback less than 1.5 years).

Cogeneration
Cogeneration should be seriously considered for use in plants that are relatively new, operate at least 4000
hours per year, and that can use the recovered heat efficiently. The application of this option depends, of
course, on the relative prices of fuel and electricity. Another factor that could be pivotal is the price that power
companies would be prepared to offer for surplus electricity delivered from a cogeneration plant to the utility’s
distribution network.

Gas Production by Anaerobic Digestion
Gas production by anaerobic digestion of meat wastes to produce methane has been practised in a number of
locations. However, the economics of the process are largely dictated by the much higher plant costs of
compact and more sophisticated systems and of the storage tanks needed for gas collection. Cheaper facilities
that exhaust the methane to the atmosphere rather than attempting to collect it are, therefore, favoured. Works
operation is also affected in that dilution of contaminated effluents should be avoided. The works with the only
substantial collection system bought very large concrete tanks early on, and having them it can now operate
a gas system with the gas being burned for wool drying. Even under such circumstances, the economics of
collection, distribution and control appear to be marginal. If there were a national energy policy that made peak
electricity generation more valuable, the costs of gas storage might become justifiable, but it does not appear
so at present.
A review of the opportunity in New Zealand for using waste materials to produce biogas via anaerobic
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digestion has been published (Campbell, 1993). This study points out that environmental standards under the
Resource Management Act may require more treatment of effluents before it is discharged. In this case the
benefits-cost ratio of anaerobic treatment may become more favourable.

3.3 Other Food Processing Industries
Other food processing industries were surveyed for energy consumption in 1975, when a standard questionnaire was sent to 437 factories. At that time, the total energy usage was 5000 MJ, of which 74% was fuel oil,
16% electricity and the remainder small quantities of coal, natural gas and coal gas. In 1991/92, total energy
use was 9430 MJ. Virtually all of the oil consumers had changed to natural gas, where supply was available.
This is reflected in the 1991/92 energy totals for gas (3720 MJ) and fuel oil (250 MJ).
The major energy users in the food processing industries (excluding meat and dairying) were fruit and
vegetable processing, beverages, sugar refining and confectionery, animal feed production and the flour
baking industries (see Appendix 1). The relative importance of energy consumption in the 14 industry groups
is shown in Table 3.2. Of these, there have been major increases in fish processing since the surveys, although
a proportion of the processing is done by contract off-shore and is not shown in this data.
Industry Group

Electricity

Fuel
Oil

Natural
Gas

Coal

Coal
Gas

Overall

Ham, Bacon and Meat
Smallgoods

6

5

1

4

1

5

Poultry Processing

3

1

0

0

0

1

Ice Cream

7

1

2

1

0

2

17

19

1

14

1

16

Fruit and Vegetable
Processing

4

2

0

0

0

2

Fish Processing

4

0

0

0

0

1

Grain Milling

2

1

5

0

8

2

11

11

11

7

1

10

6

1

15

7

2

3

9

3

13

51

2

7

6

17

1

0

0

12

2

4

0

0

0

3

2

2

1

0

0

2

21

33

50

16

85

34

Breakfast Cereals
Bread, Cake, Pastry and
Pie Baking
Biscuit Baking
Confectionery
Animal Feeds
Wine and Distilled Spirits
Aerated Waters and
Cordials
Food Products (not
elsewhere classified)
including
-

sugar refining

3

21

0

0

0

15

-

fat processing

4

10

0

1

0

7

Table 3.2: The relative importance of energy consumption in the 14 industry groups within the food
processing industry. Data is expressed as percentages of consumption by the whole industry
(after Cleland and Earle, 1980)

The wide diversity of operations makes it difficult to draw specific conclusions. Many operations involve
activities such as canning, baking and drying. Many make extensive use of refrigeration, such as for fresh fruit
storage and the freezing of vegetables. The canning industry includes fruit and vegetable products and
extensive pet food operations. From the survey of manufacturing, the data available are not easily related to
energy consumption by product, as each factory is grouped according to its major product and no further
subdivision by product categories is given.
Survey work could well have been carried out subsequent to that in 1980, and work has been done on individual
applications by groups such as the Food Technology Research Centre (FTRC) at Massey University.
However, the specific and commercial nature of such work makes it unavailable for general reporting.
A further extensive survey of energy use in the New Zealand food system was carried out by the FTRC in 1985.
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The survey was directed not only at manufacturing and processing, but also at production and distribution of
foods right to the consumer (Patterson and Earle, 1985). This study found a great diversity of energy intensities
for various products. The portion attributable to processing for 106 commodities, ranging from canned pet
foods to yoghurt, was presented.

Energy Efficient Technologies
A wide variety of energy efficiency technologies are applicable to food processing. Some have already been
mentioned under the sections on the dairy and meat industries. The notes that follow provide an introduction
to other technologies that should be monitored in future where they only at the development stage, or
considered for adoption where they are already commercially proven.

Low-temperature Drying
As mentioned in Section 3.1, a heat pump can be used for energy efficient, low -temperature drying of such
food products as fish, meat, peas and other vegetables. This is sometimes referred to as dehumidification
drying. Using a heat pump, the temperature and relative humidity of a drying agent can be regulated from
-20˚C to 50˚C and from 20% to 90% respectively. Conventional water removal methods such as evaporation,
spray drying and vacuum freeze drying use temperatures either above 50˚C or below -20˚C. The low
temperature heat pump drier fills a gap in drying technologies.
The control possible with a heat pump means it is possible to dry at temperatures above or below 0˚C
atmospherically, or by using sequential combinations of different drying temperatures. The drying programme can be fine tuned to the requirements of the product. Low-temperature heat pump drying is suited to
a wide range of materials, including biotechnological products (enzymes, living cells etc.).
Figure 3.11 shows the general layout of a fluidised bed batch drier based on a heat pump (Strommen, 1993).
The drying gas circulated in the continuous loop can be air or an inert gas, such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide.
Dry, warm gas is driven by a fan up through the material to be desiccated. The cool and moisture-laden gas
passes across the heat pump’s evaporator where the vapour loses its latent heat, condenses and is drawn off.
This heat is upgraded by the heat pump and returned to the drying gas stream via the condenser. The relatively
warm, dry gas then passes through the product again. Drying temperature is set by regulating the compressor
capacity (hence the second condenser) and drying gas humidity by regulation of the compressor work rate.

Condenser 2

Compressor

Condenser 1

Evaporator

Fan

Figure 3.11: The prototype heat pump fluid bed dryer

From an environmental perspective, the heat pump system does not release exhaust gases from the products
nor does it require a heat source on-site that would create atmospheric emissions as well. The energy
performance of the heat pump is impressive. It can remove about 0.7 kg H2O/kWh at freeze drying temperature
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(-10˚C), which is considerably better than vacuum freeze drying at around 0.2 kg H2O/kWh. Energy savings
of over 70% are possible.

Freeze Concentration
Freeze concentration may be an energy efficient alternative to evaporation and distillation to concentrate food
products. It may be useful where membrane technologies are not applicable. Freeze concentration involves
removing heat from a mixture until one component crystallizes and is easily separated. The basic concept is
not new, being first applied commercially in the 1950s. New technological developments are occurring
however, and industries are finding more applications for freeze concentration systems.
Today freeze concentration is often used in fruit juice, beer, wine, vinegar and coffee concentration and in
some dairy processes. Volatile, heat sensitive components that provide taste, aroma or nutrition are not lost
during the freeze concentration process. It is also used in the pulp and paper, chemical and petroleum
industries (EPRI, 1988).
Depending on the mixture being treated, freeze concentration can reduce energy requirements by between
50% and 90% compared with evaporation techniques. While it replaces heat fuels with electricity, which is
usually more expensive, the energy savings and product quality improvements mean it is often commercially
viable. In some cases it may also be economical to recover heat from the refrigeration compressors (the
cooling technology) and use this to produce hot water for use elsewhere in the processing site.
There are four basic types of freeze concentration systems. The indirect system is the one currently applicable
to food processing. A heat exchange surface keeps the mixture separated from the refrigerant. With the three
direct systems the refrigerant is in contact with the mixture. The triple point system, where the mixture is
brought to the temperature and pressure at which solid, liquid and vapour stages of the mixture can occur
simultaneously, may find food processing applications. Under vacuum, water is vaporised and acts as a
refrigerant causing crystals to form. The vapour is removed leaving a slurry of ice and concentrate. Pilot
systems have been developed for seawater desalination.
The other two direct systems involve an outside refrigerant being introduced into the mixture. Systems are
being developed for desalination and sucrose crystallization. In future, direct systems may be developed for
a wider range of food processing applications.

Air Knives
An air knife is a thin blade of air moving at very high speed, up to 1000 km/hr. Air knifes have a number of
applications, a common one in food processing being drying containers, such as tins or jars. They can be very
energy efficient, requiring as little as 10% of the energy of more traditional processing methods. They can
be used in conjunction with heating or chilling banks to produce high heat transfer rates over narrow areas,
if this is required.
Figure 3.12 shows the basic components of an air knife. A fan, blower or compressor produces a small volume
of air at relatively high pressure which is passed through ducting to a plenum chamber. The plenum face has
an orifice unit attached to it. This unit has one or more round or slotted orifices. As the air passes through the
orifice the pressure energy is converted to kinetic energy in the issuing jet. Orifices can be either fixed or
adjustable for size and jet angle.
An air knife can be used in manufacturing processes to create a thin film of paint on a piece by blowing surplus
material back as the piece moves under the knife. In a food process drying application the jet velocity is
increased to the point where the film, in this case water, is shattered and dispersed as atomized water and
vapour. Various configurations of knifes with suitable orifices can be created to dry even quite complex
shapes. Figure 3.13 shows an air knife system that could be used for the complete drying of sealed cans and
bottles. Other drying applications include post cleaning drying of bakers trays, and other food preparation/
cooking utensils.
As well as energy savings, air knives provide a range of other benefits, such as:
•
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•

rapid drying — process line speeds can be increased ten times;

•

low initial cost — both capital and installation;

•

lower maintenance — simple and robust system;

•

save space — only a fraction of that for a steam system; and

•

product quality — precise and repeatable action.
Inlet
Filter
Inlet
Damper
Motor
Ducting

Centrifugal Fan or Blower
Direction of Travel

Plenum Chamber

Discharge
Orifice

Work Piece

Figure 3.13: Typical can or bottle drying arrangement (Electricity Utilization Centre, 1993a)

The opposite of an air knife is a vacuum system. Water can be sucked from an item or food product supported
on a specially designed conveyor belt. A case study is provided in the next chapter of a New Zealand
application of a vacuum system.

Ozone and Ultraviolet Treatment
Both ozone and ultraviolet light can be used for a range of disinfection roles in the food processing industry.
UV disrupts the DNA of micro-organisms and prevents their reproduction. Ozone is a powerful oxidizing
agent and is able to damage the chemical components of bacteria, viruses and parasites.
UV light can be combined with refrigeration, of meat for example, to extend storage life and or reduce the
storage temperatures and save energy (ETC, 1990). Refrigeration alone only slows down the process of
deterioration. A major source of contamination is the air in the produce storage area. UV can be used to destroy
this air borne contamination.
Food processing requires high quality potable water. Both UV and ozone can be used to disinfect water
supplies to the required standard. This may be needed even when water is drawn from municipal drinking
water supplies. UV can be used to inactivate bacteria, yeast and viruses, but is not able to inactivate cyst
forming protozoa like giardia and cryptosporidium (ECNZ, 1995c). To ensure a uniform exposure of microorganisms to UV, turbulent flow is induced in water as it passes through an irradiation chamber. Suspended
particles may need to be filtered from the water before UV treatment to ensure efficacy.
UV treatment is unaffected by pH or salinity levels. It cannot provide a residual action where this is needed
since no disinfecting agent remains in the water (ECNZ, 1995c). Information on UV technologies as
alternatives to heat for curing products is provided in Chapter 11 of Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency
Technologies”.
Ozone plays not only a disinfection role with water supplies, but also helps with the removal of colour and
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odour problems and the breakdown of synthetic organic compounds that might be present in the water.
Ozone has a short life and leaves no residual chemicals in the treated water.
Ozone can be created on-site through a variety of methods, but the most common is through a corona
discharge ozone generator. Either oxygen or air are fed to the generator. In both cases, the supply gas
must be very dry. The generator consists of a dielectric material placed between two electrodes. Air
or oxygen is passed between the dielectric material and the electrodes. The dielectric material requires
the application of a very high voltage, about 10,000 volts or greater, before electrons will move
between the electrodes. The electrons collide with oxygen molecules to form ozone.
Ozone treatment is used in the New Zealand food processing industry for mineral water bottling and
breweries and to treat waste condensate water prior to reuse in a dairy factory (ECNZ, 1995a, 1995b).

Ohmic Heating
Ohmic heating can be an effective and energy efficient way of heating liquids or slurries containing
a high percentage of food pieces from microscopic size up to large chunks (25 mm cubes). The slurry
and its food particles are heated by the passage of an electric current directly through the mixture.
Energy efficiency comes about principally because the slurry does not have to be held at a high
temperature for a long time while slow heat exchange to the particles takes place. Standing losses are
therefore reduced. Typically, time delays of 10 to 15 minutes can be experienced with conventional
methods. This time delay can also result in overcooking of the carrier fluid and the surface of the
particles. Ohmic heating provides better quality control, avoiding the need to agitate the slurry which
is usually essential to obtain uniform speedy heating using conventional methods. Consequently, this
is a further energy efficiency benefit attributable to ohmic heating.
The equipment used for ohmic heating is suitable for automation, continuous operation (rather than
batches) and convenient clean-in-place cleaning. Figure 3.14 shows a typical process drawing for an
ohmic heating system. The key feature is the vertical ohmic heater, which heats the food as it rises from
the bottom to the top. Live and earthed electrodes are alternated in the column which is lined with a
non-conducting material, usually a plastic. An electric current is passed between the electrodes and
is conducted by the ionic salts dissolved in the water component of the slurry.
Typical applications include sauces, stews, pie fillings, meals containing fruit, meat or vegetable
pieces and milk-derived products. Ohmic cooking is not suitable for fats and oils. For long term
preservation of ready prepared food products it is essential that the centre of solid particles has reached
sterilization temperatures. This in conventionally done by either using heat exchanges or autoclaving
“in the can”. Ohmic heating provides a wide range of advantages in terms of energy use, operational
convenience, food quality and flexibility as to the solid-liquid composition of the food.

Air Radio Frequency Assisted Technology
Radio frequency heating (RF) is part of a larger class of heating techniques known as dielectric heating,
which includes the now familiar microwave heating. Technical aspects of dielectric heating are
covered in Chapter 8 of Part 8 “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”. The notes here are intended
as an introduction to the method of combining RF heating with conventional hot air heating to produce
air radio frequency assisted (ARFA) heating. This combination can lead to more efficient drying than
either technique on its own. The material below has been drawn from a local publication explaining
ARFA (Electrical Utilization Centre, 1993b).
Hot air is used to remove moisture from the surface while RF energy is used to drive moisture from
the body of the food piece to the surface. RF drying is usually not as efficient as hot air drying (or
baking) at the start or wet end of the drying curve. Once the product has partially dried using hot air,
RF can be used to drive water out from the centre of the product. RF on its own is not very good at
removing water that is concentrated within the wet outer layers. This is the reason microwave cooking
often fails to develop the colour and surface textures or crust expected with baked products. Applying
hot air at the end of the process overcomes this problem.
With a well-balanced system, the RF component provides 10% to 15% of the total energy,
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approximately equivalent to the sensible heat requirement. Hot air provides the latent heat balance
needed to evaporate the water. ARFA drying can reduce process times by factors between two and
eight, and provides a more even final moisture profile and lower profile than conventional baking.
Connection to Product Cooler
(Heat Exchanger)

Ohmic Heater

Power
Supply

Feed
Surge
Tank

Feed Pump

Bypass Valves

Figure 3.14: Typical Ohmic heating process drawing (Pacific Energy, 1993)

The first food industry ARFA installation was in 1987 on a pet food line in the UK. Subsequent
applications of ARFA include french fry drying after blanching, where a major benefit is consistency
on drying individual fries with improved end product quality. In bread baking a loaf can achieve good
colour and crust development in only 15 minutes, increasing oven throughput and reducing standing
oven heat losses per loaf. The same oven, but with a different hot air/RF balance, can produce sponges
with even texture and minimal crust development, and hence less trim waste if there is further
processing. ARFA ovens provide flexibility and control for biscuit baking.
In summary, ARFA ovens are designed for drying and baking. While they use electricity for the RF
a range of fuels can be used for the hot air. The major benefits are reduced process times, greater
control of moisture content, texture and colour, good energy efficiency, better utilization of floor
space and flexibility to cater for future production or product changes.
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Chapter 4
Case Studies

4.1 Fans in the Meat Industry
While fans typically account for 20% to 30% of the load in a meat chiller or freezer, this can be as high as 50%.
When it is recognised that not only the direct load consumes energy in the motors that power the fans, but also
the indirect load, the full impact of the fan load becomes evident. All of the fan energy re-emerges as heat
from air friction and motor and fan inefficiencies, which must then be removed through the refrigeration
system.
In the freezing process, air velocity determines the rates of heat removal, which relates to the stage of freezing.
Air, cooled by refrigeration transfers heat from the meat. Heat removal rates are high early in the cycle, and
so high air velocities are needed, but much lower velocities are adequate later in the process.
Since fan energy requirements are proportional to the cube of the fan speed, and thus to the cube of the
volumetric air flow rate, halving the air speed will reduce the power eightfold. It is more effective to do this
by fan speed control rather than by turning on and off some of a number of smaller fans in parallel. This can
now be done efficiently and at a modest cost by electrical means, such as a frequency inverter. With a
frequency inverter, induction motors work at a speed determined by the AC frequency. Frequency can also
be modulated and, thus, related to the stage of the freezing cycle and to the instantaneous demands of the load.
MIRINZ carried out tests in a freezing tunnel that looked at the potential energy savings from changing fan
speeds on a 4000 lamb carcass freezer with nine fans, which consumed 50 kW at full speed. Substantial savings
(46%) resulted from simply turning off four of the fans, but even more was saved (87%) by running all the
fans at half speed. If fan speed was modulated, giving a 44% saving, the lambs were still frozen in the required
time. The programming was automatically controlled using a computer. Product quality improved and was
more consistent, as precise control of the freezing rate makes the meat more tender and reduces weight loss.
The payback for this change, in freezing-costs terms, was around 2.1 years. Spread over the industry, it has
been estimated that about 5% of the total electricity consumption could be saved, amounting to around 100
TJ a year (Energy Demonstration Programme, 1991).

4.2 Evaporators in the Dairy Industry
The thermal removal of water from milk to give dried milk products and whey consumes a considerable
amount of energy. The initial removal is carried out by evaporation, and the use of multiple effects in series
has the benefit of using the latent heat of evaporation from the original steam in each effect. In theory, if there
are three effects, the steam is used three times and three kilograms of water are evaporated per kilogram of
steam feed. The price paid for this is that the temperature drop (which determines heat flux and, thus, kilograms
of water evaporated per square metre of heat transfer surface) is proportionally reduced. So energy, a running
cost, is reduced by multiple effects, but capital costs and, thus, capital charges increase.
Further steam economies result from using higher pressure steam to recompress lower pressure steam by
thermo-recompression (TVR), which is standard practice in the dairy industry. However, in recent years,
changes in the balance between energy and capital charges have meant a movement away from three-effect
evaporators with, say, one stage of TVR, to many more effects and TVR stages.
Jebson (1993) reported the results of a test on one plant that handled one million litres of milk per day,
concentrating it from 11% solids to 50% solids and working the equivalent of 185 peak days per year. For a
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three-effect evaporator with one TVR stage using 0.26 kilograms of steam per kilogram of water evaporated,
about 200 tonnes of steam per day were required. This was replaced with a seven-effect plant with three TVR
stages, which used 67 tonnes of steam per day. Thus, the daily steam saving was approximately 133 tonnes,
and the annual savings, at a steam cost of $22 per tonne, amounted to nearly $550,000. This must be offset
against the additional capital costs, but still resulted in a major reduction in energy usage and cost.

4.3 Mechanical Recompression in Evaporators
The use of multiple-effect evaporators has already been discussed. Another approach is to use modern, high
volume, low pressure, mechanical recompression of the steam raised in evaporation. This uses suitable fans
to lift the pressure sufficiently to provide a workable temperature drop and then return the steam to the
evaporator. At, say, 60˚C the temperature difference obtained is typically around 4˚C. This leads to very low
steam consumption, although mechanical energy has to be supplied to the fans, amounting to around 25% of
the energy otherwise used for evaporation. As milk evaporation uses around 1% of the total fossil fuel energy
used in New Zealand, this is an important potential saving, even though it requires a change from relatively
low-cost to relatively high-cost energy. Some qualification may be appropriate on the energy side as, for
example, the electrically-derived shaft energy may itself come from thermal power stations, and the overall
conversion efficiency then has to be considered.
In one plant, mechanical vapour recompression was installed and, combined with a two-stage milk powder
drier, was claimed to save the company 32% on its energy costs (Anon, 1993).

4.4 Peak Electricity Demand
The cost of electrical energy is increasingly time related, and, although there has been a shift in recent years
towards a substantial fixed charge that represents the cost of supply, there are still major cost savings if the
load incidences can be positioned at the right times of the day (Fleming, 1988).
At a large meat works with a daily peak capacity of around 20,000 lambs and 750 cattle, maximum electricity
demands were over 9 MW, leading to an annual cost of over $3 million. Of this, peak charges amounted to
$1.2 million (Fleming, 1988).
In order to identify practical minimum demands targets, it was necessary to look very closely at the details
of this demand, including the dynamics of an extensive and complex refrigeration plant. Temperatures must
be maintained below set levels to achieve the desired meat quality. This was achieved with a programmable
logic controller (PLC) that covered 200 inputs and outputs, predicted power consumption over specified halfhour periods and controlled load shedding in proportion to the predicted excess and according to a
predetermined set of priorities. For example, on a particular day the target peak was set at 4550 kVA, resulting
in a saving of 10% of the uncontrolled peak, equating to $13,000 at a charge of $29 per kVA.
One of the major moves has been to transfer low temperature refrigeration loads to the hours of lower tariffs
(11 pm to 7 am). The overall result has been a peak demand saving of around $100,000 per year at a cost of
$30,000, although this does not include all time spent by plant staff.
If it is assumed that the total meat industry peak electricity demand is around 140 MW in summer and 70 MW
in winter, then savings potential from improved load management can easily be seen.

4.5 Peak Reduction by Thermal Storage
In the meat industry, there is a large demand for hot water. This can be provided by boilers running steadily
at maximum efficiency (which itself can increase average boiler efficiencies by 15%). There are many sources
of heat that otherwise run to waste where heat recovery is possible. By carefully matching heat supplies and
demands (e.g. using pinch technology), the best use can be made of available thermal potentials.
In one meat plant, hot water storage was increased by 500 m3 (300%) and automatic controls fitted, including
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a feed-forward loop to control the temperature and flow of the hot water produced. After the installation of
this system, annual fuel (oil) consumption dropped by 60%, although because of boiler rearrangements, coal
consumption increased by around 20%. With an increase in throughput, the overall fuel energy consumption
remained at around 100 TJ per year and annual fuel savings were estimated as $25,000. It is estimated that
if steam load-shedding systems were to be installed throughout the meat industry, it could save those plants
with coal-fired boilers around 150 TJ — equivalent to about 8500 tonnes of coal per year (Fleming, 1988).
Shift operation can substantially even out demand and aid engineering staff concerned with balancing load
(Kallu, 1993).

4.6 Air Vacuum Systems/Air Curtains
Excess water on vegetables, such as peas, that will be sold as frozen foods is a major problem. The resulting
ice causes the product to clump or stick together, and impairs its visual appearance. By removing water that
would otherwise be frozen the product quality is improved and there is an opportunity to reduce refrigeration
energy loads.
In the early 1990s, Watties Frozen Foods investigated options to avoid the use of gas-fired thermal drying
methods which were expensive and of limited effectiveness (great care is needed with hot air to ensure only
surface water, not product moisture is removed). Two efficient water removal methods used overseas are air
knives and vacuum systems. After careful evaluation Watties opted for vacuum systems for corn and pea
processing at Gisborne and pea, carrot and potato processing at Christchurch.
A vacuum system, unlike an air knife, does not blast water and debris from the produce. Instead it is a cleaner
operation, and furthermore carries no risk of contaminants falling from machinery or being blown into the
produce. At the Watties Gisborne plant, it is estimated that the vacuum system removes nearly 5 tonnes of
water per 20 hour day, meaning less water is frozen, and results in electricity savings of 4% during processing
(ECNZ, 1993).
Watties has also installed air curtains in two bulk stores that hold produce at -18 ˚C. The air curtain suppresses
the transfer of heat and moisture when the freezer doors are open by a factor of 60% to 80%. Far less cold
air is lost now and energy savings are being made.

4.7 Miscellaneous Examples
There are numerous other instances of energy-saving designs or modifications in food processing. These have
occurred especially at times when energy was seen as particularly expensive or vulnerable to supply
uncertainties. Cogenerating electricity and/or mechanical power prior to process steam consumption has been
considered extensively. It is, for example, widespread in many dairy factories, where it contributes
substantially to energy savings, although its use is often as much dependent on special circumstances as any
general industry-wide acceptance.
Exhaust gas heat recovery, including spray recuperators in drier or boiler exhaust, has been looked at quite
extensively. These can recover about 30% of the energy lost in the stack, which is often about 15% of the
energy supplied to the boiler. Capital and maintenance costs have to be offset against these savings.
Heat recovery from refrigeration condensers is another potential source of energy conservation that has been
used in the meat industry and has been advocated for use in milk treatment stations, where substantial savings
seem to be available from this source.
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Chapter 5
Future Strategies
for Energy Efficiency

5.1 Introduction
This chapter examines strategies to promote energy efficiency to the food processing industry and then briefly
concludes this part of the report. Three factors have to be considered in formulating strategies to improve the
way the food processing industry uses energy:
•

first, there are the priorities and culture of the people in the industry and its support services, such as
research and development institutes;

•

second, is the prevailing commercial environment, the behaviour of the marketplace, the cost of accessing
resources, energy, capital, labour and so on; and

•

third, government policy can affect the commercial environment and corporate culture through policy
rules, such as standards, or the provision of publicly funded services, or by showing leadership and
example. Government policy can also act indirectly on the food processing industry, for example by
changing the market for energy suppliers.

Working with these factors to effect a change in energy use is the topic of this chapter.

5.2 Gaining Industry Attention
In the food industry, the products begin and end at room temperature and heats of reaction are generally small.
Management focus is usually on consistent, high quality product rather than energy use. So attention moves
to a “process out” rather than “energy in” approach. Once this is recognised, energy efficiency can be pursued
through a number of steps as part of a wider process of modernisation. The starting point is:
•

What is the process used — is it dated, likely to date or likely to be superseded? What are its strengths and
weaknesses, and are better options available?

Then:

Food/Chp 5

•

What are the minimum realistic energy demands of the process, or likely future processes (taking into
account possible process innovation)?

•

How can the various process demands be integrated to determine maximum reuse of heating or cooling
streams? (These days pinch analysis is used.)

•

What is the resultant minimum realistic energy demand for a plant as a whole, taking into account each
of the various processes and products produced?

•

What type of utility system most needs, or can satisfy, the residual energy demand, e.g. refrigeration
system type (absorption or mechanical), cogeneration, hot water or steam boiler, heat pump, etc.?

•

What are the appropriate ongoing energy monitoring systems?
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Where the objective of taking the above step was to provide industry-wide benchmarks, another step must be
considered:
•

How can the findings best be transferred to the industry?

This philosophical approach has been successful and shows promise for the future for a number of reasons:
•

It involves factory staff with the energy engineer, and consequently the development of a solution has a
local involvement and is much more likely to be satisfactory.

•

The staff conducting the work know the processing company’s problems, are sensitive to the needs of the
product and are, thus, respected by the processing industry. Energy efficient solutions that compromise
product quality are not adopted.

•

The energy initiatives are generally undertaken by staff known in the process industry, and this helps
acceptance of the results.

By taking these lines, attention is concentrated on logical, coherent and useful analyses and in showing scope
for improvements that may be substantial.

5.3 Commercial and Policy Environment
Because energy requirements are a relatively minor cost item for the food industry, they tend to have low
resource priority. However, at a time when there is increasing national and international pressure to use energy
efficiently, it is quite evident that the commercial and policy framework will have to change to lift energy
priorities if this is to be achieved. If this happens, major energy economies in the food processing industry can
result. This would provide a worthwhile and, perhaps, critical reduction in the national demand. If changes
are not made, however, substantial alteration of the present demand growth pattern is unlikely. This rising
demand is firmly predicated on history and on linkages with gross domestic product increases, and seems
certain to persist unless the attitudes and the factors determining it change.
Recognition of a range of important factors is a prerequisite for a reduction in present energy consumption
patterns:
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•

The willingness to accept prevailing interest rates as a reasonable basis for returns on investment in energy
saving needs to be assessed. The present payback periods demanded, of one to two years, are so far above
ruling interest rates as to preclude almost all energy economising expenditures. Many possibilities, some
very substantial, lie within, say, a five- to seven-year payback horizon and these should then be both
technically possible and economic. So current economic attitudes to resource allocation require scrutiny
if saving energy is to be promoted.

•

Works managers have to operate within their own criteria, which can hardly include national or supply
authority goals. They can only change, rationally, if cost benefits to the works accrue. Therefore if, by
saving energy, major capital works in generation can be avoided or delayed, the resulting benefits must
be transferrable to those responsible for the savings. Sufficient benefit must be transferred to meet the
resource costs of those who have to pay for changes, in this case the food industry. If this does not happen,
these resources are unlikely to be found.

•

If sustainability, within any desired extent or time-frame, is to become a factor in energy management
decisions, then it must be costed in. If it cannot be costed in, whatever its value, then it has no identifiable
price and cannot be brought into account under present economics.

•

Energy efficiency is an important aspect of total quality management. Manufacturing processes operate
under a technically-determinable regime with quantifiable goals. Therefore, as they move to a technological optimum, they will work to best advantage and give products of the consistent high quality that modern
manufacturing expects.

•

As a basis for energy improvements and audits, more attention paid to the fundamental net energy demands
of the total process would expose more clearly the irreducible components of demand. Essentially, this
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means starting from a basic thermodynamic consideration of product changes during processing rather
than just accepting all the existing energy input streams. This is a “process-out” rather than “energy-in”
approach.
•

Better integration of supply and demand, taking advantage of their mutual interdependence, could produce
very worthwhile savings. A major inhibition to a “total energy” attitude, at the industry level, is the
relatively poor return it can obtain when surplus energy is exported. Alteration of attitudes and of rates
could transform the economics and offer the prospect of much better overall integration across a wider
front to give energy economies.

•

The first steps in integrating supply and demand are comprehensive energy analyses that consider the
times, magnitudes and nature of demands, and such factors as possible accumulation and two-way feeding
to mutual advantage. So far, this has not been at all common, but in a new environment with better and
more diverse technology, this should become universal. In such a framework, the food industry is well
placed with possibilities of cogeneration and biogas, and load-form adaptability, which have so far been
only occasionally seen as practicable.

•

Awareness and advocacy of the considerable technological potential for saving energy in industry
demands highly skilled and motivated personnel at the working level. This implies consideration of
education, employment and incentives to bring into action the technical potential that already exists and
to capitalise on new developments.

•

As improving energy use is an industry-wide and national issue, the fullest possible resources of
technological information need to be used effectively. This implies sharing on the widest basis information
that is available, effective information management, information generation through appropriate means
(such as demonstration activities) and information dissemination through well-planned and well-used
educational processes.

5.4 Conclusions
•

The total food industry system is a major energy consumer in New Zealand, consuming, in all, nearly onethird of the primary energy supply. The food processing sector uses approximately one third of this energy,
of which the dairy industry is the largest consumer. Energy use is increasing in all food industries, except
for meat.

•

There is much information available from which energy utilisation can be rationally and efficiently
planned. It is important to the industry and to national interests that this information be extended, updated
and used.

•

Greater technological input to energy aspects of the industry, including energy management, can be
economically justified. Strategies and equipment are available and should be systematically explored.
Side benefits may also arise in operation, process control and product quality.

•

Changes in the energy scene and mix are inevitable, and many of these are predictable. Strategies to
accommodate these changes are needed, particularly on a longer-term basis. The reduction in gas
resources needs consideration as gas is a major fuel in the food industry.

•

Unless there are major changes in technology, attitudes to technology or international energy costs, the
food industry seems likely to increase its energy demand at around 5% per annum. Changes seem unlikely
at present.
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Appendix 1
Energy Distribution
Energy Delivered (TJoules)
1986/87
Sector
Bakery
Products
Beverages
Confectionary
and Sugar
Dairy
Products
Fish and
Shellfish
Processing
Grain Milling
and
Processing
Miscellaneous
Food
Products
Oil and Fat
Processing
Processing of
Fruit and
Vegetables
Slaughtering
and Meat
Processing
Total
1991/1992
Sector
Bakery
Products
Beverages
Confectionary
and Sugar
Dairy
Products
Fish and
Shellfish
Processing
Grain Milling
and
Processing
Miscellaneous
Food
Products
Oil and Fat
Processing
Processing of
Fruit and
Vegetables
Slaughtering
and Meat
Processing
Total

Total
Portion of
Delivered
Total
Energy
Energy
(TJoules)
(%)

Coal

Diesel

Electricity

Fuel Oil

LPG

Gas
(Natural
& Manuf.)

Petrol

12

115

200

17

7

401

133

885

3.4

151

119

325

133

13

464

152

1457

5.6

150

9

93

64

3

52

551

922

3.5

5618

450

1044

234

39

3375

153

10913

41.9

8

66

146

24

99

23

64

430

1.7

1

6

89

1

0

38

13

148

0.6

94

12

100

29

10

567

71

883

3.4

124

25

37

30

1

74

18

309

1.2

63

73

264

796

97

191

69

1553

6.0

74

168

2037

1037

69

1518

337

8540

32.8

9695

1043

4335

2365

338

6703

1561

26040

100.0

18

187

422

4

4

574

188

1397

4.4

288

145

517

24

7

590

162

1733

5.5

229

15

197

15

0

139

780

1385

4.4

8212

700

1150

54

25

4721

208

15070

47.9

129

107

309

6

66

57

91

648

2.1

1

10

197

0

0

54

19

271

0.9

143

19

211

3

6

801

100

1283

4.1

189

41

78

7

1

134

25

475

1.5

96

118

558

192

65

1102

98

2229

7.1

2550

206

1589

190

35

2079

361

6960

22.1

11738

1548

5178

495

209

10251

2032

31451

100.0

(Source Paterson, 1993)
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Chapter 1
Forestry Processing Overview

1.1 Introduction
The component industries that make up the forestry processing sector and their relative share of the New
Zealand timber harvest are described in this section. The predicted future increase in the forest resource and
the possible implications for new processing developments are also discussed. The total energy use by the
sector is compared with other major industries, such as aluminium and steel production. The breakdown of
energy use by fuel type and the use of electricity by each processing industry is outlined. Pulp and paper
manufacture is identified as the major user of heat and power in this sector. Future energy trends are also
outlined.

Production Levels and Trends
New Zealand’s forestry processing industry is a major export earner and employer. Direct production from
the forestry industry represents more than 6% of New Zealand’s GDP and directly employs more than 29,000
people — approximately 2% of the total labour force (as of February 1992). The export earnings of forest
products for the year ending December 1994 were NZ$2.6 billion, some 13% of total New Zealand exports.
Export volumes from the forestry sector have increased over the past decade at a greater rate than the pastoral
and dairy export industries, and growth in export earnings from the forestry sector exceeds the rate of growth
in total New Zealand trade.
The log harvest in the year to March 1993 was 15.6 million m3, with exotic plantations (radiata pine)
accounting for 97% of this. Woodflows for 1993 are shown in Figure 1.1. Approximately one-third of the
wood volume goes to pulp and paper manufacture, and log exports account for slightly less. The third largest
consumer of logs is sawn timber.
In the year to March 1994, the New Zealand pulp and paper industry produced 1.37 million air-dry tonnes of
pulp (Ministry of Forestry, 1995). Slightly under half of this pulp was exported (0.63 million tonnes). The
balance was used to make paper and paperboard (0.84 million tonnes). The figures do not add up because a
small amount of pulp is imported and material (fillers) additional to pulp are used as inputs for papermaking.
Just over half the pulp produced in New Zealand is used immediately to produce paper (captive pulp), while
the rest is dried and exported (market pulp). A small amount may be shipped to other New Zealand mills. Table
1.1 shows the breakdown of pulp production by type and use. About one-half of the production comes from
mechanical pulping and the other half from kraft or sulphate pulping. These two pulping processes are
described in Section 1.2.
Perhaps the most revealing figure regarding the future of the New Zealand forestry processing industry is the
forecast of the log harvest over the next two decades. The Ministry of Forestry predicts the harvest for 2001
to 2005 as 22 million m3 per year — an increase of 50% over present levels (Ministry of Forestry, 1995). Even
larger harvests may subsequently occur as planting has increased following a hiatus at the end of the 1980s.
Currently, planting of new forest areas (that additional to replanting) is thought to be close to over 60,000 ha
per annum. The New Zealand market for forest-based products is small and is satisfied by existing production,
and this projected increase in production will require export in some form, which will be as logs and chips,
sawn wood, panel products, or pulp and paper.
For logs and chips, species preference in Asia-Pacific countries will limit the opportunities for radiata pine
sales. This low value-added export option has significant implications with respect to the position of New
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log exports
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pole industry
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plywood
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3.2
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1.2

indirectly to
product and
unaccounted for
1.4

pulp industry
5.0

Figure 1.1: New Zealand timber industry log flows, data to year ending 31 March 1993.
Units = million m3 roundwood equivalent (Ministry of Forestry, 1994)

Pulp Type/
Intermediate Use

Market Pulp

Captive Pulp

Totals

Mechanical Pulp

312, 964

356,640

669,604

Kraft Bleached/Semi-bleached

187,891

214,860

402,751

Kraft Unbleached

155,907

142,972

298,879

Totals

656,762

714,472

1,371,234

Table 1.1: New Zealand pulp production year to March 1994
All figures in air-dried tonnes (Ministry of Forestry, 1995)

Zealand in the marketplace and the structure of the industry. The energy required to chip logs is not great (about
3% of the energy to produce the same dry weight of mechanical pulp).
For sawn wood, products and markets that take advantage of the unique properties of radiata pine need to be
established. Economic analyses of general-purpose framing sawmills indicate unattractive financial returns
compared to those in Canada and Chile. The supply and demand situation for sawn timber is, however,
volatile. Any significant growth in sawn timber production could materially impact on future forestry
processing sector energy demands, mainly due to kiln drying energy needs.
For panel products, the future also depends on establishing the “radiata advantage”. Compressed fibreboards
that utilise radiata (e.g. medium-density fibreboard) have been established as quality leaders and significant
quantities are exported. Plywood continues to be in demand for construction purposes. The energy demand
for compressed fibreboards is somewhere between that of kiln-dried sawn timber and paper manufacture.
Radiata pine produces a premium kraft pulp for pulp and paper. However, the regional distribution of the
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incremental harvest volume counts against new kraft processing facilities, as these require a large harvest
catchment to support mills of an economic size. Future new-market pulp mill developments in New Zealand
are likely to use mechanical processes (e.g. bleached chemical thermomechanical pulp). To succeed in this
market, developments in fibre quality and refining energy consumption are required. New paper production
will probably occur through increased throughput and expansion at existing mills. Modern, small-scale paper
mills can be viable, and new “greenfield” mills cannot be discounted. Paper recycling will probably increase.
It is likely that the amount of timber processed in New Zealand will increase, possibly by as much as 30% over
the next 10 years. Attention to energy efficiency opportunities at both existing facilities and new developments
can help to mitigate the potential for consequent increased energy demands.

Current Energy Use and Trends
A considerable variety of energy sources are used in the forestry processing industry. Electricity is used in all
sectors and natural gas is now the predominant “delivered” fossil fuel, although its use varies from site to site.
Wood waste, pulp processing residuals and geothermal steam are also used as energy sources, and some
manufacturers practice significant cogeneration.
Previous investigations into energy usage in the forestry industries have noted the difficulties in obtaining
accurate data and making comparisons between sites. Some information is considered confidential or
commercially sensitive, and the diversity of some operations complicates the classification of usage according
to product category. Reporting standards between energy users also vary.
One source of aggregate data is the Ministry of Commerce energy supply and demand scenarios (Commerce,
1994). Table 1.2 shows the anticipated consumption of different forms of energy over the next 25 years. The
forest processing industry was expected to account for around 13% of New Zealand’s total consumer, or enduse, energy demand in 1995. The sector is dominated by the pulp and paper industry, and while this industry
uses only one-third of the log harvest, it accounts for over 85% of forest processing energy use because of the
energy intensive nature of pulp and paper manufacture. Energy trends within this sector will play a significant
role in the forest processing industry’s future energy consumption.
March
years

Electricity

Coal

Fuel oil

Gas

Geothermal

Wood

Pulp
residue

Total

1990

9.5

2.1

1.8

6.8

5.4

6.5

12.8

44.9

1995

11.6

2.4

2.1

7.9

6.3

8.1

14.9

53.3

2000

15.3

2.7

2.4

8.5

6.8

9.9

16.2

61.8

2005

19.0

2.8

2.5

8.9

7.2

10.8

17.1

68.3

2010

21.3

3.0

2.6

9.0

7.5

11.4

17.8

72.6

2015

23.6

3.1

2.7

9.2

7.8

12.0

18.4

76.8

2020

26.0

3.2

2.8

9.4

8.0

12.6

19.1

81.1

Table 1.2: Forest industries consumer energy (PJ) (Commerce, 1994)

In 1995, energy consumption in the forestry processing industry (excluding logging and transport) was
expected to be in excess of 53 PJ. Figure 1.2 shows that of this total, around 22% is electrical energy. Slightly
more than one-tenth of the electricity demand is met through on-site cogeneration. The electricity drawn from
the national grid still represents around 9% of New Zealand’s total power generation, which makes forest
processing the second largest industrial electricity user after aluminium production.
Most of the electricity used in forestry processing is consumed by pulp and paper operations (82%). The
manufacture of panel products (11%) and sawmilling (7%) account for the rest. Nearly all the cogeneration
is associated with pulp and paper manufacture. Because of its prominence as an energy user, pulp and paper
manufacturing processes are discussed in some detail in Section 1.2 and also in a New Zealand context in
Section 2.3. Panel products manufacture is described in Section 2.2 and solid wood processing is described
in Section 2.1.
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Internal fuels
(organics, wood waste)
43%

Geothermal
12%

Fossil fuels
23%

Electricity (cogenerated)
2%

Electricity (supplied)
20%

Figure 1.2: Energy consumption in the forestry processing industries (Commerce, 1994)

The total fuel demand for forestry processing (nearly 42 PJ) exceeds that for all other industrial sectors (that
is, energy other than electricity). As explained in Section 1.2, the chemical pulping component of the pulp
and paper industry can meet a significant share of its energy needs through using pulping residues and waste
wood. These fuels, generated within the industry, make up 43% of the sector’s total energy demand. This selfreliance in energy adds to the sustainable nature of the industry, a matter that may grow in importance (see
Section 1.4).
Geothermal energy, most of which is used at the Kawerau pulp and paper complex, is an important energy
source. Fossil fuel inputs make up around 23% of the forestry processing sector’s total energy demand. Of
the industrial sectors, only steel manufacture requires more fossil fuels.
As mentioned earlier, increases in chemical pulp production in the future are expected to be achieved by
greater use or expansion of existing facilities. The Ministry of Commerce scenarios assume that any new
facilities will be mechanical mills and that these facilities will produce most of the expected increase in pulp
output. Consequently, the relative share of electricity as input energy will increase from 22% to 32% by the
year 2020. The shares of other fuels decline over the outlook period. This scenario assumes a continuation of
past trends on energy prices and does not allow for any significant public policies that might affect energy use,
such as those related to greenhouse gas emissions.

1.2 Pulp and Papermaking Processes
Over 85% of the heat and power consumed in the forest processing industry is used for pulp and paper
manufacture. This section provides an overview of pulp and papermaking for policy analysts and others who
may not be familiar with the industrial processes involved.

Paper Manufacture
Paper is made from materials that contain cellulose fibres, such as flax, cotton or wood. Due to the economics
of supply and processing, the predominant source of fibre for papermaking is now wood. The fibres in wood
are separated by the pulping processes described below. The key characteristic of wood fibres is their ability
to bond to each other when dewatered and dried. This inherent glue characteristic, which is based on hydrogen
bonding, provides a strong bond without any additives. Chemical pulping is fairly easy on the fibres, which
means the fibres remain relatively long and pliable and have excellent bonding properties. Mechanical pulping
causes more fibre damage, which increases the proportion of short fibres.
The hydrogen bond is reversible, so that on rewetting the bonds tend to release and then reform when the paper
is dried. Consequently, paper can be recycled, but not indefinitely. On each cycle, fibre is damaged, a fraction
becomes too small to be useful and some is lost when fillers are removed.
Most papers are made from a mixture of chemical and mechanical pulp. The chemical fibres and some of the
mechanical fibres (those that remain relatively long) give the paper its strength and handling properties. The
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short fibres in mechanical pulp and mineral fillers give optical properties such as opacity, and surface
properties essential for printing, such as ink retention.
A variety of mineral fillers, pigments and other additives are used, but the most common are clay and calcium
carbonate. Resin sizing is usually added to assist bonding and to increase resistance to the passage of oil/ink/
water through the paper. To a degree, mineral fillers are interchangeable with the short fibres and impurities,
or fines, in mechanical pulp. They are usually less expensive than mechanical pulp fibre and their production
consumes less energy. However, one of the components of mechanical pulp, lignin, is prone to yellowing
when exposed to sunlight, which may limit the use of mechanical pulp in some types of papers.
The relative proportion of fibre types and different fillers are varied to produce paper with different properties.
Sometimes, recycled fibre or fibre from non-wood sources (e.g. cotton linters) is incorporated into a particular
paper. For example, newsprint, a low-strength, short-life product, is mainly made with mechanical pulp.
Sometimes newsprint will contain recycled fibre from old newspapers. Recycled magazine paper, which
contains a fair proportion of chemical pulp fibres, may also be added to newsprint to maintain strength and
other properties. Another example is corrugated cardboard boxes. The strength required for these boxes is
achieved by using chemical pulp to make the outer layers of the cardboard. A weaker, possibly stiffer material,
with some mechanical pulp can be used for the corrugations.
The first step in converting pulp into paper is to re-wet the pulp, if it has been previously dried, and dilute it
to a 10% to 30% consistency. The pulp then goes through a mechanical beating process to make the fibres more
flexible and to produce surface fibrils that stand out from the main fibre skeleton. The combined effect is
stronger fibre-to-fibre bonds, a smoother paper surface and greater strength. In modern plants, the beating
process has been superseded by refining, whereby the fibres are modified by forcing them against plates or
cones with abrasive surfaces.
After beating, different types of pulps are blended, mixed with chemicals and fillers and heavily diluted (to
less than 2% solids) to produce paper furnish or stock. The fibres have such an affinity for each other that heavy
dilution is needed to avoid clumping and uneven distribution within the paper sheet. The large amounts of
water required present both an energy and a general environmental issue for papermaking. Means to reduce
stock dilution, such as maintaining turbulent hydrodynamics to keep fibres apart, are being researched.
The stock is pumped to a headbox and then distributed evenly on a forming section of the paper machine (see
Figure 1.3). Various types of forming section are used; the simplest is a fast-moving, continuous wire mesh.
The mesh carries the stock over suction boxes, which remove most of the water, leaving the fibres as a wet
sheet (around 80% moisture).
Chipper

Logs

Grinder

Chip
storage

Refiner

Pulp washing,
cleaning,
screening and
bleaching

Steam

Beater
Headbox

Forming Press
section section

Dryers

Electric
power
Digester

Chemical
recovery

Calender
Reel

Figure 1.3: The papermaking process. Mechanical pulping processes (grinding, refining) are simple
but energy-intensive. Chemical pulping produces steam and electric power from cooking liquor
combustion (Komppa, 1994)

The wet sheet is lifted off the wire former and passed through a press section. The sheet is then sandwiched
between continuous felt belts and passed through high-pressure nibs between rollers. Water is forced out of
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the sheet and is absorbed by the felt, which is dewatered by suction boxes. This process may be repeated
several times to produce a paper web with around 50% moisture content.
The paper web is then moved to a drying section where it is passed around steam-heated cylinders. Most of
the remaining water is evaporated off and vented from the hood that covers the drying section. The vented
moist air represents an opportunity for heat exchange energy recovery. On some machines, the drying section
may include a size press where a starch solution (and/or other chemicals) is applied to the paper surface to
provide strength and other surface qualities.
Dried paper has a moisture content of 5% to 10%. After drying, some grades of paper will be calendered to
produce a smoother surface, which involves passing the paper through a series of smooth metal rollers that
apply pressure in the nibs between the rolls. The paper is then reeled onto a large roll. Once a roll is completed,
it is removed from the machine, cut and rewound into smaller rolls of more manageable size or cut into sheets
and bailed up.
There is a trend towards the use of infrared dryers to replace the some of the steam-heated rollers, especially
at the final coating stage of papermaking. This trend means increased electrical power consumption, but a
saving in fuels. There is also a trend towards adapting paper machines to run at faster speeds, or commissioning
larger and faster machines. While the latter provide some economies of scale, the net result is usually an
increase in electric power consumption per tonne of output. Nonetheless, the dominant energy requirement
for papermaking is heat and most of this is used in paper drying, as indicated by the data in Table 1.3. This
table shows the energy required to produce different grades of paper, based on Finnish statistics (Komppa,
1994). For example, a modern, efficient mill may need 5.5 GJ of heat and slightly more than 2 GJ (0.6 MWh)
of electricity to produce one tonne of newsprint.
Customer preference is shifting demand to a greater proportion of high quality paper and improved
performance. Generally, more energy is required to produce paper with better optical properties, higher
strength and a smoother surface for printing. This can be seen by comparing the energy needed for newsprint
and coated fine paper production (Table 1.3). The trend towards greater use of recycled paper, while it may
reduce pulp production energy demands, is not likely to reduce the heat or power needed to make paper.
Paper grade

Heat consumption
(GJ/t)

Power consumption
(MWh/t)

Brown kraftliner

6.0

0.5

Newsprint, SC magazine paper

5.5

0.6

Office paper

7.0

0.7

LWC magazine paper

5.5

0.8

Folding boxboard

7.0

0.8

Coated fine paper

8.0

0.9

Tissue paper

7.0

1.0

Table 1.3: Specific energy consumption for different paper grades (Komppa, 1994). Note that figures
do not include the energy required to produce the pulp or the embodied energy in the mineral fillers and
other chemical inputs

Chemical Pulp Manufacture
The cellulose fibres in wood are supported by a matrix of tough material called lignin. To make paper, the
cellulose fibre needs to be separated from this matrix. This can be done chemically by cooking wood chips
in a solution of chemicals that dissolve away the lignin, or mechanically by grinding logs or chips and
physically separating the wood fibres. There are also hybrid approaches, such as thermomechanical or
chemical-thermomechanical, where wood chips are softened with steam and/or chemicals prior to mechanical
pulping.
A variety of chemical pulping methods have been developed, but the method most often used is the kraft
process. This uses sodium hydroxide (NaOH — caustic soda) and sodium sulphide (NaS) as the key pulping
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chemicals and is often referred to as sulphate pulping. The other main chemical pulping process uses sodium
sulphite (Na2SO3); however, this process is not widely used. Figure 1.4 shows a flow chart for the kraft process
with wood conversions and heat and power needs. Chemical pulping starts with wood chips, which are cooked
with chemicals under high pressure and temperatures. This can occur in either batch or continuous digesters.
During this process, resins and volatile chemicals are extracted to make tall-oil and turpentine, which are sold
as raw materials for the perfumery and resin industries. Some mills can use turpentine as a fuel and do so if
market prices for this byproduct are low.
CHEMICALS
PAPER OUTPUT
1000 kg AD

2430.7
196 kg
280 kWh

CHIP
SCREENING

ELECTRICITY
IMPORT

840 kWh

102 kWh

984

2130
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169 kWh

1280 kg

5 kWh

1358 kg

396 kWh

SCREEN
WASH

120 kWh
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RECOVERY

EVAPORATORS

974

33.5 kWh

300 kg

142 kWh

112 kg
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900
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700 kg
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EFFLUENT

WATER

5502 kg
5111 kg
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*

935 kg
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NATURAL
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KEY
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NATURAL
GAS/OIL

ELECTRICITY kWh
STEAM

kg

HEAT

GJ

* For the case-study mill this was geothermal steam

Figure 1.4: Energy flows in a typical New Zealand kraft operation (based on PAPRO studies of New
Zealand mills and reported in Collins, 1992)

After pulping, residual chemicals, dissolved lignin and other dissolved wood materials are washed from the
paper. The biomass in this “black liquor” is burnt as fuel in recovery furnace-boiler units. The flue gas from
the boilers is used to concentrate the liquor to a combustible level. The steam produced from the recovery
boilers can provide all the heat energy needed for the pulping process. All of the power requirements of a pulp
mill can be satisfied by using some of the recovery boiler steam to generate electricity. Hog fuel (woodchips,
chip fines, bark and similar solid wood waste) can also be burnt to provide heat and power. In practice, most
mills import some electricity and fossil fuels.
The recovery furnace and boiler is an integral part of the chemical as well as the energy balance of a kraft pulp
mill. The recovery process allows the pulping chemicals to be recycled. Only a small amount of fresh
chemicals per tonne of pulp needs to be added to cover system losses.
The pulping chemicals in the black liquor are recovered as a molten smelt at the bottom of the recovery furnace
and are reconstituted for further use. A lime kiln plays a key role in the chemical reconstitution. The molten
smelt contains sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), which has to be converted back to caustic soda (NaOH). This is
achieved by reacting the sodium carbonate with lime (CaOH) in a causticising tank. The lime is produced in
a lime kiln using water and the calcium carbonate (CaCO3) produced in the causticising tank (and a small
amount of limestone to make up losses). This is another example of the chemical recycling that makes the kraft
process economic.
The lime kiln requires a high-grade heat source — the steam from the recovery boiler is not hot enough —
and natural gas or oil are usually used. One of the energy challenges for pulp manufacture is to develop
methods of using biomass as an alternative to these fossil fuels. For example, turpentine can be used in the
kiln. Other biomass sources might include hogged fuel (woodchips, bark and other woodwaste), gasified hog
fuels, black liquor or dried lignin powder. Using biomass fuels can add contaminants to the chemical cycle
and cause problems in the kiln (silica, aluminium and sodium levels are issues).
Back at the pulp stream, the washed pulp is screened to remove uncooked wood lumps, bundles of unseparated
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fibres, etc. After this stage, several options exist depending on the intended use of the pulp. The pulp may be
bleached to varying degrees, or not at all. It can be dried and transported for use in other mills (market pulp),
or it can be stored, usually as a slush pulp, and used to make paper on-site (captive pulp).
The washed pulp is grey-brown in colour and still contains up to 5% lignin and a number of contaminants.
In its unbleached state, it is suitable for brown grades of paper, such as bag and sack paper, linerboard for
corrugated boxes, etc. Semi-bleached pulp is used mainly for newsprint. Bleaching helps to eliminate bark,
lignin and other wood residues from the pulp and consequently results in a brighter, whiter paper that will not
discolour with age. Maximising these factors is important for stationery and fine writing papers. Bleaching
also improves the absorption capacity of paper, which is important for tissue and other hygiene papers. Finally,
it eliminates fatty acids and other substances that could give rise to undesirable smells or tastes (an important
consideration for food packaging papers). Chemicals commonly used for bleaching include oxygen, caustic
soda, chlorine, chloride dioxide and hydrogen peroxide. There are environmental concerns over the use of
chlorine-containing chemicals and mills are gradually converting to alternatives.
Chemical pulping creates significant liquid effluent streams from pulp washing and screening, bleach plants
and condensate systems (which remove volatile compounds such as methanol). Chemical mills typically use
between 100 and 400 m3 of water per tonne of pulp, which then has to be treated before discharge to waterways.
Wastewater treatment can be an important user of electrical energy. Furthermore, handling such large volumes
of water in a mill means a significant power requirement for pumps, presses, vacuums, etc. Considerable
quantities of process heat can also be lost when large volumes of water are discharged. Modern mills are
tackling these issues by reducing water demands, recycling water, using heat exchangers and improving the
efficiency of effluent treatment.
If the pulp is transported to other mills, then it will need to be dewatered. Drying kraft pulp is similar to
papermaking, except that a much thicker sheet is formed. The dry pulp is cut into sheets, which are wrapped
to form a bale. The baled pulp is traded as market pulp. A considerable amount of energy is required to dry
pulp. For example, 3 to 4 GJ of energy, mainly heat, is needed to press, dry and bale chemical pulp.
If pulp and paper manufacture is integrated, then this heat demand is avoided and paper can be produced using
less energy. More importantly, the heat available from the recovery boiler that is surplus to pulping needs can
be used on the paper machine. Where papermaking is separated from pulping, this heat has to be provided from
another source, usually coal or natural gas. The pulping process produces bark and waste wood that can be
burnt in a hog burner to produce steam for electricity generation and process heat. Another potential advantage
of integrated production is that it adds a further heat and power demand, which makes cogeneration more
attractive.

Mechanical Pulp Manufacture
In mechanical pulping, the fibres are separated primarily by abrasive action rather than chemical means. The
resulting pulp contains most of the lignin, as well as cellulose fibres. Pulp yields are usually 90% to 97% of
the original wood, compared with less than 50% for the kraft process. Table 1.4 shows the pulp yield for a wide
range of pulping processes. While mechanical pulping conserves wood, it consumes a large amount of
purchased electricity, far more than can be practically produced from any process by-products (which are
limited to bark, contaminated woodchips and fines). The wood not converted to pulp in the Kraft process is
largely burnt as black liquor in the recovery boiler, thus providing process heat.
Table 1.5 compares the energy required to produce pulp from chemical and mechanical processes and paper
recycling (pulp drying energy is not included). Mechanical pulping can require three to five times the electrical
energy per tonne of product than chemical pulping. However, mechanical pulping mills are less capitalintensive than chemical mills.
The original form of mechanical pulping was the groundwood process (GW), where wood billets are forced
against a large, revolving grindstone. This process is still used. The alternative process is refiner mechanical
pulping, in which wood chips are forced through a narrow gap between two revolving plates that have hard
abrasive surfaces. Refining is usually carried out under moderate pressures. Groundwood pulping can also
take place under pressure (PGW), which facilitates heat recovery (see below). Heat can be applied to the
woodchips prior to refining (TMP) to assist defiberisation. Chemicals can also be used to assist the breakdown
process (CTMP).
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Pulp

Yield (%)

Pure mechanical

SGW — stone groundwood

95 to 97

RMP — refiner mechanical pulp

94 to 96

PGW — pressurised groundwood

94 to 95

TMP — thermomechanical pulp

91 to 94

The shrinking gap CTMP — chemi-thermomechanical pulp

90 to 92

S-pulp — explosion

86 to 90

CMP — chemimechanical pulp

85 to 90

V/UHYS — very/ultra-high-yield sulfite

75 to 85

SC — semichemical

65 to 85

HYS — high-yield sulfite

55 to 75

NSAQ — neutral sulfite anthraquinone

50 to 65

— — soda anthraquinone

52 to 55

— — alcell/organosolvents

50 to 60

SP — sulfite pulp

45 to 53

KP — kraft (sulfate) pulp

42 to 50

True chemical

Table 1.4: Yield from pulping processes (Sharman, 1992)

Pulp type

Average specific energy consumption
Heat (GJ/t)

Electric power (MWh/t)
(own power generation)

Unbleached kraft pulp

10 to 11 (own fuel)

0.4 to 0.6

Bleached kraft pulp

12 to 14 (own fuel)

0.6 to 0.7
(purchased power)

GW and PGW

0.2 to -1.0†

1.4 to 1.6

TMP and CTMP

-1.9 to -3.3‡

1.8 to 3.3

0.4

0.4

Recycled, deinked pulp

Bold figures indicate heat recovery from refiner/grinder energy initially provided by electricity.
† As a rule, modern PGW processes incorporate heat recovery systems (recovery into hot water or low
pressure process steam); about 30 percent of the grinding energy can be recovered.
‡ About 60 percent of the refining energy can be recovered in the form of process steam.

Table 1.5: Specific energy consumption for different pulping processes (Komppa, 1994)

Mechanical pulp is screened, cleaned and pressed to remove some of the water. Like chemical pulp,
mechanical pulp can be used unbleached or bleached, and either stored as a slurry for on-site papermaking
or dried for sale. Hydrogen peroxide and caustic soda are the common bleaching agents. Mechanical pulps
cannot be bleached as white as chemical pulps.
Pulp is dried in a flash-drying process. The pressed pulp is separated into individual fibres, which are dried
with steam below saturation point (or using exhaust gases from natural gas burners) and then compressed into
bales.
Water consumption in mechanical pulping is of the order of one-tenth that of chemical pulping. This is due
to an inherently low demand, combined with greater reuse of water before it needs to be discharged. The level
of effluent treatment will vary according to the amount of chemical used (GWP versus bleached CTMP).
There are some concerns over the biotoxicity of fatty and resin acids that are released from the wood and
passed to the effluent streams. Overall, the effluents from mechanical pulping do not evoke the same level of
environmental concern as chemical pulping effluents and do not require as much treatment. The energy
demands of water use and effluent treatment are not major issues for mechanical pulping.
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Modest amounts of heat are required in mechanical pulping processes, and TMP and CTMP have the greatest
demand since the woodchips are heated before they enter the refiners. The grinding or refining process itself
generates a massive amount of heat. The temperatures available with the traditional groundwood process are
too low for useful heat exchange. If the process is operated under pressure (PGW), about one-third of the
electrical power input can be recovered as useful hot water and low-pressure process steam. With the TMP
and CTMP systems, around 60% of the power input can be recovered as process steam. This steam can be used
to dry pulp, although it may need to be further compressed to elevate its temperature. If mechanical pulping
is integrated with papermaking, then refiner heat recovery plus steam raised from burning wood handling
residues (bark, chips, etc.) can provide enough steam for the paper mill as well as the pulping process.
Quite often, mechanical and chemical pulp and paper mills are combined into a single complex along with
sawmilling operations and panel product manufacture. This allows a number of material and energy synergies.
Quality logs can be sawn and rejects pulped. With state-of-the-art kraft and paper mills, there is a heat surplus,
which could be used for kiln drying of sawn timber and additional power generation. Sawmill wastes provide
an additional source of hog fuel, which could also be used in cogeneration units to help offset the large power
needs of mechanical pulping.
In a single complex, different processes may share common steam lines, water supplies, effluent drains, etc.,
and individual demands and contributions may not be monitored. Consequently, it can be very difficult on
complex sites to correctly sort out specific energy demands and contributory fuel types for the various
processes. Nonetheless, trying to do this is important as it helps reveal opportunities for energy efficiency and
permits financial analysis of potential improvements.

Paper Recycling
Paper recycling can be commercially viable to a collection firm when the value of recovered fibre exceeds
the costs of wastepaper collections. From an economic perspective, which includes all costs and benefits to
society, the cost of disposing of wastepaper and the environmental advantages of recycling, such as forest and
energy conservation, should also be considered. The key question is whether the value of collected fibre, plus
the cost of landfill space saved and any environmental benefits, exceed the costs of collection. In some cities,
landfill space is scarce and the potential saving from recycling is high. There are instances where local
governments have subsidised household wastepaper collection and this can be commercially beneficial to
ratepayers if the subsidy is less than the cost of landfilling.
Recycling is strongly promoted in Wellington, for example, but in this city the cost of collection exceeds the
value of landfill, and revenues from the sale of recycled material, by around $100 per tonne (Collins, 1991).
The Wellington City Council policy on recycling could be economic if the environmental benefits equal or
exceed $100 per tonne. This is hard to imagine given the degree of environmental management required for
both landfills and energy use externalities (e.g. air emissions) under the Resource Management Act, and given
that the source of fibre in New Zealand is exotic plantations. In the Wellington case, no evaluation of the
environmental benefits has been conducted to show that benefits outweigh the cost of collection.
One of the commonly cited environmental benefits of recycling is a saving in energy consumption. Table 1.5
indicates that the total energy needed to produce deinked slush pulp from old newspapers in a modern plant
might be around 1.8 GJ per tonne (0.4 GJ plus 0.4 kWh). Similar fibre from PGW might require 6 GJ per tonne,
while CTMP may use 11 to 14 GJ per tonne depending on the amount of heat recovery from the refiners.
An efficient, relatively self-sufficient chemical pulping process may only need 2.5 GJ of imported energy
(electricity) per tonne, not a lot more than is imported by a modern recycling mill. Any advantage in favour
of recycling can be quickly eroded once transport issues are considered (this point is elaborated below).
Furthermore, a state-of-the-art kraft mill could produce all of its electricity and heat needs without using fossil
fuels. The energy needed for recycling will usually be derived from a fossil fuel source. The energy
comparison comes down to comparing the fairly large amount of renewable biomass energy used by the kraft
mill, and the smaller quantity of fossil fuel used in recycling.
Comparing modern mills, recycling will probably use significantly less imported energy than mechanical
pulping processes, but require a similar or greater amount of imported energy than a kraft mill. Claims for
a universal energy advantage in favour of recycling may be based on comparing modern recycling mills with
old virgin-fibre kraft mills or counting the biomass energy generated and consumed by a kraft mill in the
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comparison. One of the issues that should be addressed in recycling is the energy needed to collect and
transport wastepaper. Old newspapers collected in Wellington are shipped to the Philippines for processing.
Shipping a tonne of wastepaper 5000 kilometres may require around 5 GJ/tonne of fuel, enough to shift the
energy advantage from recycling to some forms of mechanical pulping (e.g. GW and PGW).
Even if recycling does save around 8 to 9 GJ/tonne of energy compared with, say, CTMP, this does not make
an energy case in favour of recycling. On energy grounds, it may be better to burn wastepaper rather than
recycle it (Collins, 1992; Komppa, 1994). Energy recovery from burning wastepaper can yield around 15 to
17 GJ of heat and displace a similar amount of fossil fuel use. The energy issues of wastepaper recycling and
virgin fibre paper manufacture have been examined in the New Zealand context (Collins, 1992). One of the
points emphasised in the resulting report was the need for each community to do a case-by-case analysis of
the best approach to wastepaper management, rather than relying on generalised costs and benefits or
assumptions about the best course of action.
The process of recycling wastepaper is relatively straightforward. It requires a moderate amount of heat (about
the same as GWP), but its main energy demand is power (a similar amount to an unbleached kraft mill). An
important prerequisite is that during the collection phase, wastepaper needs to be correctly sorted, contaminants need to be removed, etc. The first step at the mill is to repulp the paper, usually in a continuous drum
pulper. Wastepaper is mixed with water and chemicals, and mechanical energy is applied. Contaminants are
removed from the top and bottom of the drum unit. The pulp is then screened to further remove reject material
(such as plastic bags), and in the process it is diluted. Cyclones are used to centrifuge out fine grit and other
high-density reject material. At this stage, if the level of screening and cleaning is carried far enough, the pulp
can be used to produce low quality, discoloured paper. For example, it could be used for newspapers in some
markets, as long as colour printing is not necessary. Some businesses use obviously recycled paper for
stationery, promotional literature, etc. as part of their corporate image.
For some applications, deinking of wastepaper will be required. In modern countries, there is a trend towards
newspapers using four-colour, high-resolution printing systems in order to compete with television advertising. There is also a requirement for high-speed presses. The result is a demand for newsprint with higher paper
strength, a smoother surface and good brightness and opacity. Deinking and its related steps are essential to
achieve a fibre that can produce paper with these qualities (or not detract from them when blended with virgin
fibres).
There are several deinking processes. The most common uses a flotation system whereby air is pumped into
the deinking cell and ink particles attach to air bubbles and then rise to the surface. Agents such as soap are
used to create a stable deinking foam, which is removed from the cell. Subsequent cleaning and screening is
used to remove remaining grit and other foreign material, as well as most of the waxes and so-called stickies
(glues such as those found on envelopes, Post-itTM stickers, etc.). The pulp is then washed by alternate dilution
and dewatering by filters and presses. The final step is conducted in a dispersing unit. Using heat and
mechanical action, any residual sticky material is broken up so that its effect on paper quality is reduced.
Remaining ink particles are also reduced in size so that they cannot be seen by the naked eye.
If the pulp is to be used on site, it will be dewatered to a medium consistency (say 10% solids) and stored. If
it needs to be transported for use at another site, it will usually be pressed to around 50% moisture and formed
into bales. In order to maintain fibre quality, drying to the same level as virgin market pulp is avoided. The
high water content adds to transport energy requirements and means that the pulp has to be treated with a
fungicide and carefully stored.
In modern recycling mills, the yield of pulp can be over 80%; that is, less than 20% of the input wastepaper
is discharged as rejected material. Combustible material such as ink sludge and rejected fibre can be burnt to
produce process heat. Alternatively, this material and inert material (e.g. grit and glass splinters) are landfilled.
The raw effluents from a recycling mill have a high suspended solids content (relative to wood pulping). The
level of biological and chemical oxygen demands can be similar to those from virgin wood pulp mills,
especially if deinking takes place. Deinking requires chemicals such as sodium hydroxide and hydrogen
peroxide. These, and the other chemicals used, are similar to those used in virgin wood pulp mills. Water
demand in a recycling mill is not great (similar to that for a mechanical pulp mill), providing lightly-loaded
wastewater is reused. Overall, effluent treatment energy demands are not a major issue and are similar to those
for a mechanical pulp mill.
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The power demands in a recycling pulp mill are fairly evenly spread across each of the steps outlined above.
Power is used to drive pumps and cyclone presses and to provide mechanical agitation, etc. The deinking
process, particularly the dispersing unit, is the largest user of process heat.
In energy terms, there are no real differences between paper machines that use recycled, blended fibre or virgin
wood fibre.

1.3 Overseas Efficiency Developments
Greater self-sufficiency and energy efficiency are two important matters for a sustainable forest processing
industry, especially the pulp and paper sector. As outlined above, a proportion of the energy used in a mill is
derived from fossil fuels and national grid electricity. The balance, which represents the level of self
sufficiency, comes from biomass or the mill’s own source of hydroelectricity or geothermal energy. Selfsufficiency can be considered a proxy for the degree of mitigation of energy-related environmental impacts
in pulp and paper manufacture. The more energy efficient a mill is, the easier it will be to achieve a high level
of self-sufficiency.

Self-sufficiency
Figure 1.5 shows the energy self-sufficiency in pulp and paper manufacture for a range of countries. Some
of the countries with high electricity demands have remote mills with their own hydro stations. High selfsufficiencies in fuel or heat energy usually mean a good use of wood waste and pulp residues, energy efficient
processes and/or few mechanical pulp mills. Global average figures indicate that around 40% of electricity
needs and 42% of heat needs are satisfied by forest biomass, or hydro or geothermal resources dedicated to
pulp and paper mills.
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Figure 1.5: Energy self-sufficiency in pulp and paper manufacture (adapted from Kommonen, 1991)

Given limits on the amount of information publicly available, it is hard to estimate the overall level of selfsufficiency for New Zealand mills. Some early data (Shula, 1989) suggests that, through the use of biomass,
New Zealand mills are on average around 60% self-sufficient in heat and just over 5% self-sufficient in
electricity. Another data source (Commerce, 1992) indicates a self-sufficiency level of 50% to 70% for fuels,
depending on whether geothermal is counted towards self-sufficiency. The data in Table 1.2 and Figure 1.2
indicates an overall self-sufficiency for all forest processing in New Zealand of 70% for fuels (including
geothermal) and 10% for electricity.
New Zealand probably lies in the bottom right-hand region of Figure 1.5, indicating that it is performing
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reasonably well in terms of process heat self-sufficiency, but is at the bottom end in terms of its own electricity
generation. New developments, especially in Sweden and Finland, suggest that the technology is available
to increase both fuel and electricity self-sufficiency in New Zealand.

Energy Efficiency
Figure 1.5 indicates a fairly low electricity self-sufficiency for Sweden. This is due in part to a high level of
mechanical pulping and the presence of some older chemical mills. The figure belies the improvements that
are occurring in Sweden. Swedish chemical pulp and paper mills commissioned or upgraded during the 1980s
are virtually self-sufficient in heat and more than 60% self-sufficient in power. This has been achieved by
taking advantage of the major opportunities for heat recovery and installing efficient motors and drives.
During the 1990s, further advances are expected due to:
•

extended delignification — this produces more pulping residues and, hence, potential energy recovery;

•

increased tree utilisation — virtually all the tree is used, with the branches and top section becoming fuel;

•

reduced evaporation — the use of less water and more efficient presses have reduced pulp, residue and
sludge drying energy needs;

•

lime kiln pyrogas — development of processes for converting biomass to high grade fuel for the caustic/
lime kiln; and

•

expanded cogeneration — greater use of biomass fuel to produce electricity.

Figure 1.6 shows the expected results of these advances (Milander, 1989). The supply of biomass fuel has been
increased by around 10% and, more significantly, the heat demands of pulp and paper mills have been reduced
by over one-third. Consequently, new integrated chemical pulp and paper mills in Sweden are expected to
have a heat surplus and only a small residual electricity demand. The residual electricity demand not satisfied
from on-site cogeneration could be covered by additional cogeneration, but lack of use for even more heat
makes this unattractive.
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Figure 1.6: Primary heat balance in a Swedish bleached kraft pulp and fine paper mills
(Milander, 1989)

Paper mills close to urban areas can sell the surplus heat for district heating schemes. A problem in parts of
Scandinavia, however, is the seasonal variation in production, which means most of the heat is available
during the warmer months. Thought is being given to reducing the lignin content of the black liquor by acid
precipitation. It may then be possible to produce dried lignin powder as a market fuel.
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The modern Swedish mill can be 100% self-sufficient in fuel, over 80% self-sufficient in electricity and could
export surplus heat. It is considered unlikely that any new “greenfields” chemical pulping operations will
proceed in New Zealand in the next 10 to 15 years (Ministry of Forestry, 1995). The existing chemical mills
at Kinleith and Kawerau are based on earlier technology, but there is considerable scope for process and
energy efficiency upgrades at both sites.

Comparisons with New Zealand
It is difficult to compare country performance at an aggregate energy and production level due to different
mixes of chemical and mechanical pulping, old and new mills, etc. Nonetheless, some simple calculations
indicate that while New Zealand mills may compare favourably with mills of a similar age overseas, they fall
short of modern performance. Tables 1.3 and 1.5 showed average specific energy demands for pulp and paper
manufacture in Finland. This data indicates an average specific demand of around 14 GJ of heat and power
for kraft production and up to 12 GJ for mechanical pulping. The data for Sweden shown in Figure 1.6 indicates
a figure of around 14 GJ per tonne for pulp production from a 1980s mill. Achieving the state-of-the-art figure
of 6 to 7 GJ/tonne (Swedish mills in the 1990s) is only possible with a new integrated pulp and paper mill.
The data in Table 1.3 suggests that the total heat and power demand for papermaking varies from 8 to 11 GJ
per tonne. Drying pulp for export can use up to 3 GJ of energy per tonne.
It was noted in Section 1.1 that the total production of pulp and paper in New Zealand is around 1.37 million
tonnes and 0.84 million tonnes per annum respectively. The difference is mainly accounted for by pulp
exports. Taking the conservative figures of 14 GJ per tonne for all pulp production, 10 GJ per tonne for all
paper production and 3 GJ for market pulp drying and applying these to New Zealand’s pulp and paper and
market pulp production leads to a total energy demand of around 29 PJ. Industry energy statistics are not yet
available for 1994, but the expected consumption is around 40 PJ. In simple terms, New Zealand is about 33%
more energy intensive than modern 1980s mills in Scandinavia.
It is useful to look more closely at New Zealand data to see what part of the system is contributing to this energy
intensity. A recent report from the Pulp and Paper Research Organisation (PAPRO) of Rotorua (Ellis, 1993)
established the average self-sufficiency and specific energy demand for the two New Zealand kraft mills. As
mentioned earlier, on most processing sites there is a complex interaction between wood flows, energy
demands and the use of internal fuels, which makes it difficult to assign specific energy demands to one of
several processes. The indicative results from the PAPRO report are shown in Table 1.6. Figure 1.4 provides
a detailed distribution of the energy demand across the pulping process. The sum of heat and power figures
in Figure 1.4 and the totals in Table 1.6 are in good agreement once pulp drying is taken into account.
Form of Energy

Usage GJ/ADT

Electricity

4.3
(33% Self sufficiency)

Thermal

18.4
(83% Self sufficiency)

Table 1.6: Average energy use at the Kawerau and Kinleith kraft mills (Ellis, 1993)

The New Zealand performance figures may compare favourably to equivalent overseas installations (same
age and base technology), but fall short of both modern and state-of-the-art mills. These figures are only
indicative and many assumptions were made in attempting to obtain data for kraft production alone.
The average energy demand for the two New Zealand mills may be over 22 GJ/tonne (Table 1.6). Of this
amount, around 3.6 GJ of heat (1 kg of steam equals 2.3 MJ heat energy) and nearly 0.5 GJ of power is used
to press, dry and bale the pulp (Figure 1.4). Subtracting this process leads to a specific energy demand for slush
pulp of 18 GJ per tonne, which is 30% to 50% more than the indicative figures for an efficient mill overseas
(12 to 14 GJ). The level of heat generated from pulping residues and hog fuel would be sufficient to cover
production needs if energy efficiency could get the specific energy demand down to 15 GJ.
An examination of New Zealand mechanical pulping (Shula, 1989; Collins, 1992) indicates that the
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performance of the more modern mills is similar to that of overseas plant. Some of the New Zealand
mechanical pulp mills are integrated with kraft and paper production, and it is difficult to assess their energy
performance from specific energy data alone. Two mills produce only pulp: the Carter Oji mill near Napier
and the Winstone mill near Ohakune.
The Carter Oji mill has a specific energy consumption for dried pulp of around 11 GJ/tonne. Its power
requirement is approximately 2.8 MWh/tonne (compared with figures of 1.8 to 3.3 MWh/tonne in Table 1.5).
This mill had no refiner heat recovery, however, and instead used hog fuel and natural gas for heat. The product
from the mill was exported as market pulp. Before papermaking, some of this pulp is further refined (an
overseas energy input is needed to produce the final pulp), which further emphasises the difficulty of
comparing specific energy figures. Pulp can be produced to various levels of fineness, bleached to different
degrees, etc.
Some of the pulp from the Winstone mill is bleached, which requires additional heat. This mill’s specific
energy consumption is higher than that for the Carter Oji mill. Little flash steam is recovered but, again, hog
fuel supplies a significant amount of the pulp drying heat. Process differences may account for the notable
difference between the energy use of the two mills. Overall, the two mills do not compare too unfavourably
with modern TMP and CTMP mills. If they used more energy efficiency technologies, increased heat recovery
and more hog fuel, each mill could save around 1.5 GJ of fossil fuel per tonne of product.
The Caxton mill at Kawerau is an integrated pulp and paper mill. Its overall specific energy demand is around
11 to 12 GJ/tonne. It produces paper products and market pulp in the ratio of about 2 to 1. These two pieces
of information alone indicate that this mill is efficient by modern standards and probably has a fair level of
refiner heat recovery.
Specific data is not available on the energy demand of the groundwood and refiner pulping at the Tasman mill
at Kawerau. It is difficult to separate out paper manufacturing energy demands from overall integrated pulp
and paper mill data. Two New Zealand mills produce paper only. The Mataura paper mill seems to require
around 20 GJ/tonne of product. The Te Papa mill in Auckland, which recycles waste paper, has a specific
energy demand of around 10 GJ/tonne. At face value, this is comparable with overseas mills, but the Te Papa
mill does not deink its pulp wastepaper.
The average specific energy for all New Zealand pulp and paper manufacture is well behind that of modern
Scandinavian mills, as is the average energy demand for kraft pulp manufacture. One integrated mechanical
pulp and paper mill performs favourably with modern mills. The two stand-alone mechanical pulp mills
require from 20% to 50% more energy than is required to produce a similar product in a modern overseas mill.
The limited data available suggest that most of the remaining pulp and paper production in New Zealand
requires more energy to produce the same product than overseas mills.
Chapter 2 provides a more detailed description of the technological status of forestry processing in New
Zealand and Chapter 3 provides information on the technologies that could make the industry more energy
efficient. Chapter 4 presents some recent case studies that show how changes and upgrades can lead to better
energy use.

1.4 Public Policy Issues
The two main public policy issues that have the potential to impact on forestry processing energy use are the
deregulation of the energy sector and the effect of climate change policies. Present public policies encourage
exotic reforestation and the market is likely to take advantage of these for the following reasons:
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•

New Zealand has a number of strengths when it comes to plantation forestry, including a stable political
environment that encourages long-term investment, a suitable climate and land resource, and an existing
“critical mass” industry with expertise, skilled labour, support services and research capabilities.

•

The position of the New Zealand forestry processing industry will become increasingly important in the
world marketplace as wood harvest volume increases over the next 10 to 15 years and as world demand
for fibre and timber increase.
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•

Environmental pressures mean that forest harvesting, especially unsustainable practices and clearance of
indigenous forests, will be increasingly criticised or prohibited. Fundamentally, the industry has a sound
base as the radiata pine primary resource is cropped on a sustainable basis, which is not the case with all
of New Zealand’s competitors.

•

The industry has a well-established record in research and development that has recognised the unique
nature of the radiata resource and the need to develop product-enhancing technologies.

As indicated in Section 1.1, substantial growth is expected in the industry, based on the supply of material from
existing and new plantings. Within the context of a competitive market, there is still a role for coordination
and cooperation on a range of matters.
•

Previous studies have advocated the need for an industry strategy that optimises the development of the
various sectors and the consequent benefit to the New Zealand economy. This strategy needs to recognise
the importance of the sawmilling sector, not only as a stand-alone exporter, but also as an economic source
of fibre for the pulp, paper and panel sectors.

•

The energy implications of such a strategy are significant, as energy requirements increase with the extent
of fibre processing. The suppliers and users of energy deserve a common picture of the industry future to
facilitate forward planning.

•

It is recognised that there is considerable potential for energy savings in most sectors. Technologies exist
to improve the energy self-sufficiency of many forestry industry-based operations. Industry and research
and development organisations need to continue to work together to bring these into commercial viability.

•

Energy prices for both electricity and natural gas will increase over the next 10 years. This alone provides
an incentive for energy efficiency. The adoption of any environmental taxes or progressive energy pricing
will also provide the right signals for energy efficiency.

Energy Sector Reforms
At this point, it is difficult to assess the likely impact of deregulation of the energy sector on forestry
processing. Grid transmission has been separated from generation. Power companies, or rather their line
company components, are obliged to carry power irrespective of the generator or consumer. Whether or to
what extent new generators emerge will depend on how the breakup of ECNZ into two competing SOEs
affects the wholesale electricity market. Some forestry processing sites have the potential for new cogeneration
projects, which could produce electricity for their own use or sale. They could develop these projects alone
or as a joint venture with ECNZ or other power companies (joint ventures are already proceeding).
The energy sector reforms could lead to high levels of electricity and heat self-sufficiency in the industry.
Whether it will also lead to better energy efficiency is unclear. Energy prices are expected to rise in future,
due to increased demand and the higher cost of new generation, and this will encourage efficiency initiatives.
On the other hand, one of the objectives of the reforms is to hold down price rises through competition, and
low prices do not encourage energy efficiency.
For example, the reforms have removed the power companies’ area franchises. Retail competition for
customers may help keep prices down for the smaller operations, such as sawmills. The larger complexes will
be able to bypass the retailers and deal directly with generators and, again, negotiate lower prices.
At this time, the only public policies that are explicitly aimed at improving energy efficiency are those
promoted by the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) or as part of the government’s
climate change response.
EECA was established as part of the energy sector reforms to promote energy efficiency. In the context of
forestry processing, EECA’s main role is to provide information and encouragement, and to create peer
pressure for energy efficiency. One of the main vehicles for doing this is its Energy Wise Companies
Campaign. Companies that join this campaign sign a charter that commits them to assigning responsibility
for energy management to a staff officer, monitoring energy use, etc. Of the two major pulp and paper
complexes in New Zealand, the managers of one, Tasman Pulp and Paper (Kawerau), have signed up, and the
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head office of the parent company of the other (Kinleith) has also joined the campaign. Other EECA measures
are designed to back up the Energy Wise Companies Campaign. For example, the “best practice” programme
aims to gather and disseminate benchmark data on energy use to companies so that they can compare their
performance and assess new technologies.

Climate Change Issues
Tree planting has been suggested as a means to mitigate the carbon dioxide emissions and climate change risk
caused by fossil fuel burning. Growing trees take up carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store it as
biomass. Forests, even those periodically harvested and replanted, contain more carbon per hectare as biomass
than grass and scrublands. Afforestation, therefore, creates a carbon sink that counters the movement of a
similar amount of carbon into the atmosphere from burning fossil fuels. Forest planting can also confer other
environmental benefits, such as improved water and soil conservation.
The connection between forests and emission mitigation has been taken up by the New Zealand government
in developing its policy response to the Framework Convention on Climate Change. The government decided
it can meet its FCCC obligations by setting a goal of keeping net emissions in the year 2000 at 1990 levels.
It has adopted an 80:20 forest sink-emission reduction policy to achieve the goal; part of the emissions growth
expected by the year 2000, namely 80%, will be offset by new afforestation. The balance will be dealt with
by energy efficiency and renewable energy initiatives to reduce emissions by 20% from what they would have
been.
While planting forests means carbon dioxide absorption, the subsequent harvesting, forestry processing, and
product use and disposal can result in a variety of greenhouse gas emissions. Carbon dioxide from fossil fuel
use is the main emission, but methane from landfill disposal of wastepaper may also be an issue. Forestry needs
to be approached on a full life-cycle or cradle-to-grave basis. Figure 1.7 shows the main carbon movements
in paper manufacture and use. A similar picture applies to wood products, except that the artifact storage would
take the form of furniture, construction timber in buildings, etc. Preliminary studies indicate that in the New
Zealand context, pulp and paper manufacture leads to net greenhouse gas emissions; after two to three forest
growth, harvest and processing rotations, the carbon released from fossil fuel use exceeds that stored in the
living forest.
The important point is that reducing the fossil fuel demand of forestry processing and reducing the emissions
from other parts of forest product life cycles will make it easier to sustain an argument that production forest
sinks are useful as a climate change mitigation measure. This may initially seem to be only a concern to the
government, but it is also a matter of interest to the forestry processing industry. If concern over climate change
grows, policies that impact on parts of product life-cycle other than production may be enacted. For example,
packaging charges might be introduced to cover the cost of landfill gas mitigation measures.
The major policy measure currently aimed at achieving emission reductions is voluntary agreements with
industry (this is a separate programme to EECA’s Energy Wise Companies Campaign). Some members of
the forest processing industry are committing themselves, via such agreements, to reducing fossil fuel
emissions. The main focus of voluntary agreements is energy use in the forests and mills. Energy efficiency
and greater self-sufficiency are the means to reduce emissions while maintaining or increasing production
levels. Some companies may, however, find it advantageous to offer up emission reductions in other parts of
the product life-cycle. They could promote paper recycling or paper collection, burning and energy recovery,
and claim a fossil fuel emission credit.
In future, the connection between forest planting and processing could be strengthened by the introduction
of tradeable emission permits or carbon absorption obligations. These economic instruments could be used
to cap emissions or ensure that emissions are offset by forest sinks. A decision in 1995 by the Minister for the
Environment to place special conditions on a proposed power station in Taranaki has strongly connected an
individual emission source and the need to create a sink (or undertake energy efficiency or renewable
initiatives).
In light of the existing situation and future possibilities for climate change policies, energy efficiency, selfsufficiency, additional renewable energy sources and emissions from other parts of the product cycle are all
matters the industry should now be examining.
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Figure 1.7: Carbon movements in paper manufacture and use (source: Collins, 1992)
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Chapter 2
Current New Zealand Situation

2.1 Solid Wood Processing
Sawmill operations generally consist of green sawmilling (cutting logs into dimension lumber), kiln drying,
drymilling (recutting and/or planing lumber) and treatment.
Sawmilling consumed 17% of the total wood flow volume in New Zealand for the year ended March 1993.
In 1991, 40% of sawn timber was dried. In 1992, the total volume dried represented 49% of the total sawn
timber production. The figure for the year ended 1993 was closer to 60% of the total sawn timber production.
Current predictions indicate that this proportion will continue to rise as the export market expands and local
demand for dried timber increases.
The major energy inputs are electricity (for all operations) and thermal energy (for timber drying). Over 80%
of the total energy used is thermal, which will increase as the demand for dried timber increases. Developments
in drying technologies will be discussed in Chapter 3, together with sawmilling improvements.

Sawmilling
The major energy demand in sawmilling is for electricity, which represents around 6% of the total sawn timber
processing cost. Present electricity consumption levels in New Zealand sawmills are approximately 30 kWh/
m3 of sawn timber — $2.40/m3 at $0.08/kWh. This varies considerably from site to site, and differences in
product, wood condition and species, and mill operation and configuration affect the electricity requirement.
It is important to note that, at present, around 52% of the “under-bark” log volume is converted to rough sawn
timber. The rest ends up as byproduct — mill-ends, slabs and sawdust, etc. The more processing undertaken
(sawing and planing), the lower the wood recovery rate and the greater the production of byproducts. Both
sawmill yield and energy efficiency gains (on a per volume of product basis) can be made by improving the
wood recovery, an area into which the sawmilling industry is putting considerable effort. This will be
discussed further in Chapter 3.
Within New Zealand, there is considerable variation in sawmill design and type of operation. Many small mills
were developed at minimum capital cost, with operation on a one-shift (eight-hour) basis. Mills may also
produce a wide range of products, which will reduce the volume handled proportional to sawmill running time.
Consequently, the electrical load factor for sawmills is generally not high. Older mills will, therefore, be less
energy efficient than newer, single-grade mills with modern control systems.
The wood not recovered as sawn timber is not lost to the industry. The pulp and paper, panel and sawmill
industries rely on this byproduct as a source of energy or as a fibre input. Some of the large sawmills in New
Zealand are part of and integrated with pulp and paper manufacture. Figure 2.1 shows the indicative wood
material flows for the Carter Oji Kokusaku Pan Pacific complex at Whirinaki, near Napier, for 1990. Most
of the input material to the sawmill ends up as woodchips for pulp production. A small amount of bark, sawdust
and contaminated material is landfilled or burned as hog fuel. The balance ends up as sawn timber. Lower
grade logs are chipped directly for pulp. Pulp manufacture (TMP) may be augmented with imported chips.
Bark and fines material from the chipping operation are used as hog fuel. However, a significant amount of
biomass material, which represents a potential renewable energy source, is landfilled. Note that the pulp
production in Figure 2.1 is expressed as air dried tonnes, whereas the wood and chip inputs are expressed as
green tonnes. Consequently, the sum of the mill outputs appears to be less than the inputs.
In recent times, sawn timber production from the Carter Oji complex has been around 100,000 tonnes. Even
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at this level, the sawn timber yield is less than 50%. The sawmill is 21 years old and represents old technology,
a fact its owners recognise. The consortium is investigating a $60 million upgrade that would double sawmill
capacity and increase pulp production by 10%. This presents a good opportunity to install energy efficient
technologies. Even with higher sawn timber yields, there is the opportunity to make this complex fully selfsufficient in heat through hog fuel use.
Production
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Figure 2.1: Mechanical pulp — sawmill operation wood flows (Collins, 1992)

Taking the country as a whole, there is the possibility that the supply of sawmill byproducts may drop as timber
costs rise (encouraging greater recovery rates) and the demand for whole log exports grow (no local
byproducts).

Kiln Drying
At present, a wide range of drying methods and a wide variety of fuels are utilised in New Zealand. The largest
source of energy is wood residues generated in the sawmill process itself (e.g. woodwaste, shavings, bark,
sawdust).
Figure 2.2 shows the volumes of timber dried with different fuels. The proportion of electricity used is
decreasing, while coal and natural gas are becoming more significant sources of drying energy. These general
trends do not apply to all mills and changes depend on the region and vary across sites (e.g. natural gas is not
an option for South Island operations). Some drying facilities are reconsidering their use of sawmill residues
as the value of that material increases to the pulp and panel products industries.
Energy efficiency attitudes are changing considerably as the historic concept of “no cost” wood residue fuels
is challenged. The overall impact of this is to attribute a cost to all of the energy sources for kiln drying and
thus place a focus on energy efficiency.
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Natural gas 18.0%

Coal 11.2%
Wood residue 55.2%

Electricity 7.8%

Geothermal 5.0%
Oil 2.8%

Figure 2.2: Volume of timber dried in 1992/1993 with different fuels
Total volume dried = 1,600,000 m3

2.2 Panel Products
There are four main categories of panel products produced in New Zealand: plywood/veneer, particle board,
medium-density fibreboard and wet-process fibreboard. The energy consumption patterns for the first three
of these categories will be considered separately below. Wet-process fibreboard manufacture is not covered
in the material below as it is a minor product in New Zealand. Potential means to improve energy efficiency
are outlined in Chapter 3.
There are nine major production centres for panel products in New Zealand. In total, the panel products
industry consumes 10% of the total woodflow volume in New Zealand. A significant proportion of the
production is exported to Southeast Asia and Japan (New Zealand produces around 0.5% of the total world
output of panel products). All new production capacity is aimed at the export trade. Domestic consumption
is linked to the level of activity in the building, construction, cabinet and furniture manufacturing industries.

Plywood
Plywood is manufactured by debarking logs and then either slicing or peeling these to form veneers. The
veneers are dried, cut into sheets and then glue laminated together under pressure. Electrical energy is required
for general materials handling, but the amount used is modest. Heat is the main energy required and veneer
drying accounts for 90% of the thermal demand.
The major plywood production facilities in New Zealand were commissioned in the mid-1970s and are now
operating at their full design capacity. The choice of energy for these facilities is strongly influenced by their
location. Where they are part of a forestry processing complex, much of the thermal energy required is
supplied by steam from boilers that mainly serve a larger manufacturing operation (e.g. pulp manufacture).
Alternatives to steam are covered in Chapter 3.

Particle Board
Particle board is made from wood flakes obtained from solid wood, woodchips or shavings. The wood flakes
are dried, mixed with an adhesive, and pressed and cured. Sheets are cut to size and sanded as necessary.
New Zealand is self-sufficient in particle board manufacture and exports the surplus to Southeast Asia. The
drying of wood flakes dominates the thermal energy inputs and electrical energy requirements are moderate.
Manufacturers of particle board generally receive the majority of their raw material in semi-processed form
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(e.g. woodchips), which reduces the amount of residue fuel available for thermal energy (when compared to
“whole log” processors). This, and the high yield of the process (i.e. few residues), means it is not energy selfsufficient. The energy deficit is presently made up by purchase of additional wood residues, oil or gas.
The production process and technology has altered little since the major plants were built and there is only
limited scope for improvements in energy use.

Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF)
MDF is sometimes referred to as dry process fibreboard, as distinct from the wet process product. The dry
process uses a simplified refining process such as TMP to break down woodchips. The pulp is dried, mixed
with resins and binders, formed into a mat and pressed. MDF is used as a substitute for a number of other timber
products, especially in furniture and joinery, and much is exported to Pacific Asia (Japan and Taiwan). The
light colour of the radiata pine-based New Zealand product provides an advantage over hardwood-based
products.
Considerable additional MDF capacity has been installed in New Zealand in the last seven years. Production
capacity in 1990 was approximately 500,000 m3 per annum, which represents around 7% of global output.
MDF has considerable potential for further production increases, particularly as economic plant sizes are
consistent with the incremental regional log harvests.
Electricity is a major energy requirement due to the need to mechanically break down wood chips into small
fibre bundles. This is carried out in large refiners, which are usually driven by motors of several megawatt
capacity. The refining energy demand is typically 50% of the total electrical load. Typical energy usages are
shown in Table 2.1.
Form of Energy

Electricity

Consumption
kWh/tonne

GJ/tonne

580

2.1

Thermal
• Refiners (steam)

2.49

• Press (oil)
• Dryers (combustion gas)

1.07
3.44

Total Thermal

7.00

Table 2.1: Typical energy consumption in the manufacture of medium density fibreboard

Thermal energy sources depend on the location of the MDF operation. South Island manufacturers burn a
combination of bark, chip fines, sander dust and board trim to raise steam and to heat thermal fluid systems.
They bring in much of their raw material as whole logs, which helps to make them energy self-sufficient.
The drive to minimise material wastage and to operate with a variety of wood feedstocks in order to minimise
wood costs, tends to increase the external fuel requirements. This requirement could be met by purchased
wood fuel (bark, sawdust) or, in the case of North Island manufacturers, natural gas.
The process uses more electricity than particle board manufacture due to the refining operation, but less heat
due to better drying efficiencies. Only low-grade heat (dryer exhaust to atmosphere) is lost from the process,
and the overall thermal energy efficiency of the present manufacturers is considered good.
Any new production capacity is expected to have similar energy requirements to existing plants. The impact
of future consumer demand is likely to lead to changes in density and resin type, and the effect on the overall
energy picture will be minor.

2.3 Pulp and Paper Manufacture
Pulping processes separate the wood fibres so that they can be reconstituted into a variety of products —
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newsprint, writing paper, tissue and board manufacture. Pulp fibre properties have a significant effect on the
performance of papers made from them. The long fibres of radiata pine provide a high resistance to tearing,
an important requirement in wrapping, bag and sack papers.
The New Zealand pulp and paper industry consumes around one-third of the present wood harvest. Production
of paper and paper board is in excess of 700,000 tonnes per annum, which is 0.3% of the total global output.
About 650,000 tonnes of market pulp is also produced each year. Pulp and paper manufacture consumes over
85% of the total energy used in forestry processing. As outlined in Chapter 1, there are three main types of
pulp.
•

Chemical pulps — Wood chips are fully “cooked” with chemicals to dissolve the lignin that binds the
fibres together. Yield is typically 50% of the original dry wood mass.

•

Semichemical pulps — Wood chips are partially cooked with chemicals and separated by mechanical
means. Yield is 60% to 90%.

•

Mechanical pulps — Wood chips are separated into fibres by purely mechanical means. Yield can be up
to 96%.

New Zealand processors make all three types of pulp to serve different end product requirements. Table 2.2
shows the location, processes and end products for the New Zealand pulp and paper mills.
Location

Processes

Products

Tasman (Kawerau)

Chemical, refiner mechanical and
groundwood pulping, and paper
machines

Newsprint, kraft
paper and pulp

Kinleith (Tokoroa)

Semi-chemical and chemical
pulping, and paper machines

Kraft paper and
pulp

Carter-Oji (Napier)

Thermomechanical pulping

Pulp

Whakatane Board Mill

Wastepaper recycling, semichemical and groundwood pulping,
and paper machines

Paperboard

Winstone (Ohakune)

Thermomechanical and chemithermomechanical pulping

Pulp

Mataura (South Island)

Waste paper recycling, bought-in
pulp, and paper machines

Writing and
wrapping paper

Te Papapa (Penrose)

Waste paper recycling and paper
machines

Corrugated paper
and linerboard

Caxton (Kawerau)

Refiner mechanical and chemithermomechanical pulping and
paper machines

Tissue paper
(hygenic and
wrapping)

Table 2.2: New Zealand pulp and paper mills, processes and products

New Zealand produces around 1.45 million tonnes of pulp and paper each year (this figure is higher than the
total pulp production in Table 1.1 because fillers and other materials are added when making paper). Total
energy consumption in the pulp and paper industry seems to be around 40 GJ per year, although reliable data
is not in the public arena. The average specific energy demand may be 27.5 GJ/tonne. The energy intensity
of New Zealand mills is, on average, well above modern, 1980s-style mills. There is considerable variation
across the sector in New Zealand, with some mills performing closer to modern standards than others.
There is a general relationship between the energy used in pulping and end product quality. A constant
improvement in quality of all pulp and paper grades is required if the pulp and paper sector is to remain
competitive in the domestic and international marketplaces. With current pulping technologies, this will
require an increase in energy consumption for all processes. It is, therefore, possible that future energy
efficiency improvements will not lead to a reduction in the sector’s overall energy demand, but will instead
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ensure that the sector remains competitive by allowing the manufacture of higher quality products with the
same amount of energy.

Chemical Pulping
The production of chemical pulp is both energy- and capital-intensive, and this is strongly reflected in the
choice of sites and capacities for the two major New Zealand complexes. Economies of scale mean that both
the Kinleith and Kawerau mills produce the equivalent of over 1000 air-dried tonnes of pulp per day (400,000
to 500,000 tonnes of market pulp and paper each year). One mill is located to take advantage of geothermal
energy supplies.
One of the key aspects of kraft chemical pulping is the largely energy self-sufficient nature of the total process
as a consequence of recovering the pulping chemicals. The organic material present in the wood is recovered,
concentrated by evaporation and burned as a fuel in a recovery boiler. These boilers raise steam to be used
in the wider pulp and paper process and can generate electricity via steam turbines. The recovery boilers also
play a part in the recovery and reuse of the pulping chemicals.
The average thermal energy self-sufficiency for the two New Zealand kraft mills is 83%. This figure includes
heat obtained from burning some wood waste fuel as well as pulping residues. Natural gas is used in the lime
kilns and, at one mill, geothermal heat is also used to raise steam. In reality, as Table 2.2 shows, chemical
pulping takes place alongside mechanical and semi-chemical pulping, and it is difficult to separate out energy
sources and demands.
The two New Zealand kraft pulp producers differ significantly in their overall thermal and electricity balances.
The Tasman Pulp and Paper Limited mill at Kawerau obtains almost 50% of the total steam flow on-site from
geothermal bores located near the mill. This geothermal steam passes through indirect heat exchangers to
produce clean, low-pressure steam for the mill process. Steam turbines raise 26 MW of electricity, which is
20% of the total site power consumption of 130 MW. The latter figure includes the electricity required to
produce mechanical pulp for newsprint.
NZFP Pulp & Paper Limited’s Kinleith mill has no access to geothermal steam and differs from Tasman in
that it produces no mechanical pulps. Site electricity consumption is 70 MW, all of which needs to be supplied
externally as there is no on-site generation.
Both kraft sites have been modernised and have incorporated new technologies over the last 20 years. It is
considered unlikely that new “greenfields” chemical pulping operations will proceed in New Zealand within
the next 10 to 15 years (Ministry of Forestry, 1995), but there is considerable scope for process and energy
efficiency upgrades at both sites. This potential is explored in Chapter 3.

Semichemical and Mechanical Pulping
Semichemical and mechanical pulps are currently used for the production of newsprint, absorbent tissues,
cardboards and boxboards. The common feature of both types of pulp is that their production requires
considerable quantities of electricity.
The oldest technique used is ground wood pulp (GWP), where logs are pressed against a rotating grindstone.
This can be done under pressurised conditions (PGW), which facilitates heat recovery. Refiner mechanical
pulp (RMP) shreds wood chips in mechanical refiners. Later developments of this are the thermomechanical
pulp (TMP), where heat is added to the chips prior to refining. A variation of TMP, chemi-thermomechanical
pulp (CTMP), uses heat and chemicals. This pre-treatment retains longer fibre lengths and produces higher
freeness pulps.
Power requirements are higher for TMP and CTMP than for straight mechanical pulping. Electricity
requirements for the refiners vary from 1000 to 2500 kWh/tonne (3.6 to 9 GJ/ADT), depending on the type
of pre-treatment, pulp quality and wood characteristics. The radiata pine used for pulp production in New
Zealand requires more energy than the spruce used by New Zealand’s northern hemisphere competitors.
Typically, up to 20% more energy is required to produce a standard newsprint grade TMP pulp from radiata
than from spruce.
The other major energy consumer in TMP/CTMP processes is pulp drying. After pulps have been
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mechanically dewatered to around 45% moisture content, the pulp is flash-dried by contact with 250˚C air.
As in MDF production, the aim is to make the drying process practically self-sufficient by using bark and chip
fines as an energy source. In practice, New Zealand mills are able to raise 50% to 75% of the drying energy
from hog fuel sources. The balance comes from fossil fuels (oil or natural gas) and some refiner flash steam
energy recovery.
Much of the electrical energy absorbed by the pulp in TMP and CTMP processes — 60% to 70% — can be
recovered in the form of flash steam, which is separated from the pulp as it depressurises after refining. With
the PGW process, about one-third of the electrical energy can be recovered as hot water and low pressure
steam. Little effort is made in New Zealand to recover significant amounts of refiner energy.
Flash steam is “contaminated” with fibres and needs to be used selectively in the process. This limitation can
be overcome at the price of some energy loss by producing lower pressure clean steam via heat exchangers.
The energy from the flash steam can be used for hot water production, chip pre-heating, pulp flash dryer
preheating and final drying. The mix of uses in New Zealand is site specific, but no mills recover enough high
quality heat to enable full flash drying or to bridge the gap between hog fuel heat supply and full drying energy
needs.
If pulp bleaching is carried out or increased, further external sources of thermal energy may be required. At
least one mill in New Zealand needs to cool the pulp stream prior to bleaching.
In future, it is likely that energy consumption in mechanical pulping will increase due to market demands for
higher product quality. Publications using paper made from mechanical pulp, for example, are now required
to be brighter, often in colour, with enhanced print quality. This requires a reduction in pulp freeness, which,
with present technologies, requires more refining and, therefore, more energy.

2.4 Fibre Recycling
The effect of fibre recycling on energy consumption in the pulp and paper industry is only one part of a
complex issue.
On a global basis, there will continue to be an increase in the recycled fibre content of paper. In the late 1980s,
recycled fibre made up about 30% of the total fibre used in paper manufacture. During the 1990s, total paper
consumption is expected to grow by 33%, with fibre recycling accounting for two-thirds of this growth. By
the end of the year 2000, recycled fibre could constitute 40% of the total fibre input or furnish.
There are several factors that influence this trend to increased recycling. Paper manufacturers may find that
recycled fibre is an economic fibre source, in spite of collection and processing costs. Landfill, waste disposal
and even ideological considerations encourage some overseas and local municipalities to subsidise the
collection of wastepaper. This increases the availability of low-cost waste paper to recycling mills.
There are three types of recycled paper. The first is mill broke, which is damaged or substandard paper that
does not leave the mill but is repulped and recycled on-site. The next is converter waste, such as the offcuts
from packaging manufacturers (e.g. envelopes). Finally, there is post-consumer waste, such as old newspapers and magazines.
New Zealand consumption of paper is around 600,000 tonnes per year. Some of this paper ends up effectively
in storage as building materials, books, files, etc., some is burnt, and some is effectively lost through use
(hygiene papers). About 300,000 tonnes is theoretically available for recycling (Collins, 1992).
Recycling data is difficult to come by, but possibly up to 150,000 tonnes is collected. Of this amount, about
100,000 tonnes may be recycled locally and 50,000 tonnes exported. Many New Zealand paper mills carry
out a degree of ex-converter and post-consumer wastepaper recycling. The Te Papa mill in Auckland, though,
is the only mill where post-consumer wastepaper forms the major part of the feedstock — in this case, all of
the Te Papa feedstock. Production from this mill is quite small, however, at about 40,000 tonnes per year.
The specific energy consumption of the Te Papa mill appears to be around 10 GJ/tonne (Shula, 1989). Data
presented in Chapter 1 suggests that a reasonably modern recycling pulp and paper mill producing linerboard
from deinked fibre might use 10 to 11 GJ per tonne. The Te Papa mill does not have a deinking plant.
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Nonetheless, the data suggests that while energy efficiency opportunities may exist, the mill compares
reasonably with similar operations overseas.
Tasman Pulp and Paper are currently fibre-limited and have announced plans for a deinking plant that will
process 65,000 tonnes of old newspapers (ONP) and magazines each year. Nearly 70% of this will be sourced
from Australia, where surplus collected waste is currently exported to Asia. The economics of this source are
assisted by the availability of Tasman’s vessels and involvement in Australian waste collection. Nonetheless,
early in 1996, the project had still not advanced due to the strong international demand for ONP and the
consequently high price asked for this resource.
In the USA in particular, regulations either have been or are being introduced to promote recycling. In some
states, for example, publishers will be required to consume up to 90% recycled newsprint fibre by the end of
1998. New Zealand currently has no legislative requirements relating to the recycled fibre content of papers.
The present wastepaper recovery rate is around 33%, equivalent to that in Australia and greater than in the
USA. The Tasman plant will increase this to better than 36%.
Arriving at regulations that are beneficial from a resource, environmental and energy perspective is difficult,
as situations vary from site to site and product to product (Collins, 1992). At present, New Zealand production
of paper from kraft pulp, after allowing for self-sufficiency, is around 30% more energy intensive than paper
recycling. Recycling in New Zealand is not likely to displace local virgin fibre production; increased local
recycling is likely to lead to additional exports of pulp and paper, and the production of “virgin” local fibre
will probably remain the same.
Energy predictions based on best available technology, cogeneration and use of associated woodwaste
indicate that the production of paper from a modern kraft mill will use less energy than from recycled fibre.
If recycling in New Zealand contributes to a delay in the commissioning of a modern kraft mill overseas, then
there will be no energy advantage. Only in the area of mechanical mills is the situation a bit clearer.
Mechanical pulps, with a higher requirement for electricity and less “generation” of fuel, require 60% to 70%
more energy than recycling mills. Nonetheless, wastepaper may be better used as a fuel than as a fibre resource.
In Sweden, approximately 30% of the collected wastepaper is burnt. At a utility in Florida, the use of a 50:50
blend of non-recyclable paper and wood waste has proven both technically and economically feasible. This
is cost-driven in an area with considerable wood waste resources. Georgia-Pacific, a major pulp and paper
manufacturer, is converting low-grade mixed waste paper into fuel pellets for solid fuel boilers in a number
of its mills.
The technical and environmental issues of using wastepaper as a fuel in cement manufacture in New Zealand
were recently examined (Eden Resources, 1995). The report concluded that the incineration of wastepaper
in a cement kiln is not likely to create air emission problems, the main environmental concern with
combustion.
If 300,000 tonnes of New Zealand wastepaper was burnt with energy recovery each year instead of being
landfilled or recycled, then around 4.5 PJ of heat could be obtained. This figure represents over 10% of the
total energy input each year to the pulp and paper sector, or about one-third of the fossil fuel input.
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Chapter 3
Specific Areas and Technologies

3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the energy efficiency technologies that may be applicable to the New Zealand forest
processing industry. It concentrates on the sectors and processes considered most important in the context
of the overall potential for energy efficiencies and likely future investment. There has been no attempt to
determine the financial viability of any of the energy management measures discussed, although this is a
critical issue.
The key for any manufacturer is to be cost competitive. There will be added incentive to maximise energy
efficiency where energy costs are a significant proportion of total manufacturing costs. Where a product is
largely exported, the energy use needs to be viewed in light of not only overseas practices, but overseas energy
cost structures, which in many cases differ significantly from New Zealand. Consequently, energy efficiency
technologies that are economic overseas may not necessarily be viable here.
The major energy use sectors of the forestry processing industry tend to be capital intensive. New plants,
whether for increased capacity, replacement or efficiency benefits, must present a payback in order to justify
the required investment. There may be some viable investments based on energy cost savings alone. More
often than not, improved energy efficiency can only be achieved when new plant is needed or a process is due
for an upgrade to increase product quality or production. In this case, energy efficiency is part of the bundle
of investment benefits.
In New Zealand, opportunities for new plant and upgrades that might improve energy use, as well as provide
other benefits, have been studied in the past. A study commissioned in 1987 by the then Ministry of Energy
indicated that use of external fuels by the industry could be reduced by 16% and grid power demand could
be reduced by 14% (Beca Simons, 1987). Some of the opportunities identified have been acted on, but the
increased age of existing plant and new improvements in technology are likely to have increased the range
of current opportunities.

3.2 Solid Wood Processing
Total energy use in this sector is less than 5% of the total energy demand of the forestry processing industries,
although the sector accounts for nearly 20% of the harvested woodflow. Both figures will rise in the next 10
years as additional wood harvest comes on stream, and much of this will be exported in dried, sawn timber
form.

Sawmilling
Considerable research is being directed at increasing the sawn timber recovery potential from logs. Forest
Research Institute (FRI) researchers estimate that the recovery can be increased from the present average of
50% to over 60%. Improvements in saw design and saw automation and control will result in reductions in
sawdust production from levels of around 10 m3 per 100 m3 of logs to about 6 m3 per 100 m3 . While this
reduction in removed wood volume may mean a decrease in the energy required per saw cut (or the number
of cuts per unit of production), any tendency towards lower electricity use will be overshadowed by the desire
to improve wood recovery. Sawmills will aim for higher wood recovery rather than electricity cost savings.
Production will increase and total power demand may rise. Power use per cubic metre may fall, depending
on the level of processing.
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Overall, mill design and the application of computer control will also benefit the sawmilling industry, not only
in the productivity area, but in reduced handling of timber, quality control and speed of operation.

Kiln Drying
Recent published papers (Simpson, 1993) have given the numbers and types of drying kilns in use in 1992
(Table 3.1). Types of kilns include:
•

high temperature — capable of drying at temperatures above 100˚C, usually 110˚C to 130˚C;

•

accelerated conventional — drying carried out at 90˚C using an FRI developed drying schedule;

•

conventional — drying carried out at 60˚C to 80˚C, dryer construction is concrete, block, brick or insulated
aluminium panels;

•

heat pump — low temperature (generally less than 60˚C) drying, where heat is generated or recycled by
a heat pump system;

•

low temperature — low temperature with control over both temperature and humidity; and

•

forced air dryers — can be heated, but with no humidity control, air is forced by fans though the timber
stacks, and heated air can be re-circulated.
Region

High
Temp.

Accel.
Convent.

Convent.

Heat
Pump

Low
Temp.

Forced
Air Dry

Northland

—

—

3/3

5/4

1/1

—

Auckland

2/1†

1/1

11/3

14/11

5/3

—

Waikato

15/8

5/3

51/11

10/5

8/3

2/2

Bay of Plenty

8/4

1/1

45/10

13/9

1/1

2/1

Hawkes Bay

1/1

—

4/1

2/1

—

—

Taranaki

1/1

4/2

—

6/5

2/1

—

Manawatu

2/2

—

6/2

2/2

1/1

2/2

Wellington

2/1

—

5/3

4/2

—

—

Nelson

7/4

1/1

7/3

3/3

2/2

3/2

West Coast

—

—

12/4

12/6

1/1

4/2

Canterbury

3/3

2/1

16/7

21/12

2/1

1/1

Otago

—

—

6/5

4/3

—

—

Southland
TOTAL

1/1

1/1

8/3

6/4

8/5

6/3

42/26

15/10

174/55

102/67

31/19

20/13

†number of kilns/number of sites

Table 3.1: Number of dryers/number of plants in use in 1992 by region and drying method

The large increase in dried timber volume since 1991 has largely been due to increases in the number of high
temperature and accelerated conventional kilns with their high throughput capability. These types of kilns are
relatively energy intensive, but are economically efficient in terms of investment capital per unit of
production.
Of the kiln types listed above, the most energy efficient is the heat pump, which upgrades low-grade waste
heat or ambient heat sources. Heat pumps are extensively described in Chapter 3 of Part 8, “General Energy
Efficiency Technologies”. Heat pumps require electricity or other sources of motive power (natural gas or
diesel engines can form part of very efficient heat pump systems). The use of heat pumps represents a tradeoff between energy self-sufficiency (wood wastes) and energy efficiency.
Wood residue is still the major source of heat for kilns, although this has decreased slightly since 1990. This
is probably a reflection of the increased value competing industries (such as panel products) now place on
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wood residues. The high capital cost of woodburners with the appropriate emission control equipment is also
a deterrent to the use of wood residues. Gas-fired equipment is considerably cheaper and easier to operate.
Future technologies that may find a place in kiln drying include:
•

improved woodburners;

•

ultra-high temperature dryers;

•

superheated steam in vacuum;

•

mechanical vapour recompression; and

•

heat pump dehumidification.

A New Zealand-based company has developed a wood residue burner suitable for sawmill sites and capable
of using green (i.e. “wet”) sawdust. Hot combustion gases from the boiler are used to preheat and dry the wet
sawdust to a moisture content that enables it to sustain combustion in the boiler. The process requires initial
“starting” with dry waste until adequate temperatures are reached. There are installations at Southpine and
Craigpine. This technology would help a plant achieve higher levels of self-sufficiency.
Ultra-high temperature drying (160˚C to 200˚C) further increases throughput capacities of existing facilities,
but requires expansion of heating plant capacity and can create quality problems with timber discolouration.
This technology is unlikely to reduce specific energy demand unless it is combined with improved kiln
insulation, a shift to more efficient fuel combustion or other measures.
The use of superheated steam in sealed vessels (from vacuum to near atmospheric pressure) is presently under
investigation. This so-called airless drying can permit the use of lower drying temperatures and get around
the quality and control problems associated with high temperature drying schedules. This technology has the
potential to be much more energy efficient than conventional drying, providing it is configured so that latent
heat is recovered from the vented steam and is used in a wood pre-drying stage. With conventional drying,
the hot humid air has limited heat recovery potential.
Mechanical vapour recompression (MVR) can reduce drying energy needs for many products to a fraction
of that required with conventional methods. The drying medium is, again, superheated steam. The key to the
technology is the recompression of the steam prior to final venting to facilitate heat exchange to the drying
medium. MVR is described in Chapter 3 of Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”. Theoretical
energy savings from the use of mechanical vapour recompression have not yet been realised in practice. This
is due in part to problems with equipment and materials, and the buildup of wood-sourced extractives and
treatment chemicals in the recycled streams.
As mentioned above, heat pumps can be used to heat kilns to moderate temperatures. A more effective use
of a heat pump is as a dehumidifier. This technology is described in Chapter 5 of Part 4, “Primary Production”.
Relatively dry air is warmed by the heat pump condenser coils and passed through the timber stack. The thenmoist warm air is passed through the heat pump evaporator coils. The moisture condenses and is removed
while its latent heat is passed to the heat pump refrigerant. The heat pump upgrades this heat and passes it back
to the now-drier air stream (the level of humidity can be controlled) to start another cycle. This process allows
low-temperature, humidity-controlled drying.

3.3 Panel Products
Energy use in this sector is less than 10% of the total energy use in the forestry processing industry. The main
growth area for New Zealand panel products is generally regarded as MDF. Opportunities in the manufacture
of plywood are dependent on improved market acceptance of radiata-based products. Some manufacturers are
evaluating further production of laminated veneer lumber and oriented strand board, but present capacity is
not significant.

Plywood
The use of steam from a central utilities facility serving another process (e.g. pulp) is a common source of heat
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energy for plywood manufacture. This may not be the most energy efficient approach. Two efficient
alternatives are woodwaste-fired thermal fluid heat transfer systems, and gas-fired direct veneer heating and
thermal fluid heating for presses. These alternatives do not make drying itself more efficient, but they do
improve the overall delivery of heat to the product.
Thermal fluid (hot oil) heat transfer systems can be more efficient than steam due to the more “closed” nature
of their systems when compared to steam. Steam systems lose heat during condensate recovery and flash steam
venting. Thermal fluid systems are monophase, so there are no flash losses and fluid return losses can also be
reduced. Overall energy savings of 10% to 15% are possible.
The direct use of gas for veneer drying reduces energy conversion losses. Changing veneer dryers to natural
gas drying would, however, require significant alterations to the kilns. Using gas for thermal fluids heating
rather than hog fuel is also efficient since better combustion conditions can be obtained. However, hog fuel
represents potential energy self-sufficiency.

Particle Board
As mentioned in Chapter 2, particle board manufacture produces little wood waste and, therefore, almost all
its thermal energy fuels have to be brought in. In some cases, this fuel will be wood residues, but there is
pressure to use this as material feedstock, if it is at all suitable.
The main opportunity for significantly improved energy efficiency in particle board manufacture is to obtain
heat from a natural gas turbine cogeneration plant. The turbine exhaust is suitable for flake drying. Surplus
power generated could be sold.

Medium Density Fibreboard
The major energy consumption areas in MDF manufacture are in the refining and fibre drying stages of the
process, and it is in these areas that manufacturers will be looking for improvements.

Refining
As wood availability in New Zealand changes, so must the technology associated with fibre refining. Many
areas of refiner investigation are common with mechanically-treated wood pulps and will be covered in
Section 3.4. In brief, these are:
•

refiner and refiner plate configuration — on-line consistency control, two-stage refining;

•

fibre pre-treatment — could improve fibre stability; and

•

optimising refiner speed — e.g. high speed operation (technology not yet proven).

Some of the investigations may lead to better product quality and yield, but it is unclear whether energy
efficiency will improve.

Drying
Most of the drying heat for MDF comes from burning wood residues. The deficit, typically 10% to 20%, is
supplied from fossil fuels. Process improvement trends are reducing wastage from sanding and trimming.
Furthermore, optimum use of available wood residues has become increasingly important as a value is now
being placed on residues as a potential feedstock for panel producers. Consequently, energy efficiency is more
likely to be a matter of interest in the future than previously.
Recent technologies to improve the efficiency of burning wet residues to provide drying energy are as relevant
in the panel products sector as for timber drying (see Section 3.2). The use of two-stage drying can improve
overall drying efficiency and may have some technical benefits. Capital expenditure, however, can be hard
to justify if adequate amounts of wood residues for drying energy are generated on the site (e.g. from a
sawmill).
Over 2 GJ/tonne of electric energy and 2.5 GJ of steam are input to the refiners (modified TMP process), and
there is the potential to recover some of this energy (one-third or more) and reuse it for pulp drying prior to
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pressing into board. This energy source could displace fossil fuel use and cover any diminishing use of wood
residues as a fuel.

Waste Treatment
There is some potential for reuse (washing, etc.) of liquid effluent streams, such as from the chip feed system.
Such effluents require treatment in aeration ponds to reduce the biological oxygen demand, which accounts
for 1% to 2% of the total electrical load. Developments in efficient treatment systems and reduction in effluent
flows will reduce energy consumption and material costs. This potential applies to most aspects of forestry
processing.

3.4 Paper Manufacture
The manufacture of pulp and paper accounts for 85% of the total energy use in the New Zealand forestry
industries. The scale of the operations and the reliance on both overseas markets and equipment vendors keeps
New Zealand manufacturers in this sector abreast of technology developments.
Modern paper manufacture typically uses 2 to 3 GJ/tonne of electrical power and 6 to 8 GJ/tonne of heat with
almost all of this heat being used in the paper drying process. Power use is more uniformly spread across the
process. There are opportunities to reduce heat demand and recover heat for reuse and some opportunities also
exist for improved use of power. Adopting these may help to mitigate a trend towards greater power
consumption in papermaking. Improving production efficiency (less reject product) is another area where
both energy efficiency and commercial returns benefit.

Electricity Demand
The electric power consumed at a mill is distributed across a number of tasks:
•

raw material and water pumping (25%);

•

vacuum pumps, compressors, fans (25%);

•

roller and beater drives (40%); and

•

infrared dryers/other (10%).

In all uses involving motors, fans, compressors, etc., basic attention to correct sizing, use of variable speed
drives, controls, etc., can save power. These issues are elaborated in Chapter 7 of Part 8, “General Energy
Efficiency Technologies”.
Increasing pulp consistency could reduce the energy needed to deliver material to the head box, but more
research is needed to establish how this can be done without causing paper quality loss due to fibre
flocculation.
The vacuum system tends to be the largest single power user (around 15%). There is a trend to increase the
speed of existing and new mills to increase production. This means extra demands on the vacuum system.
Furthermore, the extra vacuum power can increase bearing friction and, hence, energy demand of the paper
roller drives. Developing efficient vacuum systems and dealing with secondary effects will be important in
the future.
Ventilation of the paper machine and associated heat recovery is another major power user. Inadequate heat
recovery is one of the differences between an efficient and energy intensive mill. There is a trade-off, however,
between heat exchanger capital cost plus blower power demand, and the value of heat recovered.
One of the fastest growing areas of power demand is the use of infrared drying (IR) on coated papers
(CADDET, 1992). Traditionally, IR units have been placed on coating machines for initial drying to stabilise
the coating prior to final drying on steam cylinders. They have also been used after the size press. The use of
higher speeds on paper machines means a further expansion of the role for IR drying and moisture profiling.
Both natural gas and electricity can be used to provide IR. Electric units provide better control, require less
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space and are easier to retrofit. Natural gas units have a longer life and significantly better drying efficiencies
(40% to 50% with gas; 25% to 35% with electricity). Electricity is more efficient at producing IR drying than
gas, but the wavelengths emitted are less useful for the task. The efficiency of electric IR drying can be
improved slightly by using back reflectors to make use of radiation that is not absorbed.

Heat Demand
Heat recovery from the drying section of a paper machine can be enhanced by using effective insulated hoods,
efficient fans, etc. The need for drying energy can be reduced through more efficient mechanical dewatering
on the wet presses.
The steam and white water systems represent two areas for potential improvements in papermaking heat use.
The systems for dealing with steam condensate can be wasteful of energy. For example, blow-through steam
is used to remove condensate from the hollow drying cylinders and reducing this while still purging the system
of condensate will conserve energy. Recovering heat from blow-through steam and condensate is another
means to improve energy use. Generally, mills have addressed these issues, but there are usually additional
opportunities for improvements in steam and condensate use.
Live steam loss can be a serious issue and the level of loss is partly reflected in the level of make-up water
needed at the boilers. Overseas surveys have shown that mills considered they had good control on their steam
systems, but closer examination revealed inadequacies (Urbas, 1988). New Zealand mills should check that
perception and reality are matched. Good housekeeping with steam systems is covered in Chapter 5 of Part
7, “Manufacturing and Minerals”.
Gradual closing of the white water system (pulp-paper filtrate) will reduce the amount of heat escaping from
the process via the wastewater stream and will also reduce effluent treatment requirements. However, white
water closure must be integrated into the other components of the heat budget of a mill. The situation could
arise where the white water has to be cooled before it can be used for some purposes, whereas before, the fresh,
cold make-up water ensured suitable temperatures.

Product Quality
Modern mills have extensive process and quality control systems to eliminate production and quality
disruptions. On older machines, lost production time and damaged product increase specific energy use. This
problem can be exacerbated by adapting and running machines at higher speeds. While mill broke is recycled,
it takes the same energy to produce the damaged material as it does to produce a marketable product. This issue
represents a clear connection between energy efficiency and commercial benefit. New Zealand has a number
of old paper machines and as these are replaced, some slight efficiency gains may be possible.

3.5 Chemical Pulping
Modern chemical pulping has modest electric power demands (around 1.3 to 2.5 GJ/tonne), but significant
heat requirements (around 10 GJ/tonne, exclusive of the lime kiln). Table 3.2 shows how the heat demand is
typically distributed across the various process steps in a modern 1990s mill and an old mill. Table 3.2 does
not include the high-grade demand of the lime kiln (2.5 to 3.0 GJ/tonne). Potentially, heat generated from
biomass fuels can cover all process steam demands in both old and new mills.
The potential of biomass fuels does not diminish the need for energy efficiency, however. Energy efficiency
closes the gap between self sufficiency and energy demands. If surplus heat is available from biomass fuels,
then several possibilities are opened up. Where the mill is part of an integrated plant, surplus heat can be used
on the paper machines. This provides an incentive for energy efficiency initiatives. Another incentive is the
possibility of using some of the steam from the recovery boiler to generate electricity, either for the pulp mill,
or both mills in an integrated setup. In the future, dried lignin could be used in the lime kiln or may be seen
as a market fuel, and this development would add another incentive for efficiency gains.
New Zealand mills are presently a combination of state-of-the-art components and older process technologies.
The energy consumption data presented in earlier sections indicates that, overall, kraft pulp manufacture in
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Heat demand (GJ/t)

New mill

Old mill

Cooking and washing

1.0

4.0

Bleaching

0.8

1.5

Recovery boiler

3.7

5.0

Drying

3.0

3.5

Miscellaneous

0.2

0.5

Total

8.7

14.5

Recovery boiler

15.0

14.0

Wood waste

3.0

2.0

Total

18.0

16.0

Heat recovery (GJ/t)

Table 3.2: Heat demand for chemical pulp mills

New Zealand is more energy intensive than modern (1980s) mills in Scandinavia. This suggests that there is
room for improvement, although the situation is quite complex. Further retrofits to improve energy use may
be limited, to a degree, by the age of the mills.
Nonetheless, ongoing capital expenditure is considered a prerequisite for staying in business, and many
process developments will take place in future and have an impact on operational energy efficiencies. Energy
efficiency opportunities may exist in the following areas:
•

batch digester energy recovery;

•

commissioning new continuous digesters;

•

higher consistency pulp handling;

•

low-odour conversion of recovery boilers; and

•

cogeneration, MVR and other efficient plant.

Digesters
In New Zealand mills, pulping is carried out in both continuous and batch digesters. Continuous digesters
generally require less than 50% of the thermal energy used in the existing batch digesters. This is because
energy is lost at the end of each batch as the cooking vessels are depressurised. In continuous digesters, a
variety of heat exchange mechanisms are used to preheat incoming chips, heat black liquor and provide
process hot water.
Batch digesters facilitate changes to pulp quality and permit flexibility in production levels. It is technically
possible to recover and reuse the heat from a batch digester. This is only one of several considerations in
modern design. Many of the technological trends are dictated by the objective of reducing the chemical
consumption in any downstream bleaching process.
Two overseas vendors have developed modified batch pulping systems that reduce the thermal energy (steam)
usage, chemical consumption and reject handling requirements, and improve pulp strength. One overseas mill
using such a system reported a reduction in steam usage of 85% compared to the conventional system.
Continuous cooking technology is also changing, but has less impact on energy consumption, since this
process is already reasonably energy efficient.

Water Usage
Reduced mill water use can save energy at all steps in the pulping process right through to waste treatment.
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Water is used to convey pulp from one process to another, to wash pulp and as an energy medium (steam).
The issue of steam loss was discussed in Section 3.3. Reducing the volume or strength of effluents is discussed
below, and closure of the white water system was discussed in Section 3.3. Water for material transport and
washing duties is discussed here.
Medium consistency (MC) pulp processing is in use at both of the existing kraft mills in New Zealand. Medium
consistency processing (8% to 15% consistency) has an advantage over low (up to 5%) consistency plant in
that the size of equipment and storage tanks is reduced, as are the energy requirements for pulp handling
(pumping).
Medium consistency technology has not yet been applied throughout the pulping process, with screening,
cleaning and, often, washing stages being at low consistencies — often down to 1%. While trial and
development work is taking place in these areas, experience both overseas and in New Zealand highlights
significant problems with extensive use of MC pulp handling (see “Screening and Centri-cleaning” in Section
3.5).
A 1993 Canadian report estimates the savings potential for New Zealand would be 40 GWh at our present kraft
production levels. This represents 1.8% of the electricity used in the pulp and paper industry, and would come
at a capital cost of NZ$125 million.

Recovery Boilers
Three of the four chemical recovery boilers in New Zealand are of conventional design that carry out final
evaporation of the black liquor feed (pulping chemicals and wood residues) to the boiler in a direct-contact
stage with boiler flue gases. This single-effect evaporation is not energy efficient (compared with alternative
evaporation methods). It also creates environmental issues, such as odour problems, due to the exposure of
sulphur compounds in the black liquor to the flue gases.
Some technologies developed to address the environmental concerns, such as black liquor oxidation (BLOX),
resulted in an energy efficiency loss. More recent technology is the low-odour boiler, which utilises more of
the available thermal energy for steam raising and achieves greater economy of steam use in the black liquor
concentration. The overall gain in energy efficiency is around 14%, compared with a conventional boiler with
a BLOX plant.
Figure 3.1 provides a schematic of a conventional recovery boiler with a BLOX plant and the same boiler
modified to a low-odour configuration. Important energy efficiency features are the use of economisers and
combustion air preheaters that use flue gases. The key technology, however, that allows the introduction of
low-odour boilers has been the development of high solids liquor evaporation plant (the “concentrator”). This
utilises a falling film instead of a vertical tube evaporation effect design, which permits raising of the liquor
concentration to 70%. Most recent developments have been to raise this even further, to 75% to 80% solids,
which is essentially the materials handling limit of the equipment. Such equipment has been developed by
Tampella Power in Finland.
When installed in an existing kraft pulp mill, this technology reduces emissions and increases the efficiency
and capacity of the recovery boiler. The capital cost of a new recovery boiler installation is likely to be in excess
of NZ$150 million and can generally only be justified as part of a replacement or capacity increase
programme. Conventional boilers can be converted to low-odour units at around 20% of this cost, but with
considerable disruption to pulp production.
A feature of both boilers shown in Figure 3.1 is the use of multiple-effects evaporators. This technology is
described in Chapter 3 of Part 5, “Food Processing”. Multiple-effects evaporation can be combined with
mechanical vapour recompression (MVR) to provide even greater energy efficiency and make more steam
available for use elsewhere in the pulp and papermaking processes. MVR technology is elaborated in Chapter
3 of Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.
A new technology recently developed in Scandinavia and the USA is black liquor gasification. The motivation
for this has been twofold — to eliminate the chemical smelt-water explosion hazard inherent in chemical
recovery boilers and to increase overall recovery capacity at low capital cost.
The IGCC process (integrated gasification combined cycle) uses a combination of pressurised gasification
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(a) conventional
recovery boiler

Recovery
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Steam
65% solids
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Figure 3.1: Conventional (a) and low-odour (b) recovery boilers (Beca Simons, 1987)

and scrubbing to produce a fuel gas that is clean enough to be used to drive gas turbines, exhausting into a heat
recovery boiler. A commercial installation has been started in a Swedish mill as a means of increasing overall
recovery capacity. When compared to modern recovery boiler installations, the overall energy efficiency of
this process is not good, and it is likely to be a retrofit option only.
Several lesser advances have resulted in improvements to recovery boiler operation. These include:
•

advanced controls and instrumentation (CO monitoring and control);

•

optimising of boiler pass soot-blowing with temperature measurement; and

•

furnace optical supervision.

Effluent Treatment
Considerable research has gone into the development of effluent-free chemical pulp mills, in particular in
Canada and Scandinavia. The drive for this is environmental, and improvements in energy efficiency are a
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secondary consideration. Reduction of effluent volume can decrease treatment costs and energy consumption,
but complete closure raises several technical concerns.
The Canadian industry has had experience with the concept at the Thunder Bay Ontario mill of Canadian
Pacific Forest Products Limited. Over a five-year period of operation, several new processes were demonstrated, but total recycle of bleach plant effluent was not achieved. Major problems were corrosion and scaling
of equipment, increased chemical consumption (due to water contamination) and product quality.
Energy models of recent conventional design mills versus closed-cycle mills were presented at the 1993
Appita conference and indicate that the closed-cycle mill requires more direct fuel and uses more electricity.
Converting the figures to apply to present New Zealand kraft pulp production (assuming recent design
technology) gives additional electricity usage of 30 GWh and direct fuel requirements of 0.3 PJ per annum.
Anaerobic effluent treatment followed by an aeration stage is considered suitable for mechanical pulp and
paperboard mills with high organic loading in their effluent. This type of treatment allows not only electricity
savings, but some fuel benefits from the formation and collection of biogas. However, New Zealand pulp
producers have had mixed results with anaerobic effluent treatment.

Pulp Bleaching
The use of non-chlorine-based bleaching chemicals is gaining wider industry acceptance — both New
Zealand kraft mills utilise oxygen in their bleaching sequences. A 1993 Canadian study considered the energy
impact of going to a bleaching sequence that uses ozone and oxygen for high brightness kraft pulp. The
justification for such a process change is largely environmental as there is an electrical and a thermal energy
penalty.
Current New Zealand bleach production would require an additional 20 GWh electricity per annum to convert
to this oxygen and ozone sequence.

3.6 Mechanical and Chemi-mechanical Pulping
Up to 90% of the energy can be consumed in the actual pulping stage of the mechanical pulping processes,
mostly as electrical power, but also heat (TMP). Mechanical pulping in New Zealand is currently performed
by both the groundwood and refiner processes. A variety of chemi-mechanical pulps (CTMP) are also
produced.
Information in Chapter 2 suggested that most mechanical pulp mills in New Zealand are reasonably energy
efficient by modern standards. Any performance gap could be reduced by greater refiner heat recovery, in
particular. Increasing the energy recovered from the refined pulp and reducing the electricity consumption
during pulping are significant areas for study both here and overseas.

Stone Groundwood Processes
Sufficient knowledge already exists to reduce the energy demand of the groundwood process by up to 40%.
For this reduction to be achieved, however, a new type of slow-speed grinder with a larger grinder area would
need to be built.
Although research data on slow-speed grinding has been available for some time, no one has been willing to
develop a new generation grinder. Meanwhile potential exists for energy efficiency improvements by using
modified grooved stones in existing plant.

Disk Refiner Processes
Improvement in electric power use may be possible as a result of developments in the following fields:
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•

high consistency refining;

•

chemical/biochemical modification; and

•

exotic pulping methods.

Refiner Monitoring and Control
The recent development of the refiner plate gap sensor, the blowline consistency sensor and the PQM pulp
quality analyser have enabled major improvements to be made in controlling the uniformity of pulp produced
by the refiner process. Advanced control strategies that allow mills to optimise their pulp quality and reduce
their energy consumption are now being developed. At present, these technologies are not widely used in New
Zealand mills. The plate gap sensor and consistency sensor are both likely to play an important role in
improving the energy efficiency of the refiner process in the future.

Refiner Intensity
Current research data suggests that it is not simply the specific energy consumption that determines the pulp
quality obtained from a high consistency chip refiner. The specific energy is really the sum of a large number
of concurrent and sequential events where energy is transmitted at various rates to the wood material. The
maximum rate or intensity of the energy transfer seems to be important. It appears that the refining intensity,
or the energy applied per bar impact, has an important influence on pulp quality.
The refining intensity is determined by the time the fibre is resident in the refining zone, which has been shown
to be a function of production rate, plate gap, consistency, refiner speed, pressure differential across the refiner
plates and plate pattern. Theoretical work has indicated that the electricity required per tonne of pulp for TMP
and CTMP decreases as the rotational speed of refining increases. The refiner plate gap sensor and the
blowline consistency sensor, mentioned above, provide on-line control of two of the critical variables that
influence refining intensity.

Multi-stage Refining
It has also been suggested that a multi-stage refining process will be needed. This approach will enable the
process conditions to be sequentially modified to optimise the fibre separation and fibre development stages.
Many researchers are investigating the potential to reduce the electrical energy required in multi-stage refining
by optimising the distribution of specific energy and refining intensity between the stages.
Electricity savings potential has been estimated at between 10% and 25% for the optimum refiner
configuration compared with current practice. Applying this level to present New Zealand TMP and CTMP
production indicates a total saving of 144 GWh per annum could be achieved, roughly 6% of the pulp and paper
industry electricity demand.

High Consistency Refining
Research is required to determine whether the energy savings reported from using high consistency refining
on northern hemisphere wood species can be achieved with radiata pine, while retaining the required pulp
quality.

Chemical/Biochemical Modification
Chemical modification of the fibre with sodium sulphite has been widely used overseas to reduce the energy
demand of board and absorbent grade mechanical pulps. The response of radiata pine to chip sulphonation
treatments, however, has been found to be substantially different to that of other wood species, such as spruce.
In particular, the conventional CTMP process does not give all the benefits in process efficiency that have been
claimed for spruce.
Research has suggested that alternative chemical treatments are more appropriate for reducing the energy
demand of radiata pine high-yield pulps. These include the addition of sulphite (either in the refiner or as an
inter-stage treatment) or pretreating the chips with alkaline peroxide.
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Internationally, considerable research effort has been dedicated to studying the biomechanical pulping
process. Although significant reductions in refining energy have been reported, the research has been
conducted only at the laboratory level and the reliability of the results is not clear. Enzyme technology is
currently undergoing rapid development and enzyme treatments could be part of a new energy efficient
technology in the future.

Exotic Pulping Methods
Other technologies, such as the Bi-Vis™ screw extruder, explosion pulping, electron beam treatment,
ultrasound treatment and microwave treatment have also been investigated. To date, the results obtained from
these trials have not confirmed any potential for reducing the refining energy demand with consistent quality.

Refiner Heat Recovery
In a modern TMP or CTMP plant, most of the refiner input electrical energy — possibly 60% to 70% — can
be recovered as flash steam. Even with pressure groundwood pulping, up to 30% of the input electricity can
be recovered to heat water or provide low-pressure steam.
Flash steam is contaminated with pulp fibres. In a CTMP mill, some of the steam can be directly recycled to
preheat chips. A boiler will be needed for starting purposes until refiner flash steam becomes available, but
from then on an outside heat source should not be necessary for the refining process.
The remainder of the refiner flash steam can be used for other purposes, providing it is decontaminated
(usually by reboiling). In pulp mills that do not have extensive bleaching operations, the flash steam can be
used to preheat the pulp flash dryer air. Hog fuel or fossil fuels are usually used to bring the flash dryer air
to its final temperature or to provide fine temperature control.
Where bleaching is carried out, flash steam is used to produce hot water for the bleaching process. In this case,
more external heat is needed for pulp drying. If pulp is not dried (integrated pulp and paper mill), the flash
steam can be used for paper drying.
With one possible exception, New Zealand mechanical pulp mills do not take full advantage of the technical
potential for refiner energy recovery (the limited data available for the Caxton mill suggest a fair level of heat
recovery). This is an area worth careful investigation whenever upgrades or plant replacement are being
considered.

Screening and Centri-cleaning
Pressure screen development is as important for mechanical pulp processors as for the kraft mills discussed
previously. It has been claimed that pressure screens operating at 4% consistency (as opposed to the 10% of
MC) could be used to replace the screening and centri-cleaning operations previously performed at much
lower consistencies (down to 1%). Again, this would lead to substantial savings in both capital and pumping
energy costs. To date, however, these higher consistency screens have only been found to be effective in
removing shives (wood knots and splinters).
With the increasing demand for pulp quality improvements, the fibre processing stage will need to not only
remove shives, but also fractionate the pulp by fibre length and separate out the coarse, less flexible fibres.
It is, therefore, likely that low consistency screening and centri-cleaning operations will remain the immediate
future.
The development of effective screening and centri-cleaning strategies are, however, very important in
developing energy efficient pulping processes. Separating the fibre stream during multi-stage refining ensures
that the refining energy is only applied to those fibres that most need treatment rather than the entire fibre
stream.

3.7 Cogeneration
Cogeneration, the ability to generate electric power with process heat requirements, is a technology relevant
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to all industries. The forestry processing industry has long practised cogeneration, particularly in light of the
considerable thermal requirements of pulping and drying operations.
Access to wood residues for fuels places many operations at an advantage when considering cogeneration.
Where natural gas is used for pulp drying, cogeneration using natural gas turbines is an option.
Cogeneration at existing facilities requires additional capital for the necessary high pressure systems, gas or
steam turbines and ancillary electrical equipment. Consideration also needs to be given to the connection to
the electricity supply network and the controls needed for overall system integrity — it is most unlikely that
an operation would become totally independent from the supply network.
Many cogeneration options are presently under investigation and will probably, in time, contribute to a greater
degree of industry self-sufficiency. At the Kinleith mill for example, a new wood waste boiler is proposed
to provide steam for cogeneration and use in the pulp and paper process (for further information refer to
Section 8, “Case Studies” in Chapter 4, Part 8).
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Chapter 4
Case Studies

4.1 Solid Wood Processing
Sawmilling
The Carter Holt Harvey sawmill at Kumeu has made a number of changes and investments that have improved
energy efficiency and profitability. The sawmill was typical of mills built in New Zealand from 1950 to 1970,
with little attention paid to achieving high energy efficiency or recovery rates.
By upgrading the mill, the electricity use per cubic metre of timber has been reduced by 15% and one of the
boilers has been shut down. The timber recovery rate has been increased from 50% to 63% now.
The increased recovery rate has been achieved by many small improvements, including the gradual reduction
in the thickness of the saw blades, cutting pieces smaller and more accurately so that less shavings are removed
in planing and by carefully optimising the required product mix from the logs.
New saw blades and tooth profiles have been developed as the width of the blades has been reduced. This saves
wood as well as reducing the energy required to power the blade. New trim saw tables and variable speed drives
give greater flexibility and control, which also results in energy savings.
Steam controls have been replaced by electro-hydraulic controls and this has enabled one of the boilers to be
shut down.

Dehumidifier Timber Drying Kiln
Drying of premium timber must be carefully controlled to maintain timber quality. Furthermore, drying costs
must be minimised to keep the price of timber competitive. Most dryers burn fuel to heat air, which is passed
over the timber. The warm air and moisture is then vented and the consequent loss of latent heat is the main
reason this type of drying is inefficient.
A privately-owned New Zealand Company, J L Lennard Limited, needed a more efficient approach that
produced good quality product. The firm produces over 30 species of appearance-grade and construction
timbers. It installed two dehumidifier dryer kilns that provide slow, controlled drying, which helps to avoid
damage by checking, twisting or warping.
Due to the low-temperature drying, the kilns were made of simple construction, namely a steel-clad sandwich
panel with a polystyrene foam core. Drying is controlled by a programmable logic unit. Typically, drying time
is around three weeks. A typical 5 kW heat pump dehumidifier costs around $70,000 and can remove on
average 500 litres of water per day from radiata pine. Kiln and heat pump sizes can be adjusted according to
required throughput and drying times. J L Lennard’s kilns are 40 m3 and 110 m3.

Kiln Fan Efficiencies
Fans are used in all kiln designs to provide for the circulation of the drying air. Two specific issues have been
studied relating to fan operation and overall efficiency. They are the reversibility of the fan and the fan
electrical efficiency.
The airflow in the kiln is periodically reversed during the drying cycle to provide even drying of the timber
in the timber stack by ensuring that the air volume in the forward and reverse directions is the same.
Typically, the final moisture content of kiln dried timber should be 10% ±2%. If one side of a timber stack
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is subjected to a higher drying air entry velocity than the other side, the driving force for drying is greater and
the moisture content of the timber in this one will be lower than on the other side. A remedy is to over-dry
(longer drying schedules) the timber and allow extended equalisation afterwards to even out the spread of
moisture throughout the timber stack. These extended drying schedules and equalisation greatly reduce a
kiln’s throughput and, thereby, add to the cost of drying.
A simple case study illustrates the level of savings possible. A normal kiln complex of four kilns, each with
five 11 kW motors, may have the following characteristics:
•

operation 24 hours/day, 340 days/year;

•

electricity cost @ 8¢/kWh = approximately $144,000 per year;

•

throughput at 110°C dry bulb schedule = 41,000 m3 (green off-saw) per year.

Electricity cost per m3 is $3.50, which will vary with actual drying schedule, timber and air velocities.
Windsor Engineering reviewed the design of the fan rotor (hub and blade) in conjunction with fan
manufacturers and achieved the following:
•

Fan reversibility improved from a standard 65% to better than 90%. Thus the resultant airflow in either
forward or reverse varies by less than 10%.

•

Overall electrical efficiency improved, with 17% to 20% less electrical power required compared to a
standard reversible axial flow fan. This permits the installation of smaller motors in marginal cases and
a reduction in the fan electrical running costs to around $116,000 per year, or $2.80 per m3.

Further gains have been achieved by the use of variable speed drives, high efficiency motors and optimising
the fan configuration within the kiln.

4.2 Paper Manufacture
Paper Production — Paper Machine Dryer Simulation
Computer simulation of high-speed drying has assisted in increasing production from existing plant,
improved energy utilisation and minimised the requirements for new plant when raising production capacity.
Newsprint machines, where drying is carried out on a series of steam-heated drying cylinders, are often
operated at significantly greater than original design throughput. This usually occurs when major equipment
is rebuilt upstream of the drying section, and the drying section becomes the production bottleneck.
The simulation technique, developed in New Zealand in the late 1980s, analyses heat transfer and steam and
condensate flows in the cascade configuration of the drying cylinders. It has been applied to several conceptual
studies in Australia and New Zealand and was a key design tool in upgrades of two newsprint machines at the
ANM Boyer mill in Tasmania. The technique was also applied to the upgrade of the Number 2 paper machine
at Tasman Pulp and Paper in 1993.
The upgrade of the Boyer Number 2 machine enabled drying cylinders, which had been operating at near their
design pressure limit, to run more efficiently and allowed production to increase from 350 tonnes per day to
410 tonnes per day. Steam consumption per tonne of paper dropped by around 12%.

4.3 Chemical Pulping
Low-odour Boiler Installation
To date, none of the conventional chemical recovery boilers in New Zealand have been converted to lowodour design. The one low-odour boiler, at NZFP Kinleith, was commissioned in 1987 as a complete
replacement for three older boilers.
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The total installation consisted of an Ahlstrom six-effect falling film evaporator set and CE chemical recovery
boiler. The key differences between the conventional and the low-odour design are:
•

removal of the direct contact cascade evaporator, thus eliminating the need for black liquor oxidation units
(BLOX) or equivalent plants to reduce sulphur emissions;

•

addition of extended economiser section for further feedwater heating and boiler steam raising; and

•

additional evaporation capacity that concentrates the black liquor to 65% for direct firing into the recovery
boiler.

The control system used for the boiler and evaporators also permitted several efficiency gains to be made, with
trimming of air supply on O2 and CO control, supervisory monitoring of black liquor combustion and optical
monitoring of the boiler hearth.

4.4 Mechanical and Chemi-mechanical Pulping
The following research and development has been undertaken into the processes used at the Winstone Pulp
International mill near Ohakune.

Pinch Study on Flash Dryer Efficiency
Winstone Pulp International produces pulp using a BCTMP pulping process. The pulp is dried and formed
into bales using a flash drying process. At typical production rates, this requires approximately 7000 kW of
thermal energy.
This heat is currently provided from three sources:
•

steam from refiner — 3000 kW;

•

heat from bark and hog fuel burner — 2000 kW; and

•

burning fuel oil — 2000 kW.

A pinch study was conducted over the flash dryer to determine options for reducing the fuel costs of drying
as there is excess steam available from the refining process. The study highlighted a number of opportunities
for savings:
•

15% savings could be made by improving heat exchanger performance by cleaning, adjusting air flows
and minor ducting changes to eliminate cross pinch heat transfer;

•

20% could be saved by eliminating steam leaks in the heat exchanger; and

•

a 52% reduction in energy costs was possible by installing a heat pump to recover heat from the steam
exhausted from the process.

The first two options are being implemented, but the third option requires significant capital cost with a
relatively low payback rate and is not currently viable.

Refining Energy
Research carried out by PAPRO has indicated that the application of a confidential new technology can
achieve pulp refining energy savings of around 8%, which amounts to savings of around $1 million per annum,
along with significant quality improvements for certain grades of pulp.
This research work has been incorporated into plans for a major upgrade of the pulp mill and is likely to be
implemented within the next three years.

Refiner Control
A key control factor for refining mechanical pulps is the consistency or moisture content at which the refining
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is conducted. Recent developments in sensor technology and new adaptive controller methods have resulted
in very accurate control of consistency. The suppliers of this equipment claim 5% energy savings for the
equivalent quality of pulp due to fewer load swings on the refiner and a more uniform product.
Winstone Ltd has investigated this technology and has visited several mills that utilise the equipment. The
claims of better refining stability and pulp uniformity are well established, although the major use was in
improving pulp quality rather than optimising energy consumption.
While there is still significant interest in such technology, the high capital cost of around $2 million for a full
system is a major drawback.
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Chapter 1
Current Energy Use and Trends

1.1 Introduction
The market for manufactured goods is becoming increasingly globally-oriented. The influence of the rest of
the world cannot be avoided, even for manufacturers with a large domestic market. The viability of a
manufacturing process relies on the availability of local resources, including energy, or an imperative for local
manufacturing. This is certainly the case with the local aluminium and steel industries, in the first instance,
and with construction, mining and water-based industries, in the second, since New Zealand markets have
been opened to international trade.
For the purposes of this study, the minerals and manufacturing sector has been defined to exclude any
agricultural or horticultural products, and the transport of manufactured products and commodities is not
considered. The New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification divides the sector into the following
categories:
•

mining and quarrying;

•

basic metals;

•

concrete, clay, glass, masonry and related minerals;

•

textile, apparel and leather goods;

•

chemical, petroleum, coal, rubber and plastic products;

•

fabricated metal products, machinery and equipment;

•

water works and supply;

•

construction; and

•

sanitary and cleaning services.

These categories divide naturally into the high energy-using minerals group (basic metals, such as aluminium
and steel, and minerals, for example cement manufacture) and the much lower energy-using manufacturing
group. This separation, based on energy use, also coincides with the size of the enterprises involved and,
consequently, to the resources they can dedicate to energy efficiency. This part is designed to serve the
interests and needs of both large enterprises and the managers, often owner-operators, of smaller manufacturing businesses.

1.2 Energy Use in the Manufacturing and Minerals Sector
It might be expected that a sector as diverse as minerals and manufacturing would make use of the full range
of energy types and that the larger individual users would do the same. When the anomalous case of Comalco
(which almost exclusively uses electricity) is taken into account, the observed pattern is as expected and
energy use in coal, gas and electricity is remarkably even. Liquid fuel use is well below that of the other fuels
because energy used for transport is not counted.
Initial analysis of energy use in the sector drew information from the Energy End-use Database (Patterson,
1992). Computer manipulation of this database allowed the extraction of figures for delivered energy of each
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type to the sector (see Figure 1.1). Further analysis enabled the sector energy use to be largely assigned to
the first of the six categories listed above (see Table 1.1).

LPG
0.6%

Fuel oil
5.6%

Natural gas
15.0%

Electricity (Comalco)
30.3%

Coal
4.6%

Coal (steel)
12.2%

Electricity (Other)
20.1%

Coal (cement)
9.1%
Petrol Diesel
0.6% 1.9%

Figure 1.1: Delivered energy in the manufacturing and minerals sector (Patterson, 1992)

From energy use figures, it became clear that water works and supply, construction, and sanitary and cleaning
services were insignificant users of energy compared with the other activities in the sector. Due to their small
energy demand these categories are not mentioned further. The technologies they use, or could use, to increase
energy efficiency are similar to those for other manufacturing and minerals categories, or other industrial
sectors. Pumping water, for example, is common to these three categories. Information on the use of pumps
is available in Chapter 7 of Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.
It was also decided that LPG and petrol could be eliminated from consideration in the minerals and
manufacturing sector as use in each case was well below 1% of the total sector energy use. Energy efficiency
gains in stationary petrol engines and in LPG furnaces are covered in Part 3, “Transport” and Part 8, “General
Energy Efficiency Technologies” respectively. Delivered energy use for the remaining categories and fuel
types is shown in Table 1.1.
The delivered energy for each category can be converted to end-use energy demand and then broken down
for end use, such as heating, motive power etc. The end-use energy required in each of the major categories
of the minerals and manufacturing sector is shown in Table 1.2. The total energy figures are different from
those in Table 1.1 because allowance has been made for the conversion efficiencies of the technologies used.
Total end-use energy is 23,333 TJ, whereas 57,683 TJ is delivered, implying an overall conversion efficiency
of 40%.
The largest end uses are the reduction of aluminium and iron oxides. Even when these are separated from other
end uses, kilns and furnaces producing heat in excess of 1000˚C make up the greatest energy end use (see
Figure 1.2). Most of this high temperature heat is used in the other basic metals or concrete/clay categories
(cement and lime). High temperature heat is also important for chemicals and fabricated metals.
It is clear that worthwhile energy savings may be achieved through small efficiency gains in furnaces, kilns
and boilers, or by changing to alternative heat technologies. Significant efficiencies would be required in other
end-uses to have any marked effect on energy use by the minerals and manufacturing sector, except in case
of stationary motive power.
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Diesel

Electric

Fuel Oil

CNG

Coal

Total

%

Textile, Apparel +
Leathergoods

181

657

192

1345

1471

3846

6.7

Basic Metal
Industries

138

19218

200

1994

14100

35650

61.8

Chemicals, Related
Prods + Plastics

155

3042

138

1833

557

5725

9.9

Concrete, Clay,
Glass + Related
Minerals

160

739

118

1730

3923

6670

11.6

Fabricated Metal
Prods, Machinery +
Equipment

180

979

168

2012

160

3499

6.1

Mining and
Quarrying

184

889

319

201

700

2293

4.0

998

25524

1135

9115

20911

57683

100.0

1.7

44.2

2.0

15.8

36.3

100.0

Totals
%

Table 1.1: Delivered energy use, excluding those <3% (TJ) (Patterson, 1992)

Category

Mining
Quarry

Concr
Clay

Text
Leath

Basic
Metals

Chem

Fab
Metal

Total

%

Stationary
Motive

660

492

368

761

730

642

3653

16

Electrical

19

14

12

192

61

19

317

Lighting

8

6

6

84

26

8

138

<1

1982

1810

1091

7000

30

3210

14

End-use

High Heat

2117

Inter Heat

616

1685

Low Heat

909

420

1+

420

2

Al 2 0 3

6468

6468

28

Fe 2 0 3

1671

1671

7

456

2

Pumping

456

Total
%

1303

2629

2491

11158

3992

1768

6

11

11

48

17

8

23333

Table 1.2: Energy end uses for major manufacturing categories (TJ) (Patterson, 1992)

Over the last five years, energy use in the minerals and manufacturing sector has increased by approximately
20%. This increase has arisen from significant growth in basic metal processing and in chemicals and related
products and plastics, with a reduction in all other major categories in the sector. Clearly, such significant
changes are the result of changes in production volume rather than efficiency gains. The changes may also
reflect the ability of each category to produce for a world market at a time of reduced activity in the New
Zealand economy.
Because of the size of financial investments in most categories, the introduction of new technologies directly
linked to the process is most likely to occur at the installation of new plant rather than as the technology
becomes available. Efficiencies in ancillary services, such as power factor correction and improved lighting,
have been implemented throughout the sector.
New Zealand minerals and manufacturing enterprises have been required to comply with pollution control
standards throughout their operational life. While the future raising of standards will have some consequences,
of much greater significance will be the effect of restrictions on carbon dioxide production or a carbon tax.
Where global markets and competition is most significant, clear and well-thought-out government policies
will be essential.
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Motive
15.7%

Pumping
2.0%

Fe2O3
7.2%

Electrical
1.4%
Lighting
0.6%

Al2O3
27.7%

High heat
30.0%
Low heat
1.8%

Int heat
13.8%

Figure 1.2: Energy end-uses for manufacturing and minerals (Patterson, 1992)

1.3 Social and Economic Factors
The Environment
The minerals and manufacturing industries have long been identified as potential causes of environmental
damage. Chemical pollutants, often discharged to waterways, and non-biodegradable solid waste products are
now seen to be as damaging as smog and acid rain. Now that carbon dioxide has been added to the list of
undesirable by-products, the environmental responsibility placed on manufacturing is very significant. This
is clearly indicated in legislation such as the Resource Management Act, 1991.
Industry continues to develop pollution control equipment for the vast quantities of air, water and other
materials it uses. Much of this equipment requires significant capital investment and often consumes enough
energy to decrease the overall energy efficiency of the industrial process.
It is likely that the air emission and water discharge standards for all industry will rise and, with them, the cost
of compliance. In these circumstances, reduction of energy use through higher efficiency is becoming
increasingly attractive. Recent moves to reduce the amount of waste produced throughout the production
cycle are compatible with efforts to improve energy use through higher efficiency.

Productivity
The minerals and manufacturing sector is dominated by relatively few, large energy users with a high capital
investment. Twenty-four hour operations are the norm, particularly since 60% of the energy end-use is highgrade heat. This maximisation of plant utilisation reduces capital payback periods and allows more rapid
adoption of new technologies that improve energy efficiency. Computer control and automation will make
this method of improving productivity increasingly viable for smaller enterprises.
Relatively low-cost productivity improvements can be achieved through quality management systems. These
include accurate process control and the monitoring and targeting of energy use.
A number of energy efficiency audits by NZERDC indicated that smaller manufacturers in the minerals and
manufacturing sector do not monitor energy consumption or process efficiency in a way that allows energy
efficiency to be measured or improved. Chapter 4, “Monitoring and Targeting”, provides information on
establishing an effective energy use management system.
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Elimination of waste is an important feature of energy efficiency, through both the direct elimination of energy
loss and the saving of the energy content of substandard product. Quality control, quality improvement and
quality audit are important factors in the elimination of waste.

Economics
The largest manufacturing enterprises are often process-dependent. This is best illustrated in New Zealand
by the use of iron sand by BHP NZ Steel. Once the initial investment in a particular process has been made,
significant changes are generally not possible during the economic life of the plant. This fact limits the new
technologies that can be adopted, or that may be relevant to the process.
For new technologies appropriate to a given process, the payback period is an important factor in their
adoption. Surveys of coal users have shown that, for other than Government organisations, a maximum of two
years for payback is required. This, together with a reported lack of finance for investment, makes unlikely
the adoption of technologies that make only energy efficiency improvements, except when new installations
occur (Hennessey and Whitney, 1994).

1.4 Important Technologies and Processes
The preceding analysis of energy use has identified the important technologies and processes for the minerals
and manufacturing group. Efficient furnace and kiln design and operation are clear priorities. Heat exchange
and recovery systems form an important part of the energy utilities provided by kilns and furnaces. Boiler
systems are another major energy user.
Kilns, boilers and heat recovery are features of other industrial processes, such as food processing, as well as
the minerals and manufacturing sector. Information on these technologies is presented in Chapter 3 in Part
8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”. Chapter 6 of this part provides case studies in the cement and
steel industries which deal with kiln efficiency, while Chapter 5 provides information on maintenance of
boilers.
In some cases the use of kilns and furnaces can be avoided by the adoption of more efficient electrotechnologies. Ultraviolet light, for example, can be used to cure paints rather than hot air. Such electrotechnologies are also applicable to other industrial sectors and are outlined in Part 8 “General Energy
Efficiency Technologies”. In some cases energy efficiency can be improved without major changes to
processes involving significant capital, providing the use of energy is better monitored and controlled.
Chapter 6 of Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”, discusses energy efficiency through
automatic control. Monitoring, targeting and controlling energy use are major issues for the manufacturing
and minerals sectors. Accordingly, information on these topics will be presented here.
The key to efficient provision of stationary power is correct choice of motors, controllers and driven plant.
These matters are covered in Chapter 7 of Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency Technologies”.
As mentioned earlier, the manufacturing and minerals sector is made up of many small to medium businesses
and a few, very large enterprises. The large enterprises generally have the resources to keep up to date with
technological developments, to employ expert advisors, etc. The smaller business are often unable to
permanently employ energy and process specialists. The manufacturing and minerals part of this report faces
a challenge in having two different target audiences. This challenge will be met by firstly acknowledging the
large minerals industries, in particular, by including case study material in Chapter 6 and references to other
sections of Volumes 1 and 2 where energy efficiency technologies are described.
For the smaller members of the manufacturing sector, the key issue appears to be information on actions that
can be taken with minimal resourcing in the first instance. The first step is to gain a better understanding of
current energy use. Another very important issue is to check whether current energy use could be improved
through good maintenance or attention to other housekeeping matters. Once this information is available,
businesses can then seek advice on the potential for further improvement and the energy efficient technologies
applicable to their circumstances. Consequently the following subjects are covered in the chapters that follow:
•
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•

sector studies;

•

monitoring and targeting; and,

•

good housekeeping practice.

These chapters are designed to provide the managers of small- to medium-sized businesses with a
methodology to start to understand and analyse their energy use in order to recognise the opportunities to make
in-house changes or to seek further outside assistance. While the information is targeted at manufacturing in
particular, it is also applicable to all energy users, whether primary producers, managers of commercial
buildings, or other forms of industry.

References
Patterson, M (1992). Energy End-use Database of the New Zealand Economy, Massey University, Palmerston
North. (note: this database is now administered by EECA.)
Hennessey, W and R Whitney (1994). Reduction of CO2 Emissions by Improving Combustion Efficiency —
Survey of Managerial Attitudes, Coal Research Ltd., Lower Hutt.
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Chapter 2
Energy Efficiency Targets

2.1 Energy Management Targets
Any aim must have a target. The archer, the triathlete and the Olympic high jumper, each has a very welldefined target. Energy conservation is no different. However, energy efficiency targets and their justification
are not well understood by those with the power to direct resources towards their achievement. This chapter
establishes a rational energy efficiency target setting process and it draws on material provided by the CAE
Visiting Fellow, Martin H Thomas (1994).
The approach used in energy auditing and target setting is to ask and provide answers to three fundamental
questions on energy usage:
•

How much energy is currently used and where? — This is Target 0 or T0, current energy usage or the ‘base
target’.

•

What savings can be achieved by proper housekeeping with the present plant and processes? — This is
Target 1 or T1, short-term savings from housekeeping or the ‘housekeeping target’.

•

What further savings in energy can be achieved from investment in improved plant and processes? — This
is Target 2 or T2, long-term savings from investment in upgraded technology, or the ‘investment target’.

It can be useful, especially with outdated plant in a buoyant market, to ask a fourth question:
•

What would be the minimum energy usage with new “state-of-the-art” plant and advanced technology?
— This is Target T3, the new technology target. The new technology may include radically different
production processes.

The process of establishing each of these targets is described below.

2.2 Base T0 Target and T1 Short-term Target
Firstly, the performance of a process with regard to energy must be defined in physical terms independent of
economics, for example, GJ/tonne or kWh/m2. This measure is called the specific energy (SE) of the process.
There may be many ways to define a SE for a particular process, but usually only one is sensible and convenient
for a given application.
For lengthy or multi-stage processes, or where material is stored in intermediate states, it is best to define an
SE for each stage. In pulp and paper manufacture, for example, it may make sense to separately identify an
SE for pulp and an SE for paper manufacture. In some complex plants, where energy and other utilities are
shared by different production stages, it may be difficult to identify the different energy inputs. Nonetheless,
it is worth trying to do this because the exercise can provide useful insights into the potential for improvement.
Stage SEs can have different units to the overall SE. In the forestry sector, for example, forest production is
often expressed in roundwood volume whereas plywood production is often expressed in terms of final
product volume, or product area. It is important that the stage SEs can be readily converted to an SE that
directly relates to final production. This means that conversion ratios, material losses, etc. be explicit. By
comparing the SEs for different stages, it is then possible to see the parts of the process that have the heaviest
energy demands.
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Setting up a system to measure T0 is important because the same system can be used to measure progress
towards T1 and other targets. Determining T0 is also important because it provides confidence in the early
stages that progress from the base to the next target is occurring.
For most industrial plants, the establishment of the current energy intensity base target T0 is a matter of
determining energy use and production over a wide enough period to cover a range of production levels, and
variables affecting energy use (such as seasonal weather variations). This can be done by internal audit simply
by reading the energy meters and recording production output and/or examining energy accounts and
production reports. No technical skill is needed.
The specific energy of a process may be affected by matters other than throughput, such as seasonal factors,
raw material properties or a number of other reasons beyond the immediate control of management. Statistical
methods are available to correct for these factors. Once this correction is done then a scatter diagram similar
to Figure 2.1 may be obtained.
It should be noted that the energy baseline graphs for processes can vary considerably. The data point
distribution shown in Figure 2.2(a), for example, is common to breweries, textile finishing and laundries. This
distribution tends to occur where there is a high degree of internal heat recycling or generation from the
process. Total energy demand can fall when a plant is large enough to gain the economics of scale that make
energy exchange cost effective. The data available may suggest a straight line, but if the plant was operated
over its maximum range then one of the shapes shown in Figure 2.2(b) is likely to appear.
T0 can be determined by regression analysis as the line of best fit through the data points. Computer tools,
such as those based on CUSUM and mentioned in Chapter 4, are available to help determine T0.

Target T0
Line of average performance

70

Total energy (TJ/month)

60
50
40
30
20

Target T1
Line of best performance

10
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

Production (t/month)

Figure 2.1: Regression analysis to identify T0 and T1

For a given production level (tonnes/month) performance at times may have been above or below the T0 line.
In developing a strategy to move from T0 to T1, it is important to study reasons for past variances above and
below T0. When performance was below the T0 line in Figure 2.1, the plant was efficient, something was being
done correctly and attention was being paid to good housekeeping. Consequently, the T1 target can be set
through the lower points.
Good housekeeping means more than just paying attention to the efficient use of energy utilities. It also means
good maintenance of all plant and high quality control. Plant breakdowns may cause production downturns,
but energy overheads will still continue. Quality control needs to extend back from the final product to the
intermediate steps. Wastage of intermediate product adds to the plant’s overall SE. In some cases, the
characteristics of the intermediate products can add to subsequent processing energy demands. Very hard
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Production

Production

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Energy data distribution for brewery (a) and possible baseline curves, more data (b)

clinker produced by a cement kiln, for example, means extra power is needed in the cement grinding process.
If softer clinker can be produced by paying attention to kiln operation, then paying such attention constitutes
good housekeeping.
Since good housekeeping may involve some minor investment (or the bringing forward of maintenance) not
reflected in the data set available, a case can be made for setting T1 just below the lowest existing, that is most
efficient, data points. T1 can be confirmed or adjusted with confidence if an energy audit is undertaken that
assesses the present state and operation of major plant items and their potential for improvement. Quite often,
though, the analysis of existing energy and production data is sufficient to establish T0 and T1.

2.3 Establishing the Long-term Target T2
There are two key issues associated with the investment target, namely what is the target and is it worth moving
to it? At a broad level, T2 can be identified by benchmarking based on sector studies. The full role of sector
studies is covered in Chapter 3. Benchmarking is based on comparing the energy use by similar plants.
Energy performances of individual enterprises in a particular sector can be assessed by comparing their energy
intensity with that of similar plants or processes in the same sector. Trend diagrams allow ease of comparison
and demonstration of good and bad energy performance between plants. Figure 2.3 is an overview of the
comparative annual energy usage performance of a number of plants in the same industry sector, based on a
real example. Such a picture is worth a thousand words in persuading general management of the need and
potential for improved energy performance.
In this illustrative example, it can be seen that energy intensity varied widely between plants, the most efficient
having a T0 energy intensity of 14.5 GJ/t while the least efficient was over 50 GJ/t. Plants with the higher T0
energy intensities offer prima facie greater potential for energy savings. The performance of plants can vary
considerably due to the many alternative configurations possible, the age of equipment, use of alternative
fuels, prevailing climatic conditions, output and other site variables. Nonetheless, it is usually possible to
identify a set of plants that use basically the same processes and are subject to the same underlying constraints
(such as climate and the availability of fuels). The energy differences between them then come down to
housekeeping and technology. As a first approximation, T2 can be set at the level of the better performing of
these plants. A subsequent energy audit will fine tune this target.
The process of establishing a firm long-term target energy intensity, designated as T2, involves assessing
economic investment in improved plant and processes. Initially, it involves the use of statistical methods
applied to data for an extended period, ideally the previous three years at monthly intervals, in order to
establish consistency over the full range of operating conditions and so to extract reliable and repeatable base
figures for T0 and T1 over the range of normal production levels. These base figures are vital because they
form the basis of the energy cost savings needed to repay the investment in new plant to move to T2. It should
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Figure 2.3: Typical industry sector comparisons

be noted that new investment often brings improved productivity and product quality as well as energy
savings.
To assess the potential for investment in improved plant and processes requires considerable technical
experience in comparable industries and a sound knowledge of the industry and associated energy technologies, the relevant thermodynamics and the industry energy intensity achievable.
Fortunately, industrial energy intensity targets are becoming better understood as the wealth of audit and
industrial sector study data increases worldwide from a number of agencies. The energy consumption
consequences (the thermodynamics) of individual processes and operating practices are now very well known
and widely published, and commonly used industry sector energy studies referred to later in this chapter can
do much to enhance and broaden this knowledge. The most energy efficient plant and processes are well
recognised and often the subject of case studies. Chapter 3 outlines a New Zealand review of the local cement
industry drawing on overseas T2 or benchmark data.

2.4 Relevance of the New Technology Target
Target T3 does not simply represent the best available technology irrespective of costs. Instead, the T3 target
corresponds to the state-of-the-art for energy use by the process in question while still remaining economical.
T3 may vary from country to country due to factors such as differences in energy costs. Some of the data points
at the bottom of Figure 2.3 may represent state-of-the-art plants. A special set of circumstances is usually
needed to create such plants.
Where production plant is very outdated and the enterprise is operating in a buoyant and potentially profitable
market, it may be that investment by retrofit to replace or install new items of energy saving plant to achieve
T2 is not warranted. The availability of markets and investment capital allow a different approach. The
forward-looking approach is to renew the whole plant or replace it with a modern plant of higher capacity
employing advanced technology, at absolute minimum energy intensity.
With energy costs likely to be higher now and in the future compared with when the original plant was
installed, and with pollution control becoming increasingly important and the trend towards internalising
externalities (via pollution charges), it is necessary to know thermodynamically just how little net energy is
needed by a process. Prospective energy savings and production quality improvements may be sufficient to
warrant a move to a completely new state-of-the-art plant. If they are not, then regulatory requirements or
pollution charges may tip the balance.
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2.5 Conclusions
The concept of energy targets T0, T1, and T2 is easy to grasp and provides direction and purpose to an energy
management programme. Existing data together with statistical and computer tools such as CUSUM can be
used to establish T0 and T1. The first step in improving energy efficiency is to undertake good housekeeping
and achieve T1. Housekeeping involves good maintenance and operation of all plant and process inputs, not
just energy utilities.
Industry sector benchmarking followed by detailed energy audits can be used to identify T2 and the investment
programme needed to reach this target. The next two chapters describe sector studies to establish benchmarks
and means to achieve best practise and the establishment of ongoing monitoring and targeting systems.

Reference
Thomas, M H (1994). “Visiting Fellow Address”, Proceedings, Centre for Advanced Engineering Energy
Efficiency Workshop, Wellington, 23 February 1994.
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Chapter 3
Sector Studies
A number of countries, including Australia, have started to undertake detailed studies of major energy
consumption sectors. An example of one these Australian sector studies, that of the die-casting industry, is
described at the end of this chapter. A New Zealand study of the cement industry, which used overseas
benchmarks, is also mentioned.
In the United Kingdom, the sectoral approach to energy has been established for some time and the results
are impressive, with excellent booklets and advice services provided by the Energy Technology Support Unit
(ETSU) at Harwell. Sector studies that compare a large number of comparable operations rather than focusing
on a single enterprise have achieved a lot in the UK, particularly the improved performance of inefficient
operators, very largely by mutual competition and peer group pressure. Sector studies are a critical component
of a national approach to energy efficiency.
This chapter describes the objectives and scope of sector studies in order to promote the benefits of
participating in such studies to all the major manufacturing and mineral sectors. The information below on
objectives and scope is based on a paper presented to the CAE Energy Efficiency Workshop (Thomas, 1994).

3.1 Study Objectives
The objectives of sector studies are to:
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•

Obtain reliable information on the energy inputs (type, amount and cost) and surpluses, where relevant,
of each of the process operations carried out in the industry or other sectors with similar processes,
identifying particularly those processes that use large amounts of energy.

•

Ascertain where the most significant energy savings are possible and give quantified estimates of potential
savings and the means of realising them.

•

Determine the target intensities T1, T2 and T3, where relevant, for the sector or its discrete components,
both as an input to the sector and its individual enterprises and also to feed into national energy efficiency
policy development.

•

Stimulate the adoption of least-cost methods and practices that save energy in the short run (T1) and guide
long-term economic investments in achieving minimum energy usage levels (T2 and T3).

•

Indicate to industry the absolute minimum energy usage level that can be obtained with state-of-the-art
plant (T3).

•

Provide reliable inputs on sector power (MW) and energy (MWh) usage to energy supply companies to
assist with their long-term planning, e.g. future electricity load assessment.

•

Advise upon the measures available for the minimisation of pollution and any other adverse environmental
effects arising from energy transformations.

•

Provide guidance to investors as to the demand for and anticipated returns on energy saving projects in
each sector.

•

Provide informed input into research and development programmes in energy conservation and management.

•

Provide an authoritative range of sector handbooks or energy consumption guides covering each industry
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sector that identifies best-practice energy technologies, sets targets and identifies the scope for energy
conservation and management and improved environmental performance.
•

Provide a basis for planning sector education for training and technology transfer.

Information on world best practice process energy consumption can be drawn from the resources of the Centre
for the Analysis and Dissemination of Demonstrated Energy Technologies (CADDET) and national agencies
such as the Harwell Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU).

3.2 Study Project Scope
For each industry sector, the study report should include:
•

Management Summary — giving industry sector overviews (total production, total energy, targets (T1,
T2 and T3)) and actual energy intensity (T0) and highlighting energy conservation opportunity areas.

•

Introduction — giving objectives, structure, energy units, assumptions and qualifications.

•

Sector Overview — giving particulars of the national sector profile (products, tonnages, plant locations,
energy sources, etc.).

•

Process Outline — giving simplified process description(s) for each product with line diagrams
identifying process energy inputs, outputs and associated plant and energy intensities (GJ/t) for each major
process element.

•

Target Setting — from the above analysis, setting appropriate energy intensity targets (T1, T2 and, where
appropriate, T3).

•

Energy Conservation Options — identifying and describing these in existing plants and for new plants
employing state-of-the-art technology.

•

Conclusions — summarising the key points relating to energy usage in the sector, the opportunities for
conservation, the quantum of savings achievable sector wide and a guide to the investment required to
achieve those savings.

•

Appendices — as required to support the findings, e.g. conservation factors, units, flowsheets, suppliers,
references, etc.

3.3 Case Study — Die-casting Industry
In 1990, the Australian Energy Research and Development Corporation (ERDC) commissioned Merz
Australia Ltd (1990) to report on energy use in the Australian die-casting industry. A summary of this report
(Murray, 1993) is presented below to illustrate the range of extremely valuable information that can be
obtained from sector studies.

Sector Targets
The report covered 18 die-casting factories in Australia and six major die casters were subject to more
intensive investigation. Its findings were:
•

the overall Energy Utilisation Index (EUI) varied between 9 and 275 GJ/tonne;

•

the annual average EUI was about 40 GJ/tonne;

•

the typical EUI in Australia could lie between 20 and 25 GJ/tonne; and

•

the 1988/89 energy costs were in the order of $298/tonne.

The report produced a table of potential energy savings (shown in Table 3.1), which indicates that:
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•

the current average EUI of 40 GJ/t can be reduced to 30 GJ/t in the short term and 20 GJ/t in the long term;

•

the potential savings were $154.8 per tonne; and

•

the savings to the industry were $5.7M.

Specific targets set in the report were:
•

melt energy for any shift to be less than 6 GJ/tonne;

•

melt energy for the month to be less than 10 GJ/tonne; and

•

monthly whole-process energy consumption to be less than 20 GJ/tonne.

Current T0
sp. energy
(GJ/t)

Target T1
(GJ/t)

Target T2
(GJ/t)

Potential
savings
$(000) /a

Process
savings $/t

Melting

24.7

17.1

10.0

2000

53.5

Holding

4.3

3.3

1.5

1800

48.0

Ladle preheating

1.7

1.4

1.0

200

5.3

Die casting

3.4

3.1

3.0

500

16.0

Finishing

2.5

2.3

2.0

200

5.3

Heat treatment

3.4

2.8

2.4

1000

26.7

40.0

30.0

19.9

5700

154.8

Total

Table 3.1: Summary of potential energy savings in die-casting production (Source: Merz, 1990)

The report provided detailed recommendations on how the energy efficiency targets could be achieved and
the benefits realised, which are outlined below.

Short-term Measures (T1)
These are measures that can be taken almost immediately with minimum engineering input and, in general,
minimum capital investment.
•

Maintain correct fuel:air ratio in all natural gas, diesel and fuel oil fired furnaces.

•

Maintain ratio of melt energy to total kiln input energy as close as possible to unity, by improving
scheduling and reducing hold time in melting furnaces.

•

Check air system leakages.

•

Increase compressed air system receiver capacity to smooth out the demand pattern and limit the amount
of cycling as much as possible.

•

Alter the air intakes of all compressors not receiving cool air.

•

Install low-cost integrating kWh and gas sub-meters to check the usage at critical production areas.

•

Install a monitoring and control energy management system with 300 mm dial indicators (or equivalent)
in the production areas.

•

Transfer to the most cost-effective tariff after an overall survey has examined the economic benefits,
especially when taken in conjunction with the other cost-saving measures.

Long-term Measures (T2)
These are measures that can be taken, with appropriate planning and engineering input and the expectation
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of capital investment, to achieve an acceptable financial rate of return. There are times when they are justified
by a combination of economic and environmental impact factors.
•

Improve thermal insulation of melting and holding furnaces.

•

Install self-recuperative burners on smaller melting furnaces and holding furnaces.

•

Install waste heat recuperators on large melting furnaces.

•

Investigate replacement of electric compressor drives with one/two gas engines.

•

Develop a staff training programme for production supervisors and key operators, who can exercise
control in order to optimise benefits from the control programme and maximum demand indicator.

•

Have all openings of furnaces covered to avoid having molten metal exposed to the atmosphere and the
leakage of furnace gases.

•

Maximise the yield.

•

Lower the temperature setting of holding furnaces when not in use.

•

Implement an effective energy management programme.

•

Have a minimum number of melting furnaces on during the weekend.

•

Recharge the scrap from trimming operations into either holding furnaces or melting furnaces while the
scrap is hot.

•

Maintain the lowest possible temperature in the holding furnaces.

•

Minimise idle time of holding and heat treatment furnaces by proper planning.

•

Operate heat treatment furnaces at their rated capacity.

•

Reduce usage of electrical furnaces and ovens as far as production constraints allow.

3.4 New Zealand Situation
Some sectors in New Zealand have a history of conducting their own comparative studies, creating energy
use benchmarks, etc. The meat, dairy and cement industries provide examples. EECA is currently facilitating
the exchange of information within sectors through a variety of programmes and hopefully this will have the
same result as overseas sector work.
A recent report prepared for EECA on the New Zealand cement industry (Process Developments Ltd, 1995)
used overseas energy benchmarks as part of its assessment of New Zealand plants. The limited number of
cement plants in New Zealand (three) meant that specific investment opportunities could be identified for each
plant. Benchmarks were also used for carbon dioxide emissions. This was relevant because part of the
background to the study was the development of a voluntary agreement between the cement industry and the
New Zealand government on reducing carbon dioxide emissions to mitigate global warming concerns.
It is hoped that the above material will help industrial firms to see that participation in future benchmarking
exercises will be beneficial to each firm, as well as the wider community.

References
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Efficiency Workshop, Wellington, 23 February 1994.
Murray, F (1993) “Energy management in the die-casting industry”, Lecture for the Australian Die-casting
Association National Conference, Melbourne, June 2-4 1993.
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Chapter 4
Monitoring and Targeting

4.1 Introduction
This chapter is intended to compliment the material on targeting presented in Chapters 2 and 3. It aims to
provide a system of monitoring that would facilitate target setting and the measurement of performance
towards new targets. Two case studies are provided at the end of the chapter to illustrate how monitoring and
targeting can be put into practice.
Most companies in the manufacturing and process industries measure energy use by reading their meters once
a month to check their monthly bills. If this is the extent of a business’s energy management, then there will
probably be poor appreciation of where energy is consumed and what factors influence energy consumption.
Consequently, there will be no effective mechanism for controlling energy costs, and opportunities to reduce
energy consumption are likely to be overlooked.
The possibility exists to implement more effective management over energy that will facilitate the control and
planned reduction of energy consumption. The key to energy management is a system of energy use
monitoring and targeting (M&T). The first step in establishing a monitoring programme is to undertake an
energy audit of the manufacturing site. Some small businesses may feel that their operation is too small to
warrant this expense. Several points are important to bear in mind. Firstly, a monitoring and targeting system
can be tailored to the size, turnover and relative role of energy inputs for each business. Secondly, the manager
of a small business can gather some of the information needed for an energy audit fairly easily. Thirdly, useful
free or low-cost advice may be available from local gas and power suppliers. Energy utilities often run M&T
workshops for managers, site engineers, etc.
The most important consideration is that M&T programmes will pay for themselves. They result in annual
savings of between 5% and 20% on energy accounts, often for no capital expenditure just improved
housekeeping (see Chapter 5). Taking the lower savings figure and linking it to a two year payback period
suggests that it is worthwhile spending up to 10% of the annual energy bill to establish a M&T system. It may
be worth spending even more when the non-energy benefits of the system are considered. A well managed
M&T system can save utilities other than energy, such as water use, the need for waste discharges, etc. The
information provided by M&T can also lead to increased product quality, less rejects, etc.
The information for this chapter was adapted from a report by the Warren Centre at the University of Sydney
(1990). Material from an ECNZ (1994a) energy management publication on monitoring and targeting has also
been used.

4.2 Monitoring and Targeting Objectives
A M&T programme is a standardised method of energy management, and can be considered a subset of a total
quality management programme. The M&T programme has three major objectives:
•

the on-going control of energy use;

•

planned improvements in the efficiency of energy use; and

•

optimisation of tariffs.

The third objective is often achieved via demand scheduling, power factor correction, reduction in peak
demand, etc. These changes can feedback into energy savings as well as direct tariff economies.
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The control of energy use will require the reporting of energy information to the appropriate level of
management. This information can then be analysed and acted upon. The main steps in achieving this cycle
are:
•

carry out an energy audit and site assessment;

•

define responsibility for energy management;

•

select and implement procedures for:
— data management;
— data collection;
— data analysis and reporting;

•

determine agreed performance standards for energy consumption; and

•

set targets for improving the efficiency of energy consumption.

Each of these steps is elaborated below.

4.3 Energy Audit and Site Assessment
Prior to the implementation of a monitoring and targeting programme, an energy audit and site survey is
recommended. This provides the technical and organisational structure for the monitoring and targeting
programme. The main aims of the energy audit are to:
•

provide information on energy consumption for the previous one to two years broken down according to
energy source;

•

provide a preliminary assessment of the main variables influencing energy use;

•

identify energy saving opportunities and measures; and

•

estimate the cost of implementation of these measures and to estimate the potential savings.

A main objective of the site survey will be to find out how to incorporate a monitoring and targeting system
into the existing information and management structure. This is done by:
•

identifying how energy is distributed to the site and metered;

•

identifying additional metering requirements;

•

conducting a preliminary assessment to identify the appropriate level of detail for the monitoring and
targeting system;

•

establishing the organisational basis for a monitoring and targeting system;

•

estimating the operating costs of a monitoring and targeting system.

A small and simple business may not need a M&T system based on collecting detailed energy use data and
having energy performance standards. Instead, a good housekeeping programme consisting of regular
maintenance and efficient operator behaviour, together with a check on overall energy consumption, may
suffice. For medium-sized businesses, though, a system of management responsibility and quantified energy
measurement will be desirable.

4.4 Defined Areas of Responsibility
Responsibility for the implementation and maintenance of a monitoring and targeting programme should lie
with those people responsible for the consumption of energy and other resources. These responsibilities will
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usually lie at a management level, but it is important to involve all members of an organisation in the M&T
system. The role of senior management is to provide commitment and to become involved in the energy issues
of production. Supervisory staff need to motivate production units to both make changes and recognise
opportunities for further improvement. Diligent production personnel are able to provide efficient operation
and housekeeping while also suggesting areas for improvement.
Figure 2.1 shows how a M&T system can be integrated into the standard management structure of
manufacturing and process industry site. A good level of staff interaction is needed to make M&T successful.
Both production managers and supervisors can be involved in setting targets, analysing data and reporting on
performance. As the most cost-effective first step in improving energy performance is better housekeeping,
involvement of production unit staff is vital.

Utilities and
raw materials

Production unit

Product
Discharges

Product

Utilities and
raw materials

Production unit
ACTION

Discharges

Energy use
analysis

Supervisor
MOTIVATION

Improvement
targets

Performance
report

Production manager
COMMITMENT

Efficiency
review

Supervisor

Production manager

General manager

General manager
INVOLVEMENT

Figure 4.1: Essential features of a monitoring and targeting system

Experience has shown that M&T is most effective when an energy manager is appointed. In a small business,
just one or two people may constitute the management and it will need to be one of these persons. In a large
business, it may be possible to assign this role to an existing manager and provide outside help from an energy
supplier or energy management consultant, or alternatively to employ a dedicated energy manager. Whatever
the circumstances, the energy manager should be responsible for:
•

developing energy policy for consideration by senior management;

•

establishing and managing the M&T system;

•

agreeing and reviewing standards and targets;

•

examining utility saving/discharge reduction schemes;

•

ensuring projects are implemented; and

•

managing tariff assessments and negotiations.

4.5 M&T Implementation
The key issues in implementation are:
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•

the level of coverage, or the number of measuring points;

•

the level of measurement sophistication, from manual through to computer interfaced automatic logging;

•

the time period for reporting and review; and
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•

the performance indicators, or targets.

Measurement Points
Generally, 80% of each energy type should be accounted for in energy flow to individual units. On small sites,
this may mean that the main meters are sufficient. Separate metering for an energy flow should be considered
if a 5% to 10% saving in the annual cost of that energy could pay for a meter.
The type of meter desired is a totalling or integrating type, which is common of utility main meters. Process
industries generally use a rate measuring device coupled with an integrating device so that instantaneous as
well as cumulative usages can be recorded. This can be important for energy supplies that are charged on a
demand tariff. To improve the reliability of data gathering, digital indicators should be used rather than
analogue as they are easier to read. To reduce the cost of data gathering, a central data collection computer
and logging system can be used. Other advantages of this system are that statistical analysis and reporting
could then also be automated, further reducing costs. However, capital costs for these systems can be high,
depending on the software/hardware and cabling required.
Standard procedures need to be in place for the maintenance of instrumentation. This is especially important
when the calculation of the specific energy consumption depends on many plant variables. Any errors in the
data can make the result of the calculation meaningless.

Measurement Timing and Analysis
Meters must be read at the appropriate time: a meter read at the wrong time can be seriously misleading. Log
books, standard forms or hand-held electronic data loggers should be used for manual meter reading. This
illustrates another advantage of a centralised data collection system: no transcription errors are possible and
the meter is always read at the correct time.
Once the data has been collected, the deviation from the standard must be calculated. A standard procedure
for the calculation of the deviation must be used, and this is a task that is best computerised. This deviation
is then included with previous deviations and statistically analysed to determine its significance.
This information should then be reported. Where possible, this should be done in conjunction with the existing
instrumentation and reporting systems; in other words it is desirable to integrate the M&T system into the
existing cost control structure. A typical reporting schedule would be:
•

continuously, or by “exception” to operators;

•

daily to supervisors;

•

weekly to production managers; and

•

monthly to senior management.

Graphs are often a more illustrative way to present this type of information. The most common graph is a
control chart, which plots the actual figures achieved against the mean and the control limits, as per total
quality management principles. Another type of graph is a cumulative sum of deviations (CUSUM) chart to
monitor progress towards a target and to indicate the total energy saved (or lost) over a period of time. CUSUM
is one of the most powerful statistical techniques for detecting low-level changes in otherwise apparently
consistent patterns. Consequently, it can be used to identify the effect of energy management initiatives even
where a range of parameters (e.g. production levels) may be fluctuating.
As part of its portfolio of goods and services, ECNZ has developed a computer-based CUSUM tutorial and
demonstration package for industrial sites (ECNZ, 1994b). Further information on this package is available
from power or energy supply companies.

4.6 Comparison with Performance Standards
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the performance of a process with regard to energy must be defined in physical
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terms independent of economics, for example, GJ/tonne or kWhr/m2. This measure is called the specific
energy (SE) of the process. As indicated earlier, there may be many ways to define a SE for a particular
process, but usually only one is sensible and convenient for a given application.
The specific energy of a process may be affected by throughput, seasonal factors, raw material properties or
a number of other factors. The standard SE (T0) may be adjusted by considering these variables so that a
comparison between the actual and target performance can be made. Alternatively, the actual measurements
can be corrected back to a standard condition and compared to a standard SE target. Either way, any
statistically significant deviation between actual and standard SEs must be accounted for.
For a favourable deviation, determine the causes and decide if they can be maintained. If so, investigate the
possibility of improving the standard. For an unfavourable deviation, take corrective action if possible. Note
that if the cause of a deviation can be determined but is uncontrollable (e.g. weather conditions), then future
calculations of either standard SE or corrected actual SE should include this effect.
Once standard SEs are defined and accepted, new improved target SEs should be set (T1 and T2). To achieve
these new targets, operating practice changes, minor modifications to hardware or capital investment may be
required. Once these improvements have been made, then progress towards the target can be monitored and
reviewed. After a period of time, the target can then become the new standard.
The question then arises: how to set a target. Realistic targets are based on evidence that shows that
improvement is possible, such as a statistically significant improvement in specific energy consumption over
standard or better results from a similar plant elsewhere (refer back to Chapters 2 and 3). Targets can be set
for a particular energy flow, for a cost centre or for the site as a whole. Targets should not be arbitrary,
impossible or too easy to achieve.
How to judge when a target has been achieved. Reviews of the progress towards the target must be conducted
regularly. Allowances must be made for production or seasonal factors in judging target achievement.
Ultimately, the responsibility for achieving the target lies with the management level that set the target.
Setting a target usually includes some appropriate work or expenditure limit. The highest priority should be
given in that work that has no capital cost. These projects are likely to achieve immediate success and they
give a good baseline for judging further improvements. Some typical examples are housekeeping and
improved work practices (see Chapter 5).
The next priority is those changes with low capital cost. Some examples are insulation, simple control systems
or minor process modifications. The final priority are tasks that will require high capital cost and usually
involve new process plant.

4.7 Benefits of Monitoring and Targeting in Practice
A well managed M&T system will provide significant benefits. These include:
•

saving money and increasing profits;

•

saving utilities (water, energy, waste discharges);

•

saving time; and

•

a more informed management and staff.

Savings can be made with little or no capital outlay by using M&T. By detecting waste and bad practice and
by providing fault diagnosis through analysis and comparison, M&T identifies areas for improvement and
utility savings. It is a very powerful tool for achieving progress from T0 to T1. It is also very valuable for
monitoring the results of installing new plant and optimising the plant’s energy performance.
A survey of about 700 UK sites that have installed M&T systems indicates the following benefits (ECNZ,
1994):
•
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•

average savings of over 8% of energy costs;

•

payback periods of less than two years;

•

very high sustainability of M&T;

•

increased profile for energy management;

•

increased productive output; and

•

identification of new savings opportunities.

In the long term, the better energy information available from a monitoring and targeting programme will give
improved budgeting and commercial decisionmaking. This also includes more cost-effective capital investment and more reliable procedures for measuring energy cost savings and evaluating return on investment.
An additional benefit is that the gathering and normalisation of specific energy consumption enables a
business to play a constructive public interest role in sector studies and benchmarking. Information can be
made available to an industry association or public body such as EECA on the basis that the source is not
disclosed. Nonetheless, the information helps to provide a data set that can be used by sector members to
compare their energy performance with that of others and thus facilitate an overall improvement in energy
efficiency.

4.8 Case Studies
Two case studies illustrate how improvements in energy efficiency can be achieved in a systematic way.
Although the studies are for different industries and are well separated in time, great similarities in the
methods, findings and conclusions are evident.
The first similarity is in the commitment of the management. In the first of the two studies an energy
conservation department of the company was formed and seen as a possible contract service opportunity for
the company. In the second study, energy efficiency was investigated as part of the company’s committment
to total quality management.
In both cases, all staff were involved from the outset and a well qualified and experienced engineer designated
as team leader. Staff education played an important part at the beginning of both studies. Their continued
interest was encouraged by involvement through progress reports, energy consumption charts and the seeking
of staff opinions and suggestions.
Before the studies commenced, measurement of energy consumption was looked on as a record of bulk costs
for accounting purposes. The need for more specific data was recognised early as the only way of identifying
problems and opportunities for improvement. In the early study, mixed energy types were used and daily
measurements of usage implemented. In the later study the energy was all electric and monthly usage recorded
but with specific short term and overnight checks for specific reasons. Metering was implemented for separate
sections of the factory in each case.
In both studies, the greatest energy consumption was found to be unrelated to the manufacturing process.
Space heating and cooling for both factory and administration consumed about 40% of the total energy. This
was not a result that either study group anticipated. Furthermore, a number of poor housekeeping practices
were revealed in the course of reviewing energy use:
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•

hot water temperatures were found to be too high and heating periods too long;

•

equipment was not turned down or off for weekends, holidays or off-peak periods;

•

lighting was inappropriate and left on too long;

•

no advantage was taken of daylight;

•

poor control switching made manual control difficult; and
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•

light fittings were poorly maintained.

In the first case study, building insulation and the avoidance of draughts was previously ignored while in the
latter case air-conditioning ran on automatic even when staff were not present. Maintenance of space heating
boilers was poor.
Once poorly performing areas had been identified, simple solutions had a marked effect on energy efficiency.
Reduction of temperatures and optimised switching for heaters and boilers was found to reduce consumption
markedly. Maintenance of equipment and cleaning of light fittings accounted for considerable savings.

Case Study on Energy Efficiency in Metal Fabrication
Experience at the A & T Burt production engineering facility provides a good case study for both monitoring
and targeting, and housekeeping. Prior to reviewing its energy usage, the company had been restructured and
had divisions of Fire Protection, Merchandising, Building Services, and Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. Apart from the direct advantages to the company itself, the possibilities of providing energy consultancy
services and technical backup for the contracting activities were reasons for the review.
The factory comprises 5000m2 including engineering, draughting, administration, stores and ancillary space.
The main operations included press and sheetmetal shops, metal treatment and light assembly bays, spray
paint booth, heavy metal welding, machine and copper fabrication shops and office space.
Manufactured products were spread over a wide range and were usually produced in relatively low volumes.
Products included fans, air handlers, convectors, radiant and fan heaters, heat exchangers, mechanical stokers
and electric boilers. Sales were at about $23m in today’s terms.
Factory energy systems were considered as either part of the central heating system or the process energy
systems. Diesel hot water boilers provided space heating requirements for all areas. These were controlled by
room thermostats and the system automatically started and stopped by time clock control.
Process energy consisted of heating for paint spraying and baking and for metal treatment baths, electric
motors for motive power and compressed air (selective motors) for painting and pneumatic tools. Electricity,
diesel and town gas were the sources of energy.
It was recognised that the energy efficiency project required management commitment, an in-house energy
committee, energy measurement, energy studies, staff education and assessment of study findings.
Implementation of the programme began with daily measurement and recording of energy consumption and
monthly reporting of results. Detailed investigatory studies of the factory’s energy systems continued over
several months. Reports from these studies formed the basis for the action taken to improve energy efficiency.
Some action could be taken immediately after the commencement of the studies. Motors and lighting were
switched off during lunch and tea breaks but actions requiring capital expenditure or extensive maintenance
were implemented on the basis of individual proposals.
Savings in electricity were investigated through power factor correction and load shedding. It was found that
the tariff did not justify the expenditure involved. The only action providing any net return was the education
of staff regarding peak loading.
A much greater opportunity for saving electricity was identified in process heating. Metal treatment bath
temperatures were dropped by 23˚C and the timeclock controlled heating period reduced by 4.75 hours.
Surface insulation of baths was also introduced. Heat energy was also saved by reducing the temperature of
hot water used for washrooms and by installing spring-loaded hot taps for automatic shut off.
The central heating boiler plant was found to be in need of maintenance and after refurbishing two of the three
boilers could be isolated and reserved for standby service. The length of time that the boiler system operated
was also greatly reduced on the basis of prevailing weather conditions. A programme of regular boiler
maintenance was implemented and an optimiser used to control the time for boiler startup.
As well as improving the efficiency of the air conditioning boiler, consideration was given to reducing the load
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on the boiler by way of reducing losses through building structure and fabric. Insulation of the old buildings
proved to be uneconomic with a payback of at least six years. Prevention of draughts, both from outside and
between sections, was implemented through sealing of gaps and the reduction of door sizes. Isolation of
sections was necessary because of the differing heat requirements for different process locations. The
compressed air system was found to have serious leaks and the pressure found to be too high.
The energy efficiency programme resulted in a reduction of total energy use over a three year period to 46%
of previous use. This saving comprised a 36% electricity saving and 50% diesel saving. Annual savings
towards the end of the programme amounted to about $320,000 in present day values. Initial implementation
costs exceeded the annual saving but the annual cost of continuing the programme was only about one-sixth
of annual savings.

Conclusions
This energy conservation programme was entered into as an exercise that was not expected to reap major
rewards. This was because the production facility of a small-scale light-gauge metal fabrication factory was
seen as a relatively low energy industry as compared with other New Zealand industries.
The dramatic reduction in energy consumption that resulted not only reflected the success of the programme
but also the poor status of the energy plant before the programme commenced.
It is becoming clear that for many industries in New Zealand, where energy is a relatively small proportion
of overall production costs, similar situations occur. Any factory function that is not directly related to the main
activity of the production of goods is ignored. This was certainly the case in this instance where the energy
survey discovered the energy systems to be in a very poor state with basic maintenance on equipment not being
carried out.
With the increasing costs of fuel oil and diesel, many industries are investigating alternative, cheaper fuels.
This study emphasises that no matter what savings can be achieved by changing fuels, improving the
efficiency of the steam system can also have significant advantages. It is clear that an energy conservation
programme should always precede a fuel conversion project. If this is carried out, capital expenditure on fuel
conversion can be minimised by the need for smaller capacity plant.
All aspects of the programme contributed to its success but the key feature was the factory energy survey. This
was a detailed and time-consuming exercise, carried out by an experienced engineer. Yet it was through this
survey that the available savings were recognised and actions required identified. The importance of detailed
energy surveys as a key to the success of energy conservation programmes should always be emphasised.

Case Study on Energy Saving by Good Housekeeping
Printpac-UEB Multiwall is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Carter Holt Harvey and won the Mercury Energy
(then AEPB) Energy Efficiency Award in 1992 in the category of Industrial Energy Efficiency. Printpac-UEB
Multiwall produces multi-ply paper bags for dairy, rubbish collection, cement, foodstuffs and other uses.
As part of a management strategy the company encourages staff to form improvement groups. The plant
engineer formed an improvement group with the target/goal of reducing energy costs by 10%. While the
company uses natural gas, petrol, LPG and diesel in various applications, its major energy source is electricity
and it was here that the savings programme began.
A focused, methodical, 11-step problem solving process was followed, with the initial focus examining
existing work habits/practises and power consumption levels. The plant was split into four main usage areas
and meters installed to allow ongoing usage measurement and savings identification. As part of the problemsolving process, a brainstorming session was held to identify potential causes of excess consumption.
The highest energy consumption was from services such as air conditioning, heating and lighting. These
consumed 45% of the plant’s electricity compared with only 34% for the machines which manufacture the
company’s products. The main area for savings was identified as factory lighting.
Investigation of work practises showed many problems that could easily be seen when looked at critically,
including:
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•

the supervisors manually turning on/off 88 light switches at the beginning and end of each week;

•

machines and lights were left on unnecessarily;

•

large air leaks caused the compressor to run longer than needed; and

•

air conditioners were left running when offices were empty.

The improvement group met twice monthly from August 1991, and after brainstorming, looked at specific
areas where improvements could be made. Ways and methods to reduce or control power consumption were
discussed and implemented between meetings. The lighting project was studied at some length. Three lighting
options were considered (see Table 4.1). The decision to choose metal halide was primarily one of energy
efficiency. High pressure sodium lights were discounted because the “yellow” lights did not provide
satisfactory colour rendering for most of the production environment.
Watts

Initial Output
(LMS)

Average Life
(hrs)

Replacement
Bulk Cost

Mercury
Vapour

400

24,000

24,000

$53

Metal Halide

400

38,000

9,000

$98

High Pressure
Sodium

360

47,500

24,000

—

Table 4.1: Lighting options available for improving power consumption

The higher cost of the metal halide bulbs reflectors and fittings versus fitting new mercury vapour bulbs to
the existing fittings was outweighed by the reduced number of metal halide lights. The number of lights in
the factory was reduced from 158 to 88. The planned savings were checked and reported to management as
being achieved.
Other improvements made were fitting timers to all hot water heaters, isolating spare hot water heating
capacity, isolating heaters in locker rooms not required, fitting timers to all hot melt units to control start/stop
and turning off high powered lights in a warehouse that had excellent daylight lighting from clear roof panels.
A major survey was conducted on weekends, when the plant was shut, to identify air leaks causing the
compressor to run unnecessarily. The compressor kept a ring main around the factory at 110psi starting
automatically when the pressure dropped to 90psi. Initially the compressor ran every 60 seconds but after five
weeks, and many leak repairs, this was extended to 280 seconds. This resulted in substantial reduction in
compressor running hours and energy consumption calculated at 1% of the total energy usage of the plant.
Another survey was conducted on weekends to record on chart recorders actual power usage, to confirm all
electrical items turned off. All office air conditioners were fitted with timers to switch off automatically. The
administration building air conditioning was reduced from 11 hours/day running time to 7 hours/day. Power
factor correction equipment was checked to ensure correct operation.

Results/Benefits of Improvement/Installation
The improvement achieved has been calculated by two methods comparing the six and 12 month periods
following the improvements with the six and 12 month period before the improvements. A total metered
saving of 26.3% was achieved in the six month period and a 17% saving in the 12 month period. The data used
was consumption per million bags which takes account of seasonal production variation. The financial
benefits have been calculated at $36,820. Other substantial benefits have been achieved in the factory
environment.
To summmarise:
Cost of Project
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Financial Savings

$36,820

Reduction energy use

248,009kw in 6 months
496,019kw in 12 months

Employee reaction

Extremely good with improved environment when new lights installed.

The judges of the Energy Efficiency Award stated that:
...although this entry was not sophisticated technically, it showed a rational and fundamental
approach to energy use by taking energy use patterns apart and putting them back together
again in a way that enabled the company to use energy efficiently.

4.9 Conclusions
Establishing an M&T system provides a wide range of benefits cost-effectively. The pathway to realising
these benefits can be summarised as ten steps.
1 Make a top-level commitment — Total commitment by top management is vital to the success of any
energy efficiency policy. Set out strategy for the control of energy consumption and the guidelines for an
investment programme.
2 Appoint an energy manager — The energy manager can be a full- or part-time employee or consultant,
depending on the size of the organisation. Be careful that s/he (or her/his organisation) was not responsible
for the current design or maintenance.
3 Carry out an energy audit — Use in-house staff or an energy management consultant to identify how much
energy is being used in what ways and to pinpoint areas of worthwhile potential savings.
4 Set up an energy efficiency programme — Use the audit to develop a programme of specific measures to
improve efficiency.
5 Allocate responsibility — Give staff down the line specific areas of responsibility.
6 Make immediate savings — Simple good housekeeping measures, turning off unwanted lights, improving
compressor efficiency, replacing faulty insulation, turning down burners, fixing faulty equipment,
improving work scheduling and minimising remelt of rejects can produce savings of 10% at no major
capital cost to you. Use these savings to fund the cost of the remaining work.
7 Monitor consumption and set targets — This is the core of any M&T programme. Install enough submetering to analysis energy consumption, pinpoint any drift upwards. Plot energy versus sales.
8 Invest in improvements — If the decision is to be made on cost criteria, then any investment in energy
efficient equipment will produce a good return on investment.
9 Involve all staff — Break down long standing and deep-seated customs that always stand in the way of
change. Perhaps improving furnace insulation, etc. will allow the staff to cope with hot days thus giving
better working condition to the staff.
10 Profit from others experience — Join a local energy managers group or ask for help from your local
electricity or gas company; they will analysis your current tariff and provide advice and assistance; they
can be allies for the long term.
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Chapter 5
Good Housekeeping Practice
Paying attention to good housekeeping can lead to fairly quick, yet sustainable improvements in energy use.
Housekeeping in this context covers changes in operation, staff behaviour or production schedules, proper
maintenance of plant, making plant improvements within normal or slightly expanded maintenance budgets
and timetables, and making proper choices when replacing equipment. Any additional expenditure would be
small and more in the nature of an operational expense rather than a capital item. Good housekeeping can
provide excellent returns on time and money in terms of energy savings (typically around 10%), improved
product quality, a better work environment, etc.
Good housekeeping can be built into a monitoring and targeting programme as described in Chapter 4. The
two case studies at the end of Chapter 4 showed how monitoring can reveal the need for better housekeeping.
Good housekeeping involves applying a number of basic energy efficiency principles to existing plant, its
operation and maintenance programmes, namely:
•

select inherently efficient energy transformation plant;

•

operate plant close to its point of maximum efficiency;

•

match plant output and timing to process needs;

•

avoid energy losses between transformation plant and end uses;

•

use the most efficient form of end-use energy;

•

use the most efficient end-use equipment for the task;

•

recover and reuse waste heat; and

•

explore new process methods for quality/energy advantages.

The discussion that follows focuses on two energy utilities: compressed air systems and boiler-steam systems.
The former has been singled out because compressed air is often not recognised and treated as an energy utility
and it is often inefficiently generated and used. Boiler and steam systems are covered because they are often
major energy consumers in manufacturing (and also in food processing and large institutional buildings).
The information that follows is not exhaustive, but is intended to highlight the main points and provide an
introduction to the subject. The main components of compressed air and steam systems are described. The key
housekeeping issues are highlighted and then full checklists for each type of system are presented.
Good housekeeping also needs to extend to other energy utilities such as heating and ventilation, motors,
pumps and fans, and lighting. Publications containing checklists and guides to energy efficiency for these
utilities through proper maintenance and minor plant or operation changes are available (e.g. DPIE, (1983)).
The compressed air notes below touch on the subject of choice of compressor and its electric motor. More
detailed information on this subject is presented in Chapter 7 in Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency
Technologies”. More information on furnaces and kilns relevant to efficient steam raising is also presented
in Part 8 (see Chapter 2, Furnaces, Kilns and Boilers).

5.1 Compressed Air Systems
Compressed air is often not considered a major energy consumer or potential source of improved energy use.
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Distribution losses, for example, are not always recognised as lost energy, even though they are noisy and
therefore noticeable. Compressed air is a major utility for the manufacturing industries, accounting on average
for around 10% of all electricity use. This is not surprising considering that it is generally safe, reliable and
versatile.
Aerators, stamps, vacuums, paint sprayers, grinders, conveyers, hammers and drills are just some of the tools
commonly powered by compressed air in manufacturing industries. Compressed air is also used in the
quarrying and mining industries where it is often produced from diesel generators. In these industries,
compressed air is used to power drills and jackhammers, rams and jacks, pumps and even chainsaws.
Despite a common belief that compressed air system losses are insignificant, it is estimated that the energy
costs of an average system could be reduced by 20% or more by effective housekeeping. For many companies,
this could represent tens of thousands of dollars annually. Even for a small spraypaint shop, the savings could
be significant.
Figure 5.1 provides a schematic of a typical compressed air system. Each of the major components of the
system are described below to provide background to the notes and good housekeeping checklist that follows.
Both the supply side (compressors and conditioning equipment) and the demand side (distribution and end
uses) of the system should be analysed for inefficiencies. Supply side improvements can reduce energy costs
and yield a more stable, more dependable air flow. Improved demand management can often reduce air wasted
through unregulated end use and leaks.
In systems that have compressed air problems, such as low pressure or poor flow at end use points, there is
often a perceived need for additional air capacity. Improved system efficiency can eliminate these problems,
saving both capital and energy expenses that would result from the purchase of additional compressors.

Distribution

Inlet Filter

Receiver

Packaged Compressor & Motor
Separator

Aftercooler

Dryer
Air Line
Filter

Compressor Controller
Regulator

Figure 5.1: Compressed air system

Compressed Air System Components
In order to background the notes and checklist below, a brief description is provided of the main components
of a compressed air system.
•
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Inlet filter

An inlet filter removes particles from the air entering the compressor. If not
filtered, particulate matter can cause compressor damage and increase
maintenance costs due to contaminant build-up.
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•

Motor

The motor drives the compressor. These motors are usually alternating
current electric motors, although gas, diesel and steam drivers are also used.

•

Compressor

Compressors take a volume of air and compress it into a smaller volume,
thereby increasing the air’s pressure. The most common air compressor types
are reciprocating, centrifugal and rotary screw.

•

Compressor controller

A compressor controller directs the compressor’s output. These can be
microprocessor, electromechanical or pneumatically based. Advanced controls can offer many features beyond capacity control, including machine
protection and information management.

•

Aftercooler

The process of compression leaves air both hot and wet. Aftercoolers lower
the temperature of the air leaving the compressor and remove water that
condenses as the air cools.

•

Separator

Separators are designed to remove liquids, including oil, from the air. They
can be located throughout a compressor system, wherever there is a need to
reduce the air’s moisture content. A trap discharges collected liquid to a
drain.

•

Condensate trap

As air cools, liquids condense out of the air and are deposited in the system.
Condensate traps are used to collect and discharge these liquids. They are
frequently integral components of other compressor equipment, such as
aftercoolers, dryers and separators.

•

Receiver

A receiver is a holding tank that stores a large reserve of compressed air,
which helps to maintain a smooth air flow to the plant.

•

Air line filter

Much like inlet filters, air line filters remove solids and liquids from the
compressed air stream. These filters can be placed throughout the system:
after the compressor, to extract oil from compression; before air tools, to
capture potentially damaging particles generated in the distribution system;
and any other locations where particulates must be removed.

•

Air dryer

High relative humidity, one of the effects of compressing air, can lead to
system wide problems from corrosion and contamination. An air dryer
removes water and oil vapour from compressed air, producing air suitable for
plant use.

•

Distribution piping

The distribution piping moves the compressed air from the compressor
station to the end user. Air moves from a main header to branch lines and
subheaders, and finally to drop points connected to individual air tools.

•

Pressure regulator

Pressure regulators control the air pressure and flow at individual points of
use. These are used to provide appropriate air pressure to tools that do not
need or cannot use the supplied plant air pressure levels.

Compressed Air Energy Efficiency
Compressed air is a very versatile energy form, but one easily taken for granted. The need to provide energy
to pressurise and distribute compressed air is easily overlooked. Furthermore, a compressed air system has
many components and has the tendency to gradually deteriorate over time. This tendency can be countered
by a system of regular checks and maintenance.
Air leaks may be noticed on account of their noise, but are often accepted as part of the factory environment.
They should not tolerated — they can cost a business hundreds or thousands of dollars each year. Table 5.1
shows the cost of different-sized holes in a compressed air system (SEQEB, 1993). The table is based on a
model where the compressed system is run for 2600 hours per year, typical of a single-shift operation. The
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cost of electricity is taken as 10 c/kWh so that readers can easily scale the costs to their actual tariff. A series
of small leaks equivalent to a 5 mm hole could be costing the business over $2500 per year.
With a two- or three-shift operation, even very small holes are a problem. For example, leaks equal to a single
hole with a diameter of around 3 mm in a system running at 700 kPa for 8000 hours per year will cost a business
nearly $3000 at 10c/kWh. Six monthly leak checks and repairs can more than pay for themselves.
Equivalent hole
diameter
(mm)

Quantity of air to
supply leaks at
700 kPa
(l/s)

Energy wasted
(kWh)

Cost per year
($)

0.5

0.3

259

26

1.0

1.3

1124

112

2.0

5.0

4323

432

3.0

11.2

9682

968

5.0

31.2

26,972

2697

10.0

125.0

108,063

10,806

13.0

211.2

182,582

18,258

Table 5.1: Cost of compressed air leakage (Source: SEQEB, 1993)

Leaks are best detected during an idle period, perhaps over a weekend, when machinery is not in use. The
energy consumption of the compressors during this period is principally to drive air through leaks. By noting
the meter readings and extrapolating to a full year, the annual costs of leaks can be estimated. Even quite small
holes can cause expensive losses.
Another common source of losses in compressed air systems is dirty air filters. The resulting increased
pressure drop across filters means additional energy input to compressors. Ineffective water traps can not only
increase energy consumption, but may also affect product quality, e.g. in spray paint applications.
Air density increases with falling temperature. This means that a compressor needs less cold air than warm
air to provide a given delivery volume. Compared with a 20˚C baseline intake temperature and a given delivery
volume, a compressor’s energy use could rise by 5% or more if the intake temperature increases to 40˚C.
Alternatively, energy use could fall by 5% with an intake temperature of 5˚C. The compressor should therefore
be sited away from heat sources and ideally be placed on, or draw air from, the cool side of a building.
Correct design is important whenever the distribution is extended or existing lines are replaced. Attention
should be given to the fall in lines, placement of drains and branch connections. Correct pipe sizing is
imperative. Pressure drop in a pipe is inversely proportional to the diameter to the power of 5.3, and under
sizing is never cost-effective.
It may be possible to save energy by either reducing the overall system pressure or providing pressure
regulators to reduce consumption where lower pressures can be used at individual machines or tools. As a rule
of thumb, a reduction of 50 kPa is equivalent to a power demand drop of 0.3 kW for each cubic metre of air
flow. The individual requirements of all machines and tools should be established and a strategy developed
to closely match delivered pressure to needs.
It is not uncommon for compressed air to be misused. In some cases, such as the occasional blow down of swarf
(metal shavings), sawdust, etc., the energy implications may not be great. Nonetheless, these applications
should be carried out at the lowest pressures possible in the interests of safety as well as energy use. Using
compressed air to regularly cool products is not energy efficient. A fan or fog spray would be much more
appropriate.
Compressor and distribution controls are a valuable tool to save energy and costs. One or more compressors
can be partially or fully shut down at predetermined times according to a programme. Solenoid valves can be
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used to isolate idle sections of distribution systems. If only a small air supply is needed during relatively idle
times, the use of a small auxiliary compressor to replace the main plant should be considered. This small
compressor can then be operated close to its optimum. (See Chapter 7 of Part 8, “General Energy Efficiency
Technologies”, for more information on managing multiple compressor arrangements.)
Finally, compressors have cooling systems. In large installations, the heat extracted by the cooling system may
be useful for a heating purpose — preheating or drying, space heating, etc. These possibilities should be
regularly reviewed.
Compressed air systems can generally be improved by working through a checklist of the type presented
below. Where the system is extensive, such as covering a large manufacturing site or an underground mine,
then a more strategic and comprehensive approach is needed. The first step would be to work back from the
end users and in effect map the system and its characteristics. The method explained in Section 5.3 for steam
and boiler plant is recommended for compressed air systems.

Compressed Air Checklist
The checklist below provides a brief description of the housekeeping opportunity and the associated benefits
that can be gained by taking up the opportunity.
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Opportunity

Benefit

Repair all air leaks promptly.

A typical factory may be wasting up to 20% of its
compressed air cost supplying air leaks. Aim for
zero leakage level, although, in practice, some air
leakage will always occur.

Fit a pressure regulator at each point of air usage,
and adjust it to the minimum pressure required for
efficient and reliable operation.

Using too a high pressure at the point of use
wastes air and energy.

After reducing the pressure required at each point
of use, adjust the operating pressure of the compressor to the minimum possible above the highest
point-of-use pressure.

Supplying air to the distribution system at a much
higher pressure than required at any point of use,
requires extra power at the compressors, and also
increases wastage of air at usage points which do
not have their own pressure regulator (this includes leaks). A typical system pressure reduction
of 100 kPa produces about 8% reduction in power
requirement at the compressor. Note that a reduction in distribution air pressure also produces a
major reduction in leaks.

Switch compressors off when not in use.

Consider automatic time switching of your
compressor plant. Compressors operating outside
production hours are probably only supplying
leaks in the system. If there is a continuous
requirement for air consider using the smallest
compressor available. It may be economical to
install a small dedicated compressor for out of
hours use only.

Unload compressors progressively. Switch off as
the load decreases. Arrange sequencing to keep
compressors with high no-load requirements fully
loaded.

Multiple compressor installations can be very
expensive to operate if all compressors run and
unload together. Sequencing control units are
available from most compressor manufacturers.
These units provide automatic control and achieve
the most economic operations. They can be set to
allow compressors with poor part-load performance to run as fully loaded as possible.
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Eliminate all misuse of compressed air.

Using compressed air for cooling or continual
blowing is wasteful. A fan would be more economical. Blow guns should only be operated at
low pressure (200kPa or less) otherwise they will
only waste energy and could also be dangerous. If
blow off must be done with compressed air then fit
a properly designed nozzle.

Utilise waste heat from compressors for heating
water or air which can then be used for space
heating or process use.

Approximately 80% of compressor input energy
can be reclaimed as heat. This heat can be extracted, depending upon the compressor type, from
the after cooler, intercooler (if fitted to two-stage
machines), and the oil cooler. Most compressor
manufacturers can supply an “add on” heat
recovery package.

Ensure that inlet air to the compressor is drawn
from a cool source (but do not extend air intake to
excessive length in order to achieve this).

Cooler inlet air is more dense and thus increases
the delivered volume of compressed air. Typically,
a 3˚C reduction in air intake temperature produces
a 1% reduction in energy consumption.

Clean compressor intake filters regularly.

Clogged inlet filters can have a marked effect on
the delivered volume and therefore energy requirements of the compressor.

Investigate whether air cylinders with air actuated
return stroke can be operated with a lower return
air pressure.

Usually lower load demand can allow reduced
pressure use with the return stroke. Flow restricters
are available from air equipment suppliers. The
reduced air pressure leads to a lower air demand
and energy saving.

Isolate or eliminate redundant distribution pipework.

Redundant pipework will almost certainly have air
leaks and, therefore, waste air unnecessarily.

Set up a regular maintenance programme. It is
good practice to keep a note of hours run and
energy used.

Regular maintenance helps to ensure efficient
operation. Records in the form of graphs help to
show any deteriorating trends in compressed air
equipment performance.

Do not purchase or retain oversized compressors.

Oversized compressors waste capital and have
high running costs (due to a higher percentage
operation on low or no load).

Consider running costs of compressors when
purchasing new equipment. Especially when
average air demand will be much less than the
rated air delivery.

A compressor with a 50% greater purchase price
than its competitor could end up saving more than
its total purchase price over a five year period
when compared with a similar capacity compressor
with a poor part-load performance.

Ensure adequate receiver capacity to cater for peak
demand periods.

The receiver acts to smooth out the air demand of
the factory. The more peaky the demand the larger
the receiver should be. Typically the receiver
should be able to store at least 8 litres of air for
every l/s free air delivery at full load (at 700kPa).
If demand is extremely variable this volume
should be increased three times. Although this may
seem large, the cost of a receiver is much less than
a compressor it may replace. A receiver can save
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capital costs by reducing the capacity of the
compressor which may have to be installed to meet
the peak load. It can also reduce running costs by
allowing the compressor to unload or remain
switched off at times of low air demand.
Select all flexible air hoses and distribution
pipework to achieve low air velocity. Do not have
them excessively long.

Making sure that the velocity of air within the
distribution pipework is low ensures there are no
excessive pressure drops within the system. As a
guide it is recommended that the velocity of the
compressed air in the distribution pipework does
not exceed 6 to 10 m/s.

Arrange all air distribution pipework to slope
down to suitably located draining points, preferably fitted with automatic traps.

A well-drained air distribution system can minimise the water that is carried over to tools and
processes. Excessive water can cause corrosion of
tools and damage to products. Ensure distribution
pressure loss does not exceed about 50kPa at times
of peak use.
By selecting suitable pipework and hoses, appropriate fittings and valves and keeping filters clean,
etc., the pressure loss within the distribution
system can be minimised. Minimal pressure drops
will allow lower pressure to be established at the
compressor, with subsequent savings in energy
requirements.

Do not provide high quality air where it is not
needed.

Instrument quality air (filtered and refrigeration
dried) is expensive to produce and may not be
required in all areas of compressed air use. If there
is some demand for high quality air, then consider
fitting a small capacity dryer downstream of the
compressors in order to supply this portion of the
air requirement only.

Make sure there is an efficient aftercooler separator to condense and remove as much oil and water
as possible. The aftercooler may be built into a
packaged system and therefore may not be visible.

The aftercooler condenses and removes moisture
from the air, and thus prevents equipment or
product damage. The after-cooler also provides an
excellent source of recoverable heat.

5.2 Boilers and Steam Systems
Even when they appear simple, steam systems can be prone to a wide range of service problems, such as water
hammer, overheating, poor pressure, condensate flow difficulties, just to name a few. There is an excellent
synergy between energy efficiency and service delivery with steam systems. Proper housekeeping can save
energy and improve service and safety.
Many factors influence the efficiency of a steam generation and reticulation system. The quality of the fuel,
the combustion system, the steam piping and end use all need to be considered. The notes that follow are only
intended to provide an introduction to the subject of boiler-steam systems.
When looking at a steam system, it is tempting to focus on the boiler, whereas experience has indicated that
the first questions should be about steam use. Ask whether steam is needed at all for the process, and if so in
what quantities and when? Once these matters are resolved, the issue of boiler operation can be effectively
dealt with. The starting point is to gain an understanding of steam end uses by undertaking a screening survey
to gather information and identifying priorities. Five steps are involved:
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Step 1: Site Plan
Obtain a layout of the premises and mark the location of each steam user.

Step 2: End Use Details
Using equipment nameplate or other data, identify the design steam consumption for each piece of plant. If
possible, relate the consumption to sector benchmarks (e.g. kgs steam/tonne of product).

Step 3: Reticulation System
Plot the steam supply system and condensate return routes, identify unused or redundant equipment, record
the pipe sizes, location of condensate pumps and nameplate details. Note where the condensate is not returned
to the boiler house, i.e. discharged to waste directly or used for some purpose.

Step 4: Create User Register
Review and check or start a register of all steam using plant. Question operators about plant performance, loads
and timing and any problems they have experienced with the steam and condensate system.

Step 5: Prioritise
Check and trouble shoot the system in a methodical manner. One approach is to start by examining the largest
user first. Often looking at the largest steam main as a priority can be more rewarding. Use the notes and
housekeeping checklists below and work back to the boiler.

Steam System Components
In order to provide background to the notes and checklists below, the main components of a steam system are
described.
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Condenser

This is a vessel into which steam is exhausted after use and condensed instead
of being rejected to the atmosphere. This facilitates the recovery of heat by
allowing condensate be to be returned to the boiler. The condensate also has
the advantage of being distilled water free of salts, etc., and therefore ideal
as boiler feed. The most common type of condenser is a heat exchanger using
a flow of cold water to condense the steam.

•

Pressure reduction valves

Different parts of a process may require different temperatures or pressures.
Often the most efficient way to achieve this is via a number of small boilers
well matched to each load. Combining loads can, however, improve the load
factor on a single boiler. In this case, the boiler will generate steam at the
highest pressure required and supply it to lower pressure processes via
reduction valves.

•

Steam traps

Condensate can form in steam reticulation systems in places other than
condensers. This water can cause blockages, water hammer, etc. Pipework
should be angled slightly so that condensate drains to steam traps. These
devices separate the steam from the water (and air that is also normally
present) without allowing steam to escape. They work by having either
thermostatic or water level monitors to detect the presence of condensate.

•

Steam drier/separators

The steam from boilers normally contains a small amount of carry over water
in the form of fine droplets. Steps such as reducing boiler peaks can be taken
to reduce this, but nonetheless a means to dry the steam just before end use
is normally needed. A steam drier provides large surface areas for the water
droplets to form a film on. The water then drains to a steam trap. The
condensate can then be recycled.
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Strainers

In order to prevent, dirt, scale, etc., from causing problems, it is a good
practice to fit a strainer prior to each steam trap, pressure reducing valve, etc.
Strainers require cleaning, otherwise pressure drops are excessive, but they
can save energy, e.g. by reducing the risk of leaks from valve damage.

•

Air vents

When steam is turned on to an appliance, it usually displaces the air in the heat
exchanger. Some of this air may find its way to a steam trap and then be
vented, but its movement from the heat exchanger can be slow. Furthermore,
some air may remain in the heat exchanger. The air that remains can form a
cold spot on the heat exchanger surface and impair its performance. The best
way to remove this air is with an automatic vent that stays open across a range
of appliance pressures and until steam temperature is almost reached.

•

Lagging

To prevent heat loss and avoid accidents from contact with high temperature
pipes, all pipework should be insulated. Valves should also be lagged with
only the control wheels or levers exposed. The outer surface of the insulation
should be protected where it is exposed to the elements or risk of mechanical
damage.

•

Boilers

These come in a wide variety of forms and use fuels such as natural gas or
electricity. Their task is to generate steam from feedwater. They require very
good contact between their heat source and the feedwater and, of course, need
to withstand high pressures. The key inputs and outputs from a boiler are the
feedwater, the steam, boiler blowdown (water at high pressure) and the air/
fuel mixture and flue gases (except in the case of electric boilers). Opportunities often exist to preheat the feedwater or combustion air with waste heat
from the steam system, or flue gases.

•

Blowdown Valve

The process of drawing fresh water into the boiler, converting it to steam and
then losing some of the steam condensate from the system means that salts
and other nonvolatile materials accumulate in the boiler. This is dealt with
by blowing down the boiler through a valve to remove water so that fresh
water can feed to the boiler to dilute salt concentrations. In the past,
blowdown was activated according to a schedule, irrespective of actual need,
or based on operator guesswork. Automatic controls are available that only
blow down when electolyte levels are detected above threshold levels.

•

Steam drums

For small loads using low pressure steam, a steam drum can provide an
energy storage buffer between the boiler and the end uses. A steam drum is
simply a well-insulated pressure vessel designed to smooth out differences
in boiler supply and end use demand.

•

Steam accumulator

When large amounts of energy need to be stored, an accumulator is usually
used. This is a pressure vessel that stores energy as hot water rather than
steam (depending on pressure conditions, water can hold nearly 50 times the
heat of an equivalent volume of steam). Heat is input to the accumulator from
the boiler by injecting steam into the stored water. When the system demands
steam, the drop in pressure causes the water to boil and produce flash steam.

•

Flash vessel

Under some circumstances, condensate is depressurised either to be rejected
or as part of its recycling. In this case, flash steam is produced. This steam can
be used for a variety of purposes. Flash steam from boiler blow down, for
example, can be used to preheat feedwater. In some cases, steam can be
cascaded though a series of process steps that require different temperatures.
The condensate from a high temperature step can be flashed to produce steam
for the next step. This is achieved by injecting the condensate into a flash
vessel that has a lower pressure. Some of the condensate then turns to steam
and the balance can be recycled to the boiler.
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Steam Header

Rapidly heating the boiler to produce extra steam for peak loads can mean
extra moisture is carried out with the steam. This moisture can be removed
before it enters steam lines by using a steam header. The header is a large
diameter manifold that allows velocities to drop and moisture to separate out
and drain to a tap. Dry steam then enters the smaller distribution pipes.

Steam System Energy Efficiency
As for compressed air systems, steam leaks can be very expensive. Figure 5.2 shows the steam loss through
different sized holes and the consequent economic penalties (DPIE, 1988). The costs can be easily scaled to
match actual energy prices. The example highlighted in Figure 5.2 shows that a 7.5 mm hole in a system
operating at 6 bar will cost $6000/year (at $10/GJ for natural gas).
Cost
Hole size
1000
800

Gas ($10/GJ)

tonnes/year

GJ/year

160
140
120
100
80

600
400
.5
12

200

mm

m
10

100
Steam kg/hr

Coal ($35/tonne)

80

7.5

$p.a.

5600
4900
4200
3500
2800

$p.a.

4000

40,000

3000

30,000

2000

20,000

1000

10,000

800

8000

600

6000

400

4000

200

2000

100
80

1000
800

60
50

600
500

40

400

20

200

10

100

60

m

mm

40

1400

20

700

10

350

8

280

6

210

4

140

60
40

8m

m

20
m
3m

10
8

2

70

1

35

6
4
3

2

4

6

8 10 14

Steam pressure bar (x 100 = kpa)

2000 hours per year
8 hour day/5 day week/50 week year = 2000 hours

Figure 5.2: Cost of steam leakage (DPIE, 1988)

All disused pipework should be removed. Pipes and valves should be lagged and then the insulation should
be maintained. Lack of steam traps and driers are a significant source of energy loss — wet steam wastes
energy. Poor air venting is another neglected area, giving rise not only to excessive steam demand but also
poor production quality due to uneven heat distribution in heat exchange equipment.
Condensate is often discharged rather than recycled. If it is suitable as boiler feedwater, then this practice is
very wasteful of energy. Using condensate as feedwater saves fuel, reduces freshwater demand and saves on
chemical treatment. Each 5% to 6% rise in feedwater temperature will reduce fuel use by 1%.
Efficient boiler operation hinges on effective monitoring of the inputs and outputs. Flue gas temperature and
gas composition should be regularly tested. Adjustments should be made to excess air and other parameters
to adjust the flue conditions back to manufacturer’s specifications for efficient operation.
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An aspect of boiler operation that demands attention is load management. It is not uncommon for two or three
boilers to be steaming at a low percentage of their maximum output when the system demand can be
adequately met by one boiler. Modern boilers are designed to perform best at their designated working
pressure.

Steam Reticulation/Use Checklist
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Check for leaks in steam lines, valve glands, etc. and repair promptly. Leaks are not only obvious but
generally more expensive than you think.

•

Ensure that the correct steam trap is used for the application.

•

Ensure that steam traps are of the right size and are installed in the right position. Advice from the steam
trap manufacturer is essential in this.

•

Ensure steam traps cannot air bind or steam lock.

•

Conduct regular steam trap surveys. Leaking steam traps can cost a lot of money. Steam traps can
deteriorate quickly if not maintained.

•

Ensure that all steam pipes and flanges are adequately lagged.

•

Where bare steam pipe is used for space heating, ensure that heating is controlled.

•

Arrange for adequate insulation of all process vessels, drying cylinders and steam chests (e.g. with a
thermostat). Radiation losses can be large and insulation is a one-time expenditure that is usually quickly
recovered by savings achieved.

•

Check whether the feed water tank is adequately insulated and covered to prevent evaporation.

•

Investigate whether direct heating of any process is cheaper than steam heating. Direct heating, if
applicable, eliminates the inefficiency of converting primary energy to steam.

•

Eliminate as far as possible any steam losses from any process.

•

Generate and distribute steam as near to design pressure as possible. This minimises distribution losses.

•

Reduce pressure at the process to the lowest possible value. The lower the steam pressure, the less energy
is consumed.

•

Ensure there are lids on all vats, tanks, etc. to prevent evaporation.

•

Vent air from the steam system automatically. This ensures greater steam distribution efficiency and
maximises process heat transfer.

•

Ensure that air vents are placed in the correct position.

•

Ensure that steam is as dry as possible. Any unnecessary condensation is an additional heat loss.

•

Prevent any water carry over by avoiding sudden peak demands as far as possible.

•

Ensure all steam piping slopes downward to prevent water hammer. This ensures that all condensate is
efficiently drained.

•

Ensure that there are adequate drain points and that they are correctly located.

•

Check that heating coils are designed so that they cannot become water logged. Condensate back-up in
the coil impairs heat transfer.

•

Preheat materials with waste heat if possible or dry partially by non-thermal methods (e.g. air knives).

•

When the load on the boiler has heavy peaks, consider the use of a steam header.

•

Investigate whether heat in the condensate can be usefully employed.
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•

Ensure that the maximum amount of condensate is returned to the feed tank unless contaminated.

•

Ensure that there is sufficient head at the inlet to the feed pump. This prevents cavitation in the feed pump.

•

Ensure all condensate pipes are adequately lagged if appropriate.

•

Investigate whether steam can be used to perform useful work prior to being used for process heat. Where
this is possible, large energy savings could be achieved.

•

Institute adequate maintenance of all valves, steam traps and accessories.

•

If possible, meter steam and investigate all irregular changes in consumption immediately.

Boiler Checklist
General
•

Check boiler capacity — if inadequate, investigate whether demand can be reduced; whether load can be
smoothed; whether thermal efficiency can be increased. This should, of course, only be done after the
steam system has been checked.

•

Attempt to improve load factor and efficiency by operating as near as possible to the designed rating.
Boilers are most efficient at the designed rating.

•

Assess whether improved maintenance may eliminate the need for standby plant. Lack of maintenance can
lower efficiency sharply.

•

Avoid excess firing rates. This can cause incomplete combustion and lower the life of the boiler.

•

Try to anticipate sudden demand changes by using appropriate controls. If possible, use steam headers for
heavy demands.

•

Provide communication between boiler house and plant to allow staggering of main steam demands. This
could alleviate the need for reserve boiler operation.

•

Isolate off-load boilers. This minimises heat losses by back diffusion into the idle boiler.

•

Operate all boilers at design pressure. This is when they usually operate at their peak efficiency.

•

Consider localised units for hot water services. This eliminates radiation losses in long pipe runs and
prevents operating large units for small intermittent heating demands.

Combustion Performance
•

Make sure combustion is complete. If not, check for:
— flame impingement;
— inadequate air-fuel mixing;
— inadequate atomization; and
— inadequate air for combustion.
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•

In case of incomplete combustion, energy losses can be very large.

•

Avoid letting excessive fuel moisture enter the burner. Evaporation of water absorbs considerable amounts
of heat.

•

Seal all cracks and holes in boiler flues to prevent air infiltration.

•

Reduce air-fuel ratios to lowest safe values. If not satisfactory, overhaul the burner system.

•

Ensure uniform air and fuel supplies to burners.
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•

For sulphur-containing fuels, the flue gas temperature at the chimney top needs to be maintained at 150˚C
at least, otherwise condensation can cause very bad corrosion. Insulated stacks will allow use of more
efficient boilers without getting dew point corrosion.

•

Thoroughly clean tubes and other fireside heat exchange surfaces at regular intervals. Any deposits will
rapidly reduce heat transfer efficiency.

•

Maintain economisers and air heaters in good order.

•

Watch for any corrosion.

Feed Water Treatment
•

Ensure proper feed water treatment is carried out. Incorrectly treated water will affect heat transfer, steam
quality and plant life.

•

Meter the feed water. Leaks of the feed water system will lose large amounts of energy and will upset
efficiency calculations.

•

Keep blowdown to a minimum and recover heat from it. Use automatic blowdown valves activated by
boiler water electrolyte levels.

•

Recover as much condensate as possible. This substantially reduces feed water heating requirements and
water treatment costs.

Control and Maintenance
•

Maintain boiler records to follow trends and changes in conditions. Analyse records regularly — any
substantial changes usually mean heat losses.

•

Meter the steam.

•

Record steam-fuel ratio.

•

Carry out short combustion tests frequently. Measure CO and flue gas temperature (and O2). From this,
flue losses can be estimated using the relevant charge. These tests will not only ensure optimum plant
efficiency but will also give you a better understanding of your boiler operation.

•

Fit proper test points for sampling flue gases and testing pressures. These tests are all easily done with
inexpensive equipment.

•

Ensure all firing equipment is regularly maintained.

•

Regularly calibrate all instruments. Instruments quickly become inaccurate if not regularly calibrated.
Tests are useless if the instruments used are inaccurate.

•

Ensure that the blowdown valve is not leaking.
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Chapter 6
Case Studies in Large-scale
Manufacturing and Minerals
Operations

6.1 Introduction
There are a number of large-scale industrial processes in the manufacturing and minerals sector, namely
ironmaking, cement manufacture and aluminium refining. Even in pulp and paper, where enormous amounts
of energy are required, the input per tonne of output is not as high as in these basic metals industries. This
makes the energy content a significant cost in their final product. Value adding in the form of energy would
be an accurate description, particularly in the case of aluminium. The other two industries considered here,
steel and cement, differ only slightly in the energy value added.
The aluminium, steel and cement industries use large-scale engineering multidisciplines. Their scale and the
cost of the energy involved makes the employment of energy experts and methodologies extremely viable.
The integration of many technologies on a single site makes consideration of the entire system essential and
in-house specialisation is almost always required.
Since the fundamental process involved is bound up with a huge capital investment, continuous upgrading of
technologies and systems occurs much more often than replacement. The effect of upgrades and knowledge
of the way these must be carried out requires a system specialist.
In the three case studies that follow, energy use is a vital factor, but in only one case, cement manufacture,
can alternative energy sources be used. In this case, although viable, the alternative was abandoned for other
reasons. The reuse and recovery of heat is a major consideration for steel and cement, with offgases being
used for preheating, drying and cogeneration. Improved insulation provides the same result for aluminium
refining.
While energy efficiency is rising and will continue to do so, there is one element that is having an increasing
influence on this trend. This element is environment standards, such as air discharge requirements.
Technically, new resource consent standards can be met, but energy inputs tend to rise with the standards. The
need to reduce carbon dioxide emissions may introduce a totally new motivation for energy efficiency that
far outweighs the influence of cost.

6.2 Energy Optimisation in Ironmaking Processes at New Zealand
Steel
Introduction
New Zealand Steel (NZS) is a fully-integrated steelworks located at Glenbrook, 60 km southwest of
Auckland. The operation is based on a local titanomagnetite ironsand deposit that cannot be used as the major
iron source for conventional blast furnace processes. In order to utilise this resource, NZS has developed
unconventional direct-reduction processes over the last 20 years. These employ rotary kilns and electric
smelting furnaces to produce a medium-carbon (3%) iron that is suitable for conventional steelmaking after
removal of vanadium as a valuable by-product slag.
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NZS is currently the largest coal consumer in New Zealand (770,000 t/annum) and is a major consumer of
electrical energy (140 MW peak demand, with up to 85 MW being used in the iron plant). Coal and electricity
are the major components of the variable costs of iron production. Consequently, the optimum use of energy
and ongoing efforts to reduce energy cost and consumption are key components of the company’s business
plan.
The following case study shows the breadth of energy and economic analysis that is needed when considering
the optimum operating parameters and the worth, or otherwise, of major capital investment in energy utilities
for a large-scale industrial process.

Overview of Ironmaking Processes and Energy Flows
Process Overview
Ironsand is mined at the Waikato North Head lease and concentrated from an initial 5% to 20% iron content
to 58.0% Fe. The blended ironsand primary concentrate (PC) is pumped as a slurry 18 km through a pipeline
to the iron plant at Glenbrook.
The NZS ironmaking processes are shown in Figure 6.1. The PC slurry, on arrival from the minesite, is
dewatered via hydrocyclones followed by a horizontal belt filter. The filter cake is stockpiled for reclamation
by a radial stacker-reclaimer. The final moisture content is 2.5% to 3.0%.
Raw materials

Multi-hearth
furnaces

Kilns

Hot charge
transfer

Melters

Air

Slag

MHF

Coal

Storage
and
Blending

Iron
Ladles
to
VRU

MHF

MHF
Slag

Ironsand
(PC)

MHF
Cogeneration
Hopper

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the ironmaking processes at New Zealand Steel

Sub-bituminous coal from the Waikato coalfields near Huntly is transported by rail to the raw materials
handling facility at NZS. Here it is layer-blended into one of two 15,000 tonne stockpiles. While one stockpile
is being built, the other is reclaimed and fed to the process.
Reclaimed PC and coal are fed to each of the four Lurgi Multi-Hearth Furnaces (MHFs). The coal and PC feed
rates are closely controlled to maintain a constant ratio of fixed carbon-to-iron (C:Fe). Stockpile chemical
compositions are reliably known for the raw materials on a dry basis, and feed rates are regularly adjusted to
reflect changes in moisture. An on-line moisture analysis system for the coal stream has recently been
commissioned to improve C:Fe control.
Each MHF consists of a vertical refractory-lined shell that supports twelve refractory hearths. The PC and coal
streams are combined at the top of each furnace. The mixture is mechanically raked from one hearth to the
one below by rabble arms driven by a rotating vertical shaft. The function of the MHFs is to dry the PC and
coal, devolatilise the coal and to preheat the PC. Energy for this process is derived from the partial combustion
of evolved coal volatiles. Combustion air is supplied to the middle four hearths. It is regulated to prevent any
hearth bed temperature exceeding about 650˚C and to achieve an aim of 10% volatile matter in the char.
Offgas exits from the top of the MHFs and, after cleaning in gas cyclones, is burnt together with melter offgas
in vertical afterburners. Sensible heat is then recovered in waste heat boilers. The steam is used to generate
electricity in a cogeneration plant, which has a capacity of up to 38 MW.
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The MHF product, which is a 600˚C mixture of PC and char, is discharged from the bottom of the furnaces
and carried by hot pan conveyors to four 4.6 m diameter by 65 m long Lurgi rotary kilns. Each kiln is equipped
with nine shell-air-fans that blow combustion air into the gas space. The energy requirements for the direct
reduction of iron oxides by carbon and CO is provided by the combustion of part of the CO gas and char in
the atmosphere above the fluidised kiln bed. Close control of the air supply profile and the kiln bed temperature
is necessary to achieve a balance between a high degree of reduction and sintering of the bed, which leads to
process instability and yield loss through the formation of accretion materials. The optimum kiln gas
temperature is approximately 1150˚C to 1200˚C. Gases and solids flow in counter-current directions. Kiln
offgas is burnt in afterburners, cooled, scrubbed and vented. There is currently no recovery of sensible heat
from this waste gas.
The kiln product consists of reduced primary concentrate and char (RPCC). It typically has 75% to 85% of
the iron metallised (currently, the aim metallisation is 80%) and contains between 2% and 10% carbon. The
high carbon variability is a reflection of the variability of raw materials composition and environmental
conditions, such as air temperature, pressure and humidity, all of which affect the kiln process. As discussed
below, carbon variability has a dramatic impact on process stability and cost at the melters and on the
economics of the steelmaking operations downstream from the iron plant.
The RPCC is transferred hot (950˚C) to the melter feed bins in refractory-lined containers by an automated
hot charge transfer system. A 1000 tonne capacity surge hopper is available for use when kiln production
exceeds melter requirements.
The two 42 MVA Elkem electric melters are large (6 m x 24 m) rectangular refractory lined furnaces. Electrical
energy is supplied to the molten bath by six in-line Soderberg electrodes. RPCC is charged from two rows of
six ports in the roof of the melter. The ports are located between the electrodes and the melter sidewalls.
Correction materials (lime for slag basicity control and PC for oxygen potential control) are charged off-centre
between each of the three electrode pairs. The RPCC and correction materials are smelted to form pig iron
(hot metal) and slag, which are periodically tapped through separate tapholes. Offgas (largely CO) is cooled,
scrubbed and piped to the cogeneration plant for energy recovery.
The hot metal is tapped into open 70 tonne capacity ladles, which are covered before transport to the vanadium
recovery unit (VRU) and then to oxygen steelmaking.

Overview of Energy Flows
The principal energy flows in the iron plant are shown in Figure 6.2. The convention adopted here is that metal
oxides and other fully oxidised species have zero chemical energy. Conversely, fully reduced metallic
elements, carbon and combustible organic compounds possess chemical potential energy. This potential
chemical energy is identified in Figure 6.2 as “reduction” energy in the case of reduced Fe, Si, Ti, Mn, V, S
and P.
Chemical energy in the form of coal is fed into the MHFs, where it is split three ways:
•

The first stream consists of the small heat losses through the furnace shells.

•

The second stream consists of the combination of sensible and chemical energy in the offgas streams.

•

The final stream consists mostly of the chemical energy of the char and the sensible energy of the char and
PC.

In the kilns, the combined sensible and chemical energy input of the feed streams is again split three ways:
•

The first part consists of the shell heat losses and calcination and accretion losses.

•

The second part consists of the sensible and chemical energy contained in the kiln offgas stream.

•

The third part consists of the sensible and chemical energy of the product RPCC streams.

The chemical energy of the RPCC consists of that for the char and the reduced iron. Some of the sensible
energy of the RPCC is lost in transit and storage in the melter bins, and there are also small energy losses as
accretion and for the calcination of limestone (part of the melter’s lime requirements).
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Figure 6.2: Energy flows in the New Zealand Steel iron plant

In the melters, the energy inputs consist of electrical energy and the sensible and chemical energy of the RPCC.
The outputs consist of the heat losses, the chemical and sensible energy of the waste gas, the sensible energy
in the slag and the chemical and sensible energy in the liquid hot metal (HM). The chemical energy component
of the latter consists of the metallic Fe, Si, Ti, Mn, V, S, P and C. The chemical energy in the melter offgases
is converted to sensible energy in the MHF afterburners.

Overall Energy and Cost Optimisation
Scope
Energy optimisation in ironmaking can be discussed under two broad categories:
•

minimising net energy consumption per tonne of hot metal by maximising energy recovery through
cogeneration; and

•

determining the optimum ratio of the principal energy sources, electricity and coal, in order to minimise
the cost of iron production.

The use of other energy sources or reductants to decrease energy costs (e.g. the partial substitution of coal by
natural gas) is being considered, but is beyond the scope of this report.
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Energy Recovery
The energy flow diagram (Figure 6.2) has been computed for an iron metallisation of 80% in the kiln product.
It shows that approximately 90% of the purchased energy is provided from the coal, with 10% from electricity.
A notable feature of the process is the large amount of energy leaving the reactors in gas streams — 41% of
the total input energy exits as offgas chemical energy and 18% as sensible energy.
The cogeneration plant has the capacity to use all the MHF and melter offgases, although it is presently only
using the former. Cogeneration produces almost half of the normal electricity requirements for the melters,
thus greatly decreasing the sensitivity of the hot metal costs to electricity pricing.
Figure 6.2 shows that considerably more electricity is potentially available from the kiln off-gas than is already
generated from MHF off-gas. The company made a decision in December 1995 to proceed with a
cogeneration project to use the kiln off-gases and construction commenced in 1996.

The Processes in More Detail
Coal plays a dual role in the ironmaking process — first, as the source of carbon that is essential for the
chemical reactions being undertaken (i.e. as the reductant for the iron oxides and a carburiser of the hot metal),
and second, as a source of energy to drive the direct reduction process in the kilns. It is the fixed carbon (FC)
component of the coal that acts as the reductant according to the equations:
Combustion:

C(s) + O2(g) = CO2(g)

[a]

2CO(g) + O2(g) = 2CO2(g)

[b]

Reforming:

4CO2(g) + 4C(s) = 8CO(g)

[c]

Reduction:

Fe3O4(s) + CO(g) = 3FeO(s) + CO2(g)

[d]

FeO(s) + CO(g) = Fe(s) + CO2(g)

[e]

where

s = solid phase,

g = gaseous phase

The reduction reactions consume 286 kg of FC per tonne of metallic iron. To this must be added the FC
required to carburise the hot metal, making a total FC requirement of approximately 320 kg/t-HM. This is
equivalent to about 800 kg of typical Waikato coal per tonne of HM and is the theoretical minimum quantity
required in the NZS ironmaking process. In practice, 1200 kg-coal/t-HM is required.
The overall reaction produces metallic iron at commercially-viable rates only if the bed temperature in the
kilns is maintained above 860˚C. The overall reduction reaction is weakly exothermic, but the highly
endothermic reforming reaction dictates large heat requirements.
As briefly described above, reduction heat is provided partly by coal and partly by electricity in the NZS
ironmaking process. Heat is put into the raw materials successively in the three major reactors (see Figure 6.1):
•

multi-hearth furnaces, which burn coal volatiles to dry the raw materials, char the coal and preheat the
products to a temperature just below that at which the iron reduction reaction begins;

•

rotary kilns, which burn char and CO to provide the major part of the total reduction heat; and

•

the melters, which use electrical resistance and arc heating to complete the reduction and to melt and
carburise the molten iron.

The ability to carry out reduction in the melters as well as in the kilns allows a trade-off between coal and
electricity for the supply of reduction energy.

The Technico-economic Model of Ironmaking at NZS
In order to evaluate the economics of the MHF, cogeneration, kilns and melter processes, energy and mass
balance models have been developed for each. These models are the basis of the comprehensive Technicoeconomic Model of Ironmaking developed by Evans, Garlick and Ure (1991). The model takes raw materials
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of known compositions and processes them through to hot metal of desired composition. Various scenarios
can be studied, for example different raw materials, RPCC metallisations, or PC and lime additions to the
melters, so that the optimum HM composition and/or economics can be determined. Some cases are discussed
below.
The fundamental energy split between coal and electricity is a function of two factors. The major factor is
RPCC metallisation. This is the ratio of metallic iron to total iron (Fe + FeO) in the kiln product. For a given
value of metallisation, Figure 6.3 shows the corresponding energy usage per tonne of hot metal (in MWh/tHM), and includes the contributions of both coal and electricity. The net electricity shown includes the
cogeneration from MHF and melter offgases.
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Figure 6.3: Net energy usage at NZS per tonne of hot metal

The other factor is the RPCC carbon content. A minimum amount of carbon, typically 5% to 8%, is required
to complete the reduction of iron in the melter, to reduce metalloids, and to carburise the hot metal. Carbon
in excess of this cannot be used and will accumulate unless consumed by special additions to the melter. Iron
oxides (as PC) are added for this purpose.
The reduction of PC requires greater (wasteful) use of electricity for heating. However, the consequences of
carbon deficiency are severe, and in practice a small excess of carbon in RPCC is supplied to the melters as
a safety margin. This means that a minimum level of PC addition (say 5% of the RPCC charged) is normally
required. However, throughout most of the calculations reported below, a constant hot metal composition and
an ideal PC addition of 0% are assumed.
Table 6.1 shows the basic parameters used in the model calculations reported in this section.
Figure 6.3 shows the dominance of coal for the supply of ironmaking energy. Interestingly, total energy
consumption increases as RPCC metallisation increases. This indicates that the coal energy usage is
increasing at a greater rate than the electricity consumption is decreasing. The relatively flat electricity curve
is a consequence of only the melter offgas being used for cogeneration, with no contribution from the kiln
offgas (see Figure 6.2).
Although low RPCC metallisation, i.e. minimum coal usage, optimises ironmaking energy consumption, this
does not flow through to overall energy cost. The relative cost to NZS of a kilowatt-hour from electricity versus
coal is the controlling factor. The real costs are represented in Figure 6.4 in terms of an “Energy Cost Index”.
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Material/Process

Parameter

Coal

Value

Moisture

20.0%

Ash (dry basis)

5.5%

Fixed carbon (dry basis)

49.0%

Ash composition
Net specific energy
Ironsand concentrate (PC) Moisture

Kilns (RPCC)

2.7%

Iron content (dry basis)

58.0%

Gangue composition

Fully specified

Metalalisation

60% to 90% as chosen. C is
"balanced" with metallisation for
0% PC addition to the melters

Carbon
Melters

PC as % of RPCC charged Lime

0.0%
As required to meet S

Hot Metal — C

3.0%

Si

0.22%

Ti

0.18%

Mn

0.39%

V

0.45%

S

0.035%

Production rate

640,000t-HM/annum

Table 6.1: Some basic parameters of raw materials, kiln and melter operations used in
the technico-economic model

Least Cost Ironmaking Energy
Figure 6.4 shows that the introduction of energy costs has effectively negated the energy usage preference
(Figure 6.3) for electricity over coal, but has not significantly reversed it. In fact, the total ironmaking energy
cost is essentially constant for RPCC metallisation in the range 60% to 90%, implying that at current energy
prices NZS must look to factors other than unit energy costs to decide an optimum coal-to-electricity ratio.
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Figure 6.4: Net energy cost at NZS per tonne of hot metal
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The Effect of Production Level
The fixed costs of ironmaking, i.e. production and maintenance labour and overheads, have a profound effect
on the overall cost of hot metal. These costs are very similar in magnitude to the energy costs for the process.
Their effect, expressed as cost per tonne of hot metal, is inversely proportional to the level of production and
is minimised at maximum production.
However, the iron plant’s maximum production is directly linked to the metallisation aim of the kilns:
•

kiln production capacity is least at high metallisation; while

•

melter production capacity is least at low RPCC metallisation.

These trade-offs are illustrated in Figure 6.5, which shows that maximum plant output is probably available
at RPCC metallisations of approximately 69% to 73%.
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Figure 6.5: Ultimate ironmaking production capacity as a function of kiln metallisation

Melter production capacity is relatively well defined as a function of metallisation because the heating
capability for reduction and melting is limited by the maximum electrical power available (42 MW for each
melter). At very low RPCC metallisation, melter capacity may also be limited by the capacity of the offgas
systems to handle the additional gas-make.
There is no equivalent definitive rating of the capacity of a kiln to burn char and supply heat to the reduction
reaction. At capacity, the heat input is such that the materials are close to incipient melting and accretion
formation. For given raw materials, there is a maximum tolerable rate of heat transfer to the bed and theoretical
calculations show that maximum kiln production rates decrease as metallisation aims increase.
In summary, because NZS energy costs for ironmaking are quite insensitive to the coal-to-electricity ratio
(Figure 6.4), it becomes clear that the ultimate minimum ironmaking cost occurs at maximum production,
minimising fixed costs per t-HM (i.e. when the kilns and melter capacities are matched, between 69% and 73%
RPCC metallisation).
Current hot metal output (640,000 t/annum) is not constrained by plant capacities and operating practice
favours an RPCC metallisation of about 80% (minimising the loading on the melter offgas systems). However,
as output rises, it is likely that operating practice will follow the capacity envelope back towards the lower,
optimum metallisation for peak production. The coal-to-electricity ratio will, therefore, tend to decrease in
the future. It would take a major decrease in the relative cost of coal to change this conclusion.
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Effects of Coal Variability
Overview
The variability in quality of the coal supplied to NZS has a major impact on the degree to which the ironmaking
process can be tuned to an optimum energy cost. Despite the fact that NZS has recently improved its ability
to blend coal more uniformly in larger stockpiles, the standard deviation, say of coal ash, remains directly
dependent on that of incoming materials. The impact on costs occurs at two levels.
First, under the current major supply contract, NZS pays the same price for coal over the full breadth of quality
defined. However, it is clear that coal with higher levels of ash and moisture, in particular, is of lower economic
value and raises the cost of HM.
Second, process control in ironmaking is dominated by the requirement to control the C:Fe ratio in the feed
materials to each of the three process stages. Yet C:Fe can only be set before the MHF process. While moisture
variability can be best counteracted by use of on-line gauges before the MHF, variability in ash will manifest
itself in carbon surpluses or deficiencies at the melters. Since carbon deficiency cannot be tolerated in either
the kilns or melters, a safety level of additional carbon is employed as a precaution, which necessitates a
minimum aim level of PC addition at the melters (currently 5% of RPCC) and associated additional electricity
usage.

Effects of Coal Moisture and Ash Levels
The calculations reported in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are based on the parameters listed in Table 6.1. However,
moisture and ash contents have been varied to demonstrate the effects of these parameters.
Figure 6.6 shows the changes in energy costs for coal moisture change. As the moisture content of the coal
increases, it must be fed at a greater rate to maintain the FC feed rate, increasing the coal component of the
energy cost per tonne of HM. There is no change in the electricity component. Typical seasonal variations in
coal moisture would add up to 3% to ironmaking energy costs.
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Figure 6.6: The energy cost of hot metal as a function of coal moisture

For changes in coal ash content, Figure 6.7 shows the corresponding changes in energy costs for coal and
electricity, separately and in total. As the ash content of the coal increases, it must be fed at a greater rate to
maintain the FC feed rate, increasing the coal component of the energy cost per tonne of HM. However, the
electricity component also increases due to the fact that the bulk of the ash is carried through to the melters,
imposing an additional electrical energy demand. Typical pile-to-pile changes in ash would add up to 2% in
ironmaking energy costs.
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Figure 6.7: The energy cost of hot metal as a function of coal ash

The Effects of Coal Variability on Carbon-to-Iron Control
The C:Fe ratio is controlled at the point where coal and PC are mixed on the feed belt to each MHF. The
efficiency of the ironmaking process is highly dependent on the selection of the correct C:Fe ratio and the
ability to achieve it consistently.
Coal is supplied to NZS from three mines. Coal preparation is limited to careful mining, ash measurement at
two mines and rudimentary blending at one mine. Though these procedures mean that quality is improved
from run-of-mine, there remains significant variation in moisture and ash contents. In order to minimise the
impact of this variation on the process, great emphasis is placed on stockpile blending of coal (and PC) ahead
of the MHF. Naturally, there is additional variation in the moisture content of the stockpiles imposed by
atmospheric conditions during storage, and on-line moisture meters monitor this aspect.
While stockpile blending reduces coal variability, the as-fed variability is still sufficiently large to have a
significant effect on the RPCC carbon content and, therefore, on melter operations. Simple statistics show that
if the coal and PC were blended to give a mean C:Fe ratio based on the average FC content of the stockpile,
then half of the time the RPCC carbon content will be below the aim C:Fe value. If the aim value is such as
to give a 0% addition of dry PC to the melters, then half of the time the melters would see a carbon shortage
and hot metal quality would not be suitable for steelmaking, or worse, the melter itself would be at risk due
to aggressive slag attack.
To counteract this, the C:Fe ratio is set such that the RPCC carbon is slightly in excess of the melter’s minimum
requirement, i.e. at a level such that carbon shortage is statistically very unlikely. Figure 6.8 illustrates this
by showing an original distribution of carbon whose aim is set three standard deviations above the critical
minimum “lower control limit”. This means that the probability of carbon shortage is less than 0.5%.
If coal variability is improved, the variability of RPCC carbon also improves, which allows the minimum level
of PC added to the melter to be reduced, lowering electricity usage. Figure 6.8 shows that if the carbon standard
deviation could be halved, the minimum PC will be significantly lowered while maintaining the same (99.5%)
safety barrier.
Figure 6.9 shows the effect of ash variability quantitatively in terms of the cost of HM. The separate effects
of coal, PC and electricity are shown. At high ash variability, more coal is used at the MHF (higher C:Fe ratio)
to give higher carbon in RPCC. But adding dry PC to the melter contributes iron units to the HM produced,
and the net effect per tonne of hot metal is that slightly less coal is used. However, with the additional cost
of the dry PC added, and of the electricity used to smelt it, energy costs increase significantly with coal
variability.
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Figure 6.8: Possible distributions of RPCC carbon showing
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Figure 6.9: Energy cost as a function of the total ash variability (6!) of blended coal

The ash variability shown in Figure 6.9 is six standard deviations (6!), i.e. 99.5% of the normal distribution.
In terms of actual plant performance, over the past two years the intra-pile standard deviation of coal ash has
been improved from 1.0% (6! = 6%) to about 0.3% to 0.4% (6! = 1.8% to 2.4%) through better blending
practices and close cooperation with the supplier to yield improved variability performance. The coal stacker
speed has been increased to further improve blending. Additional improvement to supply is also anticipated
and a standard deviation of 0.15% to 0.20% (i.e. 6! = 0.9% to 1.2%) should be possible. Even at these levels,
coal variability still accounts for about 0.6% of total ironmaking energy costs (Figure 6.9).

Conclusions
Energy optimisation in the ironmaking processes at New Zealand Steel involves balancing coal use in the kilns
with the use of electricity in the melters, while maximising the cogeneration of electricity from the MHF and
melter offgas streams. The most critical decision is to identify the optimum degree of ironsand reduction in
the kilns, i.e. the RPCC metallisation aim. Equally important, the carbon content of RPCC must be controlled
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to correctly “balance” the metallisation in order to produce usable hot metal and to minimise electricity
consumption at the melters.
The use of a technico-economic model of ironmaking indicates that within the envelope of possible
operations, energy use is minimised at lower RPCC metallisation — meaning lower coal use and higher
electricity use. However, energy cost does not show this preference and is almost invariant with metallisation
at current coal and electricity prices.
As the steelworks increases production, the decreased contribution of fixed costs (labour, etc.) per tonne of
hot metal produced will control the overall cost of ironmaking. The analysis shows that the kilns and melters
provide maximum throughput when RPCC metallisation is between 69% and 73%. This regime would use
relatively less coal and more electricity than the current regime at 80% metallisation. Only a very substantial
change in the relative cost of coal versus electricity would change this conclusion.
This section has also shown that energy costs are very sensitive to the levels of both coal ash and moisture and
conceivable variations in either parameter can change overall energy costs by 2% to 3%.
The variability of coal ash within a blended stockpile has also been shown to affect the process economics,
and improvements over the past two years have decreased overall energy costs by 2%, with further benefits
anticipated.
In the long-term, probably the best opportunity for improving the energy costs associated with ironmaking
will be to utilise the chemical and sensible energy of the kilns offgas. This has a similar potential for electricity
generation as the MHF and melter offgases (i.e. 20 to 30 MW), but requires engineering evaluation and the
availability of capital.

6.3 Energy Efficiency — An Integral part of Total Quality
Management at Golden Bay Cement Ltd.
Over the years, Golden Bay Cement Ltd, which has a cement plant at Portland near Whangarei, has taken a
positive attitude towards energy management and has invested heavily in capital projects to minimise energy
consumption.
In addition, the company has a policy of continuously reviewing energy conservation measures and, where
appropriate, implements procedures to ensure that these are met.
This section deals with the projects that have been undertaken and reviews the various energy saving options
examined to date. It also briefly describes the New Zealand cement industry and the cement manufacturing
process.
The major topics covered are:
•

the conversion from wet to dry manufacturing processes undertaken in 1982;

•

the upgrading of the cement grinding mill in 1986;

•

the potential to effectively use alternative fuels; and

•

cogeneration opportunities.

The New Zealand Cement Industry
There are two major and one minor cement manufacturers in New Zealand . The two large plants, namely
the Golden Bay plant and the Milburn plant at Cape Foulwind near Westport, each have production capacities
approaching 500,000 tonnes per year. The smaller Lee Cements Ltd plant in the Lee Valley near Nelson
produces just over 20,000 tonnes per year. The current New Zealand domestic market is around 700,000
tonnes per year, with the balance of production being exported.
The cement industry is seen as energy intensive, and uses approximately 5 PJ of energy per annum.
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Cement Manufacture
Portland cement is manufactured by mixing together calcareous or limestone bearing materials, burning them
at high temperatures (1500˚C) to produce a clinker, which is then ground to produce cement. In certain cases,
small quantities of iron oxide, silica and alumina are added.
Clinker contains four major mineral compounds:
•

tricalcium silicate;

•

dicalcium silicate;

•

tricalcium aluminate; and

•

tetracalcium alumina ferrite.

Small quantities of gypsum are added during the grinding process to control the rate of hydration of the
tricalcium aluminate.

Current Energy Consumption
For the financial year ending June 1994, Golden Bay Cement Ltd budgeted for a consumption of over 80,000
tonnes of coal and approximately 70 to 80 million kWh of electricity. During this period, clinker production
was anticipated to be just under 500,000 tonnes.
Total energy consumption is slightly less than 2 PJ.

Conversion of an Existing Wet Process Plant to a Dry Plant
The decision to convert from the wet process to the dry process was made in 1980, implemented in 1981 and
completed in 1982. The total cost of the project was in excess of $40 million.
Besides the need to improve thermal efficiency and, hence, reduce energy consumption, there were other
reasons for undertaking the conversion of the plant. These included the need to address certain environmental
issues, the need to modernise an ageing plant and market pressures to increase plant output.

Production/Efficiency Targets
•

The original plant capacity was 350,000 tonnes of clinker per annum, consuming 7500 kJ of thermal
energy per tonne of cement produced.

•

The proposed new process was designed to produce 400,000 tonnes of clinker per annum, consuming 3700
kJ of thermal energy per tonne of cement produced.

•

With only minor modifications, the plant is currently producing 500,000 tonnes of clinker per annum,
consuming 3500 kJ of thermal energy per tonne of cement produced.

The kiln system is coal-fired using pulverised coal fuel .

The Fundamental Differences between Wet and Dry Process Efficiencies
In the wet process, a wet ground limestone slurry (the raw meal) is fed directly into the kiln. The removal of
water and the preheating of the dry raw meal prior to decarbonisation and clinkering in the wet process actually
occurs in the kiln itself. A wet-process kiln is somewhere in the vicinity of twice the length of a kiln used in
the dry process. Figure 6.10 shows a schematic of a wet process kiln. The exhaust gases from the kiln are
normally passed through a precipitator and then discharged to the atmosphere. The main form of heat recovery
is clinker cooling to preheat primary and/or secondary air.
In the dry process, the raw meal, in the form of a dry ground limestone powder, is fed into the kiln via a vertical
suspension preheater. This unit consists of multi-staged cyclones and is illustrated in Figure 6.11. The
efficiency of the dry-process suspension preheater is such that it takes only 25 seconds to increase the kiln feed
raw meal powder from 150˚C to 840˚C. With the long, wet process kiln the equivalent meal temperature is
reached in 60 to 90 minutes.
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of wet process kiln
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Figure 6.11: Preheater cyclones for dry process

Clearly, energy requirements are reduced as it is not necessary to remove the large amounts of water from the
raw meal slurry. As well as using surplus heat obtained during clinker cooling to preheat primary and/or
secondary air, the kiln exhaust gases are used to dry raw meal as it is being created in the grinding mill. After
passing through the raw mill, the gases go through a precipitator and are discharged.

Dry Process Major Plant Items
The capital costs of dry process plants are similar to those for the wet process. Decisions on the type of plant
are based on a range of considerations, such as the nature of the input materials and the cost of fuels. In the
past, the wet process was favoured where the raw meal components tended to be sticky and hard to mix during
grinding, but technological innovations are reducing the importance of this consideration.
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The major plant items required for the dry process conversion included a Loesche dry grinding mill, a millproduct collection precipitator, blending and storage silos and the four-stage suspension preheater.
The Number 6 kiln, a 4 m diameter Vickers kiln, was shortened from 142 m to 60 m, and an existing horizontal
air quench cooler was upgraded to handle 60 tonnes of clinker per hour.
A further feature of the new plant was the extensive use of dust collectors to reduce or eliminate dust discharge
to the atmosphere (a total of 15 new dust collectors were installed).

Dry Process Preheating Principles
The improved thermal energy performance of the dry process results from the effective use of surplus heat
to dry and preheat raw materials, the raw meal, and the use of high temperature air as combustion air. A
schematic of the process at the Portland plant is shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Schematic for dry process cement plant

There are three separate preheating operations.
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•

Hot air is drawn, as primary air, from the clinker cooler unit and is used to convey the pulverised coal
through the firing pipe to be ignited in the kiln burning zone.

•

Hot gases from the coal combustion pass up the kiln and the suspension preheater cyclones, preheating
the powdered raw meal from the Loesche Mill and blending silo system. The powdered raw meal or kiln
feed passes down the cyclones countercurrent to the hot gases. Partial calcination of the meal occurs in
the cyclones before entry to the kiln. In the kiln, calcination of the kiln feed is completed, followed by
sintering and clinkering at around 1450˚C in the burning zone. The clinker is continuously discharged into
the Fuller cooler, where it is cooled to 80˚C.

•

From the top of the preheater tower (first stage cyclone) the hot waste gas from the kiln passes down a water
spray conditioning tower through the preheater fan to the Loesche raw mill. These hot waste gases, having
a temperature of around 240˚C, enter the mill, dry the raw limestone feed material and convey the crushed
limestone material through a gasifier. This material is then extracted from the gas stream in a precipitator.
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The cleaned gas is discharged, while the final limestone product, now in a powder form, is transferred by
pumps to twin 3000-tonne blending silos. From these silos, the raw meal is pumped to the preheater.
However, although the dry process uses thermal energy much more effectively than the wet process, the
overall efficiency, at approximately 45%, is low by some other manufacturing processes.

The Upgrading of the Cement Grinding Mill in 1986
An additional 50-tonne-per-hour cement grinding mill was installed in 1986, increasing the milling capacity
to 90 tonnes per hour.
In energy terms, the new installation provided benefits in the areas of:
•

grinding savings of up to 5 kWh/tonne; and

•

allowing cement grinding to be done at night to take advantage of the cheaper off-peak rates.

The Potential to Effectively Use Alternative Fuels
Two alterative fuels (both considered waste products) have been examined by Golden Bay Cements Ltd. One
of these is wood waste generated from the increasing wood processing activities in the Northland region. The
study was completed in 1987 and it was estimated that approximately 7% of the fuel energy required at
Portland could be readily obtained by burning wood waste.
However, there were numerous barriers to the successful implementation of the project, including such issues
as:
•

doubtful economics;

•

insufficient wood waste available till the year 2000; and

•

reduction in throughput because of additional gas volumes.

The other study dealt with used vehicle tyres, and was done in more recent times.
There are some 1.8 million tyres dumped each year in New Zealand. This is a mixture of car and truck tyres
and amounts to approximately 15,000 tonnes. It was estimated that 80% of the tyres discarded in the Auckland
area could be obtained and something like 50% in the Northland and central North Island areas. The basis of
the economic assessment, therefore, was that 7000 tonnes of tyres would be available to be used as a substitute
fuel, a saving of 9% on conventional fuel.
The calorific value of tyres is approximately 20% greater than coal and experience overseas would suggest
that it is both practical and efficient to burn the tyres whole. The cost of shredding tyres turned out to be
prohibitive, primarily because of the high capital cost of equipment and the low volume throughput.
Alternative technologies exist to feed whole or half tyres to the calcining zone of the kiln. The idea of burning
waste tyres may prove to be commercially viable in the near future. A concern that will need to be addressed
is whether burning tyres leads to toxic air emissions. Experience from a dry process mill in Australia that burns
both tyres and waste oil, indicates that using tyres does not create problems (McGrath, 1993), but this would
need to be verified under New Zealand's Resource Management Act process.
Recently, the Cement Industry Energy Management Association commissioned a study into the use of
alternative fuels for cement manufacture (Eden Resources, 1995). This study examined wastepaper, used
lubricating oil and municipal solid waste, as well as timber derived wastes and old tyres. The suitability of
a particular alternative fuel for a given cement plant depends on the availability of the fuel within close
proximity of the plant, the economics of burning versus dumping, and a range of other economic and
environmental issues.

Cogeneration Opportunities
With a relatively low thermal energy efficiency, the potential to recover the waste heat and use it for
cogeneration purposes is continuously under review. The major source of waste heat that could be readily
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harnessed occurs at the clinker cooler exhaust system, where in excess of 100,000 kg of air is discharged into
the atmosphere each hour.
At a temperature of 250˚C, this has an energy value equivalent to 9 MW, which could realistically be expected
to produce up to 3 MW of electricity. Cogeneration engineering options and costs were evaluated in 1993.
The capital cost of the project was estimated at $4.7 million with a net revenue of $1.15 million per year
(Process Developments, 1995). The simple pay back period of 4.1 years was not quite short enough to warrant
the investment. An increase in power charges would make the project more attractive.

6.4 Improvements in Energy Efficiency in the Production of
Aluminium at New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Ltd
The Process
The bulk of the energy use at the aluminium smelter is the electrical energy needed to electrolyse alumina.
The electrolysis is carried out in 612 reduction cells. In each cell, three Faradays of electrons reduce each mole
of aluminium ions to molten, elemental aluminium, at an efficiency of electrical current usage of approximately 94%.
Five hundred megawatts of power at 220 kV from the national grid is rectified to approximately 1000 V DC
and 160,000 amperes at the smelter and passed through three series circuits (pot lines), each containing 204
reduction cells. This continuous process consumes approximately 15,000 TJ of electrical energy annually and
produces approximately 284,000 tonnes of aluminium.
Ancillary electricity usage at the smelter (for compressors, metal holding furnaces and fume treatment fans)
is 0.65 kWh/kg of aluminium. Ancillary gas usage is 0.06 GJ/tonne of aluminium and oil usage (for baking
the reduction cell anodes) is 0.07 tonnes of oil per tonne of aluminium. These ancillary usages are
comparatively small and are not expected to change significantly per tonne of aluminium produced.
Total energy usage is shown in Table 6.2.
Process

Energy/tonne Al (GJ)

Annual usage (TJ)

Alumina Reduction

23

6462

Reduction Cell Heating

30

8668

Ancillary Electrical Energy

2.3

646

Gas

0.06

16

Oil

3

819

Table 6.2: Total energy use in the production of aluminium at New Zealand Aluminium Smelters

The energy used in aluminium smelting is broken down into two parts:
•

6.5 kWh/kg Al for the enthalpy of the electrochemical reaction for alumina reduction:
2Al203 + 3C ! 4Al + 3CO2

•

6.5 to 10 kWh/kg Al for generating sufficient heat in each reduction cell to keep the cryolite-based
electrolyte molten (above 950˚C).

Direct current electricity is required for the electrolysis process. There are no alternatives to this form of
energy since no commercial process other than Hall-Heroult electrolysis exists for aluminium production.

Energy Efficiency Improvements
The specific energy usage for the above process has been reduced from approximately 17 AC kWh/kg Al at
the commencement of smelter operation to 15.69 in 1992. The rate of improvement in energy efficiency is
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accelerating at the smelter as a result of reduction in anode-cathode distance, current density and anode effects,
achieved through process management and control.
The inefficiency in the aluminium smelting process relates to the 6.5 to 10 kWh/kg Al heat loss sustained by
each reduction cell to keep the electrolyte molten. The benchmark for this is 6.5 kWh/kg and is achieved in
the larger, magnetically compensated cells built in the late 1980s. This technology results in specific energy
consumption of 13.0 DC kWh/kg, compared to 15.0 DC kWh/kg at New Zealand Aluminium Smelters.
It is not possible to install the most efficient technology at New Zealand Aluminium Smelters as a completely
new smelter would be required. However, it is possible to reduce its heat loss from 8.5 kWh/kg at present to
a figure closer to the world benchmark. This is the aim of the smelter’s cell improvement programmes.
A reduction in energy consumption of 0.5 kWh/kg Al is believed to be possible, through the use of computeraided design, superior cell materials and advanced process control. Even larger improvements in energy
consumption may be achieved in the future through research and development carried out by teams of staff
from all parts of the organisation. Energy efficiency history and targets for New Zealand Aluminium Smelters
are shown in Table 6.3.
Year

Commissioning

1992

1993

1995

2000

Reduction Electricity (AC
kWh/kg Al)

17

15.69

15.4

15.23

14.91

Annual Energy (TJ)
(production of 284,000 t)

18,766

16,064

15,768

15,593

15,266

Annual Saving (TJ)
(based on 1993)

-2,998

-296

0

173

502

Table 6.3: Energy efficiency history and targets for NZ Aluminium Smelters

Social and Economic Factors
The New Zealand Aluminium Smelter example illustrates the limitations placed on energy efficiency
improvement by the nature of the process used and the technology first installed. Complete re-equipping is
never financially viable on the scale of these operations. However, small fractional improvements are
significant for operations such as aluminium smelting. The energy saving target for the year 2000 is equal to
the entire electricity consumption in the textiles and leathergoods industry.
As with the production of other basic metals, the reduction of aluminium involves reaction with carbon, which
produces carbon dioxide. Each tonne of aluminium produced also releases 1.22 tonnes of CO2. This will
require careful consideration in the light of government carbon emission targets for the year 2000.
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Chapter 1
Heat Recovery Technologies

1.1 Introduction
Heat recovery involves the use of waste heat from one process for another useful purpose. After good
housekeeping, heat recovery is often the next most cost-effective energy efficiency measure. Before investing
in heat recovery, however, it is important to consider whether waste heat generation could be reduced in the
first place through such means as adjustment and maintenance of equipment, better process control, changing
to a more efficient process, switching to another fuel and so on.
Heat can be recovered from hot liquids, gases and solids, and transferred to a range of media. Recovered heat
in the form of hot gases generally cannot be transmitted economically over distances exceeding 50 metres.
In the form of hot liquids, this distance may be up to 500 metres. Consequently, the best application for
recovered heat is in the process that generated it or in a nearby process, such as preheating water for a boiler,
preheating air for a furnace, using drying heat to produce hot water in a laundry or recycling heat from an
airconditioning exhaust. A wide variety of heat exchange plant is available and some of the main types are
illustrated in Figure 1.1. Heat recovery plant can be placed into two categories:
•

Direct heat exchange plant that does not alter the characteristics of the waste heat stream and uses
straightforward heat exchange between different materials. A simple case is a hot gas exhaust heating a
metal plate that in turn heats a water flow. In more complex systems (such as the run-around coil described
later), several heat exchange steps may be involved and motive power may be used to circulate an
intermediate heat stream. Direct-type heat exchangers, such as the plant shown in Figure 1.1 (a) - (e), are
covered in this chapter.

•

Systems that use phase-change behaviour (e.g. latent heat of evaporation) or rely on increasing the
pressure-temperature of a waste heat stream to make waste heat suitable for economic recovery. In this
category are heat pumps, heat transformers and mechanical vapour recompression systems. This type of
heat exchange equipment is covered in Chapter 4.

Sometimes the economics of heat recovery is improved if heat can be stored for later use to smooth out
mismatches between supply and demand. Heat can be transmitted and stored in custom storage plant or stored
within the heat exchange equipment itself. Direct heat exchange equipment with internal heat storage to deal
with intermittent flows are often referred to as regenerators. Regenerators were traditionally used in batch
operations such as kiln firing of bricks. Regeneration plant is often contrasted with recuperators, which are
direct heat exchange plant with no significant heat storage. Sometimes the difference between these two types
of direct plant can become blurred, as in the case of the heat wheel, discussed below.
As well as providing an overview of direct heat recovery technologies, this chapter describes a simple method
of identifying opportunities for heat recovery within a manufacturing or light industrial site. This chapter also
discusses some of the issues involved in heat exchanger plant selection. Chapter 5, “Pinch Technology”,
describes an assessment and plant selection methodology that is also applicable to small-scale processes, but
is more commonly used for heat exchange and utility design for large industrial processes such as metal
refining, dairy and meat processing, and pulp and paper manufacture.

1.2 Direct Heat Recovery
As mentioned above, direct heat exchangers do not attempt to alter the character of the waste heat stream
before recovering heat from it. This section discusses the following methods of direct heat recovery:
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•

simple air recycle;

•

plate and tubular recuperators;

•

run-around coils;

•

regenerators;

•

heat wheels; and

•

heat pipes.

(a) Fixed-surface plate exchanger

(b) rotary air-to-air exchanger (heat wheel)

(c) Fixed honeycomb regenerative heat exchanger

(e) Coil energy-recovery loop

(d) Heat pipe

(f) Heat pump

Figure 1.1: Different types of heat recovery systems (CADDET, 1993b)
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Simple Air Recycle
The first example involves no heat exchange as such. Instead, heat recovery is via simple recycling of a hot
stream. In many drying processes (e.g. fabric drying), the humidity of the exhaust air is well below its
equilibrium level — perhaps only one fifth. This means most of the energy input went into heating the flowthrough air rather than evaporating moisture. The warm, moist exhaust air still has some drying capacity.
For various reasons, further improvement in the dryer design, through increasing the drying contact area and
time, may not be practical. Alternative and more efficient drying technologies, such as the use of superheated
steam (discussed under heat pumps), may only be feasible when full plant replacement is being considered.
A practical retrofit option is exhaust air recycle. This involves taking a proportion of the exhaust air and mixing
it with fresh, heated drying air before it enters the drier itself. Recycling too much exhaust air will add to the
drying time, as the rate of drying is proportional to the difference between the equilibrium humidity for the
exhaust temperature and the actual humidity.
Figure 1.2 shows the relevant flow diagram. No heat exchangers are needed, and the retrofit is suitable for both
batch and continuous drying. Note that exhaust air recycling is usually a feature of building airconditioning
systems, where the object is to manage (a normally steady) temperature and humidity.

Dryer

Heating
medium
Figure 1.2: Schematic — air recycle (CADDET, 1994)

Plate and Tubular Recuperators
The most common types of heat exchanger used for transferring heat between two flows of air or gas are plate
and tube recuperators. A simple plate device will have the waste heat stream and the recovered energy stream
flowing in a cross or counterflow pattern on either side of a metal plate. More complex plate recuperators
consist of an array of thin metal plates that separate the opposing streams. Waste heat is absorbed by the plates,
which then either conducts or radiates the energy to the recovered energy stream.
Plate recuperators can be used in heavy industrial applications, although waste gas temperatures generally
need to be less than 800˚C to minimize oxidation of the plates. Sometimes glass or other materials are used
instead of metal to counter fouling or corrosion problems. A ceramic plate device has been developed using
cordierite, which can tolerate temperatures of up to 1400˚C.
Plate (and tube) recuperators can be used to recover energy from furnace, kiln and boiler exhaust to preheat
the air used in firing. Figure 1.3 shows an immersed crucible furnace with a simple plate-type recuperator to
preheat combustion air. Figure 1.4 shows the potential energy savings for different exhaust gas and preheat
temperatures. Quite often a burner is operated with excess air to maintain high gas velocities and efficient
combustion. Typical savings to achieve a given volume of hot air at a set temperature can range from 50%
to over 80% if a furnace is operating with excess air to maintain combustion conditions. Plate recuperators
are prone to fouling by particulates and, consequently, are best suited to relatively clean environments such
as those encountered with natural gas firing.
At the light industrial scale, plate heat exchangers are commonly used to recover waste heat from
airconditioning exhaust, dryer exhaust, evaporated liquid vapour, etc. Figure 1.5 shows a plate heat exchanger
commonly used with dryers and airconditioning.
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Waste gas flow
Eductor air

Combustion air/eductor air flow
Molten aluminium in furnace
Basic furnace
Heat recovery addition

Recuperator

Upper
charging
door

Burner
Discharge
covers
Discharge
well
Tap-out
port

Cleaning
door

Immersed
crucible

Charge well

Figure 1.3: Immersed crucible furnace with plate recuperator (CADDET, 1993a)
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Figure 1.4: Potential energy savings from burner air preheat (CADDET, 1993a)
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Exhaust

Supply

Condense drain

Figure 1.5: Plate heat exchanger (CADDET, 1994)

Tubular recuperators consist of an array of tubes, one stream flowing within the tubes and the other around
the outside. Figure 1.6 shows a schematic of such a recuperator. This equipment is well suited to heat exchange
between two gas streams, or between a gas stream and a liquid. It provides a suitable configuration, when one
of the streams that passes through the tubes is under pressure.
Inlet air from atmosphere

Exhaust gas
from process
Central
tube plate

Outside
ducting
Preheated air

Tube plate

Figure 1.6: Tubular recuperator — typical bank of modules showing cut-away area (CADDET, 1994)

One variation of the tube recuperator is the shell and tube recuperator. This is a tube within a tube configuration
and is shown in Figure 1.7. For some applications, an array of tubes can be placed inside the shell or outer
jacket. Shell and tube recuperators are very versatile and are used in a wide range of applications from
preheating washing water using used hot water, to generating hot water from spent low-grade steam
(calorifiers), and recovering waste heat from furnace exhaust for air preheat or boiler feed preheat.
In heavy industrial applications, tube regenerators are well suited to large furnaces with high gas flow rates.
A mild steel tube system can handle waste gas temperatures up to 500˚C, and the same design could handle
up to 1000˚C or more if ceramics or heat resistant metals, such as Incomel, are used. Compared with plate
designs, tubular recuperators are less prone to fouling from contaminated waste gas streams, but they tend to
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be more complex and costly to build. Figure 1.8 shows a tube-based, self-recuperating burner (SRB), which
is used for heating aluminium. The furnace exhaust gases exit through the burner and pass through a radiation
tube recuperator that is built into the burner body. While a separate and somewhat remote recuperator may
have advantages in particular cases, the SRB is compact, requires no ductwork and is easily retrofitted.

Hot waste gases
Air for preheat

Figure 1.7: Shell and tube recuperator (CADDET, 1993a)

Spark plug

Gas
Air

Recuperator

Refractory
roof lining

Flue

Burner
nozzle

Refractory
tunnel
Metal
level
Ceramic
immersion
tube

Recirculation
tube

Figure 1.8: Tubular self-recuperating burner (CADDET, 1993a)

Both tube and plate recuperators can be arranged in spiral or other configurations to provide a large heat
exchange surface area within a compact volume. They can also be combined to provide hybrid heat exchangers
— finned tube coils. The car radiator is an example familiar to everyone. Finned, tubular recuperators are used
in devices called economizers, which are used to recover the heat from hot flue gases, preheat boiler feed
water, and to provide hot water or raise steam for other uses. This type of heat exchanger often constitutes a
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key element in the run-around-coil and heat pump exchangers and the condenser or evaporator units in heat
pumps.

Run-around Coils
In some cases, the waste energy stream and the point of potential reuse are separate and the ducting (and
possibly the civil works) to enable use of single plate/tube recuperators may be expensive. In this case, coil
energy recovery loops, also known as run-around coils (RAC) or liquid-coupled indirect heat exchangers,
provide a useful way of transmitting energy recovered at one point for use at another. Figure 1.9 shows the
schematic for a RAC that might be used in a long drier where the inlet and exhaust are separated. The heat
transfer medium is typically a mixture of water and antifreeze, or a hydrocarbon. In some industrial processes,
the operating temperatures may be too high for RACs, although the use of special fluids, such as diphenyl/
dyphenyl oxide eutectics, could expand the application boundaries.

Figure 1.9: Schematic of run-around coil (ETC)

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, heat can be economically conveyed over a greater distance
when the carrier medium is a liquid rather than a gas. This creates a constraint for airconditioning systems
based on pumping air through ducts. The use of RACs can extend the distance over which heat or chilled water
can be conveyed. RACs enable the replacement of bulky air ducting with lower-cost small diameter pipe,
which also avoids any space constraints. These benefits, however, need to be weighed against the extra
expense and lower efficiency of the two-finned tube heat exchangers, and the capital and operating costs of
the pump required by a RAC.
Figure 1.10 shows the application of a RAC to a HVAC system. In this case, the needle coils provide a dual
function — they act as louvres. As well as HVAC and drier applications, this type of system could be used
to recover energy from heat sources in a factory, such as large, stationary welding plant, transformers, motors
etc., in order to augment space heating.

Figure 1.10: HVAC run-around coil (CADDET, 1993b)
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Regenerators
Regenerators differ from recuperators in that they capture waste heat, store it and then release it for use at a
later time. They typically operate in pairs to enable a continuous draw-off of recovered heat — one regenerator
would be charged while the other was being drawn down.
Regenerators have traditionally been used mainly in burners employed in medium to heavy industry.
Recently, small compact regenerators combined with suitable burners have become available for smaller
furnaces. Very small, relatively low-temperature regenerators are now available for HVAC duties as well.
Small furnaces can now be fitted with regenerative ceramic burners (RCBs). The packing material in these
regenerators is small, ceramic spheres or coarse granules. The operation of an RCB is shown in Figure 1.11.
There are two burners, each with its own regenerator. When one burner is operating, the quarl (air intake) of
the other serves as a waste port and the waste gases are drawn through the regenerator bed. Even with very
high furnace temperatures, the gases leaving the regenerator are relatively cool at 200˚C to 300˚C. They can,
therefore, be drawn from the furnace using a conventional extraction fan, and refractory linings are not
required for flues and chimneys. Not shown in Figure 1.11 is the actual kiln or furnace. Schematically, it lies
between the two burners. Alternate firing of the burners is needed for the system to work. This is not usually
a disadvantage and can facilitate even furnace temperatures.
Mode 1
Fuel

Particulate
beds

Combustion
air preheat

Waste gas

Heat recovery
and storage

Combustion air

Mode 2
Fuel
Fuel

Heat recovery
and storage

Combustion
air preheat

Waste gas

Combustion air

Figure 1.11: Operation of a regenerative ceramic burner (CADDET, 1993a)

After two to three minutes (typically), the gas flows are reversed. The alternative burner fires up, drawing
preheated air from its regenerator and exhausting to the now-cool opposite regenerator. The mean the air
preheat temperature is around 150˚C less than the air exhaust gas temperature, which makes for a very efficient
operation. Figure 1.12 shows the results of a case study into options for steel reheating furnaces. As mentioned
above, recuperators allow more efficient use of energy than cold firing. Regenerators can provide a further
improvement — it is possible to recover 85% of the waste gas energy for preheating. There are several reasons
for the high efficiency, but principally regenerators are able to provide a large surface area for high temperature
heat transfer at reasonable cost.
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Assumptions: 10 tonnes heated to
1250˚C for 8 hours

Figure 1.12: Comparison of burner efficiencies for steel preheat furnaces (CADDET, 1993a)

RCBs are available in sizes from 300 kW to 4.5 MW. Recently, integral bed burners (IBBs) have been
developed that incorporate the regenerator bed within the main body of the burner. These IBBs can be as small
as 60 kW and as large as 4.5 MW.
One of the problems with RCBs, IBBs and regenerators in general is blockages in the bed, which is caused
by contaminated waste gas streams. Careful design and provision for ease of maintenance can help alleviate
this problem. RCBs and IBBs tend to operate at lower velocities (due to the large quarl diameters) than cold
air burners. This can result in poor heat distribution, especially when the burners are set low after the furnace
has reached operating temperature. Alternate firing may mitigate this problem, but pulse firing-systems,
where the burners operate intermittently at full power, can be an effective remedy. Another potential problem
with RCBs and IBBs is high NOx levels formed during high temperature preheat. Most manufacturers now
have low-NOx burners that do not sacrifice thermal efficiency.
As mentioned above, regenerators have been developed for HVAC systems. In the past, the rotary air-to-air
heat exchanger or heat wheel (outlined below) has been the most efficient system, at 70% to 80%, for exhaust
air heat recovery. Flat-plate and run-around coil systems typically yield 50% to 60% efficiencies. The fixed
honeycomb regenerator shown in Figure 1.1c is a recent development. It consists of two separate aluminium
honeycombs heated by exhaust air. After about 30 seconds, the fresh supply air flow will go through the same
honeycomb and be heated. The efficiency of this system is even higher than for a rotary system.
A potential problem with this system is that without a purging system a small amount of exhaust air (around
3% to 5%) is mixed with the supply air. This could limit applications to clean or compatible gas streams. Given
the high efficiency of this system, however, it would be worth considering for a range of situations.

Heat Wheels
A rotary air-to-air heat exchanger, or heat wheel, has a revolving, air-permeable cylinder that has a large
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surface area. Adjacent hot and cold gas streams flow through half of the exchanger in a counterflow manner.
The wheel can be made, or filled, with a variety of materials, including plastics, perforated metal or gauze and
ceramics. Heat is passed to this porous medium and then given up as the wheel rotates into the cold or recovered
energy stream.
Figure 1.13 shows a cross-section through and on the same plane as the axis of the wheel. There is potential
for the exhaust air to leak around the axis and for small amounts to be carried along in the wheel matrix and
thus contaminate the incoming air. This can be avoided by building some extra features into the wheel as
shown in Figure 1.14. In Figure 1.4(a) the wheel rotates past a purge section where exhaust gas is removed
from part of the matrix before that part of the wheel enters the incoming air stream. The purged air can be
returned to the exhaust air downstream of the heat wheel. Figure 14(b) shows how the risk of leakage and
contamination around the axis can be avoided, and illustrates how the purged air can be redirected to the cooled
waste air stream. The area of the wheel taken up by these two features needs to be limited since it reduces
the heat exchange potential of the wheel.
Warm
air out

Hot
gas in
Rotating heat
exchange
matrix

Circumferential seals

Radial seals

Cold
air in

Cool
gas out

Figure 1.13: Top view — heat wheel (CADDET, 1994)
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Supply
air
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air

Supply
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Seal

(a) Purge duct arrangements

Exchange wheel

(b) Axis-purge cross-section

Figure 1.14: Purge provisions for a heat wheel (ETC)

Using appropriate materials and design, heat wheels can be used for low-temperature through to hightemperature heat recovery applications — glass ceramic wheels can handle temperatures of up to 900˚C. To
transfer heat between the gas streams, the wheel is typically rotated at speeds between 5 rpm and 20 rpm by
a small motor. The speed of rotation can be adjusted to obtain optimum heat transfer. Heat wheels are often
referred to as regenerators, but their continuous operation and short energy storage times makes the
differentiation from recuperators somewhat arbitrary.
Both sensible and latent heat can be recovered by heat wheels. They, and other regenerators like the fixed
honeycomb systems described earlier, can transfer moisture from the exhaust to the supply air stream. This
may need to be a consideration in applications. In some cases, the wheels may be coated with hygroscopic
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materials to regulate and manage the moisture transfer. Another general issue with heat wheels is that, like
other regenerators, they do not cope well with entrained particles and are prone to fouling.

Heat Pipes
Heat pipes cross the boundary between direct heat exchange and heat pump mechanisms. A key feature of a
heat pipe is the use of latent heat to transmit energy. The waste energy stream is not altered, but part of its
energy is captured by evaporating a liquid in the heat pipe. The resulting vapour moves by convection to the
condensation end of the pipe, where it gives up the latent heat to the recovered energy stream.
The heat pipe can be treated as a highly conductive metal rod — perhaps hundreds of times more conductive
than an equivalent mass of plain metal. For more information on heat pipes, refer to Chapter 9 of Volume 1,
Part 1, “Domestic Buildings”. Heat pipes can be used for gas-to-gas, liquid-to-liquid and gas-to-liquid heat
exchange. Temperatures are usually limited to a maximum of 350˚C to 400˚C. As temperatures increase from
space conditioning to industrial applications, freons, acetone, water, and then high temperature organics are
used as working fluids. At the high end of the temperature range, liquid metal working fluids may be used.
Figure 1.15 shows a single heat pipe and array configured as finned tubes with one-half of each tube in the
exhaust air stream and the other in the intake stream. When the pipes are placed vertically, the condensate can
drain down to the evaporation end under gravity.
Dividing plate

Evaporation
section

Transfer
section

Cooled
exhaust air

Condensation
section

Supply air
Wick
Vapour compartment
Liquid compartment

(a) Single heat pipe

Exhaust
Heated
supply air

(b) Heat pipe array

Figure 1.15: Heat pipe configuration (ETC)

When heat pipes are placed horizontally a wick is used to return the working fluid to the evaporation end. The
thermal performance of heat pipes can be altered by tilting them. Mechanical adjustment of the heat pipe
orientation from horizontal or vertical can be used to control the temperature of the material being heated. This
could be helpful in instances where, for example, ambient air and exhaust air temperatures varied, but a steady
recovered energy air stream was required.
Another way to maintain the temperature output from a heat pipe device is via gas buffering. The condenser
end of each heat pipe is attached to an inert gas reservoir, and the inert gas occupies part of the condenser end
of the pipe. As the temperature of the evaporator rises, the vapour pressure in the heat pipe increases and the
surface area for heat rejection increases as the inert gas is displaced. Conversely, a reduction in heat flow into
the evaporator causes a drop in vapour pressure, the inert gas expands and less of the condenser end is used
to reject heat. Its temperature rises or is maintained according to the design.

1.3 Waste Heat Survey and Plant Selection
Site Survey
A waste heat survey of a manufacturing site can reveal opportunities for heat recovery, provide some idea of
suitable plant and indicate the need for energy storage. Such a survey will result in a detailed inventory of all
waste heat flows and heat demands on a site, as well as information on the location (distance separation) of
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plant. A waste heat survey need not be confined to a single site and could extend over several industrial sites
in close proximity. Acting on the results would, of course, require cooperation and contractual agreements
among the parties. The transaction costs involved may be worth the trouble if substantial energy savings can
be made by putting the waste heat from one site to good use on another.
This section discusses a sample waste heat survey. Table 1.1 shows a waste heat and energy use inventory for
a textile plant. This inventory indicates that waste heat from the washing machines represents about 70% of
the boiler output. The two items of plant are reasonably close (20 metres apart), and the temperature
differential between the inlet water to the boiler and the washing machine waste water, at over 60˚C, is
significant. At face value, there is a reasonably high potential for heat recovery from the washing machine
waste water to preheat the boiler feed.
Waste heat
Process

Heat recovery

Washing
machine

Clothes
drier

Boiler
feed

Space
heating

Observed data
Fluid type

wash water

moist air

clean water

clean air

Exit temperature (˚C)

73.4

82

86.6

41

Inlet temperature (˚C)

10

10

10

10

160L/min

970 m3 /h

24 L/min

20,000 m 3 /h

Instantaneous flow rate
Annual operation (hours)
Operating period (OP)
Flow duration, % OP

1400

1900

3500

2200

8 am to 3 pm

7 am to 4 pm

6 am to 7 pm

7 am to 6 pm

30

60

100

100

Distance between processes

20m

15m

20m

15m

(shown in pairs)

45m

35m

35m

45m

Derived data
Specific heat (kJ/kg.K)

4.18

1.0

4.18

1.0

Instantaneous heat flow (kW)

706

19.4

128

172

Average heat flow (kW)

212

11.6

128

172

297,000

22,100

448,000

378,400

Annual heat quantity (kWh)
Matching potential
(shown in pairs)

high

high
low

low

Table 1.1: Typical waste and use inventory for a textile plant

The clothes driers are reasonably close to the space heating unit, but the total heat from the driers is only a small
fraction of the total energy demand for space heating. Furthermore, the driers only operate for 60% of the time
space heating is required. The energy savings would probably not be worth the necessary heat exchange and
control investment. Timing, distance and plant considerations mean that there is probably only a moderate to
low potential to use waste heat from the washing machines for space heating.
The preliminary plant match from a waste heat survey needs to be confirmed by further analysis. The heat time
and flow correspondence, in particular, require careful examination. The washing machines and boiler are
operating during similar periods of the day, but a more detailed examination of their heat flow timing may
show a mismatch. This is the case. Figure 1.16 shows the need for thermal storage to make best use of the
washing machine waste heat. At this stage, investigations can proceed into the best means of recovering,
storing and reusing the waste heat.

Plant Selection
A four-step process can be used to choose a heat exchanger.
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•

Judge appropriate rating; and

•

check other factors.

In the first step, information is compiled on the nature of the waste stream and the desired end use (e.g. energy
transport mediums, temperatures, flow rate, permissible pressure drops, presence of contaminants, timing
matches, existing heat exchangers, space or mass limitations, etc.). Much of this information will come
directly from the results of the waste heat survey.
The second step is to select the basic type of heat exchanger. The suitability of a particular type of plant for
a specific task will depend on a range of factors. Of these, the operating temperatures and pressures, fouling
risks and cost will be major considerations. Table 1.2 provides a quick guide to the suitability of various
common direct heat recovery systems.
800

Washing machine
waste heat
(297,000 kWh)

Heat flow rate (kW)

600

400
Boiler feed heat
requirement
(448,000 kWh)

200

0
2400

0400

0800

1200

1600

2000

2400

Time of day
Figure 1.16: Waste heat source/load time correspondence (ETC)
Recuperator
Item

Shell and
Tube

Plate Type

Regenerator

Run-around
Coil

Heat Pipe

Heat Wheel

Use
Industrial Process

x

Air conditioning

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Transfer Mediums
Gas/Gas

x

x

x

Liquid/Liquid

x

x

x

Gas/Liquid

x

x

x

x

Vapour/Liquid

x

x

x

x

Temperature

High

High

Low

Med

Med

Pressure

High

Low

High

High

High

Fouling Risk

Low

Med

Med

Med

High

Cost

Med

Low/Med

Med

Med

Low

Critical Factors

Table 1.2: Applications of direct heat exchangers

The third step is to judge the size or rating of the heat exchanger, that is, the performance in terms of required
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heat transfer and allowable pressure drop. Some allowance needs to be made for fouling or other causes of
loss of performance over time. Consideration should be given to the impact any such loss may have on the
production processes involved.
Finally, the choice of heat exchanger type and specifications needs to be checked against other factors, such
as mechanical considerations. Noise, vibration, maintenance requirements and so on need to be checked. If
necessary, the selection process may need to go through several iterations to arrive at a cost-effective,
technically-sound solution.
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Chapter 2
Furnaces, Kilns and Boilers
2.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on steam generation and the production of high temperature heat and discusses the energy
efficiency of furnaces, kilns and boilers. These terms do not have consistent meanings so the convention
adopted here needs to be explained. In the context of a boiler or kiln, a furnace is taken to mean that part of
the plant where heat is generated. In the context of the metals and glass industries a furnace can be both the
source of heat and the overall plant within which the heat is both generated and used.
Some people call a whole boiler, especially when placed in a commercial building, a furnace. The overall
piece of plant that produces hot water or steam is referred to here as a boiler, not a furnace.
Furnaces are used extensively in the metal industries, for refining and to reheat metals for alloying, forming
etc. Sometimes reheating furnaces are referred to in the industry as ovens (or soaking pits), but the general
term furnace is used here. In this chapter a kiln is taken as a furnace and associated heating enclosure used
to transform minerals. Examples include brick and pottery kilns and cement kilns. The manufacture of glass,
however, is said to take place in a furnace. Low temperature ovens used to dry materials, such as wood, are
often referred to as kilns. Such low temperature plant are not covered here. Technologies for these
applications are outlined elsewhere in Volume 2, such as Section 5.3 of Part 4, Section 3.3 of Part 5, and
Section 3.2 of Part 6.
Section 2.2 of this chapter provides an overview of different types of conventional combustion systems used
in furnaces. Information on electric furnaces is provided in Section 2.3. Some general considerations relating
to the energy efficiency of furnaces and kilns are discussed in Section 2.4. The enormous variety of electric
and fired furnaces and kilns, with different operating principles, means that only generalizations can be made
about the path to better energy efficiency.
Section 2.5 discusses different types of fired boilers and the design changes that have been made over time
to improve their efficiency. The strengths and weaknesses of the two main boiler types are briefly reviewed.
The next section, Section 2.6, outlines the technologies for electric boilers.
Section 2.7 outlines a retrofit technique that has been found useful in addressing problems with small to
medium sized fired boilers in New Zealand while also providing an energy efficiency improvement. Sections
2.8 and 2.9 outline two alternative combustion technologies; flameless oxidation and catalytic combustion
respectively. The motivation for developing both these technologies is primarily control of NOx emissions
but they have the potential to improve energy efficiency.

2.2 Combustion Systems
Combustion converts the chemical energy in a fuel to heat via oxidation. A range of different techniques are
used to burn fuels and the most common are outlined below. The issue of using electricity to generate heat
is discussed in Section 2.3.

Fuel Stokers — Solid Fuels
The most widely used means to burn solid fuels is combustion on a stoker or grate. The fuel may be burned
in suspension above the grate, in a thin bed on the grate, or in piles on the grate. The grate is usually a made
from metal and, as its name suggests, it has holes to allow combustion air to reach the fuel.
In the simplest situation, fuel is manually placed on top of the grate and combustion air is supplied from
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underneath. To obtain near complete combustion, and particularly to oxidize carbon monoxide, secondary
air is supplied above the grate. In the simplest case, ash or any clinker formed on the grate is removed manually.
An enormous variety of stokers are available. Grates can be static, can vibrate or can move across the
combustion zone (spreader stokers). Figure 2.1 shows the schematic for one form of spreader stoker; a chain
grate stoker which uses a moving chain grate to feed solid fuel to the combustion zone and to remove ash. In
some cases grates may be cooled with water or steam to prevent heat damage. A pinhole grate, for example,
is made from water cooled cast blocks arranged to allow air to pass through the furnace floor. This grate allows
the high combustion temperatures needed to burn low ash, high moisture fuels such as wood waste.

Unignited
fuel

Ignited
fuel

Hopper

Ash
discharge
Air entry

Baffles in windbox

Figure 2.1: Chain grate stoker

Various methods are available for fuel supply; gravity feed from overhead hoppers, mechanical throwers or
a moving supply pipe (windswept spout) to place fuel above the grate. Underfed stokers use an auger or feed
worm to push coal up through an orifice onto the grate. The air supply to a stoker can be passive, that is via
natural convection, but some stokers have forced draught fans. Many boilers will have an induced draught
fan placed within, or at either end, of the chimney to overcome the weak convection force at that point, caused
by extensive prior heat exchange and low temperature gradient in the chimney.
Generally stokers are designed for a particular fuel, although some types provide a degree of flexibility. A
travelling grate spreader stoker with a mechanical thrower, for example, may be able to accommodate a variety
of fuels, including biomass.
The key energy efficiency issues for stokers are reliable operation to achieve required energy outputs with
effective ash and clinker removal and low maintenance. Excessive clinker formation for example, can cause
grate damage and attempts to correct this, such as grate water cooling, can reduce energy efficiency. If the
stoker is basically performing satisfactorily then attention should be paid to the following matters:
•

reducing excess air supply while maintaining full combustion;

•

eliminating uncontrolled air ingress to the furnace via leaks;

•

examining opportunities for preheating the combustion air;

•

increasing insulation so that less heat is lost and more is available for heat exchanger; and

•

use of variable speed fans for air supply and exhaust.

Some of these points are covered in Section 2.4.

Fluidised Bed Combustors
Solid fuels may be burnt on a fluidised bed as well as a stoker. Fluidisation of the solid fuel is created by
burning the fuel in an enclosed vertical bed and using the upward flow of combustion air to suspend the burning
fuel. This fluidised bed provides an ideal environment for combustion due to the rapid heat and mass transfer
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rates. Non-consumable mineral particles such as sand may be added to the fuel to assist with combustion. In
some cases, limestone will be added to the bed to control sulphur emissions. NOx emissions are naturally
limited to a degree by the moderate combustion temperatures (typically less than 950˚C).
When the fuel is coal, it is usually introduced just above the bottom of the bed to help reduce carry-over of
unburnt material in the flue gases. Allowing freeboard above the bed and before the flue system allows space
for complete combustion of any fines and CO that may escape from the bed. Cyclones can be used to separate
fines from the exhaust gas. Fines can then be recycled to the bed. In some circumstances, certain types of
solid fuel are fed to the top of the bed for example; whole tyres used in a fluidised bed gasifier for example.
For many applications, fluidised bed combustion can be a very energy efficient approach to generating heat.
When fluidised beds are used for steam raising, boiler tubes are placed in the bed. Good convective heat
transfer occurs due to the turbulence of the bed (which constantly replaces the cooled particles against the
immersed surfaces with fresh particles at the bulk bed temperature). Fluidised beds can also be used
effectively for heat treatment of immersed metal products.
Fluidised beds can be used as the main component of a gasifier. Figure 2.2 shows one such gasifier developed
to convert old tyres and recover steel scrap. As indicated in Figure 2.2, fluidised beds can be operated under
pressure with fuel feed through pressure locks. The use of high pressures opens the possibility of using exhaust
gases to drive gas turbines.
Gas + Tar + Carbon black
Total energy content
= 7671 kcal
n = 95.8%

Feeder

To cement kiln
Rotary
valve

Conveyor

Tyre
(8000 kcal
= 100%)
Pressure
locks
Radiation,
heat, etc.
(336 kcal)
4.2%
Fluidised
bed

Conveyor

Air

Moving bed

Water

Residual
steel

Apron
feeder

Load cell

Recirculated
fluidised
material
Vibrating
shifter

Fan
Fluidised
material

Screw
conveyor

Figure 2.2: Fluidised bed gasifier using old tyres (McKenzie, 1995)
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Fluidised beds can be used with oil and natural gas as well as solid fuels. One of the attractions with oil firing
is that a wide variety of oils can be used and sulphur readily removed by using limestone in the bed. Using
natural gas in a fluidised bed may also be beneficial. The high heat transfer characteristics of a natural gas
fluidised bed, compared with the radiation from the gas flame produced by a burner, may be useful in some
applications. Furthermore, complete combustion of gas can be achieved in a fluidised bed with very low
excess air levels. Lateral gas mixing in fluidised beds can be poor, however. Oil will volatilize rapidly upon
entering a bed and lateral mixing can be a problem with this fuel as well. Consequently, in order to ensure
both oil and natural gas are uniformly distributed, a series of well-placed supply points and a series of bed
baffles are needed.

Burners
Burners are used to obtain heat from gaseous, liquid, or powdered fuels, such as pulverised coal. The key
feature of a burner is the production of a stable flame. Radiant heat is obtained from the flame front and
convective heat from the resultant hot gases. The characteristics of the flame are matched to the end use
requirements. In a cement kiln, for example, the radiant heat from the flame is used for sintering while
convective heat exchange is used for drying the incoming meal. The text below cover gas, oil and pulverized
coal burners. They end with general comments on the energy efficiency issues of burners.
In the simplest case, a burner may release gas under slight pressure through an orifice or port so that
combustion occurs at the boundary of the gas plume and the surrounding air. The resulting flame is easily
disturbed by draughts and has a low combustion intensity. Various improvements on this simple gas burner
are available to obtain the heat intensities and flame stability required for industrial heat applications.
The gas can be released under more pressure so that the issuing velocity is high and the rate of mixing with
air, and consequently the combustion intensity, is increased. When using some gases, natural gas and LPG
for example, the issuing velocity needed to obtain an intense heat source would result in the flame lifting off
the gas port and becoming unstable. This occurs because the gas issuing velocity is greater than the speed at
which gas combustion can travel back towards the port.
Various burners or jets have been designed to overcome this problem. Some aim to produce a low velocity
mixing zone to stabilize the flame. Others use the pressure energy of gas to entrain some (up to half) of the
air needed for combustion using a venturi. The resulting gas-air mixture is then passed to the burner port. The
balance of the combustion air needed is obtained from around the resulting flame. These approaches are
suitable for domestic water heaters and small-scale commercial-industrial applications.
Burners for large-scale industrial processes use other approaches. The gas supply can be raised to a high
pressure and all of the combustion air entrained before the burner port. Systems that use the air under pressure
are more common, however. These premix pressure burners use an injector to mix the air and gas. They can
be arranged to be self-proportioning so that the air-fuel mixture is correct across a range of burner outputs.
Burners for large output boilers are often designed for dual-fuel operation; gas-oil or gas-coal.
Oil firing creates a new set of problems. Effective combustion requires good mixing of oil and combustion
air and this is assisted by atomizing the oil. This is achieved by pressurising the oil and heating it to reduce
its viscosity. Atomising air or steam is supplied to the burner and mixed with the oil.
Fuel oil consists of a range of hydrocarbons. The temperature required to vaporise the larger hydrocarbon
molecules prior to combustion can exceed that for thermal cracking. Cracking produces heavy residues as
well as simpler molecules and carbon. The characteristics of an oil flame, its emissivity for example, varies
with the degree of cracking, and cracking may make the flame unsuitable for the intended purpose.
Sustaining an oil flame requires special attention. Using refractory material near the root of the flame and
partial recirculation of combustion products back to the flame assists in this matter. Energy efficient operation
of an oil burner generally relies on using the correct grade of oil achieving uniform atomization avoiding flame
chilling due to impingement on cold surfaces or an excess of cold secondary air around the flame and
minimizing the amount of excess combustion air (less than 20%). Preheat of combustion air by using flue
gases can improve efficiency, but care is needed to ensure that the oil is not overheated to the point where
cracking occurs. This problem can be addressed by using preheated air as secondary air and restricting the
temperature of the combustion air used for atomizing.
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Pulverised coal is another fuel that can be used in a burner. Coal is ground to a powder in a mill. Heated
primary air is passed through the mill and entrains the smaller particles. This air-fuel mixture is injected into
the furnace through burners. Heated secondary air is also supplied to the furnace. In some cases, the secondary
air will be mixed at the burner with the primary air supply. In other cases, usually when high-ranked coals
are used as fuel, the secondary air is injected progressively along the forming flame front. The reason for
progression injection is that coals like anthracite need to be heated to around 800˚ to 900˚C before ignition.
Radiation from the fully formed flame zone and entrainment of recirculating hot combustion products is able
to achieve this temperature in the air fuel mix before the relatively cool secondary air is injected.
In the flame, the fuel is suspended as a cloud of small particles in the combustion air. As a particle is heated
it decomposes and gives off flammable gases, which are burnt. The remaining char residue is highly reactive
and burns either in the flame front (if there is sufficient oxygen and the particles are small enough) or in the
surrounding air. The residence times of particles in the combustion zone is very short compared with fuel
stokers (perhaps a second or two). To ensure complete combustion the coal particles must be very small.
Different types of coal will only burn completely if they are ground to a size specification that has been
established over the years from experience and empirical research. The size specification usually refers to
the percentage of particles (60%, 75%, 90%) less than a nominal size (typically 75 µm maximum dimension)
must match the combustion characteristics of the coal.
In large boilers and cement kilns flame temperatures may reach 1600˚C and ash may soften and become plastic
at this point. Combustion products must be quickly cooled to around 1000˚C before they reach the convection
heat transfer zones (refer to the information below on watertube boilers) otherwise slag deposition could occur
on superheater convection tubes. This means there needs to be an adequate heat exchange area provided in
the radiative section of the furnace.
Generally a single burner using gas, oil or pulverized coal, can be designed to provide effective combustion.
Its efficiency can be enhanced by either designing it to be self recuperating or to draw preheated combustion
air from a recuperator or a regenerator (refer to Chapter 1, and Section 2.4 below).
A major energy efficiency issue arises when an array of burners are installed in a furnace and interactions
between the burners needs to be considered. A general objective is to obtain a uniform heat distribution in
the furnace and avoid cold spots. This will require careful placement and operation of burners. Boilers, for
example, may have their burners arranged on the front wall, directed from the corners to provide tangential
firing or arranged for downfiring (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Different firing arrangements used in watertube boilers

Another energy efficiency concern is the effective heat transfer from the flame to the charge in a furnace or
the heating tubes in a boiler. It is important that the characteristics of the flame in terms of heat intensity,
balance of radiant and convective heat, etc. match the requirements of the task. Figure 2.4 shows the gas and
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material temperature distribution through a long wet process cement kiln. The low temperatures at the gas exit
are used to dry the incoming raw material, the intermediate temperatures effect calcination of material while
clinkering occurs in close proximity to the flame.
Finally, it is often necessary to be able to alter the furnace heat input, either by modulating individual flames
or turning off some burners, without compromising effective and efficient furnace performance.
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Figure 2.4: Wet process cement kiln temperature profile

2.3 Electric Heating
There are four common ways in which electricity is used to heat furnaces:
•

resistance elements heating the furnace or immersed in a melt;

•

induction heating of the charge;

•

radiant or infrared heating; and

•

electric arc heating.

A large number of variants on these basic methods are available. Resistance heating can, for example, be
directly applied to a furnace charge consisting of metal workpieces by applying a voltage difference to them.
Furthermore, the methods can be combined with fuel-based heating systems. Electric arcs can be used to heat
gases prior to combustion to improve flame stability or obtain net energy yields from otherwise unburnable
fuels. Burning gases can also be subject to induction fields to create hot plasmas.
Each of the techniques listed above is discussed briefly below. Dielectric and microwave heating is used as
a source of electric heat, but usually in low to medium temperature ovens rather than high temperature furnaces
and kilns and are not covered here. Information on these technologies is available in Part 7 of Volume 2.

Resistance Heating
Resistance heating elements consist of metal wires or ribbons that are suspended in the furnace. Resistance
elements can also be immersed or submerged in a metal or glass melt. Elements need high resistivity in order
to create the heat concentrations needed for compact furnace design. Ideally, resistance should not vary with
temperature to avoid control problems. The element must have a higher melting point than the maximum
temperature of the furnace and be resistant to corrosion and chemical attack. Adequate material strength is
needed to minimize element supports and vulnerability to mechanical and thermal shocks.
Suitable metal alloys, such as iron-chromium-aluminium, are available to provide furnace temperatures up
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to 1300˚C For temperatures between 1300˚C and 1600˚C silicon carbide rod elements can be used, but this
material is less robust than metal alloys formed into wires. Temperatures up to 1800˚C can be achieved in
laboratory or test furnaces using molybdenum disilicide elements.
Resistance elements are 100% efficient at turning electric energy into heat, but all the energy produced is not
be absorbed by the furnace charge. Furthermore, there are losses from the furnace structure and possibly air
leaks to consider.

Induction Heating
Induction heating is also covered in Chapter 9. In essence, it acts on the same principle as a transformer. An
alternative current is applied to a multi-turn power coil surrounding the furnace charge. This coil induces a
current of the same frequency in the charge. The resistance to this induced, or eddy current, produces a heating
effect in the charge. The power coil usually needs cooling, often by water to remove the heat produced by
the primary current.
Induction heating is often used in the preheating and heat treatment of relatively small charges prior to forging
or extrusion. It can also be used to provide heat to molten metal in a holding furnace. Some holding furnaces
have a small conduit that takes molten metal from the furnace, so that it can be heated separately and then
returned to the furnace. An induction coil around this conduit or loop can provide the heat needed to replace
standing losses from the furnace. Alternatively, the whole furnace may be enclosed by the power coil. An
example of the latter case, a coreless induction furnace, is shown in Figure 2.5. Such furnaces are suitable for
melting as well as holding.

Pouring
spout

Furnace lid

Pivot point
Coil support
frame
Water-cooled
copper coil

Tilt cradle

Metal flow

Magnetic
screening
Refractory
lining

Figure 2.5: General features of a coreless induction furnace (CADDET, 1993a)

Induction furnaces provide several energy efficiency benefits. The bulk of the energy generated is directed
at the furnace charge rather than heating the furnace structure. Figure 2.6 shows the energy balance for a typical
coreless induction furnace used to melt iron. Induction furnaces are suitable for intermittent operation. The
eddy currents can provide a powerful stirring effect which ensures the homogeneity of a melt. This effect is
also useful when melting scrap with a large surface area, such as aluminium swarf because the swarf is rapidly
drawn into the melt before any appreciable oxidation has occurred.

Infrared Heating
This form of heating is also covered in Chapter 10 of Part 8. Various forms of infrared heaters are used in kilns
and furnaces; such as quartz tubular heaters, metal sheathed elements and ceramic radiators. Temperature
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outputs can range from 700˚C to 1300˚C Infrared heating can be used in a wide range of applications. Figure
2.7 shows an aluminium holding furnace heated with infrared elements. This particular furnace has a standing
energy loss of only 4 kW and replaced several conventional holding furnaces (insulated crucibles with large
lids).
Total energy supplied 100%

Transmission losses 3-5%
Radiation losses 6-8%

Coil losses
17-23%
Lining-conducted
heat losses
3-10%
Useful energy
54-71%

Figure 2.6: Energy balance for a coreless induction furnace (CADDET, 1993a)
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Weir

Weir

Radiant elements

Insulated reservoir

Figure 2.7: Radiant aluminium holding furnace (CADDET, 1993a)

Infrared heating has a major advantage over convection heating in that the heat can be focused on the furnace
charge. In addition rapid start-up and hence lower heat losses to the furnace structure are both possible. A
flexible operation is possible with infrared heating and this can also lead to efficiency gains. For example,
different heater banks can be operated to change the length and width of the heated zone to accommodate
different shaped furnace workpieces.
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The ability of infrared energy to penetrate and heat various materials varies with the radiation wavelength.
It is important that the correct wavelength be selected for the material being heated.

Electric Arc Heating
Electric arc heating is created by an electric discharge through a gas between two electrodes. The gas is raised
to such a high temperature, in excess of 6000 K, that it is ionized and forms a plasma that is able to conduct
an electric current. The high temperatures attained enable higher heat transfer rates than can be obtained from
combustion burners. The use of a plasma allows a choice of atmosphere for high temperature furnace
processing; reducing, oxidizing or inert atmospheres. When the objective is to heat an electrically conducting
solid, such as a metal, it is usually possible to make the furnace charge one of the electrodes.
The energy created by an arc is dissipated in three regions; immediately adjacent to each electrode (the fall
region) and in the gas column where the arc is fully developed. If the furnace charge is one of the electrodes,
then it will receive the energy from one of the fall regions. The main efficiency issue is to transfer as much
of the radiant and convective energy from the gas column to the furnace charge. In the case of metal cutting
(plasma cutting), this is usually achieved by blowing the gas at the surface to be heated. In an electric arc
furnace there is sufficient gas circulation caused by the variable electromagnetic fields between the electrodes.
The very high temperatures generated in an electric arc furnace usually mean that water cooling of the lining
materials is required and this detracts from the energy efficiency of the process. However, in the case of steel
manufacture, carbon electrodes are used and consequently the melt needs to be decarburized to a degree. This
is achieved by using an oxygen lance in a separate furnace and hot gases are produced. The energy efficiency
of arc furnaces needs to be viewed, therefore, in the context of the whole manufacturing process and quite often
there will be opportunities for useful heat recovery and cogeneration (refer to Section 6.2 of Part 7).

2.4 Furnaces and Kilns
Introduction
A perfect furnace is simply a heat source in a box made from material with zero heat conductivity. In the real
world there is the problem of getting heat into the box and removing exhaust gases when a fuel is used for direct
heat. Heat is lost with the exhaust gases. There is also the issue of placing the furnace charge and removing
it after processing. Radiant and convective heat losses occur whenever the furnace is opened. The combustion
system and furnace opening systems may allow ingress of unwanted cold air. The furnace box will have
conductivity and heat will be lost from the structure. Finally, when the processing is completed the charge
will be hot and so will the furnace to varying degrees (depending on the heating method). Immediately re-using
the furnace will mitigate potential heat losses from batch operation with a cool down period. Can heat be
recovered from the hot charge?

Refractory and Insulation Materials
Smelting and refining of metals, and the production of glass or cement are usually carried out in refractory
containers, or furnaces made of special brick materials which are protected by water cooling in some cases.
Common refractory bricks are made of siliceous fireclay, alumina fireclay, and other mineral combinations.
They can be manufactured to handle high temperatures, typically 1500˚C or higher, without serious loss of
physical properties such as brick dimension or compressive strength, or rapid corrosion or other forms of
degradation. Special refractories are available to deal with higher temperatures or special environments; for
example, silicon carbide and zircon based materials Castable materials with similar properties to refractory
bricks are also available.
Refractory bricks can be characterized as having moderate conductivity but high density and high heat
capacity. To reduce heat losses from refractory bricks insulation bricks are usually used. These owe their low
conductivity to the presence of pores created in the brick. These pores are usually created by mixing a
combustible particulate material with the mineral prior to firing. Diatomite (which is made up of the fossilized
skeletons of aquatic plants) is often used as the mineral for insulation bricks. Silica and alumina silica are other
materials used.
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While the thermal conductivity of these materials may be a quarter of refractory bricks, they are still
reasonably dense with considerable heat capacity.
The recently widespread availability of ceramic refractory fibres has provided a new material that can address
some of the problems faced with traditional materials. When a furnace is fired up, much of the heat initially
goes into the furnace structure. Once its heat capacity is reached, energy losses through the furnace outer
surface become significant. If a furnace is operated continuously at full working temperature, then the losses
through the walls and roof are far more important than the heat required to initially bring the furnace up to
operating temperature. In the case of intermittent furnace operation, the greater loss may be caused by the heat
stored in the furnace structure being dissipated every time the furnace is cooled down.
Refractory alumino-silicate ceramic fibres can be used in some cases to reduce both thermal mass and
structural heat transfer losses. These fibres have low conductivity at moderate temperatures. Some of their
advantage is lost at high temperatures as radiation becomes an important heat transfer mechanism. Their
density, however, can be only 5% of that of refractory bricks. The fibres have limitations in that they are
mechanically weak, subject to certain forms of chemical attack and cannot cope with very high temperatures.
Nonetheless, they have applications in heat treatment, steel reheating and small aluminium foundry crucible
furnaces.
The energy benefits of ceramic fibre insulation are summarized in Figure 2.8 which shows three options for
furnace construction and the resulting thermal gradients. Retrofitting a 100 mm veneer to the conventional
brickwork reduces the structural heat losses by 40% and the thermal mass effect by over 30%. The heat loss
from the wholly ceramic fibre lining is 60% less than the conventional alternative and the thermal mass effect
is 96% less.
1000˚C

91˚C

Heat Loss

Heat Storage

835 W/m2

548 MJ/m2

501 W/m2

368 MJ/m2

348 W/m2

20 MJ/m2
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38˚C
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Insulation brick
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Figure 2.8: Energy effects on different ceramic fibre insulation options (CADDET, 1993a)

Furnace Control Issues
Furnace temperature is often considered the most important control issue, yet the temperature of the charge
is really the issue. With melting furnaces, the liquid temperature can be measured directly by immersing
thermocouples into the melt. Measuring the temperature of solid charges can be difficult. The usual method
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of mounting thermocouples in the furnace roof and walls does not always give an accurate reflection of charge
temperature even when monitored by experienced operators. Devices such as optical pyrometers can be
installed to measure charge temperature directly. Energy savings have been recorded where these devices
have been fitted as a result of better temperature control.
The excess oxygen level in a furnace is an important control parameter. Excess air is necessary for most
applications and helps to ensure complete combustion. It also adds to the heat losses via the waste gas stream.
It is therefore important to minimise the excess oxygen. Reliable zirconia-based probes are now available for
measuring furnace oxygen levels and they allow greater control of excess air than is possible with
conventional air/fuel ratio controllers. Better control of charge temperature and excess oxygen can translate
into better product quality control as well as energy savings.
One cement works in the United Kingdom has linked a computer with an “expert system” software programme
to control parameters such as kiln temperature, oxygen level and raw material input. The “expert system” was
developed from furnace operators’ experience and is able to provide optimal operating conditions consistently. An energy saving of nearly 8% resulted from this innovation.

Heat Recovery
The operation of a furnace can offer a range of waste heat recovery opportunities. The previous chapter on
heat recovery outlined the use of recuperators, including self recuperative burners, and regenerators, including
efficient regenerative ceramic burners. These technologies have the potential to play a major role in improving
furnace energy efficiency. The preheating of combustion air can increase NOx emissions, but technologies
are available to deal with this. Good control of excess air will help in the first place. Flue gas recirculation
(see Section 2.6) can also mitigate NOx emissions. Well designed regenerative ceramic burners have been
shown to have low NOx emissions.
Careful scheduling of furnace use can assist energy efficiency. Batch operations could be scheduled for a
consecutive series, so that the heat in the furnace structure is in effect recycled, rather than spread out over
time so that the furnace cools down between firings.
In some cases, the net heat required for processing, in theory at least, is very small. In processing clayware
there are three stages of heating requiring different temperatures; removing moisture, oxidizing carbonaceous
material and vitrification. Semi-continuous and continuous kilns can be designed to recover heat given up by
the cooling ware. In semi-continuous designs, clayware is placed in a number of chambers and does not move
until processing is complete. One chamber is fired with the combustion air preheated from the previously fired
chamber. Exhaust gases preheat the next chamber to be fired and is routed through other chambers at various
stages of processing.
Continuous kilns have fixed heating zones and the clayware is progressively moved through these zones (the
concept is similar to that illustrated in Figure 2.4 for cement manufacture). These kilns are usually configured
as straight or annular tunnels with moving heaths. Realising opportunities to recover heat and matching heat
quantity and temperature to a process need, is the key to energy efficiency.

2.5 Fired Boiler Design
Fired boilers, that is boilers heated by combustion, fall into two categories, firetube and watertube boilers. In
a firetube boiler most of the heat is transferred from hot gases flowing inside tubes that pass through a pressure
vessel filled with water. With watertube boilers the water is in small diameter tubes that receive radiant and
convective heat from the hot gases that flow past the tubes. With modern designs the overall energy efficiency
of these two types of boilers can be similar, although at large outputs watertube configurations have more
inherent potential for high efficiency performance.
For reasons explained below, watertube boilers are able to generate higher steam pressures, can be scaled to
provide larger power outputs (because they can be broken into manageable components for transport), and
have several other advantages. Firetube boilers tend to be used for small scale applications such as in schools
or hospitals whereas watertube boilers are used for power generation and large industrial processes. The text
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that follows describes the features of these two types of boiler and the energy efficient features that are usually
incorporated.
The discussion below deals with fired boilers, that is boilers that are burning a fuel. This could be a fossil fuel
like coal or it could be municipal refuse, or a biofuel such as wood waste, etc. Some boilers use waste heat
from a previous combustion process. This waste heat could be from a gas turbine, in the case of a combined
cycle power plant, or a cogeneration plant. It could also be from an industrial process such as steel, fertilizer
or cement manufacture. These waste heat recovery boilers or steam generators can also be of either firetube
or watertube configuration.
Electricity can also be used to provide a heat source for boilers. The main types of electric boiler are briefly
described in Section 2.6.

Firetube Boilers
Early boiler designs relied mainly on radiant heat or conduction by direct contact of hot coals with the metal
of the firebox to transfer heat to the water. A major feature in the evolution of boiler design has been attempts
to capture as much heat as possible from the hot gases before they exit the flue. George Stephenson’s famous
steam locomotive, the Rocket, had a firetube boiler. It had a large firebox, from which a number of tubes about
75 mm is diameter conveyed hot gases through the cylindrical boiler shell before escaping from the chimney.
Figure 2.9 shows a Lancashire boiler. These are no longer used, but they form part of the evolution of firetube
boiler design and illustrate the general design principles. Lancashire boilers use two central firetubes within
the boiler shell for firing. The products of combustion then pass along these tubes and are then directed back
along the lower flue, from which they pass through the side flues to the rear chimney. The relatively large
cross-section of the lower and side flues formed by the boiler’s brickwork increase the available surface area
for heat transfer. These boilers are robust due to low firing intensities and low heat fluxes. In their original
form they only had an energy efficiency of around 60%. Modern versions with a superheater, economizer and/
or a combustion air heater can provide efficiencies up to 75%.
Modern firetube boilers such as the common “economic” design will often be self-contained with no
brickwork. Instead, additional fire tubes through the boiler shell enable many passes of the hot gases. These
tubes (sometimes called smoke tubes) will have a small diameter (50 to 75 mm) which increases the gas
velocity over the convective surface (special tube designs are available, for example with spiral coils, to
promote turbulent gas flow to further improve energy efficiency). The velocity and large surface area of the
tubes improves the rate of convective heat transfer and the overall efficiency of the boiler. At the same time
shorter tubes can be used to provide a more compact boiler compared with the Lancashire configuration. The
increased gas flow resistance caused by the tubes, however, needs to be overcome by using forced or induced
draught fans.
Energy efficiency can be increased by installing an economizer on the boiler. This extension of the boiler heat
transfer surface area is usually situated between the smoke box and the stack (the smoke box is a chamber that
collects the gases after they have made their final pass through the fire tubes). This heat transfer area can be
a series of water filled pipes placed in the flue gas path. Its purpose is to preheat feedwater before it enters
the boiler. Even with an economizer there may still be useful heat remaining in the flue gases. A heat
exchanger can be used to preheat the boiler combustion air. A modern firetube boiler with an economizer may
have an energy efficiency of around 80%.
One of the limitations of the firetube design is its inability to deal with high pressures. The geometry of the
design creates many potential weak points; the shell endplates and the shell-tube junctions for example.
Improvements have been made in materials, design and construction, but nonetheless the practical limit on
steam pressures for firetube boilers is around 3 MPa. For some applications high temperature steam is required
and this can mean high pressures. One way to avoid high pressures is to use superheated steam, which is steam
heated to a temperature above its boiling point, as distinct from steam that is just at is boiling point, known
as saturated steam.
A firetube boiler can be fitted with superheater tubes at a high temperature point, usually near the end of the
combustion zone. Saturated steam from the boiler shell passes through this tube bank before finally leaving
the boiler. This heating of steam that is no longer in contact with water allows its temperature to be raised
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above that of the saturated steam at the boiler operating pressure. This extra heating surface can increase the
energy efficiency of the boiler.
Generally, either the boiler shell or the whole boiler is manufactured at one site and then transported to its final
destination. Transport practicalities consequently place a limit on the size of firetube boilers available for most
applications. While it may be possible to deliver very large units to some sites by sea, an indicative upper limit
is 20 MW capacity.

Side flues

Bottom flues

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9 (a) Firetube boiler example — Lancashire boiler (b) Lancashire Boiler Perspective

Another issue concerning firetube boilers is access for replacement or major maintenance. This can be a
problem where the boiler is built into a commercial building, for example. One approach is to fabricate
sectional boilers. These can be considered a variant of the firetube boiler. Combustion gases pass though
spaces in a water jacket which is made up of a series of planar sections bolted together. Traditionally, sectional
boilers were constructed of cast iron and used for hot water supply and central heating. Today a wide variety
of small-scale natural gas boilers made of up of modular units of various configuration are available.
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Watertube Boilers
Watertube boilers have the working fluid, usually water and steam, contained within small diameter tubes
which are placed in the path of the hot combustion gases. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic of an early smallscale watertube boiler to illustrate the main features (the steam drum is shown proportionately larger than is
usually the case). This type of boiler will probably be fired with a mechanical stoker. With an economizer
such a boiler will have an efficiency similar to that of a modern firetube boiler, that is around 80%.

Steam
Drum

Flue gas
Furnace bed
Air

Figure 2.10: Schematic — small scale watertube boiler

Over the last fifty years engineers have become increasingly aware of the importance of radiant heat as a mode
of heat transfer in boilers. It has been found that a large proportion of the heat released from the combustion
process first appears in the form of radiation from flames and hot particles of fuel. For this reason large
watertube boilers usually have a large combustion chamber whose walls are lined with tubes through which
the water flows as well as having tubes across the exhaust gas path. This type of boiler is usually fired via
burners or a fluidised bed.
A large watertube boiler fired by oil, gas or pulverized coal with an economizer, air reheat and superheater
can have an overall efficiency of 90%.
Watertube boilers have a number of advantages over firetube configurations. The use of small diameter tubes
enables greater pressures and hence steam temperatures to be achieved with good economy of materials.
There is less water present in the boiler, and this enables the boiler to respond quickly to changes in output
demand. The consequences of tube failure are less than those for a shell failure, and faulty tubes can often
be isolated from the rest of the tube bank pending replacement. The water tubes can be smaller in diameter
than fire tubes where ash clogging is a limiting factor. This means there can be a greater surface area for heat
exchange. The whole boiler can be smaller for a given heat output.
Watertube boilers can be prefabricated as manageable components and then assembled on site. Consequently,
very large power outputs are practical. The use of water tubes makes it easier to generate large amounts of
superheated steam which further increases potential power output. Finally, considerable flexibility is possible
with the placement and size of tubes. This means that heat exchange can be well matched to the characteristics
of the combustion process and exhaust gases. This latter point aids energy efficiency and will be now
elaborated.
The basic principle in a watertube boiler is to provide an adequate temperature differential between the water
or steam in the tubes and surrounding heat source in order to drive efficient heat exchange. Secondly, every
endeavour is made to lower the temperature of the exhaust gases before they leave the boiler in order to reduce
losses. Figure 2.11 shows a schematic of a watertube boiler that satisfies these principles. The tubes carrying
the coldest water are placed near the boiler exit since the temperature of the exhaust gases cannot be reduced
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below that of the water in the tubes. This last bank of tubes (item 12 in Figure 2.11) is called an economizer.
The tubes are often finned to improve heat transfer. The economizer preheats the boiler feedwater which
consists of return condensate or low pressure steam from an industrial process or steam turbine, plus any make
up water.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic — large scale watertube boiler

On leaving the economizer, the water passes through the boiler feed pump where its pressure is raised to the
boiler operating pressure. It then passes through the tubes lining the combustion chamber (item 7). Here it
receives radiant heat and its temperature is raised to just below the boiling point corresponding to boiler
operating pressure. The working fluid now moves to a bank of evaporator tubes set across the flow of gases
where it is turned to steam (item 9). The steam is collected in a drum (in once-through boilers there may be
no drum).
Steam is conveyed from the steam drum to the superheater. This consists of a bank of pipes placed near the
top of the combustion chamber where the gas temperature is the highest (item 8). In some cases, part of the
superheater will be exposed to radiant heat and will consist of special panels, or platens, at that point rather
than a tube bank. From the superheater the steam is ready for use.
If the boiler feedwater has a low temperature prior to the economiser, then there may be little useful heat
remaining in the exhaust gases after the economizer section. If there is useful heat, then the gases can be passed
through an air heater to preheat the combustion air.
There are many variations on the overview just provided. Circulation through the tubes, for example can be
by convection or forced by pumps. The output from the boiler may be a mixture of high pressure steam and
superheated steam. Superheaters may be exposed to radiant heat or shielded and operate on convection alone.
The air heater can be augmented by using steam to heat combustion air and so on.

2.6 Electric Boilers
Four main methods are used to raise steam using electrical power:
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3 Electrode boiler 40 to 20,000 kW
4 Jet spray boiler 1000 to 50,000 kW
In the context of electric steam raising, the term boiler covers plant where heat is directly input to the boiler
drum or steam chest. The term generator covers plant where heat is added independently to the steam chest.
The above types of steam plant have been developed to cater for different capacities. Issues such as the need
for rapid rates of heat transfer to reduce the size of large capacity plant have meant that different methods of
raising steam have been developed. Each of the four main methods are outlined below and the superheating
steam method is also covered.

Transformer Steam Generator
Also known as a “Master” steam generator, this plant uses the same principal as a transformer. As shown in
Figure 2.12, hot water is produced by passing water through the tubular copper secondary windings of a
transformer. The resulting hot water is then passed through a short circuiting tube of high resistance metal
to produce steam. A high current is induced in the secondary tube windings and this generates high
temperatures when it passes through the short circuit tubing.
Steam chest

Steam out

Electronic level
sensors

Steam in

Cold water
pumped in

Brass connecting
block
Water out

415 V 50
Primary winding

I
R
O
N
C
O
R
E

Copper tubular
winding
(low resistance)

Shortcircuiting tube
(high resistance)

Brass
connector

Figure 2.12: Master steam generator

This type of plant has low maintenance requirements. Its efficiency, in terms of the amount of energy that
is transferred to steam, is slightly less than 100% due to losses in the primary windings. It is, however, well
suited to supplying small quantities of steam quickly and this can provide an energy efficiency benefit by
reducing standing losses from the large steam chest that a resistance element boiler would require. For larger
steam loads, several units can be connected in parallel. The flexibility this arrangement provides can also
translate into energy efficiency gains.

Resistance Element Boiler
This type of boiler has a preset amount of water in the steam chest. An electric resistance element is either
immersed in this water or placed inside a tube that penetrates the steam chest. Control of steam production
is achieved by turning on or off one or more elements. This type of boiler can operate under very high pressures
and is suitable for small to medium steam supplies. It is also the only type of boiler that can operate
successfully on direct current.
With an immersion element, 100% of the electrical power is input to the steam chest. Standing heat losses
from the insulated chest can be significant, however, where steam is drawn off infrequently or a large steam
capacity is held to cover peak loads.
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Electrode Boilers
These are subdivided according to whether they use high or low voltage. Electrode boilers are similar to
resistance element boilers, except that a set of electrodes replaces the resistance elements. The principle of
operation is that an electric current will pass between electrodes immersed in water and, thus, heat it.
Providing alternating current is used no net electolysis will occur. The electrodes are usually a cast iron alloy
which is resistant to corrosion. Load control can be achieved by varying the surface area of electrode in contact
with the water. Generally, this is done by raising or lowering the level of water in the boiler.
This type of boiler is suitable for a wide range of steam outputs. Generally, an electrode boiler can achieve
its full load more quickly than a resistance element boiler. Electrode boilers also have the added safety feature
of fail safe performance at low water levels, as no current can pass without water in the boiler shell.
One factor that is important to the operation of an electrode boiler is the conductivity of the water used. In
some circumstances, the water used in low voltage boilers may need to have its conductivity enhanced by
doping with materials such as sodium carbonate. There is a natural increase in the conductivity in the boiler
as steam is evaporated and impurities remain. Conductivity needs regular correction by blowing down
(removing) boiler water so that fresh feedwater can dilute the working fluid. Blow down reduces energy
efficiency and should be minimised.

Jet Spray Boiler
Large steam capacities are usually achieved by using very high voltages (e.g. 6.6 to 22 kV) between electrodes.
To control the resultant intense rate of steaming, a special jet spray electrode boiler has been developed.
Instead of the electrodes being immersed in water in the stream chest, they are placed in the steam space above.
The electrodes are connected by a water jet created by spraying water onto live cast iron electrodes. Control
is achieved by moving a shield to divert water away from the electrodes or by altering the rate of flow from
the circulation pump.
Jet spray boilers operate at high efficiency, over 99%, and provide steam with less than 0.5% water carry over,
which reduces the need for and energy losses associated with water traps.

Superheating Steam
To superheat steam produced in an electric boiler by one of the methods outlined above, a special heater is
needed. Superheated steam is usually generated by passing steam from a boiler through a circulation heater
designed to withstand high temperatures and pressures. This heater contains a dense array of sheathed
resistance element heaters.

2.7 Flue Gas Recirculation
Recirculating some of the flue gas from a coal fired boiler and using it to replace some of the combustion air
can provide a wide range of benefits such as improved energy efficiency, less maintenance, and the ability
to use a range of coal types.
An underfeed stoker is commonly used for coal firing in small boilers (less than 11 kW) found in schools, small
hospitals, glass houses etc. Air supply to the firebed is via an induced draft and this can be adversely affected
by clinker formation. The result is lower combustion efficiency and boiler heating performance. The clinker,
formed from the cooling of fused ash within the firebed, can be removed manually but this is time consuming
and upsets the shape of the firebed. Furthermore, if the clinker sticks to the iron components of the grate, they
can be damaged when clinker is removed.
The formation of problem clinker can often be controlled cheaply by altering the firebed conditions. To do
this, a small amount of flue gas is taken from the boiler stack and fed back into the primary air supply. The
amount of fluegas recirculation (FGR) required varies, but is often found to be 15% to 20% of the total air
supply. The optimal amount will depend on both the type of combustion plant, the coal type and the firing rate.
The FGR level can be adjusted by using a variable speed fan (an energy efficient option) or dampers in the
recirculation line to divert unwanted flue gas.
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Trials at a New Zealand school with a small boiler operated intermittently showed that FGR is quite beneficial
(Energy Management, 1991). Energy efficiency improved by over 6% as less unburnt carbon was removed
along with the clinker. Clinker production was reduced by just over 20% and the product was more friable
and easier to remove than the previous glassy material.
Large boilers can have mechanical stokers that move the coal into the firing zone and remove the clinker. Each
stoker is designed for a specific range of coal types. Changing to a different type of coal may become
economically attractive in the future, but combustion problems can arise. Excessive clinker formation and
overheating of the firebars that form part of the stoker are common problems. Excessive heat can result in
firebar breakages necessitating an emergency shutdown of a boiler for repairs.
One way to reduce overheating is to inject steam under the grate to cool the firebars. The amount of steam
required can be a major part of the boiler output, up to 30% in some cases. An alternative is to spray water
onto the firebars. This also results in a loss of energy efficiency. Flue Gas Recirculation has been found to
be an energy efficient alternative to these traditional methods of avoiding overheating. Figure 2.13 shows a
schematic of an FGR system retrofitted to the boiler at a New Zealand hospital (Energy Management, 1990).
The retrofit consists of a duct taken between the boiler exit and the induced draught (ID) suction fan, to the
inlet of the FGR fan. The discharge of the latter fan passes to a distribution header situated at the front of the
boiler, just under the firebars. The induced draught fan and the FGR fan are operated together by an existing
electronic motor speed controller, so that the proportion of recirculation is kept constant, at about 20%, for
all boiler loads.
The retrofit lowered the firebar temperature by 100˚C from 990˚C to 890˚C The result was longer firebar life,
better air distribution through the firebed and less carbon losses due to riddling through the firebed. As well
as removing the need for inefficient water cooling, the FGR improved efficiency by a further 6% by reducing
flue gas energy losses.

BOILER
I.D.FAN

Main air
supply

CHIMNEY

20/25% FLUE GAS
RECIRCULATED

FGR FAN

Figure 2.13: Schematic of flue gas recirculation system

2.8 Flameless Oxidation of Fuel
Flue gas recirculation can also be used with high temperature combustion of liquid, gaseous or powdered fuels
to very good effect. Sometimes techniques for improved energy efficiency result in even higher peak
combustion temperatures. The high temperature peaks in flames can cause excessive NOx emissions. As
mentioned earlier, recuperative and regenerative systems to preheat combustion air can, for example, improve
energy efficiency markedly, but when the temperature of the preheated air exceeds 600˚C problems with NOx
limits arise.
If NOx emissions are already causing a concern then dealing with them can erode energy efficiency. Several
NOx reducing techniques have been developed:
•
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•

water and steam injection; and

•

flue gas recirculation:
-

to the flame;

-

to the combustion air.

The method of recirculating flue gas into the combustion air is the basis of flameless oxidation (Woelk, 1992).
Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the effect of different FGR premixing rates on flame characteristics and furnace
temperatures. At low premix rates a stable yet turbulent flame results. Reaction takes place in a ragged
envelope called the flame front. This flame front oscillates over a small distance which causes the noise of
the flame. At fluegas premixing rates above 0.4 the flame becomes unstable. At high temperatures the flame
front can move around the furnace or several fronts can appear. This leads to incomplete combustion and
furnace damage. At lower temperatures (below approximately 700˚C) the flame can go out.
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Figure 2.14: Combustion types and premix rate

Flame

Unstable flame

FLOX

Figure 2.15: Different combustion types (Woelk, 1992)

If the combustion air is very thoroughly mixed with recirculated flue gas and the temperatures are above the
inflamation point, then another form of combustion is possible. With this flameless oxidation (FLOX) the
flame front disappears and the fuel reacts invisibly and inaudibly in a new stable form of combustion. The
advantage of FLOX is that is can take place at lower temperatures than normal combustion and without
instability problems.
Figure 2.16 shows an idealized FLOX process. In region I recirculated exhaust gas and combustion air are
mixed completely down to the molecular level. Region II is the reaction zone. At the end of this zone the gas
reaches the highest temperature in the process. In region III energy is withdrawn and the temperature of the
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gas falls. Part of the exhaust gas leaves the system and can be used to preheat the incoming combustion air.
The majority of the flue gas flows back to region I.
Turning the idealized FLOX process into a practical furnace requires air jet designs that provide sufficient
momentum to ensure complete mixing in region I and region II. Prototype burners have been developed and
tested in the range 10 to 300 kW, and show satisfactory performance. A 40 kW natural gas fired regenerative
burner emitted less than 20 ppm NOx. It had an efficiency of 87% at a furnace temperature of 1000˚C. There
does not appear to be any limits in principle to the fuel type, process or power range. FLOX provides a means
to improve fuel efficiency in high temperature processes.

Combustion
air
Process heat

III

Exhaust
gas

Fuel

I

II

Figure 2.16: Idealized FLOX process (Woelk, 1992)

2.9 Catalytic Conversion of Fuel
A catalyst is a material which promotes a chemical reaction without taking part in it, and, in theory, without
being affected by it. Catalytic combustion in boilers, heat engines, and on heat exchange surfaces has the
potential to reduce NOx emissions and improve energy efficiency. Catalytic combustion boilers were first
mentioned in technical literature in 1911 when Professor Bone of Leeds constructed a locomotive type boiler
with tubes containing a catalyst in the form of porous fireclay mixed with feldspar. Coke oven gas was used
as fuel and gave a boiler efficiency of 90% compared with only 70% in conventional boilers.
Small catalytic LPG burners are now available for residential use and they provide a low temperature heat
source which constitutes a low fire risk.
Catalytic combustion is another form of flameless oxidation. Just like a conventional boiler, radiant heat and
hot gases suitable for convective heat exchange are produced. Coating boiler tubes with noble metals catalysts,
such as platinum, or non nobel metal oxides (copper-chromium alloy oxides for example) would appear to
be the most energy efficient approach to boiler design, but several problems need to be overcome. Firstly,
placing the catalytic surface in direct contact with a large heat sink area could result in heat transfer rates that
compromise the combustion reaction (in effect quench it). Secondly, catalytic reactions in a conventionally
designed boiler lack the energy concentration and/or temperatures needed to generate the rated steam output.
These problems can be overcome by radically redesigning boilers so that the catalytically coated area is
increased relative to the water side area. For example, it had been shown that the use of catalytically coated
tube inserts which radiate onto the boiler tubes can cause a significant increase in the heat transfer rate and
would not be directly affected by the water side heat transfer coefficient. Figure 2.17 shows one such
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arrangement with coated tubes located within the main boiler tube bundle. The figure also draws attention to
another issue facing catalytic boiler design. The combustion efficiency of the radiative section may be less
than 50%. (Reay, 1992) as there is unburnt fuel leaving the first stage. This can be dealt with by having a
second catalytic combustor upstream of the convection section of the boiler.
Catalyst tubes
Monolith

Stoichiometric
fuel/air

To stack

Radiative section

Transition

Adiabatic
combustor

Convective
section

Figure 2.17: Radiative catalyst watertube combustion system

Having a multi-stage or graded catalytic combustor is a common tactic to improve combustion efficiencies.
In some applications where space is limiting, such as in a gas turbine, the final stage may be conventional
combustion to polish off any methane slip unburnt gas. The initiation of catalytic combustion, or light-off,
can be a challenging technical problem in some applications, diesel and gas reciprocating engines. For boiler
applications such as an electric heating element or gas pilot can be used.
Another approach to boiler design is to coat pellets with a catalyst and either place these in firetubes, or have
water tubes running through a bed of pellets, or a water jacket surrounding a bed of pellets. An Italian firm
trialed the last approach for seven months and noted little or no NOx emissions. A major problem with pellet
systems, however, is the large size of the boiler for a given output, compared with conventional designs (Reay,
1992).

m

0.5 mm

3m

Process gas

1 mm

Fuel gas

The heat transfer limitations of catalytic combustion do not apply in some applications. Certain industrial
processes require moderate heat transfer rates to support an endothermic reaction. In this case a catalytic plate
reactor can be manufactured which intimately links the heat source and the reaction process. A stack of
corrugated plates such as shown in Figure 2.18 would allow very effective heat transfer (Reay, 1992). Fouling
and catalyst regeneration are issues that would need to be addressed with this type of heat generator/exchanger.
One application for such a catalytic plate reactor is ethylene production. A typical 500,0000 tpa plant would
be able to save over $10M on its energy bill due to reduced steam requirements. Capital costs for catalytic
plant are a also likely to be lower than for steam boilers and heat exchanges.

Figure 2.18: Proposed catalytic plate reactor (Reay, 1992)
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Chapter 3
Heat Pumps and Related Plant
This chapter provides an overview of the use of several heat recovery systems that are based on phase-change
working fluids or the application of heat pump principles to the waste heat stream. The following technologies
are discussed:
•

vapour compression heat pumps;

•

mechanical vapour recompression;

•

absorption heat pumps and transformers; and

•

hybrid and other systems.

A general indication and some examples will be given of how these technologies can be applied to the
manufacturing and minerals industry. Further specific applications of the technologies are given in Part 5,
“Food Processing”. Chapter 5, “Pinch Technology”, in this part also discusses the selection and integration
of heat-pump-type equipment into industrial processes.

3.1 Vapour Recompression Heat Pumps
This section discusses the operating principles of closed-cycle vapour compression heat pumps (referred to
here simply as heat pumps). It outlines their industrial applications and limits, examines issues related to
refrigerants, and looks at more complex working cycles and future developments of the technology. Sections
3.2 to 3.4 deal with absorption heat pumps and mechanical vapour recompression, or open-cycle heat pumps.
Heat pumps are used to provide both cooling and heating services, or both simultaneously. Their great value
in heat recovery is their upgrading and multiplier effect. By using a single unit of high-grade work energy,
they can upgrade several units of waste heat into a useful thermal resource. By effectively raising the
temperature of waste heat, heat pumps expand the range of recycle applications.

Operating Principles
A heat pump is, in effect, a heat engine working in reverse. A heat engine takes high-grade heat, converts it
into work and rejects the energy balance at a lower temperature than the source heat. A heat pump takes waste
heat, applies work to the operating fluid and provides heat at a higher temperature than the waste heat source.
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of a heat pump with typical operating temperatures for common refrigerants.
The pressurised refrigerant is vaporised upon passing through an expansion valve and coming into contact
with the waste heat source. The vapour is compressed, which elevates its temperature, and then condensed
to release the latent heat to the heat sink or useful heat end use.
The source of motive power for the compressor could be an electric motor, internal combustion engine,
reciprocating steam engine or turbine. One of the technical issues for heat pumps is the development of
efficient compressors, especially those that can deliver high pressures.
The standard criteria for refrigerants in shown in Table 3.1. Historic, present and likely future refrigerants are
discussed below. An important design consideration for a heat pump is the pressure-boiling point temperature
relationship for the refrigerant. Many refrigerants are compatible and can be mixed to provide different
thermal characteristics in the condenser and evaporator units. An important design consideration is the
temperature range over which condensation and evaporation occurs.
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Waste
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50˚C
Evaporator

Refrigerant

Refrigerant

Compressor

75˚C

Refrigerant
80˚C
Condenser
Heated
fluid

Figure 3.1: Diagram of a compression heat pump (Lazzarin, 1993)

Chemical

• stable and inert

Health, safety
and environmental

• nontoxic
• nonflammable
• does not degrade the
environment

Thermophysical
properties

• critical and boiling
temperature appropriate
for the application
• low vapour heat capacity
• low viscocity
• high thermal conductivity

Miscellaneous

• soluble in lubricating oil
• high vapour dielectric
strength
• low freezing point
• compatible with common
materials
• easy leak detection
• low cost

Table 3.1: Standard refrigerant criteria

The low-pressure evaporation temperature of the refrigerant needs to be matched to the temperature of the
waste heat source, after allowing for a differential to drive an efficient heat exchange. Similarly, the
refrigerant’s condensing temperature needs to be matched to the heat end-use requirement. If excessive
compression is needed for this match, then the cost-effectiveness of the system may decline, for a variety of
reasons.
Economic considerations have lined up suitable cycles, refrigerants and plant to provide a variety of reliable,
potentially cost-effective heat pump systems. With the systems in common use, the maximum temperature
output from a heat pump is generally 100˚C to 110˚C. In practice, however, few heat pumps deliver output
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temperatures above 80˚C. With multi-stage units or special refrigerants (both discussed shortly), temperatures of 120˚C to 130˚C may be feasible. Typical maximum temperature lifts are 40˚C to 45˚C, although with
multi-stage units, lifts of up to 60˚C are possible.
The coefficient of performance (COP) of heat pumps is one index used to describe their thermodynamic
efficiency. The COP is the heat transferred per unit of energy input. Heat pumps are usually optimised for
either heating or cooling. While a heat pump may be reversible, its efficiency will vary according to which
mode it is in. The COP value should have a note identifying whether it applies to the heat pump as a cooling
or heating unit — the difference between the two COP measures may be as much as 10% to 20%.
For an ideal Carnot heat engine cycle, such as that shown in Figure 3.2a, COPs of up to 10 would be achieved,
given the typical temperature outputs and lifts of heat pumps. Due to irreversibilities, the performance of a
real heat pump will be more like a Rankine cycle, as shown in Figure 3.2b, in which the theoretical
performance ratio will be reduced by a factor of two or three. Figure 3.3 shows the COPs for an ideal Carnot
cycle and practical heat pumps with output temperatures of around 60˚C to 100˚C (330K to 370K). Note that
the COP of real heat pumps starts to approach a maximum as the temperature lift becomes quite small. The
COP for established heat pump units usually lies between two and four. In simple terms, the investment of
a single unit of useful energy a waste energy stream can be upgraded to provide two to four units of useful
energy.
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(a) The Carnot cycle — the ideal heat pump operating cycle
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3"-3 Liquid cooling
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4-1' Evaporation
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(b) The Rankine cycle — a real-life operating cycle
Figure 3.2: Heat pump operating cycles

Heat Pump Applications
Except when used for refrigeration and nothing else, the various applications of heat pumps can all be
described as heat recovery. This heat recovery can, however, be categorised to illustrate the various uses for
heat pumps.
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Figure 3.3: Coefficient of performance of heat pumps compared with ideal Carnot cycle

Heat Utility
Heat is the dominant end use in many industrial processes and is important in commercial and residential
buildings. To that end, heat is often recovered from waste energy streams (liquid or gas flows) using a variety
of simple heat exchangers. When heat is required at a higher temperature level than that available, then a heat
pump may be a practical solution. Heat can be recovered, upgraded and reused in the process that generated
the waste heat or another process. Given their current performance, heat pumps could be used to provide a
useful heat utility that supplies hot water or low-pressure steam up to 130˚C.
Heat pumps can upgrade ambient energy levels using water, air, or even ground temperatures (useful in cold
climates), as low-grade heat sources to provide space and water heating in buildings.

Drying or Dehumidification
A heat pump’s evaporator can be used to extract any condensable substance, such as water vapour in air. This
leads to a number of drying or dehumidification applications. Latent heat can be recovered, upgraded and
reused to heat the drying air stream or for some other purpose. Part 5, “Food Processing”, describes a
continuous air-drying loop with moisture removal and air reheat via a heat pump. The operation of the heat
pump can be adjusted so that rate of moisture removal and drying temperatures are controlled. In addition to
the energy efficiency benefits, in many instances this fine control provides an advantage over fuel-fired
drying.
A New Zealand study of the use of heat pump dehumidification for drying sawn timber indicated that energy
savings of over 60% should be possible compared with conventional kiln drying (Kininmouth et al).
Observations on an actual installation revealed savings of around 40%. The difference between the actual and
potential performance was attributed to kiln design weaknesses that meant that electric auxiliary heating was
needed.
Other examples of heat pump dehumidification include:
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moisture removal and air reheat for compressed air supplies;

•

humidity control for inventory stock (documents, electronic equipment, powder products etc.); and

•

drying pharmaceuticals, fabrics, ceramics etc.
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The electric household dehumidifiers available in New Zealand are heat pumps (as are refrigerators, of
course).

Evaporation and Distillation
In these processes, energy, heat from a fuel (directly or via steam) or electric element, has to be supplied to
a material to provide the latent heat expended in the vaporisation of the volatile component. The latent heat
could be recovered by simple heat exchange and reused to preheat the material being dried or distilled, for
example. The need to maintain a minimum temperature difference across the heat exchanger, for economic
plant sizing, limits the amount of heat recovery. Furthermore, the temperature limits the range of uses for the
recovered energy.
A heat pump enables more latent heat to be recovered, as the minimum economic temperature differential
across the heat exchanger can be smaller than for simple, one-step heat exchange because the receiving
medium is an evaporating refrigerant rather than a liquid, moist paste or powder material. In addition, the heat
pump can upgrade the heat by raising its temperature via the compressor and condenser units. Some of the
energy input from the compressor can also be recovered.
The end result is the possibility that once the evaporation process is started it can be continued with no further
input of external heat from a fuel or electric element. This result is achieved, in practice, with some open-cycle
heat pumps such as mechanical vapour recompression (MVR, discussed in Section 3.2). If the volatile
component is water, then the theoretical limit of the extraction rate using simple evaporation with no heat
recovery is 1.44 kg/kWh (thermal). Using MVR, the extraction rate can be increased to around 4 kg/kWh
(work). The avoidance of any further thermal input after start-up is more difficult to achieve with closed-cycle
heat pumps. Nonetheless, they can dramatically reduce the heat input to evaporation and distillation.

Combined Heating and Refrigeration
In refrigeration, the heat available at the condenser could be used for a useful purpose, such as water or space
heating, instead of being released to the ambient environment. The amount of heat available may be
insufficient to match the heating load, but in that case another heat pump could be used to lift ambient or
environmental heat to a suitable temperature to augment the refrigeration supply.
The temperature output from a refrigeration condenser may not be high enough for the end use. This can be
addressed in many ways — the most obvious is the addition of thermal energy. More energy efficient
alternatives exist. One is to run the system as a two-stage heat pump (described below) to obtain a higher
temperature without sacrificing COP. Another is to use a system having a refrigerant with a high condensing
and/or gliding temperature. An example of the latter case, the use of carbon dioxide as a refrigerant, is outlined
in Part 5, “Food Processing”.
A range of industrial situations may lend themselves to refrigeration heat recovery. Examples include:
•

water chillers used in injection moulding/extrusion processes;

•

welding equipment cooling systems; and

•

chillers used for cooling, anodizing and plating tanks.

Heat Pump Refrigerants
The original ice works operated on ammonia, and there is still much to commend this refrigerant. The
advantages of the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and the HCFCs that replaced ammonia have now palled given
the detrimental impact of chlorine compounds on atmospheric ozone concentrations. The revised Montreal
Protocol calls for the phase-out of CFCs by 1996. HCFCs will be phased-out by 2020, although a
supplementary amount of these compounds can be produced until 2030. Environmentally satisfactory
refrigerants that meet the criteria in Table 3.1 include:
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atmosphere-sourced carbon dioxide;

•

ammonia and propane;
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•

water; and

•

HFCs.

Part 5, “Food Processing”, discusses the advantages of using carbon dioxide as a refrigerant. The disadvantages of ammonia include the high cost of necessary controls and oil return systems, which in the past has
restricted its use to large-scale plants (where this factor plays a small role in overall economics), and concerns
over the toxic effects of ammonia leakage. Small-scale plants are now being developed that successfully
address these two issues.
Water as a refrigerant is attractive. It is stable at high temperatures, environmentally safe and offers high
COPs. It is suitable for a wide range of condensing temperatures, including high temperatures. A 200 kW pilot
plant in Japan has generated an output temperature of 300˚C from a 150˚C heat source using a system with
a COP of 2.4. COPs of around 3 are expected from larger plants.
Another project in Japan has developed a large-scale, high-temperature heat pump test rig that uses a mixture
of trifluoro-ethanol and water as the working fluid. This generates 150˚C water from source temperatures of
around 50˚C. With a high temperature output and lift, and a COP of around 3, this development is promising
(it is discussed further in the section on special cycles and heat storage).
Among the HCFs, five have similar boiling points to industrially-used CFCs and HCFs. They are HFC-32,
-125, -134a, -143a and 152a. These compounds are either methane- or ethane-based, with fluorine replacing
some of the hydrogen. While their ozone depleting potential appears to be zero, HFCs are not entirely
environmentally benign. They have global warming potentials (GWP) that relate to the greenhouse effect
rather than ozone depletion. In the case of HFC-125, the GWP is almost the same as carbon dioxide (i.e. GWP
= 1). Generally, HFCs have similar GWPs to the HCFCs and lower GWPs to the CFCs they replace.
In Sweden, a high temperature heat pump has been developed that uses HFC-134a (CH2FCF3). This uses heat
generated by fermenting yeast (20˚C) to produce hot water (80˚C). High condensing pressures were required
for this temperature. The pressure-boiling point relationship for refrigerants is an important design consideration. High condensing pressures require strong compressors and piping, and this can be the limiting factor,
economically, with respect to temperature rise.
Refrigerant mixtures can be zeotropic (also referred to as nonazeotropic). When an azeotropic mixture is
boiled, the vapour and mixture have the same composition. With a zeotropic mixture, the composition of the
vapour and the boiling point change as evaporation takes place. Studies have shown that zeotropes have the
potential to improve COPs by more than 25% compared with a pure refrigerant base case. Unfortunately, most
of the work to date appears to have looked at zeotropes that consist of CFCs and HCFCs, or HCFCs and HFCs.
In the future, ozone-friendly zeotropic mixtures may be developed.

Multi-stage and Other Systems
It was noted earlier that the COP of a heat pump falls as the temperature lift increases. One approach to
obtaining high lifts while retaining a satisfactory COP is to use multi-stage units. Another use for multi-stage
units is to achieve a given temperature lift more efficiently in terms of COP and heat exchange performance/
cost. An example of a conventional and a two-stage arrangement is shown in Figure 3.4. The unit illustrated
was developed by the Central Research Institute of the Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI), Nagasaka, Japan.
The two-stage unit is arranged so that the condenser of the first stage is linked to the evaporator of the second.
A given temperature lift is obtained in two steps. The COP of the two-stage unit is nearly 25% higher than
the single-stage unit.
The units in Figure 3.4 are designed to supply hot water and airconditioning. Using some of the first stage heat
to warm the water in the two-stage unit provides a potentially more efficient heat exchange than the singlestage alternative. The overall performance of a system with a two-stage heat pump and two-step water heating,
based on many case studies, is 20% to 30% more energy efficient than a single-stage unit. Two compressors
are needed, but they do not have to be as powerful as the single-stage compressor (for the same temperature
lift). Even though an additional condenser-evaporator unit is needed, the cost of two-stage units is often the
same or only slightly higher than single-stage units.
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Figure 3.4: Two-stage compression hot water heat pump designed by CRIEPI (Saikawa, 1993)

Another system worthy of note is a natural gas engine heat pump (GHP), manufactured for commercial use
in airconditioning since 1985. Figure 3.5 illustrates the main features of a GHP airconditioning unit.
Commercially-available GHPs ranging from 5 kW to 60 kW cooling capacity are available to run on LPG as
well as natural gas. The motive power from the gas engine is used to drive the system’s compressor. GHPs
can recover the heat of the exhaust gas of the engine, which makes them up to 1.3 times more efficient than
electric conditioners (on a primary thermal energy basis) and more than 1.5 times as efficient as conventional
boilers when operating in heating mode. Figure 3.6 compares the heat balance for a heat pump driven by an
electric motor using grid power from combined-cycle plant with diesel engines that incorporate waste heat
recovery.

Indoor unit

Outdoor unit

Outdoor heat
exchanger
Radiator

Hot air flow

Cold air flow

Expansion
valve
Exhaust gas heat
exchanger
4-way
valve
Compressor

Gas engine
Fuel gas

Figure 3.5: Gas engine heat pump (Sakata, 1993)

The exhaust heat recovery not only provides an energy source, but it also buffers fluctuating outside air
temperatures (the waste energy source) and reduces the temperature lift needed. Another useful feature of
GHPs that contributes to their overall efficiency is their ability to maintain their COPs across a range of loads.
GHPs may find industrial application in the future where a waste stream contains useful energy but the amount
and temperature fluctuates, or where the end-use load varies markedly. In these situations, an electricallydriven heat pump may be uneconomical, but a GHP may be viable.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of energy efficiency of heat pumps driven by (a) electric motor and (b)
diesel engine

3.2 Vapour Recompression — Open Cycles
In drying applications, the latent heat in the vapour can be recovered via the evaporator unit of a heat pump,
upgraded by compression and made available for reuse via the condenser. Many drying processes can be
operated on an airless basis. The medium around the material being dried is the vapour form of the volatile
component (usually superheated steam). In such cases, it may be possible to use the vapour as the refrigerant
in an open-cycle heat pump.

Superheated Steam
Superheated steam or airless drying alone have the potential to significantly reduce energy consumption by
avoiding the need to heat large quantities of air. The steam obtained from evaporation can also be used for other
purposes. Essentially, an energy-efficient superheated steam process recycles some of the steam that contains
moisture driven from the wet product. This steam is superheated so that it is capable of effecting further
evaporation from the wet product. On each cycle, some of the steam is vented and some recycled.
Past experience has been with high-pressure superheated steam systems, but low-pressure approaches are now
being developed. An example of low-pressure superheated steam drying suitable for laundry, ceramic
manufacture, timber drying and food processing is discussed in Part 5, “Food Processing”. A New Zealand
study of timber drying suggested that energy savings of over 12% should be possible with superheated steam
drying compared with a conventional wood kiln.

Basic Cycles and Systems
Super-heated steam drying, or evaporation, lends itself to open-cycle vapour recompression. Here, some or
all of the vapour from the material being dried is actually compressed so that its latent heat is upgraded. The
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heat is then made available through a condenser for reuse in the drying process or for some other purpose. The
heat from the condenser could, for example, directly heat a liquid that was being concentrated by evaporation.
The cycle is open in that the vapour condensate is removed from the system via the condenser. The latent heat
recovered is usually much higher than the work input to the compressor, so large COPs are possible.
Figure 3.7 shows a schematic of a mechanical vapour recompression system (MVR). Figure 3.8 shows the
layout of a New Zealand-refined Milcon MVR unit designed to concentrate milk. The latent heat released
when the steam is condensed is passed to the liquid being concentrated via heat transfer plates. The hot
condensate is further used to preheat the incoming milk.
Drain
High pressure/high
temperature steam
Condenser
Process
fluid

Compressor
Evaporator
Additional
steam

Process steam
(low pressure)
Condensate

Figure 3.7: MVR evaporator operating principle
Compressor
Steam

Evaporator
Condenser

Heat
exchanger
Concentrated
liquid

Feed
liquid

Clean water
discharge

Figure 3.8: Milcon technology system

There are variations on the basic MVR cycle to improve heat exchange or to integrate the process with other
drying/evaporating techniques to produce hybrid systems. If drying is achieved by passing superheated steam
directly through or over the product, as may be the case with wood drying, then the cycle shown in Figure 3.9
may apply. The volatile component (usually water) is vaporised (P-A). Part of this vapour is compressed (AB), condensed (B-D) in a heat exchanger within the drying chamber and expanded to be removed (D-F). The
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remaining vapour in the drying chamber is superheated (A-E) by the condensation heat (QB-QD) and
afterwards exchanges heat with the product (P-A) to resume the process.

P
D

C

B

P
A

E

F

Q
Figure 3.9: Thermodynamic cycle of an open-cycle vapour compression heat pump

Development of MVR
Historically, MVR units have been medium- to large-scale plant items. Modern units have been developed
that are so small that they are likely to progressively find many applications in light manufacturing,
commercial buildings and the public utility market.
Part 5, “Food Processing”, describes the use of MVR in large-scale evaporation. Improvement in energy
efficiency in this area started with multi-effects evaporators. Here, the steam from one unit was used to heat
another unit operating at slightly lower pressure and, hence, boiling point. Steam was cascaded across several
units and eventually discarded (it may have been used to provide hot water).
The next step was thermal vapour recompression (TVR). The steam from the last stage was compressed and
recycled for use in the first or highest temperature unit. This compression was usually achieved by either a
steam jet, a venturi-type device that uses high-pressure steam, or a reciprocating steam engine compressor
unit. The attraction of using steam was usually based on the presence of steam plant and cheap coal supplies.
The benefits of upgrading and recycling steam from the last evaporator exceeded the cost of extra steam used
in this system. The next developmental step was to move from thermal compression sources to mechanical
compression (MVR) using electricity or gas engines. This is thermodynamically more efficient than TVR.
The Milcon unit in Figure 3.8 is a single-effect MVR unit. Its special feature is its size — of the order of a cubic
metre and, hence, small enough to be considered for a wide range of uses. A unit (referred to as an Envirostill)
has been installed in a tourist complex on Waiheke Island to concentrate wastes and recycle sewage and
laundry water. Another unit is being trialed in an electroplating factory in South Auckland for extracting heavy
metals and toxic contaminants from industrial waste water. The Milcon unit is being developed to concentrate
milk on-farm to reduce the mass to be transported (note that most milk is concentrated at the factory anyway).
This may improve the economics of existing and new dairy farms that are remote from factories and face milk
transport costs many times the national average. Other potential applications include arid-area water supplies
via distillation, and production of potable water in contaminated areas.

3.3 Absorption Heat Pumps and Transformers
This section describes the basic working principles of absorption heat pumps and transformers, the current
state of technology and performance of these two heat recovery technologies and new developments in
working fluids, cycles and applications.
The basis for absorption cycles is the phenomenon known as boiling point elevation. The boiling point of a
volatile liquid (a refrigerant or calogen) will be elevated when it is mixed with a relatively non-volatile
material (an absorbent). This feature can be used to elevate the temperature of waste heat to make it useful
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for industrial processes. The working medium in absorption cycles is a mixture of an absorbent and at least
one refrigerant. The simplest absorption cycle, the single stage, has two possible configurations, which are
shown in Figure 3.10.
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exchanger
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TL

Generator

QG
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Figure 3.10: Absorption heat pump and heat transformer cycles (CADDET, 1989). (a) Principal
diagram of the absorption heat pump cycle. (b) Principal diagram of the absorption heat transformer cycle

The first cycle is usually referred to as the absorption heat pump cycle, the absorption heat pump type I, or
heat boosting cycle. The absorption heat pump (AHP) cycle has, like mechanical heat pumps, the condenser
unit on the high pressure side with an expansion valve in the line to the evaporator. It raises temperatures, but
its main feature is that it boosts the amount of useful energy. The second cycle is usually referred to as the
absorption heat transformer cycle, the absorption heat pump type 2, or temperature boosting cycle. This cycle
elevates the temperature of part of a waste stream, but does not have the multiplier effect of a heat pump type
1 system. The two cycles have quite different thermodynamic characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 3.11, and
hence different applications.
Like a mechanical heat pump, the AHP requires a high-grade energy source, in this case high temperature (TH)
heat to upgrade a low-grade source (TL). Two or more units of useful medium-grade energy (TM) are obtained
for every unit of high-grade heat put in. The AHT takes intermediate-grade heat and converts about half of
it to high-grade heat and rejects half as low-grade heat. Figure 3.12 shows the plant schematics and energy
flows for AHTs and AHPs. The working cycles for AHPs and AHTs are explained below, with reference to
Figures 3.10 and Figure 3.12.

Working Cycles of AHPs and AHTs
With an AHP, the absorbent and refrigerant, referred to as the weak fluid, is heated in the generator using high-
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Figure 3.11: Absorption heat pumps and transformers (CADDET, 1989)
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Figure 3.12: Plant schematics and heat flows for absorption heat pumps
and transformers (Linton, 1993)

grade heat (QG at TH). A substantial part of the refrigerant is vapourised and then condensed in the condenser,
which gives off medium-grade heat (QC). Due to the boiling point elevation phenomenon, the heat rejected
from the condenser is at a lower temperature (TM), even if it operates at the same pressures as the generator.
The liquid refrigerant is then passed to a low-pressure evaporator via an expansion valve.
In the low-pressure part of the cycle, the refrigerant is revapourised using the low-grade heat from the waste
energy stream (QE). Meanwhile, the so-called strong fluid, the absorbent, and any remaining refrigerant in
solution, is transferred from the generator to the absorber unit via a pressure-reducing valve. The vapour from
the evaporator is absorbed into the solution from the generator. Absorption occurs at a lower pressure than
the vapourisation in the generator, and the heat released from the absorber has a lower temperature than that
used in the generator, but a higher temperature than the waste heat stream. The heat from the condenser and
the absorber can be combined into a useful medium-temperature stream with a greater energy content
(approximately 200% to 250%) than either the high-grade or low-grade streams.
The AHP cycle is completed by pumping the absorbent and refrigerant, the weak fluid, back to the generator.
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On route, it passes through a heat exchanger that transfers heat from the strong, hot solution passing from the
generator to the absorber.
With an AHT, the working solution is in the generator and is heated by the waste heat stream (QG at TM), an
external, medium-grade heat source. Some of the resulting refrigerant evaporates and is then condensed in the
condenser. Low-grade heat is rejected from the condenser (QC). The liquid refrigerant is then pumped to an
evaporator, where it is evaporated at high temperature and pressure. More medium-grade heat (QE) from the
waste heat stream is used to achieve this. The refrigerant vapour is then absorbed into the absorbent, which
has been pumped from the generator. Heat is rejected from the absorber (QA) at a higher temperature (TH) than
that used in the generator. This is the usable or upgraded heat. In general terms, about 45% to 50% of the energy
content of the waste heat stream can be upgraded. The cycle is completed by returning the working fluid to
the generator.

Current Technologies and Applications
The predominant working fluid for established AHTs/AHPs is LiBr-H2O (absorbent- refrigerant). To a much
lesser extent, NH3-H2O is also used. They are both environmentally-safe fluids. Alternative working fluids
are discussed below. For practical reasons, such as corrosion control, generator temperatures with these fluids
is restricted to about 150˚C. The normal temperature lift for a LiBr-H2O system is 40˚C to 50˚C. This means
that the maximum temperature output from a AHP will be around 100˚C (the absorber/condenser temperature), whereas with a AHT, the maximum is higher, at about 150˚C (the generator temperature).
In general terms, an AHP is useful where there is an abundance of very low-grade heat, typically less than 50˚C
to 60˚C (this reduces heat exchange costs). The amount of heat that must be recovered from the waste stream
for a particular purpose (e.g. water heating) will depend on the COP of the plant. The waste stream should
typically be able to supply 40% to 50% of the energy needed for the end-use. As suggested by Figure 3.11,
AHPs can be used to provide refrigeration or airconditioning using natural gas or other high-grade heat
sources, as well as waste heat recovery services. The most common application of AHPs appears to be space
conditioning, where the low-grade heat source is ambient air or water.
When the waste stream is above 50˚C to 60˚C and its recoverable energy content approaches double the energy
needed for an end-use, then an AHT becomes an attractive proposition.
Economies of scale indicate that cost-effective, conventional AHTs should have a capacity of 0.5 MW or
more. AHPs, however, can be quite small. Double-effect absorption chillers for commercial buildings are
available in 70 kW to 5000 kW range and Japanese industry is developing 3.5 kW to 7 kW residential-scale
heating and cooling units. Another important difference between AHPs and AHTs is that the performance of
the latter is quite sensitive to variations in the temperature of the waste heat source. For this reason, the latent
heat content of vapour between 80˚C and 100˚C is the preferred heat source for AHTs. The suitable operating
environments for AHTs and AHPs are summarized below.

Absorber Heat Transformer — Application
•

The amount of waste heat that can be recovered should be greater than the heat demand and preferably at
least twice as large.

•

The heat source should preferably be in the form of latent heat, and given current plant costs, be in the
megawatt range.

•

The waste heat source should have a temperature of 60˚C to 130˚C, and the heat demand sink or end use
should be 20˚C to 50˚C higher.

Absorber Heat Pump — Application

Gen/Chp 3

•

The amount of waste that can recovered should be typically 40% to 50% of the amount required by the
end use, but this will depend on the COP.

•

The heat source can be sensible or latent heat and can be in the several kilowatt range.

•

The heat source can be below 60˚C and the required end-use temperature should be less than 100˚C.
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The note above suggests that AHTs are applicable to industrial process heat requirements, whereas AHPs are
useful for chilling and hot water production. The next chapter, “Pinch Technology”, further discusses how the
heat supply and demand features of a particular industrial process will indicate whether an absorption heat
pump or heat transformer (or another type of heat pump) is the preferred method of heat upgrade and transfer.
Figure 3.13 shows the simplified flow sheet for a Hitachi Zonsen Co AHT unit. Unlike the configuration in
Figure 3.12, the common pressure components are virtually integral. In fact, the other common configuration
for an AHT, developed independently by the Tokyo Sanyo Electric Company and GEA of West Germany,
has the absorber-evaporator and condenser-generator sets sharing the same vessels. The Hitachi unit takes a
vapour waste energy flow and uses this to produce low-pressure steam for process use. The types of industrial
process that might be able to use AHTs include:
•

distilleries;

•

meat processing plants;

•

drying industries (e.g. coffee);

•

chemical manufacture;

•

edible oil processing; and

•

pulp mills.
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Figure 3.13: Simplified flowsheet of Hitachi heat transformer (CADDET, 1989)

Future Developments
There are a number of potential variations on the single-stage cycles outlined above. These include doubleeffect absorption, which has both a high and a lower pressure generator, and double lift systems. In the former,
the COP is improved, but the temperature lift is reduced, while in the latter case, the temperature lift can be
increased, but the COP is reduced. Industrial application of these cycles is still at the development stage. Gas
direct-fired, double-effect absorption chillers are established technology for airconditioning and hot water
supply.
A NH3-H2O AHP can be designed and operated in such a way that when the temperature lift is small, the
absorption and generation of vapour occur over a large temperature glide, large enough that there is a
temperature overlap between the hot end of the absorber and the cold end of the generator. This means that
part of the heat produced in the absorber can be used for vapour generation, thus reducing the high-grade heat
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input to the system. Used as a space heating unit in temperate climates it can operate most of the time in a very
efficient low-lift mode. When a high lift is needed, the unit is still as efficient as a conventional AHP.
Binary fluids can be separated by rectification or fractional distillation as well boiling off the more volatile
component. This approach has been suggested as the basis of a new form of AHT. The suggested working fluid
is a mixture of water and mono-ethylene glycol.
Other binary or tertiary fluids are being investigated for use in conventional and proposed cycles. A new hightemperature AHP working pair, named Alkinite, has been developed. This consists of alkali metal nitrate salts
and water. There appear to be no obstacles to the use of this mixture up to 260˚C. This development has the
potential to expand the use of AHPs into the process heat area and expand the number of industries that could
use AHPs. Organic working pairs, such as hexafluoroisopropanol (refrigerant) and n-methylpyrrolidone
(absorbent), have also been identified as suitable for high temperature AHPs.
The next proposal suggests that, with ingenuity, AHPs and AHTs may be able to play hitherto unforeseen
energy efficiency roles. An AHP could be inserted between the combustion chamber and the steam
superheater of thermal power plants. This would allow extra high- and low-pressure turbines to be installed
and, thus, increase the overall efficiency of power generation by around 65%. The low efficiencies of thermal
power stations are due in large measure to the high irreversibility associated with heat transfer between
combustion gases at around 1100˚C and the steam superheater at 450˚C (refer to Figure 3.14a for a schematic
of a conventional steam turbine power plant). A schematic of the proposed AHP solution is shown in Figure
3.14b. Initial heat transfer would take place between the flue gases and a very high temperature binary mixture.
Mixtures suggested include liquid metals such as mercury-sodium, and suitable salts such as aluminium
chloride and sodium chloride.

3.4 Special Cycles and Heat Storage
This section mentions some of the special heat pump type systems under development and discusses some of
the heat storage technologies being explored for use in conjunction with heat pumps.

Special Cycles
There are numerous variants on the systems outlined in the previous sections — a hybrid system will be
mentioned here. A heat pump system that uses quite different physics to the phase-change systems discussed
above will also be mentioned.
A compression-absorption heat pump cycle in which a vapour compression cycle is combined with an
absorption cycle is under development. Using NH3-H2O, this hybrid cycle has the potential for a superior COP
to a high temperature mechanical heat pump using a HCFC. Working in refrigeration mode, the performance
of compression-absorption units can be enhanced by the addition of a tertiary fluid immiscible in a liquid phase
with the solution, such as a hydrocarbon.
A quite different type of heat pump — the thermoelectric heat pump — is based on the observation that when
an electric current passes through a junction between two different conductors, heat is either absorbed or
rejected at the junction, depending on the direction in which the current is flowing. A complete circuit must
consist of two of these junctions, and the opposite effect will occur at the second junction. The junctions can
be designed to achieve a temperature lift. The effect can be quite marked when certain materials are used.
Presently, this type of heat pump has a low power capability and COPs. On the other hand, they can operate
well in excess of 100˚C. Established applications include heat pumps for low-power portable electric coolers
(for cars, boats etc.). Industrial applications could include cooling for electrical circuits. Their potential heat
recovery role is not yet clear.

Energy Storage
Energy can be stored in a wide variety of ways. Historically, the most common way is arguably as ice for
cooling and hot water under pressure (in accumulators or thermal storage boilers) for release later as heat.
Considerations in energy storage include the amount of storage per unit volume or mass, standing losses, the
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Figure 3.14: (a) Conventional power plant configuration. (b) Power plant with absorption heat pump
(Le Goff, 1993)
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rate of heat exchange and whether the system can be used for both heating and cooling. The systems outlined
below use heat pump principles or are designed to be operated in conjunction with heat pumps. The motivation
for their development has partly been to spread the energy demand of commercial buildings (e.g. by storing
energy at night for daytime airconditioning). They may, however, be applicable to any situation where energy
demand is out of step with the timing of a waste energy supply, and the latter cannot be easily rescheduled.
The first storage system described is a batch AHP in which a single component is alternatively the generator
and absorber and another component is alternately the condenser and evaporator. The configuration shown
in Figure 3.15 means that the absorbent can be a solid, as it does not need to be moved. The generationcondensation phase and evaporation-absorption phase operate automatically at relatively high and low
pressures, respectively. Energy storage is based on the reversible absorption of water by the salt sodium
sulphide (Na2S). Like other heat pumps, this system requires an amount of relatively high-grade energy to
yield an increased amount of energy, albeit at a lower temperature. The additional energy comes from
upgrading low-grade waste or ambient sources. The key feature of the system is the opportunity to create a
delay, a managed time period, between the input of high-grade energy and the availability of useful energy.
I. Accumulator

II. Condenser/Evaporator

Na2S • nH20

H 20

Heat source

Heat sink

Na2S

H 20

Storage

Na2S • nH20

H 20

Discharge

Consumer

Heat source

Charge

Figure 3.15: Heat pump storage system (de Beijer, 1993)

The system is charged by supplying heat to chamber I so that water vapour is driven from the salt to chamber
II where it condenses. The heat source for chamber I could be a heat pump using environmental or ambient
heat sources. Charging temperatures are typically 90˚C for chamber I and 20˚C for chamber II. The heat of
condensation is removed from chamber II by, for example, a water circuit and cooling tower. When the system
is completely charged, the connection between the two chambers is closed. Most of the energy can now be
stored indefinitely, and as the temperatures in the chambers equalise, the loss of sensible heat means a onceonly energy loss of 3% to 5%.
To reverse the process, the connection is opened and heat is applied to chamber II, then called the evaporator.
This heat could be environmental or space heat. Meanwhile, the re-absorption of water by the salt in chamber
I releases heat. Typical discharge temperatures are 10˚C for chamber I and 50˚C for chamber II. Chamber I
can be used to produce cooling (using different working pairs it is possible to produce temperatures down to
-30˚C). Chamber II could be used to preheat hot water by direct heat exchange or used as an energy source
for another heat pump, etc.
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A very efficient system has been developed with the integral salt storage-heat exchanger matrix and the whole
unit enclosed in a tubular salt water energy accumulation and transformation system (SWEAT) module, as
shown in Figure 3.16. The tubes can be installed into a single unit so that one heating/cooling circuit operates
around the condensor/evaporator end of the tube while the other circuit covers the generator/absorber end of
each tube.

valve

accumulator

heat
exchanger
in the salt
mass

evaporator/condenser

vapour
channel

evaporation
structure

Figure 3.16: SWEAT modules and heat pump unit (de Beijer, 1993)

Other storage media and systems have been suggested. One of these, reversible hydration of calcium bromide
powder, can provide high output temperatures, up to 150 ˚C. This enables the energy storage to be integrated
with a trifluoro-ethanol (TFE) heat pump system (mentioned in Section 3.1) to serve a common high
temperature end use. Figure 3.17 shows the layout of the charge and discharge cycles. The heat pump could
charge the storage during cheap power periods, or during low end-use demand, and then receive assistance
with meeting end-use needs later from the storage. The output from this system could be used to provide
process heat for a range of industrial processes.
Other storage systems include Clathrate (hydrated HCFC141) and aqueous mixture hydration (e.g. LiBr and
CaCl2). These provide very high energy recovery rates, but are probably more applicable to cooling services
than heating.
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Chapter 4
Cogeneration

4.1 Introduction
The electricity requirements of industrial or commercial buildings are usually provided from off-site power
stations, while the heat loads are met by on-site boilers and furnaces. Cogeneration is the simultaneous
generation of electricity, or motive power, and usable heat from an integrated plant. Some forms of
cogeneration are sometimes referred to as combined heat and power (CHP)
Cogeneration has been practised in New Zealand for a long time, especially in the dairy industry where some
systems have been operating for 50 years. These early systems used fired boilers and steam turbines or
reciprocating engines to generate electricity. This form of cogeneration has also been installed in other types
of food processing plants as well as the timber processing industry. Steam turbines or engines are also used
to generate power from the heat produced by burning sulphur when producing fertilizer. The BHP New
Zealand Steel plant utilises the process heat from its Multiple Heath Furnaces for power generation (refer to
Chapter 6 of Part 7 “Manufacturing and Minerals”).
Over the last 20 years, there has been a strong trend towards the use of natural gas engine and gas turbine
cogeneration systems (nonetheless fired boiler-steam engine/turbine systems have continued to be installed).
Gas engines fuelled by digester biogas are used in six municipal waste water treatment plants throughout the
country. With the advent of reticulated natural gas in the early 1970s, gas reciprocating engines were installed
in industrial applications, and commercial and institutional buildings. More than twenty gas fuelled engines
operate in cogeneration systems today. Two sites have gas turbines as part of cogeneration systems: the
Ammonia Urea plant in Taranaki, and the Anchor Products Te Awamutu plant (this is discussed as one of the
case studies in Section 4.8).
The total installed capacity to date is around 170 MW of electrical power output (Norris, 1994; Cogeneration
Association, 1995). The largest schemes are the Tasman Pulp and Paper plant in Kawerau with 45 MW
capacity, BHP New Zealand Steel with 36 MW and Anchor Products with 52 MW. In 1991 it was estimated
that a further 170 MW of cogeneration could become viable in the near future (Zoellner, S 1991).
In 1991 a Cogeneration Association was formed in New Zealand, its mission being to promote recognition
of the benefits of cogeneration and enhance the business prospects of its members. With over 50 members,
the Association represents the interests from the electricity, coal, gas, equipment suppliers, end-user, service
supplier and independent power producer sectors. Among other things it organises seminars for members and
produces a regular newsletter, Cogen News.
Cogeneration is a very energy efficient approach to the production of heat and power. In the right
circumstances it can provide a range of commercial benefits and environmental benefits. Nearly all of the
projects built to date were built, and are owned and operated by, the user of the heat produced, and the major
benefit has been the reduced need to purchase electricity. In some cases small amounts of surplus electricity
is exported from the cogeneration site.
The changing energy market environment now means that it is becoming less likely that a heat and electricity
user would install cogeneration for its exclusive use. One reason for this is the growing importance of
exporting electricity. Another is the potential available at some sites to export heat to adjacent industries.
Today, cogeneration is often likely to warrant the combined effort of several parties, a plant operator, a fuel
supplier, heat users or hosts and an electricity industry partner.
Section 4.2 of this Chapter describes different types of cogeneration systems while Section 4.3 compares their
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performance. The benefits of cogeneration in terms of energy efficiency, environmental impacts and
commercial advantages are outlined in Section 4.4. The process of designing a cogeneration system and
factors to consider are summarised in Section 4.5, while Section 4.6 lists some of the applications of
cogeneration. One of the key design factors is a match between plant output and site heat and power needs.
Section 4.7 outlines strategies that can be used to alter the performance of cogeneration systems to obtain a
good match without compromising energy efficiency. Finally Section 4.8 briefly describes a number of case
studies to illustrate the range of applications of cogeneration in New Zealand.

4.2 Cogeneration Systems
Cogeneration systems can be illustrated by way of comparison with a conventional power system that uses
a boiler to raise steam to drive a turbine generator set. With the conventional system, less than 35% of the
energy obtained from burning fuel is converted to electricity, the rest being released to the environment as
waste heat in the form of hot gases or water. New generation combined cycle thermal power stations can
achieve conversion efficiencies of around 45%. Cogeneration can be an even more efficient option for
converting fuels to useful heat and power than using a modern combined cycle system. Typically,
cogeneration systems need only 40% to 60% of the energy to produce the same amount of useful heat and
power as separate thermal power generation and boiler/furnace systems. The key to this efficiency is effective
heat recovery and use.
There are two basic configurations for the plant that make up a cogeneration facility. One arrangement, shown
in Figure 4.1 (GANZ, 1992), is where the input fuel is burnt to produce process heat first and then the residual
energy content of this heat is used to raise steam to generate power. This system is referred to as a “bottoming
cycle” and may apply to processes such as steel and cement manufacture, in foundries or brickworks. In such
cases, very high temperatures are needed, but there may be few secondary uses for the waste heat in the
manufacturing process.
EXHAUST
POWER
STEAM

STEAM
TURBINE
FUEL

HEAT

FURNACE

GENERATOR

WHRSG

(Waste Heat Recovery Steam Generator)

Figure 4.1: Bottoming cycle cogeneration

In the second basic configuration, power generation comes first and then heat is recovered for use. In the
example shown in Figure 4.2 (GANZ, 1992), fuel is burnt in a heat engine to produce motive power to drive
a generator. The heat engine could be a gas turbine or a reciprocating engine, such as a diesel or spark ignition
natural gas engine. In this “topping cycle” process the waste heat from the engine exhaust is used to provide
process heat, either directly or via steam production. Hot air, hot water, or steam for space heating or industrial
processes like timber drying, food processing etc., could be produced.
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EXHAUST
POWER

STEAM

NATURAL GAS

AIR

GENERATOR

GAS TURBINE
HEAT

WHRSG
(Waste Heat Recovery Steam Generator)

Figure 4.2: Topping cycle cogeneration

In some cases, the energy available from the waste heat recovery process may be increased by installing a duct
burner in the engine exhaust which uses extra gas or diesel. The power output from a gas turbine can be
increased if some of the steam raised from heat recover is injected into the turbine. This is discussed further
is Section 4.7.
If a reciprocating engine is used then the main source for heat recovery is usually the cooling water system.
Useful heat can, however, be recovered from the exhaust, and this source can also be augmented by the use
of a duct burner. A fuel cell could be used instead of a heat engine in a topping cycle configuration. In this
case electricity would be generated directly without the need for motive power. Heat could be recovered from
the fuel cell exhaust and any cooling system.
Another form of topping cycle is a fired boiler raising steam for a steam turbine or steam engine. The low
pressure steam from the turbine is used for process heat. In some cases, medium pressure steam can be “bled”
from the turbine as well. The fired boiler approach can be very useful where there are waste materials, wood
processing residues for example, that could be used as fuel.
A combined cycle power generation system can be considered a special form of cogeneration where steam
produced from a topping cycle is used to generate additional power from a steam turbine. In this case,
illustrated in Figure 4.3 (GANZ, 1992), only one form of output energy, namely electricity, is produced. With
a back pressure turbine, low pressure steam from the turbine could be used as process heat (rather than being
condensed and directly recycled as feedwater to the waste heat recovery steam generator). Similarly some
of the high pressure steam could be used as process heat rather than being used entirely in the steam turbine.
A combined cycle plant can be configured to provide various amounts of heat and power.
In some cases the motive power produced from the heat engine in a topping cycle can be used directly to drive
plant (e.g. refrigeration compressors at freezing works), rather than to generate electricity which is then used
to drive machinery. It is possible to combine the heat and power output from cogeneration plant to produce
a single energy utility. An example of this is a natural gas engine driving the compressor for a heat pump
supplying low pressure steam for a process. The heat pump efficiency can be improved by using the waste
heat from the gas engine as an energy source for the evaporator unit. This system is illustrated in Chapter 3
“Heat Pumps and Related Plant”. Finally, the heat from a cogeneration system can be used to provide chilling
via such plant as absorption chillers, also described in Chapter 3.
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EXHAUST

STEAM
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GENERATOR
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STEAM TURBINE

Figure 4.3: Combined cycle cogeneration

4.3 System Performance Comparisons
A wide variety of cogeneration plant configurations is possible. This section introduces some of the strengths
and weaknesses of different systems. The choice of cogeneration at all and the design of a particular system
has to be pursued in the light of the energy usage and demand patterns of each site, the opportunities for export
of surplus heat and power, and a range of other technical-economic issues. Some of these issues are discussed
in Sections 4.6 to 4.7.
Where a process like a foundry or kiln requires high temperature heat, then the bottoming cycle is the natural
choice. The focus in this section is on the broad differences between topping cycle systems using steam
turbines or engines, gas turbines or reciprocating internal combustion engines, particularly with regard to heat
to power (H/P) output ratios.

Fired Boiler and Steam Turbine
The topping cycle involving a fired boiler and steam turbine has a range of advantages and has historically
been the most widely used cogeneration system. The fired boiler can produce high pressure steam for process
heat as well as to drive a steam turbine. It provides a high thermal efficiency over a range of loads and can
utilize a wide variety of fuels ranging from wood and crop residues, through to coal, oil and gas or biogas.
An important feature of a fired boiler system is the high H/P ratio which is usually greater than 5:1 and can
be as high as 20:1. A system schematic and Sankey diagram for a bottoming cycle is shown in Figure 4.4
(Nguyen, 1990). The H/P ratio shown is approximately 6.5:1.
Fired boiler-steam turbine systems can be scaled to suit a wide variety of circumstances. However, economies
and scale in the manufacture and operation of steam turbines mean that such systems are usually only
economic where there is sufficient waste heat to drive units of several megawatt capacity or larger.
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Figure 4.4: Sankey diagram for fired boiler and back pressure turbine

Combustion Turbine
The combustion or gas turbine has a relatively low thermal efficiency (28% to 30% at full load) and its
efficiency drops off quickly at low loads. The most common fuels for gas turbines are natural gas and distillate.
Development work is under way to fuel gas turbines with fuel oil, or with the products from gasifiers fed with
biomass, or with powdered biomass or ultra clean coal.
The H/P ratio for a gas turbine cogeneration topping cycle is around 2:1. As mentioned above, steam injection
can increase the power output. More commonly the heat proportion is increased by supplementary firing of
fuel in the exhaust upstream of the waste heat recovery steam generator: a resultant H/P ratio of 4:1 is common,
although the ratio can be practically increased to 15:1. The exhaust gas contains a considerable amount of
excess air at a high temperature, so that supplementary firing is virtually 100% energy efficient. Figure 4.5
(Crosher, 1992) shows the Sankey diagram for a cogeneration system with a duct burner. The overall energy
efficiency is 84%. The H/P ratio is almost 3.5:1.

100%

GAS TO
GAS TURBINE
68%

GAS TO
DUCT BURNER
32%
19%
POWER

65%
PROCESS
STEAM

16%
LOSSES

Figure 4.5: Sankey diagram for gas turbine cogeneration with duct burner
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Industrial gas turbines are readily available in sizes over 1 MW although smaller units are also available. Gas
turbines are compact per unit of power output and this may be an advantage where floor space is limited.
Generally gas turbines are best suited to operating for long periods without operation. The thermal/
mechanical stresses associated with shut down for one or two periods a day may not, however, compromise
plant durability and more frequent stop-start cycles may be acceptable with aeroplane technology derived
units.

Reciprocating Engines
Diesel or spark ignition gas engines have a reasonable efficiency across a range of loads, although they
perform best when kept in their maximum efficiency island (refer to Chapter 3 in Volume 1, Part 3
“Transport”). Peak efficiency can be over 33%. About 20% to 30% of the heat output is contained in the
cooling water and about 30% to 40% in the exhaust gases. The balance is radiation losses. By using heat
recovery nearly all the cooling water heat and about half the exhaust heat can be economically recovered. This
leads to an overall system efficiency of up to 78%.
The Sankey diagram for a reciprocating engine cogeneration plant and that for conventional separate heat and
power production is shown in Figure 4.6 (EECA, 1995). The H/P ratio for the cogeneration system
represented in the figure is slightly less than 2:1. In many cases, for example when there is no use for the low
grade heat available from the exhaust, the ratio is closer to 1:1. The exhaust heat can be put to good use with
supplementary firing and subsequent heat recovery. If this is practised then the H/P ratio can increase to 5:1.
Electrical
power
Usable
heat

27 units

Oil or
gas
100 units

Cogeneration
system

51 units

(a)
Losses 22 units

87 units
Oil or
gas

Conventional
generating
plant

27 units

Electrical
power

51 units

Usable
heat

!e = 31%

155 units
68 units

(b)

Boiler
th = 75%

Losses 77 units

Figure 4.6: (a) Reciprocating engine cogeneration versus (b) separate energy production

Reciprocating engines suitable for cogeneration are available in a wide range of sizes, typically 10 kW to 5
MW. These engines are easy to stop and start and are well suited to intermittent operation. They do tend to
require more frequent maintenance than gas turbines, however.

Combined Cycle
To maximize power production from a combined cycle plant a condensing steam turbine is used. In practice
only a limited amount of heat can be made available from such a system. If the condensing turbine is replaced
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by a back pressure turbine then, as mentioned above, low pressure steam from the turbine can be used for
process heating. The heat to power ratio for this type of system can be raised to about 1:1.

System Comparisons
Table 4.1 compares the H/P ratios for different cogeneration systems. The table also provides indicative total
energy outputs. The first iteration in system design is usually to match the plant capacity and H/P ratio to that
for the site or to the plant’s energy customers where heat, in particular, is exported.
System

No Exhaust
Firing

Supplimentary
Firing

Energy Output

5:1 to 20:1

N.A.

above 5 MW

2:1

up to 15:1

above 1 MW

Reciprocating Engine/WHRSG

1:1 to 2:1

up to 5:1

100 kW - 5 MW

Combined Cycle and Turbine

1:1

Fired Boiler and Turbine
Gas Turbine and WHRSG

above 5 MW

Table 4.1: Heat/power ratios for cogeneration systems

There is considerable overlap in the potential application of gas turbine and reciprocating engine based
systems making a comparison of their relative strengths and weaknesses quite pertinent. The fact that nearly
all the energy not converted to power appears as a stream of hot, clean gas makes the gas turbine ideal for
cogeneration. Heat recovery can be centred around a single heat exchanger and high heat outputs can be
achieved with supplementary firing. The high temperature and heat content of the exhaust makes gas turbines
suitable for a wide range of heat applications. Gas turbines have the advantage of being compact. In some
circumstances, it may be physically impossible to install reciprocating engines with the same output as a gas
turbine.
Nonetheless, reciprocating engines also have their strengths. Up to several megawatts capacity they can be
more fuel efficient than gas turbines and are less adversely affected by partial loads. They are suitable for stopstart operation. The heat available for recovery is at a lower temperature than a gas turbine. This is not a
problem for many end uses, such as hot water and space heating applications. Reciprocating engines have
an established reputation in office airconditioning systems for example.

4.4 Energy, Economic and Environmental Benefits
Energy Efficiency
Figure 4.6 illustrates well the energy benefits of cogeneration. In the case illustrated, to produce the same
amount of heat and power cogeneration requires 30% less input energy. While cogeneration may involve a
degree of compromise so that neither heat nor power are produced at the efficiency of separate production,
the combined efficiency is very high. For the cogeneration plant illustrated in Figure 4.6 the combined
efficiency is 78%, while for separate production the average efficiency is only 50%. As mentioned above the
advantage of cogeneration derives from effective heat recovery, and to a degree the sharing of losses between
both energy outputs.
Figure 4.5 illustrates a duct burning situation showing that high efficiencies can be maintained even when
there is an emphasis on heat rather than power. About 45 units of input energy would have been needed to
produce the 19 units of output power in a separate combined cycle facility (40% efficiency). The difference,
26 units, would have been rejected as waste heat. Subtracting 45 units from the 100 units input leaves 55 units
notionally available for heat production, yet the heat output from cogeneration is 65 units. If the 55 units of
heat was input to a separate boiler then about 40 units of usable heat would result (75% efficiency). The overall
efficiency of separate production in this case would be nearly 60%, yet for cogeneration it is 84%. Somehow
the cogeneration system has “gained” 25 units of heat. It achieves this through a combination of more efficient
combustion and heat recovery.
With cogeneration electricity, generation is via a single cycle (around 30% efficient) rather than combined
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cycle. This means that there are about 45 units of exhaust heat available to add to the 32 units from the duct
burner making 77 units. As mentioned earlier the excess hot air in the exhaust makes the duct burner-boiler
combination very efficient. The combined efficiency for heat exchange within the waste heat recovery steam
generator is nearly 85%. The gap between cogeneration and separate production can be increased further if
there is a use, such as space heating, for the low grade heat residual after the waste heat recovery steam
generator (and any associated economiser used to preheat incoming water).
The Sankey diagram for a fired boiler and steam turbine system shown in Figure 4.4 can be similarly analysed
to show that the average efficiency for separate production of heat and power would have been 67% while that
for cogeneration is 85%. The examples discussed here are typical, showing that cogeneration can increase the
efficiency of energy use by between 25% and 60% compared with separate heat and power production.

Environmental Benefits
The energy efficiency advantages of cogeneration translate into environmental advantages, particularly a
reduction in air emissions. The main product from burning fossil fuels is the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide.
Fuel use also creates emissions of nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide, unburnt hydrocarbons including methane,
carbon monoxide, and particulates, which can be serious pollutants and may play a role in global warming.
Sulphur dioxide, which comes from using coal and to a lesser extent oil, is implicated in the creation of acid
rain. This is a continent-wide problem for Europe and North America. Emission problems in New Zealand
are confined to a few areas. Nitrogen oxides, especially NOx, and particulate matter, seem to be the main
concern. In recent times the spotlight has turned to the possibility of accelerated global warming, the so-called
“greenhouse effect”. Countries like New Zealand, a signatory to the Framework Convention on Climate
Change, are expected to take steps to reduce their emissions of greenhouse gases. These steps will include
energy efficiency investment and greater use of renewable energy such as wind and solar energy. Cogeneration, especially if fuelled by natural gas or renewable biomass materials, can make a major contribution to
reducing carbon dioxide emissions, the main cause of the greenhouse effect. Cogeneration is, arguably, the
most greenhouse friendly way to get energy from fossil fuels.
A natural gas thermal power station would produce 40% less emissions than a coal-fired power station. A
natural gas cogeneration plant would produce 60% less emissions than the coal-fired benchmark for the same
amount of power. This result is obtained by assigning the emissions from a cogeneration plant with an overall
efficiency of 78% pro-rata with the H/P ratio. A similar dramatic reduction in CO, NOx and other emissions
will be obtained with cogeneration.

Economic Advantages
The economics of a cogeneration project can be complicated and the commercial advantages can vary from
party to party where there are several stakeholders; facility owners, managers, steam hosts and power
consumers, including buy-back utility companies (the potential for multiple parties to a cogeneration project
is discussed further in Section 4.7). In simple terms though, the key factors in the economics of a cogeneration
project are the capital investment and the return. The return is usually the net result of an increase in fuel costs
(natural gas, biofuels etc.) less the savings in a more expensive energy item, namely electricity.
Other factors may come into the economic equation. A cogeneration project may avoid the need for other
capital investment. If there are plans to expand production, new power supply capacity may be needed in the
absence of cogeneration. Additional transformers and supply lines could be avoided with cogeneration. Extra
boilers may be needed and these could be integrated with the cogeneration facility. The cogeneration plant
may increase the security of electricity supply for the site, or be able to provide a satisfactory minimum level
of power in the event of a grid outage. In some cases, large-scale cogeneration may provide off-site advantages
for the supply grid or power generation. This is illustrated in the last two case studies in Section 4.8.
To be viable, cogeneration will usually need to operate on a baseload basis to maximise the power savings
that pay for the investment. As mentioned earlier an appropriate H/P ratio is required.
All other things being equal, factors that can militate against cogeneration are high charges for connection to
the local power network or the grid, and poor buy back-prices for surplus power, and low energy charges for
imported power. Not many sites will lend themselves to complete disconnection from the external power
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supply. Charges for local network or grid connection that do not reduce in proportion to the lower demand
for imported electricity that cogeneration creates can inhibit otherwise viable projects. Low charges for
imported energy on the other hand also inhibit cogeneration, but the importance of this factor is decreasing
with deregulating energy markets (Norris, 1994).
Economic growth is creating a demand for new generation capacity, notwithstanding opportunities for energy
efficiency. There is now a growing perception that electricity prices will rise in the future as a result of the
need for more thermal power generation combined with the depletion of existing developed natural gas
resources. Furthermore, major consumers are aware that in the new competitive market, power generators no
longer have an “obligation to supply” and that the provision of new capacity may not always match increases
in demand. The result could be price rises until supply and demand are brought into line.
These factors alone create a favourable commercial environment for cogeneration. Rising environmental
standards, particularly concern over global warming, could in future translate into economic penalties for
fossil fuel use. This would add further to the commercial benefits of efficient energy use via cogeneration.

4.5 System Design Process
The design of a cogeneration system must follow a thorough evaluation process. Figure 4.7 (Nguyen, 1990)
shows the technical and economic steps in the process. The preliminary assessment, or pre-feasibility phase,
leads to a number of cogeneration options. The next stage, the feasibility study, assesses these options, short
lists them and identifies the most economic solution(s). Technical specifications are drawn up for the
preferred solutions so that tenders can be obtained. At this stage the project focus shifts more to commercial
matters with a detailed economic evaluation, pursuit of fuel supply contracts, and clarification of investment
finance sources, etc.
The starting point for the design is in effect an energy audit of the site, and current heat and power use and
timing are analysed. The existing situation should not be taken for granted. There may be opportunities to
improve the efficiency of energy use or its timing to provide direct benefits as well as making the situation
more suited to a cogeneration installation.
Capital investment will usually be minimized when the site baseload H/P ratio is similar to the basic output
of the cogeneration plant. For gas turbine and reciprocating engine systems this generally means a H/P ratio
between 1.5:1 and 2:1. If a natural match does not exist then there are various strategies, discussed in Section
4.7, to adjust the cogeneration output, or change the energy demand. Some of these, such as using duct burners,
have already been mentioned, but they usually mean additional investment. One strategy that should be
reiterated here is to look off-site for loads. Neighbouring commercial, institutional or industrial sites may have
heat or power needs that could be combined with the generation site loads to obtain a good output-demand
match.
Fuel availability is an important issue. If relatively cheap fuels such as coal, wood waste or dry crop processing
residues are available, then a bottoming cycle system may be preferred. While the resulting power output
may fall well short of the site demand, the cheap fuel may be benefit enough to favour the fired boiler, steam
turbine system.
This leads to the important issue of whether the design should be heat-led or power-led. The choice will be
strongly influenced by the cost of electricity supply during peak periods and the potential buy-back price for
exported power. On some sites supplying the baseload heat demand may mean a surplus of power. If the buy
back rate for this power is low, then the system may be designed as power-led, that is to supply no more than
the site electricity needs, and to use separate fired boilers to make up the heat shortfall. In some cases supplying
all the site power may mean a heat surplus during peak power demand. Adopting a power-led strategy may
still be justified if electricity is sufficiently expensive during peak periods to enable cost savings to cover the
extra capital and operating expense of dumping or storing surplus heat during such peak periods.
The physical layout of the plant will influence whether a cogeneration system is a single central facility or
made up of decentralised units. If the heating requirements are located in close proximity to each other then
a central unit will be favoured since it is easier to distribute electricity than heat. Another factor to consider
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is whether or not a good match between supply and demand is facilitated by using a multiple unit system (to
accommodate a changing load one unit could be shut down while the rest still operate at maximum efficiency).
If a multiple unit system is beneficial then consideration should be given to whether it is best to install units
at distributed locations.
A pinch analysis is very helpful during the feasibility stage. It can help with the correct placement and output
specification for the cogeneration system to best satisfy the heat requirements of the whole plant. In pinch
technology terms, it means specification so as to avoid any heat transfer across the pinch (refer to Chapter 5
for more information on pinch technology). Pinch technology can be used to determine the optimal
temperature levels for heat supplies. These temperatures will influence the steam pressure or hot gas
temperatures in a cogeneration system.
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Figure 4.7: Cogeneration design process

4.6 Cogeneration Applications
Cogeneration can be successfully used where a facility has a simultaneous requirement for heat and power
over a viable period. If there is a requirement for chilling or airconditioning then, in some cases, the heat from
a cogeneration plant can be used in an absorption chiller. The need to recover the capital expense of plant
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through energy cost savings, usually means that a baseload situation (for either heat or power) is favoured.
In cases where peak period power charges are very high, a peak shaving cogeneration installation may be
viable. This is rarely the case in New Zealand but could change in the future.
To be viable a baseload facility would need to be required for a minimum number of hours per year. The
minimum will depend on a number of site specific factors, but will generally be over 4000 hours per year (i.e.,
over 45% of the time). The daily heat profile shown in Figure 4.8 (GANZ, 1992) lends itself to a cogeneration
plant supplying about one half the peak heat demand most of the time. Peak heat loads could be met by firing
up separate high efficiency gas boiler plant, or using modulating duct heating to boost the cogeneration output.
During the period of low heat demand two options exist. The cogeneration plant could be shut down and the
heat supplied from separate boilers. In some cases, however, it may be desirable to keep generating electricity
during this period. Often the desired operating goal is to follow an electrical load rather than the heat demand.
If so, then some of the heat produced during the low point could be dumped (this is discussed in the next
section).

Heat
demand

Heat provided by
high efficiency
gas-fired boiler
plant
Base load heat
supplied from
cogeneration
plant
Cogeneration plant
shut down during
this period

Figure 4.8: Daily heat profile example

Cogeneration plant can be scaled and arranged to suit a wide variety of process heat and power needs. Plant
is available to supply electrical demands in the range 20 kW to over 100 MW. The types of facilities that have
successfully switched to cogeneration technology and recorded cost savings and improved energy efficiency
include:
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•

swimming pools and recreational centres;

•

hospitals, commercial laundries;

•

retirement villages, group accommodation;

•

dairy plants, meat processing industries;

•

pulp and paper, and timber processing;

•

manufacturing and industry;

•

petrochemical production facilities;

•

tourism industry — hotels;

•

commercial offices and shopping centres;

•

education complexes, schools and universities;

•

horticulture sector — greenhouses; and

•

breweries and other food processing.
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4.7 Special Strategies
This section briefly covers a number of technical and commercial strategies that are available to provide a
better match between cogeneration output and site energy demands, which may help to expand the potential
applications of cogeneration.

Steam Injection
Gas turbines can be injected with steam generated by exhaust gas which may be surplus to site needs. This
provides a wide range of benefits. Firstly, there is an improvement in turbine efficiency and power output.
While extra fuel has to be used to raise the injected steam temperature to the required turbine inlet temperature
this is more than compensated by the increased mass flow through the turbine, the higher specific heat of the
combined inlet fluids and the increased back pressure on the compressor. Turbine outputs and average
efficiencies can be increased by as much as 50% for an equivalent machine running day.
The ability to inject a high amount of steam (up to 100% of the steam generated from the exhaust gas for some
turbines) allows a cogeneration plant to operate over a wide range of steam flows to a process. At high process
steam loads little steam is injected; when the process loads drop, the additional steam can be injected to provide
more power for export or to reduce grid demand. In multiple stage turbines, both high and low pressure steam
can be injected at appropriate points. Figure 4.9 (Aldham, 1992) shows the schematic for high and low
pressure mass steam injection.
HP Steam

To Process

LP Steam
Exhaust
Fuel

HRSG
Comb

Air
Load
HP Compressor
LP Compressor

Gas generator

HP
Turbine

LP
Turbine
Power
Turbine

Figure 4.9: Gas turbine power enhancement by mass steam injection

Many turbines can be adapted to suit a high level of steam injection without modification to the actual turbine
internals. An additional advantage of using a turbine with steam injection is the elimination of the bypass
damper (see below), its associated capital costs, maintenance and heat losses. Finally, steam injection assists
with emission control — it reduces NOx emissions — and can provide a substitute for other control strategies,
such as water injection.

Surplus Heat Dumps
Steam injection is a very effective means to deal with heat surpluses. Another strategy is to either shut down
a turbine or reciprocating engine, or run it at part load. The latter usually means an efficiency loss, while both
options may be unsatisfactory for a power-led system with a priority for generating electricity. The two
common heat balancing methods for a gas turbine are to install either a bypass damper or a dump condenser.
The former diverts the exhaust gas away from the waste heat recover steam generator and dumps the heat into
the atmosphere. The second option involves condensing the steam that is raised. With a reciprocating engine,
surplus engine cooling jacket heat can be dissipated using radiators (like a normal car engine). These options
involve capital expense and waste energy eroding some of the energy efficiency advantages of cogeneration.
An energy efficient alternative to steam injection may be to downsize the cogeneration plant slightly and
install heat storage, steam accumulators or additional hot water capacity.
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Absorption Chillers
Another balancing strategy is to increase the site heat demand and reduce its electricity requirements. Where
the thermal output from a cogeneration system is greater than the site demand and chilled air or water is
required on site, absorption chillers can be used to substitute electricity with steam. This tactic can provide
a strategic shift between site electricity demand and thermal loads and contribute to making a more profitable
site energy balance.

Selling Steam Off-site
Another way to make a strategic shift in the heat to power balance is to sell excess steam to neighbouring users.
This evokes a range of commercial issues such as security that an adjoining site will take an agreed amount
of steam for the project life.
Increasingly, major cogeneration projects are being developed through a multi-party contractual framework,
such as that illustrated in Figure 4.9. Such a framework spreads risks and ensures a high level of specialist
expertise is available to cover all aspects of project management. Various types of inter-party relationships
are possible. A typical setup is described below (Gallagher, 1992).
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Figure 4.9: Contractual framework for cogeneration

The project borrower is often a single purpose entity, possibly set up by several of the major parties; the main
steam host and power purchaser for example. The borrower only owns the project and assigns this to lenders
as security. The lender will be one or more banks and these may syndicate to other banks for a large project.
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The loan can be structured firstly as a construction loan which converts to a term loan on completion with
repayments spread out typically over 10 to 15 years.
The project borrower usually enters into a medium- to long-term arrangement with a fuel supplier. A power
company agrees to purchase electricity from the project for resale under a take or pay contract. Steam is sold
to one or more industrial end users or steam hosts. These users may also buy some of the electricity from the
project. One of the steam hosts can be the site lessor and provide land for the project at a nominal rate.
The construction contractor designs and builds the project, often on the basis of a turnkey fixed price contract.
The contract will cover penalties for late completion, inadequate performance, etc. The operator could be a
separate entity to the project borrower, or contractor. The operation and maintenance of the project would
take place under a long term contract with performance requirements.

4.8 Case Studies
With the development of small and reliable engine/generator sets fitted with modern digital controls, small
scale modular cogeneration systems have become economic and reliable. An example of such systems is
provided by the installation of a 50 kW (electrical output) modular unit at the Howick Baptist Home and
Hospital in Auckland (EECA, 1995). This unit meets 60% of the hospital’s space heating and domestic hot
water needs and 80% of the electrical load. The cogeneration system has been monitored and is showing an
overall energy efficiency of 77% (EECA, 1995).
The cogeneration system uses a Unigas UG 50. The unit is automatically controlled and continuously
monitored by Enerco Gas Auckland using a remote monitoring system. When the heat demand falls below
the system output or the electrical load falls below the generator output the engine is throttled back to reduce
both outputs. An existing boiler or mains power are used to make up any shortfalls. The engine controller shuts
down the cogeneration unit automatically if one of the two loads falls below 40%. When both of the loads
exceed 50% of their maximum the unit restarts and electricity generation automatically synchronises with the
mains.
The capital cost of the project was just over $100,000, but the investment avoided the need to spend $20,000
on a new boiler. Total gas bills increased slightly but electricity costs dropped by over 80%. Overall running
costs were reduced by 23% or approximately $20,000 per year. The simple payback period for the investment
is 4.2 years and the return on investment is 24%.
Swimming pools are prime candidates for cogeneration systems. The Wellington Regional Aquatic Centre
is a case in point. The centre was originally heated by gas fired boilers and electric heat pumps. While heat
pumps are a very efficient way of obtaining heat from electrical power, the electricity cost for the centre was
considered too high. In 1992, just five years after the pool’s opening, a Unigas 167 kW cogeneration system
was installed. The cogeneration plant allowed the heat pumps to be turned off completely and provided 85%
of the Centre’s electricity requirements. The gas fired boilers are now only working to approximately 25%
of their capacity. The Centre has the potential to export electricity to the nation’s grid during its off-peak
period in the early hours of the morning.
The plant is now covered by a service agreement with Enerco Gas. The plant performance is remotely
monitored via modem by Enerco in Auckland. This provides security of mind to the Centre’s management
and helps to safeguard the significant savings being provided; nearly $100,000 per annum.
The major benefit from these small- to medium-sized cogeneration systems is electricity savings, although
in some cases improvements in the quality of energy services should not be overlooked. It would be wrong,
however, to conclude that fuel suppliers and cogenerators always benefit at the expense of grid electricity
generators. Large-scale cogeneration opens up the possibility of significant export of power or the provision
of other grid services such as improved security of supply, creation of embedded generation to avoid extra
transmission investment, etc.
Large-scale cogeneration is more likely to use gas turbines or steam turbines than reciprocating internal
combustion engines. This point and the role of large-scale systems as significant electricity producers is
illustrated in the final two case studies.
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The Anchor Products Te Awamutu site processes milk into butter and milk powders. The large amounts of
steam needed was originally supplied from coal fired boilers. The need to improve air emissions together with
other considerations lead to a cogeneration project using gas turbines and a heat recovery boiler. The pant
commissioned in 1995 uses the 52 MW TwinPac gas turbine generator set owned by ECNZ and originally
operated at Whirinaki Power Station on distillate fuel for peaking and emergency purposes. The unit was
installed at Te Awamutu with the turbine exhaust going to a heat recovery boiler to supply steam to the factory.
During the processing season the low pressure steam from the heat recovery boiler is used for milk processing.
At other times of the year this steam is used to drive an existing 7 MW steam turbine generator set, so that the
system is effectively a combined cycle unit. The TwinPac turbine unit has two turbines coupled to a single
generator. One turbine runs continuously while the other is in reserve. The reserve turbine can be used if the
main turbine fails, or to provide peak or emergency (off-site) power requirements.
The involvement of ECNZ was motivated by the opportunity to convert some of its distillate fuelled peaking
gas turbines to less expensive natural gas and, by making use of the exhaust heat, to convert a previous peaking
turbine to a viable base load unit. The environmental advantage of reduced emissions of carbon dioxide was
also a consideration.
The cogeneration proposal for the NZFP plant at Kinleith illustrates the use of a fired boiler using waste
materials. The manufacture of pulp and paper at Kinleith results in large amounts of wood waste, mainly bark,
currently dumped at landfill sites. The cogeneration project will use this waste material, generate electricity
efficiently and replace valuable natural gas as boiler fuel.
The cogeneration plant consists of a wood waste boiler and back-pressure passout steam turbine integrated
with the existing boilers as shown in Figure 4.10. The recovery boilers shown in Figure 4.10 use black liquor
fuel from the pulping process (refer to Part 6 “Forestry Processing”). Steam production from these boilers
is augmented at present by a gas boiler. The new wood waste boiler will be able to raise 100 tonnes per hour
of steam from wood waste alone, and up to 165 tonnes per hour using natural gas as auxiliary fuel on top of
wood waste.
Gas Boiler

Recovery
Boiler

Recovery
Boiler

New Wood
Waste Boiler

NO. 7

NO. 4

NO. 5

NO. 8

High Pressure Steam

New
Steam
Turbine
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Steam to
Process
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Steam to
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Figure 4.10: Kinleith cogeneration project

The turbine will be sized for 300 tonnes of steam per hour and will make use of steam raised in the black liquor
recovery boilers as well as the new wood waste boiler. Part of the steam leaves the turbine as medium-pressure
bleedsteam while the balance exhausts as low-pressure steam. Both these outputs can be used for process heat.
The electrical output of the turbine is expected to be at least 25 MW.
ECNZ is involved in this project because it provides an opportunity to build new baseload generation capacity
at competitive capital and operating costs. It also helps an important customer, NZFP, remain competitive
and, like the Te Awamutu project, helps to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
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Chapter 5
Pinch Technology

5.1 Introduction
Process integration, or pinch technology, looks systematically at all the heat flows within an industrial site
in order to optimise process design, plant selection and energy use. Refined in the 1980s, this new design
approach allows the plant or site to be integrated as a whole — a feature not available with traditional design
methods. Pinch technology facilitates recognition of opportunities for cooling from one unit to service the
heating requirements of another. It can also be used to identify the minimum energy requirements for an
industrial process. The methodology assists with the choice of energy sources and cooling systems, and
potential process modifications that would reduce energy use become apparent as the method is applied. In
short, pinch technology is a powerful tool to ensure industrial sites are energy efficient and cost effective.
Pinch analysis can be used during the design of new facilities, the assessment of energy efficiency
improvements to existing industrial sites, or when looking at retrofitting or upgrading an industrial process.
Originally conceived for large-scale, complex industrial processes, pinch technology is also applicable to
modest industrial sites and institutional buildings. Over 300 pinch studies have now been completed
worldwide. Opportunities for energy savings of between 20% and 40% have been identified through these
studies. For new facility designs and major upgrades, energy savings are often accompanied by significant
reductions in capital costs.
At the heart of pinch technology is a system of graphically representing the heat flows and temperatures that
occur in an industrial process. This chapter will provide an overview of the graphics tools and how they can
be used. Examples will be presented on process changes, selection of hot utilities and application of heat
pumps.
The starting point for pinch technology is the recognition that industrial processes can be broken down into
four components. First, there are hot utilities, or sources of heat energy such as boilers and furnaces. At the
other end of a process, there are cold utilities, which represent residual cooling requirements, such as discharge
of cooling water or buildings where hot product is allowed to cool to ambient. Between the hot and cold
utilities, there are two different types of process streams — one that needs to be heated (the cold stream) and
one that needs to be cooled (the hot stream). These streams can be made up of liquids, gases or solids.

5.2 The Pinch — Composite Curves
Each hot and cold stream can be represented graphically by a composite curve. The curves are constructed
by adding the heat content of all hot and cold streams respectively in each temperature interval.
Information to construct the composite curves is obtained by examining the heat and cooling requirement for
each item of plant. The start and finish temperature is measured for the plant’s liquid, gas and solid material
flows. The heat load for each stream is calculated by combining the flow rate and specific heat. Those streams
that require heating are combined to form the cold composite curve, while the streams that require cooling,
and are therefore potential sources of heat, make up the hot composite curve.
Figure 5.1 shows the hot and cold composite curves for a hypothetical process. The horizontal distance
between the high temperature end of each curve represents the amount of energy that the hot utilities have to
input to the process. Similarly, the horizontal distance at the bottom end represents the residual waste heat
discharges from the process. The overlap between the two curves indicates the amount of heat recovery that
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is physically possible. The amount of heat recovery that is economically possible will depend on energy cost
savings and capital investment in hot and cold utilities or recovery plant.
Heat recovered
Hot utility supplies heat deficit

140

Temperature (˚C)

120

Hot composite
profile of heat
available

100
80
60

Cold composite
profile of heat
required

40
20

Excess heat to
cold utility

0

Process Heat (KWh)
Figure 5.1: Hot and cold composite curves for a hypothetical process

The difference between the hot utility input and the measured cold utility output is indicative of unaccounted
losses. These losses include radiant heat from plant, dispersed convection losses and steam and compressed
air leaks. The amount of unaccounted-for loss should never be taken as given. The steps outlined in Chapter
2, “Good Practice and Good Housekeeping”, should be taken to minimize these losses. In some cases, namely
processes using exothermic reactions, the residual waste energy in the cold utility may exceed the energy input
from the hot utility (if any). This is a result of the pinch convention of building the energy supply from
exothermic processes into the hot composite curve.
The driving force for heat recovery is represented by the vertical separation between the two composite curves.
The driving force (or temperature differential) for economic heat transfer between parts of the hot and cold
streams will depend on the nature of the materials in the streams, their flow rates, the availability of heat
exchange technology and, of course, the value of saved energy input from hot utilities. There may be different
minimum temperatures applying at areas of the composite curves. Optimal process and plant design will see
the composite curves move together until one or more of these critical temperature differentials is reached.
At this point, the process and associated plant design will require the minimum economically-feasible hot
utility input and cold utility output.
The design process, plant and process choices may alter the shape and position of the composite curves on
the temperature and process heat axes. As the design progresses iteratively, analysis of the composite curves
can help to identify strategies for improving energy efficiency. When optimization is achieved, the two
composite curves will be separated at a point called the process pinch by a minimum approach temperature
!Tmin. This situation is shown in Figure 5.2. In some cases, an optimised process may end up with two or more
pinch points. This minimum separation reflects an estimate of the economic break-even point between the cost
of heat exchangers and the cost of energy recovered.
It is easy to appreciate that when the pinch corresponds to !Tmin, the facility being designed has the potential
to use the minimum amount of energy that is economically feasible (Section 5.5 discusses the choice of hot
utilities). The optimum process could be altered so that the gap at the pinch is greater than !Tmin by, for
example, choosing plant that caused the cold composite curve to move to the right. Figure 5.3 shows that the
result is an increase in the energy input from the hot utility and the output from the cold utility — the process
is no longer optimised.
Pinch analysis can be used to assess the energy performance of existing processes, as well as assessing new
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designs. If there is no pinch between the composite curves for an existing facility, or if the temperature
differential at the pinch is greater than !Tmin, then there is untapped potential for heat exchange.
Where there is a pinch corresponding to the appropriate !Tmin, there may be opportunities for process changes
to alter the composite curves and the minimum practical heating and cooling requirements. The normal
practice of pinch technology is to consider opportunities for process change before analysing the potential for
heat recovery. A process change example is presented below.
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Figure 5.2: The pinch and energy efficient design
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Figure 5.3: Optimal and sub-optimal design
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5.3 Pinch Technology Rules
Further analysis of the composite curves can help to refine strategies for additional heat exchange, or changes
to heat sources or the basic processes. Figure 5.4 shows that the energy flows for an industrial process can be
examined as two separate operations. Above the pinch temperature, there is a shortage of waste heat and the
deficit is made up from the hot utility. Below the pinch, there is a surplus of waste heat and this surplus is
rejected to the cold utility. The design can progress towards optimization, i.e. a minimum amount of hot and
cold utility, provided the three golden rules of pinch technology are followed:
•

don’t use cold utilities above the pinch;

•

don’t use hot utilities below the pinch; and

•

don’t transfer heat from above to below the pinch.
Hot utility supplies
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0
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40
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cold utility

Process Heat (KWh)
Figure 5.4: Heat surplus and heat deficient zones

First, the process should not be altered to cause the export of heat from above the pinch to a cold utility, such
as the atmosphere or a waste water stream. Any existing export should be examined for heat exchange
opportunities. Export of heat above the pinch only increases the need to input energy from a hot utility and,
hence, increases fuel costs.
Second, a hot utility should not be placed below the pinch. There is no need for an additional heat source. There
are opportunities for conventional heat exchange to supply additional heat to cold streams below the pinch.
This rule has implications for the correct placement of cogeneration plant. A cogeneration plant takes in fuel
of high temperature energy and converts some of this to electricity, with the balance of the heat rejected at a
low temperature.
A cogeneration plant must be designed so that the pass-out heat is rejected above the pinch. The pass-out heat
then fully substitutes for hot utility — it provides heat where it is needed. If the pass-out heat is rejected below
the pinch, then it is wasted since there is a surplus of energy there anyway, and it increases cold utility loads
and costs (e.g. plant needs, cooling towers or environmental heat pollution).
Scarce process heat should not be transferred from above the pinch temperature and used for heating duties
below the pinch. This will only require an extra hot utility supply to compensate and increases fuel costs. At
the same time, the cold utility (the need to discharge heat) is increased by an equal amount. There is enough
free waste heat below the pinch for all low temperature requirements.
Heat pumps can be used to extract energy from below the pinch (where there is a surplus) and reject energy
above the pinch (where there is a shortage). This results in the extracted heat and motive power supplied to
the heat pump saving hot utility input and fuel costs. Pinch analysis can identify opportunities and limitations
on the use of heat pumps and this aspect is discussed below.
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5.4 Energy Efficient Process Changes
In addition to indicating broad opportunities for heat recovery given the existing process, study of composite
curves can also reveal the potential for energy efficient process changes. A process will be more energy
efficient when either the hot utility input is reduced (less fuel used) or the cold utility is decreased (more utility,
or product, is obtained from a set energy input). The three golden rules listed above can be reformulated into
a plus and minus principle to guide process changes. Above the pinch, the only way to decrease the hot utility
input is to either:
•

reduce the duty on cold streams (minus); or

•

increase the heat available in hot streams (plus).

Any increase in heat availability will have to come from below the pinch. Below the pinch, the only way to
reduce the cold utility output is too either:
•

increase the duty on cold streams (plus); or

•

reduce the heat available in hot streams (minus).

Consider the two sets of composite curves in Figure 5.5. The process involves independent evaporation and
condensation steps separated by a pinch. A heat exchange response might be to use a heat pump to upgrade
the heat from condensation and make it suitable to assist with evaporation. This would reduce the heat
available in a hot stream below the pinch and increase that available above the pinch.

QH min = 20 units
Evaporation

(a)
Condensation

QC min = 17 units

QH min = 10 units
Condensation

Evaporation

(b)

QC min = 7 units
Figure 5.5: Process modification to reduce energy demand — (a) composite curves for initial
process; and (b) composite curves for modified process.
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If the temperature of the condensing vapour could be increased to a value above the pinch, the heat could be
used via direct heat exchange (i.e. without a heat pump), thus reducing the hot utility input. In practice, the
higher temperature increase can be achieved by increasing the condensation pressure. Mirroring the heat
pump result, the heat available in the hot stream below the pinch has been decreased (minus) and the heat
available above the pinch has been increased (plus).
Whether or not it is economical to change the process, or use a heat pump, will depend on the trade-off between
energy use and capital investment. Figure 5.5 shows the energy target being reduced by 10 units, but the
prerequisite is the ability to transfer a large amount of heat across a relatively low temperature difference. If
the original process was optimised so that !Tmin occurred at the pinch, then the process change may be
economic, as the differential at the new second pinch is greater than at the original. Detailed analysis to confirm
that the cost of the large transfer area does not exceed the energy savings would still be needed before
proceeding. The composite curves highlight options or opportunities that, at face value, warrant investigation
and could have easily been overlooked by a more conventional plant-item by plant-item examination.

5.5 Utility Selection — Grand Composite Curve
Data from composite curves can be used to construct another pinch technology tool, the grand composite
curve. This curve is a particularly useful aid when considering utility options, including multiple utilities to
satisfy process energy needs, and when integrating heat pumps. It is also useful for confirming areas for direct
heat exchange. The grand composite curve is constructed as the net heat needed (heat needed in all cold
streams less heat available in all hot streams) in each temperature interval.
Figure 5.6 shows a typical example of a grand composite curve. The appropriate !Tmin has been subtracted
from all the hot streams to represent the minimum driving force for heat exchange. Consequently, the net heat
needed is zero at the pinch temperature. Above the pinch, the horizontal distance represents the net heat needed
for each temperature. The distance at the highest temperature represents the hot utility input to the system.
Below the pinch, the horizontal distance represents the net heat available at each temperature level.
The shaded areas in Figure 5.6 represent opportunities for direct heat exchange. The heavy lines above the
pinch represent one approach to utility design, namely the subdivision of the heat requirements into three heat
grades. The solid lines below the pinch are indicative of a potential to raise steam. This steam could then be
used to meet cold stream requirements below the pinch. As there will be a surplus of heat below the pinch,
some of the steam could be used by a heat pump to supply some (or all) of the low-grade requirements above
the pinch. The last section in this chapter will look more closely at the heat pump option. The remainder of
this section will examine the issues involved in hot utility selection.
Different utilities will have different profiles on the grand composite curve, as shown in Figure 5.7. Steam
direct from a boiler or via a cogeneration plant will tend to have a horizontal profile over the energy input range
in question. The heat and temperature availability from a piece of plant that provides flue gases will, on the
other hand, tend to be variable over the energy input range of a particular grand composite curve.
Figure 5.8 shows two utility options, based on steam and cogeneration, to satisfy a given energy input need.
Both options can be considered to have the same boiler plant and, for the purpose of simplicity, flue gas heat
recovery will be ignored. The first option can be expected to be cheaper to operate than the second because
the majority of the steam is being used at low pressure and the turbine can generate more power (and, hence,
power savings). However, the first option will probably require more capital investment in the turbine than
the second option. An important issue in deciding which option is the more cost effective will be the capital
investment in heat exchangers.
The implications of utility selection can be assessed by developing balanced composite curves. The energy
supply from the utilities is built into the hot composite profile. These new composite curves are balanced, in
that there is no longer a horizontal gap at the high temperature end of the hot and cold composite curves
representing a heat input need. Figure 5.9 shows the balanced composite curves for the two utility options in
Figure 5.8. The effect of the low pressure steam option is readily discernable. The use of two steam levels
introduces a region of tight driving forces that require a greater heat transfer surface and, hence, capital cost
than the single-steam level option.
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Figure 5.6: Utility design — grand composite curve
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When considering the trade-offs in utility selection, the capital cost of the utility system must be considered
along with the capital cost of the heat recovery systems and operating costs (fuel and power). When used with
other appropriate thermodynamic data and economic information, the grand composite curve and balanced
composite curves allow the trade-offs to be explored.

High Pressure
Steam

High Pressure
Steam

T

T

Pinch

Pinch

H

H

Option 1

Option 2

Figure 5.8: Cogeneration utility options

High Pressure
Steam

High Pressure
Steam

Low Pressure
Steam

CW

CW

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Balance composite curves — (a) option 1 and (b) option 2

5.6 Application of Heat Pumps
The integration of heat pumps into an industrial process requires an understanding of the characteristics of
different heat pumps. One important factor is the ratio of heat output to heat input, the “q” ratio for a heat pump.
Another important factor is the range of pinch temperature levels across which a heat pump can effectively
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operate. Different types of heat pump have different q and temperature ranges. As a result, they are more suited
to processes with a certain grand composite curve shape.
Given the working fluids currently in use, closed-cycle electrically-driven compression heat pumps cannot
operate with condensing temperatures above approximately 120˚C to 130˚C. Thus, the pinch temperature
must be below 120˚C. To be economic, the COP should be around or above 3, which limits the temperature
difference between the condenser and compressor. This implies that the composite curves must allow the heat
to be extracted and delivered not too far from the pinch. The q value for electrically-driven compression heat
pumps is typically 1.2 to 1.5. Figure 5.10 shows the idealized shape of a grand composite curve for use of a
closed-cycle compression heat pump and three other types of heat pump.
The mechanical vapour recompression heat pump can operate at low condensing temperatures of 60˚C to 80˚C
if the temperature lift is quite low. Condensing temperatures of around 120˚C for process steam production
are more the norm, however. The heat source temperature would usually need to be higher than 80˚C, for
practical and economic reasons, and the pinch temperature should be higher than 100˚C. Once again, heat
should be extracted and delivered close to the pinch. COPs are normally high (5 to 20 or more), and the q value
is typically 1.1 to 1.3.
With the working fluids used today, the absorption heat pump can operate to 100˚C. This implies that the pinch
temperature should be lower than 80˚C, or thereabouts, to fit this type. The absorption heat pump is driven
by primary heat and has a constant COP of approximately 1.3 (if boiler losses are included). The q value is
relatively high, at 2.7.
The heat transformer can operate at up to 150˚C with a maximum temperature lift of about 50˚C. The pinch
temperature should be between 60˚C and 130˚C to fit the heat transformer. This type of heat pump is capable
of upgrading half of the heat source to a higher temperature (q = 0.5). Heat sinks that are half the size of the
heat source are, therefore, ideal.
The suitability of each type of heat pump in a given process varies with the energy characteristics of the
process. This issue can be easily examined by studying the shape of the grand composite curve for the process.
Once the suitability of one or more types has been established, the question of heat pump size, heat source
temperature and heat sink temperature can be optimised.

5.7 Conclusions
Process integration, or pinch technology, is a very powerful tool for achieving energy efficiency opportunities
in industrial processes. First, the methodology questions the choice of basic processes — the hot and cold
streams — and asks whether this factor can be altered to reduce the hot utility input. It ensures that hot utilities
only provide the minimum amount of energy needed to drive the process, and it guides the correct location
of hot and cold utilities in terms of their heat and temperature characteristics in relation to the hot and cold
process streams. Pinch technology assists with making trade-offs when choosing between different energy
sources. Opportunities for conventional heat exchange are made quite obvious during a pinch study. The
optimal application of heat pumps is facilitated. These benefits come about because pinch technology deals
with all the heat lows within an industrial process or site in an integrated manner, without undue complexity.
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Figure 5.10: Matching heat pumps to grand composite curve shapes — (a) closed compression
system, (b) mechanical vapour recompression, (c) absorption heat pump and (d) heat transformer
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Chapter 6
Energy Efficiency through the
Application of Automatic Control

6.1 Management of Energy in Industrial Processes
The cost of energy is a major component of manufacturing operations. Two obvious ways in which the cost
could be minimised are to ensure that:
•

the process uses the supplied energy efficiently; and

•

the energy conversion is as efficient as possible.

Both aspects involve the application of control. Historically, the operator has, with varying degrees of
participation, applied the control. Human muscular effort, which at one time performed the work, has been
replaced by tireless and more powerful machines, which still required human intervention to provide the
intelligence that guides the operations.
With the advance of technology, the operators no longer watch gauges and turn valves, but have moved from
the shop floor to an airconditioned room where they observe a computer video screen and maintain control
by entry through a keyboard. Control at this level has changed little and is, arguably, scarcely more effective
than that applied 50 years previously. However, even though the operators go through the same motions as
their predecessors, they are operating through a digital control system (DES), which can use the intelligence
of a control system designer to apply the techniques of advanced control.

The Role of the Operator in Controlling a Process
In an endeavour to provide better control, data acquisition systems were employed to amass large amounts
of numerical readings, which the operator was expected to assess before taking any operating action. This
was asking the near impossible, as sorting through the mass of data to determine the appropriate control
response was much too time consuming.
The development of a graphical interface to display the data as a function of time allowed the operator to
view the trends of the variables. This proved to be a suitable medium for presenting meaningful information
to the operator, and allowed appropriate action to be taken.
However, for many applications the operator is required to balance a number of requirements that have some
degree of interaction. In such a situation, the operator might control one process variable, but maintain
another (hopefully a less sensitive one) at some safe level, but not necessarily the most appropriate. It could
be that the operator maintains the product purity, but does not operate the plant at its maximum efficiency.

Playing It Safe
Operators are often given almost impossible tasks and cannot be blamed for “playing it safe”. This could
include keeping well away from limits so as to have room to move when a disturbance appears or overcompensating when an upset occurs.

Automatic Control of a Process
A computer can sort through hundreds of data points and continuously optimise operations so that the
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process is kept within specifications while energy use is minimised. With a kiln-type operation, the
requirement might be to push the process to its limit to provide the maximum throughput possible within
the temperature limits imposed by the refractory brick work, and have the engineer design the control system
so that the heating system always performs at maximum efficiency.
For the control system designer, there are many approaches that could be adopted to obtain satisfactory
performance. One might be to examine the control loops and apply appropriate control for each. In the past,
this has often meant control provided by three-term PID (proportional + integral + derivative) controllers.

Correct Operation of PID Controllers
Even a device as familiar as a PID controller is not necessarily easy to operate correctly. The well-known
methods for tuning such a device can be difficult to apply in a working situation. A recent study of the
application of industrial control in Japan found that 90% of current control in Japan is implemented with
PID-type controls and that 20% of these systems were experiencing problems. The general approach to
problems beyond the capability of the PID controller (such as non-linearities or complicated interactions)
were solved by human operator intervention.

Limitations of PID Control
PID controllers have been used in various guises for 60 years or more. Although they have given excellent
service over these years, they are not necessarily the universal answer. The shortcomings include:
•

Proportional — At the proportional control level, a sufficiently large gain can often be used to provide
adequate control if the process has a dominant time constant and zero dead time. However, the presence
of dead time generates excess phase lag, which reduces the stability margins and limits the magnitude
of the proportional gain if the dynamic response is to be satisfactory. The low gain introduces “offset”,
indicating that the steady-state output (process variable) is not equal to the demand (setpoint).
Historically, this offset was effectively cancelled by raising the set level until it became zero — a
technique known as “resetting”.

•

Proportional + Integral and Automatic Reset — The offset can be removed by introducing the integral
component of the controller, which integrates the error until the input is equal to the output. However,
as well as the appropriate proportional gain, the integrator time constant has to be determined and this
can be difficult in some circumstances, resulting in the control being run with just proportional control,
possibly with the input reset to remove the offset. This was standard practice 60 years ago.

•

Proportional + Integral + Derivative — The response can be speeded up by providing a component
proportional to the rate of change of the error. In the case of a system with time delay, the derivative
control provides a degree of “prediction”, which mitigates against the dead time. With time delays
somewhat longer than the process time constants, PID control, which is limited to the three terms, may
not be effective. With PID control, a minimum of three parameters must be found. Where there is no dead
time, P + I is often used since the derivative action can introduce problems. Performance is sensitive to
the size of the derivative time constant, and the system becomes unstable and oscillates at a relatively
high frequency if the gain is too high.

Using the Computer for PID Control
While in the past PID control units from many different sources have been employed, such control can
readily be implemented using DES software. With its limitations, PID control will not necessarily provide
the most satisfactory performance. The digital control system is able to implement a huge range of control
algorithms, both proprietary and custom.
If the aim is to run the plant as hard as possible without exceeding the limits, this might be interpreted as
using tight control that minimises the variability of the product. For a packaging operation, this could mean
the minimisation of the “giveaway”, the excess contents used to ensure that no package is under weight.
Implementation of this control strategy can be regarded as moving into the realm of advanced control.
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6.2 Applications of Advanced Control Techniques
Minimum Variance Control
Rather than using PID control, a form of control that could be appropriate is “minimum variance control”.
Such control minimises the square of the error between the actual output (process variable) and the desired
output (setpoint). With appropriate knowledge of the plant and the installation of the control algorithm,
minimum variance control can readily be provided by DES.

Adaptive Controller
In situations where the process can change, perhaps because of variations in the quality of feed stock
dryness, the controller, or at least its settings, will have to change if the correct performance is to be
maintained. With the plant being continuously monitored, an updated computer model can be maintained.
The parameters of the model can be used to modify the minimum variance controller, thereby maintaining
the performance. This is an example of “adaptive control”, with the controller able to adapt to plant changes.

Maintaining Efficient Use of Fuel
While PID controllers have been widely used for temperature control, they are not always the most effective
tool for kiln control.
Where fuel is being burnt, be it oil, gas or coal, the forced air supply should be such that all the fuel is burnt,
as otherwise not only is the unburnt fuel wasted, but undesirable material is discharged from the smoke
stack. In addition, the air supplied should not be in excess of that required for complete combustion or fuel
is wasted heating up the extra air, which, again, goes to waste out of the stack. The appropriate method could
be to measure the flue carbon monoxide and compare this with the carbon monoxide setpoint. The
difference, the error, is used as the set point for a slave inner oxygen controller, which determines the
appropriate forced draft.
Because the gas analysis introduces a large dead time into the control loop, which is far beyond that that can
be handled adequately by a PID controller, it could be desirable to use a Smith Predictor to provide tight
control, thereby ensuring that the oxygen level is kept close to its minimum. In this way, the energy loss from
unburnt fuel or heating expelled air is minimised. At one time, it was awkward to provide the dead-time
simulation necessary to implement the Smith Predictor, but modern digital control systems (DCSs) can
readily provide the necessary time delay.

The Role of the Operator in an Advanced Control Operation
Automatic control leaves the operator free to concentrate on monitoring the overall plant operation. The
methods being applied must be understood by, and be logical to, the operator. This is not a trivial matter,
as the theory and techniques of advanced control call on knowledge and understanding that will usually be
considerably beyond that expected of an operator. Nevertheless, the basic concepts are readily accepted by
an experienced operator and the controls can generally be presented in a way that is directly relevant. If this
is not done, controls that are otherwise well-designed can be switched out because the operators are
uncomfortable with them or perceive them as a possible threat to their continued employment. One fortunate
feature of the modern implementation of controls is that the manual system, with the operator observing the
plant outputs on a video-screen and applying inputs through a keyboard, uses essentially the same system
(through software modifications) that can apply the advanced optimisation algorithms. As far as the control
room appearance is concerned, there has been no change.

An Advantage of Automatic Control
Plant designers expect their plant to be operated at the upper design limits and left there, as this provides
the maximum throughput. Operators can be unhappy with this situation, since the arrival of a disturbance
can move a controlled variable beyond its design limit. In addition, working at a limit leaves only one
direction to manoeuvre, which restricts options with a multivariable plant. However, with well-designed
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controls, the disturbance can often be anticipated and immediate action taken. The limits and constraints
can be built into the control algorithm.

Saving Fuel by Close Control
For electric power generation using steam turbines, close control can save fuel by allowing a more efficient
high-temperature operation. However, when working close to limits, the control must be effective and fastacting to ensure that these limits are not exceeded, which can result in costly failures.
For example, an increase in power demand will disturb the generating system by demanding more steam
to maintain the turbine speed. This in turn initiates more firing to maintain the drum steam pressure. The
temperature of the steam in the superheaters must not be permitted to exceed the temperature limit of the
steel. If the rise in superheater temperature brought about by a loading rate of 20 MW/min could be reduced
from 20˚C to 5˚C, the annual fuel saving for a four-unit 660 MW coal-fired station is estimated as
NZ$500,000.
Such control would not be possible by traditional means, but could be instituted with advanced multivariable
optimal techniques, which treat the plant as a whole rather than considering the individual loops that has
been the approach adopted up to this point.

Multivariable Optimal Control
This design method goes back to the beginnings of optimal control, as proposed by Kalman in 1964, and
the so called linear quadratic (LQ) controller. This employs state-variable feedback, with the states (which
could be temperatures, flow rates or pressures) of the plant being returned to the input after multiplication
by the linear gain matrix (the linear part of the LQ). LQ design provides a method of finding the statevariable gains for a multivariable system.
The appeal of this approach is that it comes up with a specific gain matrix that meets the specified
performance requirements in the best possible manner, and it provides an optimal design. Equally appealing
is that common computer-based design tools, such as Matlab, will provide an immediate solution to the
multivariable design.

How is the LQ Controller Determined?
An expression including the variables, which should be made as small as possible for efficient operation,
is the “cost function”. The “cost” of operation should be reduced as much as possible. The cost function is
a time integral of inputs and states, which is minimised subject to the constraints that relate to a mathematical
model of the plant.
LQ design minimises excursions of states (such as steam temperatures, pressures, flows) away from the set
points, as well as the size of changes of input levels (such as valve settings). Just how tight the control is
depends largely on the selection of the weighting matrices incorporated within the cost function. This is the
most sensitive aspect of LQ design. Critical variables are weighted appropriately to ensure that the
specifications are met.

Problems with LQ Control
Various forms of LQ control have had bad press, as they have shown unexpected instability under some
conditions. Additional procedures have been developed (e.g. loop transfer recovery (LTR)). One problem
is that the matrices that model the plant may not be, or remain, a true representation of the actual system.
Since these matrices play the principal role in determining the gain matrix, it is essential that they provide
a model with a performance that matches the real thing.

Linear Quadratic Servo Control (LQS)
Integral control has been incorporated to provide servo operation, with the output following the input with
zero positional offset and to increase the robustness to modelling errors. This technique has been
demonstrated with thermal generating plant in Italy. It is a straightforward operation that augments the plant
matrices, which subsequently can be used in the same way as for LQ control to find the required gain matrix.
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Performance Comparisons
Simulations of both PID and LQS control systems over the range of operation from 33% to 95% full load
have shown that the LQS design has superior performance both for fixed pressure and sliding pressure
operation over PID type controls. Most systems that have modern digital controls could be modified to use
a multivariable technique with small additional cost, as it would involve only software modification.
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Chapter 7
Motors, Pumps,
Compressors and Fans
This chapter is concerned with motive power and driven plant. It focuses on electric motors and pumps,
compressors and fans, although the general principles identified apply to many other motor-plant combinations.
A recent study (EECA, 1995) has shown that the potential for energy efficiency improvement exists in all parts
of the motor drive train from the quality of the power supplied through to the end process. It is instructive to
consider the magnitude of these opportunities in order that effort be applied in these areas with the greatest
potential for savings.
These are:
•

electrical distribution correction;

•

motor efficiency;

•

process optimisation (pump selection, pipe sizing, stirrer optimisation, etc.); and

•

system matching (use of variable speed drives (VSD) to avoid throttling, avoidance of unnecessary motor
running when not required by process, etc.).

The following subsections discuss energy saving opportunities in all parts of the motor drive train.
The first section primarily covers electric motors and their controls, although steam turbines and natural gas/
diesel engines are briefly discussed. Electric motors vary in their efficiency and in many cases installing one
of the more efficient motors will be cost effective. Some guidelines are provided on motor selection, and the
need to avoid oversizing motors is emphasised. Proper motor and plant maintenance is important. The
frequent rewinding of conventional electric motors is questioned, however. In some cases, it will be more
energy efficient and cost effective to obtain a new high-efficiency replacement.
The role of motor controls in reducing maintenance and improving efficiency is discussed. The positive
benefits of variable speed drives (VSDs) to control speed under part load are outlined. Alternative electric
drive technologies, such as switched reluctance drives, are mentioned.
The second section covers pump selection and operation. Centrifugal pumps are widely used and, all other
things being equal, pumps should be selected with specific speeds that fall within the band of efficient
operation, or as close to this band as possible. Various other factors affecting pump efficiency, such as size,
are discussed and, as with electric motors, the need to avoid oversizing is emphasised. Varying system loads
create problems for efficient pump operation. The use of VSDs and multiple pump configurations to achieve
efficient operation is discussed, as is the importance of having satisfactory pump inlet conditions.
The third section deals with compressors, describing the different types of compressors, their efficiency
characteristics and other features. A number of general principles for efficient operation are outlined. These
include using effective controls, having adequate receiver (air storage) capacity, using multi-stage compression, ensuring correct sizing and scheduling of operation. Efficiency measures specific to each type of
compressor are also outlined. The potential for heat recovery from plant is mentioned.
The fourth and final section covers fans and blowers. The different types of fans and their relative efficiency
are dealt with. The importance of good maintenance of transmissions as well as fans and motors is emphasised.
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Variable speed drive control of fan motors is the most energy efficient approach to varying loads, and an
example of a VSD application in industry is presented. A case study on the application of VSD to HVAC in
buildings is provided in Section 7.1.

7.1 Electric Motors and Drives
This section covers the selection of electric motors and their controls to improve energy efficiency. Other
motor types are discussed at the end of this section. However, as discussed above, it is difficult to discuss
motors separately from the machines they drive, such as pumps and compressors, which are discussed in later
sections of this chapter. The key points from these sections need to be brought forward to preface this section.
•

Valid system requirements (e.g. pump head and discharge) should be established after careful examination
of end uses, consideration of minor investment to reduce system losses and improvements in housekeeping.

•

Machines driven by electric motors should be sized so that they are operating as often as possible close
to their point of maximum efficiency, which is usually close to their maximum load.

•

Where system loads vary, strategies such as using several motor drive-plant combinations integrated with
modern controls should be considered. Other strategies include using variable speed drives, switching
motors on and off as needed and providing more system buffering (e.g. larger compressed air receivers).

Electric motors consume an estimated 60% of the electricity supplied to New Zealand manufacturing, food
and forestry processing industries. Electric motors have long lives and the initial purchase cost is usually
insignificant compared with the running cost over the life of the unit. On average, electric motors use from
four to 10 times their purchase price in electricity costs every year. Over their service life (typically 10 to 20
years) the capital cost is only 1% to 2% of their running costs.
When a decision is made to spend from $3000 on a 55 kW motor, a commitment is made to spend up to
$300,000 over the service life of the motor. Hence, reducing the running costs of motors must be a high energy
management priority.
There is considerable room for cost-effective improvement in the use of electric motors in New Zealand.
Studies have indicated that the average load on motors in this country is well below the recommended
minimum of 75%. Correcting this problem alone would provide an economic and energy resource benefit.
Some oversizing may be unavoidable, but the costs can be mitigated by at least ensuring the motor is efficient.
Figure 7.1 shows that purchasing a more expensive, more efficient motor often pays. The difference in capital
cost, though, is usually smaller than that suggested by the figure; typically the difference ranges from zero to
40%. The payback period for this extra investment is usually less than two years. The savings translate into
increased profits and improved competitiveness.

Total costs

Accumulated
running costs

Savings
Expensive,
efficient motor

Cheap,
inefficient
motor

Payback
period

Time
Figure 7.1: Motor capital cost versus running costs
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Maintenance of motors can affect their performance. Poor alignment, vibration and poor lubrication all result
in higher energy costs. Transmissions in particular warrant careful attention. Setting up a belt drive properly
can save 1% to 4% in energy use at virtually no cost. On a fully loaded 100 kW, motor this means a saving
of $500 to $3000 per year.
The information that follows provides an introduction to the subject of energy efficiency and electric motors.
Further information can be obtained from the EECA Energy-wise Technical Series — Motors and Controllers
and from ECNZ publications and information packages, which can be accessed through local power
companies.

Electric Motor Efficiency
A wide range of electric motors are available for industrial applications. They include DC, AC induction or
reluctance motors, and permanent magnet motors. Of these, AC induction motors predominate and these are
discussed further below.
Efficiency can be measured in various ways and it is important to ensure the same method has been used when
comparing values. Table 7.1 shows the results for two motors tested to different standards. In New Zealand,
it is recommended that prospective purchasers seek minimum guaranteed efficiency to IEC 43.2 or BS 4999,
and for 50%, 75% and 100% load, when comparing options.

Standards

5.5kW

15kW

United States (IEEE-112, Test Method B)
International (IEC 34.2)

80.3%
82.3%

86.9%
89.4%

Japanese (Jec-37)

85.0%

90.4%

Table 7.1: Variation in full load efficiency with testing method

Motor efficiency varies with load. The difference between 100% and 75% of full load is usually small, perhaps
only 1% in some cases. Often motors may even be marginally more efficient at some point between 100%
and 75% load compared to full load. At 50% full load, motors are typically 2% to 5% less efficient than when
they are operated at their maximum efficiency. Below 50% load, the efficiency falls away markedly.
Efficiency tends to increase as motor size increases. A 55 kW motor will be around 4% to 5% more efficient
than a 5.5 kW motor. This is, of course, no argument for oversizing motors. It does mean, though, that it is
better to have a single motor well matched to a steady load than two smaller motors.
AC induction motors are available with a variety of efficiencies and across a wide size range. The difference
in efficiency will depend on motor size and loading. Typically, the difference ranges from 2% to 5%. While
this difference seems small, it is economically very significant given the high energy use of most motors. This
increase in efficiency has come about through a number of small improvements:
•

reduced stator losses — achieved by increasing stator slot size and using conductors with a larger cross
sectional area;

•

reduced rotor losses — achieved by increasing the size of rotor bars and end rings;

•

reduced core losses — by using thinner laminations with higher quality steel and increasing core length,
core losses can be reduced;

•

lower windage and friction losses — improved air flow and bearing design give lower losses;

•

reduced stray losses — the losses in the magnetic circuit can be reduced by optimising the design of the
motor and improving production techniques.

The results of these improvements are shown in Figure 7.2 for a 4 kW, three-phase induction motor.
It is established industry practice for a large motor (above 11kW) to be rewound when its windings fail. This
practice needs to be questioned. The actions involved in rewinding usually cause a slight loss of performance
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Standard
motor
85.2%
Electrical
input power
100%

Delivered
mechanical
power
Energy
efficient
motor
90.3%

Stator
Rotor
Core loss
resistance resistance
loss
loss
Average
standard
motor

Energy
efficient
motor

Friction & Stray load
windage
loss
loss

Total

Percent of
losses

40%

25%

20%

5%

10%

100%

Actual
watt loss

267W

160W

131W

32W

62W

652W

Actual
watts loss

190W

75W

102W

27W

8W

402W

Percent
reduction

-29%

-53%

-22%

-16%

-87%

-38%

Figure 7.2: Typical energy flow of a 4 kW, four-pole, three-phase motor

compared with the original motor. This may not be noticeable in terms of the motor performing its task, but
the energy and running cost implications can be significant. Energy efficiency losses of up to 1.5% can occur
with a rewound motor. It is not possible to know in advance how much loss will occur.

Motor Selection Guidelines
All the motors in a plant should be surveyed to develop a systematic approach to motor replacement. A range
of basic information should be gathered such as:
•

motor application (e.g. pump head and capacity);

•

motor history (e.g. number of rewinds);

•

measured data (e.g. input current - no load current); and

•

nameplate data.

An important point of this exercise is to determine the motor’s present loading. There are two methods of doing
this. The most elegant method is to utilise the services of a consultant using the ECNZ motor monitor service
system. Motor monitor is a recently developed device which enables motor operating parameters, including
load and efficiency, to be accurately measured in the field. Enquiries regarding motor monitor should be made
to the local power company or directly to ECNZ.
A rough approximation to motor load can be made by multiplying motor nameplate output by measured motor
current and dividing by nameplate current.
ECNZ has proposed a refinement of this method. The ratio of line current to motor full load current is
determined. This information is then plotted on standardised graphs to provide the actual motor load factor.
The load factor times the nameplate kW gives the actual power output. This information is invaluable when
making decisions about replacement motor size. The load factor is also helpful to decide whether some motors
should be replaced early with more appropriately sized units.
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In both of these methods, measured current should be corrected for line voltage variation by multiplying it by
the ratio of nameplate voltage over measured voltage. Some general guidelines on motor replacement policy
are available and these are presented to prompt consideration of options other than simply rewinding or
replacing a motor with a similar unit to the existing one. Decisions on motor replacement should be based on
case-by-case economic analyses. The guidelines are:
•

Motors operating at less than 40% of full load capability are usually worth replacing immediately with
more appropriately sized units.

•

Replacing rather than rewinding a failed motor with a high efficiency motor is frequently economical.
Holding high efficiency spare motors would expedite this.

•

When standard efficiency motors are due for replacement, the installation of a high efficiency motor is
usually economical.

•

Aim to have all fixed speed motors operating at a point not less than 75% of the maximum continuous rating
for the motor, except in cases where serious or frequent overload can be expected (ECNZ, 1994 - Technote
1).

ECNZ has developed a package of software and technical notes to assist manufacturers with electric motor
selection. Contact power supply companies for more information on this package and for further advice on
this subject.

Electronic Motor Controllers
There are several types of electronic controllers in use, some of which are suitable for squirrel cage motors
and others that are for use with more specialised machines.

Soft starters for squirrel cage motors
These produce a fixed frequency output while electronically controlling the voltage. They are useful for
controlling the starting current and starting torque of motors. They are not intended to control motor speed,
and they can only reduce starting current at the cost of reduced starting torque.

Variable frequency converters for squirrel cage motors
These produce a fully variable frequency and voltage for both starting and running squirrel cage motors over
a wide speed range while maintaining a good supply power factor. For normal industrial drives at 400 V AC
and up to 1 MW these are usually pulse width modulated inverters providing smooth torque and low motor
losses.
Variable speed converters, while providing an excellent means of speed control of a squirrel cage motor, are
usually less satisfactory in applications where torque control is required. Low and zero speed performance
is also limited, so they are not usually satisfactory in precise position control applications. In these situations,
a flux vector converter would be more appropriate.
Variable frequency converters operating squirrel cage motors are the most common variable speed drive, and
are discussed further below.

Variable voltage converters using DC motors
These are available for DC, shunt wound motors from a few hundred watts to many megawatts. They provide
a fully variable speed control for the DC motors, although the input power factor is poor at low speed. Most
have precise torque control which is useful for position control systems.

Variable speed controllers using switched reluctance motors
The switched reluctance controller utilises a special motor that has a simple iron rotor with low inertia and
that is capable of rapid response. A position sensor enables the rotor position to be controlled very accurately
and in some applications they can be used as a stepping motor. The system is also very energy efficient,
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especially at low speeds. Switched reluctance drives are available for industrial and commercial applications
and there is also considerable interest in the technology for use in electric cars.

Flux vector converters for squirrel cage motors
Flux vector converters have many of the advantages of DC and switched reluctance drives, but have the further
advantage that they can operate with standard squirrel cage motors. All that has to be done is to install a
position sensor on the shaft of the motor.
They are inherently a torque controlling device and so are suitable for applications such as web control
systems. They can also be used as constant speed devices by using the speed signal from the position sensor
in a PID feedback loop.

Eddy current couplings
Eddy current couplings are interposed between a constant speed motor and the load. They work on a similar
principle to an induction motor, with the speed controlled by varying the slip. Unfortunately, they are very
inefficient at low speeds as the slip energy is dissipated as heat. Except in very small sizes they have been
superseded by variable frequency inverters.

The Nola controller
The Nola controller, first patented in 1977 by Frank Nola, an engineer at NASA, is a device designed to adjust
motor applied voltage in proportion to load. This reduces motor losses under certain circumstances.
Devices based on this principal show up on the market from time to time, and often very misleading claims
are made. The aggregated savings are made in situations where the motor is running light or is grossly
oversized for the duty to be performed. A better solution would be to switch the motor off (on an unloaded
compressor for example) or replace the motor with an appropriately sized one.
The Nola controller principle is often built in to soft starters or variable frequency controllers. This would
reduce the cost and could lead to economic savings. However, it should be noted that motor current is inversely
proportional to applied voltage and that if the device reduces the voltage inappropriately, then the motor can
be damaged. Such cases have been reported.

Variable Speed Drives
As mentioned earlier, AC induction motors are the most commonly used electric motor. The speed of AC
induction motors can be varied continuously using a controller known as a variable frequency converter. The
notes below explain the use of a variable frequency converter in combination with an AC induction motor to
create a variable speed drive (VSD).
The speed of a three phase induction motor is given by the formula:
Ns = f.120/p revs/min
where

f

= applied supply frequency

p = number of poles per phase
Ns = synchronous speed of the motor
Multi-speed motors exist and operate by using all or part of the winding to achieve different numbers of poles.
The only way to achieve continuously variable speed motor output is by varying the frequency. A frequency
converter achieves this by changing the AC supply to DC. By using electronic switches, such as bipolar
transistors, a new AC frequency can then be generated and supplied to the motor. Figure 7.3 shows the main
features in a VSD.
VSDs provide a wide range of benefits, such as better process control, motor protection from current overload
and they provide power factor correction. They can also lead to substantially reduced energy use where load
requirements fluctuate. They also have some disadvantages, including high capital cost, and the motor may
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require extra cooling or motor derating at low speed. They can also create harmonics in the power supply and
cause radio interference. Measures are available to mitigate these problems.
Variable frequency converter
Rectifier
(changes AC
to DC)

50Hz
Mains power supply
(constant frequency)

+

DC

Motor
Inverter
(changes DC to
variable frequency AC)
Variable frequency
output
Controller

Process input

Figure 7.3: Variable speed drive features

The frequency converter can vary frequency from 0 Hz to 128 Hz. Higher frequencies can be generated but
mechanical design limits usually mean the maximum frequency lies between 75 Hz and 128 Hz. This means
that motor speeds can be typically varied up to 150% to 200% of normal 50 Hz speeds. For reasons associated
with overheating and loss of VSD efficiency, motors are usually not operated at very low speeds for long
periods.
Motors are derated by around 5% when connected to a frequency converter. This is because the waveform
produced is not perfectly sinusoidal, which leads to higher motor losses (this is usually more than compensated
by improved efficiency across the range of loads). Furthermore, at low speeds the cooling fans run slower,
and the motor normally has to be derated by up to 50%. Figure 7.4 shows the typical performance curves for
a VSD. The degree of derating at low speed can be reduced if additional cooling is provided.

Motor rated torque/current (%)

200
Short-term capability

180
160
140
120
100
80
60

Continuous operation

40
20
0
0

200

100

Motor speed (%)

Figure 7.4: Typical performance curves for VSD

The derating at low speeds is not a problem for many applications as the reason the motor is instructed to run
slower is usually because less torque is needed. Careful selection of the motor-controller combination will
usually enable motor output and load to be well matched. The efficiency of a VSD is the product of the drive
and controller efficiencies. Table 7.2 shows the drive, motor and system efficiencies for a variety of motor
sizes. For small VSDs of around 1.5 kW, controller efficiency can be as low as 89%. The efficiencies of
controllers increases with size as does that of motors.
The advantage of VSDs comes when loads are variable. Subsequent sections of this chapter will make the
advantage of a VSD clearer with respect to pump and compressor loads. An example is given using air flow
loads that might be found in large cooling plant. It is not uncommon for air flows to be provided by a constant
speed motor driving a fixed pitch fan. A common way of controlling such flows is to use dampers to regulate
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Rating
(kW)

Load
(%)

Speed
(%)

Efficiency (%)

5.5
5.5

100
50

100
50

Controller
95
90

Motor
84
82

System
80
74

11
11
22

100
50
100

100
50
100

97
92
97

87
84
89

84
77
86

22
55
55

50
100
50

50
100
50

92
98
94

86
91
88

79
89
83

Table 7.2: Efficiency of VSD controllers and motors

the amount of air that enters the supply ducting. This can lead to the desired air flow but it wastes energy —
an increased proportion of the output from the fan is diverted out of the ducting system.
Case Study 7.1 shows a realistic scenario using damper controls and a VSD system. As the damper operates,
the ducting head drops slightly so the constant speed motor experiences a slightly reduced load, but not one
commensurate with the reduced volume of delivered air. With the VSD, the motor energy demand drops
drastically and matches the actual energy needed to push the reduced air volume through the ducting.

Case Study 7.1: Air flows controlled by VSD versus dampers
This example shows the overall benefit of using variable speed drive for a realistic case with variable air
requirements.
Annual operating hours:

2000 hours (8 hr/day, 5 days/week, 50 weeks/yr)

Operating conditions:

400 hours required to deliver 8 m3/s
300 hours required to deliver 7 m3/s
600 hours required to deliver 6 m3/s
700 hours required to deliver 5 m3/s

Q
(m 3 /s)

Total
hours

Damper
(kW)

VSD
(kW)

Damper

VSD

8
7
6

400
300
600

27.9
26.5
24.5

27.9
19.6
13.6

11160
7950
14700

11160
5880
8160

5

700
2000

22.8

9

15960
49770

6300
31500

Total energy saving:

Energy demand (kWh)

49770 - 31500 = 18270 kWh

The VSD will reduce annual energy demand by 37%. This saving will more than pay for the drive within
the first year of operation.

Alternative Drive Technologies
Two alternative drive technologies will be discussed here — switched reluctance drives and linear induction
motors. A switched reluctance drive is a packaged unit consisting of an integrated and matched drive and
motor. Unlike an induction motor, the number of rotor poles differs from the number of stator poles. The poles
will, therefore, never be aligned, which provides superior starting ability. When a pair of diametrically
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opposed stator coils is energised, the adjacent but out of line rotor poles tend to be pulled into line. Switching
on the next pair of stator coils causes the next set of rotor poles to be pulled and so on, causing the motor to
revolve. The rotor has no windings or bars, which eliminates copper losses, minimises rotor heating and
provides a low inertia motor.
The other key feature of a switched reluctance drive is the logic unit, which analyses motor speed and makes
adjustments to the current frequency in the stator coils. Very accurate speed control (+/-0.3%) compared to
the reference speed can be achieved irrespective of the load. Figure 7.5 shows a block diagram for a reluctance
motor/drive. These motors can run at full torque down to zero speed. Most can be stalled at full torque for
lengthy periods (up to 30 minutes for some models) without damage. The practical speed range for a switched
reluctance VSD can be 1% to 200% of nominal speed, which is wider than for an induction motor VSD system.

Supply

Power
converter

Energy return

Current
sensing

Logic

Power
supply

Speed error
sensing

Speed
reference

Motor
Sensors

Figure 7.5: Block diagram for reluctance motor/drive

The efficiency of a reluctance system is higher than that for induction motors or DC systems. A 7.5 kW system,
for example, has an efficiency of 85% at rated torque and speed and 80% at half load. The figures for a
conventional AC system are approximately 80% and 75% respectively. As with induction motors, efficiency
increases with motor size with switched reluctance systems. Switched reluctance motors appear to be a good
alternative to AC VSD, especially where tight speed control or constant torque are important.
Linear motors have developed from the principles of induction motors. In a standard induction motor, a
rotating magnetic field is produced in the stator and the rotor rotates in response to this field. Linear motors
take various forms. Tubular motors have a rod surrounded by a stator. The sweeping magnetic field takes place
along a line and the rod responds to the field changes. Of course, the stator, or the unit holding the field
windings could move and the rod could remain stationary. Flat motors have a flat stator and flat reactance plate.
Disc motors have a rotating disc as the reactance plate and a flat stator suspended over and along the perimeter
of a segment of the disc. A rack and pinion motor can also be constructed.
Linear motors are very useful where reversible movements and flexible force displacement characteristics are
required. There are many applications for linear motors. Tubular linear motors are used to push items off
conveyor belts, act as shock absorbers in material conveying systems, provide remote operation of valves,
airconditioning dampers etc., power staplers, box markers and so on. Flat motors can be used to operate sliding
doors, decelerate material items coming off conveying systems, power special trains and monorails, etc.
High mechanical efficiency can be achieved with linear drive systems because the gear trains used in
conjunction with conventional electric motors can be eliminated.

Other Prime Movers
To be economic, steam drivers generally need to be large, from 100 kW to over 3000 kW. A steam turbine
can be used to drive plant such as large compressors or furnace blowers where excess or cheap steam is
available. The high speed of steam turbines makes them well suited to high speed plant such as axial
compressors. Natural gas engines and diesel engines can be economic alternatives to electric motors in certain
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circumstances. In Chapter 3, “Heat Pumps and Related Plant”, an example is provided of a gas engine driven
heat pump, that also upgrades the waste heat from the engine. The variable speed ability of internal combustion
engines allows engine output and plant needs to remain efficiently matched.

7.2 Pump Selection and Operation
Pumps are major consumers of energy on farms, in manufacturing, minerals and process industries. Savings
can be achieved by better system design, correct pump selection and operation, suitable controls and timely
maintenance.
Five factors need to be addressed to ensure an energy efficient pump installation:
•

the valid energy need of the system or process;

•

the energy conversion efficiency of the pump;

•

the energy conversion efficiency of the motor drive;

•

the pump inlet conditions ; and

•

pump and system maintenance.

The efficiency of motor drives has already been covered in Section 7.1. The valid energy need of the process
is determined by looking carefully at the system requirements, which means looking at fluid loss, wasteful
use, scheduling and other operational and housekeeping matters, and issues such as pipe size, the amount of
buffering storage, etc. Lateral thinking can also reveal ways to reduce the valid energy requirements. A
possibility that is often overlooked is that of reducing the viscosity of a fluid by the addition of heat before
it reaches the pump, which in turn may be achieved by waste heat exchange. Many processes require the fluid
to be heated downstream of the pump anyway; adding it beforehand provides pumping energy savings.
Centrifugal pumps are the most common pump type and account for the majority of motor drive power
consumption. The information that follows refers to centrifugal pumps, but the general principles also apply
to other rotational pumps, such as mixed flow and propeller types. The characteristics of reciprocating pumps
are similar to reciprocating compressors (discussed in Section 7.3).
Figure 7.6 illustrates a centrifugal pump. Power is applied to the shaft A, rotating the impeller B within a
stationary casing C. The revolving blade produces a reduction in pressure at the eye of the impeller, which
causes fluid to flow into the impeller from suction pipe D. The liquid is forced outward along the blades and
its kinetic energy changes to pressure head when it leaves the blade tips and enters the diffuser and the
discharge E. The key issues affecting pump efficiency, namely the basic design or geometry and the flow it
delivers, are discussed below. Issues such as whether the pump has to operate over a variety of discharges,
or the suction pipe is too long or several pumps are combined, are also important and are discussed below as
well.

Specific Speed and Energy Efficiency
The geometry and performance of a pump is represented by the value referred to as specific speed. This
number is represented by Ns:

Ns =
where:

Q1/ 2
xN
H 3/ 4

Ns = specific speed
N = design speed (RPM)
Q = capacity
H = head developed
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E
B

B
D

A

C

Figure 7.6: A simple centrifugal pump

The value Ns will depend on the units used, whether SI, Imperial or US units. The data provided below has
been drawn from US sources and, therefore, uses US gallons per minute for capacity and feet for head. All
the values for calculating Ns are determined at the best efficiency point for the pump.
A given pump can be operated at an infinite number of combinations of rotating speed, capacity and head.
Efficiency and power requirements will vary of course. Another pump with the same specific speed will be
geometrically similar, even if it is much larger, and will share similar characteristics to other pumps with the
same specific speed. Specific speed is an important parameter in efficient pump selection and operation.
Figure 7.7 shows how pump efficiency and discharge varies with Ns (US units), based on empirical studies.
Pumps with low Ns have radial flow impellers, that is they are of the centrifugal type. As Ns values increase
above 4000 flow changes to mixed radial and axial. High Ns values, above 10,000, indicate axial flow, with
propeller type pumps. For centrifugal pumps and any given flow rate, the peak efficiency occurs with Ns values
between 2000 and 3000. Wherever possible, centrifugal pumps with Ns in this range should be chosen.
100

Efficiency (%)

90

10000 gpm
5000 gpm

80

500 gpm

1000 gpm

200 gpm
70

100 gpm

60
50
40
500

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

10000

15000

Specific speed (rpm)

Figure 7.7: Efficiency and discharge versus Ns

Assuming system requirements are valid, a pump is chosen to best fit the circumstances. Rotational speed
usually depends on drive characteristics. For convenience, most motor driven pumps are directly coupled to
an induction motor, so only a few speeds are available. For both drive speed limitations and other reasons, a
pump with a Ns within the optimal range may not be suitable. Table 7.3 shows the characteristics of two pumps
capable of providing the same conditions of service, but with different rotational speed and Ns values. The
pump with Ns 1060, since it is closer to the optimum speed range of Ns 2000 to Ns 3000, has a substantially
higher efficiency. The energy savings would be 23% over the pump with the lower specific speed. Choose
pumps with Ns as close to the optimal range as possible. The use of belt transmissions and different pulley sizes
could be used to deal with drive limitations, although the energy loss from the transmission must be
considered.
It should be noted from Figure 7.7 that for any given Ns, efficiency rises with discharge. This indicates that
for a constant discharge, one large pump will be more efficient than two small geometrically similar pumps.
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Using five 100 gpm pumps is likely to be 10% less efficient than using a single 500 gpm pump (with Ns 2000).
The difference is likely to be even greater when the losses in a manifold to combine the separate flows are
considered. As explained below, the efficiency benefits of using a single pump may be outweighed by other
factors where fluctuating system requirements occur.
Pump 1
137

Parameter
gpm

Pump 2
137

127
1750
530

head
rpm
Ns

127
3500
1060

53%

efficiency

69%

Table 7.3: Effect of Ns on efficiency

Pump Head and Capacity Control
For a given rpm, each pump will have a characteristic head-capacity curve, such as the top line in Figure 7.8.
It is important that the pump be selected so that the system curve and pump curve intersect at the desired head
and capacity point (point A). Normally, a pump will be slightly oversized to allow for wear and loss of capacity
and usually the system requirements have enough flexibility to accept some variation in head and capacity.
It is important, though, that excessive pump margins are not provided. As explained below, if a significant
margin is required, then this can be efficiently achieved by adjusting impeller sizes.
Figure 7.8 shows the consequences of a very poor match between the pump and system under steady system
conditions. It also illustrates the problems that arise when the system requirements fluctuate markedly.
Head

Increased
head

B

Throttle applied

Throttled
system
curve

A

Pump curve

System
curve

C

Capacity
Decreased
capacity

Figure 7.8: Throttling effect on system curve

If the system requirements are at point C rather than point A, then the pump and system curves can be made
to intersect by operating a valve to throttle the pump discharge. The pump will now operate at point B and
provide the correct capacity. The excess head will be dissipated as friction created by the valve. This is
inefficient on two counts. In addition to the friction loss, moving the pump from A to C will usually shift the
pump into a less efficient zone of operation. This latter point can be appreciated by examining the efficiency
contours in Figure 7.9. The best solution is to install a small replacement pump with as high a Ns as possible
and remove the throttle valve. Alternatives involve changing the pump impeller, but are not as good, although
they are better than throttling.
Figure 7.9 shows the performance curves for a pump with different impeller diameters. Smaller diameters
push the performance curve down and less power is needed for the pump. There is a slight loss of pump
efficiency with decreasing impeller diameter, but the loss is less than that created by throttling. Other means
of adjusting pump output to meet system needs include changing the impeller vane pitch, using an impeller
with fewer vanes, using a narrower impeller or one with a small diameter eye. The latter two options are usually
not as efficient as changing impeller diameter as they create fluid leakage, internal recirculation or restrict the
intake.
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Figure 7.9: Pump performance curves

Most pumps have open impellers. Some are available with closed impellers, in which case the pump is usually
more efficient and requires less power. Closed impellers are more expensive and may not be suitable for some
applications, especially handling slurries or materials that create abrasion or clogging problems.

Variable Speed Drives and Other Strategies
Pumps are often oversized because they need to either cater for unusually high contingent loads, such as in
the case of fire or flooding, or because provision has been made for increased demand in the future, or even
to allow for wear. In such cases, the pump flow needs to be restricted for long periods. Throttling wastes
energy, stop/start control is hard on the motor and pump unless a soft starter is provided and the system has
adequate buffer storage. Quite often, the system demand continuously fluctuates, which rules out just stop/
start operation as the control strategy.
It is in such conditions that VSD systems are an excellent option. Figure 7.10 shows two graphs, one where
control is obtained via a throttle valve, and another illustrating VSD control. Both throttling and the use of
VSD achieve a 50% flow reduction, but the difference in energy use by these two strategies is marked. The
power requirements in each case is the product of head and flow, the shaded area. It can be shown that VSD
control reduces power output requirement by over 50% compared with throttling. Furthermore, VSD control
usually does not cause as large a drop in pump efficiency as throttling. The end result is far less input power
to the drive motor. It should also be noted that the use of VSDs also provides more flexibility in pump selection
without compromising efficiency.
The actual saving over a period of time will depend on the relative amount of time the system requirements
occupy different part load points. The method shown in Case Study 7.1 in Section 7.1 illustrates the method
of calculating the savings over a time period.
Another way to match pump output to varying system needs is to use series or parallel pump configurations.
Figure 7.11 (a) shows the performance for two pumps in parallel. The system provides two non-throttled
operating points. At 100% flow, both pumps operate and no throttling is needed. At 50% flow, in the example
shown, one pump would operate and a degree of throttling would be needed. The level of throttling would be
much less than if a single large pump was installed (or if both pumps continued to operate). Some systems
require varying head at constant flow. Typical cases include water supplies to high rise buildings. In this case,
two pumps can be arranged in series, as shown in Figure 7.11 (b). This arrangement is more efficient than
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having a single pump that supplies the high head flow combination effectively but means the system has to
spill water to achieve the low head conditions. Figure 7.12 illustrates the problem with using a single pump.

Inlet Conditions and Maintenance
Performance and efficiency of a pump can be affected by the conditions imposed by the intake. Air
entrainment and cavitation are problems to avoid. When pressure in the suction line falls below vapour
pressure, vapour forms and moves along with the liquid. The vapour cavities collapse when they reach the high
pressure areas of the pump, causing noise and vibration and, if continued, can cause impeller and other
damage. Cavitation reduces the capacity and efficiency of the pump. In general, cavitation indicates
insufficient available net positive suction head. Excessive suction pipe friction or insufficient static suction
head are causes of this problem.
Air entrainment is typically caused by suction pipe leaks or inadequate submergence of the intake bell in the
pumped liquid. The ideal intake would have a pipe at least as large as the suction flange and running straight
to the flange for at least the last eight pipe diameters. All suction pipe connections would be tight, there would
be no pockets for air to be trapped in and the intake would be adequately submerged.
Pump maintenance is important to restore efficient operation. As running surfaces wear, a greater proportion
of the gross capacity of the pump is short circuited from the high pressure side to the low pressure suction side
and has to be pumped again. Most pump manufacturers provide wear rings to restore clearances without the
high expense of replacing the impeller. Wear rings can be fitted onto casings or impellers. Since the casing
is the most expensive part of the pump, protecting it once it has started to wear makes good economic sense.
Compensating for impeller wear will often make sense in terms of energy savings and maintenance of pump
capacity.

7.3 Compressors
This section is concerned with compressor choice and operation to improve energy efficiency. Effective use
of compressed air and proper maintenance of compressed air systems is covered in Chapter 5, “Good
Housekeeping for Energy Efficiency” in Part 7. Drives to power compressors are usually electric, gas or diesel
and the importance of matching these to the compressor and its load has been mentioned in Section 7.1.
Compressors, fans and blowers are all designed to pressurise gases. The difference between fans or blowers
and compressors lies in the delivery pressure. Fans and blowers provide low pressure suitable for airconditioning,
dust extraction and furnace air supply, whereas compressors provide high pressures to drive motors, aerate
materials, spray paint, etc. Fans and blowers are covered in the next section. The main focus in this section
is air compression, but some of the information will also be relevant to the use of compressors in refrigeration,
heat pumps, etc.
Figure 7.13 shows the broad areas of air pressures and delivery volumes that commonly used compressors and
blowers can produce. The most common operating pressures rarely exceed 700 kPa and at the air deliveries
required for most applications, the choice is between the reciprocating, rotary and centrifugal compressors.
Axial flow compressors have specialist applications and are not covered here.
Reciprocating compressors work via the reciprocating action of a piston in a cylinder in a manner similar to
the operation of a car engine. Where pressure is developed on only one side of the piston (as in a car engine),
the system is referred to as a single-acting compressor. A double-acting compressor is where pressure is
developed on both sides of the piston.
Rotary vane compressors have a rotor with non-metallic sliding vanes within an eccentric housing. The vanes
form pockets of air that are compressed as the rotor turns until the exhaust port is exposed. The configuration
is similar to an open impeller centrifugal pump except that the vanes are straight and move in and out to
accommodate the eccentric housing.
Rotary screw compressors use two meshing helical screws rotating in opposite directions at high speed to
compress air.
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Figure 7.13: Compressor types — operating ranges

In a centrifugal compressor, high speed rotating impellers accelerate air to high velocities. This kinetic energy
is transferred to pressure as the air is slowed and massed in diffusers surrounding the impellers. Centrifugal
compressors are capable of producing large volumes of air but usually require several impeller stages to
produce 700 kPa (the use of multi-stage compression is described below).
These four main compressor types are all able to provide the volumes and pressures usually required in
industrial applications. They vary, however, in a number of respects that may make one more suited to a
particular application than another. Reciprocating compressors are usually the most expensive to purchase
and install. They require extensive foundations due to their size and the large vibrations they create.
Centrifugals have lower installation costs, but are expensive since they are precision machines. Rotary screw
and vane compressors are generally the lowest cost compressors to both purchase and install.
From an energy efficiency point of view, reciprocating compressors stand out as the best, both at full load and
part loads. Centrifugal compressors are fairly efficient down to their surge limit, typically 60% of their
maximum output. Rotary compressors lose efficiency rapidly at part loads unless they have variable speed
drive controls. Table 7.3 compares the full and no load performance of reciprocating and rotary vane and rotary
screw compressors. The performance of rotary compressors can be made to approach that of reciprocating
units, especially if variable speed drives are used.

Full load
power requirement
(at 700 kPa)
No load
power as % of full
load

Reciprocating
compressor
Single stage
0.38-0.43 kW/l/s
Two stage
0.30-0.35 kW/l/s

Vane
compressor

Screw
compressor

0.40-0.45 kW/l/s

0.35-0.40 kW/l/s

30%-40%

25%-60%

10%-25%

Table 7.3: Reciprocating and rotary compressors

The variation in efficiency with load must be considered in compressor choice and operation. Information on
how to obtain the best energy efficiency from the different compressor types is provided at the end of this
section. First, some general principles that apply to all types of compressors are given.

Efficient Compressors: General Principles
Compressors should be sized so that they run as close as possible to full load. Oversizing compressors to deal
with expected future increases in requirements should be avoided. It may be more economical and is usually
more energy efficient to install an additional appropriately-sized compressor when needed.
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Load scheduling should be used. All compressors have significant no-load energy demands. Timers can shut
down all, or most, compressors during production breaks and non-shift periods, when lower pressures are
needed. Quite often during no shift periods, the only task the compressor is performing is to supply leaks.
A corollary of the above principles is that it is usually more efficient to operate several compressors than just
one, providing there is effective control. Major load fluctuations can be dealt with by switching on or off one
or more compressors in such a way that the compressors that remain in use are operating close to full load (or
at least above thresholds such as 70% load for a rotary compressor). Advanced control systems are able to
automatically operate individual compressors at full load level. The system can be coordinated to maintain
a single pressure level within tight constraints. Reciprocating compressors can play a valuable role in a bank
of mixed compressor types. Since they retain efficiency over a wide load range, they can be used to cope with
minimum load levels.
Suitably-sized receivers should be used. The receiver acts as a buffer between demand and compressor output.
If the receiver is too small, then the compressors will be frequently unloaded or switched off, resulting in
excessive wear and loss of energy efficiency. Frequent switching can consume more energy than steady
running due to high start-up power demand. A suitably-sized receiver will also help controls to achieve precise
pressure regulation, which can lead to lower system pressures.
Modern control systems should be installed. Older control systems are slow and inaccurate, which results in
large plant pressure swings. In order to keep pressure from swinging below the minimum, these systems often
maintain an average system pressure much higher than necessary. Modern controllers, with faster, more
precise abilities and sophisticated strategies, can greatly reduce pressure swings. The smaller pressure range
allows a subsequent drop in average pressure set point. Figure 7.14 illustrates the point. Reducing pressure
not only saves compressor energy, but also reduces losses from leaks.
115
110

PSI

105
100
95
90

90 psi minimum plant pressure

85

Time
Figure 7.14: Precise pressure regulation

Multi-stage compressors offer energy efficiencies. A two-stage compressor incorporating an intercooler,
minimises energy consumption as air pressurised in the first stage is cooled before entering the second stage,
where the air is further compressed to the working pressure. By removing heat before the second stage, the
air is easier to compress. This heat may be useful for space heating or some other task (this point is elaborated
shortly). Figure 7.15 shows a typical comparison between single-stage and two-stage reciprocating compressor power demands.

Reciprocating Compressors
Reciprocating compressors develop pressure by closing their inlet valves before the piston starts its
compression stroke. With double-acting compressors, the compression stroke on one side of the cylinder is
also the intake stroke for the other side (imagine the crankcase side in the case of a car engine). Double-acting
reciprocating compressors are generally more efficient than single-acting compressors; with a single-acting
compressor, there is a degree of crankcase air compression and hence wasted energy during the intake stroke.
Several methods are available to efficiently deal with fluctuating loads. Stop/start control can be effective for
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small compressors (less than 35 kW or about 50 HP), providing the motor does not cycle too frequently.
Constant or frequent cycling reduces the life of large motors.
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Figure 7.15: Power savings from multi-stage compression

Another approach is to keep the motor running during no load periods, but have the inlet valves open so that
air is not compressed. The motor will still do a small amount of work nonetheless. This strategy might be useful
where stop/start control is not desirable. Valve control can be used to provide greater flexibility than stop/start
or simply valve on/valve off. Step control can be used on a double-acting compressor to provide three-step
(0%, 50%, 100%) or five-step (0%, 25%, 50% 75%, 100%) capacity steps. The 50% capacity level in threestep control is achieved by opening the inlet valve on only one side of the compressor.
Five-step control uses special pocket valves, two each side of a double-acting cylinder to provide the capacity
steps. Five capacity steps allow finer pressure control and usually less valve wear since fewer capacity changes
need to be made.
Finally, a VSD can be used to modulate the compressor speed in response to plant air demand. This method
is very efficient because reciprocating compressor efficiency remains nearly constant at different speeds.

Rotary Screw Compressors
The most efficient form of rotary screw compressor is the oil-flooded type, which has oil in the compression
chamber to lubricate and cool the screws. This oil is reclaimed from the compressed air stream and cooled for
reuse. A small amount passes through the recycling system and has to be filtered out before plant use.
Non-lubricated rotary screws require timing gear to stop the rotors from coming into contact with each other.
Such compressors operate at lower pressure than their oil-flooded counterparts.
Rotary screw compressors can be controlled in a similar manner to reciprocating compressors by using stop/
start, load/no load and VSD control. Other less efficient methods are available. They can provide capacity
flexibility approaching that of VSD control, however. Valves can be used to allow some of the air in the first
part of the compression chamber to return to the inlet, effectively reducing the compression zone. The least
efficient approach to modulation is to use an inlet valve to reduce the amount of air that enters the compressor.

Centrifugal Compressors
Centrifugal compressor output can be controlled to a degree by VSD or inlet modulation using a valve or
adjustable guide vanes. Surge can occur when compressor output falls below system pressure and the latter
is able to counteract existing flow through the compressor. Heat and mechanical stress occurs when air flow
rapidly oscillates back and forth through the compressor. In order to avoid surge problems, a minimum flow
through the compressor must be maintained, typically 60% of the maximum output. If the system needs less
output than this minimum, then the surplus is blown off and hence wasted.
Blow-off at minimum capacity is a significant source of energy loss for systems supplied with centrifugal
compressors. Modern controls can reduce the amount of blow-off by effectively operating the system so that
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the tolerance between surge conditions and compressor operation are reduced. This means an increased
energy efficient modulation range. Figure 7.16 shows the general principle. With a conventional control, once
the minimum pressure set point is reached, output is maintained and surplus air is blown-off. With modern
controls, the point at which blow-off first occurs is closer to the surge zone. Once the point of minimum
capacity is reached, the controller puts the compressor into an unloaded state where little air is produced and
hence blow-off energy losses are reduced.

Flow
Figure 7.16: Modern controls for surge avoidance

Heat Recovery
Another way to improve the energy efficiency of compressor operation is to recover the waste heat produced.
The heat from compressor aftercoolers and intercoolers between stages can be used for water heating, space
heating, drying and process heating. A well-designed system can recover 50% of the compression heat energy.
Water can be obtained at temperatures up to 80˚C from the hot oil from compressors. When hot water is not
needed, the oil can be directed to an oil cooler. Air from oil coolers and air-cooled plant can be used to provide
warm air at temperatures to 50˚C.

7.4 Fans and Blowers
Fans and blowers are found in a very wide variety of applications. Industrial uses include forced air flows
through furnaces, driers, chillers, venting steam and other fumes, controlling flue gases, providing suction for
dust removal. They are used in commercial building airconditioning systems. Most homes have one or more
fans, perhaps for venting bathrooms, or kitchens, or in appliances such as space heaters. The general principles
that apply to pumps and compressors also apply to fans, namely:
•

only provide valid system pressure/volume/velocity needs;

•

avoid/rectify system losses (leaks/obstructions);

•

provide a good power match between fan and driver;

•

use load scheduling/shutdown at no load periods; and

•

maintain correctly the driver, transmission and fan.

The efficiency advantages of variable speed drives through providing a good power match are covered in
Section 7.1. An example of the application of VSDs to fans is provided below. The need for good maintenance
is emphasised in Chapter 5, “Good Housekeeping for Energy Efficiency” of Part 7. An example is provided
in this section of how good maintenance of fan drive systems can make significant energy and cost savings.
There are a number of different types of fans, each type having different characteristics making them suitable
for different duties and applications. Wherever possible, the most efficient fan for the task should be selected.
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Centrifugal Fans
Centrifugal fans are similar in geometry to centrifugal pumps. The fan impeller has a series of blades or
paddles arranged around and radiating out from an axle. These blades are usually attached to a disc with the
axle as its centre. In some cases, the blades are sandwiched between two discs, one with a hole in the centre
to allow air (or gas) to enter the fan impeller. Air enters the fan parallel to the axle and the rotary motion expels
it off the outer end of the blades. A housing around the impeller directs the air flow, often into a ducting system.
The design of the housing and the shape of the blades, speed of rotation and other design factors affect the
efficiency and suitability for various applications. General types of centrifugal fans include paddle blade fans,
forward curved blade fans and backward curved blade fans.

Paddle Blade Fans
•

flat steel fins;

•

used for heavily contaminated air streams;

•

tend to be self-cleaning;

•

normally large in size relative to volume displacement;

•

low efficiency and used where modest pressures are involved; and

•

power requirement increases with volume displaced.

Forward Curved Blade Fans
•

multiple blades are placed between and on the periphery of two disks;

•

curved blades with the concave side toward the direction of rotation;

•

higher in efficiency than the paddle wheel fan;

•

produce higher air velocity and move greater volumes of air for similar size and fan speed; and

•

power requirements increase with volume displaced.

Backward Curved Blade Fans
The blades or impellers in backward curved fans are deeper; that is, they extend further in towards the axis
than forward curved blades. The backward curved fan has the convex side toward the direction of rotation.
•

Backward curved fans have the highest efficiency of centrifugal fans.

•

The shape of the blades increases airflow and reduces shocks and disturbance losses through the fan.

•

Air volume displaced is lower than similar sized forward curve blades.

•

Power requirements reach maximum level within the working range of fans, providing a non overloading
characteristic.

A number of variations in design, size and combinations of blade form are available. Fans featuring reinforced
construction for higher pressures and higher velocities are also available. To establish the performance and
efficiency, it is essential to refer to performance curves showing the air delivery against static pressure and
power requirements.

Propeller Fans
In its simplest form, a propeller fan consists of two or more flat sheet metal blades mounted at an angle on a
hub. Blades can also be curved to improve efficiency or uniformity of airflow. In some applications, the
propeller is placed in a cylindrical duct, while in other cases it operates freely. Air enters the propeller from
the back and leaves the front and off the outside edge of the propeller radially. The velocity of the air is not
evenly displaced over the full diameter of the fan.
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These fans are generally used in locations where resistance to airflow is low. Variants of the propeller fan range
from ceiling fans, desk fans, exhaust and inlet fans for buildings, toilets, kitchens, drying rooms, hotel bars
and similar applications. Their key characteristics are:
•

blade shape and size dictate volumes and efficiency;

•

larger blades increase effectiveness for equivalent fan size and speed;

•

usually only suitable for free air movement;

•

power requirements increase with resistance to air flow; and

•

performance is sensitive to resistance.

Aerofoil Section Axial Flow Fans
These fans differ from propeller fans in that the blades are aerofoil in shape. There are a number of variations
of the aerofoil section axial flow fan available and a large number of applications in industry where this type
of fan is now used. The airflow in the axial flow fan is in line with the shaft on which the blades are mounted.
A feature of the aerofoil section fan is the high efficiencies that can be achieved, exceeding 90% in some cases.
Important factors influencing both performance and efficiency include:
•

the design of the aerofoil section — length, shape and pitch of the blade;

•

the size of the hub on which the blades are mounted;

•

total blade area and number of blades on the hub;

•

variable pitch fans capable of fine tuning while running are available in the larger versions;

•

power requirements reach maximum levels within the normal working range providing a non-overload
performance characteristic; and

•

multi-stage contra-rotating axial flow fans are available to produce higher pressures.

Fan, Driver and Transmission Maintenance
About one-third of electric motors are direct coupled to the device they are driving and one-third are coupled
by belts (gearboxes and other types of transmission make up the other third). Proper belt tension, the correct
number and type of belts, and good pulley alignment can reduce energy demands by up to 4% at little to no
cost. With direct drive units, correct shaft alignment is essential. Vibration can be a sign of poor alignment,
or out of balance motors or fans. Balance correction also saves energy and reduces plant wear and tear. Correct
bearing installation and lubrication are also important for improved energy efficiency and reduced plant wear.
The Electric Power Research Institute have indicated that good maintenance can improve the efficiency of
fan-driver systems by 10% to 15%. Figure 7.17 shows how seemingly small gains through attention to several
maintenance items can lead to a significant improvement in performance.

Speed Control of Fans
In many applications, the volume of air required will vary from time to time due to operational demands.
Several methods have been used to achieve the necessary airflow, velocity and volume control, including
control dampers in ducts, diversion dampers in ducts and, more recently, speed control of motors by electronic
controls.
Speed control is the ideal method of control of volume for fans because the volume decreases in proportion
to the speed of the fan, the pressure in proportion to the square of the speed and the power consumed in
proportion to the cube of the speed. Savings in energy are obvious and the overall efficiency of the system is
improved, particularly where ventilation rates for buildings can be matched to the occupancy requirements
for air quality.
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51.45 kW
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11%

11%

2%

3%
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$1811
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Losses — poorly maintained fan driver

INPUT
45.25 kW
$14,658

37.56 kW
$12,020

MOTOR
LOSSES

BELT
DRIVE
LOSSES

BEARING
LOSSES

9%

8%

1%

BALANCE

Total cost
Good maintenance

$1319

$1173

$146

No loss

$2638

Poor maintenance

$1811

$1811

$329

$494

$4445

Annual cost of poor maintenance

$1811

Losses — well maintained fan driver

Figure 7.17: Improved efficiency through good maintenance

Figure 7.18 shows a spray paint booth fitted with a variable speed controller and programmable logic
controller (PLC). In a car spraying booth, it is important to maintain correct air pressure. Too much pressure
will cause toxic fumes to flow into the factory, while too little will allow dust to enter the booth and spoil the
paint quality. Often a spray booth will have a constant speed drive and fan at the air inlet controlled by a guide
vane. Constant speed fans are also used at the exhaust air outlet. It can be difficult to maintain the right pressure
balance in the booth, and control using guide vanes means wasted energy.

Electronic variable
speed controller

Inlet air
fans

Spray
booth
PLC

Pressure
transducer

Exhaust air fans
Figure 7.18: System diagram for spray paint booth with VSD
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In Figure 7.18, the pressure transducer measures the pressure in the booth and sends this data to the PLC, which
in turn instructs the controller to alter the speed of the motor and hence the fan. At times, the fans will be able
to operate below their rated capacities, thereby saving energy compared with the previous system of throttling
or diverting flow.

Fan Scheduling
Many of the ventilation systems in commercial buildings use simple controls. Some use time switches and
others use on or off manual control. It is common in many commercial buildings to find ventilation fans that
run 24 hours a day all year round. The same situation occurs in industry, with fans running when not needed.
Considerable savings in maintenance and energy can be gained by installing controls that reduce running time
to the period actually required. Controls to sense occupation, air quality (moisture or pollutant venting),
temperature (product cooling air), central switching by an energy management control system and other
proven methods of control are suitable techniques for achieving energy efficiency in existing installations and
often at very little cost.
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Chapter 8
Dielectric Heating

8.1 Introduction
Dielectric heating involves the use of electromagnetic waves in the radio frequency and microwave ranges.
Conventional heating relies on heat conduction from the outer surface of the material to the centre. The thicker
and less thermally conductive the material, the slower the heating rate. Dielectric heating does not heat from
the outside surface to the inside, nor does it heat from the inside out; the heat is generated at all points within
the material itself (Metaxas and Meredith, 1988; Schiffmann, 1987). Consequently, dielectric heating has the
potential to be rapid. Furthermore, the heat can be applied in a controlled and flexible manner. Dielectric
heating is well suited to drying or heating on a continuous basis and this can provide a product handling
advantage over batch type processes.
Dielectric heating gives the following benefits:
•

A homogeneous body of constant section is uniformly raised in temperature — no time is lost conducting
heat from the surfaces to the centre of a bulky load of low-heat conducting properties (Electricity
Technology Centre).

•

The rate of heating is usually many times faster than conventional heat transfer methods due to the high
concentration of heat energy (Electricity Technology Centre).

•

In drying applications, the direction of heat flow and water vapour movement are the same, which
increases the drying speed.

•

Overheating or burning of the surface of temperature-sensitive materials is minimised or eliminated
because there is no external source of heat (Electricity Technology Centre).

•

High thermal efficiency (Electricity Technology Centre).

•

Selectivity in location of heat application and accurate control of heat duration.

These factors are important advantages as they lead to increased output, improved quality and reduction of
production costs (British Electrical Development Association).

Types of Dielectric Heating
Dielectric heating covers two similar, but distinct, types of heating. The difference is determined by the
frequency used. The two types of heating are microwave heating and radio frequency heating (also known as
high frequency or capacitive heating).
Microwave heating covers the use of electromagnetic waves in the range 300 MHz to 300 GHz (Schiffmann,
1987). Radio frequency heating takes place at lower frequencies, between 1 MHz and 100 MHz (Schiffmann,
1987). Between 100 MHz and 500 MHz, there is a diffuse region where the radio frequency and microwave
heating processes blend together (Metaxas and Meredith, 1988). Figure 10.1 in Chapter 10 shows the relative
position of microwaves and radio frequencies on the electromagnetic spectrum. Dielectric heating uses
radiation with wavelengths that are longer than IR radiation.

Frequency Bands Available for Dielectric Heating
To avoid problems, such as radio interference, industrial dielectric heating uses discrete frequencies within
given bands (Metaxas and Meredith, 1988). The bands used for practical heating are the 13.56, 27.12, 40.68,
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915 and 2450 MHz bands. If use is made of frequencies outside the standard bands, then the shielding of the
heating apparatus must be very good, as the amount of stray radiation allowed is much less than that permitted
within the standard bands.

8.2 How Dielectric Heating Works
Principle of Heating
Conventional heating methods rely on raised surface temperature and thermal conductivity to attain a given
internal temperature. Since dielectric materials are generally heat insulators, the use of conventional thermal
systems can result in pronounced temperature gradients that can lead to long curing/drying times and a risk
of damaging the surface of the material (State Electricity Commission of Victoria). If the material can absorb
electromagnetic energy at radio and/or microwave frequencies, energy can be readily and efficiently
transferred.
An electromagnetic wave is an energy wave that changes its energy content and amplitude as it travels through
a dielectric material. It causes a sinusoidally-varying electric force upon the ions, atoms and molecules of the
material, which is converted to heat. The greater the field strength, the greater the heating effect (Schiffmann,
1987).
The dielectric properties of a material depend largely on its molecular structure. Dipolar molecules, although
electrically neutral, have separate positive and negative charge centres — they possess an asymmetric charge
cloud. Water is typical of such a molecule. Liquid water is strongly polar, which causes it to readily absorb
microwave and radio frequency energy and convert it into heat. In some cases, dipolarity is induced on a
material by the electromagnetic field (State Electricity Commission of Victoria).
Dipoles are influenced by the rapidly changing polarity of the electric field. When there is no electric field
present, the polar molecules have random orientations. When an electric field is applied, the dipole forces
cause the molecules to rotate as they attempt to become parallel to the field. As the field decays to zero
(relaxes), the dipoles return to their random orientation, only to be pulled toward alignment again as the
electric field builds up to its opposite polarity.
The stronger the electric field, the greater the aligning effect. This causes an energy conversion from electrical
field energy to stored potential energy in the material. The release of this potential energy heats the material.
If the molecules of the material are free to rotate, there is no potential energy stored and heat is generated from
intermolecular friction occurring between the molecules (Sears et. al., 1982).
The maximum frequency at which electrical field energy can be converted to heat, the relaxation frequency,
is dependent on temperature and molecular size of the dielectric material (Schiffmann, 1987). For small
molecules, such as water and monomers, the relaxation frequency is higher than microwave frequencies (1012
Hz for water) and rises further as the temperature increases. Large molecules, such as polymers, have a
relaxation frequency that is much lower than the microwave frequency, but which increases towards
microwave frequencies as the temperature rises, resulting in better energy conversion into heat. Above the
relaxation frequency, the molecular inertia is too large and no rotation occurs.

Parameters Affecting the Heating Process
Successful use of dielectric heating requires a match between the size, especially the thickness of the heating
load, the dielectric properties of the load (which may vary during processing), and the frequency or
wavelength of the radiation. These points are elaborated below.

Dielectric Constant
The dielectric constant of a material is the ratio of the capacitance of a capacitor using the material as the
dielectric compared to that using vacuum as the dielectric. The dielectric constant is given the symbol ! ' :

!' =
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The amount of free moisture in a substance greatly affects its dielectric constant since water has a high
dielectric constant, approximately 78 at room temperature. For many other common materials it is of the order
of 2. Thus, with a larger percentage of water, the dielectric constant generally increases, usually proportionally
(Schiffmann, 1987). The dielectric constant of air is 1.0, and it is, for all practical purposes, transparent to
electromagnetic waves at industrial frequencies. Therefore, its inclusion in materials reduces the dielectric
properties and heating is reduced. The dielectric constant may increase or decrease with temperature. In
general, a material below its freezing point exhibits a reduced dielectric constant.
An important consideration in dielectric heating is the “runaway effect”. This is the uncontrolled rise in
temperature in a material brought about when the slope of the relative dielectric constant versus temperature
response is positive. A typical example is that of nylon 66. After an initial absorption of the dielectric energy,
the temperature rise causes the dielectric constant to increase. Similar problems occur with microwave
defrosting of food. As soon as a few droplets of liquid water are produced, the microwave energy is
preferentially dissipated in the liquid phase, causing uneven thawing (Metaxas and Meredith, 1988).

Loss Factor
In electrical distribution systems, the power factor of the system is generally not unity. Any reduction in the
power factor from unity decreases the real power (kW) and, at the same time, generates reactive power (kVAr).
An analogous situation exists for the dielectric constant — it has both real and imaginary parts. The imaginary
part of the dielectric constant is termed the loss factor, ! " . The relationship between the dielectric constant
and the loss factor is given by:

! " = ! ' x tan "
The term tan " is called the loss tangent or dissipation factor.
The larger the loss factor, the more easily the material will absorb the incident electromagnetic energy. As a
general practical rule, loss factors less than 10-2 require very high electric field strengths in order to ensure
a reasonable rate of rise of temperature in the material. However, loss factors of greater than five can mean
the radiation does not adequately penetrate the material. This causes non-uniformities of heating, which are
totally unacceptable for in-depth heating (Metaxas and Meredith, 1988).
In materials where there is a definite fibre or grain orientation, such as paperboard, textile or wood, the
dielectric properties (dielectric constant and loss tangent) depend strongly on the relative orientations of the
exciting electric field to that of the grain of the material.

Depth of Penetration
Some materials have such high dielectric constants that the incident electromagnetic energy is partially
absorbed within the surface layers of the product. In this case, there will not be uniform heating throughout
the material. Since one of the advantages of dielectric heating is its ability to heat through a product, it is
important that the energy penetrates as deeply as possible.
If the penetration depth is insufficient, then the thickness of the load (or workpiece) needs to be reduced, or
one or more of the dielectric parameters need to be altered. The penetration depth is defined as the distance
from the surface of the material at which the radiation power drops by a specific amount from the surface value.
The penetration depth is proportional to the free space wavelength of the radiation. Increasing the wavelength
(or decreasing the frequency) will increase penetration. The penetration depth is inversely proportional to the
dielectric loss factor, so reducing the loss factor will also increase the depth.

8.3 Applications of Dielectric Heating
Radio frequency or microwave heating can be applied to a variety of industrial processes, and applications
where dielectric heating has been successful are shown in Table 8.1.

Radio Frequency or Microwave Heating?
If the load is very large or very wide, radio frequency heating may be preferred. The depth of penetration is
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directly proportional to wavelength. In radio frequency heating, this is measured in metres, and in microwave
heating it is measured in centimetres. If the workpiece is small, however, microwave heating is preferred
(Schiffmann, 1987).

Application

Microwave (MW) or
Radio Frequency (RF)

Curing of woodworking adhesives

RF

Preheating of plastics and rubber

RF or MW

Welding of thermoplastics

RF

Post-baking of biscuits and cereals

RF

Drying of water-based adhesives

MW or RF

Drying and moisture profiling of paper and board

RF

Drying of textiles and glass fibre

RF

Baking sand cores and resin bonded shell moulds

RF or MW

Drying of unfired porcelain biscuit

RF

Relaxation of compressed wool bales

RF

Curing of paper coatings

MW or RF

Gelling of PVC backed carpet

RF

Removing moisture from flammable chemical
compounds

RF or MW

Sterilising and de-infesting

MW or RF

Timber drying

RF (some MW)

Preheating before conventional drying

MW or RF

Booster drying towards the end of a conventional
drying cycle

RF or MW

Food processing

MW or RF

Freeze drying and vacuum drying

MW

Plasterboard drying

RF

Asphalt heating for road resealing

MW

Tempering and thawing of frozen products

MW

Initiating chemical reactions in a product

MW

Table 8.1: Applications of dielectric heating

If the power density requirement is very high, microwaves may be preferred to avoid arcing between parts of
the load and burning of the material. For example, a bulky product consisting of loosely packed particles with
a loss factor of 0.05 favours microwave heating (Schiffmann, 1987). If the power requirement is high, over
50 kW, economics favour the radio frequency system.
If the load fluctuates rapidly or goes through drastic changes in dielectric constant or loss factor during its heat
cycle, partially-tuned electrodes and instantly-variable power from radio frequency heating are advantageous
(Schiffmann, 1987).
If the load has a low-frequency loss factor greater than 1, it is more resistive than capacitive, and in many cases
the resistive element disappears as the load dries or cures. Radio frequency will heat the resistive elements,
and it will be more self-limiting in these areas and will not overheat or overdry. However, if the load has a
low-frequency loss factor of less than 0.5, then it is mostly capacitive. Reduction of the dielectric constant as
it dries or cures will be the predominant change and will permit better self-limiting at microwave frequencies.
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For example, radio frequency heating has very little levelling effect on the moisture content of paper below
about 5%, because it is self-limiting in that region, but microwave energy could be used to dry the paper to
near-zero moisture content (Schiffmann, 1987).
Some industrial materials are heat sensitive and cannot be dried at atmospheric pressure. By taking advantage
of the lower boiling temperature at reduced pressure, such materials can be effectively processed in a partial
vacuum atmosphere. Microwaves can considerably enhance the processing of materials under vacuum
(Metaxas and Meredith, 1988).

Efficiency of the Process
In the simplest terms, the radio frequency radiation used for heating is generated from electrical energy
supplied to a capacitor consisting of two metallic plates separated by the dielectric material making up the kiln
load. These radio frequency generator circuits have an efficiency of less than 100% due to losses within the
circuit devices and losses in feedback and bias circuits to maintain the oscillation (State Electricity
Commission of Victoria). The efficiency of the oscillator is typically between 75% and 80%. The efficiency
of the complete generator is less than that of the oscillator. The efficiency of conversion of mains input to radio
frequency power within the generator is typically between 55% and 70%. In terms of energy input to the
product, an efficiency of approximately 50% can be expected (Electricity Council, 1979).
Microwave magnetrons usually have a direct conversion efficiency of 70% to 80%. After allowing for losses
in reticulation, transformation of supplies and loss in the applicator, the overall conversion efficiency from
mains supply to energy input to the product will be somewhat lower. A process will typically be able to absorb
80% to 90% of the microwave generator output (Electricity Technology Centre, 1989).
In a drying application where the moisture content of the product is high (50% to 95%), heating with
conventional ovens is the most economical method (Electricity Technology Centre, 1989). Water bound in
capillaries and cavities can be efficiently removed with conventional low-cost systems (Metaxas and
Meredith, 1988). However, hot air drying becomes inefficient when it involves the evaporation of tightly
bound water. In most other processes, materials only require heating to temperatures in the order of 100˚C to
120˚C. For this purpose, dielectric heating can be more efficient than all other methods of heating. Hot air
drying will typically have an efficiency of between 20% and 70% (Schiffmann, 1987). This is affected by the
type of dryer and the moisture content, and generally the efficiency drops as the moisture content is reduced.
The efficiency of dielectric systems will generally be higher than hot air systems for all moisture content
levels. However, the relative cost of energy sources and capital costs of equipment means that dielectric
heating will usually be suitable at low moisture contents if it is to be used alone. An energy efficient, and cost
effective, drying method is to combine dielectric heating with hot air.

8.4 Heating Equipment Systems
The most appropriate frequency to use is the lowest to achieve the desired result efficiently. Lower frequency
generators are generally less expensive.

Radio Frequency
A radio frequency field is developed between two or more electrodes made of nonmagnetic metal. The heating
effect H between these electrodes depends on the electric supply frequency and voltage, the capacitor
characteristics and the dielectric properties. The proportionality is:
H # f x V2 x C x ! ”
where:
f = applied frequency
V = voltage across electrodes
C = capacitance of unloaded electrodes
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!” = loss factor of material.
Radio frequency heating frequencies are much lower than microwave frequencies and so the field strengths
must be greater for comparable power outputs. Excessively high field strengths may lead to voltage
breakdown of air (arcing) in the process material. The sparking threshold for air is approximately 30 kV/cm
(Schiffmann, 1987).
The electrodes can be configured in various ways to produce four main forms of application:
•

through heating;

•

glueline heating;

•

strayfield heating; and

•

staggered throughfield heating.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the electrode arrangements for strayfield and staggered throughfield heating.
Conveyor belt
for product

Applicator
electrodes

Radio
frequency
generator

Electromagnetic
field lines

Figure 8.1: Strayfield heating. The product passes through the fringe of the electromagnetic field
generated between adjacent electrodes

Applicator
electrodes

Conveyor belt
for product
Electromagnetic
field lines

Radio
frequency
generator
Figure 8.2: Staggered throughfield heating. The electromagnetic field passes through the material
at an angle. The angle changes between pairs of electrodes which increases the uniformity of
heating
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Microwave
Microwave power can be generated using klystrons, magnetrons or Gunn diodes. However, magnetrons are
exclusively used as generators in industrial microwave applications.

Magnetron Construction and Operation
For industrial purposes, microwave power is most commonly generated with magnetron electronic valves.
These are high vacuum thermionic valves, which require a high voltage DC electrical supply as well as low
voltage heaters. They are usually water-cooled (or air-cooled for 2450 MHz operation) to remove the heat
generated within them (Electricity Council, 1979). Figure 8.3 shows a cross-section through a magnetron.
The unit consists of a hollow copper anode that incorporates a resonant microwave structure, at the centre of
which is an electron emitting cathode. As illustrated, the anode has a set of vanes projecting radially inward
forming slots. The depth of these slots is approximately one-half the wavelength of the generated microwave.
The electric charge on the tips of each vane alternate every half cycle and in some respects the operation of
the magnetron is analogous with a single phase induction motor with a pair of contra-rotating magnetic fields.
Anode
Output
wireguide

+
+
+
+
Cathode

Figure 8.3: Cross-section through a magnetron microwave generator

A microwave field is induced in the anode and this is channelled from the magnetron to the application zone
via an output guide.
The magnetron life will vary with manufacturer, duty cycle, environment and type, but would typically be
between 5000 and 10,000 hours (Electricity Council, 1979). The power limit of the magnetrons is determined
by the cavity size. Smaller cavities allow the generation of higher frequencies, but the power limit is lower
than large cavity units.

Waveguide Applicators
Waveguides themselves may be used as applicators. Since the electric field may be at a maximum in the centre
of a waveguide, it is possible to pass a material through this intense field to obtain very efficient heating. A
good example is the heating of the filamentary materials, and this is shown in Figure 8.4 (Schiffmann, 1987).

Processed filament

Figure 8.4: Waveguide applicator
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Travelling Wave Applicators
Travelling wave applicators are also known as slotted, folded or serpentine waveguides. A slot is cut into the
narrow sides of the waveguide and several waveguides are joined together (see Figure 8.5).
This type of applicator is best suited for continuous processing, particularly of sheet materials. The
microwaves are beamed down a waveguide, which terminates in a water load. The waveguide is folded back
on itself to ensure the product passes through the beam many times. This ensures high efficiency and
uniformity of heat distribution (The Electricity Council, 1979), although there may be some side-to-side
nonuniformity.

Cavity Applicators
The microwave energy is injected into a precisely-dimensioned cavity and standing waves are produced as
the microwaves are reflected by the metal walls, which ensures high power densities (Electricity Council,
1979). The microwave energy may be coupled into this applicator by means of a waveguide or coaxial cable
through a single port or multiple ports. Industrial systems can use over 100 magnetrons each feeding
microwave energy into the cavity.
Microwave
energy
input

Product

Microwave
energy
input

Figure 8.5: Serpentine applicator

In this type of applicator, the load usually represents only a small fraction of the volume of the applicator and
is subjected to the microwave field being reflected from the sides of the applicator and passing through it from
all sides. This causes a three-dimensional bulk heating effect that is unique and of great use.
A major problem with cavity applicators is uniformity of the microwave field in the load. In order to ensure
uniformity of heating, a number of steps may be taken, usually in combination:
•

moving or turning the load in the applicator by means of conveyors or turntables;

•

providing mode stirrers, often resembling slowly-rotating fans, which increase the number of modes in
the oven, causing reflective scattering of energy;

•

using multiple inputs for the microwave energy;

•

using multiple microwave sources whose slight differences in frequency cause different mode patterns;

•

choosing the cavity dimensions to support the maximum number of modes, the so-called resonant
multimode cavity.

8.5 Safety Issues
A properly designed dielectric heating system should direct all of the electromagnetic energy into the product.
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However, any mismatching raises the possibility of stray radiation, which can interfere with communication
systems or present an occupational hazard.
In assessing from first principles the possible hazards of radio frequency and microwave energy, there are two
broad types of risk that might be incurred. The first is thermal, the simple heating of the human body as a result
of exposure. The second is the non-thermal risk, which comprises general effects on the nervous system and
genetic changes, which may be temporary or permanent.
Much research has been done on permissible levels of exposure to radio frequency and microwave energy.
What is desirable is to set a level of permissible exposure that is low enough to ensure safety and yet is not
such as to exclude, unnecessarily, a significant number of installations.
Radiation leakage is controlled through the use of various screens and choking devices.

The New Zealand Limits
The New Zealand standard covering radiation leakage is NZS 6609 Part 1, which is based on the equivalent
Australian standard, AS 2772.1. The standard covers maximum permissible electromagnetic leakage levels
for the frequency range 100 kHz to 300 GHz. The standard defines different levels that are dependent upon
the specific frequency and whether there is a potential hazard due to radio frequency shock or burning.
Table 8.2 shows the permissible electromagnetic leakage as a function of frequency and hazard level.

Frequency Range
100kHz<9.5MHz
9.5MHz<30MHz
30MHz<300GHz

Possible burning

No possible burning

or RF shock
100 W/m2

or RF shock
1000 W/m2

9000 W/m2
10 W/m2

9000 W/m2
10 W/m2

Table 8.2: Permissible leakage as a function of frequency and hazard level

8.6 Advantages of Dielectric Heating

Gen/Chp 8

•

A high thermal efficiency for the heating process can be achieved as the energy couples directly to the
material being heated.

•

Dielectric heating can lead to a reduction in production time of 70% to 85% and a reduction in space
required from 80% to 90%. In addition, there are reductions in maintenance, load-in and load-out times,
operating costs and wastage (Electricity Technology Centre, 1989).

•

A body of uniform section and composition can be raised uniformly to the desired temperature. There is
no need to wait for the heat to be transferred from an external heat source to the surface of the body and
thence conducted to the interior, avoiding the large temperature gradients that occur in conventional
heating systems.

•

High power densities can be used and, hence, the process time can be very short. It is often possible to
accomplish in seconds or minutes what could take minutes, hours or even days with conventional heating
methods.

•

Product quality can be improved. Since there is no external heat source, problems common with
conventional heating (e.g. overheating, burning of the surface or case hardening) are eliminated, leading
to less rejected product.

•

The amount of heat generated in the work is predictable and power input and heating time can be simply
controlled, making it ideal for repetitive production line processes. Automatic constant-power regulators
are available to achieve perfect tuning conditions.

•

Selective heat location is possible, as some materials absorb radio frequency energy more easily than
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others. Hence, selective heating or moisture extraction can be achieved, whereas the carrier or substrate
is heated primarily by conduction. This also avoids heating of the air, oven walls, conveyor or other parts.
•

Production can start immediately as no warm-up time is required. In addition, little power is used when
the applicator is not loaded or the equipment is on standby. Power consumption is also self-limiting in
drying applications.

•

Flexibility of layout makes it possible to integrate the dielectric heating equipment into the production line.
Floor space requirements are usually less due to the more rapid heating.

•

Accurate heat control ensures that the highest product quality can be attained and constantly repeated.

•

A more pleasant working environment can be achieved through reduction of the heat leakage normally
associated with conventional thermal systems.

•

Desirable chemical and physical effects may result. Many chemicals and physical reactions are promoted
by the heat generated by this method, leading to puffing, drying, melting, protein denaturation, starch
gelatinisation and the like.

Case Study — Microwave Tempering of Frozen Meat
For meat to be processed, its temperature has to be raised from that of storage (typically -18˚C). The meat can
either be thawed or tempered. If the meat is tempered, it still contains ice crystals. This gives the meat some
physical strength, but is not so hard as to prevent processing. The meat blocks are usually tempered to a
temperature of -5˚C to -3˚C.
The conventional method of tempering is accomplished using circulating air at a temperature between 0˚C
and 10˚C, which can take up to three days to bring the meat block up to temperature. During this time, microbial
growth will occur and there will be drip loss from the product. In addition, the tempering process can dry out
the surface of the meat.
Methods exist to speed the rate of tempering, but in the main these rely on heat transfer through the outside
edge of the product. Using water to speed the process is one option, but this can reduce the quality of the
product as leaching can occur.
Microwave heating can be used to directly heat the full thickness of the meat block and rapidly bring it to
temperature, usually in a few minutes. It is important not to take the meat to freezing point, as the change in
dielectric properties can lead to runaway heating. The fat content of the meat also affects the absorption of
microwave energy. Table 8.3 illustrates the benefits of microwave tempering over conventional methods.

Factor

Conventional

Microwave

Days

Minutes

Varies through block
Some drip loss

Nearly uniform
No loss

Product quality

Some losses and drying out

Good

Bacterial growth

Some — depends on
temperature

None

Room required to hold several
day’s production

Batch or continuous
processing line

Time
Temperature
Product loss

Space

Table 8.3: Comparison of conventional and microwave tempering of frozen meat

Example of Processing Procedure
Meat blocks needed to be tempered from -18˚C to -3˚C. The solution was to install a 40 kW batch processing
microwave system.
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Five beef blocks are loaded at a time and heated for 3.5 minutes. The blocks are then turned over and heated
for another 3.5 minutes. Loading and turning of each batch requires approximately 1.5 minutes.
Using a 40 kW microwave unit, with an 8.5 minute cycle time, it is possible to temper 100 kg/hr of 85% lean
beef (chemical), and 1200 kg/hr of 65% lean beef (chemical). This represents an energy transfer efficiency
of approximately 75%.
The batch sizes are 150 kg for the 85% lean meat, and 136 kg for the 65% lean meat.
Using the microwave tempering oven, it was found that the temperature variation between the outside of each
block and the centre was less than 2˚C.
The installed cost for a 40 kW batch processing system in New Zealand would be of the order of $350,000
to $400,000.
Industry benefits in a number of ways by using microwave tempering. Tempering rooms are no longer needed.
This results either in a space saving or allows increased storage, meaning that larger quantities of meat can
be bought when prices are low. The product quality and yield is improved as losses are eliminated and bacterial
growth is avoided.
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Chapter 9
Induction Heating
and Melting

9.1 Introduction
Induction heating is a process that has been successfully used in metal working industries for many years. In
New Zealand, it is widely used in many metal melting applications and heat treatment, although its use for
heating prior to forging or welding is much less common.
The heat is generated instantly and the application of the heating effect is flexible enough to allow relatively
easy automation of the heating process.
At present, most soldering and brazing operations, and many welding operations, are performed using
oxyacetylene or gas blowpipes. This approach can be inefficient, difficult to automate and lead to variable
quality results. The high labour costs and subsequent surface cleaning and finishing operations can make this
an expensive joining method.
Induction heating typically has an overall energy transfer efficiency of between 50% and 70%, depending
upon the properties of the material and its dimensions. Induction furnaces usually operate with an efficiency
of 66% to 77% (Orfeuil, 1987). By comparison, gas and other fossil fuel furnaces typically have an efficiency
of 40% to 45% (Food Technology Research Centre, 1993), largely due to their long warm-up periods. Fossil
fuel heating systems have efficiencies of approximately 30% to 45% (Food Technology Research Centre,
1993), depending on the fuel type and the application.

9.2 Induction Heating
Uses for Induction Heating
Induction heating can be applied to any metal heating application — annealing, hardening, melting, sintering,
welding and tempering. Its use can be extended to nonmetallic production processes, such as bonding needles
to the syringe body, paint drying and cap sealing. In these cases, induction is used to heat the metal part, which
then, by conduction, heats the rest of the item.

Theory
Induction heating occurs when current flow is induced in the workpiece by the coil surrounding it. The induced
current is the result of an alternating magnetic field within the coil and, essentially, the workpiece acts as a
short-circuited secondary transformer coil.
The induction coil is constructed of copper and is normally water-cooled to keep losses to a minimum. The
coil shape used for a particular application is determined by the heating pattern required. Typical coil shapes
are solenoidal, pancake, single-turn, channel and multi-layer.
The gap between the coil and the workpiece is, ideally, kept to a minimum to ensure that the magnetic coupling
between the two is as good as possible. The gap is controlled by the need to move the work in and out of the
coil and by any thermal insulation used to reduce radiative and conductive heat transfer from the workpiece
to the coil.
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The efficiency of heating, !, for a simple solenoidal coil, such as that shown in Figure 9.1, is given by (Davies,
1990):

! =

1 +

1
"c "w µ w

where:
"c = resistivity of the coil
"w = resistivity of the workpiece
µw = relative permeability of the workpiece.
Materials with a high resistivity and permeability, such as iron or steel, can be heated with an efficiency
approaching 100%. For a material such as copper, the efficiency is limited to approximately 50%.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9.1: Parameters of a solenoidal coil. (a) Heater with workpieces, seen from side view. (b)
Heater seen from above, with the directions of current indicated. (c) Diagram of the magnetic field.

Skin Depth and Heating Effect
The magnitude of the induced current density, and hence the heating effect, falls exponentially with the
distance from the surface. In addition, there is a phase-lag between the current flowing at the surface and any
other depth. The depth at which the magnitude of the current density falls to l/e of the surface value and the
phase changes by one radian is called the skin depth, or depth of penetration # (Davies, 1990).
The skin depth is found to depend on the resistivity and the relative magnetic permeability of the workpiece
and the frequency of the applied magnetic field. The relationship with the latter two factors is an inverse one.
In practice, irrespective of the cross-section of the workpiece, the heating effect can be managed by setting
the geometry and frequency of the magnetic field, and the relative positions of the workpiece and the coil.
By the correct choice of frequency, for example, the heat can be constrained to the outer layers or can heat
the full thickness of the workpiece. The coil and workpiece arrangement can concentrate the heat where
required, a feature that is not available for other heating methods.
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Particular heating effects are best achieved through the use of different frequencies. For example, surface
hardening requires only a small depth of heating and so a high frequency is used (e.g. 100 kHz). Metal melting
requires a uniform temperature through the full thickness of the furnace, and a low frequency is used (e.g. l
kHz). The range of frequencies used extends from the power distribution frequencies into the radio frequency
band.

Power Input
The power developed by a cylindrical workpiece within a multi-turn coil of approximately the same length
is given by (Orfeuil, 1987):
W = ( I$n )2 Lr " w µ w f x 10 %9 Watts

where:
I = coil current in amps
n = coil turns per centimetre
L = coil length in centimetre
r = radius of workpiece
"w = resistivity of workpiece
µw = permeability of workpiece
f = frequency (this relationship assumes that r>10 # and that L>8r).
Using induction heating, it is possible to get very high power densities and, therefore, fast heating and high
production volumes.

Induction Sources
The earliest induction heaters used valve technology and, hence, were bulky, inefficient and unreliable. Now,
some sixty years later, induction heaters make use of solid state electronics, resulting in units of small size,
high operating efficiency and high reliability. This has brought the technology to a stage where substantial
cost savings can be made for high volume processes.
A number of methods can be used to generate the desired operating frequency for an induction heating
application:
•

saturable core transformers are used for applications where the frequency required is the 3rd, 5th or 9th
harmonic of the supply (Orfeuil, 1987);

•

three-phase motor-alternator sets are used for frequencies from 500 to 10,000 Hz; and

•

solid state rectifier-inverter circuits are used where the frequency range required is from a few hundred
Hz to tens of kHz.

9.3 Induction Heating Applications
Brazing and Soldering
Brazing, soldering and welding require concentrated and accurately controlled heating. Because of the very
fast heating rates in induction heating, oxidation and distortion are minimal and the energy costs are less than
those of most other methods. Induction units need to be capable of being repeatedly switched in a closely
controlled manner, as the heat times for many joining applications are short.
The flow-point temperature of brazing alloys varies between 0˚C and 145˚C above the melting point (South
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East Queensland Electricity Board, 1978). Since the heating effect is proportional to the square of the current
flow, the heat developed in the skin depth is 86.5% of the total heat generated. Brazing and soldering requires
heat only in the filler material and the outer surface of the parts to be joined, thus favouring a high frequency
system, i.e. above 10 kHz.

Metal Melting
In general, induction furnaces are of two types — crucible furnaces and channel furnaces.

Crucible Induction Furnaces
Crucible induction furnaces (also known as magnetic coreless furnaces) consist of a water-cooled induction
coil surrounding a rammed refractory lining. The rammed refractory forms the crucible in which the metallic
mass to be melted is located. In some furnaces, the rammed refractory crucible is replaced by a graphite or
metal crucible. The furnaces are fitted with covers to reduce losses from the furnace (see Figure 9.2).
The electrical currents set up within the molten metal provide a natural stirring action that minimises the
potential for excessive oxidation of the metal charge. The stirring effect provided is inversely proportional to
the operating frequency.

Molten
charge

Rammed
refractory
lining

Magnetic
shunts
Induction
coil

Figure 9.2: A crucible induction furnace, showing the stirring action produced

Crucible induction furnaces are used with many metal types, including steel, cast iron, aluminium, copper
alloys and precious metals.
In addition to providing rapid heating, the furnaces can be used to closely hold the molten metal at a specific
temperature.

Channel Furnace
The channel furnace basically consists of a tank to hold the molten metal and a channel that forms a loop with
both ends leading to the tank. The induction coil is positioned so that it heats the channel. Metal flow through
the channel is produced by convection, which produces a much lighter stirring action than that of a crucible
furnace.
Channel furnaces, with no other energy source than the induction coil around the channel, must be filled with
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molten charge, and it is necessary to prevent the metal “freezing” in the channel. Other channel furnaces may
be designed to melt as well as hold metals.
Channel furnaces are commonly used to melt and hold steel, cast iron, copper alloys and aluminium alloys.

Heating Metals Prior to Forging
Heated metals considerably facilitate forging operations. Heating is, seemingly, a simple operation — heating
the billet (generally a simple geometric shape) to a uniform temperature as quickly as possible, following
which the billet is stamped, rolled, drawn, extruded or otherwise processed.
For extrusion processes, it may be desirable for the billet to have a non-uniform temperature profile along the
length of the billet, and only the part about to be forged needs to be at the forging temperature. For extrusion
processes, induction heating can be used to heat the die to ensure that it is at temperature and thus maximise
its life.
Heating for forging requires the heat to penetrate through the thickness of the billet and to be at the same
temperature at the centre as at the surface. Therefore, selection of frequency is a trade-off between efficiency
of energy transfer, temperature profile obtained and speed of heating.
A dual frequency heater is commonly used when heating magnetic materials. A low frequency is used when
the material is below its Curie point (the Curie point is a transition temperature marking a change in magnetic
properties of the workpiece, such as a change from ferromagnetism to paramagnetism).
Induction heating prior to forging results in:
•

high productivity;

•

optimum heating speed;

•

reduced oxidation losses;

•

good temperature accuracy;

•

heating only the area required;

•

low energy consumption — high efficiency;

•

automatic operation; and

•

improved working conditions.

Welding
Localised heating enables welding temperatures to be obtained rapidly (Figure 9.3). One of the main
applications in induction welding is the production of tubes and other closed profiles. In tube welding, the
induced current travels through the V-shaped slot. The current density is very high along the edges and,
especially, the base of the V, which favours welding. The temperature at the junction point is just below the
melting point and the rollers are used to make a pressure weld.

Heat Treating
Induction heating can be used for surface heat treatment and through treatment of metals (Figure 9.4). Surface
treatment of steels is the most widely used application, but induction can also be used for localised annealing,
through hardening, continuous hardening of bars, continuous annealing of wire and tempering operations.
Induction heating has two main benefits:
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•

the heating effect can be concentrated where desired without adversely affecting other areas of the part;
and

•

the heating time is very short compared to other treatment processes.
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Figure 9.3: Induction tube welding. The induced current is concentrated along the edges of the
tube material, and the weld is made by the pressure of the rollers.

Induction
coil

Quench
tank

Figure 9.4: Induction heating to hardening chain on a continuous basis

Heating Non-conductive Bodies
Only electrically conducting bodies can be directly heated by induction. However, it is possible to heat nonconducting bodies indirectly using a conductive susceptor. The material most widely used for this purpose is
graphite.
Induction heating applications using susceptors are numerous and include:
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•

melting refractory materials, glasses, quartz;

•

sintering carbides;

•

semiconductor fabrication;

•

heating liquids; and

•

heating gases during chemical synthesis.
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With steel or graphite susceptors, electrical efficiency is very high, between 80% and 95%.
For example, induction heating can be used to heat food products prior to extrusion. In many cases, induction
heating often competes with resistance heating for applications of this type. However, induction heating
provides much higher power densities, and has a very low thermal inertia.

9.4 Advantages of Using Induction Heating
Processes that use gas burners are often labour intensive, and a high level of skill is required for many
operations. The use of induction heating allows automatic and precisely repeatable operations to be carried
out by unskilled workers.
There is no need for operators to recognise a particular temperature colour or ensure that the heating pattern
is uniform and accurate. These problems are dealt with by the coil design and heating programmes, and the
geometry of the coil determines the heating pattern. The power input and preset heating time determines the
temperature of the workpiece.
The use of electricity ensures that a consistent result is achieved. In many applications, the process is automatic
or semi-automatic, and microprocessor control can allow a pre-programmed, staged heating pattern to be
followed. For example, the workpiece can be quickly brought up to temperature and the power then set back
to provide a soak period.
Maintenance costs may be reduced, and safety is improved as no flame is required.

9.5 Potential of Induction Heating
Induction heating has the potential to be applied to basic metal working industries and for fabricating metal
products, machinery and equipment. In these industries (excluding metal refining such as ironmaking), the
energy can be used for either high temperature heating (300˚C) or for process requirements. It has been
estimated that the annual New Zealand energy consumption for furnace or kiln operations in these areas totals
2971 TJ. Table 9.1 shows the fuel types and delivered heat to the basic metals and manufacturing industries
in New Zealand. The second of each pair of figures in the table is the useful heat input after allowing for losses.
From the total delivered energy, only 1262 TJ provides useful energy input (i.e. an overall energy transfer
efficiency of 42%) (Food Technology Research Centre, 1993).
It is likely that at least 10% of the useful energy could be provided by induction heating, i.e. 126 TJ. Assuming
a conservative value for the average efficiency of induction heating processes of 60%, this represents a net
decrease in annual energy requirements for the country of 87 TJ.

Delivered Energy/End-use Energy TJ
Fuel Source
Coal
Fuel Oil
LPG
Natural and Manufactured Gas

Basic Metal Industries

Fabricated Metal Products,
Machinery and Equipment

65/26

148/47
596/238
153/67

327/144

1682/740

Table 9.1: Fuel types, delivered energy and end use energy consumed by the basic metal and
manufacturing industries for heat applications up to approximately 300˚C

9.6 Conclusions
Induction heating is a technology that can be used successfully in virtually any metal working application
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where heating is required, and some electrically nonconductive applications. The use of induction heating can
lead to very significant running cost savings over gas, oxyacetylene or other methods for performing the same
operation.
The benefits of induction heating over other methods can be summarised as:
•

rapid heating is possible;

•

efficiency of heat transfer is high;

•

heat can be concentrated where required;

•

maintenance costs are reduced;

•

automation of the process is possible;

•

safety is improved;

•

use of unskilled labour is possible;

•

wastage and loss are reduced;

•

consistency of production is improved; and

•

surface contamination is reduced.

9.7 Case Studies
Soldering
GUD (NZ) Limited make Ryco oil filters. Part of the production process involves soldering a steel collar into
a pressed steel body. The components are shown in Figure 9.5. The existing method used oxyacetylene and
was done off-site at a cost of $l each. The resulting join was variable in quality and caused discoloration that
required cleaning before application of the final paint coat.
Demonstrations proved to the customer that induction heating could achieve a consistent and satisfactory
result. The company now has a fully automated soldering line that uses a 5 kW Inductoheat machine.
The induction soldering process still causes discoloration of the item and so the cleaning and plating process
is still required.
The electricity cost for 100,000 items per year is around $45. With a capital cost of approximately $50,000,
the payback on this system is less than 7 months.

Steel
collar

Solder
ring

Pressed
steel body

Figure 9.5: Soldered joint achieved with induction heating
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Brazing
Pneumatic fittings not only require a complete seal, but the join must also withstand the design pressures of
the fitting. Brass fittings with a number of different geometries (Figure 9.6 shows one of the fittings), joined
using inspirated gas burners, were successfully brazed using induction heating. The required temperature for
brazing was 640˚C to 700˚C, which was attained in 25 seconds with a power output from the induction heater
of 4.5 kW. The resulting joins were laboratory tested and shown to stand pressures of 500 Bar, 50 times greater
than that required by the design specification.

Brazing
material

Figure 9.6: Brass low pressure pneumatic fitting brazed with induction heating

The company involved required a large number of brazing operations each year. The high throughput,
combined with the required consistency of the joins, made this an excellent application for induction metal
joining.
The major benefits of using induction heating for this application are:
•

improved efficiency, leading to much reduced energy costs;

•

reduction in brazing time, from approximately 3 minutes to 25 seconds, giving a large labour cost saving;
and

•

improvement in working conditions, as staff can avoid inhaling flux fumes.

For this project, the installed cost for the 5 kW induction heater system is approximately $70,000, with annual
savings greater than $50,000.

Metal Melting
Glucina Smelters have produced nonferrous ingots for over 40 years. It has recently installed an 850 kW
induction furnace that operates at 65 Hz. The furnace produces 25.4 tonnes of aluminium per day, which
represents a ten-fold improvement in output per worker each day.
In addition to the productivity increases, the use of induction melting has improved the quality of the ingots
produced, halved the melt loss and improved working conditions.
The improved product quality is attributed to the inherent stirring action of the furnace, which quickly blends
the aluminium scrap with the additives, such as raw silicon. The same stirring action has halved the amount
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of metal lost to oxidation at high temperature by dragging the light pieces of aluminium quickly down into
the melt.
Use of the induction furnace has led to a reduction of particulate emissions, thereby improving the working
conditions. The induction furnace operates at an efficiency of 65% and has replaced diesel furnaces that had
thermal deficiencies of 7% to 17%.
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Chapter 10
Infrared Heating
Infrared radiation is used in many industrial heating, drying and curing processes. Electric infrared heating
is finding more acceptance for some processes that have been dominated by gas convective heating. Electric
infrared ovens have a number of advantages, including low capital cost, fast response, high heat transfer rate
and lower energy costs. They are more energy efficient than conventional hot air ovens due to lower oven
temperatures and more direct heat transfer.

10.1How Infrared Heating Works
Infrared radiation is a form of electromagnetic radiation similar to ultraviolet radiation, microwave and visible
light. Its spectrum lies between wavelengths of 0.76 µm to 1000 µm, as shown in Figure 10.1. However, the
useful spectrum for industrial applications ranges from 0.76 µm to 10 µm. These are usually separated into
three bands:
•

short wavelength 0.76 µm to 2 µm;

•

medium wavelength 2 µm to 4 µm; and

•

long wavelength 4 µm to 10 µm.

These are sometimes referred to as:
•

IR-A (short wavelength);

•

IR-B (medium wavelength); and

•

IR-C (long wavelength).
Increasing wavelength

Gamma Rays

Ultraviolet

Microwave

Induction
Heating

Radio

Electric
Power

X-rays
Solar
Radiation
Visible Light

Infrared Radiation
Short
Wave
0.76 microns

Medium
Wave

2 microns

Long
Wave IR

4 microns

1,000 microns

Figure 10.1: Electromagnetic spectrum

Generation and Use of Infrared Radiation
Infrared radiation can be generated by any material with a temperature above absolute zero, by a LASER type
device or via the so-called “Smith-Purcell” effect (electrons skimming over grooves perpendicular to the
electron flow direction). Radiation from hot materials is the source of infrared energy for industrial heating.
The types of infrared emitters used for heating are outlined in Section 10.2.
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Infrared emitters have low thermal inertia which means that IR ovens can very quickly reach operating
conditions. The radiated energy can be concentrated, focused, directed and reflected in a similar manners to
visible light. This allows flexibility in the design and operation of IR heating systems. It also means that a
minimum amount of energy contributes to heating the oven as opposed to the workpiece.
Surface heating of bulky items, or through heating of thin objects can be achieved quickly and efficiently with
IR. The radiation can penetrate most materials, and in many cases to maximum depth of a few millimetres.
The energy can be transmitted through air, other fluids or a vacuum. In practice only a fraction of the energy
is absorbed by the environment between the emitter and the workpiece
Generally IR heating is best suited to treating materials in the shape of strips or continuous layers. Complex
shapes may be difficulty to heat uniformly with IR, although this will depend on the conductivity of the surface
material. Ovens can often be specially fine-tuned to provide satisfactory heating of a particular workpiece
shape and size, and this may be practical for long production runs.

Temperature, Wavelength and Absorption
For IR radiation falling within the wavelength range used in industry, the wavelength of emitted IR varies
with the temperature of the source. In fact the spectral band representing most of the emitted energy gets
narrower, and the dominant wavelengths get shorter, as the temperature rises. This has an important bearing
on the design of IR emitters.
Emission of radiation is not emission of heat. It is only when a body absorbs radiation that it is converted into
heat. The IR radiation that falls on a surface is either absorbed, transmitted or reflected. The absorption factors
for various materials vary with the wavelength of the incident radiation. Absorption can vary dramatically
with a small shift in wavelength. Selecting an emitter with the right wavelength can reduce the cost of heating
significantly.
For instance, at a wavelength of 4 µm, water absorbs radiant energy with an efficiency of about 20%. But at
a wavelength of either 2.8 µm or 6 µm, water absorbs the radiation with an efficiency of over 90%. Simply
shifting the wavelength, increases the efficiency of the drying system by 450% and reduces the running costs
by a similar amount.
An IR system should not, however, be based on workpiece absorption factor alone. Other factors, such as the
depth of penetration, also need to be considered.
The power per unit area generated from an IR emitter is a function of the emitter temperature it is proportional
to the temperature. The power is also related to the emissive factor of the emitter material. The emissive
factors for a number of common metals is shown in Table 10.1. Nickel chromium, for example, has a high
emissive factor over a range of temperatures, and is commonly used as an IR element.
The power density that can be achieved by IR is much higher than by convection. This allows small oven
designs and high heating rates to be achieved.

10.2 Types of Infrared Emitters
There are three types of infrared emitters: short, medium and long wavelength emitters.

Short Wavelength: Tungsten Halogen Lamp
•

Wavelength — 0.89 µm to 1.5 µm (peak at 1.2 µm);

•

Power density — below 10 kW/m2 to 300 kW/m2;

•

Temperature — 2000˚C to 2700°C (normally at 2200˚C).

Short wavelength infrared emitters come in two basic constructions — vacuum or gas-filled lamps and quartz
tungsten halogen linear tubes. Blown glass bulbs are being replaced by linear quartz tubes, which can emit
a higher power density and take up less space.
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Ordinary Metals
Steels or iron

Aluminium
Copper

Body Temp (°C)
nickel-chromium

20

0.06

rusted

20

0.68

polished

200

0.04

oxidised

200/600

0.11/0.1

100

0.03

fully polished
slightly polished

50/300

0.15

rough or oxidised

100

0.75

30

0.12

non-oxidised

200

0.40

oxidised

200

0.64

rough

200

0.85

Tin
Cast iron

rough-oxidised
Brass

fully polished
matt

Mercury
Nickel

oxidised
nickel-chromium

Gold
Platinum
Lead

Emissive Factor

non-polished

40/250

0.95

300

0.03

50/350

0.20

100

0.15

200

0.35/0.45

50/1000

0.65/0.75

30

0.5

polished

30

0.80

rolled

30

0.10

non-oxidised

130

0.06

oxidised

200

0.65

Table 10.1: Total emissive factors

The most common power density used for furnaces is about 80 kW/m2. However, with cooling devices and
external reflectors, it is possible to reach power densities of 200 to 300 kW/m2. Over relatively short periods,
power densities as high as 1800 kW/m2 can be attained by boosting the emitter voltage. The amount of heat
transferred by convection ranges from 10% to 20%.
The expected life of short wavelength emitters is between 3000 and 5000 hours. Electrical and thermal shocks
from start-ups and mechanical shocks can drastically reduce the life of the lamps.
Figure 10.2 shows a short wavelength infrared source.
Quartz tube

Tungsten element

Figure 10.2: Short wavelength IR lamp

Medium Wavelength: Quartz Tube/Metal Sheath
Properties:
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•

Wavelength — 2.3 µm to 3.8 µm;

•

Power density — 12 to 80 kW/m2;

•

Temperature — 700˚C to 1300˚C.
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Emitters normally consist of nickel-chromium or iron-chromium-aluminium resistive elements enclosed in
tubes or panels. The most common are tubes made of quartz or metal (i.e. common domestic oven elements).
The emitters are thermally inert, which gives a thermal lag of about 30 seconds for quartz tubes and 2 to 3
minutes for quartz panels. A relatively new type of medium wavelength emitter has the element in a sealed
quartz tube. This is designed for fast response applications.
Although power densities can range from 1.2 to 80 kW/m2, the most common power densities used are
between 50 to 60 kW/m2. Medium wavelength emitters provide power densities that are less than those of short
wavelength emitters. These densities are typically in the order of four to five times higher than with convection
heating. About 30% to 40% of the energy may be transmitted by convection.

Long Wavelength: Ceramics/Panels/Flexible Strips
Properties:
•

Wavelength — 2.9 µm to 11 µm;

•

Power Density — 15 to 40 kW/m2;

•

Temperature — 300˚C to 700˚C.

The most common construction is vitrified ceramic radiating panels, which consist of a nickel-chromium
resistance element embedded in ceramic and coated with a special enamel. The maximum permissible surface
temperature for these elements is around 700˚C.
Vitrified ceramic radiating emitters have power densities between 15 kW/m2 and 40 kW/m2 and have high
thermal inertia. It takes about four to six minutes for the emitters to reach 90% of the maximum rated power
output. Their rugged construction provides good resistance to mechanical damage and corrosion, and their life
expectancy is many years.

10.3 Examples of Infrared Applications
Mass Heating
The fast response and high power density nature of infrared allows a compact infrared tunnel to be used in
a plastic moulding production line where the plastic is heated before moulding (see Figure 10.3). Capital cost
is usually lower than alternative methods. Other areas of application include:
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•

vacuum forming of plastics;

•

ceramic glazing;

•

curing of glass fibre;

•

glass to metal sealing;

•

glass annealing;

•

sag moulding of car windscreens;

•

degreasing;

•

heat treatment of metals;

•

soldering and brazing;

•

fusing tin/lead coatings;

•

shrink fitting; and

•

heat treatment of fabrics.
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Infrared elements

Product

Variable
width

Figure 10.3: Infrared tunnel with adjustable width

Curing of Coatings
Curing of coatings generally involves heating and evaporating solvents. The fast heat transfer rate with
infrared radiation ensures high energy efficiency for curing of coatings.
Energy savings of up to 70% are possible by curing with infrared instead of convective ovens. Applications
include:
•

electrostatic spray paints and powders;

•

car finishes and underseal;

•

resin coatings on paper, metal, textiles and wood;

•

PTFE coatings on kitchen utensils;

•

melamines, polyesters, alkyds, acrylics, lacquers;

•

mirror backings;

•

silk-screen and litho inks;

•

solder for printed circuit boards;

•

thermographic printing processes;

•

carpet backing;

•

adhesive cement for shoe manufacture; and

•

laminating printed paper and board.

Moisture Removal
Moisture removal involves removing water or solvent from a material. This is normally done by raising the
temperature of the moisture in the product and, in most cases, passing low humidity air at elevated temperature
over the material.
Adding an infrared preheater to a fabric dryer — such as one associated with a stenter machine which holds
fabric in shape during drying — can increase capacity of the dyer by as much as 20% to 70%. Typically, the
infrared preheater has a typical output of about 30 to 50 kW and costs between $30,000 and $90,000, which
is less than 5% of the capital cost of the stenter dryer. Other drying applications for which infrared heating
has been successfully used include:
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•

flash drying;

•

plastic granules;

•

pharmaceuticals in granular form;

•

wet enamel coating;

•

drying pottery before firing;

•

foundry moulds and cores;

•

tobacco treatments;

•

paper webs and moisture profiles;

•

water-based paints and inks; and

•

pre-drying particle (chip) board.
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Chapter 11
Ultraviolet Curing

11.1 Introduction
In the printing, coating and decorating industries, heat sources such as hot air or infrared radiation have
traditionally been used to cure inks and varnishes on a substrate. Thermal curing systems use heat to evaporate
a solvent in the varnish or ink, leaving a solid resin coating on the substrate. This process can take up to half
an hour or more and requires the evacuation of solvents to the atmosphere.
In contrast to thermal curing systems (Figure 11.1a), the ultraviolet (UV) curing process is extremely rapid,
with cure times in the order of seconds. Curing occurs by the polymerisation of specially formulated inks in
the presence of UV radiation. This process, as outlined in Figure 11.1b, does not result in the emission of
solvents to the atmosphere.
The ever-improving quality of UV curable coatings means that UV curing is being used for a wide range of
applications. Current applications are listed in Table 11.1.

11.2 How Ultraviolet Curing Works
Ultraviolet Radiation
Ultraviolet radiation is a form of electromagnetic radiation that occupies the electromagnetic spectrum from
10 to 400 nm, just below visible light. The ultraviolet section of the electromagnetic spectrum can be divided
into three groups — UV-A, UV-B and UV-C, as shown in Figure 11.2.
Applications for UV include lighting effects with fluorescent paints and inks (UV-A), UV curing (UV-A and
B) and sterilisation (UV-C).

Solvent to
atmosphere
Coating plus
solvent

Cured
coating

Cure time
(minutes)

Substrate

(a)

Polymer, diluent,
photoinitiator

Substrate

Heat

Cured
coating

Cure time
(seconds)

Substrate

(b)

Substrate

UV radiation

Figure 11.1: (a) The conventional drying process and (b) the ultraviolet curing process
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Industry

Substrate

Application

Printing

Paper
Metal
Plastics

Screen printing, label printing, beverage cans,
newspaper printing, cup printing, credit cards.

Coating

Wood
Paper
Plastics
Metal
Glass

Furniture fillers, base coats and varnish, rust
proofed pipes and sheets, abrasive resistant paper
and plastics, optical fibres, tiles, parquet floors,
compact discs.

Adhering

Glass
Plastics
Metal

Watches, lens, CDs, mechanical components.

Potting

Plastics
Ceramics
Glass

Decorative dishes, panels, buttons, jewellery
fashion accessories, compact cosmetics.

Others

Electronics

Marking capacitors and resistors, printed circuit
boards, headphones, speakers, frosted glass.

Table 11.1: Applications of UV curing
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Figure 11.2: The electromagnetic spectrum

The Ultraviolet Curing Process
Inks and Coatings
UV curable coatings (i.e. inks, adhesives and varnishes) consist of five main components — colorants;
oligomers and prepolymers; monomers; additives; and a photoinitiator.
The first four of these components provide similar functions to the base components of conventional coatings.
The fifth, the photoinitiator, is unique to UV curable coatings and is necessary to initiate the polymerisation
of the coating film. Table 11.2 shows the various components of UV and thermal curable inks and their
respective functions.
Components of:
Heat Cure Ink

Function

UV Curable Ink

Pigment

Colorant

provide colour

Resin

Prepolymer

"wet" pigment

Solvent

Monomer

lower viscosity/reduce tack

Additives

Additives

various specialised functions

Not Required

Photoinitiator

initiate polymerisation reaction

Table 11.2: Components of UV and heat curable inks
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The formulation of ultraviolet inks is dependent upon a number of factors. The printing process, colour(s) and
substrate will dictate the choice of pigment, vehicle and rheology of the ink. Other customer requirements,
such as gloss, rub resistance or chemical resistance, must also be taken into account. This is also the case for
photoinitiators, where spectral absorption and photoactivity become key considerations. Finally, the overall
combination of the constituents must be checked, as many of the raw materials are unstable when mixed.
In recent years, water-based UV inks have been developed. These inks have a number of advantages over
conventional inks, including faster cure speed, greater hold out and reduced irritation to operators.

Substrates
Coating is done on a variety of substrates, including wood, paper, metals, glass, ceramics, all plastics, polymer
films, foils and even foods. Each presents unique problems of adhesion, porosity, compatibility and desired
film properties to resist the demands of product end usage.

The Ultraviolet Curing Mechanism
Photochemical polymerisation reactions can be divided into two classes — photoinduced polycondensations
and photoinduced active centre polymerisations. Photoinduced active centre polymerisations can be either
radical, cationic or anionic in nature. The bulk of polymerisation reactions used in UV curing applications are
radical polymerisations.
The photoinitiation process for active centre polymerisations is essentially the same and involves three stages.
The first involves absorption of light by the photoinitiator, which will prompt the formation of free ions, either
radicals, cations or anions. These ions then react with the monomers to initiate polymerisation. The overall
process of ultraviolet curing is shown in Figure 11.3.
Mixture of polymer,
diluent and
photoinitiator (liquid
state)

Substrate

Exposure to UV
energy

Substrate
The photoinitiator
transfers energy to
the polymer and
diluent

Substrate

Coating solidifies

Substrate
Figure 11.3: Stages in the ultraviolet curing process

11.3 Commercial Sources of Ultraviolet Radiation
There are two main types of commercial ultraviolet curing systems currently in use, one based upon a mercury
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vapour lamp, and the other based upon an electrodeless lamp energised by microwaves. The type of system
used will depend upon the nature of the process and product shape. Each system will be discussed in more
detail below. In addition, other sources of UV can be used (e.g. medium-pressure metal halide lamps, lowand high-pressure mercury lamps, flash lamps and lasers), although these are generally not as commercially
viable.
The mercury vapour lamp is a medium-pressure discharge lamp consisting of a linear quartz tube about 25
mm in diameter and up to 1500 mm long. The lamp, shown in Figure 11.4, is filled with an inert gas and
mercury. The lamps are similar in construction and operation to a standard fluorescent tube. Electrodes
situated at each end of the tube are connected to wires or metal caps, which form the electrical connections
of the lamp. At room temperature, almost all of the mercury in the lamp is in the liquid state. When a starting
voltage is applied to the lamp, the mercury is vaporised and an electrical arc is struck between the two lamp
electrodes. Ultraviolet radiation is generated when electrons in the arc collide with mercury vapour atoms.
After a warm-up time, usually about five minutes, the lamp comes up to full power.
Molybdenum
connector
Tungsten
electrode

Mercury

Inert atmosphere

Quartz body

Ceramic insulator

Terminal

Figure 11.4: Mercury vapour lamp

At full operating power, the lamp temperature is between 600°C and 800°C at the tube centre, and the lamp
gives off considerable heat in the form of infrared radiation. At full operating power, electromagnetic emission
from the lamp is a combination of visible light (28%), ultraviolet (17%) and infrared (55%).
The electrodeless lamp, shown in Figure 11.5, is a quartz glass tube, about 8 mm in diameter and 250 mm long,
generally filled with an inert gas and mercury. Other additives may be used, depending on the requirements
of the particular UV curing process. Unlike mercury vapour lamps, electrodeless lamps are not connected to
an electrical supply by electrodes, but are instead bombarded with microwaves generated by a magnetron.
Quartz
mounting stub

Quartz tube filled with
inert gas and mercury

6 mm ID

8 mm ID

7.5 mm

243.8 mm

Figure 11.5: Electrodeless lamp

Electromagnetic radiation is produced by the interaction of the microwaves with the mercury vapour atoms.
The resultant emission comprises visible light (27%), ultraviolet (36%) and infrared (37%). The process by
which ultraviolet radiation is produced is the same as with gas discharge lamps, and the difference lies in the
fact that the energy required to excite the atoms is provided by the microwaves rather than the ionised arc.
The ultraviolet power output (or efficiency) of a lamp will slowly decline over its lifetime as the transparency
of the quartz tube is reduced by prolonged exposure to ultraviolet radiation. The lamp reaches the end of its
useful life when it can no longer produce enough ultraviolet radiation to effectively cure the coating. The life
of the lamp depends on a number of factors, including the lamp power rating, current rating of the electrodes,
amount of cooling provided to the lamp and electrodes, and degree of contamination of the lamp surface (dust,
grease, etc.). The useful life for mercury vapour lamps is around 1000 hours, compared to electrodeless lamps,
which have a guaranteed useful life of 3000 hours. This is, in the main, due to the sensitivity of mercury vapour
lamps to frequency of switching.
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Both mercury vapour and electrodeless lamps are located in reflector housings. The general purpose of the
reflector housing is to focus ultraviolet radiation onto the surface to be cured and facilitate cooling of the lamp.
A elliptical reflector is usually used, with the lamp situated in one focal plane of the ellipse. The reflector
housing is mounted so that the surface to be cured lies in the other focal plane. The reflector is normally made
of specially processed aluminium that has both a high UV reflectivity (about 90%) and resists tarnishing and
corrosion. Reflectors for electrodeless lamps also have a metal screen fitted across the face of the reflector to
prevent excessive microwave leakage. Reflectors usually incorporate features for ozone removal and cooling.
A comparison of the various characteristics of mercury vapour and electrodeless lamps is shown in Table 11.3.
CHARACTERISTIC
Power/Efficiency

MERCURY VAPOUR LAMP
Watts/cm

%

ELECTRODELESS

LAMP

Watts/cm

%

Total Power Input

95.4

216.5

UV Output

13.4

17

43.1

37

Visible Output

22.0

28

32.9

28

Infrared Output

43.3

55

42.1

35

Total Lamp Output

78.8

100

118.1

100

Efficiency of UV Output

14

20

Lamp Life
Lifetime warranty

1000 hours

3000 hours

Recommended replacement time

1000 hours

6000 hours

85%

85%

Reduces life

No effect on life

Air or water

Air only

800°C

600°C

150 mm - 2000 mm in continuous
lengths

150 mm (170 mm) or 250 mm (270
mm) increments

Lamps must remain on over full
width of product

Only lamp modules required are
turned on

Only needed if water cooled
radiators used

Not needed

UV output at replacement
Effects of starts
Cooling
Method
Bulb temperature
Process Flexibility
Lamp sizes
Partial width operation
Installation
Access to water
Exhaust

Needed

Major auxiliary equipment

High voltage transformers

Magnetrons

500 - 1000 hours

1500 - 2500 hours

Filter changes

Filter changes

Chillers

None

Maintenance
Bulb and radiator cleaning
Air cooling system
Water cooling system
Safety
High voltage

On at standby

Off at standby

Microwaves

None

Mechanical shielding prevents
exposure

Higher due to long start-up time
Some ozone on standby

Small due to quick start-up time
No ozone on standby

Ozone production

Table 11.3: Characteristics of mercury vapour and electrodeless lamps

11.4 Safety and Handling Considerations of UV Equipment
All industrial high-intensity ultraviolet systems must provide safeguards against exposure to ultraviolet,
ozone, high voltages and high temperatures.
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Biological Effects Of Ultraviolet Radiation
Exposure to optical radiation in the band extending from 100 to 900 nm can create a number of potential
hazards, such as skin cancer, herpes simplex lesions, retinal damage and erythema. The band extending from
100 nm through to 500 nm, which includes the range of the ultraviolet spectrum used for UV curing, is the
most hazardous. Ultraviolet radiation is harmful to the eyes and skin, and the main effects of prolonged
exposure are conjunctivitis and burns to the skin.
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) have set out guidelines on recommended
exposure levels and exposure times for ultraviolet, based upon avoiding skin erythema (sunburn) and ocular
conjunctivitis. For UV-C, the minimum eight-hour irradiance value that could cause effects on unprotected
skin or eyes is 0.1 µW/cm2, or a maximum dose of 0.003 J/cm2. To put this into perspective, typical midday
sunlight UV-C ultraviolet levels are 3,150 µW/cm2.
On mercury vapour lamps, the reflector housings are shielded so that no ultraviolet radiation can escape.
Extended shielding baffles are used at the incoming and outgoing ports of the curing chamber to trap stray UV
radiation. In addition, interlocks are usually provided to automatically switch off the power supply to the
lamps if any of the access doors to the lamps or parts of the shielding panels are opened.
The same safety considerations that apply to UV curing systems that use mercury vapour lamps also apply
to UV curing systems that use electrodeless lamps. However, the electrodeless lamps do not require shutters
or lamp swivelling devices, as the electrodeless lamps are simply switched off if the conveyor stops, since
lamp life is not compromised by the number of on/off switchings. Because microwaves are used in
electrodeless UV curing systems, they are equipped with sensors to detect microwave leakage. These sensors
will automatically shut the system down if levels of radiation above 5 mW/cm2 are detected.

Ozone
Ozone is produced when short wavelength UV radiation (186 nm) is absorbed by oxygen. It is bluish in colour,
and in concentrations of less than 1 ppm gives off a pleasant, sweet odour. In higher concentrations, it is
irritating to the eyes and respiratory tract and is highly toxic in concentrations greater than 10 ppm. The ozone
problem may be eliminated by either venting the cooling air to the outside of the building, creating an oxygenfree environment using a nitrogen blanket or using an ozone-free quartz lamp sleeve.
Venting of the cooling air is the most common method because of its low implementation cost. The ozone that
is vented rapidly breaks down into oxygen and is not, therefore, harmful to the environment. The OSHA and
American Industrial Hygiene Association recommend that ozone concentration be limited to 0.1 ppm or less
for any continuous eight-hour exposure period.

Electrical Safety
The voltages used in UV curing systems range from 400 V to around 1200 V. The normal electrical safety
considerations apply for these lamps. In addition, most systems are interlocked so that the system shuts down
if an operator attempts to gain access to the process or any high voltage area.

Thermal Safety
UV lamps also emit significant amounts of infrared radiation. Forced ventilation is provided for the reflector
housings in order to cool the lamps, reflectors and the lamp sockets. The cooling is usually designed so that
the air temperature inside the housing does not exceed 50˚C. This ventilation also exhausts any ozone
produced by the ultraviolet lamps to the atmosphere. Most systems also incorporate a temperature monitoring
circuit that shuts down the processor should the ventilation system fail and the temperature rise too high.

11.5 Advantages Of UV Curing
Ultraviolet curing has a number of advantages over traditional thermal curing processes, the main one being
the gain in energy efficiency. These advantages can be broken down into energy savings and other savings
and will be discussed below. As a guide, it has been estimated that the savings shown in Table 11.4 can be
achieved by using a UV curing system over a thermal curing system.
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Cost

Percentage Saving

Energy cost

60% - 80%

Equipment and installation

20% - 40%

Floor space

60% - 85%

Maintenance and depreciation

10% - 20%

Operational safety

5% - 20%

Increased productivity

20% - 60%

Table 11.4: Estimated Savings Obtainable Using UV Curing (Source — M. Caza (France) SPAI)

Energy Efficiency
Ultraviolet curing systems have been estimated as being between 60% to 80% more energy efficient than
thermal curing systems. These comparisons have been made based on gas-fired dryers used for thermal curing.
The exact savings that can be made will depend upon the nature of the process, including the depth of film,
and may, in fact, be greater than this. For example, National Can (NZ) made a primary energy saving of 85%
by switching to a UV curing system (see Section 11.7). In that instance, the true energy savings were higher
because significant savings in energy costs associated with downtime or slack production were possible with
the UV curing system.
While the price of gas is low relative to electricity, the above energy savings will still translate into meaningful
energy savings for the user. For example, National Can (NZ) will save around 20% in energy costs with the
new UV curing unit. Further savings will also be possible due to the additional advantages of using a UV curing
system, and these will be discussed below.

Additional Advantages
Ultraviolet curing systems can have significantly smaller capital and installation costs compared to the large
gas ovens required for some thermal curing applications. A basic single medium-pressure mercury vapour
lamp system would cost in the order of $4000 to set up. A basic 150 mm (1500 W) electrodeless lamp system
would cost approximately 20% more and a 250 mm (3 kW) electrode lamp system would be approximately
three times the price of the basic mercury vapour lamp system.
UV inks give a higher print quality because of the faster curing speed, which eliminates problems such as
thermal distortion and colour variation. The finished coatings have excellent chemical and wear resistance.
In addition, UV inks give very high ink mileage, minimise rewetting and completely eliminate solvent vapour
emission.
From an operational point of view, UV curing systems offer a number of significant advantages that all
contribute to ease the constraints of the production process. UV curing systems are much smaller than thermal
curing systems and, therefore, occupy less floor space. The faster curing rates allow greater use of heat
sensitive substrates and ensures better continuity of production. This, in turn, reduces handling and storage
requirements. The nature of UV inks means that they do not set in the screens. Finally, there is no need for
solvent recovery or disposal systems as UV inks do not contain solvents.

11.6 Disadvantages of UV Curing
The only problems associated with UV curing are due to the amount of infrared radiation produced, the
additional safety requirements and increased maintenance costs.
Although heating of the substrate is minimised by the short exposure times, it is still possible to produce heat
distortion in substrates. This is because the high speeds of production do not allow the substrate to cool down
when entering the collator. High efficiency coolers can eliminate this problem. The high production speeds
mean that ambient cooling of the substrate is not possible and, thus, additional cooling must be provided,
which becomes an extra operational cost.
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Adequate shielding from UV radiation is necessary, as are interlocks and heat sensors to stop materials and
conveyors from being burnt in the event of jams. In addition, any ozone produced as a by-product of UV
generation needs to be vented to the atmosphere.
The life of the mercury vapour lamps is between 1000 and 2000 hours (3000 hours for the electrodeless lamp),
which requires increased maintenance. The deterioration of lamps can be accelerated by operating in adverse
conditions and, therefore, it is important that reflectors are regularly cleaned.

11.7 Case Study — National Can (NZ) Ltd
An excellent example of the benefits of using a UV curing system is that of National Can (NZ), winners of
the 1991 Category 2 eta award (an energy efficiency award scheme administered by the Electricity Supply
Association of New Zealand). National Can’s business is in the production of printed tin cans. In the past, the
printed sheets of tin were dried in 28 m long gas-fired ovens. The ovens were replaced with compact, 1.2 m
long, on-line, electrically powered UV curing ovens.
The UV curing ovens’ daily consumption is only 1229 kWh, whereas the gas ovens consumed the equivalent
of 8267 kWh per day. This represents a primary energy saving of 7038 kWh per day, or a staggering 85%.
Even with the cheaper cost of gas, this saving translates to around a 20% cost saving, which is a significant
margin in today’s competitive business environment. Further savings are also possible due to the increased
operational flexibility afforded by the UV curing system. The UV curing ovens need only a few minutes to
reach operating power, whereas the gas ovens required an hour. The gas ovens must also be run at full power
whether or not they are being used. In contrast, the UV ovens need only be maintained at half power. In
essence, as the size of production run decreases, the true energy saving by the UV oven over the gas-fired oven
will rise above 85%.
The new system is also more suitable for shorter production runs due to the dramatic reduction in curing time,
from 20 minutes to 5 seconds. With companies seeking to reduce inventory, shorter production runs are fast
becoming the norm.
Implementing a UV curing system also resulted in considerable saving in capital cost. The new electric ovens
cost just $40,000 each, compared to $1.5 million each for the gas ovens. In addition, because a solvent-free
ink is used with the new process, the problems and associated costs of dealing with solvent vapours have been
eliminated.
Staff have also benefited from the change to UV curing. The reduction in noise level and workplace
temperature have made the production line a more pleasant area in which to work.
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Fan driver and transmission 447
Propeller fans 446, 447
Scheduling fan operation 449
Speed control for fans 447, 448
System design principles 445
Fish Farming
see Fishing Industry
Fishing Industry
Energy efficiency options 130, 131
Energy flows 129, 130
Fish finding 131
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Fishing - wild stocks 130
Net Drag/Net monitoring 131
Processing catch at sea 131
Sail and wave power propulsion 131
Forest Establishment
see Exotic Forestry
Forestry Production
Future product and volume trends 217, 219
Log harvest and flows 217, 218
Pulp and paper production 218
Freeze concentration
Principles and applications 194
Fruit Production
see also Crop Cooling
see also Irrigation
Apples - fuel use 104
Energy flows 104
Frost Protection 105
Grapes - fuel use 104
Ground cover crops/mowing 105
Hydra ladders 106
Kiwifruit - fuel use 104
Organic/low input production 105
Spray application 105
Fuelwood
see Remote Area Power Systems
see Exotic Forestry
Furnaces
see also Boilers
see also Burners
see also Combustion Systems
see also Electric Furnaces
Energy efficiency issues 359
Furnace control 360
Heat recovery 361
Refractory and insulation materials 359, 356
Ceramic fibre insulation 359, 360

G
Glasshouse
see Greenhouse Enterprises
Grain Drying and Conditioning
Crop chilling 99, 100
Crop cooling - secondary fans 99
Dehumidifiers 97, 98
Energy requirements 96
Grain handling 100
Solar drying 98
Greenhouse Enterprises
see also Nursery Crops
Air recirculation 116, 117
Carbon dioxide enrichment 115, 122
Cool period manipulation 119
Cooling/dehumidification via heat pumps 121
Double skinned greenhouses 115
Energy efficiency options 113
Energy flows 114
Greenhouse design and operation 115-117
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Greenhouse/crop and fuel statistics 113, 114
Heating management 115, 116
Hydroponics 117, 122, 123
Lighting technologies and controls 117, 118,
119
Photoperiod manipulation 118
Thermal screens 119, 120

H
Heat Exchangers
see Heat Recovery
Heat Pumps
see also Absorption Heat Pumps
see also Mechanical Vapour
Recompression
Closed cycle heat pumps 373-380
Applications 375, 376
Coefficient of performance 375, 376
Gas/Diesel engine heat pump 379, 380
Ideal and real cycles 375
Multistage systems 378, 379
Operating principles 373-375
Refrigerant issues 373, 374, 377, 378
Heat pump selection via pinch technology
416-419
Food Processing
Low temperature drying 193
Meat industry 189
Refrigeration energy recovery 188
Supercritical refrigerants 189, 190
Use of variable speed drives 190
Open cycle heat pumps 380-382
Mechanical vapour recompression
381, 382
Milcon unit 381
Operating principles 380-382
Primary Production
Crop cooling/dehumidification 109,
110, 121
Dairy shed applications 69, 70
Grain drying 97, 98
Thermoelectric heat pump 387
Types of heat pump and transformers 373, 387
Heat Recovery
see also Heat Pumps
Burner efficiencies with heat recovery 346
Direct heat exchange technologies 337-351
Economic heat transfer distances 337
Fuel savings with air preheat 341
Heat exchanger selection 348-351
Hot water systems
Energy storage in meat processing 200
Dairy production/milking shed 186
Supply management in meat processing 191
Site waste heat survey 348, 349
Types of heat recovery systems 338-348
Energy recovery loops 338, 343, 344
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Heat Pipes 348
Heat wheels 347, 348
Recuperators - plate and tubular 339-342
Recuperators - shell and tube 342
Regenerative ceramic burners 344-346
Regenerators 344-346
Run-around-coils 338, 343, 344
Self-recuperating burners 343
Simple air recycle 339
Horticulture
see Fruit Production
see Greenhouse Enterprises
see Irrigation
see Market Gardens
Housekeeping
Boilers and steam systems 305-311
Efficiency checklists 309-311
Energy efficiency issues 308, 309
Case study 294-296
Compressed air systems 299-305
Efficiency checklist 303-305
Energy efficiency issues 301-303
General principles 299
Good housekeeping as priority 276, 279, 299
Good housekeeping practice 299-311
Hydroponics
In greenhouses 117, 122, 123

I
Induction heating
see also Electric Furnaces
Advantages 463, 469
Applications 463, 465-467
Brazing and soldering 465
Heating prior to forging 467
Metal melting 357, 466, 467
Other applications 467-469
Case studies 470-472
New Zealand potential 469
Principles and applications 357, 463-472
Infrared Heating
Applications 476-478
In primary production 88, 90
Factors affecting heating 473, 474
Principles 473
Types of emitters 474-476
Irrigation
Electricity pricing issues 102
Energy demand - pasture and crops 101
Irrigation scheduling 102
Options for energy efficiency 100
System design/comparisons 101, 102

K
Kiln drying
see Sawmilling
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L
Large-scale metal and minerals industries
BHP NZ Steel 313-324
Cogeneration 316, 317
Energy recovery 317
Fuel supply issues 317-323
Ironmaking process and energy flows
314-317
Golden Bay Cement Ltd 324-329
Alternative fuels 328
Cogeneration 273
Energy use and reuse 327
Wet and dry cement processes 325, 326
New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Ltd 329,
330
Energy efficiency targets 329, 330
Smelting process 329
Livestock Production
see Sheep and Beef Farms
see Pig and Poultry Production
Low Temperature drying
General principles and applications 193

M
Maintenance
see Housekeeping
Manufacturing categories
New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification 269
Market Gardens
Amenity horticulture 106, 107
Carrots - fuel use 106, 108
Energy flows 107
Freezer peas - fuel use 106, 108
Garden statistics 106
Potatoes - fuel use 106, 108
Meat Industry
Case studies
chiller/freezer fans 199
electricity load management 200
hot water storage 200, 201
Changes in specific energy usage 187,
188
Comparison with other food sectors 172
Effect of rendering on energy usage 187
Energy efficiency technologies 188-192
Biogas from wastes 191
Cogeneration 191
Controlled door opening 191
Hot water management 191
Increased heat recovery 189
Refrigeration energy recovery 188,
189
Scheduling refrigeration compressors
189
Variable speed drives 190
Variable speed fans 190
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Plant baseload energy usage versus production 188
Specific energy uses versus plant size 186,
187
Mechanical Pulp Manufacture
see also Pulp and Paper Making
Case study mechanical pulping 261, 262
Energy efficiency options 254-256
Chemical/biochemical processes 255
Exotic pulping methods 256
Refiner heat recover 256
Refiner process 255
Stone groundwood process 254
Groundwood process 224, 242
Heat recovery 226, 243, 256
Integrated sawmilling log flows 238
International comparisons 230, 231, 242
New Zealand mills 241
Process description 224-226, 242, 243
Refiner mechanical pulping 224, 242
Specific energy requirements 225, 242
Mechanical Vapour Recompression
see also Heat Pumps
General principles 183, 381, 382
In dairy industry 184, 200
Medium Density Fibreboard
Process description 240
Specific energy demands 240
Options for energy efficiency 248, 249
Drying 248
Refining 248
Membrane Separation
In dairy industry 185
Microfiltration 185
Reverse osmosis 184
Other membrane technologies 185
Ultra filtration 185
Microwave Heating
see Dielectric Heating
Minerals categories
New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification 269
Monitoring and targeting
Case studies 292-296
Energy audit and site assessment 288
Energy efficiency benefits 287, 291, 292
M&T implementation issues 288, 290, 291
Measurement timing and analysis 290
Number of measurement points 290
M&T programme - objectives 287, 288
M&T programme - process summary 296
Management and personnel involvement 288,
289
Other benefits of M&T 291, 292
Performance assessment 290, 291
Programme for energy management 287-297
Warren Centre, University of Sydney report
287
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Mushroom Growing
Overview 124

N
Nursery Crops
see also Greenhouse Enterprises
Soil warming 123

O
Organic Farming
see also Fruit Production
Energy implications 64, 65, 105
Ohmic heating
Principles and application 196, 197
On-farm Energy Production
see Remote Area Power Systems
Operation and Maintenance
see Housekeeping
Other Food Processing Industries
Air radio frequency assisted technologies
196, 197
Case Studies
air curtains 201
air vacuum systems 201
Energy efficiency technologies 193-197
Air knives 194, 195
Freeze concentration 194
Low temperature drying 193
Ohmic heating 196, 197
Ozone and ultraviolet treatment 195
Energy usage by industry groups 192
Ozone treatment
Principles and application 195

P
Panel Products
see also Medium Density Fibreboard
Energy efficiency options 247-249
New Zealand industry 239, 240
Particle Board 239, 248
Plywood 239, 248
Paper Manufacture
see also Pulp and Paper Making
Case study paper making 260
Energy efficiency options 249, 250
International comparison - energy 230
Paper types/grades 221, 222
Process description 220-222
Specific energy demands 222
Paper Recycling
see also Pulp and Paper Making
Deinking processes 227
Environmental cost-benefits 226
New Zealand mills 241
New Zealand wastepaper data 243
Process description 226-228
Recycling regulations 244
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Specific energy demands 226, 243
Wastepaper as fuel 227, 244
Parks and Reserves Management
see Market Gardens
Particle Board
see Panel Products
Pig and Poultry Production
Building design 87
Energy flows - poultry 87
Heating 88-90
infrared lamps 88, 90
quartz linear lamps 88, 90
underfloor heating 89
Lighting 87, 88
Ventilation 89, 90
Waste utilisation 90
Pinch Technology
In food processing 182
In primary production 76
Use of composite curves 409-411
Pinch technology rules 412
Process changes for energy efficiency 413, 414
Selection of hot and cold utilities 414-416
Selection of heat pumps 416-418
Plywood
see Panel Products
Poultry Production
see Pig and Poultry Production
Prime Movers
Alternatives to electric motors 435, 436
Public Policy, food processing
Energy effects of economic policies 176
Energy efficiency strategies 203-205
Energy pricing 177
Public Policy, primary production
Education and technology transfer 145, 146
Energy efficiency 148, 149
Energy efficiency prerequisites 49
Energy price signals 49, 50, 102, 144
Energy supplier roles 146, 147
Farmer attitudes 59, 66
Marketing/promoting energy efficiency 149
Research, development and demonstration 147
Role in primary production 50-53
Secondary education and professional
training 148
Sustainable Energy Information Centre 146,
147
Total quality management 143, 144
Public Policy, forestry
Climate change issues 233
Cradle to grave carbon analysis 233, 234
Energy sector reforms 232
Energy-wise companies campaign 232
Forests as carbon sinks 233, 234
Issues for New Zealand 231-234
Voluntary agreements/carbon dioxide 233
Pulp and Paper Making
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see also Chemical Pulp Manufacture
see also Mechanic Pulp Manufacture
see also Paper Manufacture
see also Paper Recycling
Cogeneration 256
Energy efficiency - general strategies 229
Energy efficiency options 249-256
Forests as carbon sinks 233, 234
Industry energy demand 219, 220
Integrated with sawn/panel products 226,
237, 238
International comparisons 230, 231
New Zealand pulp and paper mills 241
Production statistics 218, 241
Pulping processes and yields 225, 241
Self-sufficiency 228-230
Wood consumption 218, 241
Pumps
General system design principles 436
Inlet conditions and maintenance 441
Pump head and capacity control 438-440
Specific speed and energy efficiency 436, 437
Variable speed drive 439

R
RAPS
see Remote Area Power Systems
Recuperators
see Heat Recovery
Regenerators
see Heat Recovery
see also Burners
Refrigeration
see Heat Pumps
Remote Area Power Systems
Classes and applications 133
Fuelwood/greenhouse benefits 141, 142
Hybrid RAPS technologies 137, 138
Multi-source RAPS 138
Need for RAPS 133
On-farm biofuel production 140-142
RAPS vs grid connection 133, 134
Series vs parallel hybrid RAPS 137
Technology trends and costs 134, 135
Tyson Turbine 139

Sector studies
Objectives and scope 281, 282
Case study 282-284
For target setting 281, 282
Sheep and Cattle Farms
Energy flows 83, 84
Fencing and other maintenance 86
Shearing plant 84, 85
Stock and fodder management 83, 84
Stock water supply 85
Sustainable Production
see also Total Quality Management
Energy input/outputs 47, 48
Environmental issues 63, 64
Sustainable Energy Information Centre 146,
147

T
Thermal vapour recompression, food processing
Case studies 199, 200
General principles and applications 183
Tractor Facts Pack
Guide to efficient tractor use 94, 95, 148
Total Quality Management
Future trend 63
Synergy with energy efficiency 143, 144

U
Ultraviolet curing
Advantages and disadvantages 484-486
Case Study 486
Curing process 480, 481
Principles and applications 479-486
Safety and handling considerations 483, 484
Ultraviolet lamp types 481-483
Ultraviolet treatment
Principles and applications 195

V
Variable speed drives
see also Electric Motors
Application to chiller fans 190
Application to compressors 190

S
Sawmilling
Case study kiln drying 259, 260
Case study sawmilling 259
Energy efficiency options 245-247
Integrated plant wood flows 237
Kiln dried timber 237, 238, 239
Kiln energy sources 239
Kiln types and distribution 246
Residue uses 237
Specific energy demands/costs 237
Woodflows and production 217, 218
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